Policy 5.1 – Land east of Church Lane:
ID
Organisation
Duty to Co-operate / Interest Groups
18
Nottinghamshire Campaign to Protect Rural England
(supported by Nottinghamshire Campaign for Better
Transport)
34
Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust
67 (1,2,3,4,5,7, 8, 9, 10,
Brinsley Parish Council
11)
6939
Brinsley Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group
142
Historic England
222
Severn Trent
6276
Nottingham West Clinical Commissioning Group
6757
The Friends of Brinsley Headstocks Heritage and
Nature Reserve
6943
Spring Bank Farm Care Home, Brinsley (including 45
others)
6944
Brinsley Vision (Representing 70 residents of
Brinsley)
Developer / Landowner
717
Mr & Mrs Anthony (Represented by Guy Taylor
Associates)
6566
Richborough Estates (Represented by Fisher
German)
4200
Taylor & Burrows Property (Represented by Phoenix
Planning (UK) Ltd)
5920
Mr Soult (Represented by GPS Planning and Design
Ltd)
Individual / Local Resident
4928
Appleby
5121
Wright
6590
Lane
1206
Woodhead
2431
Woodhead
4242
Large
4338
Lees
1944
Palmer
2098
Edmondsom
5465
Farnsworth
3423
Lees
6776
Limb
3598
R Allen
6774
Allen
1192
Annable
5391
N Annable
6889
Banks
6932
D Banks
6915
Barker

6902
1913
6594
6947
2121
3411
6933
6887
4297
6884
6898
6182
3868
4226
6892
1170
1169
5055
1186
5287
5078
6926
5135
5134
6499
6927
1208
1930
6890
5265
1935
1983
6941
3482
6899
6931
4309
5065
5064
6415
4299
4366
6891
6929
6897
6923
6589
6413

Brooks
Brice
Buck
Buck
Graham
Castledine
Chambers
Chambers
Chambers
Chambers
Cole
Daff
Davey
Davey
Deller
Dolphin-Rowland
Dolphin-Rowland
Elliott
Eyre
Eyre
Firmstone
Firmstone
Fletcher
Fletcher
Froggatt
Froggatt
Gibbs
Gibbs
Graham
Griffiths
Harper
Harper
Hewes
Hicking
Hickton
Hickton
Hill
Hinchley
Hinchley
Hole
Holmes
Hutsby
Jackson
Jackson
Jepsom
Jepsom
Kell
Kerr

5127
4354
3861
3409
5128
4295
5058
3400
6938
6886
3867
1704
2133
3423
5289
3474
4248
5742
5079
6772
6773
4993
6948
6940
1940
6942
6930
6487
6945
5393
3415
6928
1300
4291
1975
1209
2786
2375
6885
6894
6909
1204
1189
5564
6888
2102
2045
2868

King
King
King
King
King
King
King
Kirk
Kirk
Lambert
Lambert
Lambley
Ledger
Lees
Lees
Lemons
Lemons
Lemons
Lowe
Marriot
Marriot
Marshall
Marshall
Melbourne
Melbourne
Moss
Officer
Oxley
Oxley
Paull
Pearce
Price
Redgate
Salt
Savage
Smith
Smith
Swain
Thornton
Thornton
Thornton
Topliss
Topliss
Travis
Travis
Twells
Wakeling
Watson

1506
938
6895
6896
3820
1207
1923
6917
1563
6783
6784
5761
6946
6949

Weir
Weir
Weller
Weller
Westbrook
Westbrook
Whitham
Whitham
Wilhardt
Williamson
Williamson
Wildgust
Wilson
Wright

Response to Broxtowe Local Plan Part 2 Publication version (Sep 17)
Nottinghamshire Campaign to Protect Rural England
3rd November 2017

Please contact

Policy
3.3
3.4
3.7
4.10
5.1
7.1

8 (Green Belt)

20 (Air Quality)

23 (Heritage)
26 (Travel Plans) : “All
developments of 10 or
more dwellings or 1,000
square metres or more
gross floorspace will be
expected to submit a
Travel Plan with their
application.”

Comment
The key development requirements for
each of these major housing allocations
include provision for an enhanced bus
service “adjacent to” the sites. While
we welcome this, we do not think it is
sufficient to maximize encouragement
to use alternatives to the car. The
distances to the nearest bus stop would
be too large for most people to be able
(or willing) to walk there. So the policy
as it stands would undermine the Plan’s
sustainable transport objectives.

Our comments here are also supported
by Nottinghamshire Campaign for Better
Transport.
We welcome this policy, especially the
clarification in 4. of what is to be
regarded as a town. Without the
clarification, there would be a real risk
of coalescence.
We welcome this policy because it
provides a clear steer to development in
accordance with the Local Plan’s
sustainability and sustainable travel
objectives.
This policy is also supported by
Nottinghamshire Campaign for Better
Transport.
We welcome this comprehensive policy.
We welcome this policy because it
provides a clear steer to development in
accordance with the Local Plan
sustainable travel objectives. Having
such a policy will also make Local Plan
delivery more effective and efficient
compared to the labourintensive
process of assessing each planning
application case by case with regard to
whether a Travel Plan is needed.

Changes proposed
include provision
for bus services into
and through the
sites in the key
development
requirements

This policy is also supported by
Nottinghamshire Campaign for Better
Transport.

28 (Green Infrastructure)

We welcome the inclusion of informal
and amenity Green Infrastructure and
the requirement to enhance these.
However, there is a significant risk to
the implementation of the policy in
practice if the proposed wording is
retained :
“2.In all cases listed in part 1, and in
the case of school playing fields,
permission will not be granted for
development that results in any harm to
the Green Infrastructure Asset, unless
the benefits of development are clearly
shown to outweigh the harm.” (our
emphasis)
The lack of clarity as to what would
constitute a benefit and for whom
leaves so much room for interpretation
as to undermine the overall policy
intention. This would make this aspect
of the Local Plan unsound.

reword the policy
by deleting “unless
the benefits of
development are
clearly shown to
outweigh the
harm”.

Planning Policy
Broxtowe Borough Council
Council Offices
Foster Ave
Beeston
Notts NG9 1AB

Nottinghamshire
Wildlife Trust

3rd November 2017
Dear Sir/ Madam
Comments on Publication Version Part 2 Broxtowe Local Plan
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Broxtowe Local Plan Part 2
(publication version).
Whilst recognising the need for housing provision and economic investment in
Broxtowe, we have significant concerns about whether the scale of growth
proposed during the plan period is necessary or sustainable.

Website
www.nottinghamshirewildlife.org

We do not currently have resources to submit each comment on a separate
form but to help with your collation of responses our comments are broadly set
out by policy number, as requested on the response form (question 1). Where
appropriate, we have also indicated if we query the ‘soundness’ of the plan, as
per question 2 and 3. After putting forward our comments we have submitted
suggested modifications, as per question 4 of the response form.
Our comments on individual policies are set out below:
Policy 3 Main built up area site allocations
For the reasons provided at 3.1 and 3.2 we generally support the Spatial
Strategy approach. We do, however, have substantive concerns about the
scale of some of the allocations. We do understand that allocation sites would
not necessarily be built up in their entirety and land within the allocation
boundary would potentially be set aside for Green Infrastructure (GI) provision
and related requirements. However, we think that seeing sites with large redline boundaries might be potentially confusing and of concern to many of the
other consultees - certain local community groups and individuals have
contacted us about their concerns about potential loss of greenfield and wildlife
sites.
Policy: 3.1 Chetwynd Barracks: 500 homes (within the plan period)
If this site is to be allocated, we very much support the ‘key development
requirement’ to “Retain and enhance Green Infrastructure corridors around the
eastern and northern areas of the site”.
Some parts of the site have developed significant habitat value. These include
Hobgoblin Wood and the adjacent Chilwell Ordnance Depot Local Wildlife Site
(LWS) which is located outside the redline boundary. Both areas should be
protected during construction phase and be retained within GI with their
management secured and paid for in perpetuity by the developer. Focusing new
built development on the previously developed parts of the site whilst converting
and reusing existing buildings, roads and infrastructure wherever possible
would allow for a more sustainable form of development to be achieved.
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Modification sought
Include a clear statement confirming that Hobgoblin Wood, other woodland
area, mature trees and grasslands will be retained and their long-term
management will be secured in perpetuity.
Policy: 3.2 Toton (Strategic Location for Growth): 500 Homes
Toton sidings is at the very centre of the Erewash Valley Living Landscape
area, where many partners including Broxtowe Borough Council are investing in
extending and improving habitats and GI to achieve Broxtowe Borough
Council’s Biodiversity and GI targets.
We therefore object to this site as a strategic location for growth. Not only
would it lead to the loss of a substantial area of Green Belt, resulting in the
merging of Chilwell and Stapleford, it would cause a well-defined wildlife
corridor between the Erewash Valley and Wollaton Park (via Bramcote Village
and Beeston Fields golf course) to be lost. This corridor is identified as primary
corridor 1.2 and secondary corridors 2.12 and 2.23 in the Broxtowe Green
Infrastructure Strategy and the land between the two secondary corridors will
also, in effect, function as a single wide corridor.
We cannot see how transport issues can be addressed in a location already
suffering from severe congestion and where other large-scale developments
are planned for the current plan period, i.e. 500 homes in connection with the
Chetwynd Barracks redevelopment.
We need to point out that part of this land, especially the northern and eastern
part of the sidings, are within floodplain and are at high risk of flooding.
Therefore, there should be a presumption against development of these parts of
the site. Also, if substantive measures are not put in place (e.g. flood storage),
development of such a large parcel of land could increase risk of both fluvial
and surface water flooding in adjacent areas, especially within Toton and parts
of Long Eaton.
Whilst we don’t support the principle of development on Green Belt and the
scale of the proposed development, we welcome inclusion of open space:
“Minimum of 16ha Open Space, to incorporate Green Infrastructure of sufficient
width and quality to provide attractive and usable links between Hobgoblin
Wood in the east and Toton Fields Local Wildlife Site in the west and the
Erewash Canal, which will blend with a high quality built environment.”
However, we would expect to see the quantity of ‘informal’ open space (wildlife
habitat) specified in the policy wording. In the absence of this, we are
concerned that:
a). the 16ha minimum could be taken up with ‘formal’ open spaces, such as
sports pitches, play areas etc,
b). the open spaces would be sited in areas subject to high levels of
disturbance, such as along paths, road verges etc, which will never develop
high wildlife value,
c). areas of open spaces will be too narrow to usefully function as wildlife
habitat (our comments on policy 27 and our recommendation for 50 metre wide
buffer are relevant to this).
We are also concerned about the loss of such a large extent of brownfield land
in the sidings, which has regenerated to woodland. New open space wildlife
sites cannot be recreated easily and will take many years to develop a level of
wildlife value equivalent to what will be lost from the sidings, if achievable at all.

Modification sought
Removal of the allocation. If Broxtowe Borough Council is minded to allocate
then all LWS habitat should be removed from the allocation, as it might never
be possible to recreate habitats of the same value. Clarification that the 16ha
minimum will comprise a significant amount of informal open space (wildlife
habitat), including a 50m wide habitat corridor.
Policy: 3.3 Bramcote (East of Coventry Lane): 300 Homes

Nottinghamshire
Wildlife Trust

If the entire site is to be developed, this allocation would result in the loss of a
LWS – Bramcote Moor Grassland, which we would strongly object to.
LWSs are defined areas identified and selected locally for their substantive
nature conservation value. Their selection takes into account the most
important, distinctive and threatened species and habitats within the county.
They therefore comprise many of our best remaining flower-rich meadows,
ancient woodlands, ponds, swamps, fens and mires and provide a home to
many of our native plant and animal species, including many rare, declining or
protected species. These sites can be of SSSI quality or can be even more
important than SSSIs for wildlife. We therefore consider protection of this
network of sites to be of the upmost importance.
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Should the LWS be lost, we would consider the policy unsound as it is not
consistent with local (Policy 17 of ACS) and national policy (NPPF para 118).
Modification sought
Inclusion of a sentence stating that the LWS will not be developed or removal of
LWS from the allocation boundary. If the LWS would be retained, it would also
need to be adequately buffered and work would be required to make the site
more robust, as it will be subject to greater footfall post any development.
Future management of the LWS should also be secured.
Policy: 3.4 Stapleford (West of Coventry Lane): 240 Homes
The ‘key development requirements’ include ”provide enhanced Green
Infrastructure corridors linking urban areas of Nottingham to the east with
Bramcote and Stapleford Hills, Bramcote Park, Boundary Brook, Pit Lane
Wildlife Site, Nottingham Canal and Erewash Valley Trail”.
Whilst we object to this allocation because we consider it is encroaching
significantly into the surrounding countryside and that local needs have been
met by the adjacent Fields Farm site, achievement of a strong corridor is very
important. We also agree with the last point of the ‘key development
requirements’, that the cemetery and Stapleford Hills should be adequately
buffered, forming a strong and robust habitat corridor linking to Bramcote Moor
Grassland LWS.
Modification sought
Removal of allocation. Clarification as to the extent of the corridor, so the site
isn’t over developed. The adjacent Field Farm Development is mentioned in the
location description but we think this policy needs to offer some guidance in
terms of how GI linkages will be provided between the two sites.
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Policy: 3.5 Severn Trent (Lilac Grove ): 150 Homes
The ‘key development requirements’ states that the 150 homes will be located
towards the north of the site, which appears to be on the former Severn Trent
works, and that access will only be from the north (Lilac Grove).
We are hopeful this means the land at the end of Cornwall Avenue will remain
undeveloped. It also talks about ‘soft landscaping’ along the canal and the
importance of “Green Infrastructure” corridors. The field at the end of Cornwall
Avenue is an important buffer to the Beeston Canal, which itself is a Local
Wildlife Site and this should form part of the “Green Infrastructure” and remain
undeveloped and long-term management of GI needs to be secured.
Modification sought
Clarification of the extent of GI, confirmation that fields along the Beeston Canal
will not be developed and that long-term management of GI will be secured.
Policy: 3.6 Beeston Maltings: 56 Homes
Transport corridors can provide essential wildlife habitat. For instance our sister
Wildlife Trust in Yorkshire is promoting a project to maximise their value, which
is supported by the Humberhead Levels Nature Improvement Area. Given the
apparent lack of buffer on the south of the railway line, we would strongly
recommend some form of green link be provided along the southern
development boundary.
Modification sought
Provision of green infrastructure link along the railway line under the ‘key
development requirements’.
Policy: 3.7 Beeston Cement Depot: 21 Homes
Transport corridors can provide essential wildlife habitat. For instance our sister
Wildlife Trust in Yorkshire is promoting a project to maximise their value. We
would strongly recommend some form of green link be provided along the
southern development boundary.
Modification sought
Provision of green infrastructure link along the railway line under the ‘key
development requirements’.
Policy 4 Awsworth Site Allocation
A substantial population of common toad (Local Biodiversity Action Plan Priority
species and NERC Act species of principal importance in England) was known
to be present in the vicinity of the allocated site. We are aware that toad
tunnels, which we understand have not been maintained, were installed
underneath the Awsworth Bypass, to allow toads to migrate between breeding
habitat (Nottingham Canal) and fields on the opposite side of the new bypass.
Potentially, the fields subject to this allocation still provide terrestrial habitat for
common toad, should they still occur. We would recommend surveys for
common toad and other wildlife, possible reinstatement of toad tunnels (if
required). Due to it’s greenfield nature and strong hedgerow network, we think
the land could provide habitat for many other species.
Common Toad is considered a biodiversity asset under policy 31, as they are a
species of concern in the Notts Biodiversity Action Plan.
Should this species be subject to further adverse impacts, we would consider
the policy unsound as it is not consistent with local (Policy 17 of ACS) and
national policy (NPPF para 118).

Modification sought
We would wish to see removal of this allocation. If the allocation is to remain,
provision of substantial green infrastructure, incorporation of existing hedges
and retention of some meadows (quantity defined) and protection of common
toads, should they still occur.

Nottinghamshire
Wildlife Trust

Policy 5 Brinsley Site Allocation
We would have preferred to have seen the alternative site included (option 2)
rather this one (option 1) for the reasons provided in our response to the
Brinsley Alternative Site Consultation February 2017:
“Option 1 is located immediately adjacent to Brinsley Headstocks Local Nature
Reserve and associated Local Wildlife Sites, Brinsley Brook Grassland LWS
(5/2302) and Brinsley Headstocks LWS (5/3405), which are identified for their
botanical interest. The wildlife value of Brinsley Headstocks, which has been
well recorded, may be harmed by any substantial increases in recreational use,
which would be inevitable if Option 1 is taken forward.
The LNR and adjacent land is considered locally by members of the Friends
Group and others who carry out regular birdwatching locally, as being more
valuable for birds. This is certainly likely because the LNR itself supports more
structural diversity in its habitats, with areas of woodland, plantation, hedges
alongside meadows and the Brinsley Brook These features are largely lacking
from land within Option 2, which is predominantly arable. The LNR currently
has good, strong habitat connectivity along the brook and to Saints Coppice to
the north, which could be adversely affected by built development if Option 1 is
taken forward.
Option 1 contains areas of permanent grassland whereas the majority of land
within option 2 is mainly arable, which contains no known botanical interest is
less valuable in wildlife terms, apart from hedges which we would like to see
sensitively retained within any development”.
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Local residents have reported that the fields in the vicinity of the Brinsley
allocation included in the current consultation support a number of wintering
farmland bird species. We are also concerned about possible hydrological
impacts on the Brinsley Brook. As this allocation is within the catchment for the
watercourse there is the potential for adverse impacts on the ecology of the
brook due to increased runoff rates, contamination (directly or indirectly, via any
new drains) etc.
Modification sought
Replace this site allocation with ‘option 2’.
Policy 6 Eastwood Site Allocation
Walker Street Eastwood is an important Green Space in the centre of
Eastwood. Whilst we welcome retention of ‘Canyons’ as open space, we would
wish to see Green Infrastructure/ habitat corridors enhanced throughout the
site.
Modification sought
Include a commitment to provide GI links across the wider site.
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Policy 7.1 Land south of Kimberley Depot
We find proposals to develop the exiting built up part of the site acceptable but
are concerned about the impact on wildlife arising from loss of surrounding
farmland and plantation woodland. Kimberley Disused Railway, on the southern
boundary, is a LWS and important wildlife corridors, which should be
adequately buffered from any development.
Modification sought
If this allocation is to remain, we would like to see a statement about extent of
developable area, ideally limiting it to the existing built up part of the site. It is
important that the allocation is sensitive to, and secures future positive
management of the LWS.
Policy 7.2 Land south of Eastwood Road Kimberley
We consider this is an important area of remnant fields on the edge of urban
area which, when considered with the adjacent woodland, is an important
wildlife corridor. We would be concerned about inclusion of the site as an
allocation.
Modification sought
Site to be excluded.
Policy 17 Place-making, Design and Amenity
We support the inclusion of 1(n – p):
“n). Incorporates ecologically sensitive design, with a high standard of planting
and features for biodiversity; and
o). Uses native species of trees, shrubs and wild-flower seeds in landscaping
proposals; and
p). Integrates bat and/or bird boxes into the fabric of new buildings”.
Modification sought
Under n) adding reference to following:
 green walls,
 brown and green roofs,
 ecologically designed / focused suds schemes,
 features to assist permeability for wildlife through the built environment
(e.g. gaps under fences for hedgehogs).
Under p) adding a reference to insect houses.
The policy should raise future responsibilities and funding mechanisms for
management of habitats / informal open spaces. The developer should cover
the costs for management of habitats in perpetuity, so that it does not fall to
Broxtowe Borough Council to pay for this.
Policy 19 Pollution, Hazardous Substances and Ground Conditions
Sub section 1b). “Lighting schemes unless they are designed to use the
minimum amount of lighting necessary to achieve their purposes and to
minimise any adverse effects beyond the site, including effects on the amenity
of local residents, the darkness of the local area and nature conservation
(especially bats and invertebrates)”.
We support inclusion of point in relation to darkness and nature conservation.

Policy 27 Local Green Space
We strongly support this policy and welcome inclusion of the sites listed.
Protection of the sites around Bramcote Hills Park and wood, Stapleford Wood
and the Bramcote Schools (section 3 relating to land east and west of Coventry
Lane) is welcome, as these are very important wildlife sites with historic /
cultural interest.

Nottinghamshire
Wildlife Trust

In terms of policy wording, we are concerned about inclusion of ‘exceptional
circumstances’ clause, as this will undermine the policy protection.
Paragraph 28.2 states, “The greatest opportunities for enhancing the
corridors will come through development, and the Council intends to work
with developers to create and maintain new spaces and to improve
connectivity. The details of these opportunities for enhancement will depend
on the characteristics of the corridors concerned”.
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Development certainly creates opportunities for enhancing corridors but we
would question whether it creates the ‘greatest opportunities’. Many of the
corridors are in the rural landscape, not through areas allocated for potential
development and significant opportunities exist through working with existing
landowners and farmers, in relation to improving existing Rights of Way or
strengthening important landscape features and wildlife habitats, such as
hedgerows, woodlands and field margins.
Green infrastructure corridors need to be of a reasonable, specified width to be
viable; otherwise they will fail to function in ecological terms. Without specified
widths there is the danger the corridors will be narrow as developers will
naturally seek to maximise the size of the new built development. We have
carried out some research on what is considered viable widths of green
corridors. In summary:
• “Corridors should be preserved, enhanced and provided, […..], as they
permit certain species to thrive where they otherwise would not. Corridors
should be as wide and continuous as possible” (Dawson, 1994).
• 50m buffers [are] recommended for developments in the Local Plans of
both Wakefield & Darlington Councils to protect local wildlife sites and / or
river corridors.
• A 50m width allows corridors to function as a ‘multi-purpose network’, as
defined in NECR 180, so that it includes attributes that are valuable to
people, i.e. biodiversity alongside amenity, footpaths, cycleways,
sustainable drainage, microclimate improvement, heritage [etc.]
• Quadrat Scotland 2002 (Appendix 1). For connectedness, to be defined
as ‘high’ (on scale high, medium, low), the corridor needs to be at least
50m wide for more than 50% of the corridor
References
o Dawson, D. 1994. Are Habitat Corridors Conduits for Animals and Plants
in a Fragmented Landscape? A Review of the Scientific Evidence. English
Nature Research Reports
o Wakefield Consultation on spatial strategy: Wakefield Council Spatial
Policy Areas
o Darlington consultation on draft housing allocations: Darlington Council
Housing Allocations report
o Natural England Commissioned Report NECR180 (2015). Econets,
landscape & people: Integrating people's values and cultural ecosystem
services.
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o

Quadrat Scotland (2002) The network of wildlife corridors and stepping
stones of importance to the biodiversity of East Dunbartonshire. Scottish
Natural Heritage Commissioned Report

Modification sought
Removal of “except in very special circumstances” from the final sentence of the
policy wording.
State that development provides opportunities for enhancing corridors, but
remove (development) ‘provides the greatest’.
State that corridors must be at least 50 metres wide to be considered beneficial
and viable for wildlife.
Policy 28 Green Infrastructure Assets
We strongly support this policy and welcome that “Development proposals
which are likely to lead to increased use of any of the Green Infrastructure
Assets listed below, as shown on the Policies Map, will be required to take
reasonable opportunities to enhance the Green Infrastructure Asset(s)”.
Policy 29: Cemetery extensions
We support this policy and welcome that the potential biodiversity value of new
proposed cemeteries has been recognised in the supporting text.
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
In terms of defining biodiversity assets, 1b “Priority habitats and priority species
(as identified in the Nottinghamshire Local Biodiversity Action Plan and section
4.5 of the Green Infrastructure Strategy)”, whilst we welcome inclusion of the
reference to Nottinghamshire LBAP, we consider that the definition of
biodiversity assets is missing the following:
1. Any reference to UK priority species and habitats (formerly called UK BAP
priority species and habitats). Section 41 of the Natural Environmental and
Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006 identifies these and they may be found
both within or outside designated sites. Priority species correspond to those
identified under Section 41 of the NERC Act as species of principal importance
for the conservation of biodiversity in England and have to be considered under
planning policy.
2. Any reference to protected species. This is different from priority species list
(although some priority species may also be protected).
Due to lack of reference to S41 species and habitat NERC Act and Biodiversity
Duty, Legally protected species we consider the policy is not sound as it is not
consistent with local (Policy 17 of ACS) and national policy (Biodiversity paras).
Modification sought
Inclusion of a reference to NERC Act (species and habitats of principal
importance) and legally protected species.
We also consider there is a requirement for a Biodiversity SPD to help protect
Broxtowe’s important nature sites, habitat and species and would like to see a
commitment to produce one made in the LPP2 main document. A Biodiversity
SPD would also help the council to secure its aspirations set out in the Green
Infrastructure Strategy and Nature Conservation Strategy.

Policy 32: Developer Contributions
We welcome that financial contributions may be sought for biodiversity for
applications of 10 or more houses and therefore support the policy in this
respect.
In terms of question 5 on the response form (participation at public inquiry), if
we have resources available at the time of the hearings, we would be happy to
attend public examination sessions. In any case, we are happy to be contacted
by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations and would welcome
email correspondence in connection with this and future consultations.

Nottinghamshire
Wildlife Trust

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any further queries.
Yours sincerely
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Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnabillty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-
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consider this
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2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Local Plan to IJc : (please tl'f('' ro rilL'

Yes

No

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No• to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because :
It Is not justtfied
It is not effective
It Is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

P'ease give details or why you consider th is part of the local Plan is not legally compliant, is
u!1s ound or does not comply with the duty to co·operate. Alternatively, if you wish lo support any of
tltpse aspects pl ease provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet

if necessary.
I

Whilst we recognise the duty to co-operate with neighbouring authorities, we
believe that Broxtowe have attached much greater importance to the views of
Ashfield District Council than to the wishes oftheir own constituents in Brinsley.
The site preferred by the village on Cordy Lane has been rejected by Broxtowe
Borough Council on the grounds of 'merging ofsettlements'. We strongly dispute
this fmding as from an overhead map it is clear that about six fields separate the
Cordy Lane site from the town ofUnderwood.
We also maintain that on numerous policies of the NPPF, Cordy Lane is by far
the more appropriate site for development.
In rejecting the village's valid choice of site, it is felt that Broxtowe are not
complying with the Government's Locality Bill and are seeking to impose a large
development in the centre ofthe village against the wishes ofthe residents.

I

..

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to ma~e tho Loc:31 Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or tc)(t. Please be as precise as poss1ble. Con\inue on an extra sheet if necessary.

Question 4 Broxtowe should comply with residents' valid choice ofCordy Lane
instead ofChurch Lane.

Please note your representation should oover succinctly all the lnfonnation, evidence and supporting
information necessary to supporUjustify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the InspeCtor,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for e~mination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If you r repre s entati on is scel-'.ing a modif•cal ion, do you consider it necessary t o p~rticipate al t he
publ1 c examin ati on ?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
'

If you wi sh t o p articip;1tc at t l1e p ub l i c cxJmina\ion , please outline why you consider t his t o IJ e
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Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have r,ot met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done Incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co~operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on--going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan Is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it Is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan Is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it Is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

.

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
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Please provide your client's name
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Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(If reapcncln; on llehelf ollie
Olgllnlsltlon)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on riday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (lDF) w!U be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnfonnatlon will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as ccnfidentlal and will be made available for pubDc inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Counc:il Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E~mail: oolicy@broxtowe.gov.y~

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Policy number

Document

Page number

Policy text!
Paragrnph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c

-ca

Q.

-uca

0
..J
N
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ca
a.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
\ . Polley 5: Brtnsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road 1 High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnablllty

Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.}
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Question 2: What Is the Issue with the Local Plan?
Oo you consider this paragraph or pol icy of the Local Plan to tJc :
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Yes

No

I

2.1

Legalty compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If y ou thin I< this paragraph or policy of the Plan i s not sound, is t his b ecause:

It is not justified
It is not effective

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

~·~

Your comments
I

-

Alease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant , is
ut1sound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any or
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Contimw on an extra sheet
if rle c_~~.s~r .
1

We believe that the inclusion of the Church Lane site is not consistent with
national policy on the following counts: 
• On green belt policies it
• Encroaches into countryside in a previously undeveloped location
• Damages the character ofthe last true village in Broxtowe
o Creates a sprawl of buildings away from existing residential are~ school
and other amenities, thereby creating a new settlement which would have
difficulty integrating with the rest of the village.
Policies of the NPPF state:
~ Land of least environmental value should be chosen for development
(Church Lane is the most environmentally valuable land with many rare
species ofplant and wildlife).
" Heritage assets should be protected. Church Lane is home to the village's
valued links to D. H. Lawrence and mining history through the Headstocks
site which is now a country park.
~ Site should be in walking distance of amenities (from Church Lane site,
busy main road would need to be crossed to shops and in particular for
children to reach school).
0
The natural environment should be protected (a nature reserve and SINC
site are adjacent to Church Lane site and would be irrevocably damaged by
development here.

Question 4: Modifications sought

Question 4
Replace Church Lane site with Cordy Lane in Part 2 Local Plan.
Cordy Lane complies with Government Policies as:
Land is of least environmental value
o The location is already residential
o On same side ofmain road as school and amenities
«~ Not intrusive to character of the village
~ No heritage assets on site
• No nature reserve on site
a

Please note your representation should rover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.
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Postoode
Tel. Number
E-maU address

Comments s

riday 3rd November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection • The c:omment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (lOF) wiH be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime afthe LOF In accordance wilh the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnfonnatlon will be analysed and the Council wiD c:onslder Issues
raised. Please note that comments caMot be treated as confidential and wm be made available for public Inspection. All rep18sentations can be
viewed at the Counc:ll Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: RQ.!icy@broxtowe~gov uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Policy number

Document

Page number

Pol icy text/
Paragraph
number
-

-

~

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c:

-c.
-u
l'G

l'G

0
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N

t:

l'G

c.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
\ Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allc;>eations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

I

Do you consider th1s paragraph or policy of th e Local Plan t o be : ( 1 A·C~sc·
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

-
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Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
-

If you thin\\ thi s paragraph or policy of th e Plan i s not s ound. is this because :
It Is not justified
It is not effective

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of the local Plan is not legally compliant. is
unsound or d oes not comply with t he duty t o co-operat e. A lternati vely, if you wish to st.lpport any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possi bl e. Con tinue on an oxtra sheet
if 11 ecessary.

Although having consulted English Heritage, Broxtowe Borough Council has not
complied with their response to the green belt review in which English Heritage
maintain that building to the east of Church Lane would breach the green belt
policy by causing encroachment into the countryside. English Heritage also
disagreed with Broxtowe Borough Council's points system which they stated
should be reassessed.
In spite ofthese objections, Broxtowe still plan to build in this location.

,r

Question 4: Modifications sought

1

Ph~asc set out what modif•cation(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compli<1nt or sound . You will need to say why this modification w ill make the Local Plan legally
comphant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put forward yoLir suggcst~d revised wording
of any pollcy or te)(l . Please be as prel;ise as possible. Continue on an C)(tra sheet 1f necessary.

Question 4 Broxtowe Borough Council should comply with English Heritage's
findings and not build on the Church Lane site in order to comply with green belt
policy

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she iden~ifie~ for •lnrami~tfon
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Name
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Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments sho

riday 3rd November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection· The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (lDF) wiH be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the lDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information wiD be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubBc inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe....aov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Policy number

Document

Page number

Policy text/
Parag raph
number

-

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c
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-ca
u

0
..J
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ca

c.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
\ .Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of·Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge--of-centre and out.af.centre locations
PoUcy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mJx and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQndltions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map

Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

-

Do yo u con:.idcr this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : tpi.:•c;s:• tde1 tot/,,::
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2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Compliant wfth the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

v

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It Is not positively prepared
It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

We have strong doubts on the validity ofthe ownership ofthe land on Cordy Lane
at the point of access to the Church Lane site.

Does the Council have written proof ofownership?

Also, is the access adequately wide enough for vehicles commuting to and from
110 houses.

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modifica\ion(s) you consider necessary to make 1hc Local Plan leg<tlly
compliant or sound . Vou will need to say why this modification will make lhe Local Plan l egal ly
compliant or sound ll will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested mvlsed wording
of any poli cy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continua on an ~xtra sheet if necessary.

Question 4 Proof of ownership required.

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
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If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framewort (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnfomtation will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations cen be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov,uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
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Policy text/

Policy number

Document

Page number

Paragr<~ph

number
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Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
\ .Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of~Centre A 1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge~f~centre and out~of~ntre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQndltions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnabillty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission.
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
!f>o you consider tlt"1s paragraph or policy of the Local Plan t o be: (f.ll·sL:: c ,cft:l ro ' '"-'
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound?
you answered •No' to 2.3 above

No

Yes

7
Please~

answer this question if

If you think this paragraph o r policy of the Plan is not s ound , is th i s b eca use :

I

It Is not justified

'

It is not effective
It Is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

v

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of t he Locill Plan is not legally compliant , i s
unsound or does not comply with t he duty to co-operate. Alternatively, H you wish to support any or
these aspects please provide details Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet
H necessary.

The plan states that several villages in Broxtowe have special historic character
which need the protection of green belt policy. Brinsley is the last true village in
Broxtowe with strong links to D. H. Lawrence and its mining past in the
Headstocks area.
The area of Church Lane defines the character of the village with its attractive
open landscape and heritage assets. It is of vital importance that it retains green
belt protection.

..'

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please se:t out what modiftcatton(s) you consider nacessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will need to say why this modiricalion will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. II will be helpful if you are aiJle to put forward your suggested revised wordi11g
of any pol1cy or text. Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet if naccssary.

Question 4 Remove Church Lane from the Part 2 Local Plan in order to retain
the character of the village. If any land must be removed from the green belt it
should be the site on Cordy Lane, which is less intrusive and would not destroy
the character ofthe villa~e.

~<~~•••!lilt• note your representation
cover
all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for e:lt'aman;~~tion

Broxtowe Borough Cou:
Planning & Community Devek:;:

- 2 NOV 2017
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Your Details
lltle

Name
Organisation
(fii8Spanding onbehalfcf the

CJ!VIInlaltlon)

Address

Postoode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments sho
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comrnen1(s) you submit on the Local Development Frameworit (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that commenls caMot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.aov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page numbor

Policytex.U
Parag raph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c
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D.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
\ Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road}
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map

..

Sustalnabllity
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

lib_

/0 . 3

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
qo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local PIJ11 to be : (J''L·a :;e t c-fc.·1 t.J tl.'e
gui(1,JtiCl? notr..: nt /t1r an c;.pla'1Li lton oi 111:..·se term~)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co~operate

2.3

Sound

No

Yr:s

...

/ /

Question 3: Why Is the local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you thin\<. this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because :
I

It Is not justified
It is not effective
It Is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

_,-/

Your comments
i

~lease

give details of why you ~onsider this part of the Local Pia ~ is no_t l egally_ compliant, is
unsound or does not comply wtth the duty to co-operate. Alternattve1y, 1f you wrsh to support any or
tltesc aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet

I
1"f necessary.
I

The site of Church Lane is an area of rural countryside which is unpolluted by
artificial lighting and enjoys the beauty of the night sky. The adjacent nature
reserve is home to many species of wildlife and birds, whose habitat would be
destroyed by light pollution. Most importantly, there are three species ofbats here
who need a dark habitat. They are the Noctule bat, the Pippistrelle bat and the
(brown) long-eared bat and they enjoy the protection ofthe U.K. law.
Development on this site would bring artificial lighting from housing, vehicles
and street lights.

..

Question 4: Modifications sought
Ple;Jse set out wh at modlftcation{s) you consider nacessary to make the Local Plan lcgal!y
compliant or sound . You will nocd to say why this modification will make the Local Plan l egally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you arc able to put forward your suggested revised wordir1g
of any policy or text. Please b e as precise as possible Continue on an extra sheel if necessary.

Do not allow this development which would destroy these habitats.

....a·ae... note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issue~ he/~h~ ldAnttfies for exmn;net!nf'l
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Your Details
liUe
Name

Organisation
(If raapanclng on beheH of the
orgaralution)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments sh

riday 3rd November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection· The oornment(s} you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use tor
the lifetime of 1he LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: oolicy@broxtowe.aov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page n u mbcr

Policy text /
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
\ .Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Klmbertey Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge--of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health Impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission.
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
qo you consider this paragraph or policy of lhc Loc al Plan to be :
,J,ifallt:C! no1c ill f,Jr fill c ;.planRt• un of 111csc t et~ns)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

tple;:r;~~ 1r.·fc,

to

flit'

No

Yes

.........-·

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
-

If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because ;

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

/

'

Your comments
I

P11ease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant , is
u""sound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, ii you wish to support any of
tl~.cse aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet

if recessary.

The D. H. Lawrence Heritage is a major factor lJt:the culture and tourism in the
county. The Headstocks Heritage site is a major element ofthis; its attraction to
the numerous visitors it receives from all over the world has been dependent, to
a large extent, on its open settings and surrounding countryside. To begin
development on Church Lane, the whole of which has been requested for future
development, would destroy both its attraction to tourists and its enjoyment by
local people.
After the care and money spent on improving the site, it would be unacceptable
to destroy it by building over the fields and hiding The Headstocks behind a
housing estate. It would be guaranteed to drive away both visitors and wildlife
from the nature reserve.

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what rnod1fu::atton{s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
complian1 or sound. You will need to say why t his modification will ma~c the Local Pla n legally
compliant or sound . H will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revi sed wording
of any policy or text. Please b e as precise as possible Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

Keep the fields green and the countryside open for the enjoyment of
both visitors and local people, both now and in the future.

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the infonnation, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there wUI not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.

Broxtowe Borough c..
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Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(If reeponding on belllllf of lhe
OlgiiiiiAIIon)

Address

Postoode

Tel. Number

E-mail address

received by 5.00pm on riday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection - The c:omment(s) you submit on lhe Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
1he lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council wiD consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubDc inspec:tion. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Oflices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Policy number

Document

Page number

Policy t~xLI
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
\ .Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of..centre and out-of..centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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"

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
!po you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to IJc: (/>.r!::.1se 1efe:• I a /IJc
gwc/,=Jil\'2 r.tOlC:• at (n, an ('X/ >fanat•.J'I of tllC'SV l t:llnS)

No

Yes

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

/

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because :

It Is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

~·

Your comments
I

P~ease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant. is

unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
tt\~se aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet

if peccssary.

We are very concerned that the landscape ofChurch Lane with its beautiful fields
which roll back to Moorgreen and Greasley is not assessed as 'local landscape
character area' along with the four other named features ofthe Nottinghamshire
Coalfield. With the beautiful scenery, links to D. H. Lawrence and nature reserve,
we feel this area's landscape is equal to any other in Broxtowe and warrants equal
protection.

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modificalion(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You w ill need to say why th is mod •ficat1on w i ll make the Local Plan legally
compl1ant or sound. II will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised word1ng
of any policy or teiC.l. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

Question 4

Add to other Landscape Areas.

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the
, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she ldentifl~~~; for ~~t1{stmirurt!Dn
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Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on riday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
D•bl Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) wiH be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LOF In accordance with the Data Protection At;t 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations c:an be
viewed at the Council Oftices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E~mail: .QQI~@broxtowe . oov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Policy number

Document

Page number

Polley 1; Flood Risk

c
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Polley 2; Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
\ .Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 8: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of~Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out~of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 18: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and non~
designated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Policy texU
Paragraph
number
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do you consider thes paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (p:,_-c~:;r> t t:fe1 to
~,,, d.-mcc: liO[t} <JI for an e>.ptanc1t1L>!l o f tiJ::.•:;c tarrns)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

1/IL'

No

Yes

t/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
I

If you think thi s paragraph or poli cy of th e Pl an is not s ound , is thi s b eca u se:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

t/

It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of t he local Plan is not l egally compliant , is
u~sound or does not comply with t he duty to co-operate. Alternatively , if you wish to support any of
these_;~s f:{;lS lease. rO\r ~" n ·
·
· 1 . Continu~_o_n an extra sheet

We dispute the credibility of the Green Belt Review 2015 which was used to
assess the value ofthe sites. We believe this review gave a misleading description
ofthe sites, in particular, zone 4 Church Lane. The points system used was also
unjustified as English Heritage agreed. We do not believe that any of Church
Lane should be removed from the Green Belt on the findings ofthis review.
We do not believe that the following descriptions are accurate: 
• The old spoil tio is nrnminPni' ;... 4-1..~ 1-- _,
The care home is on the opposite side ofthe road in the residential area and there
is no resource centre. The only structure on the site is The Headstocks which is a
part ofthe D. H. Lawrence heritage.
No mention is made of the country park or the nature reserve and SINC site
adjacent to the site which need green belt protection.

~clcs
ftths

and

The open landscape and its visibility throughout the village are not mentioned.
In our view the green belt review was not a credible source of information on the
Church Lane site which should not be removed from the green belt on these
t1ndi'1"'~

e of
Uch

,.
..
Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s} you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
cornpliant or sound . You will need t o say why this mod ification will make the Loc<~l Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised word1ng
of any policy or text. Please boas precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

..,,~:=aR~~> note your representation should oover succinctly all
information, evidence and si!Jlpporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original r epresentation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of t tte Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.
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Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(If 18&PCIIICiing Dn behalf of the

orgenisltion)

Address

Postcode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments

riday 3rd November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection· The oomment(s) you submit on the local Development Fremework (LDF} will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will oonslder issues
reised. Please note that oomments cannot be treated as oonfidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Coundl Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy,legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Policy number

Document

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
\ .Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnabillty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
1

Do you cons1-d er II11
·5 p"'ragraph
..
or policy of _the Local Plan to be : (f).'t·Jsc

1f

1

a 1 C>.fl Jc' ,laI' ton o f l ilcsc

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to

2.3

Sound

l l'fc t (,) l ilt?

Yes

No

t e1ms)

co~operate

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
-

. parag raPh or policy of the Plan is not sound, is thi s because :
If you think t Ius

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Ph~ase give details of why you consider this part of the local Plan is not legally compliant , is
unsound or does not comply with lh£! duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if 11eccssary.

We do not believe the plan is justified as in our view the evidence base is neither
robust or credible as claimed in the green belt review of2015.

'2 Yfl' This document was used to assess the need for the continued green belt protection
for each site and a points system was used to determine this. We dispute the
findings of this review which are described in detail under the heading of
'evidence document' .

..

••

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set oLJt what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why th1s modificatton will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . ll will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wordtng
of any policy or te,;t. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

Question 4 Correct assessment of site needed which should result m no
development here.

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modtfication, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
I

If your reprcse nt J ti ~n is sce$<.ing a modrfrc a\ion , do you consider it necessary t o participate Jl tlw
publ 1c examination ~

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If yoll wi ~ll to par1 icipatc a\ the publ1c c-xaminat1on . pletlsc outlrnc why yoll consider th is \o be
ncccss ari/
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Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have 11ot met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done Incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this Is
likely io relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-opera~e· places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation In the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross·boundary matters before they
submit their local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to retate to wheth~r or not the local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and Is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
~Justified':

e

This means that the Local Plan Is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made In our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not It is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Locaf Plan Is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it Is reasonable to do so and consistent wHh
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Plannlnw Policy Ya~rn on 0~ 15 917 3.6).52
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I

Please provide your client's name

I

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If ..sponding on bellalfof the

Olll'lllNtlonl

Address

Postmde
Tel. Number

E-maU address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framewort (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accudance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and wiD be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: P.Qiicy@broxtowe.oov ::k

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Document

-

-

-

-

Polt cy number

Page number

Pol icy texll
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c

-ca

D.

-uca

_,0

N
~

ca

Q.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley ": Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of.centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditlons
Polley 20: Air Quattty
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 28: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do

) 'OU

consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan t o be : (J'Ir.:·a.)e refc, I•J tire.•
an C>pl,lll<J! rllll of lite s:.: lcrm ::;)

0 ~11 d.lf•C'c> I JLl,'•-' <1/lor

2. f

Legally oompllant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

/

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think thi s pa ragraph or poli cy of the Plan i s not s ound, is t his b ecauso:

It Is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/ ,.

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Pleas~

give d etails of why you consider this p3r1 of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, i s
unsound or does not compl}' with t he duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
H necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modtfication(s) you consider necessary to make the Loc<JI Plan legally
cornpliant or sound . You will net?d to say why this modificatron will make the Local Plan legally
cornphant or sound . It will be helpful if you arc able to put forward your suggested revised word1ng
of any policy or toxt. Please be as precise as possible Continue on an extra sheet H neccss.:ny

........a .... note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your r epresentatipn is seeking a modificat ion, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
publ ic examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

lf you wish to participate at the public examinataon, please outli ne why yoll consider t his to b e
nece ssary
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

..

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(Englimd) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

to

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross·boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co·operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it Is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the Independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

•Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing In the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emalling policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (lDF) wiD be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnfonnatlon will be analysed and the Council wiD consider issues
raised. Please note that comments caMot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

•.
Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Policy number

Document

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c
ca

-a.
-u
ftl

0

..J
N

1::
ca
D.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locatiOns
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Cultur~. Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question
3: Why
you answered
•No'istothe
2.3Local
abovePlan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is n 0 t soun d , is this because:

It Is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modiflcation(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will need to say why th is modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wordll1g
of any policy or loxt. Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet if necessary
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
'

If your r epresentation is seeking a modif1 calion . do you consi der it n ecessary to p3rticip3te at the
publ ic exarninatio1l?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wisll to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this t o be
n eces sary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

.•

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requir~ments. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it Is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF} and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Da1a Protection · The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) wllJ be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data ProteGtion Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that ccmments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubRc Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Oftlces.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NGQ 1AB
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Document

Pol• cy number

Page number

Policy lcxtl
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
PoUcy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourlsm and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What Is the Issue with the Local Plan?
i

Qo ~·011 consider this paragraph or policy of th e Local Plan to be . (/':·•:,:,:..· '' ·'L'' 1,1
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2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co~perate

2.3

Sound
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Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
H you thi nK. t his pa rag raph or policy of the Plan is not sound , i s th is be cause:
I

It Is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
P lease give details of why you consider this part of t he Local Pla n i s not l egal ly compliant . is
t.tnsound or does not comply with t he duty to co-operate . Altern ativel y, if you wish to support OJ n}' of
these aspncts pl easa provide details Please be as precise <JS possi bl e. Continue on an extra sheet

if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Prc:<Jsc.: set out wllal mudtfrca\lon(s) you consider necessary to make· t ile local Plan log;"llly
complt;ln\ or sound You will m::cd to say why this modtficatton wilt make l11e local Pion leg:1lly
compliant or sound It wt11ue IH~fpful if you a;e aulc to put forward your suggested revised wordtng
or Ltny polrcy or text. Please be• as precise ilS possible. Continue or1 an eKtra slwe\ if necessary.

note your representation should cover
all
and supporting
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication staae. After this staae. further •mbmls.skms wm be om•~ ::0~ t~ p~r· z.o,o;· "~ ,~,. 1..-.cr-~.-t ...

•

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
'

If y our reprcse ntat! Oil is seeking a modif1CJt1 on, do you consider it necessary t o particip<lte at ti1C
pubi! Cexamination[

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
-

If y ou wish t o participate ;:;t the public examination , please outline why you consider th is to he
necessary
'
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Please note the lnspedor will determine the most appropriate procedure tn r....~nnt t~ !.;;;:-or n.,.r .... · ··~- .__
il'ldicatsd 'h::tt th~" '"'k· ~> ~... _ __.,_.
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Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant•. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate•.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy•. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared": This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3.£52
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EAST MIDLANDS OFFICE

Mr Dave Lawson
Broxtowe Borough Council
Our ref: PL00035448
3 November 2017
Dear Mr Lawson
RE: BROXTOWE LOCAL PLAN PART 2 CONSULTATION
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above Plan in its current form.
Historic England would wish to submit the following comments:
Policy 3.1 - Chetwynd Barracks - Key Development Aspiration 2 in respect of nondesignated heritage assets is welcomed and supported.
Policy 4.1 - Land West of Awsworth - It is noted that heritage assets are not mentioned
in the policy or subsequent text when Grade II* Bennerley Viaduct forms a key feature
in relation to this site. It is recommended that a suitable sentence referring to the
conservation or enhancement of heritage assets and their setting is made in the Key
Development Requirements or the Key Development Aspirations for the avoidance of
doubt.
Policy 5.1 - East of Church Lane, Brinsley - It is recommended that ‘conserve’ be used
in place of ‘preserve’ with regard to the setting of St James’ Church in line with NPPF
terminology. It is noted that the site area has been reduced from that of the earlier
consultation on the site in order to mitigate impact on heritage assets.
Policy 6.1 - Walker Street, Eastwood - The inclusion of the need to conserve views of
DH Lawrence related heritage is welcomed and supported.
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures - This policy is welcomed and
supported since it will assist with the Council’s endeavours to support the vitality of
historic shopping centres in the Borough and enhancement of public realm.
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and non-designated heritage assets - In part
3c we recommend the use of ‘conserve’ rather than ‘preserve’ in line with NPPF
terminology. Policy 23 would address the requirements of NPPF Para.139 in its
current form. With regard to the supporting Para 23.6 it is noted that the Plan states
that ‘heritage protection may be seen as a constraint to development’. We
recommend that a balanced view is provided here in that heritage can also be seen as
a positive element contributing to heritage led regeneration (Historic England: Heritage
Counts 2017).

HistoricEngland.org.uk
Historic England is subject to the Freedom of Information Act. 2000 (FOIA) and Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (EIR). All
information held by the organisation will be accessible in response to an information request, unless one of the exemptions in the FOIA
or EIR applies.

EAST MIDLANDS OFFICE

Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets - The provisions of the policy and its justification
text are welcomed.
Policy 32: Developer Contributions - Financial contributions can be required in
situations where mitigation measures are required in respect of heritage assets or their
setting, and/or where NPPF Para 139 sites are revealed but the policy does not
currently include provision for this. As such it is recommended that criteria ‘h) the
historic environment, heritage assets and/or their setting’ or a similar alternative is
included within the policy. To exclude heritage from the list would make it very difficult
to negotiate any mitigation that may be required to address any harm arising when it is
known and expressed in the Plan that some of the allocation sites are likely to impact
on heritage assets and/or setting.
We hope that this information is of use to you at this time. Should you have any
queries, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely,

HistoricEngland.org.uk
Historic England is subject to the Freedom of Information Act. 2000 (FOIA) and Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (EIR). All
information held by the organisation will be accessible in response to an information request, unless one of the exemptions in the FOIA
or EIR applies.

Broxtowe Borough Council
Potential impact of proposed developments on sewerage infrastructure assets
17/10/2017
Date:
NOTE: The purpose of these desktop based assessments are to indicate where proposed development MAY have a detrimental impact on the performance of the existing public sewerage network taking into account the size of the development proposals.
For most new development provided the surface water in managed sustainably through use of a SuDS the additional foul only flows will have a negligible impact on existing sewer performance but where there are pre-existing capacity constraints additional
capacity improvements may be required.
Where subsequent detailed modelling indicates capacity improvements are required such work will be phased to align with development occupancy with capacity improvement works will be funded by Severn Trent Water. However, whilst Severn Trent have
a duty to provide additional capacity to accommodate planned development, we also have a requirement to manage our assets efficiently to minimise our customers’ bills. Consequently to avoid potential inefficient investment we generally do not provided
additional capacity until there is certainty that the development is due to commence. Where development proposals are likely to require additional capacity upgrades to accommodate new development flows it is highly recommended that potential
developers contact Severn Trent as early as possible to confirm flow rates and intended connection points. This will ensure provision of additional capacity can be planned into our investment programme to ensure development is not delayed.

Note: These are desktop assessments using readily available information and have not been subjected to detailed hydraulic modelling

Site Ref

Site Name

Size

Units

Sewage
Treatment
Works
Catchment

Sewerage Comment

Potential impact on
sewerage
infrastructure

Toton, Stapleford and Bramcote
3.1 Chetwynd Barracks

91.5 ha

500 Toton STW

Low
Sewer records do not exist for Chetwynd Barracks. Therefore the current drainage at the site is unknown. It is
assumed the majority of flows will join the 300 dia combined sewer on Chetwynd Road. RPA predicts flooding in a 30
year storm. D/S of Chetwynd Road there is a large flooding cluster on Crofton Road. An FA scheme has been
delivered which protects properties internally up to 40 year storm and externally up to a 20 year storm. There are no
pollution incidents recorded D/S at the Attenborough Lane PS. Surface Water flows can be drained to local brook
running through Chetwynd barracks.

Toton

UNK

500 Stapleford STW

It is likely that a capital scheme would be required for a new gravity sewer to take foul flow from the development to High
Stapleford STW in the North West. There are numerous hydraulic flood incidents on incoming pipes to the STW. If
foul flows were to discharged to the south the topography suggests a pumping station would be required. Pipes on
Stapleford Lane where it would be expected to discharge to are predicted to flood in low RPs. There are foul flooding
incidents recorded to the south off Stappleford Lane. Surface water will be able to drain to pre-existing surface water
systems in the vicinity of the development.

Bramcote

UNK

300 Stoke Bardolph
STW

It is expected that foul flows will be connected to 225mm dia pipe on Latimer Drive. RPA does not predict flooding in Low
storm events up to 40 yrs. Flows from the east of the site may have to be pumped due to the topography of the site.

Stapleford

UNK

240 Stapleford STW

It is likely that a capital scheme would be required for a new gravity sewer to take foul flow from the development to Med
Stapleford STW in the North West. There are numerous hydraulic flood incidents on incoming pipes to the STW. If
foul flows were to discharged to the south the topography suggests a pumping station would be required. Pipes on
Stapleford Lane where it would be expected to discharge to are predicted to flood in low RPs. There are foul flooding
incidents recorded to the south off Stappleford Lane. Surface water will be able to drain to pre-existing surface water
systems in the vicinity of the development.

3.6 Beeston Maltings

1.3 ha

Beeston Cement Depot

UNK

Wollaton Road Beeston

UNK

Awsworth

UNK

4.1 Awsworth

UNK

Brinsley

9

UNK

Low

Low

Low

350 Newthorpe STW Surface Water from the development will be able to drain to a local watercourse. Foul water from the development
Med
will join a 225mm dia combined sewer running across the development site. Flooding in a low return period is
predicted downstream and there are pollutions recorded at Awsworth - A610 TPS. There are also a large number of
flooding incidents upstream of the development in the south of Awesworth.
250 Newthorpe STW Surface Water from the development will be able to drain to a local watercourse. Foul water from the development
Med
will join a 225mm dia combined sewer running across the development site. Flooding in a low return period is
predicted downstream and there are pollutions recorded at Awsworth - A610 TPS. There are also a large number of
flooding incidents upstream of the development in the south of Awesworth.

UNK

6.1 Walker Street

Kimberley

56 Lilac Grove STW Based on topographic levels it is likely the development will connect to the sewage system on Cartwright Way to a
150 mm dia pipe. Surface water would also drain to the existing system on this road. The model does predict
flooding on low RPs D/S on Ireland Avenue. However there are no incidents of flooding reported.
21
Sewage from the development is likely to join the network on Station Road into a 375 mm dia combined sewer.
Surface Water will be able to be connected to local surface water network. There are no reports of flooding in the
area and flooding is not predicted in low return periods.
12
The building adjacent to the proposed development site has experienced repeat floodings recently. Return period
analysis predicts flooding in a storm with a two year return period. The development is unlikely to have a noticeable
impact to Severn Trent's sewage infrastructure, however, the development is likely to flood.

150 Newthorpe STW Foul flows from the development will join a 225 mm dia combined sewer running adjacent to the development site.
Surface water from the development will be able to drain to Brinsley Brook. Flooding is not predicted in low return
periods locally and there are no reported flooding incidents near the development
110 Newthorpe STW Foul flows from the development will join a 225 mm dia combined sewer running adjacent to the development site.
Surface water from the development will be able to drain to Brinsley Brook. Flooding is not predicted in low return
periods locally and there are no reported flooding incidents near the development

Low

230 Newthorpe STW Foul and surface water flows will join pipes on Greenhills Avenue. Flooding is not predicted in low periods
downstream of the development. However there are a number of recorded flooding incidents that additional flow
could exacerbate.
600 Newthorpe STW Foul flows from the development will join the 750 mm dia existing combined sewer which runs through the site.
Surface Water from the development can join the existing surface water network which runs through the proposed
development site. Flooding is predicted in a low return period storm on the combined system close to the
development site. There is a repeat internal flooding caused by the combined sewer. The development is likely to
exacerbate the flooding at this property.

Low
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NHS Nottingham West Clinical Commissioning Group

www.nottinghamwestccg.nhs.uk

Steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Directorate of Legal and Planning Services
Council Offices
Foster Avenue
Beeston
Nottingham
NG9 1AB
30 October 2017
Dear Steffan
Broxtowe Local Plan Part 2 Consultation
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to respond to your consultation document. New
treatments and an aging population mean that pressures on services are greater than they have
ever been, as people are living longer, often with very complex conditions. An increase in local
population as a result of new housing developments compounds that pressure particularly on
primary care - family doctor services. Having the right infrastructure in place in primary and
community settings is crucial for the successful delivery of the Sustainability and Transformation
Plan (STP) ambitions and the GP Forward View (GPFV). The ability to transform care and keep
services sustainable will only be possible if efficient, fit-for-purpose, high quality facilities underpin
the delivery of services.
Workforce recruitment for GPs in particular is paramount for sustaining quality general practice
provision. Good quality fit for purpose primary care facilities are a key part of attracting the
necessary workforce to support the existing and new population as a result of these housing
developments.
In recent years there have been a number of developments approved which have had a major
impact on our ability to provide primary care services. As a consequence we would like to work
with the Borough Council to explore a better way of planning for care homes and retirement living
facilities. We are often the last public sector organisation to find out that a care home is opening; a
building has a change of use or that retirement facilities are being developed. 65% of the NHS
budget is spent on the over 65s and understandably the elderly are the predominant users of
health and social care services so the impact of such changes on the health and social care
system are huge for a relatively small part of the population.
In terms of this consultation document, we have taken each of your options in turn and outlined our
current position with regards to primary care facilities, indicating where we have areas of risk.

Nottingham West Clinical Commissioning Group: 12 GP practices working together with local
people as Nottingham West to develop and deliver new services to improve health and
wellbeing

Potential Site Allocations Sites Adjacent to the Main Urban Area
Policy: 3.1 Chetwynd Barracks
500 homes with potential for 800+ overall

The potential for 800+ dwellings (with a maximum of
1,500) presents significant concern with respect to
local health service provision. The nearest facilities for
Land for Medical Centre required in this development, and where patients are likely to
order to make plan effective and register, is Chilwell Valley & Meadows Surgeries
therefore sound
which comprise a main surgery (Valley) which has no
development potential; and a branch surgery
(Meadows) which has some expansion potential.
Based on 2.3 residents per dwelling we would
anticipate an increased patient population of up to
3,500 patients if the total of 1,500 dwellings was
achieved, which would require 2 full-time General
Practitioners, over and above the current service
provision.
Given the size of this development and the potential
for further development at Toton, together with the
limited / non-existent expansion potential of the
current facilities, we are to consider the option of a
new Primary Care Centre for the Chilwell / Toton area
subject to funding being made available. Therefore, in
order for the plan for Chetwynd Barracks to be
effective and sound, we request a reserved site within
this development to provide primary care services to
the residents of this area.
We are not in a position to confirm the size of site
required at this stage; however based on similar
size developments it would be no more than 1
acre to serve a potential population of around
18,000 patients. Funding contributions should be
sought through Section 106.
Policy: 3.2 Toton – 500+ homes

We understand that we have missed the opportunity
to comment on this proposal as it stands currently at
500 homes. However, we consider that there may be
further development in this area and would like to
offer the following comments:
The nearest facilities for this development is Chilwell
Valley & Meadows Surgeries which comprise a main
surgery (Valley) which has no development potential;
and a branch surgery (Meadows) which has some
expansion potential.
We would like to consider any expansion to the Toton
development over and above the original 500 houses
alongside the Chetwynd Barracks development which

Nottingham West Clinical Commissioning Group: 12 GP practices working together with local
people as Nottingham West to develop and deliver new services to improve health and
wellbeing

affects the same GP practice.
Policy: 3.3 & 3.4
Bramcote, East of Coventry Lane
300 homes
Stapleford, West of Coventry Lane
240 homes

The nearest facilities to these developments are
Bramcote Surgery and Hickings Lane Medical Centre.
Hickings Lane Medical Centre has recently extended
the surgery to take account of the new resident
population generated by 450 dwellings (a potential of
1,035 residents based on 2.3 residents per dwelling)
at Field Farm. There is potential to further expand this
facility.
Bramcote Surgery is a purpose built facility with some
potential for small scale development which could
assist with the expansion of patient population from
these two developments.
We are also aware of discussions regarding the
development of the old Bramcote Hills Golf Course for
retirement / continuing care privately owned units.
This will, if it goes ahead, compound capacity issues
within the existing practices.
We ask the Borough Council to request on our
behalf a Section 106 contribution to support the
expansion to the physical capacity of these
existing facilities in order to provide health
services to the additional 1,242 residents these
developments will attract.

Beeston (339 homes / 780 residents)
Policy: 3.5
Seven Trent (Lilac Grove), Beeston
150 homes
Policy: 3.6
Beeson Maltings, 56 homes
Policy: 3.7 Cement Depot Beeston, 21
homes
Policy: 3.8 Wollaton Road, Beeston, 12
homes
Policy: 11
Beeston Square, 100 homes (minimum)

There are four GP practices providing healthcare to
the residents of Beeston; Abbey Medical Centre, The
Manor Surgery, The Oaks Medical Centre and West
End Surgery.
The Oaks Medical Centre is currently undergoing an
extension to their purpose built facility in response to
the planned housing developments underway in
Beeston. However, the future developments as
outlined in the Local Plan Part 2 whilst not significant
when considered alone, need to be considered in its
entirety together with what is underway and will have
significant impact upon the physical capacity of
practices to provide health services. There is some
potential for small scale developments to assist with
this further expansion of the patient population in
particular from the Seven Trent and Beeston Square
developments.
We would ask for a Section 106 contribution to be

Nottingham West Clinical Commissioning Group: 12 GP practices working together with local
people as Nottingham West to develop and deliver new services to improve health and
wellbeing

available to this locality to increase the physical
clinical space required to meet the needs of this
increase in population over and above that
already underway as part of The Oaks Medical
Centre expansion.

Policy: 4.1
Awsworth
West of Awsworth (inside the bypass)
250 homes
Policy: 5.1
Brinsley
East of Church Lane 110 homes
Policy: 6.1
Eastwood
200 homes + 30 Extra Care Units
Walker Street, Eastwood (Map 24)

The nearest facilities to this development and where
patients are likely to register are Church St Medical
Centre and Church Walk Surgery in Eastwood. See
below for details of the Eastwood joint public services
proposed development to meet the needs of this
increase in population.

A new health centre for Eastwood is the CCG’s top
priority within its Strategic Estates Plan. The old
Eastwood Health Centre was considered no longer fit
for purpose and has been recently disposed of
resulting in there being no local facilities for extended,
community based health services in Eastwood.

Land for Medical Centre required in
order to make plan effective and Both GP practices in Eastwood are in separate
therefore sound
facilities which can no longer be extended. They are
intending to merge into one practice as of April 2018
to provide GP services to 20,000 local residents.
We have been working with Nottinghamshire County
Council, the land owners, on the preferred solution
which would be a One Public Estate public services
hub incorporating a new health facility on the Walker
Street site (Map 24). Alongside library services and
third sector organisations this new facility would also
house the two merged GP practices (Church Street
Medical Centre and Church Walk Surgery in
Eastwood) plus supporting community health service
provision.
In order that the plan for Eastwood is effective
and therefore sound, part of the Walker Street site
must be allocated for a new, purpose built health
facility to sit behind the existing library with direct
access to the main road with its public transport
links ensuring it is easily accessible to the
community. A one acre site is required (GIA
2000m2 of two or three storeys dependent upon
meeting planning requirements). Direct vehicular
access would be required to Walker Street if the
site is also identified as the preferred site for a coNottingham West Clinical Commissioning Group: 12 GP practices working together with local
people as Nottingham West to develop and deliver new services to improve health and
wellbeing

located blue light service base. Funding
contributions should be sought for this
development through Section 106.
Kimberley (167 homes / 385 residents)
Policy: 7.1 Kimberley Depot
105 homes
Policy: 7.2 South of Eastwood Road
40 homes

The nearest facility to these developments is Hama
Medical Centre, Kimberley. This is a purpose built
facility with potential to expand through internal reorganisation of rooms changing their use from clinical
to non-clinical physical space.

We would ask for a Section 106 contribution to be
requested in order to increase the physical
Policy: 7.3 Eastwood Road Builders Yard clinical space required to meet the demands of
the increase in population brought about by the
22 homes
housing developments.
In summary, we have considered the impact on our existing facilities for each of the
potential developments detailed in the Local Plan Part 2. Our main challenges are:


Policy: 6.1 Eastwood where we have had extended discussions with Nottinghamshire County
Council regarding a public sector hub and require a site of 1 acre to be reserved on the Walker
Street site for this;



Policy: 3.1 Chetwynd Barracks / Policy: 3.2 Toton where we will do more work on a
potential hub servicing this area but would ask for a reserved site on the Barracks site to be
identified for a potential health facility;



The impacts of other developments in the plan are of a smaller scale and could be resolved by
relatively modest extensions and/or internal re-design. For these we ask for Section 106
contributions to fund the necessary works to meet the health needs of the increase in
population.

I hope you find this of use in your considerations. Please let me know if you need any further
information.
Yours sincerely

NHS Nottingham West CCG

Nottingham West Clinical Commissioning Group: 12 GP practices working together with local
people as Nottingham West to develop and deliver new services to improve health and
wellbeing

Broxtowe Borough Council
Plannmg & Community Development
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Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Date Protec:tlon • The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) wiN be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnatlon will be analysed and the CouncU will consider Issues
raised. Please note that commen1s cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448,3468 or 3015 E~mail: ~@broxtowe .oov ulc

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Pol1cy number

Page number

Pol icy text!
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Built up Area SHe Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brlnsley Site AllocatiOn
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
P&lley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 18: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and non·
designated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer ContributiOns

Policies Map
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

~o you consider this pJragraph or policy of the L ocal Plan to be : (Jl,·~~t~su t cfc, to ti JL'

Q.•l•(twc-:: nnte ill f, n

clll

CXJJiancltiO:J of tllesu tc:ms)

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

•

•

v

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It Is not justified

~

.

'

It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It Is not consistent with national policy

v

Your comments

cLOJ"'\.~ ~
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Question 4: Modifications sought

•

to'IA:IIIRD note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the mat1ers an.d Issues he!~hi:> fri.c.nf!fl4-;- , ,.. ........ -:--~ - -

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If y ou r r ep resen tation is seeking a modification . do you consider it necessary to participate at tile
public examination'?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If y ou wi s11 to participate at the public examination , please outline why you consider t his t o he
n ecess ary
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.
'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.
'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-o!)eration on stf'E!.teglc cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.
'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective•: This means that the Local Plan will deliver what It sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan Is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainabte development.

•

•consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcv@bromowe.acv.u~
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OPEN LETTER FROM SPRING BANK FARM

Spring Bank Fann Houses a charity, Springs Nottingham, and a commercial care home for
people who have a learning disability and who are on the autistic spectrum.
Springs Nottingham welcomes people with learning disabilities to access our resource centre
and land. Some people also have visual impainnents, or are wheelchair users, and many
people are on the autistic spectrum. Our visitors, and the people who live at Spring Bank Fann,
need support from carers to keep safe and access activities.
It is becoming more and more difficult for people with learning disabilities, especially people
who are on the autistic spectrum to find places to go which are safe and meet their sensory
needs~ places that are calming. If 110 houses were built next door
to us the noise, in particular, would be intolerable for many
"a calm, nurturing
people.
but engaging
environmenf'

One company says that Springs Nottingham is the only place
(mother of a visitor)
they have found, which the people with complex needs whom
they support, can safely visit. Building 110 houses next door to
Spring Bank Farm, and bringing a road in anywhere along the green space on this side of the
road, will damage this quiet, safe place.
Brinsley Parish Council, backed by a local vote, would like the houses to be built on the
opposite side of the road where the school, shops, church and post office are all located. It
will be much safer for families not to have to cross the road to access amenities, and will allow
us to continue to provide a safe place to visit, for some of the most vulnerable adults in our
community.
Nottinghamshire County Council and their Borough Councils, are working hard to
enable people with learning disabilities to be a part of their local communities. We are
standing with Brlnsley Parish Council, as one community, asking that the Cordy Lane
Option, Option 2, be adopted to the benefit of our current and future residents.

We are fortunate to have Saints Coppice, an oak woodland mentioned in one of
D.H.Lawrence's books, which is a Site of Importance for Nature Conservation. This green
area, together with the field next door, create a quiet, visually peaceful space.
On the advice of the Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust, we have been establishing hedgerows, a
conservation area and a pond to increase the already rich biodiversity, evidenced in the
woodland by ancient woodland indicator species. To build so many houses right next to this
beautiful area would be damaging to the wildlife. Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust do not support
the Option adjacent to Spring Bank Fann, preferring the Cordy Lane Option."
'(

SPR NGS
NOTT NGHAM

TO
steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods & Prosperity
Chief Executive's Department
Council Offices, Foster Avenue
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB
Tel: 01159177777
www.broxtowe.gov.uk
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers' Name is
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TO

Steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods & Prosperity
Chief Executive's Department
Council Offices, Foster Avenue
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB
Tei:011591777n
www.braxtowe.gov.uk
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers' Name is
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TO

Bro_x towe Borough Council

Steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods & Prosperity
Chief Executive's Department
Council Offices, Foster Avenue
Beeston, Nottingham. NG9 1AB
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
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Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers' Name is
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stelfan Saunders
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Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourfloods &Prosperity
Chief Executive's Department
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.
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Steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods & Prosperity
Chief Executive's Department
Council Offiees, Foster Avenue
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB
Tel: 0115 917 7777
www.broxtowe.gov.uk
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I do not want 110 houses buitt next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers' Name is
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals~ birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers~ Name is
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Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers' Name is
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers' Name is
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.
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Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
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Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.
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Because it would make the road outside a
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Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers' Name is

Bro.xtowe Borough Coun~ •.
Plannrng & Community Deveropme
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TO
Steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods & Prosperity
Chief Executive's Department
Council Offices, Foster Avenue
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB
Tel: 0115 917 7777
www.broJdowe.gov.uk

I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers' Name is
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TO
steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Braxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods & Prosperity
Chief Executive's Department
Council Offices, Foster Avenue
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB
Tel: 0115 917 7777
v.ww.broxtowe.gov.uk
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers' Name is

~\II~

~~

steffan Saunders
Head of Neighboumoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods & Prosperity
Chief Executive's Department
Council Offices, Foster Avenue
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB
Tel: 0115917 7777
WNW.broxtowe.gov.uk

I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
{It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers' Name is
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TO
Steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods & Prosperity
Chief Executive's Department
Council Offices, Foster Avenue
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB
Tel: 0115 917 7777
www.broxtowe.gov.uk

I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers' Name is
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TO
steffan Saunders
Head of Neighboumoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods & Prosperity
Chief Executive's Department
Council Offices, Foster Avenue
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB
Tel: 0115 917 7777
www.broxtowe.gov.uk
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers' Name is

..

TO

Steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods &Prosperity
ChiefExecutive's Department
Council Offices, FosterAvenue
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB
Tel: 0115 917 7777

www.broxtowe.gov.uk

Broxtowe B0

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

0
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TO
Steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods & Prosperity
Chief Executive's Department
Council Offices, Foster Avenue
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB
Tel: 0115 917 7n7
www.broxtowe.gov.uk
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers' Name is
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TO
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Steffan saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods & Prosperity
Chief Executive's Department
Council Offices, Foster Avenue
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB

I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support worker1s Name is

Com~~~~~g Council ·
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Tel: 0115 9177777

www.broxtowe.gov.uk
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TO
steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods & Prosperity
Chief Executive's Department
Council Offices, Foster Avenue
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB
Tel: 0115 917 7777
www.broxtowe.gov.uk

I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.
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TO
Steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods & Prosperity
Chief ExecutiVe's Department
Council Offices, Foster Avenue
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB
Tel: 0115917 7777
www.broxtowe.gov.uk
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I do not want 110 houses built next to
Spring Bank Farm

Because it will be very noisy for a long time
and that is difficult for me to cope with and
upsets me.

Because I like the woodland at Springs.
(It is a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation.) It would not be good for
the animals, birds and trees to have lots of
houses built on the green belt land next to
the woodland.

Because it would make the road outside a
lot more dangerous for me and my carers/
support staff. I think a roundabout and
new road on a blind corner is a bad idea.

My Name/ My support workers' Name is
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Steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and property
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Chief Executive Department
Council Offices.Foster Avenue
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I do not want 110 houses built next to Spring Bank Farm.
My reasons being :

•

Spring Bank Farm is a residential home for individuals on the Autistic
Spectrum who will not cope well with the proposed changes.

•

The increase in noise levels will affect the people we support.

•

The proposed road changes of putting a roundabout on a blind corner
outside Spring Bank Farm will put the people we support in greater
danger.

•

The people we support thoroughly enjoy walking in the woodland behind
the home and value the peace and quiet it presents.

•

Also the woodland is green belt land and a site of importance for Nature
Conservation. Building a housing development will impact on the animals,
birds and trees.

Broxtowe Bor
Planning & Com o~gh Council
rnumty Development!·
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To:
Steffan Saunders
tfead of Neighbourhoods and property
Broxtowe Borough Council
Chief Executive Department
Council Offices.Foste.- Avenue
Beeston,Nottingham NG9 lAB
Tei;OllS 917 7777
www.brOlltow~.gov.uk

I do not want 110 houses built next to Spring Bank Farm.
My reasons being :
•

Spring Bank Farm is a residential home for lndMduals on the Autistic
Spectrum who will not cope well with the proposed changes.

•

The increase in noise levels wilt affect the people we support.

•

The proposed road changes of putting a roundabout on a blind corner
outside Spring Bank Farm will put the people we support in greater
danger.

•

The people we support thoroughly enjoy walking in the woodland behind
the home and value the peace and quiet it presents.

•

Also the woodland is green belt land and a site of importance for Nature
Conservation. Building a housing development will Impact on the animals,
birds and trees.
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Steffan Saunders
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Head of Melghbourhoods and property
Broxtowe Borough Council
Chief Executive Department
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Council Oftices,FosterAvenue
Bee5ton,Nottingham NG91AB
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I do not want 110 houses built next to Spring Bank Farm.
My reasons being :
•

Spring Bank Farm is a residential home for individuals on the Autistic
Spectrum who will not cope well with the proposed changes.

•

The increase in noise levels will affect the people we support.

•

The proposed road changes of putting a roundabout on a blind corner
outside Spring Bank Farm will put the people we support in greater
danger.

•

The people we support thoroughly enjoy walking in the woodland behind
the home and value the peace and quiet it presents.

•

Also the woodland is green belt land and a site of importance for Nature
Conservation. Building a housing development will impact on the animals,
birds and trees.
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To;
Steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and prc~perty

Broxtowe Baoush Council
Chief Executive Department

Council Offices,Foster Avenue
Beeston.Nottlngham NG9 lAB

Tei;011S9177177
www.broxtowe.gov.~.:!:

I do not want 110 houses built next to Spring Bank Farm.
My reasons being :
•

Spring Bank Farm is a residential home for individuals on the Autistic
Spectrum who will not cope well with the proposed changes.

•

The increase In noise levels will affect the people we support.

•

The proposed road changes of putting a roundabout on a blind comer
outside Spring Bank Farm will put the people we support in greater
danger.

•

The people we support thoroughly enjoy waJking in the woodland behind
the home and value the peace and quiet it presents.

o

Also the woodland ;s green belt land and a site of importance for Nature
Conservation. Building a housing development will impact on the animals,
birds and trees.
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I do not want 110 houses built next to Spring Bank Farm.

My reasons being :
•

Spring Bank ·Farm is a residential home for individuals on the Autistic
Spectrum who will not cope well with the proposed changes.

•

The increase in noise levels will affect the people we support.

•

The proposed road changes of putting a roundabout on a blind comer
outside Spring Bank Farm will put the people we support in greater

danger.
•

The people we support thoroughly enjoy walking in the woodland behind
the home and value the peace and quiet it presents.

•

Also the woodland is green belt land and a site of importance for Nature
Conservation. Building a housing development will impact on the animals,
birds and trees.
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To:
Steffan Saunders
Head of Nflilhbourhoodsand property
Broxtowe Borough Council
Ollef &s:utfve Department
CQuncll Oftices,Foster Avenue
Beeston.Notting NG91AB
TeJ;0115917 7177
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I do not want 110 houses built next to Spring Bank Farm.
My reasons being :

•

Spring Bank Farm is a residential home for individuals on the Autistic
Spectrum who will not cope well with the proposed changes.

•

The increase in noise levels will affect the people we support.

•

The proposed road changes of putting a roundabout on a blind corner
outside Spring Bank Farm will put the people we support in greater
danger.

•

The people we support thoroughly enjoy walking in the woodland behind
the home and value the peace and quiet it presents.

•

Also the woodland iS green belt land and a site of importance for Nature
Conservation. Building a housing development will impact on the animals,
birds and trees.
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I do not want 110 houses built next to Spring Bank Farm.

My reasons being :
•

Spring Bank Farm is a residential home for individuals on the Autistic
Spectrum who will not cope well with the proposed changes.

•

The increase in noise levels will affect the people we support.

•

The proposed road changes of putting a roundabout on a blind comer
outside Spring Bank Farm will put the people we support in greater
danger.

•

The people we support thoroughly enjoy walking in the woodland behind
the home and value the peace and quiet It presents.

•

Also the woodland is green belt land and a site of importance for Nature
Conservation. Building a housing development witJ impact on the animals,
birds and trees.
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To:
Std'an Saunders
Head of~and property
Broadowe Borouah Council
Chief Executive Department
Council Offlc:es,Foster Avenue
Beeston,Nottincham NG9 lAB
Tet;0115917nn
www.broxtowe.gov.uk
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I do not want 110 houses built next to Spring Bank Farm.
My reasons being :
•

Spring Bank Farm is a residential home for individuals on the Autistic
Spectrum who will not cope well with the proposed changes.

•

The increase in noise levels will affect the people we support.

•

The proposed road changes of putting a roundabout on a blind comer
outside Spring Bank Farm will put the people we support Jn greater
danger.

•

The people we support thoroughly enjoy walking in the woodland behind
the home and value the peace and quiet it presents.

•

Also the woodland is green belt land and a site of importance for Nature
Conservation. Building a housing development will impact on the animals,
birds and trees.
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I do not want 110 houses built next to Spring Bank Farm.
My reasons being :

•

Spring Bank Farm is a residential home for indiViduals on the Autistic
Spectrum who will not cope well with the proposed changes.

•

The increase in noise levels will affect the people we support.

•

The proposed road changes of putting a roundabout on a blind corner
outside Spring Bank Farm will put the people we support In greater
danger.

•

The people we support thoroughly enjoy walking in the woodland behind
the home and value the peace and quiet it presents.

•

Also the woodland is green belt land and a site of importance for Nature
Conservation. Building a housing development will impact on the animals,
birds and trees.
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I do not want 110 houses built next to Spring Bank Farm.
My reasons being :
•

Spring Bank Farm is a residential home for Individuals on the Autistic
Spectrum who will not cope well with the proposed changes.

•

The increase in noise levels will affect the people we support.

•

The proposed road changes of putting a roundabout on a blind comer
outside Spring Bank Fann will put the people we support in greater
danger.

•

The people we support thoroughly enjoy walking in the woodland behind
the home and value the peace and quiet it presents.

•

Also the woodland is green belt land and a site of importance for Nature
Conservation. Building a housing development will impact on the animals,
birds and trees.
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I do not want 110 houses built next to Spring Bank Farm.
My reasons being :
o

Sprtng Bank Farm is a residential home for individuals on the Autistic
Spectrum who will not cope well with the proposed changes.

e

The Increase in noise levels will affect the people we support.

•

The proposed road changes of putting a roundabout on a blind comer
outside Spring Bank Fann will put the people we support in greater
danger.

o

The people we support thoroughly enjoy walking in the woodland behind
the home and value the peace and quiet it presents.

•

Also the woodland is green belt land and a site of importance for Nature
Conservation. Building a housing development will impact on the animals,
birds and trees.

To:
Steffan Saunders
Head af Neighbourhoods and property
Broxtowe Borough Council
ChiefExecutive Department
Council Ofllces,Foster Avenue
Beeston.NottfnBham NG9 1A8
Tei;OllS 917 77n
www.broxt:o~~e.gov.u!:

I do not want 110 houses built next to Spring Bank Farm.
My reasons being :
•

Spring Bank Farm is a residential home for individuals on the Autistic
Spectrum who will not cope well with the proposed changes.

•

The increase in noise levels will affect the people we support.

•

The proposed road changes of putting a roundabout on a blind corner
outside Spring Bank Farm will put the people we support in greater
danger.

•

The people we support thoroughly enjoy walking in the woodland behind
the home and value the peace and quiet it presents.

•

Also the woodland is green belt land and a site of importance for Nature
Conservation. Building a housing development will impact on the animals,
birds and trees.
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Job role
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Head of Neighbourhoods and property
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I do not want 110 houses buift next to Spring Bank Farm.
My reasons being :
•

Spring Bank Farm is a residential home for individuals on the Autistic
Spectrum who will not cope well with the proposed changes.

•

The increase in noise levels will affect the people we support.

•

The proposed road changes of putting a roundabout on a blind corner
outside Spring Bank Farm will put the people we support in greater
danger.

•

The people we support thoroughly enjoy walking in the woodland behind
the home and value the peace and quiet H: presents.

•

Also the woodland is green belt land and a site of importance for Nature
Conservation. Building a housing development will impact on the animals,
birds and trees.
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Job role:
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I do not want 110 houses built next to Spring Bank Farm.
My reasons being :

•

Spring Bank Farm is a residential home for Individuals on the Autistic
Spectrum who will not cope well with the proposed changes.

•

The increase in noise levels will affect the people we support.

•

The proposed road changes of putting a roundabout on a blind comer
outside Spring Bank Farm will put the people we support in greater
danger.

•

The people we support thoroughly enjoy walking in the woodland behind
the home and value the peace and quiet it presents.

•

Also the woodland is green belt land and a site of importance for Nature
Conservation. Building a housing development will impact on the animals,
birds and trees.

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
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Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimber1ey Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

23.1 & 2:
23.4, 23.5:
23.13: 23.18

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?

[~o yo~ consider this paragraph or policy of the local Plan to be: (please refer to the
gu1dance note at for an explanation of these terms}
-

-

-

-

Yes

No

--

2.1

Legally compliant

X

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

X

2.3

Sound but please see suggested modifications

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, Is this because:
-

- - 

-

It is not justified
It is not effective as it could be with the suggested modification
It is not positively prepared (see minor corrections needed to illustrations and text)

X
X

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any
of these aspects please provide details . Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra
sheet tf necessary.
'-

We consider that the Plan is sound re Policy 23, with modifications as per Q4 below
We fully support paragraphs 23.1, 23.2 and 23.3
With regard to paragraph 23.4 we fully support the Article 4 Direction re Cossall, but suggest a
modification per 04 below
With regard to paragraph 23.5 we suggest modification per Q4 below
With regard to paragraph 23.13 we suggest corrections per Q4 below, and modification per Q4 below
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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.Paragraph 23.4
This is fully supported re Cossall, but we suggest that a further Article 4 Direction should be considered
for 2 areas of land in Brinsley
between Red Lane (at the end of which is the working Oak Tree Farm) and Cordy Lane, which is
bounded by the border with Underwood, and by the houses on Broad Lane and Cordy: Lane,
2 between the Pear Tree Residential complex at the edge of the Conservation Area, along the
right-hand side of Hall Lane, down towards Hall Farm, which is a listed building and working farm
Indicated on map 1 herewith
1

Paragraph 23.5 is fully supported re Management Plans for Conservation areas, and we note the
reference to amending Conservation Area boundaries. We suggest that the Brinsley Conservation Area
boundary be extended so that it includes Hall Lane down as far as Hall Farm and its surrounding
landscape. Hall Farm is historically significant, and is one of only two listed Buildings in Brinsley village
(see also re paragraph 23.4)
Indicated on map 1 herewith
With regard to paragraph 23.5 and a Local List of non-designated assets, we suggest an amendment
from 'established Civic Societies' to 'established local voluntary groups including Civic and Local History
Societies'
We also suggest that a specific Policy should be Included in the Local Plan to ensure such lists are
produced, possibly as part of or supplementary to, Neighbourhood Plans

Paragraph 23.13 corrections are required please
Pear Tree Farm is no longer a working farm, it is a residential complex formed out of previous farm
buildings and barn conversions.
Manor Farm (included in the Conservation Area) continues as a livestock enterprise.
Hall Farm, outside the Consetvation area but on Hall Lane (but see comment re paragraph 23.5) is
working farm with livestock and arable farming. It is a Listed Building dating back to medieaval times with
modem additions. Including it in the Conservation Area (and a Schedule 4 Direction} would hopefully
prevent unsympathetic further alterations.

4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation •
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
2
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

re.xU

Paragraph
number

Text

~o you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to /he Yes
gu•dance notE at for an explanatton of these terms)
2.1

Legally compliant

X

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

X

2.3

Sound (please see suggested modifications

No

X

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

~1 you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
- - -It is not justified
It is not effective as it could be with the suggested modification
It is not positively prepared (see minor corrections needed to text)

X

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively. if you wish to support any
of these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on a.n extra
~eet if necessary.

We consider that the Plan is not positively prepared re Development Proposals (2) re DH Lawrence, and
suggest modifications as per Q4 below
We fully support having such a Policy as 25, but do not think it goes far enough. What does 'Enhance'
actually mean?

\._/ Question 4: Modifications sought
3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Please set oui'What modiflcation(s) you consi_
der nece.Ssary to make thetocal Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modificationwiil make the Local Plan regally
· compliant or sound: It wUI be helpful if you are able to put forward your sugg~~ted revised·
wording of any policy·or text. Please be as precise·as possible. Continue ori an extra sheet if
necessary.
The Brinsley Headstocks area is important to the DH Lawrence heritage because of his work 'Odour of
Chrysanthemums' which Is based around Vine Cottage where his uncle lived, and Brinsley Colliery
where his father worked.
However, 'Odour of Chrysanthemums' also refers to the old Yew Tree inn on Cordy Lane, and letters
were written to a family on Cordy Lane. A vernacular poem also refers to the Cordy Lane area, and
Lawrence himself possibly used the path from Willey Wood Farm to the Yew Tree inn
Protection and enhancement of the DH Lawrence Heritage should not be planned until these other
references to Lawrence are further investigated and the true extent of his links with Brinsley have been
established.
In our opinion, the opposition of the Parish Council to Broxtowe's preferred site based on arguments to
protect the DH Lawrence Heritage gives a false impression of the extent of his heritage in the Brinsley
area

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
' information necessary to supporVjustify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
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Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
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Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
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Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
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Policy 27: Local Green Space
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Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?

~ consider this paragraph or policy of the local Plan to be: (pl8ase rerer lo the
ce note at lor an explanation of these terms)

Yes

2.1

Legally compliant

X

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

X

2.3

Sound (please see suggested modifications

No

X

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
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It is not j ustlfied
It is not effective as it could be with the suggested modification
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
details of why yo_JJ considerthrs part _
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3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

We consider that the Plan is sound re the Local Green Spaces it includes, but suggest modifications as

- , noted berow

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compUant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful n you are able to put forward your suggested revised
wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if
necessary.

u
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Please amend 'other' to include additional green spaces in Brinsley
' Land between Church Lane and the Headstocks
Land bounded by Broad Lane, Cordy Lane, Red Lane and the Underwood Boundary
These additions would give added protection to the Green Belt in these areas, which are both important
for the wildlife present, and protection to the extensive footpaths around those areas
See map enclosed

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,

based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
, - -

-

It your representati~n Is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination 1

X

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Text (3)

27.5
Map

Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to the

L!!__uidance note ar for an explanation of these tenns)

Yes

2.1

Legally compliant

X

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

X

2.3

Sound (please see suggested modifications

No

X

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

~f you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It is notjustified
It is not effective as it could be with the suggested modification
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
r

Please give details of why you consider this part of the Local Pfan is .n ot legally compliant, is
[ unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any
-of these aspects please provjde rdetails·. Please be as precise as possmte . eOAtin~ on an extra
s11eet if necessary.

3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

-

We consider that the Plan is sound re the footpaths it includes, but suggest modifications as noted below
'

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised
wording of any policy or taxt. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if
necessary.

4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required . Please use one form per representation.

Please amend this policy to include the ' Brinsley Steeplechase '
and details herewith

5.5 mile circular walk, per the map

The walk is included on the Notts CC website, and should be added to Broxtowe walks information
leaflets. This could be used to enhance the use and enjoyment of the DH Lawrence Heritage per Policy
25

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

X

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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The Brinsley steeple chase 1Nottinghamshlre County Council

01/11/2017

Home • Planning and ell\lironment • Walking, cycling and rights of way

< Back to·

'.t

Find walks and rides ' The Brinsleysteeple tha:se

Find walk$ and rjdes

The Brinsley steeple chase
Route type

walk (drt:ular)

Distance

5.5miles

Number of stiles

6ormore

Surface and gradients

mixed surfaces and moderate gradients

Parking nearby

yes

On bus routes

yes • plan a jpyroev

Starting point

Picnic area/car park south of Brlnsley on A608

OS map number

Explorer 260 and 269

Plenty of stiles to climb on this walk around Brlnsley!
Directions
1. From the car park. walk south alol'l& the main roadfor about 50 yards until you see a footpath on your left Follow this down thrlltlsh a pp between two housos and

over a stile. The path dimbs graduallyup the field to a stile In thetop right hand rorner. Turn rlghtatter aussing the stile and head towards Concysrey Farm. Just before
the fann, swing rOIW!d to the left and follow the traclc to the edce of thefield to go through a gateway.

2. From here a broad track stretthes ahead ofyou. dimbing slrghtly with views to the left over Brlnslev and beyond. Behind you is Eastwood. The track drops down sli&fltly
towards Willey Wood Farm. Go through thewide double gates on your right. A few yards up this trac:k a footpath leads off to the left, heading Initially for the farm
buildil'lgs then swinging away to the right, passing beyond the banlS to a stile. C!'OS5 this and walk down the right hand side of the field. Walk into the next field and head
just tothe lett of a pair of houses. Cross the stile and the line of the former railway, then follow the drive down to the main road (Cordy Lane), oppositethe Ve!N Tree
pub.

3. Cross Cordy Lane and turn right. A few metres up the road take a path on your left, which passes through a stretch of private garden before entering a field. Cross the

stile at the top ofthis field and walk up an enclosed path between a strap yard and a haulage depot. This path emerges onto a surfated trade. which you cross diagonally

ri&hf: to go over a stile opposite. Follow the path as It winds through a pasture, crossing a stream twlte. After passing the former pit heap of Pye Hill collierytarry
straisht on at the side ofthe field to join a track whith eventually arrives at Underwood Hill corner.

4. Turn left here and follow the road as it turves right al'lddownhill At the next road junction tum left down Plain Spot Road as far as the primitive Methodist Chapel on

the righl Take the path at the side ofthe thapel down an alley then out intothe open again. Follow the path down to a stile out onto Main Streel Cross OYer and take
the ri8hthand of the two paths ahead of youthrough a kissinnate. This leads down toa stile then over aconc.rete bridgeaaossa stream. Followthe far bankthrlltlsh a
heclserow and on for a short way, then bear right across the field to a stile. Walk acrossthe open spateto pass thewhite buildings ofGin Farm on your right, keeping the
streamon~~~the~~and~~h~~the~

5. Go straight ahead, along a broad track past an electrldty sub station on the lett. and tressthe route of an old railway to a gate. Go throogh this and tarry on along the
tradt to another gate in the meadowland al~ldc the River Erewash. The path leads to a footbridge over the Erowash in to Derbyshire, which you should troSs before

tuming left and staying fairly dose to tho fence on your right

This part of the rlltlte follows the route of the Cromford Canal, of which only a few trates remain sinte it was abandoned in 1944.

After a while the path meet• an isolated brick bridge over the river. Do not cross It but continue alongside the river, passing another bridge made of Iarae c::oncrete
pipes, before eventually reathlng a steel and wood footbridge which you should cross.

http://wwW.nottinghamshire.gov.uk/planning-and-environment/Walking-cycllng-and-rights-of-way/find-walks-and-rideslthe-brinsley«eepie-chase
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The Brinsley steeple chase 1Nottinghamshire County Council

01111/2017

6. Follow the path to the stile in the fteld boundary opposite, then head across the field to a gateway In the top hedge. Followthe track ahead until you reach a pti!Wayon

yoUr right. Gothrough this and down the edae CJf the field to the bottom. A stile on the left leads yoU through some t~ until the path swln8s right aver a d1tch and a
stile.Walk along the rieht hand side of thefield until the bend In the hedge, where a stile brings you onto a cart track. Turn left and follow the track onto Hall Lane.Tum
right here to pass the pleasant buildings of Old Brinsley.
7. Continue along this ro~ to reach the main road (A608). Tum left and after a few metres aoss the stile on your right and follow the path !Ilona the left hand edge of the

field. Go over another 5tile and throush a pte Into the hilly 8rinslev picnic area. From here turn riltlt to follow the old railwayline back tothe picnicarea.

Attachments
• Map oflbc 8rjM!c:y Stegplt Chase t;,j!.pclf

Read it

Contact the Council
Find and talk with us online or contact us directly by online form, email, telephone, post or In person at one of our offices.

1J

Facebook.com/Nottinghamshire

t1

Twitter.com/NOttsCC

t;J

Useouronlinefofm

ji

Visitusinperson

\. Calluson03005008080

http://www.nottinghamshire.gov.uk/planning-and-environmentlwalking-cycling-and-tigh1s-of-waylfind-walks-and-ride$Jthe.bsley-eteep!IH:ha&e
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
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Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge..af-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge..af-centre and out..af-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainabllity
Appraisal

u

Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
2
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Photos

5.4&5.5

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

[ Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to the
9!1idance note at for an explanatiOn of these tenns)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate but please see comments below

2.3

Sound but please see suggested modifications

Yes

No

X

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

[lr~ou think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, Is this because:
-

It is not justified
It is not effective as it could be with the suggested modification

X

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
r-Jiease give de~a;ts of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
I unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any
of these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra
] sheet if necessary.

-

We consider that the Plan is fully compliant with the Duty to Co-operate, but we have some concerns
that Brinsley Parish Council will take steps to try to alter the preferred site choice, unreasonably and
unjustifiably.
Despite the result of the Additional Brinsley Site Consultation, the Parish Council continues to insist that
the vast majority of villagers support their chosen site off Cordy Lane (Zone 3)
That is simply not true. Using Brinsley figures, there was only 1.3% difference in the responses. Using
Broxtowe figures, there was a 5.2% majority for Option 1
We have evidence that the initial consultation on 3rd December 2016 was flawed, and mis-information
has continued to be put about by the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group. For example, at a parish
council meeting 2 councillors {members of the Steering Group) told the public that 'Broxtowe are
planning to build along the whole of Church Lane'
Talk in local shops is that the whole of Church Lane is to be built on- we obviously try to explain the
truth of the matter whenever we have the opportunity, and have shown people the site location map from
the Stage 2 Draft Plan, which clarifies exactly what the site boundary is.
At a recent 'Consultation' event a person asking for help to complete the Stage 2 Response form was
clear1y told that ' Broxtowe want to build all along Church Lane but we want the Cordy Lane Site'

3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

~ ()~

BRINSLEY VISION was set up as a result of villagers' dissatisfaction with the actions of the Steering
Group and the Council. We hope Policy 5 re the site in Brinsley is accepted, per the choice of the
majority in the Additional Site Consultation
We consider that the Plan is sound re Policy 5. We fully support paragraphs 5.4
With regard to paragraph 5.5 we suggest modification per Q4 below

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification{s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the·local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It Will be helpful if you are able to put. forward your suggested revised
wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if
necessary.

4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

QUESTION 4 MODIFICATIONS
The photograph on page 52 Robin Hood Inn is no longer a public, but a private house which does not
look like the photograph, suggest removal
Page 53 Pear Tree Farm Is no longer a farm, but a housing development around the old farm and its
outbuildings
In addition to the provisions of paragraph 5.4, we suggest a requirement to plant mature trees, not
saplings, in the buffer zone between the existing properties at the NE edge of the site along on Cordy
Lane.
We believe that would make the development more acceptable to those residents, and perhaps
encourage a friendly attitude to the newcomers at the end of their gardens, which would be a benefit to
all

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,

based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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BRINSLEl'VIsiON
This response is in respect of Policies 5, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31 of the Draft
Plan
The response involves several paragraphs etc, and it considers the Draft Plan overall
is not sound in respect of Brinsley, without some amendments as suggested in this
document
In order to assist with examination of our response, here Is a list of the policies,
documents, etc. Separate pages of the Broxtowe Response form plus related
evidence refer to each of our points, and each part of our response is separated by a
numbered page divider.
Pages 1 and 5 are relevant to all our responses, and are In Section 2 of this
Response File.

Item
Usts of persons making this common
response
Consultation Response form pages 1,
and 5

Section Also enclosed
7 sheets totalling 70 individuals
1

2
Policy 5
3
Policy 23
Article4
C.onservation Area
Non-listed Herits,g_e Assets
Policy25
OH Lawrence Heritage
Policy27
Local Green Spaces for Brinsley_
PoJi.cy 28
Add long distance footpath in Brinsley
Policy 29
Cemetery extension
Policy 30
Landscape and
Policy 31
Biodiversity Assets

(

~0

Map
4
5

6

Map

7

Map

8
9

removed due to GDPR 

Broxtowe
Local Pia
Agent

I

I

Please provide your clienfs name

Your Details

I· I· I I·

Title
Name

This is a response by all the people on the attached list who are making an agreed response

Organisation
(If responding on behalf of the
organisation)

BRINSlEY VISION

Address

Wren Cottage
10 Church Lane

Brinsley
Notts

Postcode

NG165AB

Tel. Number

01773 764454

E-mail address

Jen.wren@btopenwortd.com

Comments should be received by S.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you woyld like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
canbesentto: ------------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection -The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development FrameworK (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information wiU be analysed and the Council wUI consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1

'Question .1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
~
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Policy number

Page number

ILJ!!!!

Policy .texU
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation

52-53

Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
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53-57

Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
2
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

Photos
5.4 &5.5

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?


I

- · guidance note at rr:r en e)(p/anation of these !erms)
'

_Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to the

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate but please see comments below

2.3

Sound but please see suggested modifications

Yes

No

X

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

. - lf!y~u think this paragraph or policy of the Plan Is -not
sound, is this because:
·~

-

-

-

-

It is not justified
It is not effective as it could be with the suggested modification

-

X

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
i

.Please give detaffs of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not regally compliant, fs
) unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, Jf you wish to support any
\ or these aspects please provide dotails. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra
Lsheet if f'lecessary.

We consider that the Plan is fully compliant with the Duty to Co-operate, but we have some concerns
that Brinsley Parish Council will take steps to try to alter the preferred site choice, unreasonably and
unjustifiably.
Despite the result of the Additional Brinsley Site Consultation, the Parish Council continues to insist that
vast majority of villagers support their chosen site off Cordy Lane (Zone 3)
That is simply not true. Using Brinsley figures, there was only 1.3% difference in the responses. Using
Broxtowe figures, there was a 5.2% majority for Option 1
We have evidence that the initial consultation on 3rd December 2016 was flawed, and mis·information
has continued to be put about by the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group. For example, at a parish
council meeting 2 councillors (members of the Steering Group) told the public that 'Broxtowe are
planning to build along the whole of Church Lane'
Talk in local shops is that the whole of Church Lane is to be built on- we obviously try to explain the
truth of the matter whenever we have the opportunity, and have shown people the site location map from
the Stage 2 Draft Plan, which clarifies exactly what the site boundary is.
At a recent 'Consultation' event a person asking for help to complete the Stage 2 Response form was
clearly told that ' Bro.xtowe want to build all along Church Lane but we want the Cordy Lane Site'

3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

BRINSLEY VISION was set up as a result of villagers' dissatisfaction with the actions of the Steering
Group and the Council. We hope Policy 5 re the site in Brinsley is accepted, per the choice of the
majority in the Additional Site Consultation
We consider that the Plan is sound re Policy 5. We fully support paragraphs 5.4
With regard to paragraph 5.5 we suggest modification per Q4 below

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s} you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised
wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if
necessary.

4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

QUESTION 4 MODIFICATIONS
The photograph on page 52 Robin Hood Inn Is no longer a public, but a private house which does not
look like the photograph, suggest removal
Page 53 Pear Tree Farm is no longer a farm, but a housing development around the old farm and its
outbuildings
In addition to the provisions of paragraph 5.4, we suggest a requirement to plant mature trees, not
saplings, in the buffer zone between the existing properties at the NE edge of the site along on Cordy
Lane.
We believe that would make the development more acceptable to those residents, and perhaps
encourage a friendly attitude to the newcomers at the end of their gardens, which would be a benefit to
all

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

~n is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessarY tO Participate·Ol the
X

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

ru.;,OI:J Wi~hto participate at the publfc examination, pJea~·;-outline ~hy you consider thiS lO be

Inecessary

BRINSLEY VISION, has the same aims and objectives as did the now defunct SABRHE. That is, to
protect the Environment and Heritage of the village of Brinsley. The attendance of the SABRHE
chairman was found very useful at the Inspector's Enquiry re the Aligned Core Strategy, allowing several
matters to be clarified during the decision making process.
For the same reasons Brinsley Vision wishes to be present at the Inspector's Enquiry re the local Plan
Stage 2. We would like to be able to clarify points if necessary, and to answer any questions which
might arise regarding our response to the Stage 2 Consultation.
Our Chairman is Jenny Sissons M.A. (formerly Page), Contact address per the front page of this
response

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
6
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Broxt
Local
Agent
Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If respcnc11n0 on beNif ot the

orgllnlsalon)

Address

Postcode
TeL Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations

Please tick here

~

Please help us
can be sent to·
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) w!H be used In the plan process and may be in use tor
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
vi~ at the Council OffiCes.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
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Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsiey Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Eage-of-Centre A 1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution , Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Please use a separate sheet of paper lf required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

If you think this paragraph or.policy of th~ Plan is not sound, is this becausef :

. -

-

~

-

___

______.
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Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please onlv answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
.
r · - ..
-

It is not justified

It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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Please give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is.not legally compliant, Is
unsound or ttoes not comply wllh the.duty ro co-operate. Alternatively, if yo·u wish to support any of
these aspeds
please 1provide
details. Please
be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
I
.
.
.
if necessary.
I.
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.

4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

5
Please use a separat e sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per represent ation.

..
Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':

J

.~

If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether It or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
.requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

I

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':

If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on~going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.
1

Sound'

If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Polley Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
6
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Supporting Statement
Residential Development
Saints Coppice Farm, Brinsley

OnBehalfOf
Mr & Mrs Anthony

Prepared By
Guy StJohn Taylor Associates
October 2017

Ref: 812.1156.1

Suppor1fng Statement I Propoaad Residential DOVIIopmont at Saints Coppice Farm, Bltnaley

1. Introduction
1.1

This statement has been prepared by Guy Taylor Associates e.s part of a response to the BraxtcMe
Part 2local Plan (P2LP} consultation, in particular reference to Polley 5: Brlnslay Site Allocation.

1.2

The P2lP identifies an area of land 'East of Church Lane' to provide the 110 new dwellings required
In the village. This statement seeks to support this policy by showing the viability of the site In
delivering the 110 homes required within the wider policy constraints of the P2LP and other relevant
policy documents.

1.3

Part of this viability demonstration wt11 be to present an outline residential scheme which fulfils the
required aiterla. However, this proposal does not currenUy represent any planning or pre
application submission and recognises that there will be further information and reports required to
make such a submission.

1.4

In June 2016 a pr~application submission was made to the district couna1 for a residential
development on some of the Land East of Church lane. Although this proposal did not go ahead
due to its location within the green belt at the time, the responses It received were largely positive
and are pertinent to this application.

Guy St John Taylor Aaaodates CO

Navember2017

Suppor1fng Stalemont I Proposed Residential Development at Saintt c.,.,pico Farm. BriMley

2. Site

2.1

Brinsley was an ancient settlement within Broxtowe District which grew significantly during the 19'"
Century, when the nearby cOllieries were at the height of their actMty.

2.2

The village is laid out in a falr1y linear fashion, with the older centre to the south, and 'New Brinsiey'
to the north comprised of Victorian and later housing stock. Due to this long layout the village has
no singular centre, but has amenities spread in a number of clusters along its length.

2.3

The village is an ancient settlement. and the conservation area at the south of the village and the
Church, which sits centrally in the viRage, are a characterfui reminder of this history. However, its
most unique features relate to it more recent industrial past. The Brinsley Headstocks Heritage Site
at the very south of the village celebrates the village's time as an important coal mining area.

2.4

The site outlined in the policy 5 Of the P2LP sits to the east of the vlftage to the south of Cordy Lane.

2.5

Physical Desaiptlon -The site Is approximately 4.1 hectares and is comprised of a series of animal
paddocks contained within relatively well-defined mature vegetative boundaries. The site slopes
gently down to the east draining into the Brlnsley Brook, which runs along the eastern boundary.
There are 7 properties on Cordy Lane which back onto the site which are divided by a , and a small
farm to the east.

2.6

Transport &Accees- There Is good access to public transport around the site. The access point
along Church Lane was tested in the June 2016 pre-app stage and was found to be acceptable
given that the A608 is identified by Nottinghamshire County Council (NCC) as being underused and
capable of taking more traffic.
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Map 20: Housing AJ/oca.tion In Brins/ey, from Policy 5 ofthe P2LP showing the allocated
site for development in Brinsley
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2.9

Connectivity- Walking and Cycling connectivity from the site are good and there is direct access
onto the mineral nne green corridor to the north of the site. The adjacent recreational ground also
provides an opportunity to form new links between these two key areas.

~
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It was confirmed by the Rood Authority in the pre-app response and again at the recent
Infrastructure Workshop that there were no concerns in relation to flooding at the site.
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Flooding and Flood Risk- The site sits on a slight slope which drains into Brinsley Brook at its east
edge.
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fl~~:p

The LLFA have oonflrmed that the site is not affected by fluvial flooding and advice has been
received on the acceptable levels for run-off from fields and the design of the drainage systems and
SUDs.
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Amenities -The village's narrow nature allows this site to be fairly close to Its secondary centre,
where the Parish Hall, a shop, takeaway, recreation ground, and bus stops are within 200m. A short
distance further the primary school and church provide further services.
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Site Map showing distance to various amenities in the village
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2.10

Green Infrastructure and Open Space- The allocation site is currently used as a series of animal
paddocks, and its mature boundaries of trees and hedgerows form part of a larger green network
throughout the area. Brinsley Brook, in particular, which runs to the east of the site, is an importa"lt
wildlife corridor along the valley connecting to the wider green network, including the Local nature
reserve (LNR) around the Headstocks site to the south.

2.11

Heritage -The site sits well awey from the key heritage assets of the area. The Conservation area is
some 500m ~ey. whilst the Grade II Usted Church Is just under 300m away and obscured by a
series of mature green boundaries and a row of houses. The headstocks area to the south is also
well away from the site, with a substantial copse (contained within the nature reserve) actlng as an
effective visual barrier.
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3.1

3.2

The Core Strategy adopted by Broxtowe Borough Council in September 2014 set out the overall
housing targets for the Borough. The Core Strategy sets the target for Brinsley at 'up to' 150 new
homes as amended from the original 200 within the alocation. It is understood that whilst the
Council accepts that Brinsley is a sustainable location, there are factors which reduce its ability to
serve the larger centres such as Nottingham therefore the Council took the view that 'Taking
account ofall of these points, a reduction in 50 homes to a ffl8)(Jfnum of 150 homes would be
appropriate to specify m Policy 2 To go lower than this would put at nsl< of closure Ellfistlflg facl7ities
within the village r:N6f the 15 year plan peood'.
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Within the first round of the SHLAA, the following Is described:
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Including complet/Ofls from 2011, there ate sites wlthm the exiSting village boundanes on whiCh 41
dwellings can be de/Nered over the whole Cote Sttategy penod, leavmg slfe(s) on whiCh 159
dwellings can be built to bEl found In the gf'CEifl belt

.. !

......

Potenttally suitable houslflg sites ate found to the east of the settlement biA not to the west

~

i

To thEI east ofthe settlement sites 198 and 376 east of Church Lane ate assEissed as could be
swtable if (green belt) policy changes, whereas to the west of the v1/lage site 199ss assessed as not
delrverable or developable for teasons rncludmg the erw~ronmental constnunts at thiS side of the
vH/8ge, but also the difficulty in achlfNing acceptable access arrangements 8lld a lack of fN1dence of
landownetS w/shmg to bnng sites fotward for development •
Brinsley is located within green belt land as defined in the Core Local Plan. As identified above In
Brinsley, the green belt areas place such a restriction on growth in some settlements that amending
the green belt area is felt to be necessary to allow sufficient pr~ision of housing and other
development As such, an assessment of the green belt was undertaken throughout the district, and
the Green Belt Review was published In 2015.
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3. Policy Context, Documents & Consultation
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The are!IS ofgreen belt BIOUnd Brins/ey which were assessed in the Green Belt Review
Wrthin the preferred approach to site allocation and greenbelt review document February 2015, the
Council identifies the position for Brinsley as follows. The site which is subject to this application
fonns a portion of Zone 4:
'Options both to the East and West of BrlnSiey were pnNiousJy considered as potential diteetions for
growth 1n the Tribal report. The finding ofthss f'BV/eW confirms that the east of Church Lane site (Zone
4) conta/fls a sJgnlficsnt defensible boundary 1n the Brinsley Brook, and other potential sites do not
Takmg the Green Belt RINifNias a whole the sites to the Notth-East (Zone 3), West (Zone 6) and
South (Zone 5) ofthe village ate more irnportalt to retain If! the Green Bell than the site to the east.

The site (Zone 4) shown between Church Lane and Brlnsley Brook contams significantly more than
the mtnimum amount ofland reqwred to meet the Brinsley dwelling requtrements It IS considered
that tf a t&S!dentialallocation is made m this a/811, It should front Church Lane and not Impinge on the
recreatJon ground to the north or on the Headstocks to the south east Development should be set
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well away from Brinsley Brook with the potent/a/ for additionel tree piBnting and the enh8ncement of
footpaths and Circulation routes through Bnnsley Headstocks"
"3.63 of 2B.25he (approx.

1~)

The oondusion drawn was that:
There is no planning policy which seeks to maintain gaps between the edge ofparish boundaries
On Green Belt pohcy tetms the ISSUe of reducmg the size ofthe gap between the villages of Brinsley
ttnd Underwood for opt/Ofl 2 means that option 1 rematns the recommended aflocatiOfl. On other
grounds the dffferences between the two sites are marglfiiJI and the views ofBrinsley Parish Council
as the netghbourhood planfllng body for the area concemed should be afforded significarrt weight
However, even aflowmg for thts. the Green Self ISSues as also expressed by Ashfield and the JUSt
Neighbourhood Plan group mean that option 1 r&mliltlS the o¢on that has the greatest likelihood of
betng found sound at Exarmnahon.
For thts reason t remttins the recommended optton

ofconsul!ation area would be reqwred for housing based on eiiCisting

mformation in the SHLM•

3.4

In the July 2017 a draft of the P2LP was submitted to the Jobs & Economy Committee tor
consideration, accompanied by a summation of responses from local consultees relating
specifically to development on the Church Lane Site in Brinsley (Referred to as 'Option 1' within the
report) and an alternative site to the north of Cordy Lane fOption 2'). The consultation concluded
that there was support from all sources for an extension of the village to supply the required homes,
and that the weight of the preferences was firmly with Option 1 -the Church Lane Site. A summary
of the responses is shown below:
lhtle

Opdon1

2003111~5~

.

2010 Trlbel Report
1

1

~~;!

Commente and pref*l'enee If
any

None
~trforms better

tssue& ant: Cplic~s

-

%014 Core~@._~
zo15 Preferred O?lli)'l$

Optlon2

2017SA

c:oe..sce ~Ge ISSUe$.J
Option 1 bct•tn~:~6~l' til6
same reu:r.& as t1e 2:>1•:
Tl'ibsl report.
Non•
Option 1. The Joint wor11 with
Ashfield (and outcome of It) is
highly relevant as Ashfielclare
a QlJjy to~te~rtner.
None ragtmling '$ignlllc1mt
el'l8ds' although on both
Hlllllage and landscape
grounds option 2 1s In a
marginally liSS S81'1151tlve area.
The rea.on the sites scm. tlul
SM14I is lhetas a resu~
acldltionld WDrll on Option 1
these potentially adVerse
lmpaci:B h8ve been addressed
by restric;llng the dewlopment
parcel to 1 small pa-cel of tlul
previously 81Wisaged larger
site.

Oi

COnsullatl~

responSe&

I
Delil-ery

I
i

I-.___ I

Option 1 bUI_marginel. The
response of Bnnsley Is
Significant but this Is counter
bslancad by the W!WI of
Ashfteld and JUSt.
Option 1 but marginal due to
greater certainty 111111 the sl1lt
can be developed for lhe
numbers of homes without
needlr1g ecldltlonllland.
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4. Brief
4.1

Support for the site is predicated not only on the site's ability to deliver the 110 homes required in
Brinsley, but on Its ability to do so through a design which meets certain criteria These criteria are
outlined in several documents.

4.2

The most pertinent of these Is the Broxtowe Part 2 Local Plan (P2LP) 'o\tlich sets out the follOWing
key development requirements:
• 110 Homes.
• Enhance Green Infrastructure corridors by linking areas of Brinsley to north and
west and D H Lawrence countly to the east Onc!uding VIlle Cottage and routes
past the Headstocks to Eastwood).
• Preserve the setting of StJames the Great Church including open vistas
towards the Headstocks.
• Enhance bus routes adjacent to the site.
• Provide SuDS to the south of the residential allocation.

4.3

In October 2016, an independent design review was undertaken by Opun for Broxtowe Borough
Council to provide design support and advice on a potential residential development within the
'Church Lane' site in Brinsley. The area was far larger than the one now under

.. ,

'

~- v
"'

Site analysis diagram from the Opun Review

The review recommended that any scheme address the following:
1. ldentiflcatioo of a transition zone beyond the buffer zone to Brinsley
Brook I green comdor to ensUTIJ the prcMSIOfl ofa robust and generous

green 111frastructure route
2. Recognition of the mportence and value of the hedgerows and to
utilise these features Wllh111 arry development 1.e. potentia/location for
SuDS, green comdors and routes for pedestrians and cyclists.
8
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are co.rered by the further recommendations from Opun and within the P2LP itself. However, one
specific point is worth mentioning:

3. ldentifiCB.t/Oil andproviSton ofa SuDS strategy whiCh proVIdes an
mtegrated df8Jfl8.ge sttategy from source control to surface water
drainaqe

Sport England suggested that: Eitheroption should promote the use ofthe recreation ground rather

than provide formal opefl space.
4. Retatn and mprove access to tile exJStll'!g f9Cf88lJon ground t.e
formmg pait ofa net.worl< of open spaces /Inked by green routes I

comdors.
4.7

5. Recognlt/011 of the R7!pOitanCe of tile diSUSed r&Jiway ltne as M
important non-destgfllfted industnal hentage asset

Comments from the pre-application submission on the adjacent site will also be Important in
shaping the proposal on the Church Lane Site. The former pre-application submission is shown
below.

8. ProviSton of robust vrsua/ and phystcal connectJVrty from the Church of
StJames the Great (including grounds) to tile Headstocks and diSused
railway line
7. Identification and retnforcement of lltef8ry themes 1n DH t..e:wrence

novels t.e long VISWS to the open landscape
8. Clearfy define the setting ofBnns/ey ConsetVatiOfl Area m a
ConsetVatiOfl Area AppraiSal and publiSh a Management Plan

9. Prov/S/Oil of an Identifiable network ofrobust pedestrlfJil and cycle

routes utt7is~~~g and integrating exiSting landscape features 1 e.
hedgerows The network should mclude a green comdor whteh
connects the pockets of development to ensure a dfNelopment which
can be accessed by foot
10. New access pomts should be postboned m loc8tions whiCh mmtmiSe
the 1mpact on the exist1ng landscape features and destgned to
encourage reduced tnllfic speeds on the A60B through the VIllage.
4.4

The Broxtowe Core Strategy (CS) also set out some requirements in Policy 8 whic.tl deal with the
housing mix to be provided.
Paragraph 3.8.2 discusses the need for smaller homes and increasing demand for single
occupancy households.
Paragraph 3.8.3 also discusses the need for a range of housing for the elderly.
Paragraph 3.8.6 describes the need tor the percentage of new builds with three or more bedrooms
to be above 60%.

Scheme submitted for prHppllc4tion advice In 2016

3.8. 7 Describes that a key priority is for the provision of more homes suitable and attractive to
families. The imbalance is particularly acute in larger homes of 4 or more bedrooms.

The scheme showed how the site could be utitised to link the Recreation Ground to the Head
Stocks site and Mineral Une and SINK sites using green avenues crossing the site.

4.5

Additionally, local consultation In both the Brinsley Site Allocations issues and Options (November
2013) and the Pr&-Submission Draft of the Brinsley Neighbourhood Plan (October 2017) Identify the
particular need in Brinsley for housing to accommodate an ageing population.

Comments received from Ben Driver of the Nottlnghamshire Wrldife Trust indicated "that there are
good links to existing open space, a green buffer to the LNR and there is biodiversity potential in
connect100 wtth the proposed attenuation pond I would like to see the pond designed with
bJodtverst!y tn mtnd •

4.6

Consultation presented in the draft P2LP (described in the previous section) also contained some
recommendations from various advisory bodies as to the nature of the development. Many of these

9
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T Crawford (Business & Projects Maoager- Environment) of Broxtowe's Deputy Chief Ex9CUWe's
a gen6rous buffer
Department commented on th(l2016 pre-app and said: •Jt iS goOd to
proposed open space on the Southern 8/ld Eastern boundaries ofthe proposed development ThiS
is particul8rly important on the eastern boundary wharf' the Brinsley Brook runs through the site •
Furthermore, they were seeking •more woodland panting as an extension of the Headstocks site•
whlch can be achieved within the applicant's land holding. They also indicated •1welcome the link
with the Brins/ey Headstocks site 8/ld an lfTipOrtant consideration iithe scheme IS to go fofwe.rd
would be the design of footpath links between the Headstocks srte 8/ld any new open space. •
Dialogue has been opened up with the relevant parties, and will continue on section of the site.

see

of .

The Deputy Chief Executive's Department also Identified the need for connections to the recreation
ground •There needs to be a good fOotpath iink between th8 prOpOsed~ aiid ihe
Recreation Ground. Promotion ofthe Recreation Ground for leisure 8/ld recreation actMtJes rath8r
than the more sensitive LNR site at the Headstocks rs veiY important. • since this comment, the site
has been reoriented to the location to the rear of the Recreation Ground and further away from the
Headstoclls site where direct links can be achieved into the recreation grOllld without the need for
residents to cross any roads.
Further comments from the Deputy Chief Executive's Department on the 2016 pre-app scheme
cofr;dr)( betWeeri the RecreatiOn
identified "There rs a real opportunity to. create "d feature
Ground and Headstocks, /like the way the footpaths are set back from the road. This giVes an almost
continental feel.•

green

It is felt that these comments should inform the design of any proposal on the proposed Church
Lane Site.
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5. Proposal
5.1

To demonstrate the viability of the site, the outline for a residential scheme on the site has been
developed.

5.2

The scheme proposes 11 o homes, in line with the requirement for the site outlined in Policy 5 of the
P2LP.

6. Housing Mix and type
6.1

The scheme will comprise a mixture of housing type, size and tenure to suit the village and the
growth requirements of the area, and the requirements ouUined by both the Core Strategy and the
Brinsley Neighbourhood Plan.

6.2

Given these regional requirements and locally-Identified needs, the housing mixed In the proposed
scheme will be as follows:
5 bed dwellings: Sno
4 bed dwellings: 29no
3 bed dwellings: 43no (Some of these will be bungalows as required)
2 bed dwellings: 27no
1 bed bungalow: 6no

6,3

A simflar mix was proposed in the scheme submitted for pr&-appllcation advice in 2016. It was
agreed with officers that the type, size and mix of properties was entirely appropriate for Brinsley
and would be supported.

6.4

The houses will be designed to lifetime homes standards to enable occupants to remain in their
homes as their lifestyle and health needs change over time.

6.5

It was suggested by Brinsley PC and supported in the pre-application scheme that the social
provision within the site should focus on active retirement. Within the Infrastructure Workshop
colleagues supported the concept, though would be seeking a covenant to ensure no children were
allowed to live in the retirement properties.

6.6

The scheme will also contain 30% social housing, as required by local policy. These houses will be
of varying size to fulfil local need (to be defined by the social housing provider). They will be visually
indistinct from the market housing, to reduce stigmalisation of their residents, and will be peppered
throughout the scheme to prevent the formalion of areas of deprivation,
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7. Access & Connections
7.1

In alignment with principles ouUined in the Broxtowe Core policy, and in other guidance on
residential layout. such as the Manual for Streets, a key design feature of the scheme will be to link
to its surroundings. The benefits of this will be twofold; firstly, connections between the new
dEII!elopment and its surroundings will allow the residents easy and direct access to the amenities of
the village; and secondly, providing and enhancing routes through and around the site will provide
residents of the surrounding village more direct and convenient access to amenities such as the
Brinsley Brook and former-railway footpath.

7.2

The site is accessed via a single vehicular access off Church Lane. N. identified in the earlier
section, this is an existing farm access with a generous empty space either side. It will be widened
and altered to fully adhere to recommendations from the Highways Authority regarding the design
of Junctions, allowing for a safe junction with visibility which exceeds requirements.

7.3

The proposed streets are arranged to alow maximum permeability and easy navigation throughout
the site, in accordance with policy design requirements. They are to be arranged in a simple pattern
of two loops, which will eliminate the need for turning heads and cui-de-sacs -features that are
considered to be an obstacle to permeability, particularly for pedestrians, and which make
navigation more difficult. Loops are also more suitable for refuse collection, and for the potential of
a bus service accessing the development directly.

7.4

The layout has also been designed around providing and enhancing pedestrian & cycle routes
through the site, The location of the site gives SEII!eral opportunities for routes to be made between
the surrounding areas. The most beneficial of these is between the recreation ground to the west of
the site, and the railway path to the east. As such a key pedestrian & cycle route wiN run alor.g the
southern edge of the site between these two areas. Another route wiD run along the north of the site
between the recreation ground and the existing footpath by the site entrance.
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Pedestrian links will also be created between the site and the field to the south of the site, where
footpaths wiU link to the Headstocks area.
7.5

The pedestrian & cycle routes will be designed and detailed to promote their use as safe,
convenient, easily navigable. and informative. Clear direct sight lines will enable users to see where
the paths will take them, and 011erlooking from houses which will front onto the paths will pr011ide an
element of security through passive surveillance.
Where the rOttes link to the former railway corridor, and the headstocks area, signage and
information boards will be provided to make these links clear, and the give users context on the
history and natural environment of these key areas. These new pedestrian links through the
recreation ground will provide a direct connection to the bus stops and amenity centre at the
junction between Cordy Lane and Broad Lane. A pedestrian crossing at this point also allows safe
access to the north side of the road.
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Connectivity Diagram showing haw the pedestrian and cycle routes (yellow) will be
enhanced, and the layout of the vehicular routes (orange)
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Site Entfance Diagram showing the proposed new junction where the site meets Cordy
Lane. The visibility splays have been calculated using guidance from the Manual for
Streets, which requires a 43m clear line of sight either way for a driver waiting at the
junction onto a 30mph road. The diagram shows that the required 43m Is easily provided
by the placement of the junction on the outside of the cuNe of the road.
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8. Green Infrastmcture and Open Space
8.1

I 0. Heritage

One of the key requirements Identified in the brief, and praised in the pre-app, is the scheme's
Integration into the green networks of the area There are two primary objectives here: Firstly, that
the increased foot and cycle links allow people to make use of the reaeational and health benefits
of being in open green space; and secondly, that the increase and preservatlon of habitat and
connection with other habitat in the area helps to conserve and encourage local wildlife.

10.1

substantial green barriers ensure that there will be no visual impact on the conservation area,
church or headstocks.
10.2

8.2

As described In section 7, the development will comprise several additional links for pedestrians
and cyclists into the recreation area and to the former railway line footpath. During the Infrastructure
Workshop it was identified that Cycftng, walking and green infrastructure oontnbute to health and a
sense of wellbeing within a community. The scheme's location and design give direct access to the
Recreation ground, which includes a number of sporting facilities for aft ages and abilities, but also
connects to the Mineral Una and the Headstocks site where walking and cycling are encouraged. It
is possible to enjoy all of these activities from the site without crossing roads.

8.3

The green boundaries of the site, particularly the Brinsley Brook, are considered to be the most
important parts for wildlife. As such they are to be retained and enhanced with additional planting
designed to provide a greater habitat area, and to retain links to the wider green network: Including
the headstocks nature reserve. To the south of the site a new attenuation pond will be designed to
offer new habitat to local wildlife and will help link the site to the area's green network. Thls is in line
with the recommendations in the brief, and in comments on the 2016 pre-application by Ben Driver
of Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust, who indicated "that there are good links to existing open space, a
green buffer to the LNR and there is biodiversity potential in connection with the proposed
attenuation pond. I would like to see the pond designed with biodiversity in mind. •

As described in the site analysis section, the site is well away from any local heritage assets and

In the June 2016 pre-app, the scheme focussed its attention on the Church Lane part of the site in
accordance with the Greenbelt Review Guidance. It was Identified in the pre-app advice that even if
a frontage was developed opposite the Parish Church, "The Grade II Listed Church of St. James the
Great is on the opposite side of Church Lane however it is experienced largely within its own setting.
Dwellings which face the Usted Building along Church Lane should appear to have spacious plots
in the Interest of retaining the rural character past the church site.· In summation, the concept of
developing on the opposite side of Church Lane was found to be acceptable, however, the location
of the housing within the proposals has now moved to the area behind the recreation ground
enabling the setting of the only Listed Building in the village to remain unchanged.

9. Landscape and Character
9.1

Although the proposal wiU be built In what is currently green belt, the Green Belt Review concluded
that this section of green belt was of least value compared to others around the village.

9.2

As far as possible, the development will be designed to fit Into the rural character of the site. It will
retain the already substantial hedges and field boundaries which contain it, enhancing them to
provide screening where necessary. Additional planting along the northern boundary, behind the
adjacent houses, will provide a buffer between the new housing and the existing and allow the new
housing to remain largely unseen from the road.

9.3

Along the southern edge, the hedgerow will be enhanced and widened with native trees and shrubs
to give a decent visual screen. In addition, the houses along this edge are to be larger properties in
a lower density- the substantial gaps between them allowing the planting to take prominence and
be more in keeping with the edge-of-settlement character. When viewed from the south the housing
should appear substantially less prominent than the row of houses which currently back on to the
site.

9.4

The arrangement and density of the houses win be similar to that of the rest of the village. The
houses will be arranged in an Informal manner with private gardens and public green space
creating the semi-rural feel typical of villages in the area

9.5

The houses themselves will be of traditional design, using locally-distinctive forms, materials and
details to enhance the historic village setting.
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11 . Waste, Utilities & Drainage
11.1

Severn Trent have confirmed that there is a main sewer running along the comer of the site.
Capacity is to be confirmed but it is envisaged that this sewer will be sufficient for the foul drainage
of the site.

11.2

A surface water drainage and attenuation system will be designed around the principles of
Sustainable Drainage (SuDs). Anglian Water provide the following ouUine of SuDs:
The prime function of SUDS. as with conventional drainage, is to provide effective surface water
drainage. ensuring the greatest degree of flood risk protection over the long term both within and
downstream of the development and prevent pollution. However, SUDS approaches can bring
wider benefits too;
• Integrating with the landscape design to add amenity for the community as well a!> bringing
biodiversity value
• Providing environmental protection by treating the quality as well as the quantity of surfaco water
run-off

11.3

Firstly, the proposal will seek to reduce water admitted to tt:e drainage system through a minimal
approach to hard landscaping, and using permeable paving where possible. This will allow some of
the surface water to soak into the ground as it does currently on the site.

11.4

Secondly, surface water runoff from other areas which are large or impermeable, such as the roofs
and roads, will be diverted to a drainage system beneath the roads. This will be a partial infiltration
system which will allow water to infiltrate as much as it can, but will store or channel the remainder
ofthe water out ofthe site to the south.

11 .5

This water will then be fed into a large attenuation pond just beyond the southern b01.1ndary of the
site, which will discharge into the nearby watercourse at a rate agreed with the Environment Agency.
Aside from its drainage function, the pond will also function as an amenity pond for residents. It will
be ecologically designed to provide end enhance habitat fer local species and paths connecting to
the site, end further onto the headstocks site, will al!ow it to be experienced by residents and visitors
as part of the green network of the area.

Drsinage Diagram showing the SuDs and foul drainage system
15
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12. Policy Review
12.1

12.2

In this section it is demonstrated how the proposal can meet the policies set out in the Braxtowe

Awsworth_ Bmmcote, Brinsley, Stapleforri and Toton, as shown on the Policies
Map, or lor any site within the Green Belt compnslflfl 10 or more residential
units, at a proportiOn of30% ormore

Part 2local Plan, This review will only look at policies pertinent to the proposal and leave out those
that irrelevant- such as policies for different areas and for different development types.

The proposal in Brinsley will contain at least 30% social housing.

2 Affordable housing should be provided at the newty..allocated site at Kimberley

Policy 5: Br1nsley Site Allocation

at a proportiOn of 20% or more

Most importantly, the proposal must meet the site-specific policy In the P2LP as below:

N/A

Key Dew/opmerrt Requirements.
• 110Homes

3 For proposals on unaHocated sttes for development ofmore than 10 units
Wlthm Use Classes C2 or C3, affordable housing should be proVided at the
folloWing proportiOns
• 'Beeston' submarket 30% or more,
• 'Eastwood' submarket 10% or more,
• 'Kimberley' submatket 20% or more,
• 'Stapleford' submarket: 10% or more

The proposal provides 11 0 homes In a mixture of type and tenure to suit local needs.

• Enhance Gn!en Infrastructure corridots t1t linkingareas ofBnnstey to ncxth and

west 8/ld D H Lawrence counlTy to the etJst (mcludnq Vlfle Cottage and routes
past the Heedstocks to Eastwood)

N/A

The site's location has been used to great effect to establish links through the site. These links
connect the village with the Brinsley brook green corridor, the Headstocks site to the south, and the
former railway footpath and cycle path to the east which links to the larger network of routes
throughout the countryside.

4 kly applications which propose tess affordable housmg than is indicated in
paJts 1, 2 and 3 of this policy must be accompamed 1:1t a viability assessment.

N/A

• PreseNe the setting ofStJames the Great Church tneluding open VIstas
towards the Headstocks
The site is tucked to the north of the open space between the headstocks and the church, meaning
that it is well away from these two key heritage assets. Additional planting will help to screen the
development preventing visual intrusion on the landscape.

5. Affordable housing provision should be made on site, unless there are
excoptiona/ circumstances to justify otherw1se. Affordable properties should
be mtegmted with market housmg and should be of a Similar size, type and
extemaf sty{e 8S the market housing.

• Enhance bus routes adjacent to the site.

Affordable housing will be properly integrated as described above.

The site will form a direct connection to the existing bus stop through the recreation ground,
allowing users to easily access the public transport network. There is potential for an additional bus
stop to be placed near the entrance to the new development if required.

6 Developments of market and a!forrisble housing should provide 811 appropnate
miX ofhouse siZe, type, tenure and density to ensure that the needs of the
residents of all parts ofthe Borough are met

• Provrde SuDS to the south of the residentiBJ a/1ocati0n

The proposed mix, as outlined in section 6, Is directly informed by the Core Strategy and by local
consultation.

A SuDs system has been designed within the road of the new development, which will drain Into an
attenuation pond to the south of the site. This pond will be designed with biodiversity in mind to
Integrate with and enhance the local natural habitat.

12.3

12.4

7 For developments ofmorP. th81110 dNa/lings, at least 10% ofdwellings
should comply with reqwrement M4(2) ofthe But/ding Regulations regarding
'accessible and adaptable dwellingS'.
All dweRings will be constructed to Ufetime Homes standards, allowing them to be easily converting
to suit the varying accessibility needs of their occupants.

Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt -The P2LP proposes amendments to the green belt which
would removs the Brinsley Church Lane Site from the green bslt. Therefore, If implemented, this
policy will not applicable to the site.

8, For developments of more than 20 dwellings, at least 5% of provision should
be in the form of serviced plots for self-build or custom-build, and/or custombuild
homes by other delivery routes.

Polley 15: Housing Size, Mix and Choice

1 Affordable housing should be provided at the ~ed sites at

Guy StJohn Taylor Asaoclatao C
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Although not discussed here, this can easily be achieved on this site and will lead to a more
dynamic and less homogenous design mix.

12.5

The simple grid-like arrangement of streets, with no dead-ends, creates a simple and logical pattern
of movement through the development. Short and aggrandised pedestrian and cycle routes into
surrounding paths make their location and destination clear even to the non-familiar user.

Policy 17: Place-making, Design and Amenity

h). EncourB.ges low VehiCle gpeedS, afld

1 For all neN development. permission will be grantect ior deve/optrl6i1t which,
where relevant:
a) Integrates Into its surroundings; and

The undulating and relatively narrow streets, interspersed with raised shared-space areas, will
encourage slow vehicle speeds.

The proposal is designed to integrate into its surroundings in two ways: Firstly, it will retain and
enhance its substantial green boundaries so that it nestles within the existing field structure of its
setting, and so that it is less visually imposing from the south. Secondly, its density, layout and
design shall be in keeping with the site's semi-rural character.

QProvides sufficient, well-integrated, parking; and
Although not fully illustrated in this design, space has been set aside for 2 parking spaces for all of
the larger {3 bed+) dwellings, in line with guidance issued by the county council. Smaller dwellings
will have a single designated space and some shared spaces to enable provision of approximately
1.5 spaces per dwelling. Thera will also be shared guest parking throughout the scheme. It is
envisaged that the exact requirements for this will be specified by the highways department in the
event of an application.

b) Prcrvides, or is close to, community facilities; and
As demonstrated in the site analysis section, the site is dose to many of the key community facilities
in the village including the school, shops, community centre, and recreation ground. The addition of
cycle and pedestrian paths through the recreation ground will increase the site's connectivity with
these amenities.

j) Provides attractive, clearly-defined and safe private and public spaces; and

During the 2016 pre-application it was confirmed that the development would require a contribution
towards local library provision. Although the site is different, it is envisaged that the developer will
meet this contribution.

Each property has been designed with a garden proportionate to its size. These spaces are well
defined behind the properties, and safely enclosed by suitable boundary treatments.
Public space and semi-public front gardens will be designed with an emphasis on adding to the
character of the streetscape, using long-lasting and coherent materials and surface treatments.
Adequate lighting will be provided and houses will also be arranged to provide consistent passive
surveillance in all the public spaces, including the pedestrian and cycle links, to discourage criminal
activity and foster a feeling of safety.

c) Has good access to publiC trans/lort; and
The site is within a five-minute walk of a bus stop providing frequent links to Eastwood, Nottingham
and Derby.

k) ProvideS adeqUBte external storage and amenit}t space; and
d) Creates a place with a locally-inspired or otherwise distinctive character;
and

As above, each property will have a good sized rear garden for their amenity and enjoyment.
External storage for bins will be provided to the rear of the properties.

As above, the character will use a local palette of materials, details and forms to create a mix of
houses in keeping with the local vernacular. A careful scheme of architecture and urban design will
be focussed on place-making rather than simple housing-provision.

f) Ensures a satisfactorY degrlie ofamenity for occupiers of the
development and neighbouring properties; and

nrm

The layout is designed to reduce overlooking and overbearing of properties on one another through
decent garden lengths and orientation of properties. The adjacent properties to the north will be
protected by a substantial green barrier of native hedge and tree planting, reducing any potential
overlooking or overbearing.

e) Takes advantage of existing topography, buildings and landscape features,
and
The proposal makes use of the existing green boundaries for visual screening, biodiversity and the
amenity of its residents. The site topography is also used to aid the drainage of the site with a SUDs
network.

m) Enables convenient use by people wfth limited mobility; and
Direct pedestrian routes through the site and level access will allow those with limited mobility to
move around with ease. Parking in dose proximity to dwellings will also enable a short travel
distance between car and home.

Q Creates well-defined streets and spaces, and
The development uses buildings, boundaries and planting to create well-defined streets based on
the informal arrangement of traditional village streets. Features such as prominent comer
properties, coherent and active street frontages, and thoughtful public realm detailing, will all enable
the streets to be practical and pleasant for their users.

n) Incorporates ecologically sensftive design, wfth a high standard ofplanting
and features for btodiversity; and

g) Makes it easy to find your way around; and
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The ecological approach of the 2016 pre-application scheme was praised by the representative of
the Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust, and the same approach will be used on this scheme. The
proposal wiU enhance existing habitats and connect to the local green networK, induding the
Brinsley Headstocks Nature Reserve. An attenuation pond to the south of the site wiD provide
additional varied habitat and will be designed to encourage biodiversity.

12.6

Polley 20: Air Quality
1 For any development proposals, all reasonable steps will be required to be
taken to provide effectNe altematNes for users of the dew/opment to utilise
modes of tTIJ/lSport other than the prrvate car.

The emphasis on design for pedestrian and cycle navigation of the site and links to the wider village
will help to reduce car use tor short journeys. lhese connections win also link the site to the nearby
bus stops which will also encourage use of public transport for journeys to larger settlements.

o) Uses native specieS oftrees, shrubs and wild-flower seeds 1n landscaping
proposals; dfld

Planting throughout the scheme will be designed with native species local to the area

2 PermiSsion will not be granted for development which would directly result
slgflihcant detenorat/oll in M quality etther through poor design or as a
consequence ofstte selectJon.

"' d

p) Integrates bat andtor bird boxes tnto the fabric ofnew buildings; and

Consultation will be undertaken to determine the necessary bat and bird bOl< provision, and these
will be integrated into the scheme as required.

NIA
3 Electric Vehk;le chatging points wiNbe requtred in all housing developments

q) Ensures that the development would not prejudice the satisfactory
de~opmentofakvger~

of 10 or more houses IJild commerctal developments of 1,000sqm or more of
ffoorspace.

N/A

Electric charging points will be provided where required.

12.7

2 AppliCants for houstng developments of 10 dwellings or more will bo requiled
to submit a design and access statement whtch Includes an assessment of the
proposals aga~nst each ofthe 'Building for /..Jfe' critere (see Appendix 5)

Policy 21: Unstable land
Within the Coal Authority's 'Development High Risk Area' permissiOn for nonhouseholder
development w11l only be granted If It IS demonstrated that the site ts,
or can be made, safe and stable

A statement will be submitted as required with any such application.
3 In the case of major development on sites releesed from the Green Belt as part
ofthiS Local Plan, or the Aftgned Core Strategy, or for any site wtthm the Green
Belt comprising 10 or more dwellings the development will be reqwred to score
9 or more 'greens' tn the Bul/dtng For Lde 12 or eqt.HV8Jent

The proposal is within the high-risk area defined by the Coal Authority, as is the majority of the land
around Brinsley.
' '"'f' ' ~'

~

~ - ~.

The building for life criteria are at the heart of this proposal. The criteria of this policy (17) contain all
of the Building for Ufe criteria, and it Is considered that the demonstration above of policy 17 being
fulfilled, indicates that the scheme will easily reoeive the necessary Building for Ufe score.

-~~-

J

p :·._;-A

~:

•

4 In the case of householder development (including extensions, outbuildings
and boundary treatments) ·
a) All such development should be ofa SIZe, sltlflf} and design that makes a
positive contributJon to the chiJracter and appeara~ ofthe area and does
not dominate the ex~sttng butlding or appeiJf over-promtnent m the street
scene,
b) Two-storey side extenstons should avoid a terraced or Cl8lTiped effect
c) Dotmels should not domlfl8.te the roof,
d) Any development should not cause IJil unacceptable loss ofamenity for the
occuprers ofneighbouring propeftifls,
e) Fences and walls should not cause nsk to pedestnans or road users IJ¥
reduclf'lg viSibility for d!NetS when entenng or exiting the dr/VfJWay

•

.• oJ. •

.!:t•

Exttact from the risk map for coal mining areas showing Brinsley

N!A
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As such a Coal Mining Risk Assessement Report will be undertaken as part of an application. Map
regression suggests that although the site is located within a traditionally Coal Mining area and
adjacent to the former Mineral Line and Headstocks, the site was never actually utilised as part of
the Mine workings. It would appear that the lands have always been used as agricultural and
pasture land. However, the proposal will, of course, implement all recommendations from the report
as required to make the ground safe and stable.

12.8

The scheme's proposed Increased pedestrian links with the Headstocks nature reserve, and with
the former railway line footpath, will help to promote use of these assets which celebrate the
landscape heritage of the area
12.11 Policy 26: Travel Plans

All deve(opments of 10 or more dwellings or 1,000 square metres or more gross
floorspace will be expected to submit a TfflVel Plan with their application.

Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and non-designated heritage assets

A travel plan will be submitted with any application. Discussions with the Highways Authority do not

As demonstrated earlier In this statement, the proposal is well away from local heritage assets and
will have no effect on them or their setting. The Green Belt Review backs this up by saying that
development off Church Lane would 'have litHe/no impact on the Conservation area or listed
buildings'. This comment relates to the entire area to the east of Church Lane, and It is considered
that the current Church Lane site, which is the northernmost point of this site, will have an even
lesser effect than this on the heritage assets of the village.
12.9

point to any concerns in either providing vehicular access to the site or In any extra traffic generated

on the A608. Highways England have also stated that there: 'will be no significant Impacts on the
operations of the Strategic Road Network.'

12.12 Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
1.·DeVe!op{Tient proposals whiCh are likeJY to lead to increased use of any of the
Green Infrastructure Assets listed below, as shown on tha Pol/etas Map, will ba
required to take reasonable opportunities to enhance the Green Infrastructure
Asset(s). These Green Infrastructure Assets are.
a) Grean Infrastructure Comdors (not shown on the Policies Map);
b) Playing Pitches;
c) Informal Open Spac& I.e 'natural and semi-natural green space' and
'amenity green space';
c) Allotments;
d) Recreational Routes; and
e) Nature ReseNeS.

Policy 24: The health Impacts of development
1 A Health Impact Assessment Checklist, as set out on page$ t40- t'5t, will be
required for applications for;
a) residential development of 50 dwellings or more;
b) non-residential developments of 5,000 square metres or more; and
c) other developments which are likely to have a Significant impact
on health and well-being.

A fully completed checklist will submitted with any application.

gmunds . a

2. Hot food takeaways of any srze withJn 400fT, ofa,Y p8ir ofthe
of
school will be assessed against the hot food takeaway question within this
checkliSt unless such takeaways are within the defined boundary of a Town or
Distflct Centre.
Where significant adverse Jmpact iS identified, measures to substantially mitigate
the Jmpact wt71 be reqwred

The proposal will enhance and link to the green infrastructure at Brinsley Brook, the recreation
ground to the west, the former railway footpath to the east, and the headstocks nature reserve to the
south.

2. In all cases listed in part 1. and in the case ofschool playing fields, parmission
will not be granted for development that results In any harm to the Green
Infrastructure Asset, unless the benefits of development are clearly shown to
outweigh the harm.

N/A
12.10 Policy 25: CUlture, Tourism and Sport

The proposal will maintain the adjacent green infrastructure and seek to enhance them.

Development proposals will be encouraged that;
1. Make specific provision for sports pitches that are suitable for a wide age range
of users, in partiCular children's sport.

12.13 Policy SO: Landscape

All developments within. Or affecting the setting of, the local landscape character

The proposal sits adjacent to the village's recreation ground, and will form new links allowing easy
and direct access for the residents. This is in line with Sport England's consultation of the P2LP
which stated that the proposal should not itself provide any formal outdoor space, but instead make
a contribution towards the recreation ground.

areas listed below should make a positive contribution to the quality and local
distinctiveness of the landscape. They should therefore be consistent with the
'landscape actions' for the area concerned. as set out in the Greater Nottingham
Landscape Character Assessment and in Appendix 7 ofthis Plan.

2. EnhBnce the tourism offer 1n association with DH.Lawrence or the tndustrial/
pharmaceutical heritage of the Borough

The proposal sits immediately adjacent to, but not within the 'Babbington Rolling Farmlands'
landscape area. This landscape is considered to be of strong character and moderate condition,
requiring a strategy of Conservation and Enhancement.
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12.15 Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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c) Community facilities,
d) Green Space,
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e) Biodtversty,
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f) Education, and
g) Highways, 1nclud1ng sustainable tf811sport measures.

Extract from the landsctJP$ area map (left) showing Brinsley within the NC03 area, and
the Assessment matrix of the area (Right)

Any planning submission for the site shall accompany sufficient contributions toward local provision
of the above facilities, as agreed with the respective parties. Dialogues on some of these figures
hav& already begun as part of the 2016 pre-app.

The proposal will strengthen the mature green edges to this landscape area. which will also
minimise any visual impact upon the setting.

2 On-site pt'OVIS/on ofne.v playing pitches may be required for developments of
50 dwelhngs or I'I'IOre.

12.14 Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets

As previously stated, Sport England have asked that playing pitches are not provided on site, but
that a contribution is made towards the adjacent recreation ground instead.

1 Development proposals whiCh are l1ke/y to lead to the increased use ofBlly
of the BtodNerslly Assets l1sted below. as shown on the PoliCies Map, w1// be
reqwred to tal<e reasonab/EI oppottuntfles to enhance the Asset(s) These
BiodNerSily Asset(s) are,
a) Sites of SpecJBl Sctentiflc Interest, Local Wildlife Sites or Local Geologtc8i
Sites (as listed m AppendiCes 2, 3, 4 and shown on the Poi/CJes Map), or
b) PriOrity habitatS and pnorlly specteS (as Identified In the Nottmghamsh1re
Local BtodN&rslly ktJon Plan Blld section 4.5 of the Green Infrastructure
Strategy), or
c) Trees which are the subJect ofTree Presetvatton Orders, or
d) Aged or vetef811 trees, or
e) Anctent Woodland (as shown on the PoliCies Map), or
f) Hedgerows whiCh are Important accordmg to the cntena ofthe HedgetOW
Regulations 1997, or
Other~ and hedgerows whiCh are Important to the local envronment

The proposal will aim to Increase use to the use of the headstocks natura reseiVe, and the other
adjacent green spaces. Where possible this habitat wiBbe enhanced through additional planting
and the creation of a biodiverse attenuation pond.
2 In all cases permisston will not be granted for development that results in any

harm to the Biod/VelSily Asset, unless the benefits ofdavelopment are clearly
shown to outweigh the harm

The proposal wil have minimal negative impact on the adjacent biotfiVerslty assets. Al!h01.;gh, as
with any development, there will clearly be some minor impact, this would be true wherever the
development was located around Brinsley. The Green belt review, along with the consultees for the
P2LP concluded that habitat damage could be mitigated through buffer zones at the boundaries:
and that this site was the least damaging to the green belt ""arall.
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13.

Conclusion & Deliverability

13.1

We fully concur with the Broxtowe Part2 Local Plan, that site H198 ~and east of Church Lane) is
dearly the best site for development in Brinsley. This view Is backed up by the Green Belt Review,
and the majority of local and regional interest groups during consultation.

13.2

13.3

13.4

"'

I Propoeod Raoklenllal Development at SUlto Ccpplce Farm, BriNley

Although the site is currently within the green belt it Is alongside the main road, between residential
and recreational development. The Green Belt review agreed that this site was the least important to
the green belt around Brinsley. The site is dose to the viUage's amenities and transport links, and
well f*Nay from its heritage assets.
The proposal shows the site's ability to deliver the mix of 110 homes required in a manner which
fulfils the criteria set out by the local policy, and by the Opun Review. It shows that a proposal on
the site has the ability to capitalise on the opportunities of the site; creating links between key
surrounding features to enhance the village and Its setting.

There are no delivery Issues identified in any consultation stage or by any Statutory Consultees who
have continued a dialogue throughout, it is simply awaiting a positive outcome from the options
consultation and removal from Greenbelt Policy for development prior to 2020.

13.8

In addition, a recent court ruling (St Moclwen Developments v SSCLG & East Riding of Yorkshire
Council (2017) F:WCA Civ 1643) defined that the definition of 'dei'JVerable sites' within this context
referred to the site's reasonable capability of being delivered within five years - not the certainty or
probability that it a~uaJiy will be delivered. As such, it is considered that the proposal to provide 11 0
homes on the site can clearly be defined as 'deliverable' within 5 years.

13.9

l his statement demonstrates that:
-

As identified in the recent Infrastructure Workshop, tho adjacent scheme already achieved the

support of officers at all levels and consultees during the June 2016 pre-application. As indicated by
Steffan Saunders, the scheme is further on than most of the allocated sites. The Agents have
worked hard with Braxtowe Borough Council Officers over a number of years to shape this site for
development and are well positioned to support officers In the submissions for the Part 2 Inspection
Hearing.
13.5

13.7

-

The site is suitable for housing allocation
The site is the most suitable site for housing allocation in Brinsley
A residential development on the site can meet the requirements set out in the policy
documents, by consultees, and by local consultation.
The development Is deliverable within five years.

We therefore submit that the housing allocation outlined in Policy 5 of the Broxtowe Part 2 Local
Plan is the most appropriate W8f1 to ensure that housing needs are met in Brinsley, and seek to
support this policy.

This current proposal has also been subject to consultation by 'Brinsley Vision', a local community
interest group (Formerly SABRHE} focussed on creating a vibrant future for the parish of Brinsley.
The format of the meetings was to examine the needs of tho parish and to explore the options for
development. The Church Lane scheme was presented to the committee members and members
of the public in attendance and was positively received.
Brinsley VIsion now define one of their objectives as: To wpport Broxtowe's choiCe ofsite oo Chtlrch
/..Bne

13.6

The NPPF defines a site to be considered deliverable if:

- They are available now
-Offer a suitable location for development
-AchieVable with a realistic prospect that hous1ng Will be deltveted on the site wfthltl frve years
-The site IS Vl8b/e
The proposal is available immediately.
This document has established that the proposal Is the most suitable location In Brinsley for this
development, and that a scheme will be able to achieve the required housing in a manner that fulfils
the requirements of the site and local policy requirements. This is backed-up by the 2016 pre-app
scheme and local consultation of the current proposal which both received positive feedback.
Discussions have already been undertaken with developers seeking to take the site on, and this
document is proof that scheme is ready to go into pre-application discussion with the council.
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Steffan Saunders
Head ofNeighbourhoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Town Hall
Foster Avenue
Beeston
NOTTINGHAM
NG91AB

Our Ref:

KR-AA/TJW/339789

Your Ref:

Steffan Saunders

Date:

22nd November 2017

Direct Tel:
Direct Fax:
Email:

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development

2 3 NOV 2ni7
Dear Mr Saunders

RE: Land at Brinsley adjacent to Saints Coppice
Our clients- Terry Anthony and Ann Anthony
I am instructed on behalf of Mr and Mrs Anthony in connection with registration of
parcels of land at Brinsley.
PARTNERS:

J D Allen ltd
A J Balkitis Ltd
R 0 Bates Ltd
A M Bowman ltd

C G Car1in Ltd
PA Cobb Ltd
R L Emeleus ltd
M A Foulds Ltd
AWFyson Ltd
C J George Ltd
0 J V Godfrey Ltd
"N Halls Ltd
R (,
)1mond Ltd
K ;-••-oaywa rd Ltd
J L Millward Ltd
T C W Redgate Ltd
J E S Smith Ltd
GJ Tring Ltd
v P Wilkinson ltd
C M Yardley Ltd

I understand that my clients have been in correspondence with the Council, and that
they would wish to reassure the Policy makers in connection with prospective planning
that the land is developable.
Mr and Mrs Anthony own several parcels of land at Brinsley. For your information I
enclose copies of the plans from title numbers NT83808 and NT68957 showing the
parcels of land already registered as edged red.
We were consulted in August of this year, and on the basis oftitle deeds which we held,
and other supporting documentation, have submitted to the Land Registry two
applications to register the land into our client' s names as shown edged red on plan 1
and as coloured yellow on plan 2.
In respect of plan 2, we had all of the pre-registration deeds proving ownership in the
names of our clients.
In respect of the land on plan 1, we did not have all of the title deeds, but did have a
Statement of Truth from our clients and supporting documentation dating back to 1969
evidencing the acquisition of that land by Mr Anthony.
This Firm has acted for Mr and Mrs Anthony for some 40 years or more and we feel
confident that the registrations will be completed at the Land Registry in the next few
weeks.
Offices: The Lace Market Arnold
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To

We can also confirm that negotiations were entered into with Broxtowe Borough
Council in the mid 1990~s when title was provided to our clients land to secure
easements in respect of sewers.
Applications for first registrations at the Land Registry are currently taking up to six
months due to the backlog in dealing with same. We had requested that the Land
Registry expedite the registrations, but to date these have not yet been completed. We
will be able to supply to you if necessary copies of the registrations once these have
been completed.
Please contact us if you require any further information regarding this matter.
Yours faithfully
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The contractor is responsible to ensure that no products are to be utilised that do not comply with relevant British and/or European Standards and/or Codes of Practice, COSHH Regulations, Construction Regulations, or which are known or suspected at the time of product selection and/or construction to be deleterious to health and safety or to the durability of the work or not in accordance with good building practices.
The contractor is responsible for checking dimensions, tolerances, levels and references. This drawing is to be read in conjunction with all relevant consultants or specialists drawings. Any discrepancy to be notified to Baily Garner LLP and rectified before proceeding with the works on site or shop drawings. Where an item is covered by drawings to different scales, the larger scale drawing is to be worked to.
Do not scale drawings. Figured dimensions to be worked to in all cases. This drawing and the copyrights and patents therein are the property of Baily Garner LLP and may not be used or reproduced without consent or attribution.
Baily Garner LLP. 55 Charlotte Street. Birmingham. B3 1PX. 0121 236 2236. birmingham@bailygarner.co.uk
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PURPOSE OF ISSUE:

PRELIMINARY

REVISION:

Cordy Lane, Brinsley

10866_R01_ Landscape Technical Note
1.0

Introduction

1.1.

This short technical note has been prepared by Tyler Grange LLP (TG) on behalf of
Richborough Estates, in response to desktop analysis and preliminary fieldwork undertaken in
March 2017. The note provides advice on the feasibility of the future development of the land
off Cordy Lane, Brinsley in terms of landscape character and visual context. It also considers
the proposed development of the site with reference to the contribution to Green Belt purposes.

2.0

Site Context & Topography

2.1.

The site is located to the north of Cordy Lane (A608), Brinsley; which is a village within
Nottinghamshire. It comprises typical grazing pasture adjoining the existing residential edge
and farmstead cluster to the south. Rougher grassland is associated with the former sewage
filter beds. It is bound to the north-west and west by a vegetated ditch, with trimmed hedgerows
offering internal sub-division of field parcels. The site is also traversed by an overhead power
line. There is currently connection to Cordy Lane next to farmstead cluster, with the frontage
defined by low bow-top metal railings.

2.2.

Two public footpaths converge to the north of the site (PRoW Ref: FP8 and FP9), which in-turn
connect to a continuing route north-east (PRoW Ref: FP54) that links Brinsley with Underwood.

2.3.

In terms of topography, the site landform falls from north to south (approximately 105m AOD to
95m AOD). Beyond the boundary, land rises to the north towards Red Lane and Oaktree Farm
(120m AOD).

3.0

Landscape Planning Context

3.1.

The site is not subject to any local or national landscape designations. There are no listed
buildings or known heritage assets within close proximity (the nearest, a listed building, is
located 0.6km away). There is no inter-visibility between the site and the Brinsley Conservation
Area.

3.2.

In terms of relevant evidence base material, the following landscape observations are
summarised as being applicable to the site:



All of the site is currently located within the Green Belt; however, Zone 3 of the Broxtowe
Borough Council Green Belt Review (2015) covered a much wider area;
Even in relation to the larger study parcel, the findings of the Green Belt Review
determined that the landscape was well contained by defensible boundaries; and, that
there is quite a hard edge to the existing built up area of Brinsley;
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4.0

However, the Green Belt Review also raised concern regarding the perception of the
reduction of the gap between the two settlements (Brinsley and Underwood) would be
significant. When travelling up Cordy Lane to Underwood; and, that development would
reduce the gap between Brinsley and Underwood by approximately half;
The November 2013 Site Allocations Issues and Options referred to the site as H197.
The site was categorized as being suitable for development if changes were made to the
Green Belt boundary. The Local Plan Inspector voiced some concern about potential
coalescence between Brinsley and Underwood; however, the parcel of land being
considered was larger than the site area now being promoted as a suitable option;
As set out in the Broxtowe Borough Council Green Infrastructure Strategy (2015-2013),
the site is within the 500m zone of both sports facilities and parks/gardens; however, it
falls beyond the identified ‘Primary and Secondary GI Corridors’; and
The Agricultural Land Classification is Grade 4 (poor quality agricultural land).

Landscape Character
National Landscape Character

4.1.

The site is located within National Landscape Character Area Number 38: Nottinghamshire,
Derbyshire and Yorkshire Coalfields. This NCA is generally low-lying, with hills and
escarpments above wide valleys, the landscape contains major industrial towns and cities as
well as villages and countryside. The area is made up of closely spaced ex-mining settlements,
pastoral farmland, hedged fields and areas of broadleaved woodland. It covers a large majority
of the borough, and extends from Stapleford north through the central areas of the Borough, up
to Kimberley and Eastwood and up to the northern boundary to Brinsley.
Regional Landscape Character

4.2.

As set out within the East Midlands Region Landscape Character Assessment, the site is
located within 9A: Settled Coalfield Farmlands. The key characteristics are as follows:











4.3.

Undulating landform of low hills and ridges, and shallow valleys with local variations
reflecting the differing characteristics of the underlying Coal Measures geology;
Evidence of past and present exploitation of area with former mine sites, pit heaps, clay
pits, disused railway lines, tramways, canals and opencast coal and clay working areas;
Substantial areas of intact agricultural land with mixed farming predominating, varied field
sizes and hedgerows but with localised areas of small fields and dense hedgerows;
Scattered, small broad-leaved woodlands, copses and linear tree belts and some relict
ancient semi-natural woodlands; more extensive woodlands and plantations associated
with the restoration of former mining areas and also within The National Forest;
Heathy vegetation associated with steeper slopes and uncultivated land;
Small towns, villages, hamlets and scattered farmsteads constructed from local Coal
Measures sandstone, with some villages expanded as sprawling mining settlements with
red brick former mining terraces and ribbon development;
Network of narrow winding lanes between urban areas; and
Strong cultural identity and industrial archaeological interest associated with history of
coal mining.

This represents a selection of these characteristics, particularly the undulating landform and the
adjoining ribbon development associated with Cordy Lane.

10901_R01_Landscape Technical Note_JB_AR_24.03.17
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County Landscape Character
4.4.

Within the Greater Nottingham Landscape Character Assessment, the site is located within
NC03: Selston and Eastwood Urban Fringe Farmland. Some of the relevant characteristic
features are listed below:

















The area has a strongly undulating landform;
There are many settlements in the area, giving the DPZ an urban fringe character;
Land use is agricultural, including a mix of pastoral and arable farming;
Field sizes are medium to large and geometrically shaped;
The field pattern is predominantly a modern, modified pattern although there is some
evidence of the former smaller, narrow, linear field pattern to the north of Bagthorpe
and adjacent to the settlement edges;
Hedgerows commonly border the fields and are generally well maintained, although
some are fragmented or have been lost through field size expansion;
Small clumps of woodland and frequent hedgerow trees combine to give the area a
partially wooded appearance;
New woodland planting is a feature on restored mineral workings which will increase
the woodland cover in the area as they mature;
Settlements are a frequent feature of this DPZ and include Eastwood, Brinsley,
Underwood, Jacksdale and Selston, although views to the urban fringes are often
filtered by hedgerows and undulations in the landform;
Settlements have strong associations with the mining past of the area are
characteristically include rows of red brick terraced housing;
Modern settlement expansion and ribbon development along the roads has contributed
to a strong urban influence on the area;
Red brick properties with a modern style are common on the settlement edges;
Views are medium distance over the patchwork of agricultural land and settlement
fringes; and
The mining heritage associated with this area is clear in the landscape, and includes
the Brinsley Headstocks and Durban House Heritage Centre, which was formally the
offices of the mine owners.

4.5.

Whilst the mining heritage is less apparent in the immediate context of the site, the descriptive
analysis is representative of the undulating settlement fringe location, where the landform,
hedgerows and scattered blocks of woodland create some sense of enclosure. There is also
some evidence of localised hedgerow loss and the larger sub-division of fields with post and
wire fencing.

4.6.

This area is described as being densely settled and as being ‘Moderate’ in terms of condition.
Strength of character is also assessed as being ‘Moderate’ and the overall strategy is for
‘Enhancement’.

4.7.

Enhancement opportunities and issues that need to be considered in association with
development in this character area include:




Preserve and enhance hedgerow pattern with replacement planting where appropriate;
Enhance the woodland cover through the area by identifying opportunities for smallscale woodland planting, especially on settlement fringes;
Enhance the urban edges through identifying opportunities for hedgerow or tree
planting to filter views to the urban fringe; and

10901_R01_Landscape Technical Note_JB_AR_24.03.17
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5.0

Restrict further urban edge expansion and promote measures to achieve a better
integration of settlements into the wider landscape through planting of small groups of
hedgerow trees and careful placement of built development to reduce its prominence in
the landscape.

Visual Analysis
Visual Envelope

5.1.

The Visual Envelope (VE) associated with the site is relatively localised, contained to the south,
south-east and west by the existing built form. To the north, views do extend some 450 metres
upslope to the subtle ridge associated with Red Lane and Oaktree Farm. To the east and northeast, the intervening layers of hedgerow vegetation restrict views towards Underwood. Views
south-east from this locally elevated location presents a wide panorama, where the site does
not form a particular focal point. The site sits within a settled context, but with skyline views
beyond (towards Greasley) provide a greater depth of view.
Visual Receptors

5.2.

The principal visual receptors likely to experience change will be localised and already
influenced by the settlement fringe location. Receptors will include:





The recreational users of local footpaths (PRoW Ref: FP8, FP9 and FP54) to the north
/ north-east;
The residents and users of businesses associated with the adjoining Cordy Lane;
Pedestrian and road users for a very limited section of Cordy Lane; and
The recreational and residential users associated with Red Lane.

6.0

Green Belt Purposes

6.1.

A review of the site’s performance and suitability for release is summarised below in relation to
the principal Green Belt objectives as set out within the NPPF (the Framework), with reference
to the key purposes of Green Belt land and with consideration of paragraph 81 of the
Framework, in terms of positively enhancing Green Belt.

6.2.

Whilst Green Belt is not a landscape designation, the review of the principles purposes have a
close correlation with matters of inter-visibility and character.
To Check Unrestricted Sprawl

6.3.

The principal consideration is the sprawl of the existing urban edge of Brinsley and potential
coalescence with Underwood to the north-east. Whilst the proposed development would result
in some localised loss of the existing ‘open’ context, the width of the gap would only be reduced
by some 180 metres.

6.4.

The physical distance of Green Belt separation also needs to be considered in association with
the existing sense of enclosure and the degree of containment located at the settlement
boundaries. Firstly, with the notable presence of intervening hedgerows and scattered
woodlands to the north-east, there is no real sense of any visual connection between Brinsley
and Underwood, as the vegetation acts as a strong visual and physical feature of separation.

10901_R01_Landscape Technical Note_JB_AR_24.03.17
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6.5.

Further scope also exists to create additional separation through the creation of another off-site
woodland belt to the north-east of the site, which would also respond to the landscape character
enhancement objectives.
To Prevent Neighbouring Towns Merging into one another

6.6.

In terms of the merging of settlements, a key consideration is the strength and permanence of
existing boundaries. As set out above, the site is both physically and visually contained by
layers of vegetation, with no real inter-visibility with Underwood to the north-east. Even the
transitional users of Cordy Lane (A608) will not obtain clear inter-visibility between the two
settlements. Instead, road users experience the settlement context in the form of ribbon
development, but development will be setback beyond the established residential frontages and
the sense of travelling from one distinct area to another will not be lost.

6.7.

Further physical growth of Brinsley in this location, when considered in accordance with the
promotion of a sensitive development that retained and enhanced boundary features, would be
largely inconspicuous in the surrounding landscape, given the settlement backdrop and
surrounding landscape context which assists in diminishing any perception of coalescence.
Safeguarding the Countryside from Encroachment

6.8.

The existing framework of vegetation and limited number of public receptor locations restricts
the perceived sense of openness; and, the limited inter-visibility between the site and the
surrounding settlements emphasises the degree of containment that currently exists. The
character of the landscape is somewhat transitional with obvious urban fringe components; and,
there is little sense that it represents an extensive tract of open countryside. It is certainly not
a remote or tranquil site.

6.9.

The retention and enhancement of the framework of boundary vegetation, and the delivery of
characteristic development response would further limit the extent to which any proposed built
form would introduce uncharacteristic features into the landscape, thus any sense of visual
encroachment into the wider open countryside would be negligible.
Preserve the Setting and Special Character of Historic Towns

6.10.

Available information on the historic landscape does not determine any specific role that the
site plays in providing an important setting or approach to Brinsley. As always, aspects of this
landscape are expected to be ancient in origin, but no particular rare or unique historic
landscape features have been identified at this stage.

6.11.

Based on these findings, effects upon this Green Belt objective would also be negligible.
Paragraph 81 of the Framework (NPPF)

6.12.

As set out at paragraph 81 of the Framework, there are also opportunities to be explored in
terms of positively enhancing the landscape context of the site. In association with a sensitive
development response, the following objectives could be established and presented as part of
the overall landscape strategy response:


The improvement to public access for recreation; and

10901_R01_Landscape Technical Note_JB_AR_24.03.17
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New native woodland planting could better reflect the characteristics of the local
landscape character; and, the detailed design, specification and maintenance of areas
of woodland habitat could bring required species diversity.

7.0

Conclusion

7.1.

In response to the desktop and fieldwork undertaken it is evident that the site represents a
logical release from the Green Belt in landscape terms, particularly given the settlement fringe
context and the robustness of the boundaries that surround; and, the degree of visual
separation. A sensitive development response for the site would not result in any obvious sense
of coalescence.

7.2.

The site is both physically and visually contained by layers of vegetation, with no real intervisibility with Underwood to the north-east. Even the transitional users of Cordy Lane (A608)
will not obtain clear inter-visibility between the two settlements. Instead, road users experience
the settlement context in the form of ribbon development, but development will be setback
beyond the established residential frontages and the sense of travelling from one distinct area
to another will not be lost.

7.3.

Whilst development in this location would result in some very minor narrowing of the existing
Green Belt, there is scope to create additional separation through the creation of another offsite woodland belt to the north-east of the site, which would also respond to the landscape
character enhancement objectives

7.4.

The character of the landscape is neither rare nor unique and a classified within the various
Landscape SPG, it is clearly typical of its type, has no real sense of tranquillity, is surrounded
by urban context; and, the historic field pattern has been influenced by modern enclosure and
some loss of historic features.

7.5.

Further opportunities also exist to maintain and improve public access to the site; to introduce
planting that could better reflect the characteristics of the local landscape; and, to retain and
enhance historic hedgerow features.

7.6.

Overall, the landscape effects associated with sensitive development in this location are
predicted to be localised and wouldn’t be considered incongruous or uncharacteristic.

10901_R01_Landscape Technical Note_JB_AR_24.03.17
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Executive Summary
This research paper seeks to explore the role that land promoters play in
delivering homes. Within the context of the Government’s Housing White
Paper: Fixing our Broken Housing Market, this paper examines how Richborough
promotes land and the role they play in boosting land supply. It focuses on
Richborough Estates’ past experience and through a series of case studies
demonstrates that they are important suppliers of housing land and do not inhibit the
release of land for housing. Developing land for housing is a time-consuming, complex
and risky business. The land market is strong and there is often fierce competition for
sites. This report debunks some of the myths surrounding the issue of land banking as
holding onto land simply does not fit into the Richborough business model.
Richborough Estates is not a land speculator, the sites it promotes actively deliver new
development and create communities. It is clear from the case studies within this Report that
Richborough Estates has a strong track record for delivery with the majority of sites transferred
to a housebuilder once outline planning permission has been secured. As soon as other approvals
such as reserved matters approval and discharge of conditions have been secured their sites start
delivering homes.
Richborough Estates’ provides a symbiotic role with housebuilders with many of the major
housebuilders relying on Richborough Estates to take the risk and obtain the initial planning
permission on the land for them to implement. The Housing White Paper acknowledges that around
60% of new homes are built by just 10 companies. Richborough Estates considers that the majority
of these companies are large and can be constrained by their scale. Richborough Estates is a small
owner managed organisation where they have the ability to take risks and it considers it can be more
assertive in its approach to secure planning permission.
Richborough Estates response to the White Paper is wide-ranging and whilst the document proposes
a host of reforms to fix the ‘broken housing market’, a comprehensive approach is required and
that no one ‘silver bullet’ exists. Whilst the White Paper proposes many initiatives, it is light on
detail; and clarification is necessary to understand how some of the ‘carrots’ and sticks’ can be
delivered in reality. In the right circumstances the release of Green Belt land is imperative to
meet acute housing needs. The proposed reduction in the default length of planning permissions
and the requirement to provide the track record of delivery of similar schemes (timing, pace of
delivery and aggregate information on build out rates) do provide an incentive to implement
developments in a timely manner.
Richborough Estates is a strong advocate of a plan led system and the Housing
White Paper is clear in its focus on speeding up the plan-led system for housing
development. Among its many recommendations is overcoming the often
disputed issue of agreeing housing requirements in Local Plans. The housing
crisis will not be solved just by agreeing how many homes are needed; it’s
about how to encourage housing delivery too. Less than a third of Local
Planning Authorities [LPAs] have a Framework-compliant up-to-date plan
and a significant amount of housing supply is a consequence of speculative
applications and Section 78 appeals. In these circumstances, the application of
the Framework’s presumption in favour of sustainable development and lack
of 5 year housing land supply are pivitol.

Richborough Estates in Figures
Specialists in strategic
land promotion with

over 12 year’s
experience

Land promoter of a diverse
range of sites from

Team of 14

50 -1000
dwellings

personnel with specialist skills

Provide a
substantial
contribution

to delivering affordable homes
and meeting the diverse housing
needs of the population

Richborough have a diverse range of sites within current portfolio with varying status in the
planning process including:

770

160

276

dwellings
(8 sites)

dwellings
(2 sites)

dwellings
(3 sites)

Sites pending
determination

Sites at appeal pending
determination

Sites with resolution
to grant planning
permission

813

527

20,000

dwellings
(5 sites)

dwellings
(6 sites)

Sites with planning
permission secured and
on market / or subject
to house builder
securing reserved
matters approval

Sites with planning
permission refused
and pending further
strategy (e.g. appeal /
resubmit etc.)

Source: Richborough Estates April 2017

dwellings
(76 sites)

Sites under control
and active promotion
through the
development plan
process
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Richborough Estates
Richborough Estates is one of the UK’s most
successful strategic land promotion companies.
They work on behalf of a wide range of landowners including private individuals,
charities, trusts and Local Council / Government estate departments - promoting land
through the planning system to secure housing allocations and planning permissions for
residential development. They then manage the sale of the site from the landowner to the
housebuilder who then build out the site and deliver homes.
Richborough was founded in 2003 and the team works in partnership with landowners, LPAs
and stakeholders to bring land forward for housing. The team is made-up of a wide range
of development experts who deal with land acquisition and planning issues. Richborough’s
objective is to deliver ‘oven-ready’ sites to house builders ensuring that planning permissions
are quickly turned into homes for local people. Its approach is closely aligned with the
Government’s key aim of boosting significantly the supply of new homes.
Richborough is currently promoting over 20,000 dwellings through various stages of the
planning process across the United Kingdom, and on average can be promoting up to 100
sites at any one time. Their aim is to leave a lasting legacy for the communities within which
they work.
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Introduction
Lichfields has been appointed by Richborough Estates Limited [Richborough]
to explore the role that land promoters play, and specifically Richborough, in
delivering homes.

Within the context of the Government’s
Housing White Paper: Fixing our Broken
Housing Market, this paper examines how
Richborough promotes land, and the role
it plays in boosting land supply.
A recently1 published Lichfields research paper, ‘Stock and Flow: Planning
Permissions and Housing Output’ sought to unpack the relationship between
planning permissions and the output of new housing. The report explored the
business models of housebuilders and land promoters and the risks inherent
in bringing new homes forward through the planning system. The report
demonstrated that – given the significant costs and risks involved in land
promotion, construction and sales (particularly over an economic cycle) – there is
no business case for active land banking.
This further report builds on Lichfields’ earlier research and seeks to understand
how Richborough Estates, landowners and housebuilders work collaboratively to
bring forward homes. It focuses on Richborough’s past experience; and, through
a series of case studies, demonstrates that it is an important supplier of housing
land and does not inhibit the release of land for housing. Richborough is making a
positive contribution to solving the housing crisis.
Developing homes is a time-consuming, complex and often risky business. The
land market is buoyant and there is often fierce competition for sites in strong
market locations. This report debunks some of the myths surrounding the issue
of land banking as holding onto land simply does not fit into the Richborough
business model. There are a range of factors that Richborough, like any
landowner, developer or land promoter experiences that cause delay. Some of
these are intrinsic in the system, and include the wider delays and issues with
LPAs, such as skills shortages, delays to secure planning permission, political
issues, and the appeals system which perpetuate the delays in implementing
housing schemes led by Richborough.

1

January 2017
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Land Banking
It is important to understand what land banking
is, and what it is not, and why it may occur. The
following diagram summarises the situation:

What
Land banking is a process of obtaining planning
permission for new homes and then actively not
implementing the planning permission and delivering
homes. Instead the ‘land banker’ retains the asset for
a period of time before releasing it into the market
thus delaying the building of new homes, or selling
the site on at an inflated price to another party. The
‘land banker’ is perceived to be making money out of
housing by simply exploiting the market economy and
the effect of the undersupply of homes on the price of
houses and land.

Why
Landowners (or related parties) can choose not to
release land for development. The principal reason
for doing this is because of a perception of a future
increase in value, or the failure to achieve a reasonable
return2 in the first instance. There are however
occasions where there are constraints to development
that mean development cannot come forward, or that
delivery is delayed. This can for example be because of
the need for the delivery of major infrastructure. There
are occasions, for example during recessions, when
developers are forced to land bank when the value
of their scheme means that delivery is not possible.
This could be because of debt on a site, expensive
remediation, onerous planning contributions, or
pressure to maximise return on the investment from
a funder.

What it is not
It is important to acknowledge that all house builders
need a forward trajectory of land – a supply of land that
they have assembled with a planning permission for new
homes. This is not land banking as the majority of this
land comprises sites that will be shortly commenced.
Or land on existing sites that are partially under
construction. Land with an implementable permission is
a developer’s raw material. In order for housebuilders
to function as a business and plan for the future they
must hold enough guaranteed land and plots to build
homes over the coming months and years. This is not
land banking, but an essential part of the housebuilder
future business planning and necessary to sustain
the business.

Where
Land banking can occur anywhere, but is perceived to
be more widespread in areas with low housing delivery
(and a high number of permissions) or where markets
(and therefore values) are unstable or rising rapidly.
This discourages owners from making decisions as
there is always a perception of an increased return
if decisions to sell sites are delayed. House and land
prices are however a function of the basic economic
principles of supply and demand, and fluctuating prices
are generally a reflection of constrained supply. At
the opposite end, housing delivery in poorly delivering
locations is likely to be low due to other factors such as
market conditions and viability.

Who
Landowners or anyone with an interest in a site has the
ability to land bank, or force others to land bank. These
include, but are not limited to funders / mortgagees,
housebuilders, land promoters, land speculators,
pension funds and the public sector itself (such as the
HCA, NHS Trusts). The principal areas where there is a
risk of land banking are sites which are taken forward
by speculative landowners, who lack experience in the
development industry.

2

§173 of the Framework
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The Housing
White Paper
The Housing White Paper: Fixing our
Broken Housing Market” and the key
announcements in the run up to its
publication included accusations of land
banking within the development industry.
Prior to the publication of the White Paper,
the Communities Secretary Sajid Javid said:

in housing delivery are not because the
industry holds onto undeveloped land and
waits for the values to rise before starting on
site. Indeed, in response to a question in the
Commons Debate (7-02-2017), the Secretary
of State acknowledged the complexity in
delivering new homes stating that:

“I cannot look the other way when I see landbanking holding up development. Some of
you have conceded to me, in private that it
happens. Some of you still deny it’s an issue.
But there’s clearly something going on”.

“We need to respect the fact that there are
legitimate reasons why the supply of any
product would need to have a pipeline of
inputs, including land, in the case of a house
builder, but there is evidence of some firms
taking advantage of that, as my hon. friend
mentions.”

Prior to the publication of the White Paper,
the property industry was gearing up for
radical proposals that would facilitate
the rapid delivery of homes. However the
Government’s proposals were not as farreaching or as detailed as anticipated, with
some issues to be the subject of further
consultation. This is likely to reflect some
acceptance from the Government that
developers need a land bank and the delays

“I cannot look
the other way when I
see land-banking holding
up development. Some of
you have conceded to me,
in private, that it happens.
Some of you still deny it ’s an
issue. But there’s clearly
something going on”

Communities Secretary
Sajid Javid

The Housing White Paper defines its
proposals as four steps to achieving the
objective of boosting new housing supply
to deliver ‘between 225,000 and 275,000
homes every year’. The four steps can be
summarised as:

The objective of
boosting new housing
supply to deliver between
225,000 and 275,000
homes every year
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Step 1 - Planning for the right
homes in the right places
This step seeks to ensure that LPAs have
up-to-date plans and simplify plan-making.
The Paper is seeking to provide greater
transparency on what land is available for
new housing and make more land available
for homes in the right places. It is proposed
that there may be changes to Green Belt
policy which articulate the “exceptional
circumstances” test so that it covers a
need to include examining “fully” all other
reasonable options. It goes on to explain
that LPAs should make better use of land
for housing by encouraging higher densities
where appropriate.

Step 4 - Helping people now
This step pledges to continue to support
people to buy their own homes, help
households who are priced out of the
market to afford a decent home, making
renting fairer for tenants and encourage
the development of housing that meets the
needs of our future population.
Within these steps, the Housing White
Paper includes a number of mechanisms to
facilitate home building:
1.

Diversifying the Market: Encouraging
more small and medium sized builders.

2.

Site Ownership: Clarification of what
land is available for new housing,
through greater transparency over who
owns land and the options held on it.

This step seeks to provide greater certainty
for authorities that have planned for new
homes and reducing the scope for local and
neighbourhood plans to be undermined
by changing the way that land supply for
housing is assessed. The Paper is seeking to
boost local authority capacity and capability
to deliver and ensure that infrastructure is
provided in the right place at the time. The
Government is seeking to support developers
to build homes faster by tackling delays
caused by planning conditions, planning
obligations and ecological conservation
constraints such as Great Crested Newts.
It also wants to hold developers to account
for the delivery of new homes. To address
under delivery LPAs will be held to account
by the presumption in favour of sustainable
development through a new housing delivery
test. This raises the bar to address situations
of delivery and tackle ‘worst offenders’.

3.

Site Deliverability: To provide greater
clarity and emphasis on the importance
of building out housing, there are
proposals to amend the national
planning application form to include a
section asking the applicant to provide
information about their estimated ‘start
date’ (month/year when a substantive
start would take place) and ‘build out
rate’ (the number of homes built per
financial year) for all proposals for or
including housing development.

4.

Developer’s Track Record: Whether an
applicant’s track record of delivering
previous, similar housing schemes
should be a material consideration.

5.

Compulsory Purchase Powers: New
guidance to be prepared to encourage
LPAs to use their compulsory purchase
powers to support the build out of
stalled sites.

Step 3 - Diversifying the
housing market

6.

Completion Notices: Simplification and
speeding up of the completion notice
process, whereby if development on
a site has stopped and there is no
prospect of completion, the LPA can
withdraw planning permission for the
remainder of the site.

Step 2 - Building homes faster

This step seeks to encourage small and
medium-sized builders, supports custom
build homes, encourages more institutional
investors into housing, and seeks to boost
productivity and innovation by encouraging
more modern methods of construction.
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7.

Timescales of Permissions: Encouraging
local authorities to shorten timescales
for developers to implement permissions
for housing development to two years,
except where a shorter timescale could
hinder the viability of deliverability of a
scheme. The Government is also seeking
views on what this would mean for SME
developers.

8.

Local Authority Capacity: Proposed
increase to nationally set planning fees
by 20% if Local Authorities commit
to investing the additional fee income
in their planning department. The
Government is also minded to allow an
increase of a further 20% for those
authorities who are delivering the
homes.

9.

Housing Delivery Test: In parallel with
other measures to address underdelivery, the housing delivery test will
effectively create two triggers for the
presumption in favour of sustainable
development, firstly where future supply
falls below five years, and secondly
where past delivery since April 2014
does not meet a series of thresholds.

Richborough plays an important role within
the wide Government objective of boosting
the annual supply of new homes across the
UK. Richborough positively contribute to land
supply through the delivery and promotion
of small, medium and large sized sites.

reduction in the default length of planning
permissions and the requirement to provide
the track record of delivering, previous
similar schemes (timing, pace of delivery and
aggregate information on build out rates) will
offer a stick to encourage implementation.
Richborough is a strong advocate of a plan
led system and the Housing White Paper is
clear in its focus on speeding up the plan-led
system for housing development. Among
its many recommendations is overcoming
the often disputed issue of agreeing
housing requirements in local plans. The
Government will publish its proposals
for a new methodology on objectively
assessed housing need in due course. This
is welcomed, although the omission of the
proposals from the Housing White Paper is
a missed opportunity. However, the housing
crisis will not be solved just by agreeing how
many homes are needed; it’s about how to
encourage housing delivery too. Less than a
third of LPAs have a Framework-compliant
up-to-date plan3 and a significant amount
of housing supply is consequently a result
of speculative applications and Section
78 appeals. In these circumstances, the
application of the Framework’s presumption
in favour of sustainable development and
lack of 5 year housing land supply
are pivotal.

Richborough’s response to the Housing
White Paper is that, although it proposes a
host of reforms to fix the ‘broken housing
market’, a more integrated approach is
required and that no one ‘silver bullet’
exists. Whilst the Housing White Paper
proposes many initiatives, it is light on
detail; and clarification is necessary to
understand how some of the ‘carrots’ and
sticks’ can be delivered in reality. In the right
circumstances the release of Green Belt
land is imperative to meet acute housing
needs. It is anticipated that the proposed
3
Lichfields
Intelligence ‘Early
Adopters and the Late
Majority: A Review of
Local Plan Progress and
Housing Requirements
April 2016’
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How does Richborough
Estates take land forward for
residential development?
To understand the complex relationship
between land and housing development and to
test the concept of land banking, we need to
understand the land promoter model. There are
three distinct elements as to how promoters
bring land forward for development. Each of
these elements needs to be understood in order
to discern the role that land promotors play in
housing delivery. These stages are:
1.

Planning (promoting the site through the
Local Plan process and/or securing outline
planning permission [OPP]);

2.

Land Disposal (transferring the control of
the site from the landowner to the builder);
and,

3.

Construction & Sales (building and selling
houses on the site).

The Richborough model is illustrated in Figure 1.
Their approach is closely aligned with the core
planning principles set out within the Framework
that underpin both plan-making and decisiontaking. Richborough support the plan-led
system that normally provides a practical
framework within which decisions on planning
applications can be made.

Figure 1: Richborough Estate Land Promotion Model

Site identification

Negotiation with land owner and promotion agreement secured

Technical work undertaken
Promotion of site through
the Local Plan process

Housing allocation secured
and Local Plan adopted
Planning
risk

Application refused
Appeal against
decision submitted

Land
disposal
risk

Outline
planning
permission
secured

Marketing
site to
housebuilders

Land promoter

Outline planning
application submitted

Post
planning
technical
work and
discharge
of
conditions

Secured detailed
planning approval

Opening up the site and put
in infrastructure

Construction of new homes

Source: Lichfields analysis
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Figure 1 shows that the land promoter is
responsible for taking land through the planning
system and the associated elements of risk
(i.e. the planning and land disposal risk). Both
parties (i.e. the land owner and land promoter)
are involved in the disposal element of the
process and are exposed to some commercial
risk. The housebuilder or developer is then
responsible for third stage – building and
selling homes on the site. Housebuilders
rely, to some extent on land promoters like
Richborough that specialise in managing the
planning and land risks inherent in establishing
the principle of development on a site. They
promote land that is sold to a builder once an
OPP has been secured. For example, the UK’s
largest housebuilder, Barratt Group, bring
approximately 10% of their land through the
planning system and therefore rely on the likes
of Richborough to provide them with sites that
are ready to be developed. Richborough have
sold approximately 1,500 plots to housebuilders
in the last 12 months (April 2016 – April 2017),
which equates to approximately 1% of the total
new build completion in the same period4.
Planning
Once a site is identified, the Richborough
internal team carry out an initial appraisal
to understand the planning issues. If the
landowner is willing and Richborough consider
the site to be sustainable in the context of the
Framework with good planning prospects, a
promotional contract between the two parties
will be drawn up. Richborough will then begin
promoting the site.
The strategy and how vigorously to promote
the site will be based on a realistic view of its
planning risks and prospects. The strategy could
comprise the promotion of the site through
the Local Plan process, or the submission of
an immediate planning application (where for
example the policies of the Framework apply
with regards to paragraph 14 - presumption
in favour of sustainable development &
paragraphs 47 & 49 – 5 year housing land
4

Richborough Estates commentary
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supply). If the site has any key technical
issues (e.g. access), initial technical work
will be undertaken.
If Local Plan consultations occur during
the time in which a site is being promoted,
Richborough will submit representations to the
LPA at various junctures (Regulation 18 and 19
consultation stages etc.). These representations
may include supporting technical information
to demonstrate that the site is deliverable and
set out the benefits of allocating the site for
housing. It is widely recognised5 that the Local
Plan process takes far too long, and even now
– over five years on from the Framework – just
one third of local authorities outside London
have an up-to-date Local Plan6. The cost of
engaging with a long drawn out plan process
can be a significant one, and with no certainty
that they will be successful in securing an
allocation.
Once an allocation is secured, (either in an
adopted or emerging plan) an application
for OPP will normally be progressed quickly.
This allows the Richborough Team to secure
the principle of residential development, the
parameters of any scheme (and any obligations
and infrastructure requirements), before the
housebuilder agrees the detail of the scheme
through a reserved matters submission. To
further de-risk the site and speed up delivery
of housing, Richborough may undertake some
of the post planning technical work at this
stage (e.g. Phase 2 Site Investigation, S.104
Agreements, and S.278 Agreements).
If the planning application is pursued,
Richborough will carefully set out the benefits
and balance of considerations within the
submission (in the light of the Local Plan and
Framework). If that application is refused or
LPAs do not determine the application
within the prescribed timescales, an
appeal might be submitted. This carries
further cost and risk compounded
by further delay.

6
Source – Stock and Flow: Planning Permissions and Housing Output
(Lichfields, 2017)
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Wheatfield Manor

It is noted that the White Paper is proposing
to introduce enhanced application fees
and potentially an appeal fee which will
further increase the cost of submitting an
appeal against the decision of the LPA. This
may deter landowners and developers in
engaging with the process and encourage
local authorities to shy away from making
difficult decisions with positive outcomes.
If, for example, elevated application fees
are paid then consideration should be given
to LPAs paying the appeal fees from the
application fee pot in circumstances where
decisions are not made, local plans are not in
place, or decisions cannot be substantiated.
Land Disposal
To ensure that there is a minimal lag time
between the granting of OPP and submission
of a Reserved Matters application, the
promoter will often market the site to
housebuilders through agents before OPP is
granted. Housebuilders will normally make
an offer for the land subject to the grant
of the outline and occasionally subject to a
reserved matters approval. The majority of
Richborough’s sites are sold on the grant of
outline planning permission.
Due to the fact that the housebuilder will be
paying for a site with planning permission, it
attracts only those parties with an interest
in taking the site forward immediately. The
market and technical knowledge of land
promoters ensures that it is promoting
deliverable sites that are attractive to the
market.

the implementation of schemes and enable
the housebuilder to get on site quickly.
The majority of Richborough sites are under
200 units. Lichfields research2 (on housing
delivery) has found that sites under 100 units
deliver an average of 27 units per year, whilst
sites of between 100-499 units deliver 60
units per years. These small and medium
sized sites appear to be the optimum for
delivery. Those with capacity for 2,000 units
on average, deliver proportionately less
dwellings per annum. This is likely to reflect
the significant infrastructure requirements
on larger sites and indicates that for delivery
the small-medium sized sites (i.e. typical
Richborough sites) are ideal for resolving
short term 5 year housing land supply issues.

Relationship between
Richborough & Housebuilders
The differences between the business models
of a land promoter and a housebuilder
facilitates the existence of a much greater
choice of land for the delivery of homes. The
relationship between the two businesses
is mutually beneficial and facilitates the
necessary capacity in the industry whilst
balancing the risks for the various parties.
Land promoters and housebuilders generally
approach risk differently and take on risk at
different stages of the development cycle.
This symbiotic relationship throughout the
development process increases the level
of output (i.e. the supply of land and the
number of homes that are delivered).
Company Ownership & Red Tape

Construction & Sales
The site is now the responsibility of the
housebuilder and the construction and
sales risk is theirs. Before development can
commence, pre-commencement conditions
need to be discharged. These can be
problematic and unnecessarily imposed,
however, Richborough seek to ensure
consents are as clean and implementable as
possible. Richborough often commence the
discharge of pre-commencement conditions
at the marketing stage in order to facilitate
11

The majority of homes in the UK are
delivered by a handful of housebuilders.
Some of these are public limited companies
and are expected to deliver a return to
their shareholders. Like any FTSE business,
uncertain or negative trading results have
a detrimental impact to the share price of
housebuilding companies. The planning
system, by nature is unpredictable.
Housebuilders cannot always be certain of
the time or expense that is required to bring
a site through the planning system.
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This can bring uncertainty to the
housebuilder’s delivery programme and their
shareholders.
Housebuilders need continuity and
predictability to ensure good results and a
strong share price. They do this by having a
trajectory of consented land in the pipeline.
This is achieved from a variety of sources,
depending upon a range of factors. However
land promoters form a critical part of this
process, providing capacity in a critical
component of housing supply. Much of a
housebuilders supply of land is purchased
from land promoters (Barratt Homes
purchase approximately 90% of their sites
with OPP) who have taken the risks to get the
land consented. It is understood that Taylor
Wimpey is one of the few housebuilders
to have a reasonably large strategic land
function.
Conversely, the majority of strategic land
promoters are smaller and privately owned
companies. This means that they can take
bigger risks on sites because they have
no shareholders to satisfy. Richborough
considers it is more entrepreneurial,
and less risk averse than the bigger
corporate organisations. The housebuilder
business model generally spreads their
risk by purchasing ‘oven ready’ planning
permissions and promoting some land
through the development plan process or via
the submission of planning applications at
the appropriate time.

Geography
Richborough is not confined by regional
boundaries and operate at a national
scale. Some national housebuilders have
regional divisions whose boundaries
reflect a geographical area. This allows
housebuilders to manage sites in an effective
manner. However, in some circumstances
there are limited resources to promote
numerous strategic sites within an area
and in some cases conflicts may start to
arise. Richborough considers that they can
promote multiple interests in one particular
area and are more adept at delivering
multiple sites in a certain area as their model
opens land up to competition.
Moreover, option agreements often
include no-compete clauses that relate to
the planning phase of the process and a
particular geographic or LPA area. This can
prevent some promoters or housebuilders
promoting more than one site in a
prescribed area. However housebuilder
divisions have completion targets and will
often want to deliver on more than one
site within any given LPA / geographical
area simultaneously. If this is the case, the
housebuilder has to purchase land with
planning permission. It is impossible for the
majority of housebuilders to promote all
of their sites through the planning system
and the role of the land promoter becomes
fundamental to the delivery of housing.

Reputation
Whilst Richborough is an advocate of the
plan led system, there are many LPAs
with out of date Plans where much of their
housing land supply has been provided
through speculative applications or S.78
appeals. Without this supply the housing
shortage would be more acute. Richborough
considers that it can take the optimal
strategy to secure planning permission
at appeal, and can be bolder than some
housebuilders who may be restricted by the
issues that are set out above.

12
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Promotional & Option Agreements

Supply

Richborough consider that the transfer
of land from a landowner to a developer
through a promotional agreement can be
more efficient than a housebuilder entering
into an option. Housebuilding is a competitive
business and builders want to minimise the
amount they pay for the land. This will in
turn increase the return from the sale of the
houses and increase profit margins. On the
flip side, landowners want to ensure that they
receive a fair price for the land. Richborough
consider that these conflicting positions can
sometimes lead to protracted negotiations
and a delay in drafting and exercising an
option agreement.

In general, housebuilders do not promote
land to trade with others (their competitors).
They promote land to build houses.
Housebuilders only sell land when they have
promoted more strategic land than they can
consume within one geographical region. To
do otherwise would not fit within their model
as they are normally obligated to purchase
the land when permission is secured. Buying
more land than they need would tie up too
much capital and inhibit the amount of
development that they could undertake.
Richborough on the other hand are not
limited in this way and can promote and
supply land to the wider market, increasing
the supply of consented land.

A land promoter on the other hand will
normally sell a site through a competitive
tender where there is no dispute over the
market value. This speeds up the process
and enables development to start on site as
quickly as possible.

13

SME Housebuilders
The government is seeking to widen
participation in the housebuilding industry
and is encouraging SME housebuilders
to enter the market. To facilitate this, it
is essential that there is a reservoir of
consented land. Richborough consider that
some of these SMEs will not have the skills
or resource to promote sites through the
planning system. Richborough can play an
important role in this regard by providing
SME with this resource and has experience of
selling sites to SMEs including Lioncourt and
Mulberry.
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Delivery Case Studies:
Unpicking Land Banking Myths
Case Study 1: Delivery Case Studies: Unpicking Land
Banking Myths
Richborough Estates Hind Heath Road, Site (Phases 1 and 2) have an
exceptionally complicated planning history being the subject of a number of
applications, appeals and legal challenges dating back to 2010. Despite the
sites being caught within a challenging political and planning backdrop the sites
are delivering homes and some are now occupied.
The Hind Heath site has progressed with
applications over a number of years and
phases. It exemplifies the changes that
have occurred through the planning system
over the time of its consideration and the
significant risks faced by applicants. It
also was impacted by the after effects of
LGR7 in Cheshire and the resulting political
disparities across the enlarged Borough.
Phase 1 outline applications8 for 269
dwellings were submitted in July 2010, and
validated in August of that year. They were
refused permission on the 28th October
2010. Appeals9 were submitted on the 8th
November 2010, and were subsequently
recovered by the Secretary of State for
determination. The appeals were allowed in
July 2011, but were then the subject of a high
court challenge, with the decisions quashed
in October 2011, being remitted back to
the Secretary of State, before finally being
allowed in December 2012. Cheshire East
then legally challenged the permission which
was unsuccessful.
The applications were submitted against a
Local Plan requirement10 of 253 dwellings per
annum (with the Inspector acknowledging a
need for early review). This was superseded
by the then Regional Spatial Strategy11 which
required 300 dwellings per annum. The RSS
was revoked and PPS312 was superseded by
the Framework13 during the course of the
consideration of the appeal.

Consequently, the Phase 1 application was
considered within the context of a policy
vacuum with no up-to-date development
plan, disagreement regarding the housing
requirement, uncertainty and dispute
regarding a claimed 5 year housing land
supply position, and members seeking
to block new development. This latter
issue stemmed from the forced end of
the moratoria that had been in existence
precluding the grant of permission for much
housing. This moratoria (which were endemic
across the North West of England) resulted in
a failure to plan for future housing needs.

Hind Heath Road Phase 1
Indicative Masterplan

As a consequence of the volume of
applications and appeals, there was a
backlog of inquires within the Borough. The
Planning Inspectorate struggled to process
and facilitate inquiry dates and the timely
determination of appeals. The Council also
struggled to secure an officer to represent
the Council at the inquiry due to internal
workloads.
Through this process the Council sought
to introduce various interim measures to
allow it to resist development, ranging from
Town Strategies, Interim Guidance Notes,
and ultimately Neighbourhood Planning.
These documents sought to preclude
development or limit the quantum thereof.
There was strong Local Authority resistance
to any development (ostrich style) beyond
settlement boundaries despite:

Local Government Reorganisation
[LGR] that combined Macclesfield
Borough Council; Crewe and Nantwich
Borough Councils, and Congleton
borough Councils came into effect in
April 2009.

7

8

10/2608C and 10/2609C

APP/R0660/A/10/2141255 & APP/
R0660/A/10/2143265
9

10
Congleton Borough Local Plan First
Review - 1995-2011 (adopted January
2005)

North West of England Plan - Regional
Spatial Strategy to 2021

11

12
Planning Policy Statement 3 [PPS3] –
Housing – June 2011

National Planning Policy Framework –
March 2012
13
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1.

The absence of a local plan;

Conclusions

2.

Demonstrable absence of available and
deliverable sites;

3.

No established OAN;

4.

No 5 year supply;

5.

A significantly higher likely housing
requirement (the requirement had been
reduced by 40% compared to previous
plan requirements)

The Hind Heath developments proposed a
locally significant quantum of development
(130% of the annual requirement as well
as it making a notable affordable housing
contribution) in a settlement that was
acknowledged as a principal town and focus
for growth (expected to accommodate 25%
of development in the plan period).

Following the positive determination of the
appeal Richborough commenced marketing
of the site in July 2011. This marketing was
delayed by the high court challenge but
the site was eventually conveyed to Bovis
Homes where they exchanged on the 24th
January 2012 and sold the site to them on
the 28th May 2013. They submitted their
first reserved matters application on the
1st March 2013 only 4 months after the
final determination of the appeal. This was
approved on the 17th May 2013. Development
commenced in June 2013 which was only
one month after the planning permission was
judicial review period free.
Since this time the vast majority of the
approved 269 dwellings have been built
with only a small phase that remains under
construction.
The Phase 2 application14, for an additional
100 dwellings was submitted in September
2013 and was subsequently allowed at
appeal15 in August 2014 with full award of
costs against the Council for unreasonable
behaviour following the failure of the Council
to determine the application. A further
application16 was submitted alongside the
appeal for 120 dwellings in February 2014.
This was granted permission in September
2015.
The site was sold to Miller Homes Ltd in July
2015 A reserved matters application was
submitted in September 2015 and approved
on 31st May 2016. Development commenced
shortly after.

14

13/3887C

15

APP/R0660/A/14/2212992

16

14/0977C

15

However the approach of the Council meant
the applications were high risk, with appeal
inevitable, and the site would not have been
progressed by traditional housebuilders.
This is especially the case bearing in mind
the significant changes that occurred and
the financial uncertainty in the wake of
the last recession. This was despite the
subsequently recognised suitability of
the site for housing and its overarching
sustainability. The replacement Local Plan
still has not been adopted by the Council
some 7 years after the submission of the
original application. The Council still accept
it is unable to demonstrate a 5 year supply,
even on the basis of the emerging Local Plan
requirement.
This site has made a significant contribution
to housing land supply (1.3 years based
on RSS) and the permissions have been
implemented with minimal delay between the
various
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Case Study 2: West Oxfordshire Council
Richborough Estates promoted the site at New Road, Bampton securing
outline planning permission for 160 dwellings in August 2014. Although
the site was delayed due to the nature of conditions imposed upon the
permission, construction commenced almost immediately following receipt
of the reserved matters permission. The site is delivering homes and some
are now occupied.
This site is an example where Members
determining applications can cause
significant delay in the commencement of
development on site if they choose to impose
poorly considered planning conditions. It
demonstrates how conditions imposed on
decisions by local authorities, over which
applicants have little control, can hamper the
prompt delivery of sites.
The outline application for 160 dwellings at
New Road was submitted on 12th October
2013 and validated on 14th October 2013
(Ref: 13/1465/P/OP). The Council did not
have an adequate 5-year housing land supply
and as such, the housing policies of the Local
Plan were out of date and paragraphs 14 and
49 of the Framework should be applied. This
was a fact accepted by officers and members
when the application was considered at
the Area Planning Sub Committee on 17th
March 2014. The application was determined
against a housing requirement of 541
dwellings per annum (based on CLG 2011
interim household projections as adjusted
through the Oxfordshire SHMA 2014). The
160 dwellings proposed equated to almost
30% of the annual dwelling requirement
identified.
It was resolved by members that the
application be approved subject to the
applicants entering into a legal agreement
and to an additional condition requiring 60
units being built by 2017, 50 further units
in 2019 and the final 50 in 2023 thereby
artificially limiting development delivery, the
opposite of what the Framework advocates.
Richborough did not have the opportunity
to contest this condition at the planning
Committee.
Notwithstanding their dissatisfaction with
this, Richborough signed the S106 on 26
August 2014 and planning permission was

granted on 29th August 2014.
Richborough commenced marketing of the
site following the resolution to grant outline
permission. However, the additional planning
condition imposed by Members which
rendered the planning permission almost
impossible to implement.
On 17th September 2014, almost
immediately following the completion of
the s106 agreement and in parallel to the
marketing of the site, Richborough made
a Section 73 application to the Council to
remove Condition 3, by (Ref: 14/1338/P/
S73). However, the application was refused
on 4th December 2014, against Officer
recommendation, for the following reason:

New Road, Brampton
Proposed Masterplan

“By reason of the pace and scale of
development, the lifting of the restriction
would give rise to a significant adverse
impact upon the social and economic
facilities of the settlement and fail to
assimilate with the host community. It is
therefore contrary to paragraphs 7, 14, and
15 of the NPPF”.
An appeal against the refusal of the
application was immediately submitted by
Richborough on the same date as the refusal
(4th December 2014). The appeal process
took approximately 7½ months and was
allowed by the Inspector with the full award
off costs due to unreasonable behaviour of
the LPA and permission was granted (without
condition 3)on 13th July 2015.
In parallel with this process a housebuilder
was identified in December 2014 and the site
was contracted with the housebuilder (CALA
Homes) in May 2015. This parallel marketing
and sale process helped to ensure that the
housebuilder could commence preparation of
the reserved matters submission in advance
of the appeal decision being issued.

16
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The application for the approval of reserved
matters was submitted by CALA Homes
on 25th September 2015 and validated
on 20th October 2015. After a period of
almost 6 months, the reserved matters
application was granted on 9th March
2016. Development commenced almost
immediately following the grant of reserved
matters permission (3 weeks) and first
dwelling completions were achieved in
August 2016.
The scheme is achieving an annual average
build rate of 40 dwellings per annum and
contributing towards the 5-year housing land
supply. The Council’s 5-Year housing land
supply data17 notes that construction is well
underway with all 160 homes anticipated for
completion in the 5-year period 2016-2021.

West Oxfordshire District Council
Housing Supply Position Statement
(October 2016), page 9

17
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Conclusions
The New Road development proposed a
locally significant quantum of development
(30% of the annual requirement), as well
as contributing to the supply of affordable
homes, and was one of the 5 largest
developments granted planning permission
in the monitoring period 2014-15.
The above case study demonstrates how
Richborough streamline the delivery
trajectory by undertaking marketing in
parallel to the planning process (where
delays which were beyond the control of
Richborough were incurred). Development
commenced almost immediately once
reserved matters permission had been
secured. This site is making a significant
contribution to the 5-year housing land
supply with the completion of all 160 homes
anticipated in the period 2016-2021. In the
background, Richborough undertook a
significant amount of public consultation
and thorough negotiation with stakeholders
meant that a Committee approval was
secured even when the Council claimed
to have a 5 year housing land supply and
the application was contrary to policy.
Richborough’s commitment and success in
negotiating consents means that supply and
completed homes can be delivered.
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Case Study 3: North West Leicestershire Council
The Site on land at Burton Road and Moira Road at Ashby-de-la-Zouch
represents a situation where negotiations with the LPA were protracted
during both the determination of the outline and reserved matters
applications. Whilst there were delays within the planning process (issues
with highways and resolution of a legal agreement), a housebuilder was
secured in advance of the issue of outline planning permission in order to
ensure the early delivery of this important site.
An outline application for 275 dwellings was
submitted and validated in June 2014. At the
time of the submission, the proposals were
a departure from the Adopted North West
Leicestershire Local Plan (August 2002)
but the Council was unable to demonstrate
a five year housing land supply. During the
determination of the application, the Council
accepted that it did not have a 5 year housing
land supply.
The statutory determination period expired
on the 19th September 2014. However the
application was the subject of a protracted
process as a result of additional highways
modelling being required; complex
negotiations on the contents of the legal
agreement, including issues with the
affordable housing package and the ability
to secure registered provider commitment to
delivery. Richborough Estates agreed to an
extension of time with Officers to resolve the
detail of the legal agreement. The application
was taken to Planning Committee on the 2nd
December 2014 where officers granted outline
planning permission for the development
subject to the completion of a legal
agreement. The legal agreement was signed
on the 4th August 2015 and the planning
permission was also issued on that day.
In the background, Richborough commenced
the process of marketing the site in March
2015, identifying the preferred housebuilder
in June 2015. The site legally exchanged with
Bellway in September 2015 - a month after the
issue of the outline planning permission.
Bellway submitted an application for reserved
matters approval in December 2015. The
determination of the application was stalled
while the housebuilder sought to vary the S106
Agreement with regards to the affordable
housing details due to the Registered Social
Landlords declining to bid for the Section 106
units following Government announcements
on rental caps having commenced and being

well underway. The application was also the
subject of rigorous design policing by the
Council’s Urban Design Officer. Reserved
matters approval was issued in August 2016,
over twelve months after the application was
submitted. Bellway Homes is now on site with
the show-home open and the first homes are
available for occupation in the coming months.

Land off Burton Road
Indicative Masterplan

Conclusions
Ashby-de-la-Zouch represents a site where
negotiations with the LPA at all stages of the
development process were protracted. Firstly
there were the delays with the determination
of the outline application as result of the legal
agreement, negotiation of affordable housing
and the County Council requiring additional
highways modelling. The detailed design of
the scheme was marred with subjective design
opinions from the urban design officer which
resulted in a nine month determination delay. It
is clear from this case study that Richborough
Estates sought to drive forward delivery in
a collaborative manner with the Council but
were the subject of delays within the planning
system. Early marketing of the site and
securing informal agreement with Bellway
Homes is a demonstration that Richborough
are keen to quickly deliver on their planning
permissions and contribute to the delivery of
homes.
Furthermore, the Government policy on rental
caps in the Budget was not consulted on and
had a negative effect on the Registered Social
Landlord market and hindered delivery of
both market and affordable housing. Close
working with Bellway Homes and the Council
solved the problem by reducing affordable
percentage and transferring affordable
dwelling to the Council for £10.00 so that
they could rent the properties out. This
demonstrates collaborative and innovative
working to overcome obstacles put in place by
the Government to hamper delivery.
18
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Case Study 4: Cheshire West and Chester Council
The Richborough Estates Fountain Lane, Davenham site is an example of a scheme
that had Officer level support, but was refused following political pressure from the
local community and elected members. The decision to refuse permission was appealed
and Richborough secured outline planning permission 16 months later. A housebuilder
has now been secured and Reserved Matters approved. The site is expected to start
delivering homes in summer 2017 with occupations from January 2018.

Beehive Lane 3D model,
aerial view from west

An outline application for 70 dwellings at
Fountain Lane, Davenham was submitted
and validated in May 2014. At the time of
submission, the proposals were considered
a departure from the adopted Vale Royal
Borough Local Plan [VRBLP], but an appeal
decision had recently18 been issued on a
different site where the Inspector concluded
that the Local Authority had only a housing
supply of 3.26 years19.
Council Officers were initially supportive of the
proposals and no objections had been received
from statutory consultees. The application was
scheduled to be considered at the Strategic
Planning Committee on 14th August 2014 with a
recommendation for approval subject to a S.106
Agreement. Within the Committee Report,
the Council considered that as the emerging
Cheshire West and Chester Local Plan (Part
One) [CWaCLP] was at an advanced stage, the
five year supply should be assessed against
the housing requirement contained within the
emerging plan resulting in a 5.5-year supply of
deliverable housing sites. However, on balance
the Officer concluded that the proposals did
represent sustainable development and should
be approved.
The LPA then published a late Report
to Members updating the housing land
supply position from 5.5 year to 5.64 and
consequently withdrew the Fountain Lane
application (along with several others) from
the agenda of the Committee meeting. It was
understood that Officers had been put under
pressure from elected members to remove
several applications from the agenda and
refuse the proposals under delegated powers.
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December 2013

Appeal Decision – Land off Barnside
Way, Moulton, Cheshire reference APP/
A0665/A/13/2198931
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Following the withdrawal, the agent entered
into protracted negotiations with the LPA
over the principle of development. Despite
this, the application was refused on the 2nd
October 2014 under delegated powers.
There was a seven week delay between the
original Committee date and the issue of

the decision notice.
The appeal was lodged on 8th October 2014
and a Public Inquiry was held between the 28th
April and the 1st Mary 2015. The appeal was
allowed and the decision was issued on 3rd
September 2015. The Inspector concluded that
the significant social and economic benefits,
along with the potential environmental benefits
were of sufficient weight to clearly outweigh the
moderate harm that would be caused, meaning
that the proposal would represent sustainable
development.
The site was advertised within the Estates
Gazette and a preferred housebuilder was
identified on 19th May 2016. The Reserved
Matters were submitted in December 2016. The
delay in submission related to uncertainty in
the market following the UK’s vote to withdraw
from the EU. The Reserved Matters were
approved on 8th March 2017 and the pre
commencement conditions are currently being
discharged. Subject to the discharge of the
conditions, the development should commence
in summer 2017 and the site is expected to start
delivering homes in early 2018.
Conclusions
Fountain Lane represents a site where political
agendas that sought to restrict development
and protect the open countryside resulted in
the delay of the grant of planning permission by
16 months. This delay caused Richborough, the
landowner and the LPA a significant amount of
time and money. Richborough’s commitment
to boosting the supply of housing within
Davenham was clear through the expedient
advertisement of the site following the grant
of planning permission and the commitment to
the land deal when there was some uncertainty
in the marketplace. It is clear that Brexit
shows that political and economic certainty
understandably affects delivery. It is anticipated
that all 70 homes will be delivered before the
end of 2019.
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Case Study 5: Warwick District Council
The Golf Lane Site is a case study which demonstrates that where an authority has an
acute housing land shortage, the need to deliver homes becomes more pressing and
applications can be determined on time to facilitate implementation.
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The length of Richborough’s marketing
period was 11 weeks (the shortest of any site
they have promoted to date). Richborough
commenced the process of marketing the
site on the 30th September 2013, identifying
the preferred housebuilder in November
2013. The contract to sell the site to Bovis
Homes was concluded on the 19th December
2013. Bovis Homes subsequently submitted
an application (within six months) for 111
dwellings for reserved matters approval.
The delay to the submission of the
reserved matters was a result of issues in
relation to pre-application engagement on
housing mix and the layout. These issues
were resolved during the pre-application
discussion in May 2014 following advice
from Counsel. The reserved matters
application was validated on the 15th May
2014. The application was approved on

the 14th August 2014 (within 13 weeks).
Bovis Homes commenced the development
in October 2014 following the discharge
of pre-commencement conditions. The
development is substantially complete with
96 homes completed to date.

Golf

An outline application for 94 homes was
submitted to Warwick District Council and
validated on 25th June 2013. The application
was submitted in the context of the Adopted
Warwick Local Plan (2007) where the
site was not allocated for any particular
use in the Local Plan but was outwith the
settlement boundary for Whitnash. At the
time, the Council had an acute shortage
of housing land with a supply of only 2.6
years. As a consequence, the policies of
the Framework (para 14 - presumption in
favour of sustainable development & para
49 – 5 year housing land supply) applied. The
application was recommend for approval at
Planning Committee in September 2013. The
resolution noted that the application should
be refused if the legal agreement is not
signed by the 24th September 2013. Planning
Permission was subsequently granted on
the 24th September 2013 (within 13 weeks of
submission).
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Proposed areas of
Public Open Space.

Proposed development details:
Private sale 60%:

5no. 2 bedroom/2 storey houses (9%)
17no. 3 bedroom/2 storey houses (30%)
34no. 4 bedroom/2 storey houses (61%)
Total: 56no. dwellings.

Conclusion

Aﬀordable housing 40%:

4no. 1 bedroom/ 2 persons apartment (11%)
16no. 2 bedroom/ 4 persons house (2 storeys) (42%)
16no. 3 bedroom/ 5 persons house (2 storeys) (42%)
2no. 4 bedroom/ 6 persons house (2 storeys) (5%)
Total: 38no. dwellings.

Parking provision:

1B dwellings: 1 parking space.
2B dwellings: min 1 parking space.
3/4B dwellings: min 2 parking spaces.
Visitor spaces: 4no. dedicated + on street.

Proposed total no. of dwellings:
94no.
Proposed no. of aﬀordable dwellings:
38no. (40%)
Net average residential density:
29 dwellings per hectare.

Aﬀordable housing breakdown:
50% Social rent units. (19no.)
4no. 1B/2P apartments. (21%)
5no. 2B/4P houses (26%)
8no. 3B/5P houses (42%)
2no. 4B/6P houses (11%)

The Golf Lane Site is located in one of
the largest and accessible settlements in
the district. The Site therefore made an
important contribution to the draft housing
requirement at the time (2012 Preferred
Options, which set out a housing requirement
for Warwick District of 10,800 dwellings
for the period 2011-2029). The proposals
also make an important contribution to the
supply of affordable homes in the District.
The permissions have been implemented
and the development is substantially
complete. It is clear from the timeline on the
site, that the officers sought to determine
the application within the statutory time
periods and the inclusion of a provision
at committee threatening the refusal of
planning permission without the timely
signing of the legal agreement reduced any
potential delays. It is also important to note
that Richborough were the first to submit an
application to develop housing on greenfield
land because the 5 year housing land supply
triggered the presumption in favour of
sustainable development. Going first is a
risky business and is a demonstration of the
risk appetite Richborough has in contrast
to housebuilders. Numerous applications
in the District followed and this has led to
significant increases in supply and actual
completions.

Development summary:

Maximum storey height:
2 storeys.
Proposed area of Public Open Space:
1.74 acres/ 0.70 ha

Land off Fieldgate Lane,
nicol thomas
Whitnash Indicative
Masterplan PLANNING
30% Aﬀordable rent units. (11no.)
5no. 2B/4P houses (45%)
6no. 3B/5P houses (55%)

Site area:
9.77 acres/ 3.95 hectares

20% Intermediate aﬀordable units. (8no.)
6no. 2B/4P houses (75%)
2no. 3B/5P houses (25%)
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Case Study 5: Ashlawn Road, Hillmorton, Rugby Council
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The Ashlawn Road Site demonstrates that where a pro-active authority seeking to
facilitate housing development to meet its acute housing needs in the context of the
Framework’s presumption in favour of sustainable development, can result in a positive
outcome. The delays to the receipt of planning permission were as a consequence of
reaching agreement on the planning obligations – a barrier to speeding up house building
which the Government is looking to address. Richborough marketed the site after
receiving a resolution to grant planning permission in order to quickly progress delivery
of the site.
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1.
2.

Proposed access off Ashlawn Road;
Green frontage (POS) retaining existing trees and
hedgerows;
Central corridor of Public Open Space retaining
existing ditch, hedgerow and trees;
4. Focal point dwellings to address internal views;
5. Approximate location of proposed extension to
Ashlawn School;
6. Existing hedgerow retained and supplemented
with new boundary treatments;
7. Shared surface;
8. Retention of existing trees and hedgerow;
9. Active streetscene overlooking Public open space;
10. New linear streets alike Charter Road and
Fareham Avenue;
11. Continuation of Ashlawn Road linear building line;
12. Loose residential patterns;
13. Public Open space and footpath; and
14. Existing barns proposed to be removed.
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An outline application for up to 100 dwellings
on land at Ashlawn Road, Hillmorton, Rugby
was submitted to Rugby Borough Council
and validated in September 2014. The
application was submitted in the context
of the Adopted Rugby Core Strategy (June
2011) where the scheme was contrary to the
provisions of the development plan relating
to open countryside but that the Council
were unable to demonstrate a five year
housing land supply. As a consequence the
policies of the Framework applied.
The application was deferred from the
Planning Committee on 22nd March 2015
in order to seek additional information in
relation to highways (following a specific
request on the matter from a Planning
Committee Member). This caused a minor
delay to the progress of the application
as Officers had to re-consult on the
revised information and wait for the next
Committee cycle. The application was
subsequently recommended for approval
at Planning Committee on the 22nd April
2015. Richborough demonstrated that the
site was sustainable, with the provision
of affordable housing being a significant
material consideration and the site making
a 16% contribution to the Core Strategy net
requirement of 540 dwellings per annum.
Members resolved to grant outline planning
permission on the 22nd April 2015 subject
to conditions and the completion of a legal
agreement. Outline planning permission was
granted on the 2nd December 2015 (with
the delay between resolution and grant
of permission down to protracted S106
negotiations).
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Richborough commenced the process of
marketing the site in June 2015, identifying
the preferred housebuilder in September
2015. The site legally exchanged with Bovis
Homes on the 23rd December 2015 – three
weeks after the receipt of the outline
planning permission.
Once the site was transferred to Bovis
Homes an application for 96 dwellings for
reserved matters approval was submitted
and validated on the 9th February 2016. The
determination of the reserved matters was
delegated to Officers and consent was issued
on the 27th May 2016 (within 15 weeks). Bovis
Homes commenced the development in
June 2016 following a quick turn around on
discharging pre-commencement conditions.
The first dwelling was completed in
December 2016.
Conclusion
The Ashlawn Road site is another
example where Richborough has worked
collaboratively with Council Officers and
Members in order to ensure the timely
approval of permissions enabling the
housebuilder to get on site and deliver much
needed homes (including a policy-compliant
level of affordable homes). Delays were
incurred as a result of agreements being
reached on the planning obligations.
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What are the key
factors which affect the
delivery of housing?
The previous section of the Report
demonstrated through a number of Case
Studies that the reality of land banking for land
promoters such as Richborough is unjustified.
There are various factors which affect the
delivery of housing:

1. Delays to securing a planning
permission
It is clear from our analysis that Richborough
Estates immediately seeks to turn their planning
permissions into homes as soon as the market
and planning system allows. Delays to securing
outline and detailed planning permission and
delivery can be a consequence of:
1.

LPA capacity to handle applications and
undertake meaningful pre-application
discussions.

2.

Appeals particularly where an Authority
has acted unreasonably and Members go
against Officer recommendations.

3.

NIMBY and the political response to
development where, despite applications
meeting the Framework’s presumption
in favour of sustainable development,
planning permission is refused.

4.

Statutory consultee delays e.g. a highways
authority seeking additional technical work
at a late stage in the process or making
unreasonable requests for information.

5.

Local Plan delays where Local Plan
adoption is necessary before the grant of
planning permission for political or legal
reasons.

6.

The capacity of legal teams within Local
Authorities and protracted negotiations
with LPA legal Officers with regards to the
S.106 Agreement.

the development industry and hit their
statutory determination targets then
this proposal is a positive one. However,
it is often the pre- and post-application
stages that delay the determination
of an application. The Case Studies
demonstrate that level of service clearly
creates uncertainty. The timescales for
negotiating Section 106 Agreements can
often be protracted having direct and
significant implications for the time period
before a housebuilder can build houses.

2. Addressing the issues with
landowners and transferring
sites to house builders
The Government consider that one of the
causes of the housing crisis is developer
land banking. It is clear that Richborough
Estates transfers a site to a house builder
as soon as planning permission is granted.
In the majority of cases, Richborough
markets the site well in advance of
securing planning permission, a preferred
house builder is secured at the resolution
stage and the legal exchange of a site
usually happens almost immediately
upon the grant of planning permission.
Any sites where there have been delays
are a result of market forces where the
viability of a site is questionable, or there
are significant infrastructure, or technical
constraints, which require additional due
diligence work. Once the house builder
has purchased a site from Richborough,
they also have no incentive to land bank
as they have paid full market value
to deliver homes within the planning
consent’s prescribed timescales (e.g. the
securing of Reserved Matters consent
within 2 years).

The White Paper proposes that LPAs will
receive an increased planning application
fee (20% from July 2017) if they commit to
ring-fencing the additional income in planning
department resourcing. If LPAs can properly
resource themselves to meet the needs of
22
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The Government’s view of land banking is
overly simplistic and the Housing White Paper’s
proposed reduction in the default length of
planning permissions aims to address this issue.
Richborough is supportive of this mechanism.
Richborough would not pursue a site that could not
be implemented and through careful due diligence
work it is their intention that all their permissions
are implementable, viable and have no unexpected
site abnormals (infrastructure or contamination or
other physical constraints that may fetter or delay
the delivery of a development) which introduce
physical or viability constraints.

3. Delays to building out a planning
permission
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6.

Scale of site and infrastructure
constraints.

7.

Availability of construction workers.

8.

Timely approval of reserved matters.

9.

Litigation from LPA and third party.

10. Timely decision from the Courts.
11.

Seasonal constraints of ecology surveys
and licence applications being available
to be undertaken until reserved matters
is approved.

12. Legal complications such as the
requirement to negotiate drainage
easements.

The speed to which a planning application can be
implemented is constrained by the following issues:

13. Valuation disputes under option
agreements.

1.

14. Market conditions e.g. recession.

Discharge of planning conditions (and the
number of conditions).

2.

Addressing planning obligations.

3.

Lack of infrastructure.

4.

Problems securing the necessary utility
connections.

5.

Site constraints.

Through mechanisms in the Housing White
Paper, the Government is keen to encourage
faster delivery of housebuilding in order
to provide a million new homes within the
current Parliament. It is clear that given
the complex nature of land and building
houses; delays are inevitable and should be
acknowledged.
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Key Conclusions
Part of the debate within this report
has focused on perceptions of ‘land
banking’ – the concept that developers
are hoarding land or slowing down
development. Through detailed
analysis of a number of Richborough’s
sites it is clear that they have a proven
track-record of delivery by agreeing
the sale of land to the preferred
housebuilder once planning permission
is granted. The housebuilder then
submits their detailed applications,
discharges conditions and any Section
106 obligations before building homes
promptly. They will have paid an open
market price and need to demonstrate
a timely return on capital employed
(ROCE) to the City.
Richborough Estates provide a
symbiotic role with housebuilders
with many of the major housebuilders
relying on Richborough to take the risk
and obtain the initial consent on the
land for them to implement. Together
they are able to deliver more of the
homes the country needs than would
be the case without the input of land
promoters.

Richborough Estates concentrates its
efforts on promoting small and medium
sites and therefore facilitates the entry
of SMEs, a key Government aspiration to
ensuring that the market is more diverse.
Through mechanisms in the Housing
White paper, the Government is
keen to encourage faster delivery of
housebuilding in order to provide a
million new homes within the current
Parliament. It is clear that the delivery of
homes is complex. We are being told that
planning delays are the greatest barrier
to the delivery of new homes. Whether it
is a consequence of under staffed LPAs,
political issues, the lack of an adopted
up-to-date Plan or constraints with sites
(e.g. nature conservation constraints),
ultimately developing homes is a timeconsuming, complex and risky business.
Despite these challenges, Richborough
endeavours to play a key role in
significantly boosting the supply of homes
(market and affordable) and facilitating
the actual building of homes.
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KEY DESIGN PRINCIPLES
1.

Proposed indicative vehicular access via
Cordy Lane;
Line of service easement;
Focal point dwelling orientated to address
amenity of existing dwelling;
Landscaped green with housing crescent;
Extended building separation distances to
address existing dwellings;
Landscaped green with children's equipped
play area;
Principal tree-lined residential street;
Ecology corridor retaining existing
landscape;
Higher density development core;
Lower density edges;
New residential building line to mirror
existing building patterns;
New landscape and Green Belt boundary;
Focal point space integrating existing public
footpath;
Existing ditch and development offset to
address surface water flooding;
Improvements to existing pedestrian
crossing;
Proposed new traffic calming measures
along Cordy Lane;
Existing right of access to be retained;
Potential country park;
Diverted electricity cables; and
New farm access
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

These representations, made by Fisher German on behalf of Richborough Estates, relate
to Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation and Policy 5.1: Land East of Church Lane, Brinsley, 110
homes.

1.2.

The representations detailed within this statement object to the proposed allocation of
land to the east of Church Lane, Brinsley for 110 homes for the following reasons:
• The deliverability of the vehicular access to the site off Cordy Lane.
• The policy is not sound:
o It is not justified in that is not the most appropriate strategy when
considered against the reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate
evidence.
Having regard to the landownership issues for the proposed allocation
access, the surface water constraints at the point of access reported
above, and the matters relating to landscape, heritage and Biodiversity
and Green Infrastructure, detailed in Section 3 of these representations, it
is difficult to understand how the Council has concluded that the
proposed allocation on land to the East of Church Lane, is the most
appropriate strategy when considered against the reasonable
alternatives. Land to the north of Cordy Lane is clearly less constrained
and the more suitable housing site when considered against the
alternatives.

o

It is not consistent with national policy.
The proposed allocation cannot be shown to be “deliverable” and as
such it cannot form part of the Council’s housing land supply. The
exceptional circumstances for the site to be removed from the Green Belt
have not therefore been made out. The policy therefore fails against one
of the fundamental principles of the NPPF.

1.3.

Further detail on the above is set out in Section 3 of this statement.

1.4.

Having regard to the Council’s evidence base, and the information submitted with these
representations, it is considered that the most sustainable and appropriate site for
release in Brinsley is land to the North of Cordy Lane. Section 2 of this statement sets out
the case for this.

2.

ALTERNATIVE SITE – LAND NORTH OF CORDY LANE, BRINSLEY

2.1.

Richborough Estates is promoting land to the north of Cordy Lane, Brinsley.

2.2.

Richborough Estates made representations to the Broxtowe Part 2 Local Plan: Brinsley
Alternative Site Consultation in respect of the Option 2 site, illustrated below.

Figure 1: Broxtowe Part 2 Local Plan: Brinsley Alternative Site Consultation – Option 2 (Source: Google Earth)-

2.3.

A masterplan illustrating how the site could be developed was submitted with the
representations, and is included as Appendix 1.

2.4.

Richborough Estates representations to the Broxtowe Part 2 Local Plan: Brinsley
Alternative Site Consultation set out the case for the release of this land from the Green
Belt and its associated allocation for 110 dwellings. The issue of perceived coalescence
with Brinsley and Underwood was fully assessed in the submission; it was concluded that
the site represented a logical release from the Green Belt with no real intervisibility with
Underwood.

2.5.

This submission proposes an additional option for development to the north of Cordy
Lane, as enclosed at Appendix 2. The site area differs from the option proposed by the
Parish Council and considered in the Broxtowe Part 2 Local Plan: Brinsley Alternative Site
Consultation and seeks to address the Borough Council’s concerns associated with the
perceived coalescence of Brinsley and Underwood, which were linked to concerns from
Ashfield District and the JUS-t Neighbourhood Plan group.

2.6.

This additional option represents one of numerous ways in which 110 dwellings could be
delivered on land to the north of Cordy Lane, Brinsley (within the single ownership).

2.7.

The additional option to the north of Cordy Lane is discussed in further detail below. This
option, and the original, considered as Option 2 in the Broxtowe Part 2 Local Plan: Brinsley
Alternative Site Consultation are both fully deliverable. A site location plan is provided as
Appendix 3.
Additional development option – Land to the North of Cordy Lane

2.8.

The additional development option, which represents one of many ways in which the
110 dwellings could be delivered on land to the north of Cordy Lane, is bounded to the
south and west by existing residential development. Existing hedgerows predominantly
define the northern and eastern boundaries.

2.9.

The site is located within walking distance of a range of services and facilities. As detailed
within the site-specific information contained in the Brinsley Site Allocations Consultation
Document the site is approximately 400 metres from Brinsley Primary School, 300 metres
from Brinsley Mini Market and 300 metres from the shops. All of these can be accessed
from the site via Cordy Lane to the south of the site or via the existing Public Rights of
Way (PRoWs) to the north of the site. Brinsley Parish Hall and the associated recreation
ground are located 200 metres to the south of the site, across Cordy Lane.

2.10. There are numerous bus stops, well within walking distance (40 – 300 metres) of the site,
providing sustainable travel opportunities.
2.11. The masterplan submitted with these representations (Appendix 2) illustrates the
additional development option demonstrating how the site could be brought forward
for residential development.
2.12. The masterplan has been prepared having regard to the topography and existing
drainage of the site; existing infrastructure on site, including sewer and telephone lines;
the location of the site access; the surrounding landscape and existing built
development, and opportunities to connect to PRoWs adjacent to the site.
2.13. The proposed development incorporates 110 dwellings, with provision made for 30%
affordable housing (33no. dwellings). The plan illustrates development at a density of 32
dwellings per hectare which is considered appropriate for a village scheme.
2.14. A mixture of house types are shown, including the provision of bungalows. This will ensure
that family housing, along with housing which meets the needs of the community is
delivered.
2.15. With the exception of the bungalows, building heights are proposed to be mostly 2
storeys, with some 2.5 storey marker buildings to create focal point spaces.
2.16. The design seeks to draw upon and complement the existing character of Brinsley. The
masterplan creates new streets and greenspace which utilises opportunities to connect
to the existing PRoWs which run adjacent to the northern boundary of the site and
provide direct connections into the centre of Brinsley. These rights of way provide
alternative pedestrian connections to the village. The layout delivers open space,
including a children’s play area, and the potential for a country park feature is shown.

Such a park area could be used to deliver a community benefit, whilst also providing a
soft new Green Belt edge and ending any concerns over future coalescence.
2.17. Existing trees and hedgerows within the site will be retained where possible seeking to
create high quality green infrastructure which takes into account potential wildlife and
promotes biodiversity.
2.18. An onsite sustainable urban drainage scheme will be provided, utilising the sites
topography. Swales will be provided within the streetscape along with a balancing
pond.
Site Constraints
2.19. With the exception of the current Green Belt designation, there are no local or statutory
designations on the site, which would prevent development.
2.20. The site is not at risk of flooding, as defined by the Environment Agency’s online maps,
and confirmed within the site-specific information which forms part of the Brinsley Site
Allocations consultation document.
2.21. The site comprises Grade 4 Agricultural Lane; poor quality agricultural land.
2.22. There are a number of Local Wildlife Sites within 250 metres of the site; the closest of
which is 50 metres from the site. There is also a Local Nature Reserve within 100 metres
of the site. It is noted that there is a Local Nature Reserved within the Option 1 site.
2.23. A Phase 1 Habitat Assessment is currently being undertaken for the land north of Cordy
Lane which will identify any opportunities which can be delivered on site to enhance the
nearby Local Wildlife Sites and Local Nature Reserve.
2.24. A sewer crosses the site. We have the ability to move this and incorporate it within the
layout, as proposed for the masterplan submitted with the representations to the Brinsley
Alternative Site Consultation. The masterplan for the alternative scheme (Appendix 2),
described in this submission, provides an easement for the sewer in its existing position.
The constraint can therefore be mitigated in full.
Access
2.25. Critical to the delivery of any site is ensuring that access to the site can be achieved. A
full review of access to the land to the north of Cordy Lane has been undertaken by PTB
Transport Planning Ltd, qualified highway consultants.
2.26. In undertaking this review, it has been determined that a safe access can be achieved
using land within the landowner and highway authority’s ownership; no third-party land
is required.
2.27. Access to the site will be achieved off Cordy Lane by a simple priority-controlled TJunction onto Cordy Lane. The access will meet the required 6Cs standard providing a
5.5m access road, with 2.0m footways on either side and 6.0m entry and exit radii. The
proposed access is currently shown with 2.4m x 59m visibility splays in both directions,
which accords with the prevailing speed limit of 30mph.

2.28. The provision of traffic calming measures on Cordy Lane is proposed to complement the
existing VA signs that are present in the vicinity of the site. These include carriageway
narrowings to 6.0m width via build-outs (thus still meeting recommended width guidance
for bus routes), along with renewal of the existing ‘dragons teeth’ and ‘SLOW’ markings
directly adjacent to the site. Other alternatives maybe feasible and we will work with the
County to deliver an agreed scheme of measures.
2.29. In addition, it is proposed that the existing informal/uncontrolled pedestrian crossing on
Cordy Lane (adjacent to the Parish Hall) is upgraded to a signalised Puffin Crossing
facility.
2.30. The proposed access arrangement represents a safe and viable vehicular access to the
site.

Perceived Coalescence
2.31. It is recognised that the perceived coalescence of Brinsley and Underwood is a key
concern of the Borough Council in respect of the Option 2 site considered in the
Broxtowe Part 2 Local Plan: Brinsley Alternative Site Consultation. We note that the
concern is also informed by the objection from the JUST Neighbourhood Plan group and
Ashfield District Council.
2.32. As referred to previously, the additional option proposed under these representations
amends the redline area from that consulted on in the Brinsley Alternative Sites, providing
greater distance between the development site and Underwood. In addition, we have
shown a green edge to the northern boundary – including a potential country park if
such a feature was considered to benefit both the scheme and to limit any concerns
over coalescence.
2.33. An assessment of the site against the five purposes of the Green Belt has been
undertaken, as set out in Table 1 below. It is clear from the assessment that the
development of the site will not result in unrestricted sprawl of settlements or merge
settlements any further than already exists. The development of the site will seek to
strengthen existing on-site boundaries and create new boundaries to contain the
development. As demonstrated in the Landscape Note, provided in Appendix 4, the site
is physically and visually contained by layers of vegetation. On the basis of this
reassessment it is considered that the release of land to the North of Cordy Lane, can be
supported.
Purpose/Impact

Assessment

Check the
unrestricted
sprawl of
settlements

The principal consideration is the sprawl of the existing
urban edge of Brinsley and potential coalescence with
Underwood to the north-east. Whilst the proposed
development would result in some very localised loss of
the existing ‘open’ context.

Score
2

The physical distance of Green Belt separation also
needs to be considered in association with the existing
sense of enclosure and the degree of containment
located at the settlement boundaries. Firstly, with the
notable presence of intervening hedgerows and
scattered woodlands to the north-east, there is no real
sense of any visual connection between Brinsley and
Underwood, as the vegetation acts as a strong visual
and physical feature of separation.
Further scope also exists to create additional separation
through the creation of another off-site woodland belt to
the north-east of the site, which would also respond to
the landscape character enhancement objectives.
Prevent
neighbouring
settlements
from merging
into one
another

In terms of the merging of settlements, a key
consideration is the strength and permanence of existing
boundaries. As set out above, the site is both physically
and visually contained by layers of vegetation, with no
real inter-visibility with Underwood to the north east.
Even the transitional users of Cordy Lane (A608) will not
obtain clear inter-visibility between the two settlements.
Instead, road users experience the settlement context in
the form of ribbon development, but development will
be setback beyond the established residential frontages
and the sense of travelling from one distinct area to
another will not be lost.

2

Further physical growth of Brinsley in this location, when
considered in accordance with the promotion of a
sensitive development that retained and enhanced
boundary features, would be largely inconspicuous in
the surrounding landscape, given the settlement
backdrop and surrounding landscape context which
assists in diminishing any perception of coalescence.
Assist in
safeguarding
the countryside
from
encroachment

The existing framework of vegetation and limited
number of public receptor locations restricts the
perceived sense of openness; and, the limited intervisibility between the site and the surrounding
settlements emphasises the degree of containment that
currently exists. The character of the landscape is
somewhat transitional with obvious urban fringe
components; and, there is little sense that it represents
an extensive tract of open countryside. It is certainly not
a remote or tranquil site.
The retention and enhancement of the framework of
boundary vegetation, and the delivery of characteristic
development response would further limit the extent to
which any proposed built form would introduce
uncharacteristic features into the landscape, thus any
sense of visual encroachment into the wider open
countryside would be negligible.

2

Preserve the
setting and
special
character of
historic
settlements

Available information on the historic landscape does not
determine any specific role that the site plays in
providing an important setting or approach to Brinsley.
As always, aspects of this landscape are expected to be
ancient in origin, but no particular rare or unique historic
landscape features have been identified at this stage.

1

Based on these findings, effects upon this Green Belt
objective would also be negligible.
Table 1: Revised Green Belt Assessment of Option 2 Redline boundary

2.34.

Delivery
Footnote 11 of the NPPF confirms that to be considered deliverable, sites should be:
“available now, offer a suitable location for development now and be achievable with
a realistic prospect that housing will be delivered on the site within five years and in
particular the development is viable”. This section of the report demonstrates the
deliverability of the land to the north of Cordy Lane, and the commitment of the
landowner and the promoter to bring the site forward.

2.35.

It has been demonstrated that a safe access to the site can be achieved using land
within the landowner and highway authority’s ownership; no third-party land is required.
The access can be delivered to meet the required 6Cs standard providing a 5.5m access
road, with 2.0m footways on either side and 6.0m entry and exit radii.

2.36.

The costs of delivering the access arrangement and residential development on site are
not unusual. Site constraints are known and can be mitigated at no extraordinary cost
to the scheme.

2.37.

It is recognised that, upon adoption of the Local Plan, immediate delivery of the Local
Plan allocations is sought. The landowner and Richborough Estates are committed to the
delivery of the site. If the site is identified for release from the Green Belt, as a residential
allocation in the Pre-Submission Local Plan, Richborough Estates will prepare an outline
planning application (with detailed means of access). This early preparation of the
planning application will ensure that, upon adoption of the Local Plan, there will be an
application immediately available for the Borough Council to determine for an
allocated site.

2.38. As indicated above, whilst the planning application would be made in outline (with
detailed means of access), Richborough Estates will undertake all the necessary
detailed work to ensure that the consented site is ‘oven ready’ for housebuilders to
acquire and deliver. As a result of this, sites offered to housebuilders by Richborough
Estates are quickly delivered.
2.39. Richborough Estates has already received an expression of interest in the site from
numerous housebuilders including Miller Homes, Avant Homes and Harron Homes. These
expressions of interest are provided in Appendix 5 to this document and confirm the sites
attractiveness to the market and deliverability.

2.40. The landowner and Richborough Estates are happy to offer a two-year period for
submission of the reserved matters application and discharging of conditions. This offer
demonstrates the detail which Richborough Estates put in behind the scenes of an
outline planning application, to ensure that they achieve a deliverable planning consent
that can be picked up, and implemented without delay by a housebuilder.
The Promoter – Richborough Estates
2.41. Richborough Estates is a privately-owned business established in 2003. Their head office
is in Birmingham with a satellite office in Cheshire. There is no bank funding and no
external shareholders or investors.
2.42. Richborough Estates is a responsible, specialist strategic land promotion business with the
aim of working in partnership with landowners to maximise their land assets. They are an
established and very experienced promoter who have strong track record in delivering
commercially viable planning consents. At present they have approximately 70 sites
across the country with a total development capacity of around 12,000 homes.
2.43. They source land opportunities and carry out the entire planning and sales process,
working closely with a full professional team. Their philosophy is to engage and consult
with local stakeholders during the planning process and meet regularly with all
stakeholders including landowners, Parish and Town Councils, local planning officers,
local action groups, MPs and so on. Their commitment to the consultation process
contrasts quite differently to some of their peers but they believe that consultation can
yield results. They recognised that a permission secured at committee makes for a much
more marketable site because housebuilders considering buying a site with an outline
planning permission do so in the comfort that the principle of development was
supported and so they are reassured that their reserved matters application should
progress smoothly.
2.44. Their team manages residential projects throughout the UK, which range from 2 hectare
immediate application sites to large urban extensions in the Green Belt which involve
planning and delivery over the longer-term. As a land promoter, rather than a
housebuilder, their interests are aligned with those of the landowner, which can often
speed up the time in which a site can brought to market following the grant of planning
permission. The cost of promoting the land through the planning system is funded entirely
by Richborough Estates and is entirely at their risk. Since they do not rely on bank or
external funding they are very tenacious in our pursuit of planning permission.
2.45. As their business is funded through the sale and delivery of housing sites, all of their
planning applications are prepared with a housebuilder in mind. This includes, for
example, ensuring that an extensive suite of survey work is commissioned before a
planning application is submitted to ensure that there are no unsurmountable constraints
from a technical perspective. This suite of survey work typically goes way beyond the
validation requirements of a typical planning application. This approach ensures that
they achieve best value in terms of commercial return, but crucially it helps to ensure
that housebuilders approach the site with their eyes open to any known constraints.
Housebuilders have greater certainty when purchasing our land and there is less likely to
be a significant delay in housing delivery.

2.46. We enclose a document entitled ‘The Role of Land Promoters in Housing Delivery’ at
Appendix 5, which provides more information on Richborough Estates.
Inclusion of the site in Broxtowe Part 2 Local Plan
2.47. It is recognised that the additional option for the land to the North of Cordy Lane,
submitted under these representations, has not been the subject of formal consultation.
It has however, been considered as part of a wider parcel of land within the background
documents and the Sustainability Appraisal Document Publication Version, September
2017.
2.48. Given the serious concerns raised in respect of the current proposed allocation on land
to the East of Church Lane, Brinsley (as detailed in Section 3 of these representations), it
is considered that the allocation should be deleted and replaced with either scheme
option for the land to the North of Cordy Lane. This could be dealt with through the major
modifications, and should not need to delay the preparation of the Plan any further.

3.

POLICY 5: BRINSLEY SITE ALLOCATION AND POLICY 5.1: LAND EAST OF
CHURCH LANE, BRINSLEY

3.1.

Richborough Estates object to Policy 5.1 which allocates Land East of Church Lane,
Brinsley. The objections relate to:
• The deliverability of the vehicular access to the site off Cordy Lane.
• The policy is not sound:
o It is not justified in that is not the most appropriate strategy when
considered against the reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate
evidence, and
o It is not consistent with national policy.

3.2.

Further detail on each of the above points is set out below.

3.3.

Access to Land East of Church Lane, Brinsley
Richborough Estates have serious concerns over the vehicular access to the proposed
allocation (PA), land to the east of Church Lane, Brinsley.

3.4.

Critical to the delivery of any site is ensuring that access to the site can be achieved. A
site may have numerous points of access to a highway, but these may not facilitate the
delivery of a safe and suitable access to the development proposed; thereby impacting
the deliverability of the site.

3.5.

Access to the PA is proposed off Cordy Lane. As referred to above, concerns are raised
over the deliverability of this access.

3.6.

The Title Plan/register shown in Figure 3 below illustrates the extent of land under control
of the PA landowner.

Figure 3: Proposed Allocation Title Plan

3.7.

The point of access onto Cordy Lane is insufficient, unless there is an agreement in place
to bring in the third-party land to the east (as included within the Council’s redline plan
for the site).

3.8.

Richborough Estates Highways Consultant has undertaken a high-level review of the
access arrangement for the PA. Without the third-party land referred to above, there
appears to be somewhere between 4.8m and 5.5m width to deliver an access junction
onto Cordy Lane. To serve a development of at least 110 dwellings, an area of a
minimum of 9.5m would be required to deliver an access road of 5.5m with 2 x 2.0m
footways.

3.9.

The Highways Consultant has identified that the PA may also have issues delivering the
bellmouth and junction radii, as it depends on what is highway land to the south of Cordy
Lane. If all of the verge is not within highways ownership then the access issues for the
PA site get even worse as they would require 3 rd party land on both sides to deliver a
suitable junction with Cordy Lane as well.

3.10. In terms of the potential for access to the west, the existing gated track access from
Church Lane is also a substandard width, scaling at c.8.5 m to 9.0 m at the junction with
Church Lane, but narrower further into the site at c.7.5 m. Again, this is unsuitable for a
standard access road to serve the number of dwellings proposed. Should any access
onto Church Lane be provided, either through the gated track access, or further south
where there appears to be significant frontage (we note that any junction along the
latter would require a significant amount of hedgerow loss). It is anticipated that the
delivery of this access would lead to other issues arising (in terms of planning, landscape,
etc.) due to the extension of the site to a size way beyond that proposed as an
allocation.

Soundness – Not Justified
3.11. The proposed allocation of Land East of Church Lane, Brinsley detailed within Policy 5.1
of the Plan is inconsistent with National Policy having regard to Paragraph 83 and
Footnote 11 of the NPPF.
3.12. As set out above, the deliverability of the access to the proposed allocation is
questioned owing to uncertainties surrounding the full ownership of the access.
3.13. The Infrastructure Delivery Plan of Part 2 of Broxtowe Borough Council’s Local Plan,
September 2017, assesses the proposed allocation of Land East of Church Lane (page
109). Within the Ownership/Developer section, the document refers to a “Proactive
owner and developer”.
3.14. Given the uncertainty of the ownership of the access to the site (which has still not been
evidenced to the Council), it appears that the decision to allocate the site has been
made upon misleading evidence, and the decision is not therefore sound.
3.15. The issue of misleading evidence continues in the Part 2 Local Plan Sustainability
Appraisal Report, Publication Version, September 2017 (Part A - pages 180 to 199). As

explained in further detail below, in some instances the written appraisal of the sites is
misleading, in other cases it is not clear how the two sites have been given the same
score when one clearly performs better than the other.
3.16. The tables below provide the Councils assessment as set out within the Sustainability
Appraisal Report, with commentary on the issues detailed below each table.
Heritage

Heritage

Policy 5.1 – East of Church Lane
Written Appraisal
Score
On the advice of
Negligible
natural England,
impact or
OPUN and the
not
Council’s heritage
relevant
advisor,
development here
would have no
significant effect on
the setting of the
Parish Church of St
James the Great (a
Grade II Listed
Building), Brinsley
Headstocks (a
‘Public Monument’
with some
association with DH
Lawrence) or Vine
Cottage

Land North of Cordy Lane (Site 197)
Written Appraisal
Score
No comments
Negligible
provided, due to the
impact or
distance of heritage
not
assets from the site
relevant
(the nearest, a listed
building, is located 0.6
km away). There is no
intervisibility between
the site and the
Brinsley Conservation
Area. This is in contrast
to the Option 2 site.

3.17. It is not clear how both sites are assessed as a ‘negligible impact/not relevant’ score
when it is clear that that the proposed allocation will still have some effect on heritage
assets. An assessment of “no significant effect” on the Listed Building and nearby
heritage assets, does not mean no effect at all; any harm should be weighed against
the benefits of the proposal. This assessment contrasts with the land to the north of Cordy
Lane where the nearest heritage asset is located 600m from the site.
3.18. Both sites are scored the same under this criterion. This is misleading and does not
accurately reflect the differences in the sites. It is considered that land north of Cordy
Lane should be reassessed and scored as a ‘minor positive’ against this criterion, with the
PA remaining a ‘negligible impact/not relevant’ as the two sites are clearly not
comparable in this regard.

Social

Social

Policy 5.1 – East of Church Lane
Written Appraisal
Score
Moderate
Brinsley
Positive
Recreation
Ground
adjacent, Brinsley
Headstocks 9m
Brinsley Parish Hall
112m, St James
the Great
Church, 204m
from site.
Shops 226m,
Brinsley Mini
Market 249m
Brinsley Primary
School 441m from
site,
Post Office 480m,
Brinsley Lodge
pub 567m

Land North of Cordy Lane (Site 197)
Written Appraisal
Score
Moderate
Brinsley Shops 116m
Positive
from site, Brinsley Mini
Market 152m from site.
Underwood Post
Office 656m from site.
Brinsley Parish Hall 77m
from site.
Brinsley Recreation
Ground 60m from site.
St James the Great
367m from site.
The Durham Ox 286m
from site.

3.19. The written assessment of the sites is misleading. Brinsley Primary School is not listed on the
assessment of land north of Cordy Lane; it is located approximately 400 metres from the
site.
3.20. The scoring of both of the sites as ‘moderate positive’ is accepted however, it is clear
that the land to the north of Cordy Lane benefits from closer accessibility to services and
facilities to meet daily needs.

Biodiversity and Green Infrastructure

Biodiversity
and Green
Infrastructure

Policy 5.1 – East
Lane
Written Appraisal
Adjacent to
Brinsley
Headstocks LNR

of Church

Land North of Cordy Lane (Site 197)

Score
Negligible
impact or
not
relevant

Written Appraisal
• Brinsley Headstocks
LNR within 100m of
site.
• Selston Grassland (II)
(2/168 ‘A notable
grassland
community’) within
50m of site.
• Selston Grassland (I)
(2/167 ‘A littlemanaged, speciesrich grassland’)
within 50m of site.
• Cordy Lane
Paddock (2/263 ‘A
grassland with a
characteristic Coal
Measures
community’) within
50m of site.
• Brinsley Brook
(5/3404 ‘Brook with
ancient woodland
flora’) within 50m of
site.
• Winter Close
Grassland, New
Brinsley (5/2328
‘Neutral grassland’)
within 50m of site.

Score
Negligible
impact or
not
relevant

3.21. Again, the written assessment is misleading. The assessment for land to the North of Cordy
Lane lists all the nearby Local Wildlife Sites, whereas none of the Local Wildlife Sites are
referred to for the proposed allocation site. The written appraisal of the proposed
allocation should also include reference to the following:
• Saint's Coppice (5/2313 A woodland with an ancient woodland flora) within 50m
of site;
• Brinsley Brook Grasslands (5/2302 Noatable neutral grasslands) within 50m of site;
• Brinsley Brook Grasslands (5/2302 Noatable neutral grasslands) within 100m of site;
• Saint's Coppice (5/2313 A woodland with an ancient woodland flora) within
100m of site;
• Cordy Lane Paddock (2/263 'A grassland with a characteristic Coal Measures
community') within 100m of site;
• Brinsley Brook (5/3404 Brook with ancient woodland flora) within 250m of site; and,
• Brinsley Headstocks (5/3405 Former colliery site with notable flora) within 250m of
site.

3.22. It is worth noting that the proposed allocation is closer to the Local Nature Reserves and
the Local Wildlife Sites than the land to the north of Cordy Lane.
Environment and Landscape

Environment
and
Landscape

Policy 5.1 – East of Church Lane
Written Appraisal
Score
There is a
Moderate
medium
Negative
landscape
sensitivity, a high
recreational
value and a high
susceptibility to
perception of
change within
the landscape.
There is an overall
medium visual
sensitivity, with
recreational
receptors
primarily affected
by the change to
the site.

Land North of Cordy Lane (Site 197)
Written Appraisal
Score
This is a primarily pastoral Moderate
site on the north-eastern
Negative
edge of Brinsley.
Adjacent to the site is an
attractive line of houses
that form a strong
settlement boundary.
The potential for erosion
of this contributes to the
medium landscape
susceptibility and the
overall medium
landscape sensitivity.
There is a medium visual
susceptibility and
sensitivity as well, which
arises from the site’s
contribution as the rural
edge to the settlement
and its recreational and
residential amenity.

3.23. It is recognised that the proposed allocation and land to the north of Cordy Lane are
both assessed by the Council as having medium visual susceptibility. However, the
proposed allocation is clearly described as having a ‘high recreational value’ and a
‘high susceptibility to perception of change within the landscape’. It must therefore be
concluded that the development of the proposed allocation will have a greater
landscape impact than the land to the north of Cordy Lane. Again, it is considered that
the site assessment is misleading, and that land north of Cordy Lane should be reassessed
as a minor negative with the proposed allocation site remaining as a moderate
negative.
3.24. A Landscape Technical Note was prepared by Tyler Grange in respect of the land to the
north of Cordy Lane. This was included with the representations to the Brinsley Alternative
Site Consultation and is reproduced as Appendix4 to this report. The Technical Note
concludes the site represents a logical release from the Green Belt in landscape terms,
particularly given the settlement fringe context and the robustness of the boundaries
that surround; and, the degree of visual separation. It states that a sensitive development
response for the site would not result in any obvious sense of coalescence.

3.25. The report advises that the character of the landscape is neither rare nor unique and a
classified within the various Landscape SPG, it is clearly typical of its type, has no real
sense of tranquillity, is surrounded by urban context; and, the historic field pattern has
been influenced by modern enclosure and some loss of historic features. There are
opportunities to maintain and improve public access to the site and to introduce
planting that could better reflect the characteristics of the local landscape. The
Technical Notes states that “Overall, the landscape effects associated with sensitive
development in this location are predicted to be localised and wouldn’t be considered
incongruous or uncharacteristic”.
Natural Resources and Flooding

Natural
Resources
and
Flooding

Policy 5.1 – East of Church Lane
Written Appraisal
Score
Former colliery
Negligible
site, therefore
impact or
potential land
not
improvement.
relevant
Brinsley Brook
adjoins the site for
350m
Grade 4
agricultural land.

Land North of Cordy Lane (Site 197)
Written Appraisal
Score
Below Surface
Negligible
Watercourse (Culvert)
impact or
dissects site for 11.14m.
not
Surface Watercourse
relevant
(Tertiary River) dissects
site for 201.06m.
Grade 4 Agricultural
Land.

3.26. Again, it is considered that full reporting of the site constraints has not been undertaken.
It is acknowledged that a surface water culvert dissects part of the land to the north of
Cordy Lane however, this is located to the eastern side of the site and mitigation
designed into the scheme. There is however no mention of the surface water constraints
associated with the Brinsley Brook on the proposed allocation site; which impacts the full
extent of the site access, as illustrated below.

Figure 4: Surface Water Flooding

Summary
3.27. Having regard to the landownership issues for the proposed allocation access, the
surface water constraints at the point of access reported above, and the matters
relating to landscape, heritage and Biodiversity and Green Infrastructure, it is difficult to
understand how the Council has concluded that the proposed allocation on land to the
East of Church Lane, is the most appropriate strategy when considered against the
reasonable alternatives. Land to the north of Cordy Lane is clearly less constrained and
the more suitable housing site when considered against the alternatives.
3.28. Furthermore, it is also worth noting that the land to the north of Cordy Lane has the full
support of the Parish Council.
Soundness – not consistent with National Policy
3.29. Paragraph 83 of the NPPF states that “Once established, Green Belt boundaries should
only be altered in exceptional circumstances…”. In the case of the Part 2 Local Plan the
Council is rightly proposing release from the Green Belt in order to provide the required
housing allocation for the Borough. However, in order to show a housing land supply the

NPPF requires the local planning authority to “identify and update annually a supply of
specific deliverable sites”. Footnote 11 states:
“To be considered deliverable, sites should be available now, offer a suitable
location for development now, and be achievable with a realistic prospect
that housing will be delivered on the site within five years and in particular that
development of the site is viable…”
3.30. The proposed allocation cannot be considered “deliverable”, as defined by Footnote
11. The site is not available now, and given the lack of certainty/proof of ownership in
respect of the access, this casts doubts upon the viability of the site due to the possibility
of ransom.
3.31. It is arguable that, if the proposed allocation cannot be shown to be “deliverable” then
it cannot form part of the Council’s housing land supply. As such the exceptional
circumstances for the site to be removed from the Green Belt have not been made out.
The policy therefore fails against the fundamental principles of the NPPF.
3.32. It is worth noting Case Law which relates to the above matter. In respect of the
Wainhomes Holdings Ltd (2013) case, it was determined that “available now”, as sought
by Footnote 11 of the NPPF, implies that “if the site had planning permission now, there
would be no other legal or physical impediment integral to the site that would prevent
immediate development”. The proposed allocation of land to the East of Church Lane
is clearly not ‘available’ given the ownership constraints of the site access.

4.

SAFEGUARDED LAND

4.1.

It is noted that the Borough Council intends to only identify the land necessary to deliver
the housing requirement for the Plan period. This approach however, does not provide
for any flexibility should any of the allocations deliver at a slower rate than expected, or
not deliver at all, nor does it seek to maximize housing supply.

4.2.

The Council should consider the allocation of developable reserve sites together with an
appropriate release mechanism.

4.3.

The land north of Cordy Lane offers an opportunity for land beyond the redline boundary
of Option 2, within the landowner’s ownership, to be identified as safeguarded land for
development if the need arrive. The current prosed allocation does not facilitate this with
the land immediately surrounding the site too sensitive in terms of landscape, heritage
and ecological value, for development.
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Part 2 Local Plan

Policy 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Page53-58
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road / High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
2
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

All of policy 5

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to the
guidance note at for an explanation of these terms)
2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

X

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered ‘No’ to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It is not justified

X

It is not effective

X

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

X

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any
of these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra
sheet if necessary.
The Local Plan allocates 1 site within Brinsley notably the 110 dwellings at Land East of Church Lane,
Brinsley. Objection is raised to the proposed allocation on the following grounds:
-

Sustainability – Brinsley has limited facilities and limited connections to the public transport
network. It is considered that there are alternative more sustainable housing options available
within Eastwood, notably the Wade Printers site.

-

The SA identifies that the site is poorly related to strategic road network.

-

Flooding from Brinsley Brook is a constraint to the development

-

High visual impact and loss of a green belt site

-

This is a low market area and question is raised with regards to the deliverability of this site within
the plan period.

Because of the above concerns, it is considered that in this regard the Plan fails the tests of soundness
in that ;

1. Positively Prepared: To meet the test the plan must be able to show it is based on a
strategy which seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure
requirements, in a manner consistent with achieving sustainable development. This site raises
concerns over its sustainability and deliverability in a manner which fails this test.

3
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2. Justified: The site highlighted above is not justified as an allocation given the concerns that
are raised.
3. Effective: Because of the issues raised above, it is not considered that the proposal will not
make an effective contribution to delivering sustainable development for the district and deliver
the growth required.
4. Consistent with national policy: sustainability is seen as the golden thread running
through the NPPF. The significant concerns over the sustainability of this site undermines the
Plans credentials in this respect.

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised
wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if
necessary.
The site should not be allocated for the reasons given above.
It is considered that additional housing should be released within Eastwood in order to provide a plan
that is more in compliance with the Adopted Core Strategy and to ensure that sufficient developable and
deliverable sites are allocated to meet the full housing needs for the plan period.
Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?

√

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

If you wish to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessary
Whilst the discussion of this particular site may not be necessary, the wider consideration of the basis of
how sites have been selected and excluded, is fundamental to the soundness of the Plan, which requires
challenge and debate.
.

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
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Broxtowe Part 2 Local Plan: Publication Version
Comments in relation to Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
We write on behalf of our client Mr S Soult and wish to draw to the Inspectors
attention the reasons why we consider Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation to be
inadequately justified on the basis that the evidence base is insufficiently
robust and credible.
Firstly, we wish to acknowledge that we agree with the broad spatial strategy
set out in Policy 2.2 of the Aligned Core Strategy which identifies Brinsley as a
key settlement for grow and distributes up to 150 homes to the settlement
accordingly.
Under the heading Justification to Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation it states at
paragraph 5.2 (page 53) that,
‘The site identified in the policy has been allocated following a site
selection process and consultation with local stakeholders. This process
considered a number of sites both within and adjacent to the urban
area including a mix of brownfield and green field sites. It is considered
that there are exceptional circumstances requires to amend the
boundary of the Green Belt to allow residential development.’
We wish to comment on the site selection process that has been undertaken
by the Council and we will draw reference to the concerns we have to the
published evidence base documents accordingly.
We acknowledge and agree that in order to accommodate the quantum of
homes required in Brinsley (up to 150 dwellings), and due to the lack of
development sites within the village envelope, land will need to be released
from the Green Belt. However, it is our view that not all these houses
necessarily need to be provided solely upon one site. Instead, a number of
smaller sites could cumulatively provide the amount of land required to
provide up to 150 homes in Brinsley. An opinion concurred with by Planning
Policy Officers at the Borough Council.
By way of an introduction our client owns 1.5 hectares of land that is situated
on the edge of the settlement.

Land to the rear of 145
Broad Lane and Clumber
Avenue, in Brinsley.

It is discreetly nestled behind the dwellings along Broad Lane and Clumber
Avenue in Brinsley as illustrated both above and below:

Site Location
In order for us to elaborate on our concerns it is necessary for us to go back
and expand upon the process that has been undertaken and the resulting
evidence base documents that have been published.
Following Cabinet approval on 27 January 2015, the Council published a
Preferred Approach to Site Allocations (Green Belt Review) document for a
period of consultation which ran from 9 February 2015 to 23 March 2015.
In relation to Brinsley four potential directions for growth were considered and
scored accordingly. Zone 4 scored the least in terms of impact the Council
considered development of the site would have upon the purposes of
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retaining the land as designated Green Belt. Relevant extracts of this report
are included below:

Page 22 of the Green Belt Review document

Extract of page 23 of the Green Belt Review document
Having carefully reviewed the document and the methodology for carrying
out the review, our client submitted comments which related specifically to
the scores attributed to developing zones of land in the potential directions
that were shown when scored against the purpose and impacts of retaining
the various zones land in the Green Belt. The responses received to this
consultation were reported to Cabinet on 13 October 2015 and it is noted
that the comments our client made were rebutted. However, it is further
noted that comments made on other important and more detailed matters
by our client are described as ‘other issues’ and as quoted ‘will be considered
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in the Sustainability Appraisal and Infrastructure Development Plan before
(our emphasis) final decisions on site allocations are made’ (See, for example,
pages 99 and 103 of the relevant cabinet report which is attached at
Appendix A). We respectfully request that the Inspector satisfy him or herself
that such matters regarded as ‘other issues’ are satisfactorily considered in
the applicable document.
As part of its requirement to identify and update annually a supply of specific
deliverable sites sufficient to provide five years’ worth of housing against their
housing requirements the Council has over the years carried out a number of
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessments (SHLAA). The published SHLAA
reports that are available for years 2011/12, 2012/13, 2013/14, 2014/15 and
2015/16 can be found on the Council’s website and the most up to date
publication of the SHLAA is 2015/16.
Whilst unknown to our client at that time, our clients land has previously been
considered through the SHLAA process back in 2013 and was assessed as part
of a vast parcel of land under SHLAA reference H197 as shown below:

The published full assessment for site H197 is attached at Appendix B. It
concluded that whilst this parcel of land was considered ‘suitable if policy
changes’, the published constraints identified the overall site as being
prominent from the main road through the village, as well as possessing some
minor topographical constraints.
Our client, when becoming aware of the Council’s SHLAA process a number
of years later, submitted his land for consideration expanding on legitimate
reasons why he felt it should be removed from the Green Belt. It was
subsequently included in the SHLAA report in 2015/16, given reference
number 681 and referred to as ‘Land to the rear of Clumber Avenue’ in the
publication (see page 21 of 53). An extract of page 21 is featured below:
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Extract of page 21 from BBC SHLAA 2015/16
Upon our instruction at the start of 2017 and with a view to reviewing the
Council’s site selection process and to appraise whether we felt the evidence
base behind the (now) Policy 5 was robust and credible we wrote to the
Council on 13 February 2017 requesting full SHLAA assessment details for all
the sites that the Council had considered in Brinsley (including site 681) and
queried why only some sites appeared to have been fully assessed as the
website did not appear to be up to date with full assessment details.
In response to our written enquiry we were advised in the correspondence we
received that the last time full site assessments were published was for the
issues and options consultation in 2013 (See Appendix C). As expanded upon
above and at that time (2013) our clients land fell within a much larger
swathe of land (site H197) and was therefore assessed on that basis.
Other than the inclusion of site 681 in the above table, it is unclear as to how
the Council had appraised the parcel of land that had been put forward by
our client (site 681) as well as other parcels of land put forward by others.
In light of the above we would respectfully request that the Inspector satisfy
him/herself that the site selection process at that time had been conducted
in a thorough and transparent fashion, whether the Council’s SHLAA had
been adequately made available for interested parties to view and through
a process of consultation whether members of the public were adequately
invited to make representations accordingly.
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Following the various SHLAA conducted and as the plan making process
evolved on 26 January 2017 a report was put in front of the Jobs and
Economy Committee. Members were asked to endorse the recommended
sites its Officer’s had put forward for inclusion in the Part 2 Local Plan- Housing
Site Allocations. In the case of Brinsley as set out in table 4a (page 29 of the
Jobs and Economy Committee 26 January 2017 report), land east of the
village to the rear of the recreational ground off Church Lane formed the
LPA’s recommended allocation to deliver 110 dwellings.
In response to the above and as it had done so previously Brinsley Parish
Council submitted representations (a copy of which is attached at Appendix
D) to raise its concerns to the Council’s preferred site, the selection process
conducted by the Borough Council and to put forward a further site as a
potential alternative site for allocation. The alternative site put forward being
land off Cordy Lane (referred to as Option 2). The Council’s suggested site for
allocation at that time - land off Church Lane - was referred to as Option 1. It
is understood that each of the potential option sites put forward could
provide provision of circa 110 homes.
Following the request from Brinsley Parish Council to consider a potential
alternative site it was decided by Members of the Jobs and Economy
committee that the Borough Council would consult upon the potential
alternative development site known as land off Cordy Lane (Option 2). The
consultation ran from 13 February 2017 until 24 March 2017 and the Council
published in its consultation paper dated February 2017 that the aim of the
consultation was to gain further information on any issues that will need to be
considered including, as per the published comments form made available
by the Council (See Appendix E), an invitation for interested parties to suggest
any other Brinsley sites which have not yet been considered for allocation
that should be allocated for development (see question 3).
In response to the invitation to make comments on the above consultation
we wrote to the Council to make representations on behalf of our client to
both the Option sites and also took the opportunity, as per question 3, to put
forward our clients site - Land to the rear of 145 Broad Lane and Clumber
Avenue - as a potential alternative site to provide an element of the required
housing. A copy of our submission and supporting appendices are attached
at Appendix F.
Although both option sites which were being considered were notably smaller
parcels of land than those previously proposed, it is our view on behalf of our
client that rather than reliance being placed solely on one parcel of land to
deliver the full quantum of housing required in Brinsley, instead a number of
smaller sites should be released out of the Green Belt to sensitively absorb the
housing requirements stipulated. This, in our view, would mitigate and/or
minimise any negative impacts on the character of the surrounding
countryside and Green Belt as expanded upon further in our submission.
Our clients site includes an underused paddock to the rear of 145 Broad Lane
and Clumber Avenue, in Brinsley that forms a logical extension to provide up
to 40 dwellings to help boost the supply of housing in the area.
6

It is deliverable and developable and available now. It should also be noted
that a pre-application enquiry has been lodged with the Council which
further illustrates our client’s appetite to bring the site forward.
In terms of further background we wish to draw to your attention the organic
growth and expansion that has occurred in this part of Brinsley in the recent
past. Historic maps suggest that the dwellings along Broad Lane which display
a linear style of development were constructed in the early 1900s, the
dwellings on the Clumber Avenue estate were constructed in two phases, the
first being in the 1980s and a further phase later in the 1990s as shown below:

Phase 1 Clumber Avenue: 1980s

Phase 2 Clumber Avenue: 1990s

Our research has uncovered that the first phase of dwellings gained planning
permission at Appeal in 1980 (ref APP/3346/79/12072/G2) and the Inspector
when allowing the Appeal acknowledged that whilst the site was part of a
gently sloping hillside, it was reasonably screened by hedgerows and the
lower parts are adjacent to the top of Clumber Avenue and rear of dwellings
which front onto Broad Lane. He also identified that the development of the
site would integrate well with the existing houses and is not far away from the
village centre. Furthermore, he noted that there were no outstanding natural
features in the locality and held the opinion that development of the site
would not prejudice the overall green belt concept. With regards the second
phase (23 dwellings) the applicant was East Midlands Housing Association so
was presumably granted as a rural exceptions site.
Having lodged representations in a timely fashion we were subsequently
advised that all the comments received as part of the consultation exercise
carried out would be considered and would be reported to the Jobs and
Economy Committee in due course.
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Having tracked down the Jobs and Economy (J and E) Committee Paper
dated 28.06.17 (which is attached at Appendix G) prior to the meeting on
06.07.17 we wrote to the Council on 30 June 2017 in relation to agenda item
4: Part Two Local Plan and the further Brinsley consultation to question why no
reference to the representations had been made. We queried that whilst the
pros and cons of both Option 1 and 2 were discussed, there seemed to be
very limited commentary/discussion made on possible alternative sites, if any.
We also queried why in Appendix 2 that the comments made by individual
statutory consultees and also Councillor Handley were set out under the
heading ‘Site Promoter (Owner/Agent/Developer)’. We questioned why no
entries
were
recorded
and
also
under
the
heading ‘Other
Developers/Landowners’ why the report only records one name - P
Routledge - as making comment and listed his individual concerns.
The report then went on to list ‘Public’ comments under the headings
‘Support Option 1’, ‘Object to Option 2’, ‘Support Option 2’, ‘Object to
Option 1’ with bulleted lists under various headings. It then contains a section
entitled ‘Other General Issues’ and a final section - Other Sites are listed.
We also asked for confirmation as to whether the Council received our timely
submitted representations and questioned why our representation has not
been listed or recorded in the applicable section of the report (being mindful
that the named individual P Routeledge is listed in the Other
developer/landowner section). Finally, we also asked why there did not
appear to be any consideration or commentary made whatsoever in
response to the lengthy list of other sites that have been identified by
interested parties.
Having been informed by Officers in Democratic Services that public
speaking was not allowed at the J and E Committee we were surprised to be
advised that at the discretion of the Chairman the site promotors for both
Brinsley Option sites 1 and 2 as well as a representative from Brinsley Parish
Council were being given the opportunity to address Committee.
Whilst the consultation exercise invited people to make comments on each of
the two option sites this was not the sole purpose of the consultation exercise.
It did also clearly invite people with the opportunity to put forward alternative
sites for which we did on behalf of our client. Having read the committee
report, we question the robustness and credibility of the evidence base as we
cannot find any subsequent appraisal or commentary of any of the sites that
have been suggested as alternatives by interest parties. With this in mind it
would only seem equal that other interested parties and site promoters should
have been provided with the opportunity to address committee as was the
case in relation to both the Option 1 and 2 sites. This matter was raised with
the planning policy team.
Having acknowledged that an editing error had been made in the
preparation of the 6 July 2017 J and E committee report, a summary note of
our representation was reported as a late item to the 6 July 2017 J and E
committee. This is attached at Appendix H. Whilst some of the salient
comments we raised were listed no reciprocal comments were made by
Planning Officers in response to the issues raised in our representation. It is
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therefore unclear as to whether any analysis or appraisal of any of the
alternative sites put forward as part of the consultation process had been
undertaken as nothing was set out in the report.
Following the presentations made by the site promotors for both Brinsley
Option sites 1 and 2 as well as a representative from Brinsley Parish Council,
Members of the J and E Committee subsequently approved the preparation
of the plan with the inclusion of the Brinsley Option 1 site, as recommended,
as the Brinsley allocation which now forms the basis of Policy 5.
In light of the above it is our view that the evidence base that led to the
choice made for the allocation at Brinsley has not been adequately justified
as it lacks any accountable assessment or appraisal of the many possible
reasonable alternative sites put forward by interested parties during the
consultation exercises carried out.
Full assessment details for all the Brinsley SHLAA sites considered since 2013 do
not appear to exist, and if they do, they do not appear to have been made
publicly available for interested parties to review and furthermore they do not
appear to have been consulted upon as part of the process. When invited to
submit comments on the Potential Alternative Brinsley Site consultation, and
whilst question 3 of the comments form invited peoples’ view on other sites at
Brinsley for possible allocation, no commentary has been made as to why
and how sites have been assessed and/or discounted.
For these reasons and on behalf of our client it is our view that the Plan is not
sound and that the justification for Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation is not
based upon a robust and credible evidence base.
We therefore urge the Inspector to carefully examine the evidence base that
led to the proposed allocation at Brinsley as summarised above and satisfy
him or herself that the site selection process and consultation with local
stakeholders has been carried out in a satisfactory manner on the basis of the
evidence that has been made available.
Finally, and in answer to question 5: Public Examination Attendance, and in
light of the issues and concerns outlined in this correspondence we would like
to register our desire to attend and participate at the public examination.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you require any further
information.
Kind regards

Director
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Details
Agent
Please provide your client's name

Mr Steve Soult

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation (If responding on behalf of an
organisation)

GPS Planning and Design Ltd

Address

Telephone Number
Email Address

j

Would you like to be contacted regarding future
planning policy consultations?

Yes

If you wish to comment on more than one issue you will need to submit a form for each representation.

Policy relates to
Please specify what your comment relates to
Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph number

5: Brinsley Site
Allocation

53

5.2

Policies Map

Sustainability
Appraisal

Associated Evidence
base documents

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Question 2
Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be:
2.1 Legally compliant

Yes

2.2 Compliant with the duty to co-operate

Yes

2.3 Sound

No

Question 3
Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if you answered ‘No’ to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It is not justified

Yes

It is not effective

Yes

It is not positively prepared

Yes

It is not consistent with national policy

No

Additional details

Other (e.g. omission,
evidence document
etc.)

Please give details of why you consider this part of
the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is unsound or
does not comply with the duty to co-operate.
Alternatively, if you wish to support any of these
aspects please provide details.

Broxtowe Part 2 Local Plan: Publication Version
Comments in relation to Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
We write on behalf of our client Mr S Soult and wish to draw to the Inspectors attention
the reasons why we consider Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation to be inadequately
justified on the basis that the evidence base is insufficiently robust and credible.
Firstly, we wish to acknowledge that we agree with the broad spatial strategy set out in
Policy 2.2 of the Aligned Core Strategy which identifies Brinsley as a key settlement for
grow and distributes up to 150 homes to the settlement accordingly.
Under the heading Justification to Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation it states at
paragraph 5.2 (page 53) that,
‘The site identified in the policy has been allocated following a site selection process
and consultation with local stakeholders. This process considered a number of sites
both within and adjacent to the urban area including a mix of brownfield and green field
sites. It is considered that there are exceptional circumstances requires to amend the
boundary of the Green Belt to allow residential development.’
We wish to comment on the site selection process that has been undertaken by the
Council and we will draw reference to the concerns we have to the published evidence
base documents accordingly.
We acknowledge and agree that in order to accommodate the quantum of homes
required in Brinsley (up to 150 dwellings), and due to the lack of development sites
within the village envelope, land will need to be released from the Green Belt. However,
it is our view that not all these houses necessarily need to be provided solely upon one
site. Instead, a number of smaller sites could cumulatively provide the amount of land
required to provide up to 150 homes in Brinsley. An opinion concurred with by
Planning Policy Officers at the Borough Council.
By way of an introduction our client owns 1.5 hectares of land that is situated on the
edge of the settlement.
Land to the rear of 145 Broad Lane and Clumber Avenue, in Brinsley.

It is discreetly nestled behind the dwellings along Broad Lane and Clumber Avenue in
Brinsley as illustrated both above and below:
Site Location
In order for us to elaborate on our concerns it is necessary for us to go back and
expand upon the process that has been undertaken and the resulting evidence base
documents that have been published.
Following Cabinet approval on 27 January 2015, the Council published a Preferred
Approach to Site Allocations (Green Belt Review) document for a period of consultation
which ran from 9 February 2015 to 23 March 2015.
In relation to Brinsley four potential directions for growth were considered and scored
accordingly. Zone 4 scored the least in terms of impact the Council considered
development of the site would have upon the purposes of retaining the land as
designated Green Belt. Relevant extracts of this report are included below:

Page 22 of the Green Belt Review document
Extract of page 23 of the Green Belt Review document
Having carefully reviewed the document and the methodology for carrying out the
review, our client submitted comments which related specifically to the scores
attributed to developing zones of land in the potential directions that were shown when
scored against the purpose and impacts of retaining the various zones land in the
Green Belt. The responses received to this consultation were reported to Cabinet on 13
October 2015 and it is noted that the comments our client made were rebutted.
However, it is further noted that comments made on other important and more detailed
matters by our client are described as ‘other issues’ and as quoted ‘will be considered
in the Sustainability Appraisal and Infrastructure Development Plan before (our
emphasis) final decisions on site allocations are made’ (See, for example, pages 99

and 103 of the relevant cabinet report which is attached at Appendix A). We
respectfully request that the Inspector satisfy him or herself that such matters regarded
as ‘other issues’ are satisfactorily considered in the applicable document.
As part of its requirement to identify and update annually a supply of specific
deliverable sites sufficient to provide five years’ worth of housing against their housing
requirements the Council has over the years carried out a number of Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessments (SHLAA). The published SHLAA reports that are
available for years 2011/12, 2012/13, 2013/14, 2014/15 and 2015/16 can be found on
the Council’s website and the most up to date publication of the SHLAA is 2015/16.
Whilst unknown to our client at that time, our clients land has previously been
considered through the SHLAA process back in 2013 and was assessed as part of a
vast parcel of land under SHLAA reference H197 as shown below:

The published full assessment for site H197 is attached at Appendix B. It concluded
that whilst this parcel of land was considered ‘suitable if policy changes’, the published
constraints identified the overall site as being prominent from the main road through the
village, as well as possessing some minor topographical constraints.
Our client, when becoming aware of the Council’s SHLAA process a number of years
later, submitted his land for consideration expanding on legitimate reasons why he felt
it should be removed from the Green Belt. It was subsequently included in the SHLAA
report in 2015/16, given reference number 681 and referred to as ‘Land to the rear of
Clumber Avenue’ in the publication (see page 21 of 53). An extract of page 21 is
featured below:

Extract of page 21 from BBC SHLAA 2015/16

Upon our instruction at the start of 2017 and with a view to reviewing the Council’s site
selection process and to appraise whether we felt the evidence base behind the (now)
Policy 5 was robust and credible we wrote to the Council on 13 February 2017
requesting full SHLAA assessment details for all the sites that the Council had
considered in Brinsley (including site 681) and queried why only some sites appeared
to have been fully assessed as the website did not appear to be up to date with full
assessment details.
In response to our written enquiry we were advised in the correspondence we received
that the last time full site assessments were published was for the issues and options
consultation in 2013 (See Appendix C). As expanded upon above and at that time
(2013) our clients land fell within a much larger swathe of land (site H197) and was
therefore assessed on that basis.
Other than the inclusion of site 681 in the above table, it is unclear as to how the
Council had appraised the parcel of land that had been put forward by our client (site
681) as well as other parcels of land put forward by others.
In light of the above we would respectfully request that the Inspector satisfy him/herself
that the site selection process at that time had been conducted in a thorough and
transparent fashion, whether the Council’s SHLAA had been adequately made
available for interested parties to view and through a process of consultation whether
members of the public were adequately invited to make representations accordingly.
Following the various SHLAA conducted and as the plan making process evolved on
26 January 2017 a report was put in front of the Jobs and Economy Committee.
Members were asked to endorse the recommended sites its Officer’s had put forward

for inclusion in the Part 2 Local Plan- Housing Site Allocations. In the case of Brinsley
as set out in table 4a (page 29 of the Jobs and Economy Committee 26 January 2017
report), land east of the village to the rear of the recreational ground off Church Lane
formed the LPA’s recommended allocation to deliver 110 dwellings.
In response to the above and as it had done so previously Brinsley Parish Council
submitted representations (a copy of which is attached at Appendix D) to raise its
concerns to the Council’s preferred site, the selection process conducted by the
Borough Council and to put forward a further site as a potential alternative site for
allocation. The alternative site put forward being land off Cordy Lane (referred to as
Option 2). The Council’s suggested site for allocation at that time - land off Church
Lane - was referred to as Option 1. It is understood that each of the potential option
sites put forward could provide provision of circa 110 homes.
Following the request from Brinsley Parish Council to consider a potential alternative
site it was decided by Members of the Jobs and Economy committee that the Borough
Council would consult upon the potential alternative development site known as land off
Cordy Lane (Option 2). The consultation ran from 13 February 2017 until 24 March
2017 and the Council published in its consultation paper dated February 2017 that the
aim of the consultation was to gain further information on any issues that will need to
be considered including, as per the published comments form made available by the
Council (See Appendix E), an invitation for interested parties to suggest any other
Brinsley sites which have not yet been considered for allocation that should be
allocated for development (see question 3).
In response to the invitation to make comments on the above consultation we wrote to
the Council to make representations on behalf of our client to both the Option sites and
also took the opportunity, as per question 3, to put forward our clients site - Land to the
rear of 145 Broad Lane and Clumber Avenue - as a potential alternative site to provide
an element of the required housing. A copy of our submission and supporting
appendices are attached at Appendix F.
Although both option sites which were being considered were notably smaller parcels
of land than those previously proposed, it is our view on behalf of our client that rather
than reliance being placed solely on one parcel of land to deliver the full quantum of
housing required in Brinsley, instead a number of smaller sites should be released out
of the Green Belt to sensitively absorb the housing requirements stipulated. This, in our
view, would mitigate and/or minimise any negative impacts on the character of the
surrounding countryside and Green Belt as expanded upon further in our submission.
Our clients site includes an underused paddock to the rear of 145 Broad Lane and
Clumber Avenue, in Brinsley that forms a logical extension to provide up to 40
dwellings to help boost the supply of housing in the area.
It is deliverable and developable and available now. It should also be noted that a pre
application enquiry has been lodged with the Council which further illustrates our
client’s appetite to bring the site forward.
In terms of further background we wish to draw to your attention the organic growth and
expansion that has occurred in this part of Brinsley in the recent past. Historic maps
suggest that the dwellings along Broad Lane which display a linear style of
development were constructed in the early 1900s, the dwellings on the Clumber
Avenue estate were constructed in two phases, the first being in the 1980s and a
further phase later in the 1990s as shown below:

Phase 1 Clumber Avenue: 1980s�Phase 2 Clumber Avenue: 1990s
Our research has uncovered that the first phase of dwellings gained planning
permission at Appeal in 1980 (ref APP/3346/79/12072/G2) and the Inspector when
allowing the Appeal acknowledged that whilst the site was part of a gently sloping
hillside, it was reasonably screened by hedgerows and the lower parts are adjacent to
the top of Clumber Avenue and rear of dwellings which front onto Broad Lane. He also

identified that the development of the site would integrate well with the existing houses
and is not far away from the village centre. Furthermore, he noted that there were no
outstanding natural features in the locality and held the opinion that development of the
site would not prejudice the overall green belt concept. With regards the second phase
(23 dwellings) the applicant was East Midlands Housing Association so was
presumably granted as a rural exceptions site.
Having lodged representations in a timely fashion we were subsequently advised that
all the comments received as part of the consultation exercise carried out would be
considered and would be reported to the Jobs and Economy Committee in due course.
Having tracked down the Jobs and Economy (J and E) Committee Paper dated
28.06.17 (which is attached at Appendix G) prior to the meeting on 06.07.17 we wrote
to the Council on 30 June 2017 in relation to agenda item 4: Part Two Local Plan and
the further Brinsley consultation to question why no reference to the representations
had been made. We queried that whilst the pros and cons of both Option 1 and 2 were
discussed, there seemed to be very limited commentary/discussion made on possible
alternative sites, if any.
We also queried why in Appendix 2 that the comments made by individual statutory
consultees and also Councillor Handley were set out under the heading ‘Site Promoter
(Owner/Agent/Developer)’. We questioned why no entries were recorded and also
under the heading ‘Other Developers/Landowners’ why the report only records one
name - P Routledge - as making comment and listed his individual concerns.
The report then went on to list ‘Public’ comments under the headings ‘Support Option
1’, ‘Object to Option 2’, ‘Support Option 2’, ‘Object to Option 1’ with bulleted lists under
various headings. It then contains a section entitled ‘Other General Issues’ and a final
section - Other Sites are listed.
We also asked for confirmation as to whether the Council received our timely submitted
representations and questioned why our representation has not been listed or recorded
in the applicable section of the report (being mindful that the named individual P
Routeledge is listed in the Other developer/landowner section). Finally, we also asked
why there did not appear to be any consideration or commentary made whatsoever in
response to the lengthy list of other sites that have been identified by interested parties.
Having been informed by Officers in Democratic Services that public speaking was not
allowed at the J and E Committee we were surprised to be advised that at the
discretion of the Chairman the site promotors for both Brinsley Option sites 1 and 2 as
well as a representative from Brinsley Parish Council were being given the opportunity
to address Committee.
Whilst the consultation exercise invited people to make comments on each of the two
option sites this was not the sole purpose of the consultation exercise. It did also clearly
invite people with the opportunity to put forward alternative sites for which we did on
behalf of our client. Having read the committee report, we question the robustness and
credibility of the evidence base as we cannot find any subsequent appraisal or
commentary of any of the sites that have been suggested as alternatives by interest
parties. With this in mind it would only seem equal that other interested parties and site
promoters should have been provided with the opportunity to address committee as
was the case in relation to both the Option 1 and 2 sites. This matter was raised with
the planning policy team.
Having acknowledged that an editing error had been made in the preparation of the 6
July 2017 J and E committee report, a summary note of our representation was
reported as a late item to the 6 July 2017 J and E committee. This is attached at
Appendix H. Whilst some of the salient comments we raised were listed no reciprocal
comments were made by Planning Officers in response to the issues raised in our
representation. It is therefore unclear as to whether any analysis or appraisal of any of
the alternative sites put forward as part of the consultation process had been
undertaken as nothing was set out in the report.
Following the presentations made by the site promotors for both Brinsley Option sites 1
and 2 as well as a representative from Brinsley Parish Council, Members of the J and E
Committee subsequently approved the preparation of the plan with the inclusion of the
Brinsley Option 1 site, as recommended, as the Brinsley allocation which now forms
the basis of Policy 5.
In light of the above it is our view that the evidence base that led to the choice made for

the allocation at Brinsley has not been adequately justified as it lacks any accountable
assessment or appraisal of the many possible reasonable alternative sites put forward
by interested parties during the consultation exercises carried out.
Full assessment details for all the Brinsley SHLAA sites considered since 2013 do not
appear to exist, and if they do, they do not appear to have been made publicly available
for interested parties to review and furthermore they do not appear to have been
consulted upon as part of the process. When invited to submit comments on the
Potential Alternative Brinsley Site consultation, and whilst question 3 of the comments
form invited peoples’ view on other sites at Brinsley for possible allocation, no
commentary has been made as to why and how sites have been assessed and/or
discounted.
For these reasons and on behalf of our client it is our view that the Plan is not sound
and that the justification for Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation is not based upon a robust
and credible evidence base.
We therefore urge the Inspector to carefully examine the evidence base that led to the
proposed allocation at Brinsley as summarised above and satisfy him or herself that the
site selection process and consultation with local stakeholders has been carried out in
a satisfactory manner on the basis of the evidence that has been made available.
Finally, and in answer to question 5: Public Examination Attendance, and in light of the
issues and concerns outlined in this correspondence we would like to register our
desire to attend and participate at the public examination.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you require any further information.
Kind regards
J Pope
Jon Pope BSc (Hons) MSc MRTPI
Director
See attached comments and appendices A to H

Question 4
Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider
necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant
or sound. You will need to say why this modification
will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound.

See attached comments

Question 5
Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification, do
you consider it necessary to participate at the public
examination?

Yes

If you wish to participate at the public examination,
To discuss the content of these representations
please outline why you consider this to be necessary

Broxtowe Part
Local Plan
Agent
Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Orgamsat1on

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you w ish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy T earn regarding future consultations.

Please tick here
Please help us s *"'
can be sent to:

-

B

•• • • ..

- • •

• -

- •

J.

...... - •

•

•

•

•

• •

•

- - . ..

address that correspondence

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www. broxtowe.gov. uk/part21ocal plan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you subm1t on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used 1n the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance wtth the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public 1nspection All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
Fo r m ore information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: pollcy@broxtowe.gov uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

-...-..
Policy number

Document

Policy text/
Paragraph

Page number

Policy 1: Flood Risk

c
cu

-c..

-cu
(.)

0

..J
N

~

ns

c..

Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Poli cy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11 : The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre. A 1 Retail in Eastwood
PolicY' 13-: Proposals for main town centre uses 1n
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
P olicy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Portcy 18: S hopfronts, signage and secunty measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazar<ious Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21 : Unstable land
Pol icy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Po licy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley .2.9: Cemetery Extensions
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Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31 : Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

s ·~

"5 · 2

I

Policies Map
Sustainabllity
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc. )
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if requ ired. Please use one form per represent ation.

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to the
guidance note at for an explanation of these terms)

2 .1

Legally compl~ant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

I

'

.><

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No ' to 2.3 above
If you think this-paragraph o r policy of the- Plan is notsound-;-fs- this because:

-------

It is not justified

.....,/

It is not effective

v"'

v

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
- unsound·or does·not comply with the·duty to · co~operate .-- Alternatively;-if-you·wish ·to ·support·any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
S~

-"'-=

~C-l-~lSc>

~B::.N\. \ S.S•C>N~t::::.

-~~.D I~

R:i:r~

-.J \ ~V\ ' ,..J
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
~.~~!JlJ>.Ii~f1t o.r .!?9.~~nd ... x,?~-~.iJt n~ed, .t.o. ~~--~.~y tpi.s ,:[t!od~i[£:<t_tiq~,~~ill .m~~J.~e .'-:.c.>~~~Jl,JaD. J~g~,l.ly . -.iJil·,

t.fo~pl~a.-"'t;<.?f:-~9.un~~Jt£WiU·b~~..1~~f~IL~f,yo~}~!i.~!iJ~·~t~P.~tJ~~~~t~,~y~.l)f~!,~gge~~~~d-!_r~'£~~~~·~2r~mQ~

:·~!;3~.!"Y,iRQ1•cy ;5?rJ~.~~Lfi~~.!~-~J.b.e; ~s p_r~-S~~.~ :.~~pos~t~.!-~;·· ~gnt•!l!·t~ :.Qtt:~'l~~~!r~. sh~e! t~f~m~c;e~~~ry: '.' '~-~

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
-

-·~-----------

--------------- -

-----

--------------

-

-- --------- -------·--- --. -------- ----------

If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?
I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

-If you·wish to -participate -at the-public·examination,-please·outline why-you-consider this·to·be necessary

--

Pleas""e note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wrsh to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper 1f requ1red. Please use one form per representation.

CABINET

Meeting to be held in the
New Council Chamber, Town Hall, Beeston, Nottingham,
NG9 1AB
Tuesday 13 October 2015 at 7.00pm

5 October 2015
Dear Councillor
You are hereby requested to attend a meeting of the Cabinet to be held at the
date/place and time mentioned above for the purpose of transacting the business of the
agenda set out below.
Decisions made at this meeting will be published as soon as is reasonably practicable.
Urgent decisions which will be shown as asterisked agenda items or as may be
determined by Cabinet will be effective immediately. Non-urgent decisions may be
called in within 5 working days of this meeting in accordance with standing order X/30.
This agenda gives notice of items to be considered in private as required by Regulations
5 (4) and (5) of The Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access
to Information) (England) Regulations 2012.
Should you require advice on declaring an interest in any item on the agenda, please
contact the Monitoring Officer at your earliest convenience.
Yours faithfully

RUTH E HYDE
Chief Executive
To:

Members of the Cabinet
Other members of the Council (for information)

AGENDA
1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Members are requested to declare the existence and nature of any disclosable
pecuniary interest and/or other interest in any item on the agenda.

3.

MINUTES

PAGES 1 – 8

Cabinet is asked to confirm the minutes of the meeting held on 22 September
2015 as a correct record.
4.

CABINET WORK PROGRAMME

PAGES 9 – 10

Cabinet is asked to approve its Work Programme, including potential key
decisions that will help to achieve the Council’s key priorities and associated
objectives.
5.

SCRUTINY REVIEWS

PAGES 11 – 12

The purpose of this report is to make members aware of matters proposed for
and undergoing scrutiny.
6.

PROGRAMME OF MEETINGS FOR JANUARY
TO APRIL 2016

PAGES 13 – 15

To seek approval of the Programme of Meetings for January to April 2016.
7.

RESOURCES

7.1

Budget Variations 2015/16

PAGES 16 – 21

To seek approval for a number of capital and revenue budget variations which
have been identified in recent months.
7.2

Grants to Voluntary and Community Organisations,
Charitable Bodies and Individuals involved in
Sports, the Arts and Disability Matters 2015/16

PAGES 22 – 27

To consider requests for grant aid in accordance with the provisions of the
Council’s Grant Aid Policy.

7.3

Beeston Business Improvement District (BID)
Renewal Ballot

PAGES 28 – 29

To report on the outcome of the recent Beeston BID renewal ballot.
8.

STRATEGIC PLANNING

8.1

Summary of the Potential Options for Progressing
the Council’s Part 2 Local Plan (Site Allocations
and Development Management Policies)

PAGES 30 – 146

To present to Cabinet progress made in plan preparation in Broxtowe, a summary
of responses to public consultation undertaken in February and March 2015 on
Green Belt issues and Development Management policies, to consider the
appropriate way forward and to outline further work required and timescales for
the recommended approach.
9.

HOUSING

9.1

Homelessness Duty Discharge into the Private
Rented Sector Policy

PAGES 147 – 153

To provide details of the Council’s proposed policy of discharging the Authority’s
homelessness duty into the private sector in accordance with the Localism Act
2011.
9.2

Housing Services Annual Report 2014/15

PAGE 154

To seek Cabinet approval for the Housing Services Annual Report.
9.3

Social Letting Agency

PAGES 155 – 163

The purpose of this report is to provide details of the Council’s Social Letting
Agency (SLA) which has been piloted by the Council’s Housing Allocations and
Options team since January 2015.
9.4

Solar Panel Proposals for Retirement
Living Schemes

PAGE 164

To advise members of proposals to install solar panels at a number of the
Council’s retirement living schemes and to seek appropriate delegated powers.
10.

LEISURE

10.1

Oxylane – Joint Planning Application

PAGES 165 – 167

To consider if the Cabinet decision to submit a joint planning application with
Oxylane is still appropriate.

10.2

Spin Bikes

PAGES 168 – 171

To seek a supplementary capital estimate in respect of the replacement of the XBikes at Kimberley Leisure Centre and Chilwell Olympia Sports Centre.

CABINET
22 SEPTEMBER 2015
Present:
Councillors:

Councillor R I Jackson, Chair
S J Carr
M R Kee
E Kerry
P Lally
G Marshall
J M Owen
P J Owen
P D Simpson

An apology for absence was received from Councillor M Radulovic MBE.
52.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no declarations of interest.

53.

MINUTES
The minutes of the meeting held on 1 September 2015 were confirmed and
signed.

54.

CABINET WORK PROGRAMME
RESOLVED that the Work Programme as amended, be approved.
Reason
The items included in the work programme will help to achieve the Council’s
key priorities and associated objectives.

55.

SCRUTINY REVIEWS
Cabinet noted the matters proposed for and undergoing scrutiny.

56.

RESOURCES

56.1 Review of Corporate Plan Progress
Cabinet noted the progress against outcome targets linked to Corporate Plan
priorities and objectives. Members requested information regarding methods
by which Community Action Team (CAT) meetings could become more
1

inclusive. It was suggested that a meeting would be held at which all
members could propose ideas for appropriate models for CAT meetings.
56.2 Nottinghamshire Business Rates Pool and Surplus Distribution
From 1 April 2013, all of the seven Nottinghamshire District Councils joined
with Nottinghamshire County Council to form a Business Rates Pool. This
approach has enabled a greater level of financial resources to be retained
within Nottinghamshire, as any levy paid by a district council on business rate
growth would ordinarily be paid to central government, whereas under the
pooling arrangements, this is retained locally.
Cabinet noted the outturn position on the Nottinghamshire Business Rates
Pool for the years 2013/14 and 2014/15 as at 31 March and considered
distribution of the Pool surplus.
1.

2.

3.

RESOLVED that:
The decision of the City of Nottingham and Nottinghamshire
Economic Prosperity Committee to retain the entire Pool surplus
generated in 2013/14 for use by the Combined Authority be
approved.
The decision of the City of Nottingham and Nottinghamshire
Economic Prosperity Committee to retain 50% of the Pool surplus
generated in 2014/15 for use by the Combined Authority and
distribute the other 50% to Pool members be approved.
The approval of the 50/50 distribution approach for future
financial years be delegated to the Chief Executive.

Reason
This will assist with the Council’s objective of securing jobs and business
growth.
56.3 Deregulation Act – Proposed Changes to Taxi Fees
The Council currently issues taxi driver licences for a one year period only
and an operator licence for three years. The fee for these licences is reviewed
and set annually in the Council’s budget report. The Deregulation Act, which
received Royal Assent in April of this year, amends the default period for each
of these licences.
RESOLVED that the proposed fees for consultation be approved.
RECOMMENDED to Council that the proposed fees be adopted,
subject to consultation responses being considered.
Reason
This will assist with the Council’s corporate priority of jobs and business
growth.
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56.4 Pre Eviction Policy
Cabinet considered a report which sought to put in place a revised Policy to
ensure that the Council be able to properly collect its rent in an effective and
efficient way and discharge its legal duties while doing so. The report also
asked Cabinet to clarify the Scheme of Delegation to avoid ambiguity in the
Council’s decision making processes.
Members stated that the Policy would set out the Council’s principles around
the protection of vulnerable tenants in addition to giving duty to the process.
1.
2.

RESOLVED that:
The Policy, along with the appended protocol, be approved.
The Scheme of Delegation, as detailed at appendix 2 of the report,
be amended.

Reason
1. and 2. This will assist with the Council’s value of a strong caring focus
around the needs of communities.
57.

BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER

57.1 Twinning Grant Aid – Broxtowe Badminton Club
Cabinet considered a request for grant aid towards a twinning visit to
Gütersloh Badminton Club by the Broxtowe Badminton Club. The two clubs
have been engaged in regular reciprocal visits since the twinning agreement
commenced in 1978. Members considered that the size of the grant should be
appropriate to the number of children and adults taking part in the visit. A
decision would be taken on clarification of the details.
RESOLVED that delegated authority be given to the Director of
Housing, Leisure and Property Services, in consultation with the three
group Leaders, to finalise the amount of grant awarded.
Reason
This will assist with the Council’s key priority of bringing people together and
the objective to support events, which bring people together and encourage
pride in our Borough.
58.

HOUSING, LEISURE AND PROPERTY SERVICES

58.1 Eastwood Community Football Club – 3G Pitch Development
In July 2014, Cabinet approved Eastwood Community Football Club as the
preferred operator of the football ground at Coronation Park, Eastwood. Since
that time the Club has been working hard and has met all its stated aims for
the first year of its development plan. Members considered the provision of
financial support from section 106 funds for the development of a 3G pitch.
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RESOLVED that a financial contribution of £110,000 be made to
Eastwood Community Football Club CIC in support of their application
to develop a stadium 3G pitch, funded from Section 106 contributions.
Reason
This will assist with the Council’s objective of bringing people together.
58.2 Management Options Appraisal – Leisure and Culture
Further to the development of the Leisure Facilities Strategy, Continuum
Sports and Leisure was asked to undertake an outline appraisal of the
potential options open to this Council for the future delivery of its leisure and
cultural services. Cabinet considered the development of proposals for the
creation of a Local Authority Trading Company (LATC) to operate Leisure and
Cultural Services.
Members stated that the creation of a company would provide a number of
benefits to the Council due to increased competition by private service
providers. Members requested clarification on transference of current
employees to a new company and whether the TUPE conditions were
appropriate. It was suggested that future reports would be provided on terms
and conditions when necessary, in addition to definite proposals.
RESOLVED that the principle of the establishment of a LATC and
that authority be delegated to the Director of Housing, Leisure and
Property Services, in consultation with the Leader and Portfolio Holder,
to progress and prepare a further report to Cabinet and Council to
approve details as referred to in appendix 2 of the report, be approved.
RECOMMENDED to Council a supplementary estimate of £100,000
to be funded from reserves for the preparation of the LATC.
Reason
The creation of a LATC presents the best overall option for the Council both in
terms of the delivery of the Leisure Facilities Strategy and in respect of
financial benefits. This will assist with the Council’s objectives of bringing
people together and value for money. There are considerable potential
savings available to this Council through the creation of the Company.
59.

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC AND PRESS
RESOLVED that, under Section 100A of the Local Government
Act, 1972, the public and press be excluded from the meeting for the
following items of business on the grounds they involve the likely
disclosure of exempt information as defined in paragraphs 1, 2, 3, and 7
of Schedule 12A of the Act.
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60.

REFERENCES

60.1

Beeston Town Centre Advisory Committee – 10 September 2015
The Square Phase 2 – Procurement Aspects
1.

2.

3.

RESOLVED that:
Specialist advisors be appointed to assist in delivering the
aspiration of a cinema-based evening economy and high quality
public realm at The Square phase 2, delivered via the OJEU
process.
A Project Board be established with the following delegated
powers to keep the project moving at the desired pace.
a. Full delegated authority to progress the project in accordance
with the timetable in the report, provided always that such actions
remain with budget.
b. The Project Board will report back to Cabinet for approval of
the Council’s aspirations and the appointment of any preferred
developer.
c. Selection of the membership of the Project Board is delegated
to the Chief Executive in consultation with the Leader.
A supplementary capital estimate of £150,000 be approved, to be
taken initially from reserves, in order to fund the necessary work
to enable the project to proceed.

Reason
This will assist with the Council’s objective to provide value for money.
61.

RESOURCES

61.1

Job Evaluation Review of Senior Officer Posts
1.
2.
3.

RESOLVED to:
Implement the recommendation of the report in appendix 1 of the
report and regrade the positions of Head of Leisure and Culture
and Head of Property Services to CO2.
Set the implementation date for the regrade of these officers at
April 2014.
Add the additional pay scale detailed in the report and implement
in respect of the Director of Housing, Leisure and Property
Services.

Reason
This will assist with the Council’s objective to provide value for money.
61.2

Voluntary Redundancy Scheme
RESOLVED that the temporary enhancement to the Voluntary
Redundancy Scheme attached at appendix 2 of the report, together with
the amendments therein, be approved until 31 March 2016.
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Reason
This will assist with the Council’s objective to provide value for money.
61.3

Application for Voluntary Redundancy
RESOLVED that the application for voluntary redundancy as set
out in appendix 2 of the report be approved.
Reason
This will assist with the Council’s objective to provide value for money.

61.4

Eastwood Cemetery Chapel
RESOLVED that the restoration option as set out in the appendix
to the report be approved as the preferred option.
Options considered and rejected
Non restoration option
Reason
This will assist with the Council’s objective to provide value for money.

61.5

Cash Offices
A recorded vote was proposed by Councillor G Marshall and seconded by
Councillor P Lally. The voting was as follows:
For
R I Jackson
M R Kee
E Kerry
J M Owen
P J Owen
P D Simpson

Against
S J Carr
P Lally
G Marshall

Abstention

RESOLVED that Option 1 in the appendix to the report, Close
down all three cash offices and cease to take cash at Council premises,
be approved as the preferred option.
Options considered and rejected
2.
Close down all three cash offices and make alternative arrangements
for the public to make payments.
3.
Establish payment kiosk facilities as an alternative to taking cash
payments at offices.
4.
Remove the facility at Stapleford as the least cost-effective service
provision.
5.
Continue with all three cash offices but increase the range of work
conducted at the offices.
Reason
This will assist with the Council’s objective to provide value for money
6

61.6

Establishment Review – Revenues, Benefits and Customer Services
RESOLVED that, as from 1 April 2016, the establishment changes
to the Revenues, Benefits and Customer Services Division as set out in
the report be approved.
Reason
This will assist with the Council’s objective to provide value for money

62.

COMMUNITY SAFETY

62.1 Pest Control Service
RESOLVED that the item be deferred to allow for consultation.
Reason
Consultation will allow for members to consider further information.
63.

BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER

63.1 D H Lawrence Heritage Centre Closure
A recorded vote was proposed by Councillor G Marshall and seconded by
Councillor P Lally. The voting was as follows:
For
S J Carr
R I Jackson
M R Kee
E Kerry
J M Owen
P J Owen
P D Simpson
1.
2.
3.
4.

Against
P Lally
G Marshall

Abstention

RESOLVED that:
The closure of D H Lawrence Heritage Centre at 31 March 2016
and a continued service based on the proposals contained within
the report.
That a further report on the proposals for the future of the
building be brought to Cabinet when the options have been
evaluated.
That the changes to the establishment be approved and
incorporated into the preparation of the 2016/17 budget.
That delegated authority be made to the Deputy Chief Executive,
in consultation with the Leader, to authorise any necessary
expenditure arising from the costs of redundancy and pension
strain.

Reason
7

64.

1. 2. 3. and 4. This will assist with the Council’s objectives of value for money.
HOUSING, LEISURE AND PROPERTY SERVICES

64.1 Council Offices Beeston, - Letting of Ground Floor Space to the Department
of Work and Pensions
1.
2.
3.

RESOLVED that:
The DWP be allowed to occupy space within the Council Offices,
Beeston.
Authority be delegated to the Director of Housing, Leisure and
Property Services in consultation with the Resources Portfolio
Holder to agree the heads of terms for the occupation of the DWP.
Authority be delegated to the Director of Housing, Leisure and
Property Services in consultation with the Director of Legal and
Planning Services to enter into the lease.

Reason
1. 2. and 3. This will assist with the Council’s objectives of value for money.
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CABINET

13 October 2015

Report of the Director of Legal and Planning Services

CABINET WORK PROGRAMME
1.

Purpose of report
Cabinet is asked to approve its Work Programme, including potential key
decisions.

2.

Detail
The Work Programme for future meetings is set out in the appendix.

Recommendation
Cabinet is asked to RESOLVE that the Work Programme, including key
decisions, be approved.
Background papers
Nil
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CABINET

13 October 2015
APPENDIX
Cabinet Work Programme

3 November 2015

Corporate Plan Performance 2015/16
Exercise of Section 32 Powers for Pay & Display
Machines.
Leasehold Service Charge Increase
Service Charges to General Needs Housing Tenants
Constitution
Economic Development
Pest Control
Beeston Action Plan

24 November 2015

Playing Pitch Strategy
Parks and Green Spaces Strategy
Property Development Strategy
Environmental Services restructure

15 December 2015

Programme of Meetings for 2016/17
Housing Development Company
Finalise New Corporate Plan 2015-20
Comprehensive Spending Review
Grants to Voluntary and Community Organisations,
Charitable Bodies and Individuals Involved in Sports,
the Arts and Disability Matters 2015/16

* Key decision
+ Decision taken in private
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CABINET

13 October 2015

Report of the Director of Legal and Planning Services

SCRUTINY REVIEWS
1.

Purpose of report
The purpose of this report is to make members aware of matters proposed
for and undergoing scrutiny.

2.

Background
Cabinet is asked to give consideration to the future programme and decisionmaking with knowledge of the forthcoming scrutiny agenda. It also enables
Cabinet to suggest topics for future scrutiny.

3.

Detail
The Environment, Housing & Leisure and Strategic Planning & Economic
Development Examination and Inquiry Groups (EIGs) are continuing to follow
their Work Programmes, which include a Community Toilet Scheme, the
Lifeline Service and the Local Plan – Part 2 respectively. The Overview and
Scrutiny Committee (OSC) has resolved to conduct a review of the Council’s
Constitution. Further detail is included in the appendix.

Recommendation
Cabinet is asked to NOTE the report.
Background papers
Nil
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CABINET

13 October 2015
APPENDIX

The current Work Programmes of the EIGs are as follows:
Housing & Leisure EIG
4 November 2015

•
•

Draft reports on the lifeline service
and Homelessness
Service charges for general needs
housing

Environment EIG
25 November 2015

•

Community
Toilet
Scheme
Renewable Energy Projects

•

Local Plan – Part 2

Strategic Planning & Economic
Development EIG
14 October 2015
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CABINET

13 October 2015

Report of the Director of Legal and Planning Services

PROGRAMME OF MEETINGS FOR JANUARY TO APRIL 2016
1.

Purpose of report
To seek approval of the Programme of Meetings for January to April
2016, thereby promoting all the Council’s objectives.

2.

Detail
The proposed Programme of Meetings is shown in the appendix. In
addition, intermediate Planning Committee meetings may be called to
meet statutory timescales for planning decisions. Alcohol and
Entertainment and Licensing and Appeals Committee meetings will be
interchangeable and called as necessary to deal with the business
available.
The dates for the Bramcote Bereavement Services Joint Committee
are agreed by that Committee.
In accordance with the Member Development Charter criteria the
programme takes account of cultural and faith commitments and has
been composed so as to avoid collision with any significant dates.

3.

Further information
Following requests by Members school holidays have been taken into
account. A further report will shortly be submitted to Cabinet which will
present a timetable for meetings from May 2016 to April 2017. The new
schedule with a revised meeting list will also consider school holidays.

Recommendation
Cabinet is asked to RESOLVE that the Programme of Meetings for 2016,
as set out in the appendix, be approved.
Background papers
Nil
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CABINET

13 October 2015

Meeting dates for 2016

APPENDIX

Date 2016

Meeting

06 January

Overview & Scrutiny

11 January

Environment EIG

12 January

Housing & Leisure EIG

13 January

Planning Committee

14 January

Bramcote Bereavement Services*

18 January

Budget Advisory Committee

19 January

Beeston Town Centre Advisory Committee

20 January

Strategic Planning & Economic Development EIG

27 January

Council

01 February

Overview & Scrutiny

02 February

Licensing & Appeals

03 February

Overview & Scrutiny

04 February

HS2/Toton Advisory Committee

08 February

Kimberley Advisory Committee

09 February

Cabinet

10 February

Planning Committee

11 February

Local Joint Consultative Committee

22 February

Environment EIG

23 February

Alcohol & Entertainments

24 February

Housing & Leisure EIG

02 March

Council

07 March

General Purposes & Audit

08 March

Eastwood Advisory Committee

09 March

Strategic Planning & Economic Development EIG

15 March

Cabinet

16 March

Planning Committee

22 March

Standards

23 March

Overview & Scrutiny

24 March

Bramcote Bereavement Services*

19 April

Cabinet
14

CABINET

13 October 2015

Date 2016

Meeting

20 April

Planning Committee

04 May

Council

* Date approved by the Bramcote Bereavement Services Joint Committee.
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CABINET - Resources

13 October 2015

Report of the Deputy Chief Executive

BUDGET VARIATIONS 2015/16
1.

Purpose of report
To seek approval for a number of capital and revenue budget variations which
have been identified in recent months.

2.

Background
As a result of known funding changes and other variations identified through
budget monitoring, the approval of Cabinet is required to vary a number of
capital and revenue budgets.
Appendix 1 sets out details of proposed changes to the capital programme
whilst appendix 2 deals with revenue budgets. Appendix 3 sets out how it is
envisaged that the 2015/16 capital programme will be financed.

3.

Financial implications
The capital changes set out in appendix 1 are in respect of schemes that are
all externally funded.
The General Fund changes set out in appendix 2 show a net saving of
£65,000. It is proposed that these savings will be reflected in the revised
estimate for 2015/16 when it is brought forward later in the year and that the
reduction in expenditure be returned to reserves.
Any shortfalls in a capital receipts required to finance the 2015/16 capital
programme as set out in appendix 3 will need to be met from a combination of
revenue contributions or additional borrowing.

Recommendation
Cabinet is asked to RESOLVE that the budget variations and proposed
changes to reserves as set out in the report be approved.
Background papers
Nil
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APPENDIX 1

CAPITAL BUDGET VARIATIONS 2015/16
(i)

General Fund
Scheme

Replacement
Vehicles and Plant

Coronation Park –
Skate Park

Beeston Parish
Church – LED
Lighting

Beeston Town Centre
– Street Furniture

TOTAL

Original Amended
Comments
budget
budget
(£)
(£)
587,000
309,050 The 2015/16 budget has been
used to purchase 2 refuse
freighters. Following a review of
the replacement programme, no
further purchases are anticipated
in 2015/16.
22,000
170,850 The original budget was to be met
from S106 funds. Nottinghamshire
County Council (NCC) have now
provided a further £148,850 for
this scheme. NCC are managing
the scheme and work is now
underway.
24,400
0 Cabinet on 6 January 2015
approved a scheme to up-light
Beeston Parish Church with LED
lighting with the cost to be met
from S106 funds. Planning issues
meant that this has had to be
revisited and a new proposal will
be brought forward.
0
24,400 The S106 funds intended to be
used for LED lighting at Beeston
Parish Church have now been
used for the purchase of new
street furniture in Beeston Town
Centre.
633,400
510,200
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(ii)

13 October 2015

Housing Revenue Account
Scheme

Affordable Housing –
Peatfield Court
(Stapleford)

New Build – Linwood
Crescent (Eastwood)

TOTAL

Original Amended
Comments
budget
budget
(£)
(£)
99,500
126,300 Cabinet on 16 October 2014
approved a scheme to provide 3
new bungalows on the site of the
former garage block adjacent to
the Retirement Living complex at
an estimated cost of £285,850.
The majority of the scheme was
completed in 2014/15. The
overspend is due to additional
material and labour costs. The
scheme is being funded from
available right to buy receipts.
125,050
118,950 Cabinet on 24 June 2014
approved a scheme to build 3
dementia friendly bungalows at an
estimated cost of £365,000. The
majority of the scheme was
completed in 2014/15 and the
work is now complete. The
scheme is being funded from
available right to buy receipts.
224,550
245,250
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APPENDIX 2

General Fund Revenue Budget Variations 2015/16 - to August 2015
Budget Head
Garden Waste Collection Income

Land Charges Fee Income
TOTAL – GENERAL FUND

Latest
Budget (£)
Projection £)
Comments
(500,000)
(550,000) The demand for the garden waste collection service
under the new charging arrangements continues to
exceed expectations and should result in a level of
income that is greatly in excess of the amount in the
2015/16 budget.
(120,000)
(135,000) Income from land charges has been exceeding the
budget during 2015/16 with a total of £57,685 received
in the first five months of the year.
(620,000)
(685,000)
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The 2015/16 capital programme as at 13 October 2015 (subject to other reports on
this agenda) is split between the General Fund and Housing Revenue Account as
follows:
£
2,561,500
8,799,800
11,361,300

General Fund
Housing Revenue Account
TOTAL

The planned financing of the 2015/16 capital programme analysed between the
General Fund and Housing Revenue Account is as follows:
(i)

General Fund
Central Government (Disabled Facilities Grant)
Other Capital Grants
Section 106 Contributions
Capital Receipts
Capital Reserve
Vehicle Renewals Reserve
Awaiting Funding
TOTAL

£
377,000
440,750
173,900
572,650
93,750
587,000
316,450
2,561,500

The schemes shown in the table above as “awaiting funding” are as follows:
Bramcote Leisure Centre – Replacement Fitness Gym Equipment
Kimberley Leisure Centre – Replacement Fitness Gym Equipment
Chilwell Olympia – Replacement Fitness Gym Equipment
Eastwood Cemetery Chapel – Phase 2
Contingency

£
150,000
100,000
28,800
42,650
55,000

Less:
Assumed Capital Receipts 2015/16
HRA Contribution to General Fund 2015/16

(40,000)
(20,000)

TOTAL

316,450

The available General Fund capital receipts at 31 August 2015 totalled £677,883.
This includes £285,552 received on 10 August 2015 as a further payment in respect
of tram compensation. As agreed by Cabinet on 22 September 2015, some
£150,000 of this latest payment is to be used to meet the initial costs of Phase 2 of
the Beeston Square development.
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No further significant capital receipts arising from the disposal of assets are
anticipated at the present time. The size and timing of any further tram compensation
receipts are unknown.
(i)

Housing Revenue Account
Prudential Borrowing
Major Repairs Reserve
Revenue Contributions
Capital Receipts from Right to Buy Sales
TOTAL

£
1,497,000
3,424,850
2,753,400
1,124,550
8,799,800

The total available capital receipts from right to buy sales at 31 August 2015 stood at
£725,670. If there are insufficient capital receipts at 31 March 2016 to finance HRA
capital expenditure in 2015/16 then any shortfall will be addressed by a combination
of additional borrowing, increased revenue contributions or section 106 funding (if
available).
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Report of the Deputy Chief Executive

GRANTS TO VOLUNTARY AND COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONS,
CHARITABLE BODIES AND INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN SPORTS,
THE ARTS AND DISABILITY MATTERS 2015/16
1.

Purpose of report
To consider requests for grant aid in accordance with the provisions of the
Council’s Grant Aid Policy.

2.

Applications and financial position
Details of the applications received are included in the appendix for
consideration. The amount available for distribution in 2015/16 is as follows:
£
TOTAL PROVISION (#)

169,950

Less: Estimated requirements for:
Outstanding Rent Awards/Others (#)
Less: Other Commitments

52,500
101,655

BALANCE AVAILABLE FOR DISTRIBUTION

15,795

(#) – The ‘Total Provision’ and ‘Outstanding Rent Awards’ figures include
provision for £1,750 in respect of the application from the 2nd Beeston Sea
Scouts.
Members are reminded that they will need to suitably constrain grant awards
in 2015/16 if the budget is not to be exceeded. The demand for grant aid in
2014/15 was such that an additional allocation was required from Revenue
Contingencies. The additional sums requested for 2015/16 in this report,
when compared to the previous year, would amount to at least £2,960 if all
applications are fully supported.
Recommendation
Cabinet is asked to consider the requests and RESOLVE accordingly.
Background papers
Nil
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Applications
The following applications have been received for consideration in 2015/16:

Applicant

Ref

Eastwood Parkinson’s Exercise Group
Eastwood Tennis Club
2nd Beeston Sea Scouts
Nottingham Playhouse

1
2
3
4

Grant
Award
2014/15
£
No application
No application
1,750
2,000
Total

Grant
Request
2015/16
£
500
960
1,750
3,500
6,710

Caring Organisations
1.

Eastwood Parkinson’s Exercise Group

1.1

An application has been received from Eastwood Parkinson’s Exercise Group,
which was established in 2014, and has 16 members that meet weekly at the
Plumptre Hall, St Mary’s Church in Eastwood.

1.2

The Group provides its members with specific exercise classes aimed at
people with Parkinson’s disease. Research has shown that regular exercise
helps to improve fitness and levels, core stability and mobility, which in turn
boosts self-confidence. It is also thought to have the additional benefit of
reduced visits to the GP and referrals to rehabilitation. All of this will improve
the quality of life for both sufferers and their carers.

1.3

Eastwood Parkinson’s Exercise Group is seeking funding towards the costs of
utilising the services of a qualified instructor to deliver a specific exercise
programme for its members. The Group has received funding from the
Broxtowe Lifestyle Fund with grants of £2,496 in 2014/15 (towards the
estimated first-year operating costs) and £576 in 2015/16 (for venue hire).

1.5

For the year ended 31 May 2015, the Group generated total income of £5,089
from grants, donations and subscriptions. Annual expenditure of £2,837
mainly related to the cost of instructors, venue hire, equipment and other
running expenses. Cash at bank had increased to £2,701 at 31 May 2015.

1.6

This is the first application that the Council has received from Eastwood
Parkinson’s Exercise Group and for 2015/16 the Group has requested a grant
of £500 towards the cost of providing a fully qualified instructor.
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Sports Club
2.

Eastwood Tennis Club

2.1

Eastwood Tennis Club was formed in approximately 1900 and is based on
Church Walk in Eastwood. The Club currently serves 80 members of all ages
from Eastwood and the surrounding areas, with approximately 60 members
being Broxtowe residents.

2.2

The principal aim of Eastwood Tennis Club is to provide tennis facilities and
coaching for adults and children, delivered in both a social and competitive
environment. This activity will provide service users with all the benefits of
participating in sport, including health and well-being, improved fitness and
co-ordination, social and recreation and instilling respect for others.

2.3

In 2014, the Club received an external grant to introduce tennis into 11 local
primary schools within the catchment area. The programme was completed
over a four-week period and involved approximately 600 children in years 5
and 6. It culminated in a tournament hosted at the Club, with each school
nominating its best players, and with trophies and medals awarded to the
winners and runners-up. Sadly the Club could not raise the finance to repeat
the tournament in 2015 despite positive feedback from schools and parents.

2.4

For the 2015 summer season, coaching has been developed to particularly
focus on junior players. Participation has increased across all age ranges
from 5 to 14 years. Junior coaching is provided after school either on
Tuesday or Thursday (as tennis has to compete with other popular sports
such as football which is typically provided at a weekend). The coach has
reintroduced a junior night on Friday evenings when all children can attend
and enjoy the sport. The coaching is available at modest expense to both
members and non-members.

2.5

Eastwood Tennis Club would like to continue the junior coaching sessions
throughout the winter months. However, without being able to provide floodlit
courts (that are not presently available at the Club), the sessions will have to
cease and the children will be unable to capitalise on the skills and fitness
gained during the summer season. It is particularly important to encourage
juniors who have been recently introduced to the sport to continue with their
development. The Club offers positive opportunities for children and their
families to get involved in tennis and without a floodlit venue there is concern
that the progress made during 2015 will be lost.

2.6

The Club has considered a number of options in trying to address this issue.
One option would be to purchase temporary lighting, consisting of a
retractable lamp column, powered by rechargeable batteries. The total costs
of the purchase would be around £6,000.
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2.7

Another option is to hire an alternative local venue with suitable facilities for
tennis. The Club has been in negotiations with the Haley Conference Centre
at Eastwood Hall and has obtained an agreement in principle to hire their
floodlit court from October through to March 2016 (eight hours per week) at a
total cost of £960.

2.8

For the year ended 31 March 2015, Eastwood Tennis Club generated total
income of £5,988 which mainly related to subscriptions, match fees and
grants, including a Community Fund Grant of £2,500 and nominal funding
from Nottinghamshire County Council and Eastwood Town Council.

2.9

Expenditure for the year totalled £6,682 and was mainly in respect of
coaching fees, repairs and maintenance, subscriptions, insurances (including
contribution to the ‘Rebuilding Fund’) and other general running expenses.
The bank balances as at 31 March 2015 amounted to £17,325, which
included £13,026 earmarked in the ‘Rebuilding Fund’ for the refurbishment of
the courts and rebuilding of the pavilion.

2.10

The Council has previously supported Eastwood Tennis Club with funding
towards capital projects, albeit not in recent years. For 2015/16, the Club has
requested a grant of £960 towards the cost of providing floodlit courts (or
more should the temporary lighting scheme be supported) so that it can
continue with its junior coaching sessions during the winter months.

Miscellaneous Category
3.

2nd Beeston Sea Scouts

3.1

The 2nd Beeston Sea Scouts was established in 1928 and is based at Lilac
Grove in Beeston. The Group serves the South West Notts Scout District,
including Attenborough, Beeston South, Beeston Rylands and Wollaton. It
currently has 55 members (including 40 junior members) with the majority
living in the Borough.

3.2

The aim of the 2nd Beeston Sea Scouts is to provide scouting activities, under
the policy and rules of the Scout Association, with the speciality of water
based activities such as rowing and kayaking. The main activities of the
Group attempt to develop young people in life skills in many areas of physical,
social and mental development. Water activities are held at the Group’s base
on the River Trent at Barton Island.

3.3

For the year ended 31 December 2014, 2nd Beeston Sea Scouts generated
receipts of £14,864 from subscriptions, grants (including £2,250 from
Nottinghamshire County Council), donations and fundraising activities.
Annual payments amounted to £15,572 and included premises expenses,
such as heating and lighting and repairs and renewals, boat maintenance,
cost of scouting activities, purchase of equipment and capitation. The cash
and bank balances at 31 December 2014 totalled £4,019.
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3.4

As part of the Council’s aim to secure economic rents on its properties, the
rental of the Lilac Grove premises was assessed at £1,750 per annum from
April 2009. The 2nd Beeston Sea Scouts has only limited financial resources
and is unable to sustain a rental charge of this size.

3.5

The Council has regularly supported the 2nd Beeston Sea Scouts with grant
aid towards its rental obligations. The grants awarded in the past four years
were as follows:
2014/15
2013/14
2012/13
2011/12

£1,750
£1,750
£1,750
£1,750

3.6

For 2015/16 the 2nd Beeston Sea Scouts has requested a similar grant of
£1,750 to cover the market rental of the Lilac Grove premises. This grant
award would be for a period of one year and would have no effect on the
Council’s overall budget, with the potential award being matched by
allowances within the premises income budget.

4.

Nottingham Playhouse

4.1

Nottingham Playhouse was founded in 1948 and is located in Wellington
Circus in Nottingham. The main activities of Nottingham Playhouse are the
production of theatre, participation, education and outreach. The listed
benefits to local residents include access to professional theatre, youth
theatre, Club Encore, pre-school sessions, Senior Youth Theatre, holiday
activities, Young Company, Playhouse Ensemble, pre-show talks and a
number of free events.

4.2

Nottingham Playhouse works extensively within the Borough and attracts a
considerable number of Broxtowe residents to see its work. In the past twelve
months it is estimated that the number of visitors from Broxtowe was 18,450.
The proportion of audience coming from Broxtowe was 13% with every
Broxtowe postcode represented. Eleven different productions have taken
place, including main stage shows, Neville Studio shows and school tours.
There were 27 separate visits to Nottingham Playhouse shows from Broxtowe
schools, each representing an average of 28 pupils.

4.3

Nottingham Playhouse has created a new Youth Theatre in Chilwell whilst
also playing an active role in The Hemlock Happening event. In summer
2015 it supported three Play Days in Chilwell, Kimberley and Stapleford by
running free ‘have a go at drama’ sessions, storytelling and a competition to
win tickets to this year’s pantomime.

4.4

In 2014, the Council supported the Nottingham Playhouse youth theatre
production of Erich Remark’s classic ‘All Quiet on the Western Front’ that is
due to be performed at the Barton Bus Garage in Beeston as part of the
‘neat14’ festival in commemoration of the centenary of the 1914-18 war.
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4.5

The Nottingham Playhouse Trust Limited has provided its consolidated
financial statements for the 52 weeks ended 31 March 2014 for scrutiny (the
latest accounts are still being audited). Total income of £5.31m (including
£5.15m of unrestricted funds) was generated from grants, admissions income,
front of house and catering sales, theatre hire and events, sponsorship and
fundraising and other income generating activities. The accounts show the
local authorities supporting Nottingham Playhouse with grants in 2013/14
were Nottingham City Council (£247,430), Nottinghamshire County Council
(£94,500) and Gedling Borough Council (£1,000). Total expenditure of
£5.39m (including £5.32m from unrestricted funds) was mainly in respect of
the direct and indirect cost of theatre productions, premises and support
costs. Cash and bank balances as at 31 March 2014 amounted to £283,049.

4.6

Last year, Nottingham Playhouse one again generated a small surplus.
Looking forward, despite wide ranging cuts nationally, Arts Council England
has recently committed to fund Nottingham Playhouse with £5.2m over the
next three years (with the potential to extend beyond). Nottingham Playhouse
has also received £1m in grants from ACE to overhaul its energy efficiency.

4.7

Nottingham Playhouse has enjoyed a positive relationship with the Council
over many years and is hoping to reintroduce a more regular, if modest,
funding arrangement. It is now seeking funding of £3,500 per annum towards
its activities. Nottingham Playhouse would acknowledge the Council’s
support on its letterhead, brochures, programmes and ‘front of house’
signage, in addition to developing further projects with the Council in support
of its aims and objectives.

4.8

The Council has previously supported Nottingham Playhouse with grant aid
towards its arts and education work programme. The most recent award in
2014/15 was £2,000 to support the youth theatre production of ‘All Quiet on
the Western Front’ as part of the ‘neat14’ festival. The grants awarded in the
past four years were as follows:
2014/15
2013/14
2012/13
2011/12

4.9

£2,000
No application
No application
No application

For 2015/16 Nottingham Playhouse is seeking increased funding of £3,500
towards its programme of activities. Members should note that the grant aid
budget does not include any specific provision earmarked for Nottingham
Playhouse and any grant awarded in respect of this application will have a
direct impact on the balances available.
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Report of the Director of Housing, Leisure and Property Services

BEESTON BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT (BID) RENEWAL
BALLOT
1. Purpose of report
To report back on the outcome of the recent Beeston BID renewal ballot.
2. Background
Cabinet will recall that the Beeston BID renewal ballot took place from 2 September
to 29 September 2015. The Council decided to abstain from the ballot, thus leaving
the businesses in Beeston to make the decision.
3. Results and implications
The results are detailed in the appendix. There was a significant “No” vote – both in
terms of votes and aggregate rateable value. The Beeston BID will therefore cease
to operate on 31 December 2015. Council already employs a town centre
management team, and they will now carefully consider which how the Council can
support and assist businesses in Beeston
4. Financial implications
Council currently has a town centres revenue budget of £10,000 per annum for
Eastwood, Kimberley and Stapleford collectively, and made an annual contribution
to the Beeston BID Company of around £6,500 per annum. An action plan will be
brought to the Cabinet meeting on 3 November 2015.
Recommendation
Cabinet is asked to NOTE the report.
Background papers
Nil
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BID ballot result
Beeston Business Improvement District (BID) Renewal Ballot - Declaration of
Result.
Local Government Act 2004 Business Improvement Districts (England) Regulations
2004.
The following statement is issued by UK Engage following the Beeston
Business Improvement District (BID) Renewal Ballot.
As an agent of the ballot holder for
the Beeston Business Improvement
District (BID) Renewal Ballot I
certify as follows: Total number of
votes cast in the ballot, excluding
any given on ballot papers rejected:

222

Aggregate rateable value of each
hereditament in respect of which a
person voted in the ballot:

£3,476,395

Total number of votes cast in favour 87
of the renewal of the Beeston
Business Improvement District:
Aggregate rateable value of each
hereditament in respect of which a
person voting in the ballot has
voted in favour of the renewal of
Beeston Business Improvement
District:

£1,145,825

I hereby declare that the proposal to renew the Beeston Business Improvement District
for Broxtowe Borough Council is not approved. A majority of the business ratepayers
in the proposed BID renewal area who voted, voted against the proposal, both by
aggregate rateable value and numbers voting.
Report on turnout:
222 returns were received representing an overall turnout of 49.89%
The total number of ballot papers rejected was as follows:
0 unsigned, 0 unmarked.
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Report of the Director of Legal and Planning Services

SUMMARY OF THE POTENTIAL OPTIONS FOR PROGRESSING THE
COUNCIL’S PART 2 LOCAL PLAN (SITE ALLOCATIONS AND
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES)
1.

Purpose of the report
To present to Cabinet progress made in plan preparation in Broxtowe, to present a
summary of responses to public consultation undertaken in February and March 2015
on Green Belt issues and Development Management policies, to consider the
appropriate way forward including updated evidence, and to outline further work
required and timescales for the recommended approach.

2.

Background
The background is contained in more detail in appendix 1. In brief, the Council has been
working closely with our partners across Greater Nottingham to get aligned Core
Strategies adopted. Our shared strategy is urban concentration with regeneration which
in simple terms seeks to meet the cross-boundary need for development in full, but in
terms of housing, to have lower provision figures early in the plan period with higher
figures later. This is to allow time for sites such as Boots, Beeston Business, Park,
Kimberley Brewery and several others to deliver housing in areas in need of
regeneration which are more difficult to develop. . This shared approach was found
sound by the Inspector and lawful following a High Court challenge, and was important
in meeting our ‘duty to co-operate’ with our Greater Nottingham neighbours. Separate
papers circulated with the agenda contain the responses to the consultations mentioned
above, which follow on from the Core Strategy, and officer comments relating to some of
the key issues raised.

3.

Detail
The Core Strategy is necessary to ensure full Local Plan coverage in Broxtowe. To
enable the Council to remain in control of planning decisions, it is essential that our Part
2 Plan is prepared as quickly as possible (without cutting corners which will lead to a
finding of unsoundness) The detail to inform this is included in the appendices. This
includes advice from Morag Ellis QC, a leading planning barrister, who advises that any
attempt to reduce housing provision figures in Broxtowe will not stand a realistic
prospect of being found sound. This advice is contained in a report which is circulated
separately with the agenda papers.

4.

Financial implications
There are adequate funds in existing budgets to cover the cost of progressing the Local
Plan to pre-examination stage. There is no current budget for defending planning
appeals which will be submitted if progress is not made. 2016/17 is the final year of the
first tranche of New Homes Bonus, which the Council receives for every new home built
or brought back into use. For 2017/18 the Council will need to secure £191k in new
Homes Bonus to replace the lost income relating to the first tranche of the scheme.

Recommendation
Cabinet RESOLVES that:
1. Option 2 in appendix 3 of the report be Council’s recommended approach.
2. The timetable in appendix 5 of the report be approved.
3. The officer approach to policy in general terms be endorsed.
Background papers
Nil
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Local Plan Progress
Core Strategy (Part 1 of the Local Plan)
The Core Strategy was prepared in close co-operation with our neighbouring
councils across Greater Nottingham - the Broxtowe, Gedling and Nottingham Core
Strategies are fully aligned. There is a shared strategy of urban concentration with
regeneration with all five Greater Nottingham Core Strategies (including Erewash
and Rushcliffe) having housing policies to meet the full housing need across the
housing market area. For all five councils the Core Strategy forms part 1 of the Local
Plan with part 2 being the detailed site allocations and development management
policies.
Policy 2 of the Core Strategy comprises the spatial strategy (distribution of
development) including the housing distribution policies, which the part 2 Local Plan
will need to deliver. This includes a minimum 6,150 new homes to be distributed as
follows:
Table 1 – Core Strategy Dwelling Requirements (Location of Development)
Area

Housing Figures

Main built up area of Nottingham
(effectively the urban south of Broxtowe
and areas further north east of the M1
Motorway)
Eastwood (including Giltbrook and
Newthorpe in Greasley Parish)
Kimberley (including Nuthall west of the
M1 Motorway and Watnall)
Awsworth
Brinsley
Total

3,800 (minimum)

1,250 (up to figure)
600 (up to figure)
350 (up to figure)
150 (up to figure)
6150 (minimum)

As the focus of the Core Strategy is urban concentration with regeneration, the
distribution strategy which flows from this results in the highest amount of
development including housing being steered towards the most densely populated
areas in closest proximity to Nottingham. It is for this reason that the total provision
and the provision in the main built up area are minimum figures. In this way new
development can take the best advantage of existing transport links, particularly to
Nottingham, and can assist in providing affordable housing is some of the highest
value areas of the Borough but also in areas with high levels of affordable housing
need. The sole ‘regeneration area’ in Broxtowe in the Core Strategy is at the Boots
Severn Trent site in Beeston. This is not to say that there are no regeneration
challenges elsewhere, but that they are smaller in scale. The justification for this
strategy is that it performs best in terms of deliverability, sustainability, and
maximising opportunities for economic development, job creation and contributing to
local housing needs.
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In terms of the timing of housing development, Broxtowe together with our aligned
partners at Gedling and Nottingham were successful in arguing that a staggered (or
uneven) rate of housing delivery was appropriate. The rate at which housing is
expected to be delivered is often referred to as the housing trajectory. The timing of
housing delivery for Broxtowe is given in the table below:
Table 2 - Core Strategy Dwelling Requirements (Timing of Development)
Time Period
2011 to 2013
2013 to 2018
2018 to 2023
2023 to 2028
Total

Minimum Housing Numbers
200 (already built)
1800 (360 per year)
2150 (430 per year)
2000 (400 per year)
6150

This was subject to much debate on the Core Strategy and a main modification was
approved which explained the effect of a standard rate of delivery (or even trajectory)
would be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Failure to protect the Green Belt/countryside through the release of more
land than that required
Failure to encourage the re-use of existing resources including conversions
Unnecessary harm to the natural environment
Unnecessary impact on amenity
Failure to make effective use of previously developed land
Failure to manage the pattern of growth to make the fullest use of public
transport, walking and cycling.

There were also important amendments to the Green Belt Policy in the Core
Strategy whereby it was made clear that a search sequence for sites is to be
undertaken as follows:
•
•
•

Firstly, land within existing development boundaries (not in the Green Belt)
Secondly, safeguarded land (none in Broxtowe)
Thirdly, Green Belt land adjacent to the main built up area and key
settlements for growth.

Housing need and Green Belt issues were fundamental to the overall approach
taken in the Core Strategy as indicated in the extensive chronology on these
matters.
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Aligned Core Strategies Chronology of Events
March 2005 - East Midlands Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS8) approved which
required a strategic review of the Nottingham Derby Green Belt (Policy 14).
August 2006 - A ‘Nottingham Derby Green Belt Review’ was published by
Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire County Councils to inform the preparation of the
East Midlands Regional Plan which ultimately replaced RSS8.
September 2006 - Draft Regional Plan consultation.
2006/07 - Nottingham Core Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)
published. An ‘old style’ SHMA pre dating the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) and therefore not primarily aimed at determining future housing provision,
but instead primarily focussing on the characteristics of the housing market and
affordable housing need.
May - July 2007 - Regional Plan Examination in Public hearing sessions held.
November 2007 - Regional Plan Panel Report published which concluded that the
2006 Green Belt Review ‘is manifestly thorough and sound according to the remit
set, its methodology permits the identification of areas for excision from the Belt in
terms of Green Belt criteria only. It does not, nor does it attempt to, identify areas for
development on the basis of all recognised sustainability criteria, including, for
example sustainable accessibility’. The panel also recommended the requirement
for further review work which should include the deletion of the majority of the
Nottingham/Derby Green Belt apart from the section directly between Derby and
Nottingham (in Erewash and Broxtowe).
June 2008 - The Appraisal of Sustainable Urban Extensions (SUE Study 2008)
assessed locations around Greater Nottingham against a number of sustainability
criteria, accessibility, environmental constraints and Green Belt issues. The Study
was focussed on the edge of the main built up area (the Principal Urban Area) as
well as the edges of other urban areas (the Sub-Regional Centres of Hucknall and
Ilkeston) as it was prepared in the context of the Regional Strategy which steered
development to these locations.
July 2008 - The Government’s response to the Regional Plan Panel Report was
published which rejected any Green Belt boundary change around Greater
Nottingham in the Regional Plan but endorsed the approach to review.
March 2009 - Final Revision to the East Midlands Regional Plan published. This set
the housing provision for the Nottingham Core HMA between 2006 and 2026 and for
the three ACS Councils, the provision was as follows:
•

Nottingham City - 1,000 dwellings per annum (dpa), all within Nottingham
Principal Urban Area (PUA)
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•

Broxtowe - 340 dpa, of which at least 180 dpa should be within or adjoining
the Nottingham PUA including sustainable urban extensions as necessary;
development in the remainder of the District will be located mainly at
Kimberley and Eastwood, including sustainable urban extensions as
necessary

•

Gedling - 400 dpa, of which at least 230 dpa should be within or adjoining
Nottingham PUA, including sustainable urban extensions as necessary.

June 2009 - Issues and Options consultation on the Greater Nottingham Aligned
Core Strategies including an SA scoping report. This included Ashfield District,
Broxtowe Borough, Erewash Borough, Gedling Borough, Nottingham City and
Rushcliffe Borough Councils.
2009 - SHMA updated for affordable housing need.
February 2010 - The Sustainable Locations for Growth Report (SLG Report 2010)
assessed the appropriateness of development in and around key settlements across
Greater Nottingham other than those addressed by the SUE Study. It used similar
sustainability assessment criteria to the SUE Study and consideration of Green Belt
policy.
February 2010 - Option for Consultation ACS published. This included Broxtowe
Borough, Erewash Borough, Gedling Borough, Nottingham City and Rushcliffe
Borough Councils.
May 2010 - Coalition Government elected, and stated intent to abolish Regional
Plans.
November 2010 - Government’s 2008-based Household Projections published.
February 2011 - As a result of the Government’s undertaking to abolish Regional
Plans, Edge Analytics were commissioned to examine the implications of different
housing provision figures across the Housing Market Area (HMA) using the
Government’s published 2008-based Household Projections. The intention was to
aid decision makers in understanding the population and economic implications of
housing provision decisions.
July - September 2011 (extended to October 2011 in Broxtowe) - Broxtowe,
Erewash, Gedling and Nottingham City Councils consulted on the results of this work
in the Housing Provision Position Paper (as well as climate change and District
specific matters) with a position that Regional Spatial Strategy numbers remained
appropriate given that these figures allowed for continuing job growth, were similar to
net nil migration and were considered the maximum deliverable, being significantly
higher than housing delivery historically.
Rushcliffe Borough Council separately and unilaterally consulted on their ‘fresh
approach’ with a clear rejection of RSS but an absence of what they thought should
happen in the rest of the Housing Market Area (HMA).
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October 2011 - Additional SA workshops held to assess reasonable alternatives
including consideration of higher and lower housing figures across the HMA and
within each Council’s area, and the economic implications of different growth
options.
January 2012 - As part of a package of measures to support councils through Core
Strategy preparation, PAS gave pre-publication advice to the four aligned Councils
and identified what they saw as a mismatch between economic ambitions/job
provision and the housing figures to meet these. They advised that for the plan to be
found sound, clear evidence reconciling the housing provision and the economic/job
aspirations of the Core Strategies would be required.
February 2012 - Edge Analytics were again commissioned to examine the
population and labour market implications of using ‘rescaled’ headship rates (based
on local information on actual headship rates, as opposed to those assumed by the
Government’s Household Projections) of the housing provision in all five HMA
Council’s emerging Core Strategies. Rescaled rates in Broxtowe, City and Rushcliffe
showed that even with Rushcliffe’s reduced figure there was provision to allow a net
in migration of 1,200 people per annum with sufficient labour force to match with the
job ambitions of the Core Strategies. The aligned Councils consider this to be an
objective assessment of need, because the housing provision accords with the
jobs/economic policies of the Core Strategies, and although the Core Strategy
housing provision allows for a lower level of in-migration than that used by the
government’s Household Projections, they consider that there are good reasons to
conclude that the levels of in-migration assumed in the Household Projections will
not continue into the future.
March 2012 - National Planning Policy Framework published. This clarifies that
SHMAs should be prepared to assess full housing needs of areas.
June 2012 - Aligned Core Strategies published covering Broxtowe Borough, Gedling
Borough and Nottingham City Councils, alongside evidence in the various
background papers and a Sustainability Appraisal. (Erewash Borough Council also
publish their Core Strategy later in June, as a separate document), but relying on the
same Sustainability Appraisal.
July 2012 - First round of data from the 2011 Census published. Further work by
the aligned Councils concludes that the rescaling of headship rates is supported by
the new evidence, but that the previous work had overstated somewhat the level of
population supported by the housing provision, i.e. it overstates the implied level of
in-migration to Greater Nottingham. The revised estimate concludes a level of inmigration of 850 per annum would be supported rather than 1,200. Further work on
economic activity rates taking account of the 2011 Census can only be tentative, but
it demonstrates that the labour force resulting from this level of housing provision is
likely to still broadly support the economic and job aspirations of the Core
Strategies. A major reason for this conclusion is that the former work took
insufficient account of economically active people aged over 65.
November 2012 - SHMA updated for affordable housing need.
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January 2013 - Government announcement confirming Toton as the Government’s
preferred location for a hub station to serve the East Midlands.
February 2013 - Amendments to the ACS published to provide for inclusion of the
land in the vicinity of the proposed High Speed 2 Station as a strategic location for
growth together with amended SA on this specific matter.
8 April 2013 - Communities and Local Government Interim 2011-based household
projections published. Strongly support the Council’s approach to rescaling of
headship rates for the 2008-based Household Projections.
12 April 2013 - East Midlands Regional Plan revoked.
7June 2013 - ACS submitted for Examination.
19 September 2013 - Councils and other interested parties submit statements on
the Inspector’s Main Matters, Issues and Questions.
15-17 October 2013 - First week of Hearing Sessions dealing with Sustainability
Appraisal, Duty to Cooperate, Objectively Assessed Housing Need, housing
distribution in general terms (not site specific), Green Belt, and economic
development (ACS policies 2 to 4 inclusive).
5-7 and 12 and 13 November 2014 - Further Hearing Sessions dealing with the
Environment, Transport, Infrastructure and delivery and site specific matters in
relation to Broxtowe (on 7 November all day) and Gedling (on 12 November all day)
together with proposed modifications to the plan.
22 November 2013 - Inspector issues a note confirming additional work she wants
the Councils to do.
In respect of Gedling she questioned whether the identified locations and sites for
growth were consistent with a strategy of urban concentration with regeneration and
to investigate infrastructure issues around Hucknall and opportunities for increasing
housing provision around the main built up area of Nottingham.
In respect of Broxtowe she suggested that depending on the number of homes,
which the Plan promotes at the Toton strategic location for growth, it will be
necessary to consider the likely impact on other planned sites and locations
including Brinsley, Kimberly, Eastwood and Field Farm.
December 2013 - Gedling complete their work and send to the Inspector.
January 2014 - Broxtowe complete their work and report their proposed
modifications to Full Council who endorse the approach and Broxtowe then send to
the Inspector.
January 2014 - The Home Builders Federation submit a legal opinion asserting that
the ACS policy in relation to housing provision is unlawful with regard to the Hunston
Court of Appeal judgment. They assert that once the OAHN has been set the only
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lawful policy approach is to meet it in full (with no lower delivery early in the plan
period) unless constrained by NPPF compliant factors (not the economy).
January 2014 - In response to the HBF opinion the Councils commission advice
from Leading Counsel. This rebutted the HBF legal opinion and was circulated to the
examination.
January 2014 - Inspector calls further hearing sessions to debate the Gedling and
Broxtowe changes, an additional session to accommodate Toton residents, and the
implications of Hunston for the ACS.
11-13 February - Final week of hearing sessions to debate the Gedling changes (all
day on 11 February) the Toton development and Broxtowe changes (most of the day
on 12 February) and the implications of Hunston for the ACS.
March – April 2014 - Councils consult on Main Modifications (including SA) to make
the plan sound and then send to the Inspector.
24 July 2014 - Inspector issues final fact checked report to bring the Examination to
a close.
2 September 2014 - Ken Mafham Associates submits a letter identifying flaws in the
ACS and requests that the Councils do not adopt the plan (later confirming it should
be treated as a letter before claim).
8 September 2014 - Nottingham adopt the ACS.
10 September 2014 - Gedling adopt the ACS.
17 September 2014 - Broxtowe adopt the ACS.
20 October 2014 - Legal challenge submitted to the High Court on behalf of
Calverton Parish Council.
24 March 2015 - Hearing of the legal challenge in the High Court.
21 April 2015 - High Court ‘Approved Judgment’ issued. The challenge was
dismissed. With regard to the Inspector’s consideration of Green Belt issues in the
context of housing need, the judge was satisfied that the acuteness of the need for
homes is such that some incursion into the Green Belt (and its consequent revision)
will be required. Both in general terms and in relation to specific locations at Field
Farm and Toton, the Inspector was satisfied that exceptional circumstances for
Green Belt boundary change had been demonstrated and the approach followed
was lawful.
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APPENDIX 2

Evidence Base Updates
Retail Report Summary
Beeston
The report was undertaken by Carter Jonas and confirms that Beeston is a popular
and successful centre and current investment suggests it should continue to be vital
and viable. Floorspace projections suggest there is the potential to extend existing
foodstores or for the creation of one or two ‘local’ format foodstores. It is suggested
that the centre would benefit from enhancement of the public realm environment in
the vicinity of Station Road/High Rd/Wollaton Road junction and the there is an
opportunity to enhance the shopping offer in the eastern part of the High Rd to
transform it to a complimentary offer to the central shopping area rather than a
secondary offer. It is suggested that there is a gap in leisure and culture provision
which potentially could be plugged. It is recommended that a reduction of the
primary shopping area should be considered.
Eastwood
The report suggests that Eastwood district centre has an important role in the
community however, the physical separation of Morrissons to the remainder of the
Primary Shopping Area minimises the potential for linked trips and has a negative
impact on viability and vitality. It is proposed that consolidation of the existing centre
is a more realistic option than expansion due to the competition from the nearby
Giltbrook Retail Park. Floorspace capacity analysis suggests there is the potential
for expansion to the existing food stores or the creation of up to two ‘local’ format
foodstores or potentially one large supermarket. It is suggested that promotion of
leisure activities and the evening economy would benefit the centre. No alterations
to the primary shopping area are recommended.
Kimberley
The report indicates that Kimberley is a generally healthy centre which is popular
with its immediate catchment area. The Sainsbury’s store acts as a key anchor and
there is a strong set of specialist independent retailers. The centre attracts many
pedestrians and therefore it is suggested that enhancement to the pedestrian
environment and increasing the diversity of offer is important to maintain the centre’s
health. In terms of floorspace projections it is suggested that there is potential for
the creation of one new ‘local’ foodstore or a modest sized supermarket/discount
foodstore. It is suggested that there is scope to reduce the primary shopping area to
exclude Station Road and the long term vacant units west of the post office which
could be used for other purposes such as residential.
Stapleford
It is considered that Stapleford is a relatively healthy centre but is underperforming in
relation to other centres in Broxtowe mainly due to the lack of a main food retailer to
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act as an anchor and the fact that the primary shopping frontage is limited to one
side of Derby Road only. The existing Co-op serves as the main convenience
retailer and it is suggested that the primary shopping frontage is altered to include
this unit in order to allow it policy protection from out of town retailers. It is also
suggested that the former police station be included in the primary shopping area to
aid its future development. The centre has the lowest floorspace capacity of the
centres in Broxtowe and it is projected that any future increases in floorspace are
likely to be limited to extensions to existing ‘local’ format stores.
Edge and Out of centre retail
The consultants suggest that a policy which places a threshold at 500sqm on edge
and out of town retail development is applied. This would mean that any proposals
for development above this size out of the town centre will be required to
demonstrate that they will not have a significant impact, in terms of viability and
vitality on the defined district centres on their own or cumulatively. If contained
within a local plan policy this will take precedent over the threshold of 2500sqm as
contained in the NPPF. This will have an impact for proposals for expansions to the
Borough’s main retail parks, Chilwell and Giltbrook.
Employment
Employment Land Forecasting Study
Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners (NLP) were commissioned by the authorities of the
Nottingham Core and Nottingham Outer Housing Market Areas (HMAs) to prepare
up-to-date evidence on economic prospects and employment land forecasts for the
period to 2033. The ‘Employment Land Forecasting Study’ (ELFS) was consequently
produced in August 2015. The need for the Study arose from Policy 4 of the Aligned
Core Strategies (ACS), which requires the authorities to keep under review the need
for, and supply of, office floorspace and industrial/warehousing land. The Study will
form part of the evidence base for emerging development plan documents, including
the Broxtowe Local Plan.
The conclusions of the ELFS include ‘scenario ranges’, which are based on various
demand-based and supply-based scenarios, for each authority for both office
floorspace and industrial/warehousing land. For Broxtowe, the scenario range for
office floorspace is between 26,482 sq m and 59,886 sq m, which compares with an
ACS requirement, extrapolated to 2033, of 44,000 sq m. The scenario range for
industrial/warehousing land is between 5.3 ha and 43.2 ha, which compares with an
extrapolated ACS requirement of 19.5 ha. The ACS requirements for Broxtowe are
therefore within both of the ELFS scenario ranges.
The ELFS indicates (as did the previous Volterra report) that the HS2 station has the
potential to result in between 2,800 sq m and 19,800 sq m of office floorspace, which
could support up to 1,500 new jobs in Broxtowe, which is the jobs figure originally
suggested by HS2,once the station is operational. NLP comment that it is ‘higher
value’ sectors, such as financial and professional services and company
headquarters, which are likely to place greater weight on access to high speed rail
services.
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NLP also comment that for most businesses, general proximity to the HS2 hub may
be sufficient rather than necessarily requiring a site immediately adjacent to the
station. However, a high profile new development associated with the HS2 hub may
serve to create a new urban district with a critical mass a mix of uses and facilities
that could be attractive for some types of firms moving into the area.
A Background Paper is being prepared by the Nottingham Core authorities. This will
accompany and respond to the ELFS, and it will provide a more specific basis for the
provision for office floorspace and industrial/warehousing land in the forthcoming
Part 2 Local Plans.
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APPENDIX 3

Recommended Approach
With regard to the advice of Morag Ellis QC which is circulated separately with this
agenda, any attempt to fundamentally revisit issues which are addressed in the Core
Strategy, including the overall number of new homes and the general approach to
Green Belt Review, would stand no realistic prospect of success. In the opinion of
Planning and Legal officers there is no credible reason to reject this advice. In
particular it is not considered that the updated evidence summarised in appendix 2
gives rise to a need to change approach to that outlined in the Core Strategy, which
is that opportunities should be taken to enhance the four existing centres in
Broxtowe, and employment needs should be met. There is, however, some room to
consider different options in the preparation of the Part 2 Local Plan in relation to the
potential for Green Belt boundary change and these are set out below.
Part 2 Local Plan
One of the fundamental purposes of the Part 2 Local Plan in terms of site allocations
is to identify sufficient sites to meet Core Strategy housing targets, and to provide a
five year supply of deliverable housing sites. The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) is important evidence to inform decisions on the appropriate
amount and timing of new housing to allocate outside of existing built up areas. The
most recent version of the SHLAA was published in January 2015 and the availability
of sites is shown in the table below for the Core Strategy Plan period to 2028.
Table 3 – Housing Supply
Area

Urban Housing Supply
Including Sites Identified
in the Core Strategy
Main Built up area of 3,443
including
Core
Nottingham
Strategy sites at Field
Farm (450 homes) and
Toton (500 homes)
Eastwood
(including 1084
Giltbrook and Newthorpe)
Kimberley
(including 451
Nuthall west of the M1 and
Watnall)
Awsworth
104
Brinsley
41
Other rural
2
Total
5125

Additional Dwellings
Required To Meet Core
Strategy Figures
357

166
149
246
109
1025

The content of the Part 2 Local Plan in terms of the amount and timing of housing
allocations will need to be informed by the most up to date evidence in the SHLAA
which is in the process of being reviewed now. However, the general picture of
having available a combination of urban and windfall sites together with Field Farm
and Toton on which just over 5,000 now homes could be constructed, in the absence
of substantial sites becoming available that are not currently available, is unlikely to
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be radically different when the SHLAA is reviewed this year. Moreover, the speed at
which large sites are likely to be developed is expected to be slower than anticipated
when the SHLAA was reviewed last year. A very clear principle, irrespective of
difficulties in demonstrating a five year housing land supply, is that in line with the
Core Strategy approach, the more planning permissions that are granted and
dwellings built on appropriate urban sites, then the lower the pressure is to release
Green Belt sites not identified in the Core Strategy, particularly in the early years of
the plan. In this regard the rate at which houses are already being built will be a
factor in this as we are now 2 years into the first five year tranche of the Core
Strategy period. Ideally a minimum of 720 homes would have been built between
2013 and 2015 (360 x 2). The net housing completion figure (taking into account
demolitions) for these two years is 228 which is almost 500 short of target. Although
it was always envisaged that it would take time to build up to the 360 figure, this
completion rate is substantially lower than expected in the Core Strategy trajectory,
and it will reduce the likelihood of an Inspector endorsing an approach in the
Broxtowe Part 2 Local Plan which seeks to defer Green Belt releases to later on in
the plan period as the development industry will be arguing strongly that Green Belt
releases are needed early to catch up with the deficit in supply and to provide
sufficient sites for a five year housing land supply.
The five year supply was most recently reported in the SHLAA in January 2015 using
a September 2014 base date for completions and permissions. This demonstrated
that for the five year period of April 2015 to March 2020 Broxtowe was able to
demonstrate a five year supply of 2489 dwellings against a requirement of 2165 (i.e.
a supply of 5.7 years).
The following points are important factors which will have a negative impact on the
Council’s ability to demonstrate a five year supply when the SHLAA is reviewed in
the autumn of this year and currently timetabled to be published in the New Year:
1.

The NPPF requires a five year supply to include a buffer (increase) of 5% but
where there has been ‘a persistent record of under delivery of housing’ the
buffer should be increased to 20%. Previously Broxtowe argued we are a 5%
uplift authority on grounds that delivery was much better before the recession
and the Core Strategy would help to significantly improve delivery. Even
allowing that the Core Strategy has only been adopted for a year it is highly
likely that any Inspector via a planning appeal or at a Part 2 Local Plan
examination will now conclude that Broxtowe is a 20% uplift authority on the
grounds of persistent under delivery. Ever since the effects of the recession
hit, housing completions in Broxtowe have been low with completion figures of
under 100 in three out of the last six years with the highest rate in any of
these six years being 222 and this was due to very high affordable housing
completions in that particular year. The ‘target’ for most of these years was
The East Midlands Regional Plan which had an annual target of 340 homes a
year for Broxtowe which was similar to that now required in the Core Strategy.

2.

Any shortfall in housing can be added in one of two ways. If the shortfall is not
severe it can reasonably be added over the whole plan period (to 2028) giving
a lower figure in the five year supply period. If the shortfall is severe (and in
Broxtowe it is difficult to construct any other argument than it now is) then this
increases the prospect of an Inspector concluding that the shortfall should be
added in full to the five year supply period in question.
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3.

To demonstrate that a site is ‘deliverable’ to the extent that it can be included
in a five year supply it is a huge help (but not an outright requirement) if
planning permission is in place. It will not be realistic, other than in
circumstances of ironing out minor issues of detail, to include sites in the five
year supply that have been refused planning permission, as they are unlikely
to be ‘deliverable’ in the five year period in question.

4.

The most recent version of the SHLAA indicated that Field Farm would deliver
450 homes and Toton 370 during the five year period (between April 2015
and March 2020). Despite the best efforts of all concerned, progress on
bringing both of these sites forward has been slower than anticipated.
Although the detailed work on delivery has not yet been done for the 2015
SHLAA review, at this stage it appears highly likely that a start date on both
sites is likely to be at least a year further away than originally anticipated and
the rate at which housing is built particularly on Field Farm is likely to be
slower, as it is now understood that the market housing will be built out solely
by Westermans, which makes it very difficult to envisage market housing
completions of more than 50 dwellings a year. If two house builders were
building concurrently then the annual completion figures could realistically
have been double this.

5.

When the five year supply is reviewed this year, there will be a higher overall
target irrespective of the backlog, as the staggered trajectory referred to
earlier will lead to one more year of a target of 430 completions in place of
one less year of 360 (an increase of 70).

6.

These five points in combination means that when the detailed work is done in
the autumn there is a serious risk that Broxtowe will not be able to
demonstrate a five year housing land supply, and it’s possible that Broxtowe
will be substantially short. Clearly this evidence is not currently available, and
it is possible that the situation may be better than currently expected.
However, even allowing for this in the short term, the immediate steps that
Broxtowe can take to improve the supply is in granting planning permission for
previously developed brownfield sites, but also greenfield sites within
development limits. The prospect of successfully defending appeals against
refusals on urban sites in the absence of a five year housing land supply and
a compelling technical refusal reason, supported by the relevant statutory
consultee, is considered to be small. In the medium term it increases the
prospect of an Inspector at a Part 2 Local Plan examination requiring robust
policies to be in place to ensure that the overall delivery of housing is
achieved, together with any backlog it may prove necessary to impose. The
predicable stance of the development industry will be that new sites (in the
Green Belt) are needed now, given the very low current completion rates on
urban sites.

With reference to these points there are three broad options for members to consider
with regard to the allocations part of the Part 2 Local Plan. All of these options
assume a Local Plan time period to dovetail with the Core Strategy with an end date
of 2028 which is considered the appropriate basis on which to plan as the Part 2
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Plan will be the delivery mechanism for the Core Strategy development
requirements. These options are:
Option 1. Allocate sites on which a minimum of 6,150 homes (minus
completions) can be built with some allowance for windfalls (300 in the Core
Strategy) but also flexibility/contingencies for what happens if some sites do
not come forward. These sites, whether as a result of Green Belt boundary
change or existing urban sites, would all be made available for residential
development at the point of adoption of the Local Plan with no phasing
mechanism in place. This would be the approach that would show the
clearest commitment to the delivery of new homes.
Option 2. Take a similar approach to Option 1 but, in addition, include a
phasing mechanism which gives priority in terms of the time at which sites
come forward to include a preference for previously developed urban sites. In
this way current Green Belt sites to be allocated not specifically identified in
the Core Strategy (i.e. all of them apart from Field Farm and Toton) would
form a ‘second tier’ or ‘phase 2 ‘ of housing release which would only be
released for development once existing completions dropped below the Core
Strategy requirements. This would be the approach that strikes the most even
balance between housing delivery and Green Belt protection and most closely
relates to the strategy of urban concentration with regeneration.
Option 3. Allocate only sites within existing development limits in this Part 2
Local Plan and have a policy of further Green Belt/Local Plan review at some
point in the future if delivery drops below the Core Strategy requirements. This
would put at serious risk the delivery of housing overall, as Broxtowe would be
faced with relying on a very large scale of windfall sites (sites Broxtowe are
not currently aware of) to plug the gap currently identified as 1025 new homes
over the whole plan period and this assumes that all of the other sites
including Boots, Beeston Business Park, Kimberley Brewery and various
others all deliver the numbers of homes currently anticipated. If they do not
then the gap between housing delivery and housing requirement will get
wider. Although on the face of it this is the option that offers the greatest
protection to the Green Belt, in the opinion of officers it does not do so, as
discussed in more detail below.
Officer Comments
The consultation responses circulated separately with this agenda contain a number
of sensible suggestions as to how detailed policies should be drafted to appropriately
address issues such as flood risk, conserving and enhancing the historic
environment, infrastructure provision, wildlife protection amongst others. It is not the
purpose of this report to consider a detailed response to these issues as this will
need to be informed by site specific Sustainability Appraisal and other technical work
which is outlined in appendix 4.
It is the purpose of the report to consider and receive a steer from members as to the
appropriate approach to balancing development requirements (mainly housing) with
Green Belt protection. The consultation response indicates a clear preference from
members of local communities for existing Green Belt boundaries to remain as they
are with some pointing to the availability of Brown field sites to support their case.
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The development industry on the other hand point to sustainability, and other
credentials of specific sites, and suggest that Green Belt boundary change is
required to meet Core Strategy development requirements. All of these comments
have been taken into account in the commentary below.
Of the three options above, Option 3 is considered by officers to stand no realistic
prospect of being found sound at examination. It will put in serious jeopardy the
delivery of Core Strategy housing delivery targets, as without at least some Green
Belt boundary change, existing evidence is that housing requirements cannot be met
within existing development limits even when including 450 homes at Field Farm and
500 at Toton. Even with a review mechanism, it is not considered that this will be
convincing to an Inspector. There is a difference here between a Local Plan whose
fundamental aim is the delivery of development (as in the plan Broxtowe is now
preparing) as opposed to a Strategic Plan setting the over-arching strategy and the
need for new development (as the Core Strategy does) with the detailed delivery
plan to come later. For a Strategic Plan it is possible (although still difficult) to
convince an Inspector with an argument of early review. The plan Broxtowe is
preparing here needs to contain allocation policies that when read in conjunction with
each other, will convince an Inspector that there are mechanisms in place to ensure
that the required number of new homes will be met without the delay that a plan
review would entail. In the opinion of officers Option 3 does not do this. What it is
likely to result in is a significant upturn in planning applications and then appeals for
sites currently in the Green Belt. As Morag Ellis advises, there can be no security
that such applications will be rejected at appeal, as the five year supply position gets
worse due to an absence of deliverable housing sites and potential further delays.
Although the Government have made statements to the effect that the appeal
process is not the appropriate mechanism to allow Green Belt development, this
position may change if housing delivery figures remain low and the backlog of
required homes gets greater.
Of Options 1 and 2, in the opinion of officers Option 1 is most likely to be found
sound at examination provided this approach is combined with a clear delivery
strategy to bring forward more difficult to develop urban sites. The reason for this
conclusion is that housing completions are already nearly 500 homes below Core
Strategy delivery targets and by the time the Plan is submitted for examination, the
backlog is likely to have gone up, given that there is no solution that can take effect
in the immediate term. There is always a lag of at least one year and often two
between planning permission being granted and development taking place. Currently
there are simply not enough sites which are ready to commence the delivery of
housing, and those that are currently under construction will not get close to the
required 360 homes a year. A phasing mechanism will therefore not be a
straightforward matter on which to convince an Inspector as Broxtowe will need to
have policies to catch up in terms of housing delivery from the very point at which the
plan is submitted.
Option 2 is not without any prospect of success and if this approach is pursued it will
be essential to convince an Inspector that the issue of slow delivery (as it still will be
a year and even two years from now), is not to do with the lack of availability of sites
and that the Council is doing all that it can to bring such sites forward. The following
points are ones that will assist in this:
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A plan led approach to development at Toton will be the most immediate step
available. The Core Strategy specifies the following minimum development
requirements –
i)
500 homes
ii)
18,000 square metres or more of employment land
iii)
16 hectares or more of green infrastructure
iv)
Safeguarded tram route to the station
v)
Safeguarded vehicle route to the station.
In addition Cabinet at its meeting in December 2014 specified the following
points be included in the consultation undertaken in February 2015 with the
site specific comments relating to Toton reported to the HS2/ Toton Advisory
Committee at the meeting in July 2015 –
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Adequate land for a school expansion
Only local (non-strategic) scale retail in any local centre
Footpath maps updating
A north/south wildlife corridor.

A village green inquiry was held in April/May 2015 which included land to the
east of the proposed HS2 station. The County Council has refused the
application which means that the land in question does not have the
significant constraint that such a designation would entail. This does not
preclude Broxtowe from concluding that maintaining the land as open space is
appropriate but other options are also available for consideration.
Employment needs update work has recently been undertaken and this is
summarised in appendix 2. This indicates that evidence in the Core Strategy,
both in terms of Borough-wide requirements and the approach to Toton
remains appropriate.
Sir David Higgins (Chair of HS2) has indicated that the issues associated with
Toton are well on the way to being resolved and he praised the East Midlands
Councils for the work collectively undertaken to demonstrate the clear
advantages of a station at Toton.
A programme is underway to consult on further possibilities for the location
over autumn 2015 with this consultation due to conclude in November 2015.
At the end of this consultation it will be important to conclude on the Council’s
view as to how development should take shape with sufficient steer to enable
a planning application to be amended to be in line with the Council’s
expectations.
2.

Viability evidence to inform our Part 2 Local Plan is nearing conclusion. We
may be able to tailor expectations of contributions in particular in the lower
value areas of Broxtowe to assist in the delivery of housing. This decision will
need to be taken in the submission version of the plan once the evidence is
available.

3.

National government initiatives are increasingly pressuring Councils to
proceed down a route of loosening planning controls for previously developed
sites that do not have planning permission. Part of this is a ‘Local
Development Order’ scheme. It may be sensible to consider the merits of
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relaxing S106 contributions (possibly for temporary periods perhaps with
overage clauses if viability improves) in some circumstances to enable
Planning Permission to be granted and schemes built.
4.

A further call for sites and a developer panel to discuss in more detail
obstacles to delivery on previously developed sites will form part of the current
SHLAA review. Other Councils in the Greater Nottingham area are achieving
substantially higher rates of housing completions and the work with this panel
is intended to gain a clearer understanding of obstacles to delivery and how
these can be addressed.

5.

A Greater Nottingham wide SHLAA/Monitoring group has been set up to look
at good practice regarding five year supply/delivery issues. This is intended to
share good practice and achieve a consistent approach across Greater
Nottingham.

6.

The Planning Development and Regeneration Manager post at Broxtowe is a
new one with a remit to bring forward previously developed sites.

On balance, therefore, it is considered that although there are significant risks in
relation to Option 2, this is the general approach which, taken in conjunction with
decisive action to increase housing delivery as outlined above, will strike an
appropriate balance between housing delivery and Green Belt protection, will be
consistent with the principle of urban concentration with regeneration set out in the
Core Strategy, will be consistent with national and local policy to prioritise brownfield
sites, and will give sufficient comfort (although not as much as Option 1) that housing
delivery targets will be met. It will not be possible to take site specific decisions until
further evidence is assembled and this is discussed in appendix 5.
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APPENDIX 4

Further Evidence Required to Support the Part 2 Local Plan
SHLAA review. This is underway and can be met within existing budgets.
Site Specific Landscape Character Appraisal. This will be commissioned from within
existing budgets, unless members determine that Option 1 is the approach to follow
(in which case no allocations outside of existing settlement limits will be considered).
Additional heritage assessment, including the conclusion of the Conservation Area
Appraisals. This is required to address the concern of Historic England and can be
met within existing budgets.
Site Specific Sustainability Appraisal. This will be undertaken in house and can be
met within existing budgets.
Site Specific Infrastructure Delivery Planning. This will be undertaken in house and
can be met within existing budgets
Playing Pitch Strategy. This is underway and is being met within existing budgets
and will address the objection of Sport England as they are involved in the steering
group for this work.
Plan-wide viability assessment. This is underway and is nearing completion and is
being met within existing budgets.
Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment. This is nearing completion and
has been met within existing budgets.
It is not currently considered that a new Strategic Flood Risk Assessment will be
needed as one was undertaken for the Core Strategy which included consideration
of the left bank flood defences.
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APPENDIX 5

Timescales
The completion of the above necessary evidence base reports can be undertaken in
sufficient time to allow for a report to be taken to Cabinet on the submission version
of the Part 2 Local Plan shortly after the summer holidays in 2016. This will also
allow time to follow a workshop based informal consultation over the spring of 2016
on a similar basis to the approach Gedling adopted which appeared to work well. If
members require any more formal consultation, prior to a required six week
consultation on the draft Plan, then this will add the time of any consultation plus a
few weeks preparation time beforehand and consideration and reporting responses
at the end.
If a Draft Plan is ready and approved by Cabinet (or whichever committee replaces
Cabinet) in September 2016, then the timescales from this point would be a six week
formal consultation to conclude in November 2016. Consider responses and submit
the Plan during the winter of 2016/17, realistically January 2017. Depending on any
concerns of the Inspector Examination hearing sessions could be held in late
winter/early spring 2017 with adoption by mid-2017.
If members agree with this approach then a formal revision to the Local
Development Scheme will be reported to Full Council for approval. It should also be
noted that if there is a significant upturn in Neighbourhood Planning work, then the
above timetable may slip unless additional resources are made available. In addition
it is hoped that the timetable would provide a useful guide for town and parish
councils to align their own timescales for preparing neighbourhood plans.
Table 1 – Draft Work Programme
Dates
13 October 2015
October/November 2015
December 2015

October 2015 to Summer 2016
New Year 2016

Spring 2016

Work
Cabinet decision on preparation on Part
2 Local Plan
Additional consultation on development
in the vicinity of the proposed HS2
station at Toton
Decisions by HS2 Toton Advisory
Committee and Cabinet on the
appropriate amount and mix of
development in the vicinity of the
proposed HS2 station at Toton
Undertake and conclude additional
evidence listed in appendix 4
Members to consider a report regarding
the merits of preparing a CIL charging
schedule once plan wide viability
evidence is concluded
Sequence of workshops on the following
topics: Sustainability appraisal; design;
heritage; transport; housing; community
facilities; infrastructure; climate change;
natural environment; open space; Green
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Spring 2016 to late Summer 2016
Autumn 2016
Autumn 2016 to Winter 2016
Winter 2017
Winter 2017 to Spring 2017
Spring 2017 to Summer 2017
Summer 2017

13 October 2015
Belt; employment; and retail
Prepare draft Part 2 Local Plan
Member decision on publication of Part 2
Local Plan for 6 weeks of formal
representations
Consider responses and amend Part 2
Local Plan as required
Member decision on submission of Part 2
Local Plan for independent examination
Likely dates for examination hearing
sessions
Consult on main modifications to the Part
2 Local Plan if required
Receive Inspector’s report and adopt
Part 2 Local Plan subject to Full Council
approval
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Policy
Number/Description
National Interest Groups
Natural England E16
Sites of Importance
for Nature
Conservation
E24
Trees, hedgerows
and Tree
Preservation Orders
E33
Light pollution
Possible new policy
Reducing CO2
emissions (p. 18)
Possible new policy
Design (p. 20)

Possible new policy
Landscape (p.23)

Possible new policy
Green Infrastructure
(p. 24)

13 October 2015
Respondent Comment

Broxtowe Borough Council
Comment

NE “generally agree with the analysis for this policy”, “particularly
support the idea of including advice regarding the natural environment
at the landscape scale, biodiversity networks and species protection”
and “agree that it is important to link this policy with policy on green
infrastructure”.
NE “would wish to see a policy to protect ancient woodland and aged
or veteran trees to comply with paragraph 118 of the NPPF”.

Noted and points will be
considered.

NE “support” a policy on light pollution. Reference should be made to
“negative impact on local amenity, intrinsically dark landscapes and
nature conservation (especially bats and invertebrates)” and to the use
of “appropriate design” to address such impacts.
NE “suggest that a policy regarding renewable energy schemes should
particularly include the avoidance of potential impacts on nature
conservation and local landscapes” and “suggest that an assessment
of landscape sensitivity is carried out before locations of schemes are
agreed”.
Policy should “include provision to encourage “Biodiversity by Design””
(a link to a relevant part of the TCPA’s website is provided). This
should encourage “incorporating ecologically sensitive design and
feature early on within a development scheme”; measures “can include
green roofs, planting and landscaping using native species, setting up
bird and bat boxes and sustainable urban drainage systems”.
NE “supports the idea of a policy on landscape which uses information
set out in the [Greater] Nottingham Landscape Character
Assessment”. It also suggests that “reference should be made to the
National Character Areas”, which are “a good decision making
framework for the natural environment”.
NE “agrees that any new policy will need to complement the Council’s
emerging Green Infrastructure Strategy. It should integrate with other
policies such as biodiversity, green space, flood risk and climate
change adaptation”.

Will incorporate request in
amended policy.
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Will incorporate request in
amended policy.

Will incorporate request in
amended policy.

Will incorporate request in
amended policy.

Will incorporate request in
amended policy.

Will incorporate request in
amended policy.
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RC8
New informal open
space
RC15
Long distance trails
SA Scoping Report
Environment
Agency

E27
Protection of
groundwater
E29
Contaminated land

Possible new policy
Flood risk –
sequential and
exception tests (p.
17 and appendix B)

13 October 2015
NE “recommend the use of the Natural England’s Accessible Natural
Greenspace Standards (ANGSt)”, which “provides a powerful tool in
assessing current levels of accessible natural greenspace and
planning for better provision”.
NE “agree… that reference to the Council’s emerging Green
Infrastructure Strategy should be made”.
NE “generally supports the scoping report but would like to have seen
reference to the National Character Areas”.
The EA “would wish for it to be retained rather than merged into other
policies. This approach is important for Broxtowe as the district is
situated on principal and secondary aquifers”.
The EA “do not agree that there is no need for this policy. Former
contaminative uses for example petrol stations or cemeteries pose a
risk to groundwater and drinking water supply, but are not covered by
environmental permitting regulations”. They “point out that issues
around contaminated land is an environmental consideration and is not
exclusive to human health matters”.
The EA “have some serious concerns about the wording of the current
draft and would not be able to support the draft policy in its current
form”.
“There is a need for clarification within the policy wording on which
types of development would be subject to the principles of the
Sequential and Exception Test elements of the policy.”
Clarity should be added on the Exception test “to state that only the
first part of the requirement for ‘wider sustainability benefits’ will be
waived and the need to undertake a Flood Risk Assessment that
demonstrates development will be safe and does not increase flood
risk elsewhere, will continue to be complied with”.
The EA “challenge the proposal to consider the term ‘minor
development’ as less than 10 dwellings within the defended area”, as
this is contrary to the PPG, and “small scale” [in the explanatory
paragraph] needs to be defined.
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This request can be
addressed via ongoing work
in the Council’s Playing Pitch
Strategy.
Noted and points will be
considered.
Reference can be added.
Policy should be retained in
some form as requested.
Policy should be retained in
some form as requested.

The key point appears to be
that the Environment Agency
agree that the Trent Defences
are of an “appropriate
standard” and therefore they
accept that the ‘wider
sustainability benefits’ aspect
of the exception test can be
“waived”, which means that,
subject to site-specific Flood
Risk Assessments being
done, small-scale
developments would be
allowed in Attenborough and
the Rylands.
This matter appears to be
resolvable by stating clearly in
the policy that for the
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The EA notes that “the tenor of the explanatory paragraph text is not
replicated in the proposed policy wording”.
The policy has “a number of phrases which are poorly defined and
would be hard to understand and apply by all parties in the planning
process”, including ‘where a risk of flooding or problems of surface
water disposal exist’, ‘existing developed’, ‘adequately protected’,
‘suitable’ and ‘no adverse effects on the management of flood risk’.
It is “important” that the “message is clear in the final policy wording”
that the policy “relates only to a particular area that is defended to an
appropriate standard”.
Bullet A) “is simply application of the NPPF without any references to
your justification of the variations proposed in the explanatory
paragraph text and makes the flood risk policy aspirations unclear”.
In bullet B), “further clarification is needed in regard to the term
‘compensation’ in the draft policy or whether the council’s intended
requirement is for mitigation measures”. “Where an area benefits from
an appropriate standard of flood protection (such as the river Trent
defences) the Environment Agency does not normally seek flood
compensation.”
The “requirement for flood mitigation is and must be applicable to all
sites (defended or not) and the requirement for flood ‘compensation’ is
and must be for all sites that are not defended or have a sub standard
level of flood defence”.
If the draft policy “is intended to suggest that no mitigation…works are
necessary for developments of less than 10 dwellings, it will be
strongly opposed by the EA”; and “any policy where flood
compensation is not an absolute requirement in non defended or sub
standard defended areas is not acceptable to the EA and will be
resisted”.
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purposes of the sequential
test and the exception test the
Council’s Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment will be used to
assess risk. This then takes
proper account of the Left
Bank defences.
Some points relate to
apparent misunderstandings,
as any policy would seek to
ensure flood mitigation
measures are incorporated
into new development.
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In bullet C), the reference to ‘adverse effects’ “will need to be clearly
defined”.
In bullet D), the EA “would suggest that additional wording is included
for ‘flood risk management assets’ to ensure that access is maintained
at all times”.
In bullet E), the EA “recommend that the policy needs to be more
proactive in that it leads to an actual reduction in surface water run-off,
rather than a simple no worsening principal”. The EA also “question
how the policy will be made to apply to ‘off site measures’”.

Possible new policy
Flood risk –
Sustainable
Drainage Systems
(p. 18)
Possible new policy
Green Infrastructure
(p.24)
SA scoping report

The EA “request that this draft policy is revised, and we would be
happy to have further discussion around the detail of the proposed
changes.”
The EA “support the inclusion of the principle of the policy with details
to follow once the necessary system is known and approved”.

The policy should make specific reference to “blue infrastructure i.e.
watercourse networks (including rivers, streams, canals, ditches and
drains)” throughout the borough.
Three specified documents are recommended to be added to the
schedule of relevant plans, policies and programmes.
The SFRA “could be considered to be out of date” and the EA
“recommend that the document is reviewed and updated”.

English
Heritage
(now Historic
England)

E24
Trees, hedgerows
and Tree
Preservation Orders
S8
Shopfront design

EH “consider that it would be helpful and NPPF compliant to retain a
policy with regard to trees and hedgerows where they are important –
for example where they play a positive contribution to the local
character”. There is “scope for updating” to accord with the NPPF.
EH consider that “continuing policy reference to shopfront design,
security and signage is important for the new Local Plan, as it will form
part of your positive strategy for the historic environment”; “these three
54

Noted and points will be
considered.

An additional policy will be
considered.
The Strategic Flood Risk
assessment will be
considered on a Greater
Nottingham geography. The
requested documents can be
added.
Will incorporate request in
amended policy.
Will incorporate request in
amended policy.
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S9
Security measures
S10
Shopfront signage

RC5
Protection of open
spaces
Possible new policy
Design (p. 20)
Possible new policy
Heritage assets /
conservation

13 October 2015
policies could easily be amalgamated”.
EH consider that “continuing policy reference to shopfront design,
security and signage is important for the new Local Plan, as it will form
part of your positive strategy for the historic environment”; “these three
policies could easily be amalgamated”.
EH consider that “continuing policy reference to shopfront design,
security and signage is important for the new Local Plan, as it will form
part of your positive strategy for the historic environment”; “these three
policies could easily be amalgamated”.
With regard to signage, “amenity is a very important consideration,
particular[ly] in those historic areas (such as conservation areas) and
as such a policy reference is needed, and should not simply be
deferred to the NPPF”. The PPG “states that in relation to amenity, this
includes the local characteristics of the neighbourhood, citing that if the
locality where the advertisement is to be displayed has important
scenic, historic, architectural or cultural features consideration of
whether it is in keeping with these features is required. A local plan
policy on this would make this explicit for Broxtowe”.
“Open spaces can often form part of heritage assets – for example,
non-designated historic parkland, cemeteries, important open spaces
within Conservation Areas etc. Policy recognition should therefore
include these matters and support the enhancement of such assets
where relevant.”
EH “consider that there is a need for a locally distinctive design policy”.
“This could set out design criteria in more detail and should make
reference to local character and distinctiveness.” There should also be
reference to “local materials”.
EH “consider that further detailed development management policies
are essential”. “We consider that a lack of detailed development
management policies relating to heritage would render the plan
unsound.” They cite the ACS and NPPF in support of this view.
The PPS guide [to which we referred in the consultation document] “is
to be replaced”, however the forthcoming new documents “are not a
replacement for detailed Local Plan Policies and should not be used as
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Will incorporate request in
amended policy.
Will incorporate request in
amended policy.

Will incorporate request in
amended policy.

Will incorporate request in
amended policy.

Will incorporate request in
amended policy.
Will incorporate request in
amended policy.
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such”.
Broxtowe “may wish to set out further and more detailed local
information requirements for applications involving heritage assets”.
A “local list, or a methodology relating to the identification of nondesignated heritage assets could be developed”. A link to EH guidance
on local listing is provided.
Some fairly general comments are made about possible topics and
format for policies.
Historic environment considerations “should not be limited to a standalone chapter”.
EH “are happy to comment on draft policies as they develop and
provide further advice on any of the above”.

Possible new policy
Archaeology (p.25)

Possible new policy
Boots / Severn
Trent (p.39)

Possible new policy
Culture, tourism and
sport (p.62)
Possible new policy
Cromford Canal (p.
63)

EH “consider that reference is required within the Local Plan to this –
this could be combined with a heritage asset policy, as above, or
separated”.
They “consider that there should be alignment with the City Council’s
approach to archaeology”.
EH “consider that it is essential a policy to guide development for the
strategic employment site at Boots is included within the Plan. A joint
approach between your Authority and the City Council should also be
pursued. As part of this, it is critical that reference is made within this to
the protection of designated and non-designated assets to ensure the
policy is sound”.
It is “important” to have a policy on this issue, as “part of your positive
strategy for the conservation and enhancement of the historic
environment…further detail should relate to literary heritage etc.”
EH “would support the inclusion of such a policy”.
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Will incorporate request in
amended policy.

This may not be necessary as
planning permission is ready
to be granted subject to s106
issues with no objection from
Historic England.
Noted.
Noted.
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With regard to the inclusion of relevant plans, policies and
programmes, “it does now cover the main documents”. The objectives
of these documents, and their implications for the plan, “have been
adequately identified”. The identification of key sustainability issues is
now “adequate”, as are the SA objectives.

Noted and their requests will
be incorporated in an
amended SA.

Overall: “Although some further amendment is still required, we
consider if this is made, the document does fulfil the legislative
requirements”.

The Coal
Authority

Possible new policy
Coal - Coal Mining
Development
Referral Area (p.25)

Possible new policy
Coal – Mineral

However:
• “The baseline data still requires data inputting in relation to
statistics for heritage assets within England.”
• “We are still very concerned that there is no discussion of the
baseline data in chapter 4…there is no further discussion of the
attributes for the area.”
• “We are still unclear as to what the proposed indicators are
actually measuring as they just list types of heritage asset.”
• “There is no formal framework for assessment of site
allocations…further detail is needed to ensure a robust
process…for example, for site allocations, a more detailed
framework is needed to understand how these will be assessed
and how these will be ranked (colour coding? +/-?). For heritage
assets, this will need an assessment of the significance of the
heritage assets. Distance should not be used as a proxy to
harm”.
The CA advises that this is now called ‘Development High Risk Area’.
The CA “would welcome the inclusion of a new policy” on this subject.
They “would recommend the inclusion of the spatial extent of the
Development High Risk Area on a development constraints map if
proposed for inclusion in the plan, or background text to a policy”. In
accordance with the NPPG, “the LPA should require the submission of
a Coal Mining Risk Assessment Report, or equivalent”.
The CA “would also welcome the inclusion of a new policy which
addresses the need to safeguard mineral resources…the obligation to
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Will incorporate request in
amended policy.

Will incorporate request in
amended policy.
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Safeguarding Areas
(p.24)

H1
New housing sites

EM1
New employment
sites

SA scoping report

Sport England

RC1
Leisure facilities

13 October 2015
prevent mineral sterilisation is also a district-level responsibility for the
LPA in addition to the MPA. The LPA should liaise with the County
Council as MPA on this topic”.
“Reference should be made in the introductory section [of the part 2
plan] to all parts of the Development Plan for Broxtowe Borough,
including the new Nottinghamshire Minerals Local Plan. It would also
be helpful to explain in the introduction that the Minerals Plan will
define Minerals Safeguarding Areas which, when adopted in due
course, will also need to be illustrated on the Broxtowe Borough
Council Proposals Map.”
“The Local Plan and/or the Sustainability Appraisal should include a
site allocation selection methodology to identify what constraints and
policy issues have been taken into account in the site assessment
process.” This should include the issues of “mineral sterilisation and
unstable land”. It is “necessary to include a criterion within the site
allocation methodology which assesses the coal mining legacy GIS
data that we provided”, and “an assessment should be made of the
likely impact of the proposals on mineral resources”.
“The Local Plan and/or the Sustainability Appraisal should include a
site allocation selection methodology to identify what constraints and
policy issues have been taken into account in the site assessment
process.” This should include the issues of “mineral sterilisation and
unstable land”. It is “necessary to include a criterion within the site
allocation methodology which assesses the coal mining legacy GIS
data that we provided”, and “an assessment should be made of the
likely impact of the proposals on mineral resources”.
“Section 3 does not appear to make any reference to the new
Nottinghamshire Minerals Local Plan or the relevant part of the NPPF.
In addition, the [site allocation selection] methodology does not
consider coal mining legacy hazards…these issues [minerals
resources and unstable land] need to be fully addressed to render the
Local Plan sound. The Coal Authority would not wish to need in due
course to object to the site allocation methodology.”
The forthcoming “Built Sports Facilities strategy” and Playing Pitch
strategy should inform this policy.
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Mineral sterilisation issues will
be taken into account in
consultation with the County
Council as the Minerals
Planning Authority.

Mineral sterilisation issues will
be taken into account in
consultation with the County
Council as the Minerals
Planning Authority.

Reference will be added.

The consultation document
made clear that we will be
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“The policies are currently being developed without the appropriate
evidence base as required by paragraph 73 of NPPF. Paragraph 70
requires local authorities to plan positively, this cannot be achieved
without the appropriate evidence in place.”

RC5
Protection of open
spaces

RC6
Open space:
requirements for
new developments

RC7
New playing fields

RC17
Outdoor recreation
pursuits

“Does Policy RC5 protection of Open Space does this include playing
field protection?”
“The policies are currently being developed without the appropriate
evidence base as required by paragraph 73 of NPPF. Paragraph 70
requires local authorities to plan positively, this cannot be achieved
without the appropriate evidence in place.”
“Sport England does not support the principle of standards for playing
pitch provision but supports the principle of an evidence based action
plan which secure the right facilities in the right place, by protection
and or enhancement of existing facilities and the provision of new
facilities if required. The Playing Pitch strategy will provide this
evidence.”
“The policies are currently being developed without the appropriate
evidence base as required by paragraph 73 of NPPF. Paragraph 70
requires local authorities to plan positively, this cannot be achieved
without the appropriate evidence in place.”
The forthcoming Playing Pitch strategy should inform this policy – “how
does the authority know that new playing fields are require?”
“The policies are currently being developed without the appropriate
evidence base as required by paragraph 73 of NPPF. Paragraph 70
requires local authorities to plan positively, this cannot be achieved
without the appropriate evidence in place.”
“What evidence is available to inform the proposed policy RC17
Outdoor recreational Pursuits”
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working with the Leisure
Strategy, Green Spaces
Strategy and Playing Pitch
Strategy.
These comments are relevant
to all of Sport England’s
representations.
The consultation document
made clear that we will be
working with the Leisure
Strategy, Green Spaces
Strategy and Playing Pitch
Strategy.
The consultation document
made clear that we will be
working with the Leisure
Strategy, Green Spaces
Strategy and Playing Pitch
Strategy.

The consultation document
made clear that we will be
working with the Leisure
Strategy, Green Spaces
Strategy and Playing Pitch
Strategy.
The consultation document
made clear that we will be
working with the Leisure
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Network Rail

Suggested
additional policy
Level crossings

HS2

n/a

The Theatres
Trust

Possible new policy
Culture, tourism and
sport (p.62)

NFU

E8
Green Belt
E13
Prominent Areas for
Special Protection

E14
Mature Landscape
Areas
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“The policies are currently being developed without the appropriate
evidence base as required by paragraph 73 of NPPF. Paragraph 70
requires local authorities to plan positively, this cannot be achieved
without the appropriate evidence in place.”
“Development proposals’ affecting the safety of level crossings are an
extremely important consideration for Network Rail and emerging
planning policy to address…we request that the potential impacts from
development effecting Network Rail’s level crossings are specifically
addressed through Local Plan.” The policy should include references
to: Broxtowe’s statutory responsibility to consult the statutory rail
undertaker on relevant applications; the facts that Network Rail seek to
close Level Crossings where possible, and resist new ones; a
requirement for a Transport Assessment for any application that “may
increase the level of pedestrian and/or vehicular usage at a level
crossing”; a requirement for the developer to fund any necessary
improvements to the crossing. Broxtowe is “urged” to adopt a similar
policy to an example given from Doncaster.
“HS2 has no specific comments on the Development Management
Policies Issues and Options Consultation at this time.”
A policy is “required”, in order to “resist the loss of cultural facilities”,
support ACS policy 13 and “reflect” NPPF paragraph 70. The policy
should safeguard existing facilities, require developer contributions and
encourage the provision of new facilities.
This policy should be included in the Local Plan with amendments.
“We would like Policy E8 to include wording to promote rural
diversification as suggested in the Additional Issues column”.
This policy should not be included in the Local Plan. These areas are
“yet another no-go area for development. The NPPF is against the
designation of yet more areas where development is not permitted and
this particular designation is more of the same”.
This policy should not be included in the Local Plan. “Mature
Landscape Areas should not be allowed to [be?] a large area where
only limited development is allowed. Do these areas really require
protection additional to that in the rest of the plan?”
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Strategy, Green Spaces
Strategy and Playing Pitch
Strategy.
The issue of level crossings
will be considered.

Noted and points will be
considered.
An additional policy will be
considered
Will incorporate request in
amended policy.
Noted. However the policy
performs a useful function in
steering built development
away from prominent areas
(such as Bramcote Hills Golf
Course).
Noted. However the policy
may still be useful if it makes
clear that such a designation
does not amount to a blanket
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E16
Sites of Importance
for Nature
Conservation

This policy should not be included in the Local Plan with amendments.
“We would not like to see policy E16 extended to include Nature
Improvement Areas which could be very large areas where
development of any kind is strictly controlled.”

E33
Light pollution

This policy should not be included in the Local Plan with amendments.
“Mention is made of protecting “intrinsically dark landscapes” too.
Another designation which will allow development to be refused over a
large area and therefore a policy addition to be fought against.”

Possible new policy
Reducing CO2
emissions (p.18)

“It needs to encourage renewable energy developments in certain
areas, as per the NPPF.”

Possible new policy
Landscape (p.23)

“Any policy to protect large new areas of the countryside must ensure
that not all development is prevented, but there are allowances for
farm and rural diversification, farm buildings and new housing on
farms.”

Mobile
Operators
Association

E35
It is “important” that there is a specific telecommunications policy.
Telecommunications Detailed wording is proposed for the policy and supporting text. The
policy should have criteria about “seeking to minimise” adverse
impacts through siting and design, “exploring the possibility” of using
existing buildings and structures, and avoiding “unacceptable effects”
on “sensitive areas”. The supporting text should state that “the
authority is keen to facilitate” the expansion of telecommunications
infrastructure.
Duty to Cooperate – Local Authorities
Nottinghamshire Possible new policy “The County Council welcomes the inclusion of a policy on minerals
County Council Coal – Mineral
safeguarding. In order to maintain consistency with the emerging
(strategic
Safeguarding Areas Minerals Local Plan, account should be taken of policy DM13 ‘Mineral
planning)
safeguarding and consultation areas’ and any subsequent
amendments as the Minerals Plan progresses.”
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development exclusion zone.
Noted. However the policy
may still be useful if it makes
clear that such a designation
does not amount to a blanket
development exclusion zone.
Noted. However the policy
may still be useful if it makes
clear that such a designation
does not amount to a blanket
development exclusion zone.
Noted. Areas which may be
suitable for unobtrusive
renewable energy installation
are on previously developed
land.
Noted. However the policy
may still be useful if it makes
clear that such a designation
does not amount to a blanket
development exclusion zone.
Noted and points will be
considered.

Noted. As the Coal Authority
requests, a policy can be
included, albeit care will need
to be taken as Broxtowe is not
the Minerals Planning
Authority, Nottinghamshire
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“It is also important to note that Para 143 point 3 of the NPPF states
that as well as defining Minerals Safeguarding Areas, Minerals
Consultation Areas (based on the Minerals Safeguarding Areas)
should be included.”

H6
Density of housing
development
T1
Developers’
contributions to
integrated transport
measures
T4
Park-and-ride
facilities
T5
South Notts Rail
Network (SNRN)
T6
Nottingham Express
Transit (NET)
T12
Facilities for people
with limited mobility
Possible new policy
Sustainable
transport networks
(p.45)
Possible new policy
Travel plans (p.45)
E16

It is also worth noting that a sand and gravel safeguarding area exists
in the south of the district which you may wish to consider.”
“The County Council recommends that reference to public transport
accessibility appraisal mechanisms is essential for sustainable
developments, and to ensure the long term viability of a development
in terms of public transport provision”
“Any new approach should ensure that public transport provision is
prioritised as part of any future policy development.”

“The Council isn’t currently considering any future Park & Ride
developments in Broxtowe.”

County Council is.

Noted. This relates to a
requirement for high densities
that may not be viable or
appropriate in all locations.
This may be problematic in
relation to s106 ‘pooling
restrictions’.
Noted and points will be
considered.

The policy is listed in a schedule of comments; however no comments
on this policy are actually made.
The policy is listed in a schedule of comments; however no comments
on this policy are actually made.
“It is important that the [County] Council can negotiate with developers
for contributions to include such facilities as part of developments i.e.
raised kerbs, audio and visual information. The Council requests the
inclusion and retention of Policy T12.”
“Any single policy should include reference to the role of accessible
public transport networks as part of a sustainable transport
framework.”

This may be problematic in
relation to s106 ‘pooling
restrictions’.

“The inclusion of a local policy setting out what is considered to be
“significant” is supported.”
The policy “should certainly be retained, or incorporated into a ‘natural
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Noted and points will be
considered.
Will incorporate request in

Noted and points will be
considered.
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Sites of Importance
for Nature
Conservation
Possible new policy
Green infrastructure

H5
Affordable housing
EM1
New employment
sites
and/or
RC2 and RC3
Community and
education facilities
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environment policy (see below).”

amended policy.

“A policy relating to the natural environment (i.e. beyond just locally
designated sites) [and so presumably potentially part of a new GI
policy] is also required, which could incorporate policy E16, above.” In
addition, the policy would need to : ensure that impacts on biodiversity
are minimised; contribute to the establishment of coherent ecological
networks; set criteria against which proposals affecting designated
wildlife sites will be judged; plan positively for networks of biodiversity
and GI; plan for biodiversity at a landscape scale across local authority
boundaries; identify and map components of ecological networks;
promote the preservation, restoration and re-creation of priority
habitats; promote the recovery of populations of priority species;
identify suitable monitoring indicators; prevent harm to geological
conservation interests; and “make provision for an Nature
Improvement Areas which may be identified in the plan area in the
future”.
“The County Council welcome the issue of whether a consistent
Borough Wide approach is appropriate, this will help when considering
viability issues/priorities relating to the delivery of new housing sites.”
“Paragraph 3.4.21 (p38) the County Council welcome the plans for
“specific provision” for education which is also supported in Policy RC2
and RC3 (p55-56). Where ‘Reference to particular sites will need
updating’ is included. The Capacity of schools sites to allow for further
expansion is an issue that is changing over the duration of the plan
period.”

Will incorporate request in
amended policy.
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Noted and points will be
considered.
Paragraph 3.4.21 of the
Aligned Core Strategy, which
is referred to on page 38 of
our consultation document
with regard to policy EM1, is
about the ‘knowledge based
economy’; unclear what
“specific provision” is referring
to; and unclear as to the
perceived relationship
between employment and
education policies. Further
discussions will be held with
Nottinghamshire County
Council.
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Nottinghamshire RC5
County Council Protection of open
(property
spaces
department)
RC6
Open space:
requirements for
new developments
Local Interest Groups
Beeston and
E8
District Civic
Development in the
Society
Green Belt
E13
Prominent Areas for
Special Protection
H4
Subdivision or
adaptation of
existing buildings
H6
Density of housing
development
H7
Land not allocated
for housing
purposes
H12
Loss of residential
accommodation
S2
Sites for retail and
associated
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The policy does “not provide an adequate framework, standards or
criteria for an objective determination of the role and value of open
spaces in new development…There needs to be a very clear
relationship between the demographic projections of the local areas
and the open spaces required – a PPG 17 type study which is only
partly reported in the Council’s Green Spaces Strategy 2009-16.”
The policy does “not provide an adequate framework, standards or
criteria for an objective determination of the role and value of open
spaces in new development…There needs to be a very clear
relationship between the demographic projections of the local areas
and the open spaces required – a PPG 17 type study which is only
partly reported in the Council’s Green Spaces Strategy 2009-16.”

This will be addressed in the
Council’s Playing Pitch
Strategy and Green
Infrastructure work, both of
which will be concluded to
inform this Local Plan.
This will be addressed in the
Council’s Playing Pitch
Strategy and Green
Infrastructure work, both of
which will be concluded to
inform this Local Plan.

The policy should be included in the Local Plan as it is. (No further
comments are made.)

Noted and points will be
considered.

The policy should be included in the Local Plan as it is. (No further
comments are made.)

Noted and points will be
considered.

The policy should be included in the Local Plan as it is. (No further
comments are made.)

Noted and points will be
considered.

The policy should be included in the Local Plan as it is. (No further
comments are made.)

Noted and points will be
considered.

The policy should be included in the Local Plan as it is. (No further
comments are made.)

Noted and points will be
considered.

The policy should be included in the Local Plan as it is. (No further
comments are made.)

Noted and points will be
considered.

The policy should be included in the Local Plan as it is. (No further
comments are made.)

Noted and points will be
considered.
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S4
Prime shopping
frontages
S5
Local shopping
development
S8
Shopfront design
S10
Shopfront signage
Possible new policy
Design (p.20)
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The policy should be included in the Local Plan as it is. (No further
comments are made.)

Noted and points will be
considered.

The policy should be included in the Local Plan as it is. (No further
comments are made.)

Noted and points will be
considered.

The policy should be included in the Local Plan as it is. (No further
comments are made.)
The policy should be included in the Local Plan as it is. (No further
comments are made.)
The Society “agree that any new policies should include references to
standards of amenity of occupiers, energy efficiency, emissions etc.

Noted and points will be
considered.
Noted and points will be
considered.
Noted and points will be
considered. Conservation
area appraisals will assist with
this.

There should be both a supplementary urban design guide, and a
residential one, possibly also a design guide for conservation area
development. Guidance needs strengthening from current.
Possible new policy
Heritage assets /
conservation (p. 22)

Nottingham
CPRE

Possible new policy
Travel Plans (p.45)

Such policies are also relevant to proposed new housing policies.”
“Referring to non designated heritage assets – a local list should be
seen as a necessary planning tool and should be extended, with more
of a local dimension, and should be available on line… Broxtowe’s list
is in serious need of updating and should be expanded to include
assets outside Conservation Areas. It should also recognise that
assets need not necessarily be buildings.”
Any policy “should delineate criteria for inclusion [in the local list] (see
Erewash, Rushcliffe and Bassetlaw)”.
The CPRE “understand that national guidance on Travel Plans
specifies 80 dwellings as the threshold from which an applicant would
be required to develop a Travel Plan…the principle of following
national guidance – as a minimum – should be incorporated into
Broxtowe’s Local Plan Part 2.”
“Integrated Travel Plans should be developed for each allocation in its
entirety even if actual development occurs in phases or via a number
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Noted and points will be
considered.

Noted and points will be
considered.
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of planning applications.”

Land Owners / Developers
Bartons plc
EM1f
New employment
sites: former
Bartons bus depot
The British Land E24
Company plc
Trees, hedgerows
and Tree
Preservation Orders

“Funding for the elements of the travel Plan should be secured from
developers – where necessary drawing their attention to the
cumulative impact.”
“EM1f should not be included in the Local Plan.” (No further comments
are made.)

The current policy wording is “too restrictive”.
‘Important’ trees should be defined as those which are subject to a
Tree Preservation Order. ‘Important’ hedgerows should be defined
according to the 1997 Hedgerow Regulations. Reference to both of
these definitions “should be made explicit in any future policy wording
to ensure transparency”.

Noted and points will be
considered. If an application
is submitted and approved on
this site it will remove the
need for a site specific policy.
Noted and points will be
considered.

Policy wording “should allow developers to provide mitigation and/or
compensation where adverse impacts are unavoidable”.

E26
Pollution

T11
Guidance for

“The policy should read [presumably in part – see above]:
“development that would adversely affect important trees and
hedgerows will be permitted where such adverse affect is adequately
mitigated or compensated.”
“The policy should clarify when an Air Quality Assessment will be
required.”

Noted and points will be
considered.

“The policy must explicitly make clear the definition of ‘significant
deterioration of air quality’ and ‘significant loss of health or amenity’. In
addition, the policy should clarify further the extent of ‘nearby premises’
to enable developers to understand the physical coverage any future
assessments may have to cover.”
“The Council’s Parking Standards should be expressed as maxima and Noted and points will be
be applied flexibly”.
considered.
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“In the context of shopping parks, parking assessments should not
singularly and stringently deem that an increase/decrease in gross
floorspace alone will increase demand for car parking facilities. Future
policy wording should give due considerations to variations in peak
demand during the day/week, particularly at mixed use sites. In certain
instances, this will remove the need to increase car parking capacity
where such peaks complement each other.
Accordingly, reference in the policy to “…unless appropriate provision
is made for vehicle parking…” should be changed to “…unless
appropriate provision is available for vehicle parking…”.”
Terminology requires updating to reflect ACS policy.
“The town/district centre boundaries of the four centres should be
reviewed. As part of this review it may be sensible to contract the
defined boundary of particular centres so that they encompass areas
well connected to the core of the centre with reasonably high footfall
and units capable of accommodating modern retail operations. This
would assist in concentrating commercial development and thus add to
the viability of those centres. It would also help focus future
investment.”
In Eastwood, “the area between Church Street and Devonshire Drive
(including the former Eastwood Infant and Junior School) is not
considered to form part of the town centre in terms in any commercial
sense and therefore should be removed…Furthermore, while the
Morrisons supermarket at the western extremity of the centre clearly
performs a role in attracting custom to the centre, much of the area
between the supermarket and the ‘main run’ of Nottingham Road adds
little to the practical function of the centre.”
In Kimberley, re-evaluation is required in particular for “the southern
reaches of James Street and the western end of Main Street which
offer limited and sporadic main town centre uses in between
predominantly residential dwellings.”
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The updated retail study
undertaken by Carter Jonas
will be important evidence to
consider these issues. This
was not available at the time
this consultation was
undertaken.
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S2
Sites for retail and
associated
development
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“The justification [in the ACS] supporting the view that Eastwood
District centre is weak in retail terms and the need of enhancement is
questioned…WYG have undertaken numerous health check surveys at
Eastwood in past years”; figures are provided for 2012 and 2014
“which highlight that the district centre is performing broadly in line with
the national average…the centre is certainly not underperforming…the
opportunity should be taken to correct this assertion in the emerging
DPD. In the absence of this the Council should justify and evidence
this statement and clarify in what way the centre is considered to be
underperforming and what action is required to correct that
underperformance.”
“Any future policy should maintain the preference in favour of retail and The updated retail study
leisure development to be developed at Giltbrook Shopping Park in
undertaken by Carter Jonas
absence of preferable district centre sites.”
will be important evidence to
consider these issues. This
“As demonstrated by numerous extensions and remodelling of the
was not available at the time
shopping park since the opening in 2008, the park represents a
this consultation was
sustainable location for new retail and leisure development”.
undertaken.
“We do not consider a criteria based policy to be appropriate as this
would limit the ability of the authority to suitably respond to the needs
of national retailers and changes to the local economy in Broxtowe.”

S3
Retail and
associated
development in
locations outside
town centres

“Furthermore, we do not consider there to be a need to limit the overall
floorspace permitted at the shopping park.”
The policy wording is inconsistent with the NPPF; “for example”, ‘need’
is no longer an NPPF requirement and the policy “refers to ‘convenient
walking distance’ in respect of edge of centre sites rather than giving
preference to accessible sites when considering edge and out of
centre locations”. Part (b) of the policy does not relate well to policy
S2(c).
“We consider it prudent to continue to give preference to Giltbrook
Shopping Park as the appropriate location for retail provision in the
absence of sequentially preferable sites in Eastwood and Kimberley”.
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The updated retail study
undertaken by Carter Jonas
will be important evidence to
consider these issues. This
was not available at the time
this consultation was
undertaken. In addition the
recommendation in the retail
study is that a floor space
threshold of 500 sqm is
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“There currently exists no quantitative evidence in support of a 1,000
sqm locally set floorspace threshold for the assessment of
impact…Lack of evidence means the LPA should revert to the default
position of 2,500 sqm, as set out in the NPPF”.

appropriate for the
assessment of impact.

“The definition of edge of centre is clearly defined in the NPPF
glossary and therefore the LPA should not look to repeat national
policy.”
S7
Food and drink
retailing outside
town centres

“Any revised policy should continue to focus purely on the three
aspects of environment, traffic and residential amenity, with the
absence of ‘harm’ in regard these elements indicating acceptability.”
The policy “should not seek to impose inflexible thresholds” with regard
to ‘harm’.

Noted and points will be
considered.

“The suggested policy distinction between groups of shops and stand
alone units would be misconceived.”
Changes to the Use Classes Order will need to be recognised.

S10
Shopfront signage
Possible new policy
Flood risk –
sequential and
exception tests
(p.17 and appendix
B)

“Monitoring of the overlap between the food and drink A class uses can
be dealt with by way of condition on a case by case basis and should
not be included within this policy.”
“This policy is not required”, given the provisions of the 1990 Act.
Noted and points will be
considered.
“Greater clarity is required…policy wording should clearly state that
Noted and points will be
minor development falls outside of the requirements of the sequential
considered.
and exception tests. It should also clearly state that extensions or
internal alterations to existing premises do not have to comply with the
sequential test, regardless of the quantum of floorspace being
created.”
Given that shops and leisure are considered as ‘less vulnerable’
developments, “policy wording should ensure Flood Risk Assessments
(FRAs) are not unnecessarily undertaken in instances where they are
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Possible new policy
Reducing CO2
emissions (p.18)

Possible new policy
Design (p. 20)

Possible new policy
Landscape (p. 23)

Possible new policy
Green infrastructure
(p.24)
Possible new policy
Existing
employment sites
(p.40)
Possible new policy
Travel Plans (p. 45)
Possible new policy
Eastwood and
Stapleford district
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not required”.
“A standalone policy within the emerging DPD is not required” because
ACS policy 1 “provides sufficient advice”.

Noted and points will be
considered.

“We do not consider a ‘Merton’ policy…is appropriate or necessary.”
“Policies should not form a tool to define, control and enforce energy
generation on-site. Such policies pose significant difficulties in respect
of monitoring implementation and compliance at the operational stage.”
ACS policy 10 “provides a sufficiently detailed design policy in its own
Noted and points will be
right”, so a new policy “is likely to result in unnecessary duplication”.
considered.
“A Broxtowe specific design guide is considered to form a better
approach for the delivery of good design.”
“Any new policy should clearly define the meaning of ‘valued
landscape’ in the Broxtowe context…The policy should be clearly
worded to only relate to these valued landscapes in order to avoid
becoming an unnecessary and unjustified burden on development
elsewhere.”
“Any future policy should provide a clear green infrastructure hierarchy,
set in line with the Council’s emerging Green Infrastructure Strategy.
The hierarchy should avoid the unnecessary allocation of unimportant
peripheral areas of green space”.
“A new policy which considers the release of poor quality employment
land for other economic uses which secure the creation of jobs,
economic growth and enables new investment would be appropriate.”
The policy “should include criteria recognising the importance of job
creation rather than simply limiting development to the ‘B’ use class.”
The policy is “unnecessary due to the guidance provided in PPG
(paragraph 009)”. Any requirement for a Travel Plan “should be based
on the merits and travel benefits/impact of the development proposals
and not on arbitrary thresholds set by the LPA”.
“We do not consider that this policy is required.”
“Informal planning guidance would be a more appropriate means of
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Noted and points will be
considered. This policy will
be informed by more detailed
landscape character
assessment.
Noted and points will be
considered.
Noted and points will be
considered.

Noted and points will be
considered.
Noted and points will be
considered. The updated
retail study undertaken by
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centres (p.54)

Possible new policy
Infrastructure,
planning obligations
and developer
contributions (p.63)

The Mitchell
Trust

E12
Protected Open
Areas
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dealing with targeted regeneration”, although “We do not consider that
the centre is performing poorly”.

Carter Jonas will be important
evidence to consider these
issues. This was not
available at the time this
consultation was undertaken.

“Our town centre health checks have confirmed that Eastwood District
Centre has not demonstrated a decline in its vitality and viability since
the opening of the Giltbrook Retail Park in 2008, therefore indicating no
correlation between the operation of the retail park and the health of
the centre. Eastwood district centre functions in a wholly different retail
market to the retail park with no material crossover in likely tenant
requirements. We do not agree, therefore, with the suggestion in the
Issues and Option paper that the future approach to the Shopping Park
is likely to be relevant to this potential new policy.”
“We question whether there is a need for this policy”; a policy would be Noted and points will be
“a particularly inflexible tool” and “a Supplementary Planning
considered.
Document (SPD) would provide a more flexible approach”.
The LPA “should progress a CIL charge promptly to allow any future
planning obligations policy/SPD to be fully informed and tested
alongside the infrastructure and affordable housing viability evidence”.
“Any future obligations policy or SPD should specifically reflect a
flexible approach to s106 negotiations, particularly where a developer
can demonstrate abnormal development costs.”
The policy should be retained, however boundaries of the Areas, and
particularly the one at Beeston Fields Golf Course, should be
reviewed.
Two areas are proposed to be removed from the Protected Open Area
at the golf course: one to the south of Beeston Fields Drive and one to
the north of Bramcote Drive (details are provided). Removal of these
areas “would have no material impact on the role of the Golf Course in
providing a clear, physical break between Beeston Fields to the north
and residential areas to the south…There would remain a substantial
area of Golf Course, with its many mature trees, between the two
proposed deleted areas in order to ensure this area continues to
function as an effective break within the built-up area”.
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Noted and points will be
considered. This policy will
not be able to be amended
prior to the determination of
their Planning application
which is likely to be before the
end of 2015.
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The Trust “would not support” an approach of including the Protected
Open Areas in a more all-embracing policy that could relate to ‘Local
Green Space’.

Bloor Homes
W Westerman
Ltd

E12
Protected Open
Areas

E13
Prominent Areas for
Special Protection

E14
Mature Landscape
Areas

It would be “highly inappropriate” to designate the golf course as a
‘Local Green Space’ as it would not meet the NPPF criteria for
designation:
• It is not “in close proximity to the community it serves, because
“the golf course does not serve a close and defined
geographical community; it serves a golfing community and
patrons travel to the course from a dispersed set of
geographical communities”;
• It is not “demonstrably special to a local community” because
“the golf course does not hold any particular significance”;
• It is “an extensive tract of land” and is “far in excess of what
could reasonably be acknowledged” as being “local in
character”.
Any proposal to designate Protected Open Areas as ‘Local Green
Space’ “would need to be based on a robust and transparent
assessment of any candidate areas against the criteria in paragraph 77
of the NPPF” and “must be taken in the context of the wider
development land supply, and an understanding of other potential
sources of development land”.
Any proposal to designate Prominent Areas for Special Protection as
‘Local Green Space’ “would need to be based on a robust and
transparent assessment of any candidate areas against the criteria in
paragraph 77 of the NPPF” and “must be taken in the context of the
wider development land supply, and an understanding of other
potential sources of development land”.
“The purpose and objectives of this category of protected land is
unclear, and should be revisited, particularly in the context of Green
Belt policy which also relates to all of the existing Mature Landscape
Areas. Removing this policy altogether would not make these areas
any more vulnerable to development, or increase the potential for them
to be lost.”
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Noted and points will be
considered.

Noted and points will be
considered.

Noted and points will be
considered.
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emissions (p.18)

Possible new policy
Flood risk –
sequential and
exception tests
(p.17)
Possible new policy
Flood risk –
Sustainable
Drainage Systems
(SuDS) (p.18)
Possible new policy
Design (p. 20)

H5
Affordable housing
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“There is clear potential for either duplication or inconsistency” with
national building regulations.

Noted and points will be
considered.

“The policy title proposed suggests a more generic ‘low carbon’ policy
[rather than a focus on decentralised energy] which would be very
likely to add little to the national regime of regulations and best
practice. However, if the Council opts for a specific and prescriptive
‘decentralised energy’ policy focus there are risks that it would quickly
be out of date as technology changes and experience of
implementation evolves. It is important to guard against introducing a
policy in a long-term planning document which constrains innovation
and responses to new technology, or which fails to keep pace with
changing national policy and regulations.”
“In addition there is a need to consider overlaps (and potential
tensions) with any design related policies”.
From the evidence provided, it is not clear whether local policy on this
issue would be necessary, and to what extent it would repeat national
policy.
From the evidence provided, it is not clear whether local policy on this
issue would be necessary, and to what extent it would repeat national
policy.
There is a “lack of clear context for any local policy on SuDS”.
“The key criteria is the clarity of any policy guidance given, whether in
one or numerous policies. However… imposing fixed minimum (or
maximum) densities is not considered necessary or helpful. A highly
prescriptive design policy does not enable developers to respond to
the opportunities or constraints offered by individual sites”.
The approach “should be suitably flexible to reflect the often diverse
range of outcomes expected from the development process”.
The possible new policy on ‘Infrastructure, planning obligations and
developer contributions’ “could provide an opportunity to be clear about
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Noted and points will be
considered. A new policy is
considered necessary to
properly take into account the
Left Bank flood defences.
Noted and points will be
considered.

Noted and points will be
considered.

Noted and points will be
considered. The plan wide
viability evidence will help to
inform this policy.
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Custom build / ‘Selfbuild’ (p.36)
EM1
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sites
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the relative priorities” in this regard.
“Without care, such a new policy could inadvertently lead to
homogenous developments dominated by a very narrow range of
house types”; “being overly prescriptive about housing design issues is
likely to restrict flexibility, and could be counter-productive in terms of
the quality of development outcomes”. “It is unclear whether there is
very much that any new policy could say that is not already covered by
ACS Policy 8.”
This area “might be included within a policy regarding housing mix and
choice. The potential for custom or self-build to form part of affordable
housing provision should be considered”.
“Policy does not necessarily need to take a consistent approach to the
definition of use-classes on specific sites, and an overly restrictive
approach to specific land-uses on specific sites would be contrary to
the NPPF guidance”.
Policy “should not be solely focussed on B-Class Uses, and policies
need to be flexible enough to respond to needs as they arise”.

Noted and points will be
considered.

Noted and points will be
considered.
Noted and points will be
considered. The updated
employment needs study by
Nathaniel Litchfield and
Partners will be important
evidence to inform this issue.

“One way to deliver this flexibility is to plan to exceed the land required
as indicated by any forecasts of need, and ensure a portfolio of
existing and new sites are available for a range of B-Class and other
employment generating uses”.

Possible new policy
HS2/Toton Strategic
Location for Growth
(p.40)

There should also be “criteria based policies for the identification and
development of new employment sites”.
“A new policy focussed on the location for growth at Toton is essential”
It “should include detailed site boundaries and formally allocate a site
for development”.
There should be “the preparation of an extensive evidence base so
that decisions about scale, form, Green Belt boundaries etc, can be
undertaken based on sound evidence”.
“The minimum requirements of the ACS policies fall someway short of
the policy response needed to the opportunities offered by HS2.” For
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Noted and points will be
considered. This work is
progressing on a local,
housing market area, and
regional scale.
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example, it is stated that the indicated minimum employment
floorspace at Toton is similar to the amount envisaged by an emerging
neighbourhood plan for Keyworth village in Rushcliffe.
“The approach taken in the Issues and Options document to
Agricultural Land should be taken throughout – before any
assumptions are taken about which policies are to be included,
consideration should be given to whether or not a local policy could
usefully add anything to the NPPF. Based on the Issues and Options
document, it is not clear whether this question has yet been applied
widely.”

Noted and points will be
considered.

“There is a need to consider the formal designation of additional areas
of Mature Landscape and review any areas already designated.

Noted and points will be
considered.

“There is a need for new policies that take account of need and supply
across the borough.”

Noted and points will be
considered. A neighbourhood
plan would be a good means
of addressing this issue.

“Meeting Local housing need in small settlements such as Moorgreen
are an important aspect of affordable housing…Greasley Parish
Council is well placed to identify such local needs in the context of a
Neighbourhood Plan…There is a need to consider how an appropriate
balance can be struck between meeting affordable housing needs and
satisfying other planning objectives such as open space provision,
good design and road safety.”
There should be a “local dimension” and “imaginative implementation”
of policies. There should be a requirement for “thorough consultation
both by developers with members of the public at the pre-application
stage and with the Parish Council as statutory consultees.”
Consideration should be given to “whether the high quality of the
landscape in the wider area around Kimberley and Eastwood, which
has important historical associations as well as landscape value,
should be given some form of designation…the value of landscapes to
the local community is important”.
There should be a policy on change of use from employment to
residential. No details are given. (However it is noted: “it does seem
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Noted and points will be
considered.
Noted. Landscape
assessment will investigate
the quality of the landscape
which will in turn form part of
the evidence base for future
policies.
Noted. Amendments to
Permitted Development allow
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Change of use from
employment to
residential

that the number of jobs provided in industrial land and buildings is
falling whilst other locations such as recreational and retail centres and
working from home are increasing in importance”.)

General and other
points

There is an “urgent”, “priority” need to review policies relating to
employment land, design, housing, recreation and traffic/transport.
“This should be done in full consultation with Greasley Parish Council
and should be preceded by an “effectiveness review” of existing
policies, in full consultation with key “users” such as the parish council
and local schools.”
The “effectiveness review” should involve analysis of “the reasons why
a policy has not been the subject of an appeal” and “a statement of the
main successes and failures attributable to each policy”.
The consultation document was “a very difficult document to respond
to”, partly because it didn’t reproduce the wording of the policies
concerned or summarise the relevant ACS policies. The document is
“obscure, lacks real depth and is not sufficiently transparent” to
encourage public participation.
Supplementary Planning Guidance did not get sufficient attention in the
consultation and should be looked at again; they “can have an
important role in development control”.
Greasley “welcome the references in the consultation document on
Local Greenspace but there should be more emphasis on the role of
the local community where appropriate through a Neighbourhood
Plan.”
Reference is made to previous comments in the 2013/14 consultation
on traffic and transport issues, which are still considered to be relevant.
Issues include Nuthall Island, Junction 26, Giltbrook and the A610
Eastwood to Nottingham corridor.
Reference is also made to previous comments on flood risk issues
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some changes of use without
the need for planning
permission and so a policy
may not be necessary.
Noted and points will be
considered. A neighbourhood
plan would be a good way of
addressing several of the
issues raised.
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regarding sites north of Eastwood and west of Kimberley, and to more
recent issues at Thorn Drive, Newthorpe and Mansfield Road,
Eastwood. The Council considers that “it would be unforgiveable to
allow similar situations [to Thorn Drive] to be created elsewhere”.
“As a matter of principle there should be a clear dividing line between
planning policy and other strategic documents and members of the
public should have a role in the production of these other strategies at
least equal to their rights within the planning system…and the
Council’s Capital Programme is a key vehicle which should be subject
to full public participation.”

Public
Mr Philip Jones

Mr Clive
Narrainen

“There is also a need for some strategy as to how to spend the
additional resources in the form of the new homes bonus. Government
policy is that part of these receipts are ring fenced to the locality in
which they arise and the local community have a key role in deciding
how the additional resources are spent.”
E13
Prominent Areas for
Special Protection
SA Scoping Report
E33
Light pollution
SA Scoping report

Ms Andrea
Oates
Mr Richard
Maher

H9
Domestic
extensions
Suggested
additional policy
Diversion or
extinguishment of
rights of way

The policy should be included in the Local Plan as it is. “Cannot see
any reason why a change need be made.”
Qs 8a and 9a: “yes”.
This policy should be included in the Local Plan with amendments.
Reference should be added to “good design, protecting “intrinsically
dark landscapes””.
Qs 8a, 9a, 10a, 11a, 13a, 14a, 15a: “yes”.
Q 12a: “no”.
A residential design guidance leaflet, similar to that produced by
Chelmsford Borough Council, “could well be helpful”.
There should be a policy on “Diversion or extinguishment of rights of
way that pass within gardens, farmyards and commercial premises of
existing or proposed development”. The policy should be worded so as
to comply with draft DEFRA guidance. “There should be a presumption
that PRoW do not pass within the curtilage of gardens, farmyards and
commercial premises.” “Where errors have occurred in the planning
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Noted and points will be
considered.
Noted and points will be
considered.

Noted and points will be
considered.
Not a Borough Council Issue:
Public Rights of Way fall
under the remit of the County
Council.
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Mr Philip
Sugden

Other points

Mr Vincent
Corcoran

SA Scoping Report

Mr Andrew
Hallsworth

SA Scoping Report
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process with existing properties it shall be incumbent on the relevant
planning authority to divert or extinguish such intrusive PRoW.”
Broxtowe’s attention needs to be drawn to “the Nottinghamshire
County Council’s circular” with reference to “Nottinghamshire County
Council taking over control of all Councils, Parishes etc”, “thus saving
money, reducing Council Taxes”.
The development management policies and site allocations need to be
“considered in conjunction with Sir Michael Lyons Executive Summary”
entitled “Place-shaping, a shared ambition for the future of local
government”.
Q 9a: “no”. “There is a very strong feeling from NG16 residents that
Broxtowe Borough Council are in bed with the Developers to build on
GREEN BELT LAND…as a first option! The well attended meeting at
Greasley Parish on 19/03/2015 indicated to me that the NG16
residents and the Greasley Parish Council are up for the fight to stop
this development.”
Qs 8a, 9a, 10a, 11a, 12a, 13a, 14a, 15a: “no”.
Qs 8b, 9b, 10b, 11b, 13b, 14b, 15b: “This form is ridiculous for
members of the public to object about protecting the countryside.”
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Noted and points will be
considered.

Policy 3 of the ACS gives
priority to development within
existing settlements and land
outside of the Green Belt.
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Note:
The format of the table has been amended (section headings, colour, order etc) so that it roughly matches the table used in the Toton Advisory
Committee report (as requested). There are a few minor points that may want brief consideration before the tables are finalised for publication:
• For now I’ve left it in landscape rather than portrait format, as it seems to read a bit easier for the DM policies.
• The Toton report uses subheadings within the ‘comment’ column to separate out different topics – for the DM policies it seems a bit
clearer to have a column for policy number/description.
• So far I haven’t edited down the content from the first version – they’re not directly comparable, but there seems to be a similar level of
detail in both the Toton table and this one.
• There is the question of what the order of consultees should be within each group – maybe alphabetical? (So far I’ve left it fairly random,
except with arguably the more important ones coming first.)
• There’s also the question of the order of policies within each consultee’s section – it could be by topic, with existing policies followed by
proposed ones, or all existing policies could come first, followed by all proposed ones.(So far again I’ve left it fairly random, generally in
the order they came in the submissions.)
• And the question of the order of the groups of consultees – this table uses the order from the Toton report (except as mentioned below) –
however if it’s intended to reflect order of importance, it may be debatable whether landowners/developers should come before
town/parish councils.
• There are two sections on local interest groups in the Toton report – I’m not sure of the significance, so for now there is just one in this
table, after ‘duty to cooperate – local authorities’.
• Maybe ‘duty to cooperate – local authorities’ could just be ‘local authorities’?
• Is ‘national interest groups’ the best term for NE, EA, HE etc? Possibly this could be ‘statutory consultees’ (although this may be
inappropriate jargon) or similar, in which case ‘national interest groups’ might be used for the Mobile Operators Association, Theatres
Trust etc?
• Bartons are currently in the ‘landowners/developers’ section – they could instead go in an additional separate ‘local business’ section (as
in the Toton report).
• The same could perhaps apply to the Mitchell Trust (owners of Beeston Fields golf course).
• I’ve kept Bloor’s and Westerman’s comments separate for now, although they’re identical – the Toton report sensibly groups them
together – although that perhaps raises the question of whether other similar comments should be grouped together.
• The ‘public’ section may well want editing down – all but two or three of them could legitimately be excluded, as people have just used the
forms inappropriately to make comments about other issues.
• I’ve deleted consultee ID numbers, to match the Toton report – so far I’ve left in references to page numbers in the consultation document
– this makes it easier to refer back, but perhaps it’s too much detail for the published report.
• There seems to be a need for a minor formatting adjustment, as the last line of the first page doesn’t print.
• n.b. additionally or alternatively we might want to group all the responses together by policy rather than by respondent.
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GB Review Summary
Foreword:
Many comments submitted in response to this Green Belt review relate to non-Green Belt issues
such as landscape, noise, neighbour amenity, wildlife etc. In addition there have been several
responses relating to much smaller parcels of land within larger ‘zones’.
These are important issues, but the detail of the site selection can only be undertaken following
Sustainability Appraisal and much more detailed infrastructure planning work.
The purpose of this Green Belt Review is to inform future site selection but only on Green Belt
grounds.
What is the purpose of Green Belt?
The fundamental aim of green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently
open.
•
•

Green Belt is not the same as ‘greenfield’, the Green Belt can, and does, include land which
is previously developed i.e. brownfield
Green Belt has 5 very specific purposes as defined by the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) (page 19), the purposes of the Green Belt do not include issues such
as landscape quality, providing recreation space or protecting wildlife habitat. All of these
issues will be considered as part of the site allocations process.

Who can alter the Green Belt boundaries and when?
In accordance with the NPPF (paragraphs 83 & 84) it is for local authorities (i.e. Broxtowe Borough
Council) to define and maintain Green Belt land in their local areas. The Government expects local
planning authorities with green belts to establish green belt boundaries in their Local Plans (i.e.
The Core Strategy & the emerging Part 2 Local Plan), which can be altered as part of the plan
review process.
Defining New Green Belt boundaries:
The NPPF states:
‘When defining boundaries, local planning authorities should:
• ensure consistency with the Local Plan strategy for meeting identified requirements for
sustainable development;
• not include land which it is unnecessary to keep permanently open;
• where necessary, identify in their plans areas of ‘safeguarded land’ between the urban area
and the Green Belt, in order to meet longer-term development needs stretching well beyond
the plan period;
• make clear that the safeguarded land is not allocated for development at the present time.
Planning permission for the permanent development of safeguarded land should only be
granted following a Local Plan review which proposes the development;
• satisfy themselves that Green Belt boundaries will not need to be altered at the end of the
development plan period; and
• define boundaries clearly, using physical features that are readily recognisable and likely to
be permanent.’
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Safeguarded Land – what does this mean?
Safeguarded land is land which is removed from the Green Belt but is not allocated for specific
development – to accommodate future growth beyond the current plan period (i.e. 2028). We are
required to consider safeguarding land so as not to have to review the Green Belt boundary every
time a Local Plan is reviewed (see bullet point 5 above).
The Legal Challenge to the Aligned Core Strategy (Part 1 of the Local Plan):
The Aligned Core Strategy was adopted by Full Council in September 2014, following its adoption
it was subject to legal challenge through the High Court, the hearing for which was held in March
2015. The appellant submitted the legal challenge on the grounds that the examining Planning
Inspector had failed to consider whether housing numbers should be reduced to prevent the
release of Green Belt land, and had failed to apply national policy in considering its release. The
legal challenge was dismissed (i.e. the Judge did not support the appeal) on 24 March 2015
(High Court of Justice Decision).

General Points – Comments on the Assessment Framework Itself
Who
18 Nottingham CPRE
211 Nottinghamshire
County Council
48 Sport England

615 Whitehead
(Concrete) Ltd & Foulds
Investment Ltd
178 Caunton
Engineering Ltd

Comment
• Broadly support Broxtowe Borough Council’s approach to reviewing
Green Belt boundaries
• The County Council welcome the opportunity of cross boarder
infrastructure working, to ensure that the facilities meet the needs of the
communities. E.g. Rolls Royce (p157), Clifton, (p160) (Not an exclusive
list)
• No specific issues - playing pitch review should establish the sites which
need to be protected or enhanced and where any new site should be
established - this evidence should inform site selection, prevent
inappropriate allocation and loss of playing field sites
• The Borough Council completely mis-read and misinterpreted the
representation made within the previous response- object to Councils
considering that ‘check the unrestricted sprawl to all built-up areas’
“should relate to all settlements (rather than only to “large built-up
areas” and towns/historic towns)” - the Council do not have the latitude
to broaden the scope of this Green Belt purpose, of NPPF unilaterally
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Essential that established bridleways, pathways, footpaths etc. should be
protected and maintained
Prior to re-designation of green belt it should be ensured land is suitable
for development - land flood risk areas should not be deemed suitable
for houses
Green Belt should not be sacrificed for affordable housing and extra-care
housing provision – location and infrastructure requirements should be
key considerations for this type of development
easily accessible policies should be established with regard to the green
belt and new build provision in land allocated for both housing and
commercial development
Trusted that housing development would be carried out on land already
identified for such purposes and not on the Green Belt
Concerns relating to green belt adjacent to Nottingham City – do want
further coalescence with Nottingham - green belt break needed
Development on brown field sites should take place prior to green belt
land being destroyed by unnecessary development

General comments:
•

•

Many disagreed with amendments to the Green Belt boundaries in order to accommodate
development and stated that brownfield sites should be used first – there were no new sites
suggested in any locations that hadn’t already been considered for development (many of
which were already counted as contributing to the housing land supply). Some of the
alternative suggestions to building in the Green Belt were in fact Green Belt sites
General misconception regarding the purposes of the Green Belt (as set out in the NPPF).

Critique of the assessment:
Need for Green Belt Review:
Housing Land Supply:
• Do not accept overall housing targets or evidence supporting it
• Five year housing supply calculated across the HMA – no rush to amended Green Belt
boundaries - even where a shortage is identified release of greenbelt sites should not follow
automatically
• Land supply justification for removal of parts of the greenbelt marginal - no exceptional
circumstances - outcome legal challenge to the ACS outstanding and could affect the
future planning
• No requirement to ensure a steady supply of housing land in Brinsley, Awsworth, Eastwood
and Kimberley
• Windfall estimate should be revised upwards in light of changed to Permitted Development
rules
• Review not in accordance with the NPPF - unsound - focus solely on Green Belt as an
overriding filter to the suitability of land for development (and does not take into account all
economic, social and environmental considerations)
• The Green Belt Review should not also act as the Council’s primary document for making
site allocations decisions.
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Other Issues:
•
•

No clear case for a green belt review and the allocation of additional sites in the existing
green belt adjacent to either Eastwood or Kimberley - detailed examination of boundaries is
premature
Identifying sites pre-empts work on Neighbourhood Plans.

Green Belt Review Document:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consultation documents were not easily accessible - people unfamiliar with planning found
hard to comment - lack of publicity
Disappointed that draft Assessment Framework not changed as a result of consultation
Document does not contain paragraph numbering - reduces the precision in crossreferencing - requested that subsequent documents adopt a paragraph numbering protocol
Site visits vitally important - should not over-emphasise desk-based assessment work
Document omits the reference to “up to”
Bias and distortion towards solely considering residential - appropriate provision required
facilitating wider long term economic needs.

‘Zones’:
•
•
•
•

No rationale is given to explain how each of the ‘zones’ (and their extent) have been
determined – e.g. landscape character areas, topography, physical boundaries, ownership
etc. – approach lacks transparency
The boundaries of each zone are not (adequately) defined, or clear
‘Site’s’ assessed in entirety on an all or nothing basis –smaller more appropriate parcels of
land have been lost amongst more generalised conclusions of much wider assessments of
zones consisting of a larger area with elements of more sensitive Green Belt
Green Belt Review should assess specific sites put forward through SHLAA as opposed to
broad locations/zones.

Scoring System:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The scoring system subjective - overly simplistic and open to bias
Points system doesn’t take into account important features of the sites which need
continued Green Belt protection
Consideration for the 2004 Inspector’s conclusions have not been factored in –some pieces
of land recommended for removal now excluded
Weight should be given to sites which include previously developed land, uses, structures
or characteristics which presently have a detrimental impact upon the openness and
character of the green belt and countryside location.
‘Deliverable” and “developable” sites in and adjacent to MBA must be afforded priority
Concern regarding exclusion of sites (during phase 1) –all proposed sites promoted for
development should be reviewed to ensure a detailed assessment and an appropriate
evidence base is gathered
The use of 1, 2 or 3 stars rather than 1, 3 and 5 stars would more accurately reflect the 3
categories of differentiation
“Rounding off” is subjective - scale of development needs to transcend such a generic
concept - should not be applied in a dogmatic manner
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Developments that form a natural rounding off of the settlement and one that consists of an
extension of the existing urban form, should be given priority over sites that are within the
open countryside - sites should relate well to existing built up areas
Sites should not be required to have 2 or more boundaries adjoining the settlement - each
site should be considered on its individual merits, particularly having regard to the site
specifics of both the parcel of land in the context of its surroundings and from the
perspective of the potential intended target use for that land were it to be removed from the
Green Belt
Object to non-committal stance in respect of the 5th Green Belt purpose - positive
emphasis should be placed upon previously developed land within the Green Belt within or
adjacent to settlement
Layout, design and landscaping can retain appropriate gaps and defensible spaces within
developments that ensure that settlements do not merge
Eastwood and Brinsley are areas of land historically sensitive with regards the connections
with DH Lawrence - It is important to protect such assets
Concern regarding 2 stage approach i.e. removing sites from further consideration
Take issue with the way in which landscape is assessed.
No consideration of the potential for more active recreational use (as per para 81 of the
NPPF).

Safeguarded Land:
•
•

Unclear if it is intended to safeguard land for future development - safeguarded land should
be designated - explicitly recommended by ACS Inspector
Limiting review to accommodate growth up to the 2028 means that a further Green Belt
review inevitable (not NPPF compliant).

Defensible Boundaries:
•
•

Support given to the need to assess urban sprawl – whilst presence of existing defensible
boundaries important they’re not a requirement (in accordance with ACS Policy 3) - strong
defensible boundaries can be designed into development
Too much importance attached to long term boundaries - one factor among many.

Wildlife:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Noted that nature conservation per se is not one of the purposes of the Green Belt however
several of the review sites contain Local Wildlife Sites (LWSs) and Local Nature Reserves
(LNRs) (and potentially other areas of notable habitat) - hoped that such sites would be
protected and buffered from future development; if development considered these sites
should be incorporated into the wider Green Infrastructure and ecological networks
Early environmental appraisal of all sites requested to inform design and identify
opportunities for biodiversity mitigation and gain
Many sites are close to corridors as identified in the draft green infrastructure strategy
Green Belt important particularly along the Erewash Valley - Living Landscape Area
The Nottingham Derby Green Belt is crucial for the separation of the two cities and to
ensure a green lung is present for people and wildlife
Concern that methodology doesn’t consider impacts on wildlife sites - these sites should,
ideally, remain in green belt
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Indirect impacts (i.e. those caused by development on adjacent land) - needs to be
considered -certain sites/habitats/species are particularly sensitive
Sites designated as GI, often fall into inappropriate management, such as too frequent
mowing, which seriously damages the habitats present
Concern that Green Belt incursion has the potential to further fragment important areas of
linked habitat, such as along the Erewash Valley.

HS2:
•

No specific comments - noted that some of the Green Belt land being considered is either
on or in very close proximity to the proposed Phase Two route - this land may be required
in the future by HS2 Ltd to construct and/or operate the railway.

Coal Mining:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Area contains coal and mineral resources which are capable of extraction by surface mining
operations - resources should not be unnecessarily sterilised by new development. Where
this may be the case, The Coal Authority would be seeking prior extraction which has the
benefit of removing any potential land instability problems in the process
Area previously subjected to coal mining – left a legacy -most past mining is generally
benign in nature; however potential public safety and stability problems can be triggered
and uncovered by development activities
Approximately 1,588 recorded mine entries and around 33 coal mining related hazards in
Broxtowe have been reported - 31% of Broxtowe within ‘Development High Risk Area’
defined by The Coal Authority
If a development is to intersect the ground then specific written permission of The Coal
Authority may be required
Site allocations should include criterion which assessed coal mining data (in accordance
with NPPF guidance)
Emphasise former mining activities and related hazards are not constraint on development preferable for appropriate development to remove public liabilities on the general tax payer.
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Comments that refer to the site assessments without a site being identified:
Who
Comment
Public
• No key definitions ‘regeneration’, ‘development’,
‘appropriate development’
• A cost/benefit analysis of Broxtowe’s stakeholders would
be useful
• Green Belt should remain as it is unless benefits will
accrue for whole of population of Broxtowe
• BBC done very little to publicise the fact that it has given
planning rights for all of the farm land opposite Bilborough
college accessed via Bilborough Road
• There has been no publicity over this loss of land for what
will no doubt be executive homes – not even much
needed social housing
• Land has been allowed to go to scrub land by developers
who knew that the Council would cave in and allow
building off Woodhouse way
• Green Belt change is politically motivated and not in public
interest
• Green Belt protection should be restored
• Loss of Green Belt is important as it will allow one area to
merge with another to become one large conurbation.
• Important for local residents to be able to enjoy nature
and feel refreshed
• Natural areas are important for wildlife and for good
health
• Build on brownfield sites before considering Green Belt.
• Once land has been designated Green Belt it should
remain as such
• There are other solutions to our housing problems
• If Green Belt is eroded they become too small to sustain
wildlife
• Few sanctuaries left outside backdoors
• Brownfield sites and empty rented accommodation should
be used instead of looking at easy options.
• Green belt is for well-being of people and home for
ground nesting birds
• Destroying Green Belt causes anger and depression
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Brownfield land is a priority for
development but some Green Belt
release is still required

Nature Conservation Issues will be
considered in detail when taking
decisions on site allocations
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Awsworth

Zone 1
Zone 2
Boundary Change
Who

Number of people
Agreed with (in whole or part)
1
3
1

Disagreed with (or made no further comment)
8
10
13

Comment

Zone 1:
Public Bodies and Interest Groups
18
• East is more important than the West for the purposes of the
Nottingham
Green Belt
CPRE
Public
Brownfield Sites:
• There is enough ex industrial sites which could be used
Wildlife:
• Wildlife would be destroyed – area provides habitats for birds
Local Facilities:
• No local amenities apart from small shop
• Small school could not take influx of children
Flooding and Drainage:
• Mains sewers over capacity - have previously flooded homes
Traffic:
• Compensation would be payable for excess noise from by-pass
• There is no reliable public transport
• Traffic congestion a problem – will be made worse when station opens
Other Issues:
• Concern regarding built form and design of proposals
• Inadequate consultation
• Bell pits on site
Zone 2 – including proposed Green Belt Change
Public Bodies and Interest Groups
18
• Agree [if an allocation is to be made in Awsworth], it should
Nottingham
be adjacent to the West rather than the East
CPRE
• Awsworth bypass could form defensible boundary
• Visual impact of any development West of Awsworth
remains an issue
• Protection of wildlife should be also be an aim of any
development in this area
• West of Awsworth would narrow the Erewash Valley wildlife
corridor; SINC in the area should be protected
• Welcome vehicular access from new development would not
be provided on to Awsworth bypass, and commitment to
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•
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•
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good cycling and walking links to the new Ilkeston station
Noted
Growth of Awsworth should capitalise on close proximity to
Ilkeston railway station - fostering sustainable travel e.g.
additional (or re-routed) local bus services, or enhancements
to footpaths, roads and cycleways
EBC has produced the Ilkeston Gateway Supplementary
Planning Document (SPD) - framework transport/access
proposals will be considered against in order for its full
economic potential to be reached
Importance of collaborative working - EBC wish to provide
support to any future efforts to further enhance connectivity
between Awsworth and Ilkeston station
Disused Bennerley Viaduct important as part of the
accessibility network - aware of efforts to return the Viaduct
to an active use and generally support any such initiatives in
this regard. Its re-establishment could contribute to
enhancing the local Green Infrastructure network and allow
walkers and cyclists to cross and explore the Erewash Valley
in an east-west direction
Viaduct would also contribute to the extension of the Great
Northern Greenway, a recreational trail, beyond the current
point of termination at Cotmanhay, crossing the Erewash
Valley and finally over into Broxtowe heading in the direction
of Awsworth
Noted
Happy with this approach with retention of Nottingham
Canal Local Nature Reserve and adjacent meadows
Historic toad migration issues here near Park Hill - indications
are that activity has ceased but needs checking with
Nottinghamshire County Council
Council has strong opposition to the removal of this land to
the Green Belt
Proposal represents further intrusion into the countryside
Erewash Valley is important area of environmental
significance which includes River Erewash, Erewash Canal,
countryside footpaths and wash of habitats for variety of
wildlife
Area shaded on the map includes Shiloh Recreation Ground
which is owned by the Parish Council and could not be
released for anything other than community recreation
By removing the site from the Green Belt the way is open for
various types of development including residential, trade and
industrial
Apart from impact on local wildlife it will increase traffic
where there is an inadequate infrastructure provision
Access directly from Shiloh way would be difficult and
undesirable
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Existing Green Belt prevents Awsworth merging with Cossall,
Greasley, Kimberly and Ilkeston
Green Belt boundaries need to be maintained to protect the
village and maintain ecology of land surrounding village
When the By-Pass was built a number of toad tunnels were
incorporated into the design to protect breeding ground of
toads around the Nottingham Canal
Awsworth will increase by 15% compared to other towns and
villages which is too large
No health care facilities, poor bus service (which has impact
on residents who feel isolated) and poor retail provision
Car ownership is a necessity to access employment
Key junctions on A610 in Giltbrook area, M1 junction 26 and
Nuthall are heavily congested (defined as over-capacity at
peak times) in ACS transport Modelling dated November
2012
Access from Station Road / Park Hill extremely narrow –
parking problems already exist along the road

Public
Agree with Green Belt boundary change
• The area is currently subject of anti-social behaviour such as fly-tipping, dog
fouling, fires, drug dealing and abandonment of stolen vehicles – has an
impact on existing residents
• Land owner is irresponsible - field is not properly maintained or secured and
fence hasn’t been repaired for 10 years - surprised travellers have not
occupied site
Suggested benefits of development:
• Would like development to create access and parking for properties on
Chesterman Close as they do not have current vehicular access –‘vehiclefree’ areas have not worked
• Financial contributions could provide new recreation ground or update
existing facilities – sports pavilion on The Lane Recreation Ground has no
toilets or showers. Awsworth would like same facilities as those on the Basil
Russell playing fields in Nuthall
• Developers could build an energy efficient community facility which is fit for
purpose (unlike Awsworth Village Hall) - would allow the sports club to be
self-funding
• Bypass forms a natural boundary
• Land is of no agricultural value
• Development would not affect the skyline
Disagree with Green Belt boundary change
Green Belt:
• Green Belt boundaries should only be altered in exceptional cases
• The green space on Newton Lane separates Awsworth from Cossall
• Development will take the village closer to Cotmanhay
• New buildings in the Green Belt are inappropriate - removing Green Belt
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protection will result in development and would increase urban sprawl
Effect on trees and wildlife:
• Only Green Belt corridor on this side of village which allows wildlife to travel
between Kimberley, Cossall, Trowell and beyond
• Area contains precious trees and wildlife which would be destroyed - area
provides habitats and is much needed and is worthy of continued protection.
• Loss of landscape; visual amenity and biodiversity
• Toad crossing were installed when the bypass was constructed, toads and
newts could be a problem - since bypass constructed there has been a
significant reduction in the amount of wildlife
Impact on the local area:
• Awsworth will already feel the adverse effects when the open cast mining
commences, this proposal will compound such unnecessary erosion of our
surrounding green belt further
• Awsworth will more than doubled in size –character of the village will be
ruined - village feel needs to be kept
Traffic and Transport:
• Newtons Lane access is inadequate - access should be onto the bypass which
should have its speed limit reduced to 40 mph to make it safe
• Zone is buffer and "green lung" from the bypass for existing residents - who
would pay compensation for excess noise from by-pass?
• There is no reliable public transport
• Traffic congestion a problem – will be made worse when station opens
• The bypass was built to relieve the villages of Awsworth and Cossall, the
large amount of homes that are being proposed would make at least 350
extra vehicles going through the village and using Newtons Lane
• Roads are very busy at peak times, traffic already bottle necks through the
village as overflow vehicles shortcut the bypass causing problems locally with
residential traffic becoming unable to exit roads like Newtons Lane and
Station Road
• It would also cause a further danger to traffic (and the animals) - Newton’s
Lane would become race track
• There should be access off the A6096 Awsworth bypass rather than Newtons
Lane
Impact on Tourism:
• The area around the Canal nature reserve has become a popular walking and
cycling spot, with the proposal visitors would be put off by the urban sprawl
Local Amenities:
• No local amenities apart from small shop
• Small school could not take influx of children
• Area is used for recreation by villagers including for horse riding
• Village infrastructure can’t cope unless schools, transport etc. are given an
injection of cash - no surgery in village
Flooding and Drainage:
• Where would sewage go - mains sewers flooded a number of times into
homes
90

required
Other issues raised
will be considered
in the Sustainability
Appraisal and
Infrastructure
Development Plan
before final
decisions on site
allocations are
made
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Water will drain off the site onto Shilo Way and then into the Canal which
holds water from flowing into the Erewash Valley to prevent flooding
elsewhere - will increase flood risk elsewhere
• Existing natural drainage is at capacity, hence flooding on bypass development would create waterlogging and flooding
• Water supply would be affected
Other Issues:
• Providing Awsworth with a Bypass which is now being used as a defensible
boundary to allow building right up to it
• The site behind Newton’s lane was previously mined and there are bell pits
recorded
• There is enough ex industrial sites & brownfield sites in Awsworth area that
can be developed for the housing requirements - these sites blot the
landscape and need development before Green Belt
• Quality of life and convenience should be taken into account - no thought for
very old or very young
• Development will mean more accidents and pollution
• House prices will be affected
• High density housing would cause a design incorporating tall buildings which
would cause loss of privacy for existing residents - building next to existing
bungalows dictate low height housing to prevent loss of light
• Construction noise would be intolerable
Alternative Awsworth Green Belt Boundary Changes
• Waste ground next to Bennerley Viaduct – accessed from A610
• Use of this site would help to alleviate Anti-Social behaviour (bikes using site)
• Access to the roundabout alongside Ikea and no encroachment onto existing
housing
• 20 hectare former Bennerley Coal Distribution Depot site - derelict
brownfield site previously used for reception, storage and despatch of coal enclosed by the railway; the Bennerley Viaduct and Shilo Way and by the
sewage treatment works to the north - Green Belt boundary would be
strengthened by moving it to align with the railway, the viaduct and the
sewage treatment works
• Site has existing vehicular access and highway serves the site from the A610.
• Mature woodland runs along the boundaries
• Does not contribute to the open characteristic of the Green Belt - unsightly
and contains large areas of hard-standing
• The site would not extend the built up area of settlement boundaries
• Development would not reduce the size of the gap between settlements and
would not result in the perception of reducing the gap between settlements
• Site within “Erewash River Corridor” constituting part of wider Regional
Character Area “Nottinghamshire Coalfields” – classed as “urban
fringe.......strongly influenced by surrounding built and industrial
development along the village sides” – site is urban fringe and not “open
countryside”
• Development would impact on the setting of viaduct (Grade 2* Listed) and
view of Awsworth from the viaduct, however so would lawful use of site
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Many people have
suggested that the
brownfield site
adjacent to
Bennerley Viaduct is
not in the Green
Belt (which is
incorrect) and that
this should be used
instead of the
Green Belt
The area adjacent
to the viaduct is
important in
maintaining the
open gap between
Awsworth/
Eastwood and
Ilkeston
There are other
means of securing
the repair of the
viaduct which are
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being explored by
Development would provide opportunity to repair the viaduct (identified as
the site owners
‘at risk’ by English Heritage)
Development would enable walking and cycling links to and across Bennerley
Viaduct to be delivered
Development could make positive contribution to the Borough’s
employment requirements – need to provide adequate and flexible supply of
employment land - site can meet the specific needs of a railway related
operation that would not harm the Green Belt

North side of Awsworth so that there would be land between could soak up
water to stop it going into the Erewash Valley
around the A6096 down towards A610 including the scrapyard would be
better (if they wanted to sell the scrapyard)
Area between Gin Close Way and the Island (Ikea A610) – there are large
areas on both sides of the road - Suitable for building with good road access

615
Whitehead
(Concrete)
Ltd & Foulds
Investment

•
•

Additional area should be removed to accommodate B1
office development
Site is perceived as visually forming part of the urban area of
Awsworth and exhibits brownfield industrialised
characteristics
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This area would
reduce the gap
between Awsworth,
Eastwood and
Kimberley. The
merits of individual
sites will be
considered in the
Sustainability
Appraisal
This area would
reduce the gap
between Awsworth,
Eastwood and
Kimberley. The
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Visually contained
Does not contribute to the openness of the Green Belt nor
prevent coalescence, does not check the unrestricted sprawl,
does not prevent neighbouring towns from merging, does
not assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment and does not preserve the setting and special
character of historic towns
Potential to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the
recycling of the site itself
Development will have no impact upon the ability to prevent
neighbouring towns merging; site currently does not
effectively fulfil this Green Belt function
Development will not safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment to any lesser or greater degree
Adopted local plan proposals map does not expressly define
the settlement boundary; the definition of urban land is
blurred. Site visually forms part of the urban area associated
with Awsworth
Green Belt Review has not given consideration to the
potential future office employment potential of site
The Green Belt review has not included any consideration of
the need for land to be released from the Green Belt to assist
existing companies that provide employment and economic
benefit to the Borough
Development will enhance landscape of the site
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merits of individual
sites will be
considered in the
Sustainability
Appraisal
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Brinsley
Who
All Zones in Brinsley
1448 SABRHE
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Use up old factory and industrial areas in Sandiacre and
Stanton village
Comment
•

•

Green Belt boundaries in Brinsley serve two
purposes – prevent encroachment into the
countryside and preserve the character of the
last true village in Brinsley
Green Belt boundaries may only be changed in
94

Broxtowe Borough Council
Comments
The principle of Green Belt
review has been established
in the Core Strategy
Brinsley Parish Council will
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Zone 3
Public Interest Group
1448 SABRHE

•
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exceptional circumstances – we do not believe
they exist – unless the village decides
differently through the neighbourhood plan
(as envisaged by the Localism Act) there can
be no justification for change
Changing Green Belt boundaries prior to the
production of a neighbourhood plan denies
the community the choice of the siting of new
development - premature
The points system has been inaccurately used
– use of local knowledge could have avoided
this
English Heritage comments should have been
taken into account
Items in the Framework consultation paper
have been inadequately addressed: Purpose –
there is no definition of exceptional
circumstances. Overall approach – ‘local
knowledge’ has been changed to ‘professional
judgement’. Whose judgement is used in the
assessment (it’s not local residents)
Failure to utilise local knowledge has resulted
in a lack of appreciation of the Heritage site,
Local Nature Reserve and Historic Landscape
related to D H Lawrence especially in in zone 4
(which the Inspector identified as important
and to be protected)
Other zones include mature landscape and
SINC sites worthy of protection
Approach not acceptable – more land is being
removed from the Green Belt then is needed
The figure for Brinsley is up to 150 so when
SHLAA sites are considered plus windfall what
number of houses does the 3.36acreas of zone
4 represent? It is unreasonable to take more
than is required from the Green Belt
Unreasonable to release Green Belt in the
absence of a planning application - boundary
changes should be based on development
proposals
No site in Brinsley would assist in urban
regeneration. Brinsley is neither urban nor in
need of regeneration

have the option of putting
forward alternatives
including bringing forward
brownfield sites through
the neighbourhood plan
process

Perception of the reduction of the gap would
be significant: physical gaps very few along
Cordy Lane towards Underwood

Zone 3 is not currently
proposed to have Green
Belt boundaries amended
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Comments of Historic
England and other Statutory
Consultees will be
considered in detail before
any final choices are made
regarding site allocations
The consultation
deliberately included more
land than would be needed
with choices to be made
later possibly in conjunction
with the Brinsley
neighbourhood plan
process
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1448 SABRHE on
behalf of 70
individuals

Developer/Landowner
5920 Soult S

•
•

•

•

•

Zone 4
Public Interest Groups
142 English
Heritage (now
Historic England)

•
•

Does not have the feel of open countryside,
cannot be seen from Cordy Lane apart from
the narrow gap
Footpaths across the site
Would have no impact on the Conservation
Area
Close to SINC site 2/263 and 5/2368
Appraisal inaccurate and takes no notice of
local knowledge or values

13 October 2015

The purpose of the
assessment is to make
judgements solely on Green
Belt grounds and is
considered to be accurate
on this basis. Local
knowledge would assist
greatly in the preparation of
a neighbourhood plan

On page 25 it states “Most of the site is well
contained by defensible boundaries with ......”
However on page 8 the assessment matrix
clearly states that the criteria for one point are
“The site is well contained by strong physical
features which can act as defensible
boundaries......” Therefore the zone should be
awarded 1 point instead of 3
Zone 3 “has three boundaries adjoining the
existing settlement of Brinsley” and has been
awarded 3 points. The assessment matrix that
clearly states in the 1 point criteria that ‘That
the site has two or more boundaries adjoining
a settlement...’; therefore the site should have
been awarded 1 point
Page 25 the ‘Prevent neighbouring
settlements from merging into one another’
section has scored 4 points. The ‘break’
referred to is not a ‘break’ between the two
settlements, but merely a gap between two
properties that are categorically in Brinsley,
and therefore totally irrelevant to this section;
therefore the assessors’ score of 4 is unjust

This zone is important to
prevent merging between
Brinsley and Underwood
and the assessment is
considered to be accurate

Concerned at scale and location of proposed
removal of the Green Belt at Brinsley
Green Belt protects setting of heritage assets
including the Conservation Area, Grade II
listed Church (which currently enjoys an open
landscape setting to the west and east) and
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Historic England had no
unresolved objection to the
Core Strategy including on
sustainability grounds
which proposed up to 150
dwellings at Brinsley. Their
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18 Nottingham
CPRE

•
•
•

•

2548 Park and
Environment
(Broxtowe Borough
Council)

•
•
•
•
•

34 Nottingham
Wildlife Trust

•

non-designated heritage assets relating to the
colliery site (including links to D H Lawrence)
and the footpath which forms the former
railway line
Historically development has occurred to the
west of the Church Lane - development to the
East may be unsustainable
As the development need for the settlement is
comparatively small – why have the particular
boundaries been chosen?
2003 Local Plan Inspector recognised value of
the agricultural land and importance area
fulfils in the Green Belt. Inspector considered
more sustainable locations that could meet
housing requirements
Agree that if a residential allocation is to be
made in this area, it should be in Zone 4
Brinsley Brook is more defensible Green Belt
boundary than features in the other zones
around Brinsley
Brook would be a weaker boundary than
harder features such as a road, once the area
has been removed from the Green Belt, it will
be difficult to resist further development up to
the brook
Currently small percentage of Zone 4 will be
needed for housing; this could change if other
sites not developed at pace assumed and
current national planning regime remain
unaltered. Regime has allowed 5 year housing
land targets to trump other considerations –
this could be the fate of the open spaces and
the setting of the industrial heritage in and
around Zone 4
Obvious need to preserve wildlife corridor
along the brook and buffer areas around
existing LNR and park
Opportunities to improve local access away
from the busy road welcomed
Could there be a Green corridor between the
Recreation Ground and the Headstocks site.
Brook runs through the site
There needs to be an extended green space
buffer around the Headstocks site
Potential impact on Brinsley Headstocks Local
Nature Reserve and LWS (NBGRC Ref 5/3405
Brinsley Headstock and 5/2302 Brinsley Brook
Grassland)
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expertise relates to the
historic environment and
their view on this issue will
be very influential on which
sites are selected for
development

Noted

Noted

Noted
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Flood plain meadows along the Brinsley Brook
- would be sensitive to hydrological changes as
a result from adjacent development (e.g.
degradation of water quality and potential
increase in incidences of flooding) as well as
increased recreational disturbances to wildlife
from increases in use of the site
Adjacent to brook - important wildlife corridor
so important not to sever habitat networks/
linkages
not adjoining existing settlement, selfcontained open landscape. Is not contained by
a road on 3 sides –boundary is not road but
the existing housing. Recreation ground
between site and road and therefore the
visible boundary is the recreation ground.
Brinsley Brook should not be the boundary –
Headstocks heritage site and nature reserved
should be preserved and protected by Green
Belt. Misleading to say ‘old spoil tip’ is
prominent as it is now mature woodland and
looks nothing like a spoil tip with much wildlife
in evidence
Development would result in a limited
reduction of the gap between Brinsley and
Eastwood, exacerbated if zone 10 developed.
Would close the gap between Brinsley and
Greasley - parish is abound by Brinsley Brook
Comments infer site is not countryside worth
preserving. Few houses along Church Lane
towards the Church are old properties, part of
Brinsley’s historic landscape despite not being
included in the Conservation Area. The Care
home and resource centre on Cordy Lane
cannot be seen from the site and do not form
part of it. Site gives a feeling of open
countryside and is most noticeable piece in
Brinsley. Footpath leads from Church Lane to
the Headstocks Heritage site and nature
reserve – from there whole site is visible
Church is across the A608, not adjacent to the
site, most of which is not visible from the
church
The Headstocks forms major part of the site noticeable landscape in Brinsley, valued for
tourism. Development would obscure
important heritage feature and detract from
the enjoyment of village landscape. Site is
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This site clearly does adjoin
the settlement of Brinsley.
No suggestion that
development should take
place on either the
headstocks to the South or
the recreation ground to
the North
Site specific concerns will
be considered in the
Sustainability process as
this review only relates to
the Green Belt issues
Brinsley Parish Council will
have the option of putting
forward alternatives
including bringing forward
brownfield sites through
the neighbourhood plan
process
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2340 Friends of
Brinsley Headstocks
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•
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close to the Conservation Area
Will open the area up to housing development
Brinsley Headstocks is the only Wooden
Tandem Headstocks left in the UK and is part
of the Brinsley heritage
Development will remove the view of the
Headstocks from Church Lane - area known as
D H Lawrence’s “Country Of My Heart”
Friends of Brinsley Headstocks have worked to
improve sites biodiversity and have gained
Local Nature Reserve and SINC status on site

Development will have direct detrimental effect on
the Headstocks Site by:
• Increasing the risk of site flooding by excess
water run-off into Brinsley Brook
• Brook and pond water quality will be affected
by construction, road surface and other
pollutants
• Increased noise pollution will have an effect
on the Local Nature Reserve wildlife, with
many birds and animals moving from the area.
In particular nesting bullfinches, blackcaps,
chaffinches and woodpeckers etc. Common
bird species would also reduce in numbers
• The increase in population in this zone will
likely increase the number of domestic
animals roaming freely within the site
affecting the wildlife balance. Also children
within this zone will likely to use the
Headstocks site as a playground increasing the
risk for injury and site vandalism
• Other sites within Brinsley are more suitable
for development and would have less of a
direct impact on what is a major heritage
point for the Brinsley area
Developer/Landowner
5920 Soult S
• Zone 4 is on the outskirts of Brinsley and most
definitely on the way out of Brinsley. Everyone
that passes this site is usually on their way out
of Brinsley
• Any development should be contained inside
the village alongside existing development
sites, there are numerous ‘squaring’ off
possibilities such as extending Clumber Ave or
build behind Broad Lane (zone 3)
• The Headstocks site is a vitally integral part of
our heritage and housing development on this
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13 October 2015
No further comment on
which other site in Brinsley
would be more suitable for
release from the Green Belt
Agreed that the setting of
the Headstocks would need
to be preserved if
development does take
place
Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions
on site allocations are made

Zone 4 is considered a
better option for
development than zone 3
on Green Belt grounds
Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions
on site allocations are made
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1002 & 1302
Anthony T & A

•

4200 Taylor &
Burrows Property

•
•

Local Council
67 Brinsley Parish
Council

•
•
•
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site would hide this monument away forever
Zone 4 is also at more risk to flooding and
would have a greater impact on wildlife than
zone 3

Northern Boundary of zone 4 should be
amended to include an additional piece of
land – running along the brook up to boundary
fence adjoining 52 Cordy Lane and along that
fence up to the A608 (with the fence of 42
Cordy Lane being the opposite boundary)
Amendment to north of Eastwood and East of
Brinsley would lead to a significant reduction
in the gap
Historically sensitive with regards to D H
Lawrence, most significance re: locations used
in books, and presence of Durban House
Disagree that the site is suitable for removal
from the Green Belt.
Conclusion based on flawed points system
which undervalues the importance of Church
Lane remaining in the Green Belt
Misrepresents certain characteristics of the
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No ‘allocations’ are
proposed as part of this
review. Detailed boundaries
will be considered as part of
the allocation process
No ‘allocations’ are
proposed as part of this
review. Detailed boundaries
will be considered as part of
the allocation process

Brinsley Parish Council will
have the option of putting
forward alternatives
including bringing forward
brownfield sites through
the neighbourhood plan
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1599 Cllr Booth

•
•
•
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site and neglects to describe important
features which need continued Green Belt
protection
The ‘old-spoil tip’ is now a grassy slope with
paths through mature woodland which is an
attractive feature of the Headstocks Heritage
Site
The ‘care home’ is not present on site – it is
situated over the road in the existing
residential area
The ‘resource centre’ referenced is assumed
to be the Parish Hall which is situated on the
playing field area, away from the proposed
development land
The ‘several telegraph poles’ stand on the
roadside and do not encroach upon the site
Adequate recognition is not given to the
Headstocks status as an important feature of
the D H Lawrence Heritage Site which attracts
tourism
Assessment doesn’t mention nature reserve
within the site or the wildlife corridor which
runs the length of the site
Disputes the claim that there is a need to
redraw the Green Belt boundaries around
Brinsley
Removal of any land in the village will be
detrimental to its open aspect and character
and would not comply with the NPPF
A brownfield site with the potential for up to
40 dwellings has been ignored - Priority should
be given to developing brownfield land where
development is needed
Area is highly valued by local residents and
visitors and is prominent visually in the village.
Once the site is removed from the Green Belt
then it would all be vulnerable to
development
Broxtowe should be conserving and enhancing
the heritage and natural environment

process

Review is premature to the Brinsley
Neighbourhood plan
Transparency in decision making on key issues
with good strong evidence base on particular
issues
Any proposed Green belt changes will come
through this new plan once it reaches the end
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The Borough Council is the
only authority who is able
to amend Green Belt
boundaries. However a
neighbourhood plan could
promote suggestions as to
where

It is not considered that the
assessment undertaken in
this review is ‘inaccurate’
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•
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of that process; and the plan become a final
document
Brinsley neighbourhood plan will have strong
defendable boundaries for Broxtowe to work
to
Consultation premature as other building
options not been considered
There are brownfield sites that could be used
to reduce the pressure on Green Belt
Neighbourhood plans should be able to run
their course to inform decision of boundary
changes
Green Belt will be lost forever

Public
100 responses
• Boundary to match the limiting features
received on a
• Brinsley Headstocks and its own land should
standard letter
be considered as a Conservation Area
template
Green Belt:
• Exceptional circumstances do not exist - should only be changed if
there is proven local need – there is no need in Brinsley
• Points system flawed - purposefully skewed to favour this site – no
mention of heritage site
• Headstocks (D H Lawrence Heritage) relies on having open aspect
which would be damaged by building. ‘Old Spoil Tip’ prominent
feature in landscape is now attractive grassy slope with mature trees
and footpath. Beauty of landscape. Relocate boundary to the brook
would spread settlement into open countryside
• Residential properties are on edge of site and telegraph poles are on
verge adjoining the road. The Care Home is not on the site. ‘Resource
Centre’ is situated on playing field away from proposed building land.
Important features have been overlooked e.g. Headstocks heritage
site, nature reserve, Brinsley Brook wildlife corridor which would be
damaged by the removal of Green Belt protection
• Last remaining village in Broxtowe, in doomsday book. Character
defined by open landscape of Church Lane which is highly prominent
and used for recreation. Housing development would be obtrusive
Heritage:
• The headstocks and the landscape in the vicinity of zone 4 (which
includes Vine Cottage) are closely linked not just to the lost mining
heritage of the area, but also to its valuable literary heritage (as
acknowledged by ACS Inspector)
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The Neighbourhood Plan
would need to accord with
the Core Strategy re:
housing numbers
All brownfield options are
considered through the
SHLAA. Current information
is that 41 houses could be
built within Brinsley village
limits
Neighbourhood Plan will be
important but Broxtowe
Borough Council cannot
wait indefinitely given the
importance of having a
Local Plan in place

The assessment is not
considered to contain flaws
re: the Green Belt issues
Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions
on site allocations are made
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The Council should consider the character and outlook of key local
landmarks and areas which are crucial to the identity of the region.
• The "old spoil heap" is now a green area with fauna that adds to the
overall look of the surrounding area, adding to its green belt status
• ACS policy 11 seeks to preserve and protect historic environment –
policy 11 & 12 of NPPF also preserve and enhance natural and
heritage environment – can’t see how this can be achieved by taking
this site out of Green Belt
Wildlife:
• Assessment doesn’t mention the nature reserve on the site (created
by Broxtowe and local residents, which requires protection) and its
role as part of a wildlife corridor
Recreation:
• Area is valuable and well used by villagers for recreation
• Enjoyment and use of footpaths would be lost forever
Tourism:
• The D H Lawrence Heritage Centre and Birthplace Museum draw
tourists and enthusiasts to Eastwood from around the world
Traffic and Transport:
• Any more traffic along Church Lane would be unsuitable - extra
traffic would be unsustainable
Other Issues:
• Site is misrepresented and wrongly described, not assessed fairly,
results undervalues site
• Area larger than required for the number of houses proposed for
Brinsley – vulnerable for future development
• Brownfield land and derelict land should be used prior to land in
Green Belt
• Local residents oppose changes to Green Belt
• Zone 4 constitutes main character of the village
• No screening would alleviate noise pollution and visual distraction
that would occur if developed
Alternative Site
5920 Soult S
• Zone 3 boundary follows the borough
boundary for no logical reason – negatively
affect scoring
• The existing boundary of zone 3 should be
reduced as shown below (DOC REF 003). The
proposed new boundary would reduce the
loss of the gap between Brinsley and
Underwood as the new boundary would run
parallel to Underwood and therefore would
not encroach in any way towards Underwood the assessment matrix indicates a score of one
point would then be applicable
• The proposed new boundary change would
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The assessment is not
considered to contain flaws
re: the Green Belt issues
Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions
on site allocations are made
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also ‘round off’ the main Brinsley settlement
due to its three adjoining boundaries to the
existing settlements
The revised score for zone 3 would be
considerably lower than zone 4, and would
make zone 3 the obvious choice as the
preferred site to be removed from the Green
Belt

Land adjacent to Clumber Avenue should be
removed from the current Green Belt. See
below (DOC REF 004)
Clumber Avenue has been extended to
provide affordable houses for Brinsley - land
was removed from the Green Belt to achieve
this
This 3.5 acre development site is deliverable
within the next five year period
Using the assessment matrix the score will be
considerably low and would deliver an
immediate solution to the contribution
towards the remaining dwelling numbers still
to find for Brinsley
104

The assessment is not
considered to contain flaws
re: the Green Belt issues
Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions
on site allocations are made
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Constrained by Mansfield Road - not bound by
Stoney Lane and Hall Lane.
Misleading to describe old spoil tip as a
significant topographical feature (not
consistent with description of similar feature
on Headstocks site)
The doubt as to the development of this
possibly contaminated site from Moorgreen
Colliery negates its value in checking sprawl.
Development would result in a reduction of
the gap between Brinsley and Eastwood
(further reduced) if zone 10 developed
Working farm and residential properties have
not caused encroachment – the site does not
safeguard encroachment
Would not be highly visible (no adverse effect)
from the Conservation Area which stretches
away from the site
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Topographically there is a
difference between the two
sites which is why one has
been called a significant
feature in the landscape
and the other hasn’t
Brinsley Hill ranges from
60m above sea level on the
lowest point next to the hill
up to 130m at the highest
part covering an area of
435,605msq. In comparison
the spoil tip next to the
Headstocks is significantly
smaller and ranges from 90
meters above sea level on
the flat to 99 metres at its
highest point covering an
area of 8,129 msq
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Acknowledged that the
reduction in the gap
between Eastwood and
Brinsley would be
‘significant’ if this zone
were developed

Zone 6
National Interest Group
142 English
•
Heritage (now
Historic England)
Public Interest Group
1448 SABRHE
•
•

•
•
•
•

Agree with the results of the assessment for
zone 6

Noted

Constrained by Mansfield Road not bound by
Stoney Lane and Hall Lane
Misleading to describe old spoil tip as a
significant topographical feature, particularly
in view of the comment about the similar
feature of the Headstocks site
Doubt over possibly contaminated site from
Moorgreen Colliery negates its value in
checking sprawl
Would result in a reduction of the gap
between Brinsley and Eastwood - would cause
significant reduction if zone 10 developed
Working farm and residential properties have
not caused encroachment
Not highly visible (no adverse effect) from the
Conservation Area which stretches away from
the site

Assessment considered to
accurately assess site on
Green Belt grounds
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Eastwood
Who

Comment

Zone 7
Public Bodies and Interest Groups
60 Erewash
• Notes conclusions which recognise the important role
Borough
to ensure continued separation of settlements
Council
• Development would additionally serve to substantially
narrow the current gap between Eastwood and
Cotmanhay
Zone 9
Landowner/Developer
2685 Bloor
• Zone too inflexible, assessment of smaller area is
Homes
necessary – i.e. area immediately around Hall Farm
Barns
• Would get particularly low score re: unrestricted
sprawl and safeguarding from encroachment
Zone 10
Public Interest Groups
18
• Would significantly narrow gap between Eastwood
Nottingham
and Brinsley
CPRE
• Disused railway important wildlife corridor
• Water quality in this area – close to Beauvale Brook –
is sensitive to the impact of development
• Flooding episodes would be exacerbated
2548 Park
• Good approach - pleased to see nothing proposed
and
near to the Erewash Valley
Environment
• Need to preserve and enhance Brinsley Brook Corridor
(Broxtowe
and may be scope to enhance wetland areas near
Borough
Lower Beauvale
Council)
• Exiting Green space off Lower Beauvale, managed by
Greasley Parish Council needs enhancing as part of any
development - potential to create an area of green
space that encompasses this area, the cricket ground
and any new open space provided as part of any
development
Landowner / Developer
2685 Bloor
• Broad assessment correct
Homes
• Form of the site, surrounding built up area and former
rail line, warrant a lower overall score - particularly in
relation to preventing neighbouring towns from
merging and the effect on the character of historic
settlement
• Whilst the ‘on plan’ gap between Eastwood and
Brinsley would be reduced, would not be readily
perceived on the ground given ‘ribbon’ development
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Broxtowe Borough Council
Comments

Noted

Smaller areas will be
considered where required
as part of the Sustainability
Appraisal process

Noted. Site specific issues
will be considered a part of
a detailed site selection
process

Noted

Noted

CABINET – Strategic Planning

4200 Taylor
& Burrows
Property

Local Council
71 Greasley
Parish
Council
672
Willimott R
&B

along Mansfield Road, and overall extensive gap
between Eastwood and Brinsley
Check the unrestricted sprawl of settlements
• Assessment identifies site has two boundaries
adjoining the existing settlement of Eastwood
(therefore scores 2*). Western section only bound to
the south by the existing built form. Development of
the western area of the site alone would not be well
contained or naturally round off the existing
settlement - assessment identifies western section of
the site feels quiet open and that development to the
east would round off the settlement better.
Development to east would not be well connected to
the existing built up area of Eastwood or its major
services and it not highly sustainable
• With only 29% of the site required and with access
being constrained, categorising zone as 2* in terms of
checking unrestricted sprawl is inaccurate
• Land to the west, although potential contained by the
existing railway line, would lead to sprawl due to the
open nature of the site along Mansfield Road
• Would significant reduce gap between Eastwood and
Brinsley
• Zone 10 and Zone 4 are historically sensitive re: D H
Lawrence - area to the north, between Eastwood and
Brinsley has most significance
• In addition to impact on setting of the Listed Buildings
West of Mansfield Road should be assessed as having
a moderate effect on the setting and special character
of the historic settlement
•
•

•
•
•
•

Assessment ignores effect of development on the
wider landscape
Over emphasis on disused railway line as defensible
boundary– it does not have heritage protection and is
a linear area of land bounded by hedges - no barrier to
development, could be incorporated into wider
development proposals
Amount of ‘open space’ visible when travelling along
Mansfield Road would be reduced - perception of
reduced gap
Would destroy valuable views of Eastwood Hall Park
and of high ground to the West
Important to setting of Eastwood Hall and parkland
curtilage. Also close to the D H Lawrence Heritage
Centre
Eastern part of site has long history of flooding; water
builds up in the nearby stream and is added to by
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The assessment is
considered to accurately
assess the site on Green
Belt grounds

Greasley Parish Council will
have the option of putting
forward alternatives
including bringing forward
brownfield sites through
the neighbourhood plan
process
It is not considered that
the assessment
undertaken in this review
is ‘inaccurate’
Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal
and Infrastructure

CABINET – Strategic Planning
•
•
•
Local Councillor
3648 Cllr J
Handley

•
•
•
•
•

316 Cllr M
Handley

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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over-land flows from the upland area to the north
Advisory Groups for Eastwood and Kimberley are not
representative of the Parish Council
Greasley wish to formulate own neighbourhood plan –
Green Belt release in premature and hasty
Greasley didn’t have a consultation event in their
parish

Development Plan before
final decisions on site
allocations are made

Inadequate consultation
Land being released too soon (prior to Neighbourhood
Plans) - Neighbourhood plans should be able to run
their course to inform decision of boundary changes
Consultation premature as other building options not
been considered
There are brownfield sites that could be used to
reduce the pressure on Green Belt
Not suitable for development as is flood zone and
always wet because of springs
Additional traffic will be a problem on the A608
Green Belt will be lost forever
Sustainable boundary to Eastwood is the Brinsley
Brook & the Beauvale Brook.
Area is in Greasley
Area has no sustainable boundary
Railway line was built to remove coal from Moorgreen
Colliery – it is manmade and could easily be removed
in the future for further development which would
lead to coalescence with Brinsley
Why is all of the land being released if only part of it is
needed for development?
Land is precious commodity - should be preserved for
future generations
Food production nationally means we are reliant on
global markets for availability and price – we should
protect farmland
Release of land is premature as Parish is undertaking
Neighbourhood Plan
Floodplain, acts as a soak away, natural springs on land
-would make flooding worse for surrounding residents
Would only know SUDs were working once
development happens at which point it is too late
Would not make existing flooding issues any better
Independent survey of catchment area should be
undertaken
Sewerage system already full
A608 very busy – development would make situation
worse

Greasley Parish Council will
have the option of putting
forward alternatives
including bringing forward
brownfield sites through
the neighbourhood plan
process
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It is not considered that
the assessment
undertaken in this review
is ‘inaccurate’
Greasley Parish Council will
have the option of putting
forward alternatives
including bringing forward
brownfield sites through
the neighbourhood plan
process
It is not considered that
the assessment
undertaken in this review
is ‘inaccurate’
Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal
and Infrastructure
Development Plan before
final decisions on site
allocations are made
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•

•
•
•
•

320 Cllr M
Brown

•
•
•
•
•
•

1605 Cllr S
Rowland

•

13 October 2015

Crossing the road is dangerous (and people have to
cross to get to the bus stop) – County Council has been
asked for a crossing at this point but nothing has
happened
Destruction of wildlife corridors
Destruction of D H Lawrence country of my heart
Potential for brownfield development needs to be
looked at more closely
Need to allocate land in Green Belt is difficult to
explain to residents when developers already have
plans for sites not in consultation
Consultation inadequate
Review is premature and pre-empts Neighbourhood
Plans
Support and concur with Greasley Parish Council’s
submission
Beamlight has more houses than previously thought
and Wade printers is available for development
(brownfield)
Larger release then thought and this could lead to
more building then is acceptable
Inadequate consultation – forms not user friendly
Review is premature and pre-empts Neighbourhood
Plans

Greasley Parish Council will
have the option of putting
forward alternatives
including bringing forward
brownfield sites through
the neighbourhood plan
process
It is not considered that
the assessment
undertaken in this review
is ‘inaccurate’
Greasley Parish Council will
have the option of putting
forward alternatives
including bringing forward
brownfield sites through
the neighbourhood plan
process
It is not considered that
the assessment
undertaken in this review
is ‘inaccurate’

Public
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Green Belt
• Site should remain in the Green Belt (as per local residents wish) removal from Green Belt will lead to development – concern about
ease of future development once boundary amended (release is in
excess of that required)
• Area provides significant break between Eastwood and Brinsley
preventing urban sprawl and coalescence
• No exceptional circumstances - unmet housing need unlikely to
outweigh the harm
• Green Belt permanence should be retained (for future generations) –
building on Green Belt should be a last resort
• Willey/Coney Farm bridle path and fields is much better defensible
physical boundary then the non-existent disused railway line
Brownfield Land
• Brownfield sites in Eastwood should be developed first (rather than
taking the easy option) e.g. Walker Street and adjoining Victory Club,
the old Beamlight site (which could accommodate more houses),
Wades/Burnhams, land off A610 on site of railway sidings past
sewerage works, Mushroom Farm, land around Ikea island, Council
Offices on Church Street, Chewton Street Allocation, Broxtowe Office
on Nottingham Road and land at the side of the A610
• Council not considered or encouraged the use of brownfield land derelict brown field sites would be greatly improved if developed
• Developer land banking levels and current planned un-built
development across wider Broxtowe should be considered as a
contribution towards unmet housing numbers
• Densities on brownfield sites should be increased
Flooding and Drainage Issues:
• Site is floodplain - concern regarding future flooding problems for
existing residents – land currently acts as a water holding area for rain
water to prevent flooding - house insurance difficult to obtain
• Drainage systems old and overloaded (surface water is going into the
foul) at times of heavy rainfall whole area turns into a bog (including
park next to cricket pitch), the brook cannot cope with more water, it
overflows and struggles to contain the running water
• Council should ensure that they are informed by site-specific flood
risk assessments and a sequential test
• Area is classified by the Environment Agency as Flood Zone 3 development should be located away from areas at high risk of
flooding
• History of flooding from Brinsley and Beauvale brook - Council should
help to keep the brook clean – currently the local residents do this
• Water table high and field covered in springs
Traffic:
• Mansfield Road (A608) cannot cope with current amount of traffic,
congestion at peak times - access onto Mansfield Road difficult narrower than most A roads, it should be made into a B road
• Knock-on effect of traffic on the A610 and the Ikea roundabout - busy
111

13 October 2015
Issue of the principle of
Green Belt review is
addressed in the Core
Strategy
It remains a priority to
bring forward brownfield
sites and current
information in the SHLAA is
that some Green Belt
release will be required
Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal
and Infrastructure
Development Plan before
final decisions on site
allocations are made
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Zone 11
Public
• Floodplain, not suitable for development - existing residents suffer
from flooding from brook exacerbated by surface water run-off

Zone 13
Developer / Landowner
4200 Taylor
• Site as a whole is not well contained and would not
& Burrows
round off the settlement
Property
• Smaller areas of Zone could be released that would
round off of the settlement and be contained and
bound by two sides by existing development. E.g., land
to the north west of the Wade Printers site - bound by
existing development on Main Street, and would form
a natural infill without constituting urban sprawl
Public
• Brownfield sites are available and should be use first

Zone 14
Developer / Landowner
4200 Taylor
• Issue of merging could be addressed by developing in& Burrows
line with the existing dwelling on South Street which
Property
would naturally round off settlement boundary and
would not lead to coalescence
• No current defensible boundary – strong boundary
could be provided through development
• Site was previously tipped in the 1830’s with colliery
shale. Utilised as a corporate event activity centre undulating as land levels have been altered - there are
number of structures including shelters, cabins and
containers – considered inappropriate development
within the green belt
• Redevelopment of previously developed land within
the urban boundary and provides reclamation of the
former pit site within the Green Belt
Public
1805
• Strategic barrier between Giltbrook and Kimberley
Hutchinson
which should be retained in the Green Belt
N
Alternative Site
Developer / Landowner
112

Flood Risk will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal
before final decisions on
site allocations are made

Zone 13 is not
recommended to be
released for development

There is already a priority
to develop brownfield sites
but some Green Belt
release will be needed
based on current
information in the SHLAA

Detailed boundaries will be
considered once all
available information
including the Sustainability
Appraisal is complete
Zones to the East of
Eastwood are not
considered to be as
suitable for development
as locations to the North of
the town

Noted

CABINET – Strategic Planning
4200 Taylor
& Burrows
Property

•
•

13 October 2015

More detailed and robust assessment should be
undertaken of the impact of specific sites in the Green
Belt
Detailed Masterplan demonstrates site can be
developed without impacting upon the 5 purposes of
the Green Belt

113

Agreed regarding specific
assessment and they will
be used to inform final
decisions on site
allocations
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178 Caunton
Engineering
Ltd

13 October 2015

•

Expansion requirements of the company to increase its
trailer storage facility for manufactured steel
components prior to their distribution to site
• Need to identify an area of land suitable for it to
undertake the temporary trial pre-construction
erection of the fabricated steel frameworks necessary to facilitate just-in-time methods of largescale construction projects
• Working with the topography of the site and
incorporating landscape enhancements objectives of
the Greenwood Community Forest are supported, and
visual appearance of the urban edge will be enhanced.
• No consideration of the need for land to assist existing
companies that provides considerable employment
and economic benefit to the Borough
• Site bordered by existing Engineering works and is
distinctly urban edge dominated by the Plane Building,
a large industrial shed. Development of Zone 10 means
this site will also be bordered by housing
developments
• Site contained by mature hedgerows on its northern,
eastern and western boundaries which all create
defensible boundaries, ridgeline north of the site also
creates physical separation from surrounding
countryside
Proposed re-score: 6. - Check the unrestricted sprawl of
settlements; 2 points, Prevent neighbouring settlements from
merging into one another; 1 point, Assist in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment; 2 point, Preserve the setting
and special character of historic settlements. 1 point
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Report submitted refers to
the ability to remove the
site from the Green Belt
for development based on
landscape and amenity
grounds
This will be assessed as
part of the detailed site
allocations process
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Public suggestion to alternative boundary change
3172
• The bridal path Willey land should remain the
Housley A
demarcation between Eastwood and the Green Belt
5829
Housley L
5932
Housley J
6178 Poxon
• Keep fields to the left hand side of bridle path as you
A
enter from Mansfield Road
• Fields on right hand side of bridle path adjoining Coach
115

Decisions on site
boundaries and allocations
will be taken as part of the
detailed site allocation
process

CABINET – Strategic Planning

•
•
•

13 October 2015

Drive would be a natural extension of the urban area
with the bridle path and fields beyond being the
natural defensible boundary
SHLAA ref 514 could be used for housing
Further up on same side of road as 514 – Green Belt –
but less impact on openness of the countryside
SHLAA 256 & 413
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Kimberley
Who

Comment

Zone 15
Land Owner/Developer
2542 Viitanen D
• Gilt Hill Farm site is suitable and deliverable and
should be removed from the Green Belt and
allocated for development - does not contribute
to the ‘openness of the Green Belt’
• There is a clear differentiation between the built
form at Gilt Hill Farm and area immediately
surrounding compared to the rest of the zone
15
• Main area promoted for development contains
significant buildings (a number of large
agricultural buildings), external storage (of plant
and machinery) and hard standing and is
therefore not ‘open’ and development of the
site would not cause significant encroachment
because of the existing buildings, which are
large and very visible in the context of the area
between Eastwood and Kimberley
• Ignores potential benefits in terms of open
space provision (a country park) and provision
of defensible boundary
• The country park would create a ‘soft edge’ to
development and would enhance the
relationship between buildings, open space and
public access
• Situated on the urban edge of Kimberley and is
bounded by a primary school to the East and
Gilt Hill Road to the South
• Site is situated close to the Giltbrook Retail Park
and the proximity has been ignored
• Area is a desirable location for development
• Retirement village could provide approximately
150 units for people over the age of 55 – should
be treated as a ‘special case’
Public
5844 Versteg D
• Zone should not be considered for housing or
development
• Important boundary between Kimberley and
Giltbrook
• No suitable access roads
• Traffic would worsen considerably
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Broxtowe Borough Council
Comments

They argue that the gap would
not be significantly reduced –
they have come to this
conclusion as they are
assessing this against the
narrowest part of the gap
Decisions on site boundaries
and allocations will be taken
as part of the detailed site
allocation process

Noted

CABINET – Strategic Planning
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Zone 16
Landowner / Developer
1501 The Wild
• Extent of the zone has not been adequately
Family
explained or justified
• Should have assessed smaller components of
zone 2004 Inspector recommended sites H113
and H116 be removed from Green Belt
1436 The Evans
• Extent of the zone has not been adequately
Family
explained or justified
• Zone is not clearly defined - absence of defined
settlement boundaries makes it difficult to
consider the impact
• Fails to analyse the component parts of the
zone - overall conclusion on an all or nothing
basis - 2004 Inspector recommended sites H113
and H116 be removed from Green Belt
• Parcels of land closest to the existing built-up
area that comprised a logical
extension/rounding-off with minimal impact on
the openness of the Green Belt and the five
purposes
• Sites previously recommended for removal from
the Green Belt will be excluded from next stage
of consultation
Zone 17
Landowner / Developer
331 Barratt
• Is Watnall Road included within the description
Homes
"East of Main Road"?
• Areas east of Watnall Road (on edge of New
Nuthall) are 'urban fringe' - score too negative

Zone 20
Public Interest Group
18 Nottingham
•
CPRE
•
•
•
•

Other zones around Kimberley may have
greater detrimental impact – however
reservations about allocating Zone 20
Impact on a mature landscape area and on
conservation area
Mature hedgerows would need to be
maintained
Concerned about visual impact of development
due to topography
Long-distance footpath would need to be
118

Decisions on site boundaries
and allocations will be taken
as part of the detailed site
allocation process
Decisions on site boundaries
and allocations will be taken
as part of the detailed site
allocation process

Yes
The Green Belt is considered
to accurately assess different
zones against the purposes of
including land in the Green
Belt

Noted
Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions on
site allocations are made

CABINET – Strategic Planning

2548 Park and
Environment
(Broxtowe
Borough
Council)

•
•
•

Land Owner/ Developer
1501 The Wild
•
Family
1436 The Evans
•
Family
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

331 Barratt
Homes

•
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rerouted in a way which maintains the
connectivity of the Nottinghamshire footpath
network
Need to preserve and enhance A610 corridor
May be scope for wetland creation
Important rights of way to consider

extent of zone purposefully and unfairly
determined to favour site over others
Site is “hilly” – therefore prominent – should
have higher score for sprawl
Perception of bringing one settlement closer to
another will be most apparent to users of the
A610
Proximity of the Conservation Area - impact on
Conservation Area cannot be determined
without Heritage Impact Assessment
A610 will constrain the efficient development
of this site – i.e. from noise, air quality and
access standpoints – other constraints will
reduce the developable area of the zone
Number of smaller sites would improve the
ability to deliver housing in Kimberley
There are more suitable sites that would,
individually or collectively have less impact of
the openness on the Green Belt and the
purposes of including land within it e.g. sites
H113 and H116; and H112
Not all of Zone 20 is developable, or indeed
required to be developed to meet the housing
land requirements identified in the Adopted
Core Strategy - cannot possibly constitute
‘exceptional circumstances’
Plan lacks the necessary flexibility should sites
fail to come forward as anticipated – sites (not
zones) should be assessed - ‘safeguarded land’
should be identified – site 215 is available if
required
Questions deliverability of housing at this
location given issues surrounding
access/highways, noise and air quality
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Noted
Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions on
site allocations are made
The Green Belt review is
considered to accurately
assess different zones against
the purposes of including land
in the Green Belt
Decisions on site boundaries
and allocations will be taken
as part of the detailed site
allocation process

Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions on
site allocations are made
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Councillor
1601 Cllr A
Cooper

Public
2578 Page S

3580 Munton L
4621 Plumb R

•
•

13 October 2015

Possible impact on the Conservation Area
Development on majority of site not desirable
because of access on narrow high street rear of
Dawver Road, Dale Road, Lancery Close

•
•

A610 would prevent merging of settlements.
Noise from A610 needs to be taken into account
– potential re-surfacing the road and the
construction of noise barriers
• Consider including natural flood defences to
reduce flood risk
• Road access issues need to be solved
• Least damaging proposal to the Green Belt
Green Belt:
• Only piece of Green Belt/green space this side
of Kimberley without having to cross the A610 –
it is greatly valued
• Green belt incursion totally inappropriate
Traffic and Transport:
• Noise pollution from A610 – issue for residents
amenity
• Congestion problems on the Nottingham –
Eastwood Road.
• Church Hill and High Street are narrow and in
poor state of repair -access and egress to site a
concern
• Traffic in Kimberley town centre would get
worse - roads regularly gridlocked
Wildlife:
• Abundance of wildlife within site
Flooding and drainage issues:
• Underground springs could be disturbed and
flood main road
Local Infrastructure:
• Road infrastructure and local schools cannot
support any more residents
• Already have difficulty getting an appointment
at doctors surgery – new one needed
Other Issues:
• 600 houses in Kimberley is spurious and 100
spread around the town would be more
sensible - Kimberley is large enough
• Every available brownfield site nationally should
be used first including the old Cussons Soap
120

Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions on
site allocations are made
Noted

Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions on
site allocations are made
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•
Zone 21
1501 The Wild
Family

•
•

Alternative Boundary
1501 The Wild
Family

13 October 2015

Factory on Wilkinson Street and Basford Gas
Works
There is significant development included in the
Brewery plans
the extent of the zone has not been adequately
explained or justified
Fails to analyse the component parts of the
zone –doesn’t recognise merits of more logical
smaller parcels of land e.g. land to the south of
Spring Hill

Smaller areas can and will be
considered as part of the site
allocations process

Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions on
site allocations are made

1436 The Evans
Family

This area is not considered to
be preferable for release from
the Green Belt to some areas
inside the A610 at the South
of the town

•
•
•
•

•

Proposed boundary change comprises a more
effective use of Green Belt land and responds to
amount of housing land actually required
Site H116 is suitable and available and could be
delivered in conjunction with the adjacent site
H11
Site H116 & 113 benefit from the same physical
advantages and lacks any identified constraints
2004 Local Plan Review the Inspector
recommended that sites H116 and H113 be
removed from the Green Belt – stated that site
is of very limited value to the purposes of the
Green Belt - just as pertinent today
Allocation of the two sites would represent a
logical ‘rounding-off’ of the settlement, suitably
contained by existing development and the
121
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2542 Viitanen D

•
•

13 October 2015

robust ridgeline and well established hedgerow
to the north
Site ideal location for retirement village which
could also include the provision of sports
pitches (Cricket) and Country Park
Gilt Hill Farm site is suitable and deliverable and
should be removed from the Green Belt

Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions on
site allocations are made
This area is not considered to
be preferable for release from
the Green Belt to some areas
inside the A610 at the South
of the town
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331 Barratt
Homes

•

•

3580 Munton L

•
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Consideration should be given to SHLAA Site Ref
105 (Land West of New Farm Lane, Nuthall)
given its well defined boundaries - based on
sustainability credentials with minimal impact
on the surrounding Green Belt
Access issues have been "addressed" and there
is no "Highways Infrastructure Constraint"

New building on Green Belt in Kimberley should
be either to the North or East of the town to
give traffic an alternative route

Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions on
site allocations are made
This area is not considered to
be preferable for release from
the Green Belt to some areas
inside the A610 at the South
of the town
Other issues raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions on
site allocations are made
This area is not considered to
be preferable for release from
the Green Belt to some areas
inside the A610 at the South
of the town
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Main Built Up Area
Who

Comment

Zone 22
Landowner / Developer
5915 Glenn I
• SHLAA site 513 within zone 22 does not fulfil the five
purposes of the green belt. Considered in isolation, site 513
is bordered only on one side by existing housing however:
considered in conjunction with other Ashfield housing sites
land is bordered on two or three sides by housing. The
fourth side has strong defensible boundary of Starth Wood,
15 acres of ancient woodland protected by a blanket Tree
Preservation Order and an ancient hedge line and brook
• Site 513 and Hucknall site 4 (by surface water attenuation)
could solve historic flood problems on the B6009 at Watnall
Road/Long Lane - a number of accidents that have occurred
as a result of flooding
• Hucknall site 4 cannot be developed by any means other
than access across site 513
• All utility services are available to site
• Could be built out within five years of obtaining a planning
consent
• Additional land adjacent to site 513, in Broxtowe, could also
be made available if required
Zone 24:
Landowner / Developer
2685 Bloor
• Assessment wrong and inconsistent
Homes
• Strongly influenced by built form on all sides, with built
development and the M1 motorway having strong
urbanising effect - scoring for urban sprawl and countryside
encroachment should be 1, not 3
• Gap between Nottingham and Kimberley not perceived on
the ground to the same extent (as on plan) given ribbon
development along Nottingham Road
• M1 acts as a strong impenetrable barrier (other than along
Nottingham Road) and provides a permanent separation of
Kimberley and Nottingham
• Sensitive development would not result in merging of
settlements - should score less
• Potential location for the route of an extension to the
Nottingham tram - should be major consideration - area
should be safeguarded for development
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Broxtowe
Borough Council
Comments

This area is
adjacent to
Hucknall which is
not a location
listed for
development in
policy 2 of the
Core Strategy

The Green Belt
review is
considered to
accurately assess
different zones
against the
purposes of
including land in
the Green Belt
In addition this is
one of the most
sensitive Green
Belt gaps
between Greater
Nottingham and
the built up area
of Nottingham

CABINET – Strategic Planning
Zone 25:
4199 Nuthall
Nottingham LLP
and Severn Trust

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
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Land west of Woodhouse Way (forming part of Zone 25)
most sustainable option for development after Field Farm
and Toton - should be allocated or safeguarded for at least
300 dwellings
(SHLAA ref 107 & 42) should have been assessed
individually – physically separated and assessed differently
in the SHLAA
107 visually and physically isolated from Nuthall/Kimberley
by the M1 and A610 - separation would be further
reinforced through the HS2 railway line (which would act as
defensible boundary)
Tribal report assessed site H107 as “amber” - meeting two
out of three criteria
site is “deliverable”
2003 Local Plan Inspector concluded development could
lead to “encroachment” and “coalescence” (hence “amber”
rather than “green”) - however, circumstances have
changed significantly (to justify exceptional circumstances) need for housing, development at Nottingham Business
Park and HS2 route
Site would assist in delivering urban concentration and
regeneration
Small number of public comments to Outline planning
application
At least two thirds of site will be accessible open space large part of the site will be publicly accessible “open” land

Scoring for Site H107 should actually be as follows:

•

Would score the same as other preferred sites
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The Green Belt
review is
considered to
accurately assess
different zones
against the
purposes of
including land in
the Green Belt
In addition this is
one of the most
sensitive Green
Belt gaps
between Greater
Nottingham and
the built up area
of Nottingham
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647 Gaintaime
Ltd

The Green Belt
review is
considered to
accurately assess
different zones
against the
purposes of
including land in
the Green Belt

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Zone 25 is contains two distinctly visually and physically
separate sites - should be assessed separately
Northern part of zone 25 (SHLAA ref 421) promoted for low
density Retirement Village
Site could be released without undermining the purpose of
the green belt
Well contained - bound by the A610, M1 and existing built
form along Nottingham Road - agree with urban sprawl
assessment
Site 421 can be developed to retain open breaks that
ensure that merger of settlements is avoided
HS2 along the western boundary would undermine the
importance of this site in terms of its openness - HS2 line
and M1 provide a more defensible boundary
Site includes a significant amount of inappropriate
development - development would not encroach into open
countryside – development in isolation would not lead to
coalescence
Nuthall Conservation Area to west of the site includes a
number of listed buildings - however M1 has a severing
effect – thus development would have a limited impact
Corporate Plan to support and encourage new retirement
village - will provide extra community and leisure facilities
and new employment opportunities to wider community
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In addition this is
one of the most
sensitive Green
Belt gaps between
Greater
Nottingham and
the built up area
of Nottingham
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Zone 27
3634 Crown
Estate

Largest zone in Green Belt Review - varying landscape
characteristics and topography - assessing as a single parcel
of land is too broad brush
Available within the next five years or medium term as
safeguarded land
SHLAA site 588 - adjacent to the edge of Nottingham
(capacity c. 300 dwellings) is sustainable location - within
walking distance to services and infrastructure,
employment opportunities within close proximity, two local
bus services. Accessible to Junction 26 of the M1,
development could be served directly off A6002
Well contained on lower ground to the east of the Catstone
Hill Ridge, mature screening to west and south, and built
development to north (Strelley) and east (Bilborough)
provides permanent and defensible boundaries
Would represent a more discrete release from the Green
Belt - distance between site and Ilkeston is circa 3.5km (at
its nearest point)
Some inappropriate development, including man-made
reservoir. To the north there is new development
Assessment identifies moderate adverse impact on setting
and special character of historic settlements - premature in
advance of detailed scheme

Have used our
assessment score
for the wider
zone (particularly
for inappropriate
development)
where the score
would be worse if
based on their
own parcel of
land

•

Strongly object to any encroachment into the existing
Green Belt boundaries of the Parish of Trowell

No encroachment
is proposed

•

Strongly object to any encroachment into the existing
Green Belt boundaries of the Parish of Trowell

No encroachment
is proposed

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

616 Trowell
Parish Council
Zone 28
616 Trowell
Parish Council
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In addition this is
one of the most
sensitive Green
Belt gaps
between Greater
Nottingham and
the built up area
of Nottingham
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Zone 32
Public Interest Group
2548 Park and
•
Environment
(Broxtowe
Borough
•
Council)

Logical but some reservations - Bramcote Park, Stapleford
Hill and the Crematorium have direct connection to open
countryside - connections need to be maintained
Land at Pit Lane currently used as open space is proposed
for a Local Nature Reserve

616 Trowell
• Strongly object to any encroachment into the existing
Parish Council
Green Belt boundaries of the Parish of Trowell
Public
Green Belt:
• Bramcote, Stapleford, Toton, Trowell, Sandiacre, Nottingham and Chilwell will
merge and lose their identity
• Important gap between Trowell and Stapleford
• Contradicts policy aimed at preventing neighbouring towns from merging and
urban sprawl
• Should only be altered in exceptional circumstances - no justification for this
Flood Risk:
• Boundary Brook is liable to flooding along its route to the River Erewash Brook is narrow and cannot take extra water
Wildlife:
• The part adjoining railway should remain as a wildlife corridor (as per STRAG
submission) - development would sever wildlife corridor
Other Issues:
• Green Belt is important asset for local residents and is used for recreational
space
• Loss of open land in the area
• Does not preserve the setting and special character of the area
• If its removed from the Green Belt even if it’s not built on now it will always be
vulnerable
• Development will adversely affect property values
• Area provides essential green space for impending Field Farm development

Zone 33
Public Interest Group
34
•
Nottinghamshire
Wildlife Trust
•
60 Erewash
Borough Council

•
•
•

Majority of zones potentially impact on wildlife sites (LWSs
and LNRs)
Moorbridge Lane Wet Grasslands - appears entire Local
Wildlife Sites could be removed from Green Belt
Zone broadly flanks the western fringes of Stapleford
Close proximity between the land under review inside
Broxtowe and a number of urban areas (in Erewash)
situated west of the River Erewash
Noted than no release of Green Belt land within zone is
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Green routes/
wildlife corridors
will be important
for the detailed
allocations
process
No encroachment
is proposed
Principle of Green
Belt review is
addressed in the
Core Strategy
Zone 32 is land
proposed to be
gifted to Trowell
Parish Council
Other issues
raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability
Appraisal and
Infrastructure
Development
Plan before final
decisions on site
allocations are
made

No suggestion of
built
development on
protected wildlife
sites
Noted
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required
Strongly object to any encroachment into the existing
Green Belt boundaries of the Parish of Trowell

616 Trowell
•
Parish Council
Public
• No Green Belt Land should be built on – our country is being destroyed
• There is another way - not always the easiest/cheapest

Zone 35
The site has four distinct boundaries:
1. The flood bank
2. Gardens relating to properties on Lower Park Street
3. Gardens relating to properties on Park Street
4. A grass crete road installed by Seven Trent Water to access the sewage
pumping station sites beyond the my land and is in effect a continuation of
Sandiacre Road
The land if removed from the Green Belt would be ideally suited to either starter
homes or homes for the elderly. The site benefits from very easy flat access to
Stapleford with the main thoroughfare Derby Road being approximately 200 metres
away.
Zone 36
2685 Bloor
• Misleading, inflexible, too blunt and unsubtle an approach Homes
Zone should be subdivided into smaller areas to be assessed
separately
• ‘Central’ ridge-line performs a function in Green Belt and
visual impact terms - different to those parts to north and
south
• Assessment mixes ‘Zone’ and ‘Site’
• Smaller ‘sites’ at Baulk Lane, Hill Top Farm itself and Sisley
Avenue “perform” differently from the central ridge and
should be judged accordingly
73 Stapleford
• Concern re: area adjacent to Sisley Avenue/Baulk
Town Council
Lane/Coventry Lane - should be retained in the green belt

Public
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No encroachment
is proposed
Principle of Green
Belt review is
addressed in the
Core Strategy
On Green Belt
grounds it is
considered that
the assessment
accurately assess
this zone

Smaller areas can
and will be
considered as
part of the site
allocations
process

Other issues
raised will be
considered in the
Sustainability
Appraisal and
Infrastructure
Development
Plan before final
decisions on site
allocations are
made
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National Policy:
• Unmet housing need unlikely to outweigh harm to justifying inappropriate
development in the Green Belt
Scoring System:
• Scoring matrix has missing information which makes it harder to argue about
the scores given to any particular zone
Green Belt:
• Boundary change would not ‘round off’ existing settlement
• Where limited Green Belt left it becomes more valuable as a local amenity
• Site extends over a ridge which constitutes a topographical feature - Urban
sprawl would be exacerbated because of topography
• Brownfield land should be re-used ahead of Green Belt land
• Policy RC16 from the 2004 Local Plan should be consideration
• Development would reduce gap between Stapleford Chilwell and Bramcote Perception of the reduction of the gap should result in a higher score
• One telecoms mast does not affect the openness of the Green Belt and the
bridle path/track is not inappropriate development - Encroachment should
score higher
• Not ‘undeveloped agricultural land’ - has been used to grow food crops for the
last 30 years
• Building would have significant adverse impact on one or more conservation
areas
Other Issues:
• Issues regarding access to facilities are not included in assessments or criteria
• Building houses on the Green Belt does not provide growth - Engineering and
technical workshops for HS2 (if it comes) would provide growth
• Baulk Lane unable to cope with extra traffic
Zone 37
Land Owners / Developers
412 Persimmon
• Broadly correlates with Prominent Area for Special
Homes North
Protection, Mature Landscape Area, and Bramcote
Midlands
Conservation Area - prominence and topography would
make it wholly unsuitable - would do little in safeguarding
the countryside from encroachment
• A52 provides a physical boundary to eastern edge of
Stapleford - breeching this will dilute well-defined and
robust edge to Stapleford
Public
• Area contains King George’s Park
• Building houses on the Green Belt does not provide growth - Engineering and
technical workshops for HS2 (if it comes) would provide growth
Zone 38
Land Owners / Developers
2685 Bloor
• Score 3 for urban sprawl despite distances between existing
Homes
urban features is almost identical to 41
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Many of these
points are either
addressed in the
Core Strategy
(housing need) or
are detailed site
selection matters
not covered in
this Green Belt
Review
On Green Belt
grounds it is
considered that
the assessment
accurately assess
this zone

Site specific
comments will be
included in the in
the allocations
process

Site specific
comments will be
included in the in
the allocations
process

Zone 41 has many
more urbanising
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•
2652 W
Westerman Ltd

•
•

•

412 Persimmon
Homes North
Midlands

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
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Conclusions of potential impact are inconsistent and
inflexible
No subtlety or disaggregation of components, and the
judgements are wrong
Parts of Zone 38 and 39 should be combined and assessed
separately -zone could follow the line of built development
from parts of Stapleford to parts of Chilwell -would score
differently given the closer relationship to existing urban
form, extent of existing urban features and the limited
landscape and topographical constraints - new zone would
be capable of providing a new defensible Green Belt
boundary at least as strong as the new tram line (which is
not considered a strong, permanent and defensible
boundary)
Current scoring directly influenced by the most sensitive
Green Belt areas to the north

features
The Green Belt
review is
considered to
accurately assess
different zones
against the
purposes of
including land in
the Green Belt

Decisions on site
boundaries and
allocations will be
taken as part of
the detailed site
allocation process
The Green Belt
Green Belt review should have included character and
review is
appearance of the landscape
considered to
Size of zone considered will result in a higher degree of
accurately assess
encroachment and reduction on open land separating
different zones
each of the surrounding settlement.
Not clear whether this Green Belt Review forms part of against the
purposes of
the Assessment 1 or Assessment 2 stages. Ridgeline
including land in
extending between The Curragh and Great Hoggett Drive
the Green Belt
separates zone into two distinct areas of land
Landform associated with this part of the Green Belt is
Decisions on site
particularly distinct, creating both a prominent landscape
boundaries and
feature, and providing visual separation
allocations will be
North of Common Lane is constrained both through
taken as part of
landscape designation and its topography - elevated open
ridgeline defined by the wooded setting of Burnt Hill - broad the detailed site
allocation process
and far reaching views from the ridge
Ridgeline extends between The Curragh and Great Hoggett
Drive - settlement is prominent in landscape - development Smaller areas can
and will be
in this location would be prominent and is likely to affect a
considered as
number of landscape and cultural heritage designations
part of the site
A52 secures a robust and un-breeched well-defined
allocations
boundary to Stapleford - helps maintain open character of
the farmland to the east that has a limited relationship with process
the wider settlement to west
Secondary highway boundaries (e.g. bridleways) that follow
landscape features (e.g. hedgerows) are more distinct and
stronger than other boundaries (e.g. tramline) by their
permanent nature are robust and enduring
Tram terminus, park & ride facility, tram lines and Bardills
Garden Centre create intrusion within the Green Belt - can
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help to define and contain development
Existing public access network well defined and extensive some restricted areas
Generally well contained and/or set at the edge of the
Green Belt on land that makes a more limited contribution
to its open character
Smaller area (adjacent to Chilwell Lane Bramcote) well
defined by highways, settlement, and existing field
boundaries - perceived edge of the Green Belt
development would not appear a significant
encroachment into Green Belt as not essential to open and
undeveloped character
Settlement of Chilwell and Bramcote are to a degree joined
– development will secure permanent green space that will
provide separation
Does make a significant contribution to the open and
undeveloped setting of farmland associated with Green
Belt
Site adjoins Conservation Area – development would
reinforce landscape setting and enhance immediate
landscape - unlikely development will result in significant
harm
Site is green field - unlikely housing requirement can be
accommodated on brownfield land - sites like this will be
required

Public
• Area contains King George’s Park
• Building houses on the Green Belt does not provide growth - Engineering and
technical workshops for HS2 (if it comes) would provide growth
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Site specific
comments will be
included in the in
the allocations
process
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Zone 43
Public Interest Group
60 Erewash
•
Borough Council
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Presence of River Erewash and lack of defences expose area
to flooding – mitigation required if released for
development

Public
• Less costly to develop and assist in meeting the short term need more easily

Zone 44
Public Interest Group
21 Natural
•
England
•

60 Erewash
Borough Council

•
•

Zone 48 & 49
Public Interest Group
60 Erewash
•
Borough Council

Noted. No
development
proposed in this
zone
Site specific
comments will be
included in the in
the allocations
process

Contains two Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) –
Bulwell Wood SSSI and Sellers Wood SSSI
Development should avoid any activity that would damage
or destroy the interest features of these SSSIs, including
trampling or erosion damage as a result of increased visitor
pressure
Contains Attenborough Nature Reserve, a prominent area
of wetland with great ecological significance
EBC fully agree with BBC’s conclusion that any release of
Green Belt for residential development would be
inappropriate

Agree

Located to the south-west of the settlement of Trowell,
directly abutting Erewash - assessment acknowledges
number of limiting factors which raise uncertainties as to
the suitability of these broad locations to deliver future
housing development

Noted
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Noted
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Bramcote/Stapleford
Who

Comment

Public Interest Groups
142 English
•
Heritage (now
Historic
England)
•
•
•
•

2548 Park and
Environment
(Broxtowe
Borough
Council)

•

•
18 Nottingham
CPRE

•

•

6052
Nottinghamshire
County Council

•
•

•
•

Assessment fails to take into consideration
impacts upon designated heritage assets such
as Bramcote Conservation Area
Topography of area with the two hills –
Stapleford Hill and Bramcote Hill, are significant
landscape features
Sites have some historic landscape interest with
woodland planting
Consider wider impacts relating to views from
Wollaton Hall
Scoring is incorrect for historic settlements and
countryside encroachment (particularly from
up the hills which has remained unaffected by
development)
Logical but some reservations - Bramcote Park,
Stapleford Hill and the Crematorium have
direct connection to open countryside connections need to be maintained –
development (in zone 31) strongly threatens
this connection and (in zone 30) would need
careful consideration
Land at Pit Lane (zone 32) currently open space
is proposed for a Local Nature Reserve
Development would surround Stapleford Hill sense of openness will be lost - recreational
value of Stapleford Hill does includes how it fits
into surrounding green space
STRAG’s proposal (for Field Farm site) includes
wildlife strategy to enhance existing wildlife
corridor - similar strategy should be developed
for Green Infrastructure in whole area –
allocating this Zone for development conflicts
with such an approach
Boundary too superficial when considering
Green Belt Criteria
New boundary in this area should be based on
a strong feature having regard to long term
unforeseen development requirements and
endue for long term e.g. 30 years
Boundary should follow east-west railway line
providing a proper long term physical definition
Should be considered as part of the urban area
but not necessarily identified for development
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Broxtowe Borough Council
Comments
Bramcote and Stapleford Hill
are not proposed to be
developed
Comments appear to be based
on the incorrect assumption
that they will be

Noted

Wildlife Corridor issues will be
important to the Plan of the
area if development does take
place
It will be considered in the
Sustainability Appraisal and
Infrastructure Development
Plan before final decisions on
site allocations are made
Boundary is proposed to be the
Railway line as they suggest
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•

Landowner/Developer
1462 Messers
•
Roberts
•
6048 White Hills
•
Park Federation
Trust
•
•
•

718 J McCann
(Nottm) Ltd

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
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Urban spaces, playing fields etc. can be
adequately protected by other policies – other
land can be identified as safeguarded
Fully in favour of development
Railway line is sensible defensible boundary
Zone 29 North of Bramcote Ridge/ Moor Lane
up to the railway is the most suitable area for
housing development
Developing zone 29 would have the least
impact on the community
Railway line most suitable/rational boundary
The Trust intends to sell excess land to raise
funds for rebuilding and refurbishing the school
–required to meet educational standards
Difficult to see how Zone 31 has met more
Green Belt criteria compared with other zones
(specifically zone 40)
Residential development approved to the west
of the site
Relatively small, isolated pocket of partially
developed, part brownfield land, surrounded
by urban structures and use - development is
natural and logical extension to the settlement
Site is well contained with the allocation of
Field Farm to the West, the railway line forming
a defensible boundary to the North, Stapleford
Hill to the Southwest, and A6002 to the East
Existing urban edge poorly defined and Green
Belt boundary is weak and varied in its defining
boundary features - land to the south
disconnected and difficult to manage as
agricultural
Logical, enduring and clearly defensible
boundaries would be established by an
amendment to the railway line
Development in this location would not
constitute ‘unrestricted sprawl’ but a single and
sustainable development project
Parts of the Green Belt in the area between
Nottingham and Derby and in the broader
context that are more important in preventing
the merging of towns or fragmentation of the
Green Belt
Development would not reduce any of the
minimum widths of Green Belt to the
surrounding towns and villages
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Noted
Agree regarding the railway
Zone 29 is an option for
development and the review
does not preclude this

Agree regarding the railway
The Green Belt is considered to
accurately assess different
zones against the purposes of
including land in the Green
Belt
Decisions on site boundaries
and allocations will be taken as
part of the detailed site
allocation process
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•

718 J McCann
(Nottm) Ltd

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
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Development would maintain a break between
Stapleford and Bramcote, because of its small
size and its severance by the major road it
contributes little to the separation
The perception of the gap between Bramcote
and Stapleford would be similar to existing; and
is the least sensitive in distance terms; it does
little to contribute to the separate identity of
Bramcote and Stapleford
Significant proportion is brownfield McCann
depot site - urban and industrial in character contributes little to the countryside
Stapleford not known to possess special
character as a historic town - development
would not prejudice or significantly impact
upon the existing setting and character of the
town -development would have no effect upon
the setting and character of other settlements
NPPF refers to the setting and special character
of historic towns, rather than specific heritage
assets (re: Hemlock Stone) – site over 400
metres from the Hemlock Stone, with no intervisibility between the two because of
topography and woodland - no adverse impact
Site should score 5 stars in total
Noted
Correct interpretation of national planning
policy is a matter for the courts and that the
Supreme Court nonetheless and planning
judgement
ACS inspector stated that ‘the exceptional
circumstances required for alterations to Green
Belt boundaries exist.’
The need to achieve sustainable development
is a statutory duty
The Bramcote and Stapleford amendment is
consistent with the focus on urban
concentration and is sustainably located to take
advantage of the proximity to key services and
public transport routes - Field Farm is a
sustainable location therefore Bramcote and
Stapleford cannot be considered differently
‘Green Belt’ is a planning policy tool, not a
measure of the quality or use of land - the area
is urban fringe, and arguably contains no
countryside land uses whatsoever- limited
amount of land with secondary agricultural
function - most serves needs of the urban area
Only 22% of the land in Bramcote/Stapleford
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3634 Crown
Estate

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
4199 Nuthall
Nottingham LLP
and Severn Trust

•

•

•
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amendment could be categorized as natural,
with an equal amount comprising previously
developed land. Other areas of ‘open’ land
comprise restored former landfill, and formal
sports pitches which have a bland and
featureless appearance. Only 36% of the area is
publically accessible
Zone 29 would result in a more than moderate
reduction in the size of the gap between
Bramcote and Stapleford – currently has no
encroachment from inappropriate
development - provides an extensive and
prominent strategic Green Infrastructure
Corridor linking Broxtowe and Nottingham corridor should be retained
Considerable uncertainties over deliverability of
housing within Zone 30
Land in multiple-ownership
Release and/or reconfiguration of land
currently used for existing education, leisure
and community uses will require extensive
collaboration and agreement with a wide range
of stakeholders
Discussions are yet to reach an advanced stage
- potential to delay
Council’s Leisure Provision Strategy identifies
significant uncertainty over the quantum and
location of future leisure centre provision work is yet to be commissioned
Development in zone 31 would reduce the gap
between Coventry Lane and Moor Lane to circa
300m at the closest point - significant harm in
settlement coalescence – should not be
released form the Green Belt
Additional/alternative Green Belt sites in or
adjacent to the MBA will need to be considered
Site includes playing pitches and has not
formally been proposed (in SHLAA or previous
site allocations document) - no evidence base
to justify deliverability/developability
Unclear why zone 29 is being proposed for
potential release when it comprises an
important strategic green infrastructure
corridor – inappropriate for development
Grounds that residential development would
enable the redevelopment of the existing
school and leisure centre (zone 30) does not
amount to “very special circumstances” –
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The Green Belt review is
considered to accurately assess
different zones against the
purposes of including land in
the Green Belt
Green Infrastructure corridor
can and will be retained in
detailed allocations
Other issues raised will be
considered in the Sustainability
Appraisal and Infrastructure
Development Plan before final
decisions on site allocations
are made

The Green Belt review is
considered to accurately assess
different zones against the
purposes of including land in
the Green Belt
Green Infrastructure corridor
can and will be retained in
detailed allocations
Other issues raised will be
considered in the Sustainability
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•

Local Council
73 Stapleford
Town Council

•
•

•

•

Public
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unsound approach
Whilst Zone 31 could accommodate c.200
dwellings no evidence exists on the availability
or suitability of Zone 30 to accommodate the
shortfall (c.157 dwellings)

Appraisal and Infrastructure
Development Plan before final
decisions on site allocations
are made

No suggestion of developing
Concern that remaining green belt between
Bramcote Hills Park or
Stapleford and Bramcote is being eroded - do
Stapleford Hill
not want further coalescence
Important to maintain green belt between the
separate settlements of Stapleford, Trowell,
Bramcote and Toton, to maintain their separate
identities
Concern that Bramcote Hills Park had been
included in the documentation - do not want
any designated park areas in the Town and its
vicinity developed for
housing/commercial/industrial purposes
The areas East of Field Farm/West of Field
Farm, behind Bramcote Crematorium and
proposals to develop land currently occupied
by Bramcote School would need to be carefully
managed to minimize the impact of any such
development on the green belt area between
Stapleford and Bramcote to ensure minimal
loss of amenity
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Green Belt:
• There is no requirement to redraw the Green Belt boundaries in
this area - level of protection that Green Belt provides is vital
• Green Belt should only be amended in exceptional circumstances no justification
• Bramcote, Stapleford, Toton, Trowell, Sandiacre, Nottingham and
Chilwell will merge and lose their identity – currently prevents
urban sprawl (in line with National Policy) - development would
significantly change the character of the area
• Would not ‘round off’ the settlement
• Area already has strong physical boundaries (especially Moor
Lane) so suggesting its removal would create strong physical
boundaries is flawed
• Brownfield sites should be recycled first before Green Belt is used.
• If the boundary is moved to the railway line then the playing fields,
the wooded area adjacent to the railway line and the scrub land
which contains the public footpath should be designated as
‘protected open space’
• Bramcote has already merged into Wollaton with no obvious gap
and is already very built up – area forms an important buffer
between Bramcote (including the Conservation Area) and
Stapleford
• Green Belt has already been impacted by the release of Field Farm
– this will increase pressure on remaining green spaces in the area
- Field Farm should be added back into the Green Belt - there
would be a continuation of the Green Belt to the North
• Why remove parts from the Green Belt if it’s not suitable for
development? - why so soon after the Core Strategy is more Green
Belt release required?
• should be preserved for the amenity space of next generation –
• Balance is being tipped in favour of large developers
• Saying that the site has a large amount of inappropriate
development is misleading – the school buildings and the leisure
centre do not detract from the overall green character
• The report suggests that only a small portion of the Green Belt will
be lost but the losses will be on the eastern part of the zone which
are substantial and unwanted by local residents
• A52/Coventry Lane does not act as a strong defensible boundary
as Bramcote is on both sides of the road. If both sides are
developed then Bramcote and Stapleford will merge
• Moor Farm Inn road is a tiny road which does not extend across
the entire zone and therefore should not be considered to be a
potential boundary
• Purpose of green belt is to give people access to open countryside,
provide recreation for urban population, retain attractive
landscapes and secure nature conservation interests
• The assessment for ‘preserve the setting and character of historic
settlements should be higher because of the Hemlock Stone
139
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Application to make the area a
Village Green has been
submitted to the County
Council who are currently
considering whether or not it
should be accepted for
consideration
The Green Belt review is
considered to accurately assess
different zones against the
purposes of including land in
the Green Belt
Other issues raised will be
considered in the Sustainability
Appraisal and Infrastructure
Development Plan before final
decisions on site allocations
are made
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Disagree that this is a ‘major developed site’ as its largely
undeveloped parkland
• Incorrect to state that the site has two boundaries with the urban
area; Stapleford Hill (local Nature Reserve) is not suitable for
development and part of Field Farm adjacent to site unlikely to be
developed - Stapleford Hill represents better defensible boundary
than railway
• Coventry Lane acts as a defensible barrier to the ‘wash’ of Green
Belt and should not be compromised by further fragmentation
• Already no distinguishable gap between Bramcote and Wollaton –
only crematorium that stops Bramcote and Stapleford from
merging
• Zone is wholly defensible Green Belt bounded by railway line,
Coventry Road, Mayfield Drive and Hemlock Stone Hill
Site Characteristics:
• Topography of the area means it is unsuitable for development
• Scrubland at southern end was (until the demise of the Bramcote
Manor Pub) undisturbed open space containing a natural pond
• Wish to keep Bramcote Hills green
• No building should take place on open space along the ridge
including any plans for the old golf course
Future Development:
• Building and further development will be inevitable – area not
suitable for development
• Balance being tipped in favour of the large developers
• Concern about future development in the area including; open
cast mining at Trowell and HS2 construction - will cause blight
• Expansion is far too excessive 125.9ha and will encourage further
development in the future. If only 11.9 must be released there is
no reason why a 91% excess to comply with natural boundaries
• The area will dramatically change and not for the better – changes
all coming at once - will not preserve the setting and special
character of the area
Wildlife:
• Development will sever the (already fragmented) wildlife corridor
which runs from east and Wollaton Park out to open countryside –
important that this is maintained – should be extended towards
the old waste disposal site and towards the playing fields at the
north and the wood at the south
• Former Golf Course has owls living on it
• Small mature woodland area between the fields and the railway
line will be put in danger and should be protected
• Development will lead to increasing number of people and would
lead to soil erosion and impact upon the ecosystem at Bramcote
Hill/Wood
• Bio diverse plant and animal assembly resource
• Land forms important part of green infrastructure corridor as
defined in the ACS policy 16
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•

Most important wildlife corridor in the area has already been lost
(Field Farm)
Heritage:
• Stapleford Hill, the Hemlock Stone and Bramcote Hill are locally
important landmarks
• Area contains the hemlock stone – score for heritage too low as a
result
• Increasing the number of people who live near the Hemlock stone
could increase its likelihood of being damaged by visitors
• Hemlock Stone has been recreation area for centuries
• development would constitute visual intrusion and would impede
the restoration of the view point from Bramcote Woods
• Hemlock Stone and Park have been deliberately included so they
can be ruled out to show that you’ve listened to public feedback
Recreation:
• Area is vital and valued community resource (typified by leisure
and educational purposes) - important, convenient and easily
accessible for wide range of exercise and leisure activities - obesity
rates would increase in area developed - important for future
generations
• Sports and community college when rebuilt will require the
facilities in the area – local football teams should be encouraged to
use the facilities
• Running track and open space only such facility in Bramcote school last open space before the M1- extremely important area
for formal and informal recreation and enhances quality of life for
users
• Lots of people use the bridal path and the track to Common Lane
• It will be virtually impossible to walk to Bramcote Park from Moor
Lane
• School and the leisure centre should work in partnership to
maximise the use of the buildings currently on site
• Local play area at the bottom of road has seen better days and
equipment not great
• Bramcote has very little open space - it should be preserved at all
costs - Provides a tranquil space on the edge of a busy conurbation
- Green Lungs enhance physical and mental health of existing
residents
• Green Belt originally designated as a recreational resource
• There will be further pressure on the aging leisure centres – what
are the plans for this?
Flooding:
• Low lying area provides space for run-off water - development will
reduce natural drainage
• Surface water flooding already an issue - field floods in heavy rain
and over-runs the lane
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Traffic Issues:
• Residential development would increase the traffic on Moor Lane
and Arundel Drive to an unacceptable level - current infrastructure
can’t cope with traffic noise and capacity -health impacts from
increased pollution - roads will be impassable would delay
emergency vehicles
• Cutting at Moor Lane not suited to more traffic as there are no
pavements for pedestrians – Moor Lane is heavily congested at
school drop-off and pick-up times – will be made worse
• Children block roads and stop people accessing private drives more children will make situation worse - recent extension to
Bramcote Hills Primary School has made the traffic situation worse
• Egress from Arundel drive has become more hazardous and time
consuming - will be used as a rat run and turning circuit for
westbound traffic
• Pedestrian access to and from bus stops, despite traffic lights, is
dangerous for pedestrians and cars
• Coventry lane acts as a thoroughfare between this side of
Broxtowe and the M1 junction 26 and beyond - development
between Coventry Lane and Nuthall increased traffic – already too
much traffic for size of road
• HS2 and possible re-aligning of M1 will have traffic impacts on area
• Transport links will have to be vastly improved if Green Belt land is
to be redesigned
School:
• Need for a new school is a red herring - Green Belt should not be
changed purely so that the school can release funds for rebuilding
- not a material planning consideration – redevelopment of school
supported but should be within existing footprint (sufficient space
if lower school demolished) and financed through alternative
means – excess land should become formal open space as part of
Bramcote Park
• Green Belt boundaries should not be amended unless no other
option –not the case in terms of the school playing fields
• School buildings constitute appropriate buildings in the Green Belt
- no reasons to change the boundary
• If school can justify building some affordable homes - Green Belt
status should be approved in conjunction with this
• Council incompetent – school recently built - now unfit for
purpose?
• Proposal to sell land by the White Hills Park Federation harder to
manage if boundaries are changed
• Lack of school funding is a transient matter and loss of green space
isn’t - school would benefit more from being in parkland and green
fields then it would from being in the built up area
• Developer of the school wants to build 30 houses which are likely
to be retirement houses if the application at the golf course is
refused
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Other Issues:
• Loss of open feel will be detrimental to existing residents and will
adversely affect property values - reason why desirable area to
live
• Area includes the canal and footpath to Trowell
• Green Belt review should have taken place prior to the adoption of
the Core Strategy - further review required to include cross
boarder collaboration
• The adjacent disused golf course should be brought under the
control of the council or managed under Trust Status so that
footpaths can be installed and grassland and woodland
management can be carried out
• None of the zones between Trowell Moor and Toton should be
removed from the Green Belt
• Area should be classed as a village green
• Housing allocation targets should be met by currently allocated
sites within the ACS part 1 - contingency should be met by
encouraging higher density development particularly in
sustainable urban settlements – this would prevent the loss of
Green Belt and Green Field sites and would encourage provision of
more affordable homes
• Green Belt reviews every 2 years – not sufficiently long term
• Concern about noise, dust and disruption from building works
taking place (will have an impact on the health of existing
residents) - loss of privacy & views for existing residents –visual
intrusion - overshadowing will cause damp problems in existing
houses
• Increased infrastructure would be required – including additional
primary school places as Bramcote Hills is presently at capacity and
doctors’ surgery
• Future flight path for landing aircraft at EMA is over the area which
will increase disturbance for residents
• Why have local football teams stopped using the facilities – this is
a community asset
• National government should control population levels and this will
solve housing crisis - quality of living should not be compromised
by irresponsible actions of individuals
• Radical socialist political change is required to allocate housing to
people rather than a market driven demand – cyclical problem
that building more houses results in more people
• Building houses in Bramcote will attract middle class buyers who
would be able to buy houses anyway – what is needed is social and
affordable housing
• Development would impede removal of pollutants from the
atmosphere - Greenery in the area acts as a sink for the carbon
coming from the A52
• Should preserve areas where food is grown
• Broxtowe is already the most built up borough in the East
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Too much jargon in document
Redevelopment of Foxwood and Bramcote Hills Primary schools
must be considered in this project –extensively used by these
schools for sports facilities
Development or relocation of Bramcote Leisure Centre should be
included in the plans
Park & Stapleford Hill are protected anyway and the quarry cannot
be built on (filled land)
No clear plans so the public can see what is going to be built.
Recreation, countryside and community are bottom of the list of
the Councils priorities
There is no room for development and so should remain in Green
Belt
Small field has been left as a token gesture which neither
Broxtowe nor Trowell want or can afford to look after
Photograph of the Hemlock Stone is looking over Coventry Lane
from Bramcote Park and not from Coventry Lane

Alternative boundaries
Zone 29
• Disagree that the whole of zone 29 should form part of the Green
Infrastructure corridor and that it is unsuitable for development.
• Part of zone 29 comprising of the recreational playing fields is
relatively underused when compared to the usage of Bramcote
Park and the additional land in zone 30 forming the running track
and adjoining playing fields
• Area has potential for vehicular access form Coventry Lane to the
east and pedestrian access to the west from Moor Lane and from
the Bramcote Moor estate
• The playing fields are relatively flat in topography terms
• Whilst detrimental to the wildlife corridor it could be suitable for
the relocation of Bramcote school buildings - could enable part of
Bramcote ridge currently (inappropriately developed) by Bramcote
school buildings to be released back into the ridge as a nature
reserve and enable improved continuity of the Green
Infrastructure Corridor
• Vehicular traffic from the school could approach via Coventry Lane
– suggestion that pedestrian only access from Moor Lane easing
existing traffic issues and surrounding roads - If access to new
school was from Coventry Lane this could also provide access to
small development at north of school
• Residential properties could be provided on the existing school
field accessed off Coventry lane
• Zone 29 may have to be sacrificed if development is of high quality
– would like retirement complex
• Zone 29 could be developed providing that the wooded area and
the canal; be kept as a wildlife corridor
• Might be acceptable to build houses here but need to see the
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Some think the school should
be relocated here (freeing up
existing school building area to
become part of the park) –
other recognise need for
housing can be met here
The Green Belt review is
considered to accurately assess
different zones against the
purposes of including land in
the Green Belt
Decisions on site boundaries
and allocations will be taken as
part of the detailed site
allocation process
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plans from the developers first
• Smaller area to the NE of Coventry Lane would be quite sufficient
and link better with existing development at outskirts of Wollaton
• Southern Green Belt boundary should run at the northern foot of
Stapleford Hill/Bramcote Ridge
• Part of old playing fields to the north of church could be
considered for building with access onto Coventry Lane. Sufficient
space should be reserved for posterity to enable the extension of
the Green Ridgeway which would allow a continuous footpath
along the north of the old golf course (where the hedge is 300+
years old) through to Coventry Lane and the Hemlock Stone
• Take school fields which currently have limited use out of the
Green Belt and protect balloon wood and old quarry as green belt
• There is a need to protect balloon wood and the old quarry but
there is the potential in this area to reclassify green belt and still
preserve the green space and wildlife corridor
Zone 30
• Agree with removing zones 29 and 30 – a new school is much
needed in the area
• Agree with removing zone 30 due to the many encroachments – as
long as Bramcote Park remains protected
• Disagree with the assessment that area south of Bramcote Ridge is
unsuitable for housing – modest housing development (to
financially assist the school) could be delivered on part of the
school football pitches with vehicular access from Coventry Lane
• Traffic on Derby road is already saturated and an exit onto the A52
directly or via current housing estate would cause severe problems
Zone 31
• Development constitutes urban sprawl in an unplanned manner.
• The hill is unsuitable to be built on as is the area around the
crematorium.
• Dispute the assessment of zone 31 and consider it unsuitable for
residential development due to its role as a wildlife corridor and
buffer for Stapleford Hill LNR
• Some of the area NW of Coventry Lane and the crematorium could
be excluded from the Green Belt
• Zone 31 could deliver housing development which would be
preferable to zone 30, this will leave the rebuilding of the
Bramcote Leisure Centre an option at zone 30
Zone 32
• Agree with ‘tidying up’ the boundary in zone 32 since it doesn’t
provide a defensible boundary anymore
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Previously Developed Land
• Build on brown belt such as Toton Sidings (but not Toton Bank),
the old factories in Stapleford and the industrial units at balloon
wood

Reinstate Field Farm back into the Green Belt.
• This would reverse fragmentation caused last year and would
reinforce Green Belt purposes of surrounding area
• Area bordered by the railway line to the North, Derby Road to the
South, Ilkeston Road to the west and Moor Lane to the east should
be protect by Green Belt including Stapleford Hill and Hemlock
Stone
Re-distribute housing to the North of Broxtowe
• North Broxtowe has far more space and should be redesigned with
a boundary change.
• Broxtowe should consider areas towards the north of the Borough
where there is not the squeeze for land
Brownfield Sites & sites beyond the Green Belt
• Development should be targeted at brownfield sites, sites beyond
the green Belt and sites that are not significant open corridors for
wildlife and recreation
• Why hasn’t more affordable housing been considered as part of
the redevelopment of Beeston
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Brownfield land is a priority for
development but some Green
Belt release is still required
Note: Toton Sidings and
balloon wood industrial units
are brownfield but are also in
the Green Belt
Field Farm is allocated in the
Core Strategy

Distribution is addressed in the
Core Strategy

Brownfield land is a priority for
development but some Green
Belt release is still required
Site specific concerns will be
considered in the Sustainability
process as this review only
relates to the Green Belt issues

IN THE MATTER OF:

AMENDMENTS TO THE GREATER NOTTINGHAM –
BROXTOWE BOROUGH, GEDLING BOROUGH AND
NOTTINGHAM CITY – ALIGNED CORE STRATEGIES

_________________________________________
ADVICE
________________________________________

Introduction
1. I am asked to advise Broxtowe Borough Council (‘the Council’ or ‘Browtowe’) with
regard to potential revocation or modification of all or parts of its adopted Core
Strategy in relation to housing numbers and Green Belt boundary review.
Factual Background
2. The Broxtowe Borough Aligned Core Strategy is part of the new ‘Local Plan’ which
is in the process of production (the Part 2 Local Plan in the form of the Broxtowe
Borough Council – Site Allocations and Development Management Policies will
follow in due course, consultation on issues and options and Green Belt review having
already taken place). The Core Strategy was adopted in September 2014, following
examination, and provides the strategic vision for development across the Borough of
Broxtowe until 2028. The decision to adopt the Core Strategy was upheld by the High
Court in April 2015 ([2015] EWHC 1078 (Admin)).
3. The Core Strategy was developed in co-operation with two neighbouring councils:
Nottingham City Council and Gedling Borough Council. They independently adopted
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the same Aligned Core Strategy. The three Core Strategies, although identical in
content, are separate policy documents and, expressly, are not a Joint Core Strategy.
4. Core Strategy Policy 2: The Spatial Strategy provides for a minimum of 30,550 new
homes (2011 to 2028) to be provided with the distribution in Broxtowe as follows:
2011-2028

6,150

2011-2013

200

2013-2018

1,800

2018-2023

2,150

2023-2028

2,000

5. This includes 550 homes at the Boots and Severn Trent site, a Sustainable Urban
Extension at Field Farm, north of Stapleton (450 homes), and a strategic location for
growth on land east and west of Toton Lane (minimum 500 homes), and
approximately 3,995 homes elsewhere, including in or adjoining the Key Settlements
of Awsworth (up to 350 homes), Brinsley (up to 150 homes), Eastwood (up to 1,250
homes) and Kimberley (up to 600 homes).
6. Significant employment sites will be located at the Boots & Severn Trent site and at
land in the vicinity of the proposed HS2 station in Toton.
7. The justification for Policy 2 explains that the housing numbers are aspirational, but
realistic, and have been positively prepared to meet the objectively assessed
development and infrastructure requirements of the area. The strategy is one of urban
concentration with regeneration (see paragraphs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.6 and 3.2.9).
Furthermore, delivery of housing is expected to be lower in the early part of the plan
period due to the economic downturn, lead in time required for strategic sites and, in
some cases, the prior need for infrastructure to be in place (paragraph 3.2.10). Thus
the policy seeks to protect the Green Belt from the release of more land than is
required (see paragraph 3.2.10).
8. In relation to Broxtowe, the majority of its new housing will be provided within or
adjoining the main built up area of Nottingham and by expansion of sustainable
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settlements to meet their growing needs whilst at the same time protecting the most
strategically significant parts of the Green Belt, especially large open areas between
Nottingham and Derby (paragraph 3.2.22 and 3.2.23).
9. It is noted that Broxtowe is preparing a Part 2 Local Plan setting out its approach to
meeting the housing figure and the Council has resolved that, where possible, this will
take the form of Neighbourhood Plans (paragraph 3.2.25).
10. Core Strategy Policy 3 concerns The Green Belt. It provides (in accordance with the
Policies Map) that the inner boundary of the Green Belt is recast to accommodate the
allocated Sustainable Urban Extension at Field Farm. Aside from that, the Core
Strategy does not itself amend the existing Green Belt boundary.
11. Rather, the review of Green Belt boundaries is left to the Part 2 Local Plans having
regard to:
(i)

A sequential approach (paragraph 2 of the policy); and

(ii)

Material considerations relating to Green Belt purposes and safeguards
(paragraph 3 of the policy).

12. The justification notes that: “Non-Green Belt opportunities to expand the area’s
settlements are extremely limited and therefore exceptional circumstances require the
boundaries of the Green Belt to be reviewed in order to meet the development
requirements of the Aligned Core Strategies and Part 2 Local Plans” (paragraph
3.3.1).
13. The review will take into account the purposes of Green Belt, in particular, the need
to prevent coalescence and maintain openness.
14. Aside from the SUE at Field Farm where the Green Belt is amended by the Policies
Map, the principle of Green Belt review is accepted at the edge of the main built up
area of Nottingham, strategic locations and Key Settlements in Policy 2, as set out
above. Some Green Belt releases may also be needed at the other villages to meet
local growth needs and there may also be some minor amendments to the Green Belt
as a consequence, or for additional defensible boundary reasons (paragraph 3.3.3).
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15. The councils will set out their policies on development in the Green Belt in their Part
2 Local Plans (paragraph 3.3.8).
16. On 7 May 2015, there was a change in administration of the Council with the
Conservation group taking control from a Labour – Liberal Democrat coalition. I am
told that the Conservatives had opposed the adoption of the Core Strategy when in
opposition on the grounds of protecting the Green Belt. They now wish to explore the
possibility of amending the Core Strategy to prevent any alteration to existing Green
Belt boundaries.
17. This desire cannot1 include removing the Field Farm allocation with its corresponding
Green Belt revision in the Core Strategy’s Policies Map, since I understand that
outline planning permission was granted for these 450 homes in November 2014 (Ref:
11/00758/OUT). If my understanding is incorrect, I would be grateful for
clarification.
18. Due to the fact that it is not possible to meet the current objectively assessed housing
need without Green Belt boundary change, housing numbers in the Core Strategy for
Broxtowe would have to be reduced to avoid Part 2 Local Plans needing to resort to
releasing sites from the Green Belt following the sequential approach. Either that, or
removing reference to the areas where the principle of Green Belt review is accepted
would necessarily result in Part 2 Local Plans being incapable of providing policies
that would provide sufficient housing numbers, or at least certainly towards the end of
the Core Strategy period.
19. I am asked to advise on the following matters:
(1) What steps can be taken to revoke a lawfully adopted Core Strategy in whole or in
part?
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Without serving a revocation notice, which would be potentially very expensive in terms of compensation
and, in any event, open to appeal.
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(2) What steps can be taken to amend a lawfully adopted Core Strategy in whole or in
part?
(3) Would the agreement of Nottingham City Council and Gedling Borough Council
be needed for revoking or amending the Core Strategy?
(4) If Broxtowe is able to take steps to revoke / amend –
i)

What is the likely change of success of such steps in view of the need to meet
the duty to co-operate and the tests of soundness and legal compliance
(bearing in mind the other councils would contest any reduction in housing
numbers in Broxtowe)?

ii)

What is the effect on Broxtowe’s chance of success in resisting appeals for
residential and other development both in urban areas and in the Green Belt if
sites such as Toton are not available for housing and the Council has no 5-year
housing land supply?

Legal Framework
20. Section 25 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (‘the 2004 Act’),
supplemented by Regulation 28 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (‘the 2012 Regulations’), provides that the Secretary of
State may at any time revoke a local development document (‘LDD’) at the request of
the local planning authority and may prescribe descriptions of local development
documents which may be revoked by the authority themselves.
21. I am not aware that the Secretary of State has directed that local planning authorities
may revoke Core Strategies either in whole or in part themselves. Therefore, any
invitation to the Secretary of State to revoke a Core Strategy is ultimately subject to
the Secretary of State’s discretion.
22. A local planning authority may, however, at any time prepare a revision of a LDD in
accordance with s. 26 of the 2004 Act. Revisions of LDDs are encouraged as a way of
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keeping them up-to-date (see s. 17(6) of the 2004 Act). It is expected that revisions
will follow up-to-date surveys of the area and outputs of the Annual Monitoring
Report which will look to matters such as whether the authority has failed to meet a
target and the reasons for this, whether policies need adjusting or replacing because
they are not working, or whether amendments are necessary to reflect changes in
national policy.
23. Section 26(3) of the 2004 Act makes clear that Part 2 of the 2004 Act applies to the
revision of a LDD in the same way as it applies to the preparation of the document.
24. Thus, any revisions must have regard to:
(a) National policies and advice contained in guidance issued by the Secretary of
State;
(b) Any other local development document which has been adopted by the authority;
(c) The resources likely to be available for implementing the proposals in the
document (s. 19(2) of the 2004 Act).
25. The council must comply with its statement of community involvement (s. 19(3)) and
must also carry out a Sustainability Appraisal and report (s. 19(4)). The revisions
must be submitted to the Secretary of State for independent examination who will
determine whether the revisions:
(i)

Satisfy the legal requirements relating to the preparation of the revisions;

(ii)

Are sound; and

(iii)

Whether the local planning authority has complied with its duty to co-operate
under s. 33A of the 2004 Act (see s. 20 of the 2004 Act).

26. The Council will be familiar with the ensuing potential for the revisions to be rejected
by the Inspector, or main modifications proposed, or the revisions to be found sound,
and then adopted.
Issues 1 & 2: Steps to Revoke or Amend
27. As can be seen from the legal framework above, it is open to the Council to invite the
Secretary of State to revoke the Core Strategy in full. The decision as to whether to do
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this ultimately lies with the Secretary of State, although the Secretary of State would
need good reasons not to follow the Council’s request. Although there is no express
provision in the 2004 Act for the Secretary of State to revoke parts of a LDD, I
consider that, as a matter of statutory interpretation, the Secretary of State’s power
includes revoking any part of the LDD.
28. In the absence of a replacement plan or change in national policy, the Secretary of
State would have good reasons not to accept an invitation to revoke Broxtowe’s Core
Strategy in full, in my view. The Secretary of State’s general policy, as set out in the
NPPF and recently reiterated in the Ministerial Statement, is for Local Planning
Authorities to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development by having in
place adopted, up to date plans. Acceding to such a request would leave the Council
without any adopted plan in place at all. Moreover, it is reasonable to expect that
strong representations would be made to the Secretary of State by neighbouring
authorities and affected landowners/developers. Whilst, ultimately, the decision
would be a political one for the Secretary of State, I would expect him to be advised
against such a course in the strongest possible terms by his civil servants, who would
doubtless be extremely concerned, not only about the implications for the Greater
Nottignham area, but also for other parts of the country if a precedent were to be
established in these circumstances. Many towns and cities across the country are
surrounded by Green Belts and face similar pressures to the Nottingham area.
Notwithstanding the commitment of the Government to the Green Belt, there are also
policy commitments to national development plan coverage and sustainable
development. A failed attempt at revocation, moreover, could prejudice the Council’s
chances of successfully achieving amendments to the plan, the process for which I
now turn to consider.
29. The preferable way to seek to respond to changes of circumstances would be to
prepare amendments to the Core Strategy. The 2004 Act does not set down any limits
as to what can be amended and the reasons for such amendments – the limitation is in
the independent examination and the need for soundness, as well as the accompanying
statutory duties, including SA/SEA and the duty to co-operate.
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30. The now revoked Planning Policy Statement 12: A Companion Guide (promulgated
in a pre-NPPF and pre-duty to co-operate context) contained a useful section on
revising LDFs. Revisions can take the form of full revisions to the Core Strategy
involving re-appraising its spatial vision, spatial objectives and policies, or partial
revisions (e.g. annual monitoring reports should be used to identify any changes
required if a policy or set of policies is not working, if targets (e.g. housing
completions) are being missed etc.).
31. Paragraph 11.2 of the Companion Guide set out that the overall aims in revising
documents contained in the LDF should be to:
a) ensure consistency with national policy and general conformity with regional
planning policy, and integration with other strategies and initiatives;
b) enhance the internal consistency of the local development framework;
c) follow up monitoring of progress with implementation; and
d) respond to unforeseen changes in circumstances or opportunities.
32. As far as I can glean, the sole basis upon which Members wish to revise the Core
Strategy is the policy of the new Administration, and not because there has been any
change in national policy or outputs from monitoring.
33. Given that any proposed revisions would need to be to the Spatial Strategy itself, as
well as to the Green Belt policy, I consider they would constitute a full revision which
would go to the heart of the whole document (rather than minor amendment to the
wording of certain policies to improve internal consistency or update figures etc.).
34. In preparing a revision, the Council will need to go through the same (time consuming
and expensive) process of preparation, including independent examination, as they did
when preparing the original policy. As I set out below, it would be necessary to
update the evidence-base which informed the adopted Core Strategy, particularly if
lower housing numbers are contemplated in the revision.
Issue 2: Agreement of the Other Councils
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35. Since each council adopted their own Core Strategy independently (albeit aligned),
and this is expressly not a Joint Core Strategy, there is no formal requirement of
agreement as a precedent to revisions (or, indeed, an invitation to revoke).
36. However, as those Instructing are aware, in examining the revisions, the Inspector is
bound to consider whether the Council has complied with its duty to co-operate under
s. 33A of the 2004 Act. A failure to comply with that duty renders the whole revision
process unsound and cannot be saved by main modifications. Thus, the Council must
engage constructively, actively and on an ongoing basis with its neighbours in the
preparation of substantial revisions to the Core Strategy. Co-operation does not
necessarily require agreement, but it does require consultation and a willingness to
respond to others’ views.
Issue 3: Likelihood of Revisions being found Sound
37. As set out above, it appears that to achieve internal consistency within any revised
Core Strategy, the only way to remove the acceptability of Part 2 Plans reviewing
Green Belt boundaries at strategic locations such as Toton etc. would be to reduce
overall housing numbers relating to Broxtowe (due to the lack of sufficient available
land outside the Green Belt, notwithstanding the hierarchical approach).
38. It would not be possible to increase housing targets in the neighbouring councils
without them also revising their Core Strategies. This itself would cause difficulties
because a reduction in Broxtowe’s housing numbers would have the knock-on impact
of reducing the overall housing figure across the three councils. That reduction would
not, however, be carried through into the other adopted Core Strategies (Nottingham’s
and Gedling’s), in the absence of them also proposing revisions.
39. Furthermore, at present, there is no evidential basis for reducing housing numbers.
There has been no study (which would need to be across the Housing Market Area) to
show that the objectively assessed need figure – found to be sound in 2014 – was too
high.
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40. The exceptional circumstances which were found to justify the approach of limited
incursions into the Green Belt consisted of the need to fulfil the objectively assessed
housing need (in accordance with NPPF [14]), the lack of available non-Green Belt
sites, and that the hierarchical approach and strategic sites selected represented
sustainable development (in accordance with NPPF [84]). There is nothing at present
to suggest that any of those circumstances have changed and thus I do not see how it
could be argued that there is any sound basis for changing either the objectively
assessed housing need figure or the approach to meeting that need.
41. If the Council were able to show that there was a more sustainable site, or sites, to
deliver the objectively assessed housing need than all or some of those currently listed
in Policy 2 of the Core Strategy (either outside or within a less sensitive area of the
Green Belt), then I would foresee a greater prospect of successfully putting forward
revisions. Promoting any such revisions would, of course, equally involve going
through the processes of complying with the duty to co-operate, sustainability
appraisal, consultation, examination etc.
42. Another option I have considered is whether the council could simply not bring
forward their Part 2 Local Plans, or bring forward Part 2 Plans which do not contain
revisions to the Green Belt boundary.
43. As set out above, the Core Strategy itself only amends the Green Belt boundary in
relation to Field Farm. All other amendments are left until a later stage. There was
some discussion in the course of the High Court challenge as to whether exceptional
circumstances would need to be demonstrated at the later stage or whether it would be
sufficient for the council to rely on the indications given in the Core Strategy as to the
acceptability of future revisions. We submitted that there was flexibility to review
exceptional circumstances at a later date, which was acknowledged by the Inspector at
IR [80] who had said that the plan is “identifying only broad locations for growth, is
giving only approximate, “up to” figures for new housing in the settlements, and is
committed to a full review of Green Belt boundary changes in Part 2 Local Plans”.
44. The Part 2 Local Plan preparation, whether that be by way of Neighbourhood Plans or
otherwise, will need to have regard to the Core Strategy (in accordance with s. 19(2)
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of the 2004 Act). However, in my opinion, there is flexibility and the exceptional
circumstances for Green Belt release will need to be reassessed in detail at that stage.
Therefore, although it may not remove the need for some incursion into the Green
Belt (due to the need to meet overall housing targets), the new Aadministration has a
fair degree of scope in refining where housing goes, at what scale and at what point in
time, subject to the matters dealt with in the next section of this Advice.
Issue 4: Development Management Decisions
45. Failure to bring in a Green Belt boundary review at all by way of Part 2 Local Plans
or otherwise would, in my view, cause long-term development management
difficulties.
46. Developers would be likely to argue that the Council’s policy failure constitutes ‘very
special circumstances’ weighing in favour of development in the Green Belt.
Paragraph 88 of the NPPF does not limit the meaning of ‘very special circumstances’
(it refers simply to harm being “clearly outweighed by other considerations”). I
consider that circumstances where such development is clearly envisaged in the Core
Strategy and is necessary to meet the housing need could properly constitute ‘very
special circumstances’ in an individual case. Moreover, I consider that there is a
serious risk of such findings, more particularly by planning inspectors than the
Secretary of State, but, even in the latter case, there would be a significant risk.
47. Furthermore, if the Council is unable to demonstrate a five-year supply of deliverable
housing sites, any relevant policies will not be considered up-to-date and applications
will be considered on the basis of the presumption in favour of sustainable
development (NPPF [49], albeit that NPPF [14] does not apply in the case of Green
Belt). This could cause a piece-meal approach to developing the Green Belt which is
less sustainable than the plan-led approach and may well also result in considerable
expenditure to the Council in unsuccessfully (and, potentially, unreasonably) resisting
appeals.
48. If the Council is successful in amending the Core Strategy, then I consider this will be
dependent on the housing land supply tallying with the overall housing need for
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Broxtowe (for the reasons set out above) and, in those circumstances, the policy
should ‘work’ for making development-control decisions.
49. If the Core Strategy is revoked in full or in part by the Secretary of State, however,
then the Council will operate in a local policy vacuum insofar as this issue is
concerned until a replacement Core Strategy / Local Plan is adopted and decisionmakers will only be able to consider national policy and other material considerations.
The concerns regarding a piece-meal approach set out in relation to a failure to bring
forward the Part 2 Local Plans would apply .
Conclusion
50. In summary:
(i)

it is possible for the Secretary of State to revoke the Core Strategy (or parts of
the Core Strategy), following the Council’s invitation, but the Secretary of
State is not obliged to do so and I consider it unlikely that he would;

(ii)

the Council can progress amendments to their Core Strategy at any time, but
any amendments will be subject to the same duties, material considerations
and examination for soundness as the original plan itself;

(iii)

there is no requirement for the Council to agree to progressing amendments
(or inviting revocation) with Nottingham City Council and Gedling Borough
Council, but, if the Council is amending the Core Strategy, it will need to
comply with the duty to co-operate, engage actively and constructively with
the other authorities and satisfy the examining inspector that they have done
so;

(iv)

absent a revised evidence base to support a lower objectively assessed housing
need for Broxtowe, I do not consider that there is any sound basis for revising
the exceptional circumstances that were found sound by the Inspector for
Green Belt review;
12

(v)

it may be possible to progress amendments to the sites which are suitable for
Green Belt release (and at what scale, and when), following sustainability
appraisal, either as an amendment to the Core Strategy and / or through
refinement in Part 2 Local Plans;

(vi)

failure to progress Green Belt boundary review through Part 2 Local Plans will
risk causing a piece-meal approach to development control decisions with the
potential for ‘very special circumstances’ being found and developments being
granted planning permission on appeal in the Green Belt.

51. Overall, having adopted a sound Core Strategy relatively recently which is based on a
sound, up-to-date evidence base and there being no material changes in national
policy, I consider the council will face a real uphill struggle should they seek to
persuade an independent inspector that reducing the objectively assessed housing
need for Broxtowe and / or removing the acceptability of the principle of reviewing
Green Belt boundaries in the Core Strategy is sound.
52. If the current administration is unhappy with the prospect of Green Belt release, it
should look to the hierarchical approach, which already finds form in Core Strategy
Policy 3 (paragraph 2), and progress Part 2 Local Plans with that in mind and with an
eye to limiting harm to the existing Green Belt by taking into account the
considerations in paragraph 3 of Policy 3.
53. If I can be of any further assistance, Instructing Solicitor should not hesitate to contact
me in Chambers.

MORAG ELLIS QC
FRANCIS TAYLOR BUILDING
INNER TEMPLE
EC4Y 7BY
31st July 2015
13
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Report of the Director of Housing, Leisure and Property Services

HOMELESSNESS DUTY DISCHARGE INTO THE PRIVATE RENTED
SECTOR POLICY
1.

Purpose of report
The purpose of this report is to provide details of the Council’s proposed policy of
discharging the Authority’s homelessness duty into the private sector in
accordance with the Localism Act 2011.

2.

Background
The Localism Act 2011 has made significant changes to the way in which local
authorities can deal with homelessness applications under Part 7 of the Housing
Act 1996, as amended by the Homelessness Act 2002. These changes mean
that people who apply as homeless to the Council can no longer refuse an offer
of private rented accommodation in favour of a social rented tenancy.
In order to make use of the powers, a policy for discharging the Council’s
homelessness duty into the private rented sector has been developed which sets
out the procedural arrangements for discharging the homeless duty.

3.

Summary
The policy on discharging the Council’s homeless duty into the private rented
sector is attached as the appendix. Having the ability to discharge the Council’s
homelessness duty in the private sector will provide the Council with more
accommodation options to offer to a household to whom a homelessness duty
has been accepted. This should result in homeless families and households not
having to be housed into temporary accommodation.

4.

Financial implications
There are no financial implications arising from adopting the policy.

Recommendation
Cabinet is asked to RESOLVE that the policy allowing the Council to discharge
its homelessness duty by offering accommodation in the private rented sector,
be approved.
Background papers
Nil
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Discharge of Homelessness Duty
into the Private Rented Sector Policy

September 2015
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Introduction

1.1 Under existing legislation (principally the Housing Act 1996, as amended by the
Homelessness Act 2002) local housing authorities are broadly able to discharge
their homeless duties (following the Authority accepting someone as statutorily
homeless) through securing suitable, available accommodation for the household
(s.193 of the Act); this is usually taken to be social housing.
1.2 An offer of private rented accommodation can be made, usually through a
‘qualifying offer’ (with the consent of the applicant). An offer of suitable private
rented property can also be made in order to prevent homelessness, for
applicants that are threatened with homelessness within 28 days (using s.195 of
the Act).
1.3 The Localism Act 2011 (sections 148 and 149) has amended the 1996 Housing
Act, and new statutory regulations have been produced. These provide a new
power that allows suitable ‘Private Sector Offers’ to be used to end the main
homelessness duty, without requiring the applicant’s agreement. This applies to
new homeless applicants applying as homeless from the 9 November 2012. The
regulations require local authorities to take a number of matters into account in
determining the suitability of accommodation.
1.4 These changes are part of the Government’s wider social housing reforms. They
seek to give greater freedoms to local authorities to make better use of good
quality private sector accommodation that can provide suitable accommodation
for households accepted as homeless. The Government considers that allowing
people owed the main homelessness duty to turn down offers of suitable
accommodation in the private rented sector and wait for an offer of social
housing, was unfair to other households on the housing register who would have
to wait longer, and to the taxpayer who is funding expensive temporary
accommodation.
1.5 This approach gives local housing authorities greater opportunity to use the
private rented sector to satisfy housing needs. This should reduce the Council’s
need to use temporary accommodation. It has long been recognised that placing
families in short term temporary accommodation, especially Bed and Breakfast
style accommodation, can be very detrimental to all members of the household
concerned.
2.

Private Sector Rental Housing Offers of Accommodation

2.1 The use of Private Sector Rental (PSR) offers allows local authorities to develop
clear policies on the use of these, and to consider the individual circumstances of
each household when deciding whether or not to apply this option.
2.2 The term of an Assured Shorthold Tenancy must be for at least 12 months. If an
applicant becomes unintentionally homeless within two years of the tenancy start
date, a new ‘Reapplication Duty’ applies. This is regardless of their Priority Need,
although they must remain eligible and be homeless unintentionally.
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2.3 This duty provides more of a ‘safety net’ for such applicants for this two year
period. This does not have to be a re-application to the same authority nor from
the same property. So Broxtowe is likely to receive re-applications and be obliged
to carry out the associated checks regardless (although the local connection
provisions have also been amended).
2.4 In making decisions, Broxtowe Borough Council shall have regard to the
prevailing housing supply and demand pressures in the local area. The existing
requirement for local authorities, as far as reasonably practicable, to secure
accommodation in their own district remains, thereby helping applicants to retain
established links to schools, doctors, social workers, key services and support.
Accommodation must now only be suitable. The previous requirement that it was
also ‘reasonable to accept’ has now been removed (unless applicants have
specific contractual obligations otherwise). This is a shift to checking issues
before an offer, rather than addressing reasons for refusal after it. ‘Suitability’ in
the Order is in two parts.
The first concerns location, and the second relates to property condition and
management. The affordability of accommodation must also be taken into
account. There are rights of review on suitability and appeal to the County Court.
3.

Broxtowe Borough Council Approach

3.1 Broxtowe Borough Council will consider a ‘Private Sector Offer’ (PSO) to end the
main homelessness duty in all cases. If a Homeless Prevention Officer considers
that a ‘Private Sector Offer’ is appropriate to the needs of the applicant, and if
suitable accommodation can be secured, then such an offer will routinely be
made. This will usually be made as a direct offer.
3.2 The Homelessness Service will no longer give any guarantee that homeless
households will receive an offer of social housing. This supports the current
approaches to prevent homelessness wherever possible, and to encourage
applicants to apply for housing through the housing register (part 6) route, rather
than through the homelessness (part 7) route.
3.3 In considering the individual circumstances of each household, when deciding
whether to make a PSO, officers will consider the following guidance:
•

The Council will consider the affordability of the accommodation, having
regard to Housing Benefit/Local Housing Allowance rates and the overall
Benefit Cap that could be applied to the household. This means that this
measure is unlikely to be used often for single persons under 35 years of
age (as the single room rent could apply). The Benefit Cap may also make
a PSO inappropriate on the grounds of cost, for larger families.

3.4 The Council will try to secure two year agreements with landlords, where
possible.
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Suitable Accommodation

4.1 Broxtowe Borough Council will always
accommodation within the district, except:
•

•
•

seek

to

offer

private

sector

When it considers it beneficial to move the applicant/household out of the
district, for example, to reduce the risk of domestic violence, other violence,
or harassment; or to assist persons in breaking away from detrimental
situations, such as drug or alcohol abuse; or
When the applicant consents to move away from Broxtowe; or
When a person has very limited/no local connection to Broxtowe (for
example, they may have approached having fled violence from another
area).

4.2 Therefore, unless any of the following three considerations apply (as set out
below) then where suitable accommodation is not available within Broxtowe,
private sector offers will be made in other areas in towns and cities which have
reasonable facilities and transport links.
4.3 In determining whether a location is suitable, Broxtowe Borough Council will
consider:
•

•

•

If the applicant (or their partner) are in employment (usually taken to be at
least 16/24 hours per week); if they are, then the location must be within a
reasonable travel to work area of that employment, and have transport links
frequent enough to enable this
If the applicant is verified as the carer for another person, who cannot
readily withdraw this care without serious detriment to the well-being of the
other party, then the location will need to be of sufficient proximity to enable
this, although this may require public transport; although sometimes
inconvenient it is not always unreasonable to rely on public transport
If any members of the household are undertaking GCSEs at school (Years
10 & 11 – children aged 14 to 16), or other proven vital examination, then
they should not be required to change schools.

4.4 If the applicant or any member of the household requires specialist medical
treatment or support, which can only be provided in Broxtowe, then the location
will need to be of sufficient proximity to enable this, although this may require
public transport. Broxtowe Borough Council will also have regard to other medical
treatment or support required by the applicant or any member of the household,
and where health professionals consider that it will be disruptive or detrimental to
change provider or location.
4.5 Regardless of location, Broxtowe Borough Council will seek to offer
accommodation that is reasonably accessible to local services and amenities,
especially for persons on low incomes, and those with a need to rely on public
transport.
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Accommodation Not Suitable?

5.1 Broxtowe Borough Council officers will either:
•
•

Inspect all PSR accommodation before it is offered, or
Request another local authority or agent to undertake an inspection on its
behalf (usually for out-of-area properties).

Inspections will be documented to record condition (using the HHSRS approach)
and to ensure consistent quality.
5.2 Any moveable electrical items in the property will require a Portable Appliance
Test (PAT) within the last year, with a suitable indication of this usually expected
to be identifiable on the inspection on the appliances plug. Lettings will not
commence until a valid electrical safety certificate has been provided.
5.3 Where the local housing authority are of the view that any electrical equipment
does not meet the requirements of the Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations
1994 the landlord will be requested to remove or upgrade the equipment to
conform with current regulations.
5.4 The inspection of the property will check that it is fire safe. Working smoke
detectors are expected to be provided (battery or mains) in all accommodation.
Should additional fire safety provisions be expected, for example, where a
building has common parts, then a copy of the Fire Risk Assessment will be
required from the Landlord. If required, expert assistance will be sought from the
Council’s Private Sector Housing team.
5.5 All furniture and furnishings supplied by the landlord must also be shown to
comply with the Furniture and Furnishings (Fire Safety) Regulations 1988 (as
amended).
5.6 If the property has an active gas supply (for heating or cooking) then should a
recent carbon monoxide detector not be provided by the landlord, Broxtowe
Borough Council will instruct the landlord to have a detector installed.
5.7 If the property has a gas supply, then all landlords/agents will be asked to supply
a current Gas Safety Certificate. Lettings will not be started until the Council has
receipt of a copy of this.
5.8 Any landlord or agent used is not deemed a ‘fit and proper’ landlord, from the
records that they hold.
5.9

Houses in Multiple Occupation (HIMO) properties are not expected to be used for
PSOs. Where they are, Private Sector Housing will be contacted to ensure that
the property is properly licensed and compliant.

5.10 All landlords/agents will be asked to supply a valid Assured Shorthold Tenancy
(AST) agreement, Officers will ensure that an acceptable, written AST is used,
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clearly setting out the tenants and landlords obligations, rent and charges, and is
free from any unfair or unreasonable terms.
5.11 Landlords will also be informed of the requirements to use Tenancy Deposit
Schemes by officers prior to sign-ups if the landlord is not utilising the Council’s
Deposit Guarantee Scheme.
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Report of the Director of Housing, Leisure and Property Service

HOUSING SERVICES ANNUAL REPORT 2014/15
1.

Purpose of report
To seek Cabinet approval for the Housing Service Annual Report. This is a regulatory
requirement of the Homes & Communities Agency.

2.

Background
The Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) is responsible for the regulation of
social housing. The regulatory framework for social housing in England from April
2012 sets out a number of standards that registered providers are expected to meet.
The consumer standards apply to all registered providers, including local authorities.
A specific expectation of the Tenant Involvement and Empowerment standard is the
provision of timely and relevant performance information to support effective scrutiny
by tenants of their landlord’s performance in a form which registered providers seek
to agree with their tenants. Such provision must include the publication of an annual
report which should include information on repairs and maintenance budgets.
Another specific expectation is that registered providers shall publish information
about complaints each year, including their number and nature, and the outcome of
the complaints.
Apart from these two specific expectations there is no guidance on what should be
included in the report. The Editorial Panel and Resident Involvement Group have
both been involved with selecting information that tenants would want to see in their
report and have had an input into the design and format. Both groups have signed
off the report and are happy that it contains useful and relevant information. This
report is circulated separately with the agenda papers.

3.

Detail
The annual report provides tenants with information against the four consumer
standards as set out in the HCA’s regulatory framework. It details performance
against these standards, achievements and plans for 2015-16. The four consumer
standards cover Tenant Involvement and Empowerment; Homes; Neighbourhood
and Community; and Tenancy.

4.

Financial implications
There are no financial implications arising from the report.

Recommendation
Cabinet is asked to RESOLVE that the Housing Services Annual Report 2014/15
as set out in the appendix be approved.
Background papers
Nil
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Report of the Director of Housing, Leisure and Property Services

SOCIAL LETTING AGENCY
1.

Purpose of report
The purpose of this report is to update Cabinet on the development of a private
rented sector access scheme and which has been piloted by the Council’s
Housing Allocations and Options team since January 2015 and to outline draft
proposals for developing this into a Social Letting Agency.

2.

Background
Broxtowe Borough Council faces a difficult few years where demand for housing
continues to increase whilst supply will become more difficult. Changes to
housing benefit and economic social uncertainty have compounded the
imbalance in supply and demand across all housing tenure. Since August 2013
the Council has developed a private rented sector) access scheme. This was
established to enable home seekers who are on the Council’s housing register
but who may struggle to afford private sector agency registration fees, to access
properties available to let in the private sector. In addition the scheme provides
landlords with a management service which deals with the day to day
management of rental property, taking care of all the maintenance issues
throughout the tenancy in addition to providing a tenant finding service.

3.

Summary
Details of the PRS access scheme and the proposed outline to develop it into a
Social Lettings Agency can be found in appendix 1. The key objectives are to
ensure that the supply of affordable rented properties extends beyond the social
rented sector and to work with private sector landlords to provide a full lettings
service.

4.

Financial implications
Initial projections have indicated that the proposed Social Lettings Agency may
be viable on the basis of the success of private lettings to date but a full business
case is required to assess the detailed cost implications. The maintenance of the
existing private lettings arrangements and the development of the proposal will
require the extension of an existing post, to the value of £12,833 in this financial
year and £25,666 over a full year. The costs will be included within the 2015/16
revised estimates and the 2016/17 budget figures.

Recommendation
Cabinet is asked to RESOLVE to:
1.
Extend the post of Private Sector Liaison Officer for one Year to 30
September 2016 to maintain the private rented sector access scheme.
2.
Delegate responsibility to the Director Housing, Leisure and Property
Service to develop a full business case for the proposed Social Lettings
Agency.
Background papers
Nil
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APPENDIX 1

Home Lets Social Lettings Agency
1

Introduction

1.1 The Council prevents around 450 households a year from becoming homeless,
and takes housing applications from another 1,680 households a year.
Government statistics show that approximately 19% of homelessness cases
were as a result of households being unable to find alternative accommodation
when their tenancy ended.
1.2 Anyone being served with a notice to quit is entitled to make a homeless
application and qualify, if they met the criteria, to be placed in band 2 under the
Broxtowe Borough Council’s choice based lettings scheme.
1.3 This is despite there being suitable private rented accommodation available to
address their needs.
1.4 Until recently it has been legally acceptable for a household that is homeless to
refuse private rented accommodation, even though they were previously living in
private rented accommodation, because they wished to wait for social housing.
This can result in a slow turnover of homeless households being accommodated
in temporary accommodation, as it can take 6 months or more to secure social
housing when placed in band 2.
1.5 The Localism Act 2011 gives Councils the power to discharge their full homeless
duty by making an offer of private rented accommodation, provided it is for at
least 12 months, and fulfils a specific criterion that makes the offer of
accommodation suitable, regardless of the applicants’ wishes to be housed in
social housing. The homeless legislation was always considered to be a safety
net, and not the means for accessing social housing. A separate report on the
discharge of the homeless duty is included elsewhere on the agenda.
1.6 Private sector accommodation is difficult to source through local letting agents,
who often refuse to accommodate homeless households or those on low
incomes on the grounds that their landlords will not accept tenants in receipt of
housing benefit.
1.7 Some letting agents’ cost of registration can be prohibitive for those seeking
accommodation.
1.8 The development of a Social Letting Agency Scheme (SLA) will help to increase
the availability of private sector housing to those who are homeless or at risk of
homelessness or for home seekers who apply to the Council for housing to have
increased housing options through accessing the private sector.
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Detail

2.1 In October 2010 the ‘First Lets’, a joint venture with Rushcliffe and Gedling
Borough Council, was suspended due to funding issues.
2.2 The ‘direction of travel’ for the First Lets project was working towards promoting
private rented property as a viable option for those seeking housing. Links with a
number of private landlords had been formed and the project was naturally
moving towards the development of Social Lettings Agency (SLA).
2.3 In August 2013 Broxtowe Borough Council recruited a Private Sector Liaison
Officer with the objective of resurrecting the aims and objectives of the First Lets
project under a brand name of Home Lets.
2.4 Home Lets developed into a private rented access scheme in which applicants
on the Council’s housing register could access the private rented sector through
the Council.
2.5 By April 2015 Home Lets had secured the commitment of 44 private sector
landlords who wished to work with the Council and make available their
properties to let to people from the Council’s housing register. A further 91
landlords have expressed interest in working with the Council’s Home Lets team.
2.6 This has resulted in 211 households obtaining tenancies in the private sector
through Home Lets.
2.7 The current portfolio of properties that are available to the Council from the
private sector consists of:
•
•
•
•
3

8 shared houses with 34 rooms
29 x 1 bedroom properties
27 x 2 bedroom properties
10 x 3 bedroom properties.

Property Management

3.1 30 private sector landlords have made requests for a property management
service and they have indicated that they would be willing to pay for the service if
this was provided by Home Lets. Should the additional numbers of landlords who
have expressed interest in working with the Home Let’s team be converted into
clients of the Social Letting Agency then a viable business case for the service
can be developed.
3.2 A commercial assessment of property management services found that typically
the high street management agencies charge around 12% of the monthly rental
income to manage a private let.
3.3 A competitive price package that allows landlords to buy into a service package,
Bronze, Silver or Gold or a simple ‘pay as you’ go option allowing landlords to
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pick an element of the property management service depending on individual
requirements.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advertising properties
Tenant finding, undertaking assessments of tenant’s needs to ensure
suitability for private rented properties
Support for both landlord and tenants to ensure a successful landlord/tenant
relationship
Carry out affordability assessments and support with housing benefit claims
Complete the tenancy agreements
Complete the inventories
Carry out tenancy inspections
Discounted rates apply to landlords who sign up for a Silver and Gold
service.

3.6 The actual charges that can be applied and the range of services that can be
offered will be subject to the Council’s position as a Local Authority and its
trading powers under the Localism Act 2011. A consideration of this issue needs
to be included in the development of the full business case for the proposed
agency, including detailed assessment of other potential costs, such as
insurances and indemnities, business costs, marketing and advertising and other
overheads as well as detailed projections of income.
3.7 A provisional tariff is shown overleaf which is based on a subsidised service. A
more detailed analysis of potential market rates will be included in the business
case

.
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Home Lets Pricing Schedule 2015-16 (Provisional)
Pay As You Go

Rental Advice and Assistance

Free

Property Advertising

£23.00

Tenant Finder

£12.50

Housing Applicant Check

£18.75

HHSRS inspection

£77.00

Accompanied viewing (per viewing)

£28.00

Enhanced Reference and Identity Checks

£48.00

Tenancy Agreement Administration (Sign Up)

£52.00

Utility and Council Tax Notification

£12.50

New Tenant Visit (within 6 weeks TCD)

£28.00

Photographic and written inventory unfurnished

£52.50 unfurnished

Photographic and written inventory furnished

£87.50 furnished

Tenancy Deposit administration including “Prescribed Information”

£40.00

Tenancy Agreement continue administration (1 renewal per year)

£12.50

Tenant enquiries (up to approximately 1 hour talk time)

£28.00

Mid-term tenant visit

£26.00

Pre termination visit

£48.00

Letter of non-conformance to tenants

£28.00

Issue of section 21 notices where/when appropriate

£50.00

Issue of section 8 notices where/when appropriate

£50.00

Key Minding Service

£28.00

Void Property Inspection

£76.00

Void Property Management

Price upon request

Property Cleaning

Price upon request

Maintenance inspection

37.5
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Electrical Periodic inspections (NICEIC)

140

Minor repairs during tenancy.

£22/hour

Gas certificate up to 3 appliances

120

Electrical Safety Certificate

120

Electrical Repairs

£45/hour

EPC survey and certificate

£82 2/3 bed house
£90 4 bed house
£100 5 bed house

General plumbing work

£45/hour

Handyman with a toolbox

£25/hour or £120/day

Handyman with a spade

£25/hour or £120/day

Property Clearance

1 yd3 + 10 mins loading and sweep £84
2yd3 + 15 mins loading and sweep £108
4yd3 + 20 mins loading and sweep £150
7yd3 +30 mins loading and sweep £216

24 Hour Emergency (make safe, disconnection) Out of Hours
Service
Lock Change

10yd3 + 45 mins loading and sweep
£276
14yd3 + 60 mins loading and sweep
£348
£60 call out (1 Hour) £45 (hour 2+)
£ varied
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Service Level Agreement

4.1 A service level agreement (SLA) in the form of a contract between the landlord
and the Council will also help to generate confidence amongst landlords in
accepting tenants on housing benefit.
4.2 The main features of the SLA will be;
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Accommodation will be let to an applicant who is on the Council’s housing
register
The minimum a property will be let is 6 months
The Council provides an element of housing management to the tenants,
and appropriate levels of support are provided in accordance with identified
need
Each property managed by the Council will generate revenue capable of
covering the costs associated with managing the property, as outlined in the
pricing schedule.
The SLA will not cover the cost of property damage as a result of a tenant’s
actions or responsibilities in relation to their tenancy agreement.
The exception to this will be where a tenant has been approved for the
Council’s Deposit Guarantee Scheme. The amount of any claim will be
limited to the amount stated in each individual deposit guarantee
agreement.
The SLA will not cover for the loss of rent should the tenant default on their
commitment to pay the rent.
The exception to this will be where a tenant has been approved for the
Council’s Deposit Guarantee Scheme. The amount of any claim will be
limited to the amount stated in each individual deposit guarantee
agreement.

4.3 Private landlords will enter into a contract with the Council similar to that of a high
street property management agency.
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Financial Implications
Table1 sets out the estimated income the post is expected to generate in year 1 of the
proposed property management service.
In terms of expenditure the financial implications are set out and identified by recruiting
to the permanent post of Private Sector Liaison Officer Grade 5.
Finally the non-cashable savings that are achieved by the ability to prevent
homelessness and find accommodation in the private sector can be identified as the
amount of resources that would have been required had this not been possible.
The report adopts the position statement of the Shelter and Acclaim Consulting 2010
report, Value for money in housing options and homelessness services, which
identifies through benchmarking local authorities the cost of preventing households
from becoming homeless in comparison to the cost of a homeless acceptance.
1. Cost of a successful prevention: £826
2. Cost of administration of a homelessness acceptance (+ temporary accommodation
management): £2,112
Adopting this position it is estimated that the Council produces a non-cashable saving
of £1,286 per household who are prevented from becoming homeless and where the
Council have secured accommodation in the private rented sector.
All income, expenditure and savings are associated with the general fund.
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Price
Schedule
Annual
Income
£

Number of registered
interests
(approximate)

Annual
Income
£

Gold service

550.00

25

13,750.00

Silver service

370.00

10

3,700.00

Bronze service

250.00

5

1,250.00

Pay as you go

12.50

40

500.00

Total Income

(19,200.00)

*Pay as you go estimate based on minimum service cost

Expenditure
Salary grade

20,099.00

plus
Employers NI contribution

8.00%

1,608.00

Employers Superannuation contribution

19.70%

3,960.00

Total employee costs

25,666.00
6,466.00

Net Income/Expenditure

Non-Cashable Savings
Expected number of tenancies secured in the private
sector

£
1,286.00

135
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Report of the Director of Housing, Leisure and Property Services

SOLAR PANEL PROPOSALS FOR RETIREMENT LIVING SCHEMES
1. Purpose of report
To advise members of proposals to install solar panels at a number of the Council’s
retirement living schemes and to seek appropriate delegated powers.
2. Background
Government recently started consulting on proposals which would see the present
feed-in tariffs (FIT) significantly reduced or even abolished (for new schemes) from
January 2016. These changes would increase the pay-back period from around 3-5
years to over 15 years.
To pre-empt this deadline, and using existing approved HRA budgets (central
heating and energy efficiency), it is proposed to install solar panels at a number of
retirement living schemes in the Borough. Previous proposals for a more
widespread scheme across the Borough have had to be deferred as the deadline is
now too tight to achieve delivery before the FIT reductions.
3. Proposals
It is proposed to install solar panels at 4 retirement living schemes at a cost of up to
£200,000:
• Cloverlands Court, Watnall
• Greenwood Court, Chilwell
• Lombardy Lodge, Toton
• The Spinney, Nuthall.
The Council would keep both the FIT and the communal area electricity bill
reductions. Due to the very tight timescales which require installation and
commissioning prior to 31 December it will not be possible to undertake a full
competitive tendering process and permission is therefore sought to waive
standing orders accordingly.
4. Financial implications
The £200,000 is from an existing approved capital HRA budget and the estimated
payback period is 3 to 5 years dependent on the detailed costings and designs
which are currently being finalised.
Recommendation
Cabinet is asked to:
1.
NOTE the proposal to spend up to £200,000 of existing approved budgets
on installing solar panels at 4 retirement living schemes subject to the
business case.
2.
RESOLVE to waive standing orders in relation to procurement and to
delegate the contract award to the Director of Housing, Leisure and
Property Services in consultation with the Housing Portfolio Holder.
Background papers
Nil
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OXYLANE – JOINT PLANNING APPLICATION
1.

Purpose of report
To consider if the Cabinet decision to submit a joint planning application with
Oxylane is still appropriate.

2.

Background
At its meeting on 16 October 2014 Cabinet resolved that the principle of a joint
planning application in association with Oxylane, to support the development of
a new leisure centre within the complex, be supported. A copy of the report on
which that decision was made is attached at appendix 1.
Cabinet also resolved that should the application considered by the
Development Control Committee be rejected, the Council will withdraw from
any further involvement.

3.

Detail
At the time of the earlier decision the proposal of a new leisure facility within the
Oxylane complex was considered the singular opportunity for developing
leisure provision in the north of the Borough. This was subsequently highlighted
in the Leisure Facilities Strategy approved by Cabinet on 17 February 2015,
though was not part of the Cabinet resolution.

4.

Financial implications
Whilst there are no direct financial consequences, the Leisure Facilities
Strategy included cost and income assessments which were based on the
financial benefits of pursuing a joint planning application on a shared site.
Should the Oxylane development not proceed the costs and benefits of the
leisure facilities strategy will need to be re-assessed.

Recommendation
Cabinet is asked to CONSIDER the earlier decision to support the joint
planning application and RESOLVE accordingly.
Background papers
Nil
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APPENDIX 1

Purpose of report

To seek support to a joint planning application with Oxylane to develop a new
leisure centre within the proposed sports village and associated retail
development at the site adjacent to the M1/A610. In addition to provide a
supplementary estimate of £15,000 to progress work necessary to finalise
details of the new leisure centre within the application. This is in accordance
with the Council’s priority of bringing people together and the objective of
encouraging healthy participation in the arts, culture and leisure.
2.

Background
Cabinet approved the principle of the development of a new leisure centre on
the Oxylane site and the Heads of Terms for a lease of the site at its meeting
on 24 September 2013. Furthermore, at the meeting on 17 December 2013
Cabinet also approved work to progress a detailed financial viability study and
procurement process. Subsequent to this the Development Control Committee
refused, for a second time, the planning application.

3.

Detail
Oxylane are keen to submit a further revised planning application in support of
the sports village concept. Appendices 1 and 2 contain additional information
on the changes since the original applications which are felt to enhance the
potential success of the scheme the third time. It is proposed that this
development provides the best opportunity for the development of a new leisure
facility in the north of the borough and that by joining with Oxylane the
application will be strengthened. If planning permission for the development is
given, then a further more detailed report on the design and financial aspects
will need to be brought back in due course.

4.

Financial implications
A sum of £15,000 is required to develop plans and elevations for the proposed
leisure centre in order to meet the requirements of the planning application.
This will cover only these pre-development costs. In the event that approval to
proceed is obtained, the full financial implications of the scheme will be
identified as subsequent reports are brought to Cabinet
Recommendations
Cabinet is asked to RESOLVE that:
1. The principle of a joint planning application in association with Oxylane
to support the development of a new leisure centre within the complex,
be supported.
2. An allocation of £15,000 to provide resources to progress the
application to be met from revenue contingencies, of which £28,950
remains, be approved.

Background papers
Nil
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It is anticipated that the following changes within the third planning application will
further address the concerns and objections raised during the previous two planning
applications. These include:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The support of UK Trade and Industry (UKTI) who are backing the potential of
up to £900 million of investment into the UK economy with the first
development taking place in Broxtowe; a copy of the letter of support will be
available at the meeting
The ending of the agreement in relation to Eastwood Community Sports
Centre
Greater clarification in the forthcoming application to Section 106
commitments in respect of o
Improved sustainable transport links to the site
o
Guaranteed open space provision with no further retail development
o
Building design
Additional details and commitment to habitat improvement including the
planting of 5000 trees
Maintenance and restoration of Grade 2 listed buildings at Home Farm, which
are on the buildings at risk register
Inclusion of an additional 14 acres to the north of the original site to create an
accessible open space on the site of the former Nuthall Country Park
Improved access for pedestrians and cyclists.

It should be stressed, however, that any such development would be an exception to
Green Belt policy and as such, this Council could not approve the development, only
recommend its approval to the Secretary of State.
Planning position
Should Cabinet agree to approve the collaboration in principle, it would do so entirely
without prejudice as to whether planning permission might be forthcoming for the
scheme. The development control system must remain resolutely independent on
the merits of recommending any such proposal for permission. In any event, as the
proposal would be a departure from planning policy, it would have to be subject to
determination by the Secretary of State should he choose to call in any application
which is drawn up.
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SPIN BIKES
1.

Purpose of report
To seek a supplementary capital estimate in respect of the replacement of the
X-Bikes at Kimberley Leisure Centre (KLC) and Chilwell Olympia Sports Centre
(COSC).

2.

Background
Exercise classes are part of the Vitality Health and Fitness Membership
package. One significant part of the class programme is indoor cycling. KLC
and COSC deliver group cycling classes using Trixter X-Bikes, whilst Bramcote
Leisure Centre (BLC) uses Star Trac Spinning Bikes.

3.

Proposal
The existing X-Bikes at both KLC and COSC are in urgent need of
replacement. A range of options has been examined for the replacement of the
existing bikes and the preferred solution is to replace the X-Bikes with spin
bikes, further information can be found in the appendix.

4.

Financial implications
The total cost of the replacement spin bikes is £26,747.50. Whilst provision
exists in the current capital programme for the replacement of the bikes, no
funding is currently available to meet the costs.

Recommendation
Cabinet is asked to RESOLVE a supplementary capital estimate of £26,747.50
to purchase replacement spin bikes to be funded from reserves.
Background papers
Nil
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Background
Exercise classes are part of the Vitality Health and Fitness Membership package.
One example of this is indoor cycling. KLC and COSC deliver group cycling classes
using Trixter X-Bikes. Whilst unique, over time X-Bikes have been surpassed in the
leisure industry by ‘Spin style Bikes’ as the preferred cycle class option for
customers.
The decline of X-Biking makes it difficult to recruit and train staff. The most
significant problem however is the condition of the bikes, with the equipment on both
sites proving unreliable with some bikes written off and others with limitations due to
on-going maintenance issues.
Attendances
At COSC class attendances have decreased by 50% from July 2014 to July 2015
while at KLC class numbers have decreased by 15% over the same period. It is
believed that a significant portion of the decrease is directly due to the poor state of
the X-Bikes which contributes to a negative experience, resulting in customers
moving elsewhere.
Spinning classes are increasing in popularity. At BLC spin class attendances have
always proved popular with occupancy levels between 90 - 100%. To accommodate
such demand, BLC have added extra classes to their timetable, even in the last 18
months, during which time COSC and KLC have seen a decline. The graph below
illustrates the differences:
Figure 1 – number of spin bike/X-bike attendances January 2014 - August 2015
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Maintenance
The X-Bikes are now over 5 years old (KLC) and 6 years old (COSC). The
deterioration in the condition of the X-Bikes, particularly at COSC is a contribution to
the decline of the class attendances. At COSC 3 bikes are no longer fit to be used
and cannot be repaired without considerable expense. In 2014 - 15 COSC paid £700
to keep the remaining bikes working in a limited way. This diminishes the potential of
the classes, having reduced bikes available for customers.
At KLC parts from other bikes have been used to keep repair costs down. However it
is proving more and more difficult to obtain spare parts with Trixter recently being
bought out by Pulse Fitness and withdrawing their focus on the X-Bike. Alternative
parts from Raleigh have been sourced recently to enable the bikes to stay in service,
but these are not ideal. £1,000 has already been spent in 2015 - 16 on repairs and
servicing the X-Bikes at KLC and it is estimated that an additional £1,000 is expected
to be spent on general repairs during the next 12 months. It is reasonable to assume
that the annual cost of maintenance across both sites will be considerably more than
£2,000, potentially much more.
Customer Experience
A major part of the issue when maintaining the X-Bikes is ensuring consistency
between bikes. As the parts for the bikes wear at different rates, this affects the
resistance and cycling experience. Although significant time is spent each week on
cleaning and servicing the bikes they are difficult and troublesome to maintain. Both
centres have received letters and emails of complaint about the standard of the bikes
and lack of consistency from one bike to another. Negative comments from the Net
Promoter Score system are also being generated. Examples of recent complaints
are shown at the end of this appendix.
COSC have three bikes permanently out of order as they are too expensive to be
repaired. There have been occasions when KLC have had two bikes out of service.
Due to the on-going maintenance issues and increasing costs, there is the potential
that the number of available bikes will have to be reduced even further. This affects
income, customer satisfaction and member retention.
Proposal
Immediate replacement of the X-Bikes is needed and it is proposed to trade in the
existing X-Bikes and purchase ‘spin style’ indoor cycles. No budget currently exists
for this but there is a provisional sum in the capital programme (against COSC for
fitness equipment which was due to replace the X-Bikes). As can be seen from this
proposal we can replace the bikes at two centres for less than the forecast budget
for one.
Introducing ‘Spin style Bikes’ will offer a different experience to customers from XBiking. It will contribute towards retaining existing members who are disgruntled,
enable both sites to increase the occupancy of existing classes, improve the quality
of the customer’s exercise, reduce complaints, decrease maintenance costs and
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provide a new opportunity to market the classes to new customers. Once reestablished, it will also give the centres the ability to provide more classes to
customers, subject to demand.
Another significant consideration in making this choice is the ‘Spinning’ brand. Spin
and Spinning is a recognisable name, indeed it is the name of choice that all group
cycling enthusiasts use when talking about indoor cycling. Purchasing these bikes
will enable the three centres to capitalise on the spinning brand jointly and enable
more effective marketing of the opportunity to existing and potential members.
Cost Summary
Spin Bikes (Spinner NXT Chain) (40no.)
Delivery & Installation
Training
Trade In
TOTAL REQUIRED

£22,000
£1,450
£2,500 (10 staff)
£2,602.50
£26,747.50
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Final Reasoned Judgement:

Could be suitable if Green Belt policy
changes, subject to the details of any
proposals. Issues to be considered include
visual prominence of development, access
and highway capacity, the risk of overland
flooding from a drain, the impact on
footpaths through the site and potential for
coalescence with Underwood without a
defensible boundary. Consequently it is
unlikely to come forward ahead of other
preferable sites around Brinsley; given
these constraints a significantly reduced
dwelling number would be deliverable.

H200

H197

H198

LOCAL AREA MAP
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H376
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29.1

SHLAA Site

Site area (ha):

Other SHLAA sites

Potential dwellings:

Green Belt Extent

Site type:

Broxtowe Boundary

300

The Local Plan Review 2003 Inspector
considered development of the site would
involve encroachment onto the countryside
and that the site fulfils important Green Belt
purposes. The Inspector also considered
that there were other more sustainable sites
available elsewhere.

Green Belt
Could be suitable if policy changes

© Crown Copyright and database right 2013.Ordnance Survey 100019453
You are not permitted to copy, sub-license, distribute or sell any of this data to third parties in any form

Published Site Constraints
Site Reference: 197
Site Area

29.03

North of Cordy Lane Brinsley
Easting: 446387

Northing: 350163

Planning Policy Status

Non-allocated and No Planning Permission

Existing Use

Agricultural

Location

Adjacent named settlement as listed

Previously developed in whole or part

Site predominantly Greenfield (more than 70%)

Material Planning Policy Considerations
except Land Use
Landscape Quality and Character

Significant policy constraint which may be removed in the long term

Agricultural Land

Grade 4

Topographical Constraints

Minor topographical constraints

Ridgelines and Site Prominence

No ridge line issue, site prominent from the main road through the village

Highways Infrastucture Constraints

Current information suggests insufficient capacity, no detailed assessment
made

Utilites Water

Not likely to be an issue

Utilities Gas and Electricity

Not likely to be an issue

EIA

N/A

Bad Neighbours

Setting with no adverse effects

Flood Risk

EA Maps suggest area at no risk from flooding

Natural Environmental Constraints

No environmental constraints or designations

Built Environmental Constraints

No Built Environment Constraints

Contaminated Land Issues

No Known Constraints

Conservation Area Status

Site is not within a designated Conservation Area and has no impact upon a
designated Conservation Area

Ownership Constraints

Unknown

Operational or Tenancy Issues

Unknown

Info from Housing Market

Moderate

Public Transport Accessibility

Within 20 minute walk of a bus stop

Proximity to Tram Stops

No tram stops within 20 minute walk

Facilities within the Localilty

Village or local centre within 10-15 minute walk

Pedestrian and Cycling accessibility
to site
Green Infrastructure Public Benefit

Moderate number of basic pedestrian / cycle routes linking site to centres of
residence

Mixed

Public benefit through existing GI facility within a 5 minute walk
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Morning Jon
The most up-to-date publication of the SHLAA (15/16) is available here:
https //WNW. b roxtowe .gov ukifor-you/pI ann 1ng-b u1ld1ng/pla n n mg-policy/strateg ic-housing-la nd
availability-assessment-shlaa/
Our webpage was a little confusing because you had to click on 'show more' button to see the
most recent one, however I have requested that this be amended urgently and so I hope it will be
showing on the main page within the next few hours.
The last time the full assessments were published was for the issues and options consultation in
2013 (albeit that your clients site was still part of a larger site- 197), this information can be found :
https://WNW broxtowe gov uklmedla/2206/03-bnnsley doc.pdf
Other Key information that will be relevant to you is, the 2010 Tribal Sustainable locations for
Growth (which is included in the above document) - Brinsley extract is available
here: https://WNW.broxtowe.gov.uklmedia/2891/extract-from-2010-tnbal-greater-nottingham
sustai nab le-locations-for-growth-report.pdf
The Preferred Approach to Site Allocations (Green Belt Review) 2015 available here:
https.//WNW.broxtowe.gov uk/media/2076/gb-review -consultation-document pdf
I hope this helps, however if you have any further questions please don't hesitate to contact me. If
I don't hear from you beforehand I hope you enjoy your holiday!
Kind Regards
Amanda
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Can you please provide me with the SHLAA assessments for all the sites in Brinsley that have been
considered by the Council. The website seems to only have details from 20 14/15. These are the
sites that I am interested in seeing he full assessment details for

21 dwellings West of

-....

High Street
SHLAA Site 681

15 dwellings Land to
the rear of Clumber
Avenue, Could be
suitable if policy
changes

SHLAA Site 197

285 dwellings North of

~

..

Cordy Lane

SHLAA Site 198

200 dwellings East of
Church Lane
85 dwellings land opp
28 church lane

SHLAA Site 128
11 dwellings
Hood Inn, 17 Hall Lane

Thanks in advance.

I look forward to hearing from you .
Kind regards
Jon Pope BSc [Hons) MSc MRTPI
Chartered Town Planner

i GPS

PLANNING &
DESIGN LIMITED
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Robin

Our ref: CDB/PB/B-01
26 January 2017

Mr S Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods & Property
Broxtowe Borough Counol
Foster Avenue

p

B
119\'elo

Beeston
Nottingham

NG91AB
Dear Mr Saunders
Brinsley Parish Coundl - Preferred Site Allocation
Further to Brinsley Parish Council's meeting on Wednesday 18th January, as you are
aware the coundl voted against the inclusion of land off Church Lane as Broxtowe
Borough Councils preferred site to be Included In the local plan for possible future
development. Members resolved that they would put forward an alternative site to
the north of the A608 Cordy lane. On behalf of Brinsley Pa1rish Council I have been
instructed to formally respond With details of the alternative site for Broxtowe
Borough Councils consideration.

In reaching their decision due notice has been taken of the residents views which
were obtained, as part of the consultation by Brinsley PariSh on their neighbourhood
plan, a public exhibition was held at the parish hall, Sipecifically regarding the
proposed adoption of the development site referenced H198 extending to 5.2
hectares (12.8 acres) and to consult parishioners on other siteS identified as possible
development sites within the existing village envelope.
The consultation took place on Saturday Jrd Dect~mber, from feedback
questionnaires on the day, overwhelmingly the respondents were not in favour of
the proposals for the development of the proposed site, and this view is endorsed by
the Parish Council.
The enclosed plan shows land within the ownership of Mt & Mrs Mee, who have
confirmed that they are willing for the land to be developed and further more state
that they have instructed agents to act on their behaIf to negotiate with an
Interested developer. Mr & Mrs Mee have confirmed this to the Parish, a copy their
confirmation letter is attached for your records. This therefc•re demonstrates that the
alternative stte put forward by the Parish is indeed deliverable.
The parish council fully recognises that additional housing will be located within the
parish which will necessitate the loss of some green belt land due to the lack of
development sites within the village envelope capable of !Producing the number of

houses identified as being required. The land off Cordy Lane rs currently within ltte
green belt however the removal of this designation to facilitate new development is
considered to have a far less rmpact on the character and openness of the village
than the Church Lane site proposed by Broxtowe Borough O::>undl.
The development of the Cordy Lane site is seen as a more natural extension to tile
village enabling new development to Integrate with the existing, whereas the church
Lane Site to the east of the A608 would be divorced from the village forming in
effect a standalone development to the village centre and 1its facUitJes1 this coupled

with the Inevitable connectivity issues that would arise of having to cross the busy
A608 would make the integration of this development difficult.

The land identified accessed off Cordy Lane extend to 3.6s;s ha (9.03 acres} this is
edged red on the plan comprising of fields 31 4 and 6. The site has defenSible
boundaries to the northeast of mature hedgerows, to the northwest and southwest a
stream.
Broxtowe's evaluation contained in their document Site Allocations Issues and
Options dated November 2013, evaluates several sites for possible development.

Cordy Lane site had a reference of H197 and the Church Lane site a reference of
H198, both sites evaluated at that time were far greater in extent than either site
proposed at present. In both cases there are final reasoned judgements made as to
the site suitability. Both sites were categorised as could be ~>uitable If policy changes
were made to the green belt boundary. Within that reasoned judgement it would
appear that the main issue with the Cordy Lane site highlighted by the Planning
Inspector whilst considering the 2003 Local Plan Review was the possible
coalescence wtth Underwood. This is not now considered to be an Issue as the site is
smaller, having defensible boundaries. The Church Lane sib~ likewise has decreased
In size, however an issue highlighted by the Inspector at the time of the 2003 local
Plan Review still remalns that it was acknowledged the importance of agricultural
land and the green belt In protecting and checking the: unrestricted sprawi of
development and protecting the countryside. Furthermore the Inspector made
spedfic comments raising concerns of the integration of development of the Church
Lane site with the village. As commented on above any development of the Church
Lane site would prove difficult to fulfil the objectives of having a cohesive
atmosphere/feeling part of a village community due to thet isolated location with a
physical boundary of the A608.

It is therefore the parish council's belief that the Cordy Lan~~ proposed site would be
a more sustainable development capable of integration within the village having
better and more logical connectivity. The comments of tlhe Inspector have been
mitigated in relation to the Cordy Lane site, due to the reduction in its extent, that
coalescence with Underwood would not now be an issue, whilst the tssue that any
development on the Church Lane site would be difficult to be lntegrated within the
vilfage is considered as still remaining a major issue.

2

With the above in mind on behalf of the Parish Council we would urge the inclusion
of the Cordy Lane site for future development as being capable of being deliverabte.
If you require further information or clarification please do not hesitate to give me a
call.

Regards
Yours sincerely

Charles D Baker FRICS

Encs
c.c. Brinsley Parish Coundl
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1.0

Introduction

1.1

Background

1.1.1

Curtins were appointed by GPS Planning & Design Limited to provide highways and transportation
advice in respect of proposals to deliver up to 40 dwellings on land to the rear of 145 Broad Lane,
Brinsley in Nottinghamshire. The site is bounded by residential properties along Clumber Avenue to the
west, further agricultural land to the north, Red Lane to the east and Broad Lane to the south and is
highlighted in Figure 1 below. Access to the site is to be provided via 145 Broad Lane following the
demolition of existing buildings which occupy the plot.

Figure 1 – Site location and boundary

1.2

Purpose of this report

1.2.1

The purpose of this Technical Note is to outline safe and suitable access arrangements for the site
alongside an overview of accessibility and the potential highway impact of the development, ensuring
that any proposals are in line with guidance provided by Nottinghamshire County Council as the
Highway Authority. In turn, it will demonstrate that the site is suitable to be included within the emerging
Broxtowe Borough Council (BBC) Local Plan.
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1.2.2

Paragraph 32 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) confirms that developments should
provide “safe and suitable access”. It places a key emphasis on the presumption in favour of sustainable
development. In respect of highways and transportation issues, paragraph 32 of the NPPF sets out the
following requirements:
‘All developments that generate significant amounts of movement should be supported by a
Transport Statement or Transport Assessment. Plans and decisions should take account of
whether:
-

the opportunities for sustainable transport modes have been taken up depending on the
nature and location of the site, to reduce the need for major transport infrastructure;

-

safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all people; and

-

improvements can be undertaken within the transport network that cost effectively limit the
significant impacts of the development. Development should only be prevented or refused
on transport grounds where the residual cumulative impacts of development are severe.’

1.2.3

This Technical Note addresses the above concerns and takes into account current best practice and
highway design guidance contained in the document ‘Manual for Streets’ (DfT, 2007) and its companion
document ‘Manual for Streets 2 – Wider Application of the Principles’ (CIHT, September 2010). It also
demonstrates due regard to the local highway authority’s adopted guidance, the ‘6Cs Design Guide’
(updated December 2016).
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2.0

Site Access Arrangements

2.1

Related guidance

2.1.1

Given the nature and location of the proposed development, it is considered that the proposed site
access should be designed in accordance with the general design criteria set out within Table DG1 of
the 6Cs Design Guide. This guidance highlights a ‘residential access road’ as a suitable means of
access, permitting up to 50 dwellings from a single point of access when served by a 4.8 metre wide
carriageway.

2.2

Site access

2.2.1

An illustrative site access arrangement can be seen in Drawing 064554-00-XX-DR-TP-03001-P01,
demonstrating the general layout of a residential access road to serve the proposed development at
145 Broad Lane, Brinsley. The proposed T-junction access is designed in accordance with the above
6Cs Design Guide parameters and includes a 4.8 metre wide carriageway (suitable to serve up to 50
dwellings) with 1.75 metre footways along both sides of the carriageway extending into the site. The
proposed junction would also include a six metre kerb radii in accordance with the minimum
requirements of Table DG5 of The 6Cs Design Guide. It is noted in Inclusive Mobility (2002) section 2.2
that a minimum footway width of 1.5 metres is required to accommodate both a wheelchair user and
ambulant person, and that additionally 1.75 metres is suitable for a wheelchair user with a personal
assistant.

2.2.2

Visibility splays at the potential site access junction have been assessed to the standards outlined in
Table DG4 in The 6Cs Design Guide, which require 43 metre splays in both directions due to a 30mph
speed limit along Broad Lane. Drawing 064554-00-XX-DR-TP-03001-P01 highlights that these are
achievable in both directions along Broad Lane from a 2.4 metre setback distance to one metre into the
carriageway (as per Figure DG2a of The 6Cs Design Guide), within land that appears to be publicly
maintained highway based on Ordnance Survey mapping.

2.2.3

Paragraph 32 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) confirms that developments should
provide a “safe and suitable access”. It has subsequently been demonstrated that both the required
visibility splays and appropriate access dimensions can be achieved in accordance with
Nottinghamshire County Council’s local guidance and therefore the access proposals are considered
both safe and suitable.
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3.0

Local Highway Network and Accessibility

3.1

Local highway network

3.1.1

Broad Lane is an unclassified, two-way residential road extending from the A608 in the south to Main
Street and High Street in the north. The road is subject to a 30mph speed limit and includes footways
along both edges of the carriageway. Broad Lane also provides access to Red Lane, a small residential
and farm access lane, and Broad Oak Drive, approximately 170 metres to the south of the site frontage
at 145 Broad Lane.

3.1.2

Broad Lane constitutes one of the main distributor routes through Brinsley, providing access to the main
residential areas and nearby villages to the north via Main Street and High Street including Bagthorpe,
Jacksdale and Underwood. To the south of the proposed site, Broad Lane provides direct access to
Brinsley Recreation Ground and the A608, which provides subsequent access to larger local service
centres such as Eastwood and Heanor. The A608 also provides clear routes to the A610 towards
Nottingham and M1 motorway.

3.2

Site accessibility by sustainable modes

3.2.1

The site is situated in an established residential area of Brinsley and as a result there are a number of
sustainable travel links within the vicinity of the proposed development. The closest bus stop to the site
is approximately 200 metres south along Broad Lane, adjacent to the junction with Broad Oak Drive.
This stop provides access to the Rainbow One line and is provisioned with a bus lay-by, sheltered
waiting facilities and timetable information.

3.2.2

There are additional bus stop facilities approximately 400 metres to the north along High Street which
are also served by the Rainbow One line and 500 metres to the south along Church Lane/A608 which
are served by both the Rainbow One and Black Cat lines. A summary of the available bus services is
outlined in the Table 3.1 below.

Service

Route

Rainbow

Alfreton > Eastwood >

Three

Four per

Four

Four per

One

Nottingham

services

hour

services

hour

Black Cat

Derby > Ilkeston >

Two services

Two per

Two services

Two per

Heanor > Mansfield

Morning peak
(8 - 9am)

Daytime

hour

Evening peak
(5 – 6pm)

Saturday

hour

Table 3.1 – Summary of local bus services
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3.2.3

A review of the local bus services in the table above highlights that there is a high frequency of services
to a number of local towns and cities including Nottingham, Derby, Ilkeston and Alfreton. This good
provision of services enables the opportunity to undertake multi-modal journeys with access to a wide
range of interchange facilities such as Nottingham Rail Station.

3.2.4

As highlighted previously, due to the site being situated in a predominantly residential area there is a
good level of pedestrian infrastructure surrounding the site. There are lit footways present along both
sides the Broad Lane which provide clear and direct routes to local amenities and bus stop facilities. It
is also noted that although there is no formal provision of cycling infrastructure around the site, a
significant number of the surrounding roads are lightly trafficked residential streets and therefore
suitable to accommodate cyclists within the carriageway. A number of more rural roads to the north of
Brinsley also provide the opportunity for cyclists to access adjacent villages such as Jacksdale and
Underwood.

3.2.5

It is considered that overall the site provides ample opportunity to support travel be sustainable and
active travel modes. There is a good provision of bus services within the vicinity of the site and existing
pedestrian infrastructure is of a good standard. The surrounding roads are also suitable to
accommodate cyclists given their residential and lightly trafficked nature.
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4.0

Highway Impact

4.1

Trip generation

4.1.1

The TRICS database was examined to identify suitable trip rates to calculate the potential peak hour
and daily traffic movements that could be generated by the proposed residential development. The
category ‘Residential – Houses Privately Owned’ was selected to ensure a robust assessment,
specifying a range of between 5 and 50 dwellings, excluding sites in Greater London, Ireland and
Northern Ireland and weekend surveys. ‘Edge of Town’ was considered the most suitable location
parameter and was the only category selected. This search resulted in 24 surveys taken from 24 sites.
A site in Shrewsbury (TRICS reference SH-03-A-03) was considered a suitable comparison for the
proposed development given its location adjacent to a major A road, single access point and
comparable level of public transport facilities. The site also ranked sixth in the AM peak period and first
in the PM peak period. Full details of the TRICS search are contained at Appendix A.

4.1.2

The following trip rates (per dwelling) within Table 4.1 (shown below) were therefore considered suitable
in respect of the proposed development. Based on these trip rates, the development of 40 dwellings
would generate the following vehicle movements.

Table 4.1 – Traffic generation profile

4.1.3

‘Guidance on Transport Assessment’ [DfT, March 2007] suggests that the analysis period for any
proposed development should primarily address the weekday morning and evening peak periods. It
advises that developments may have a significant highway impact where increases of 30 or more twoway vehicle movements occur during peak hours. The above traffic generation calculations indicate that
the proposed development would result in an increase of only 28 movements during the morning peak
period and 52 movements in the evening peak period. Though during the evening peak movements
exceed 30, this increase results in less that one vehicle per minute. It is therefore considered that the
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increase in traffic as a result of the proposed development should not result in any detrimental impact
on the surrounding highway network.

5.0

Summary and Conclusions

5.1

Summary

5.1.1

Curtins were appointed by GPS Planning & Design Limited to provide traffic and transportation advice
in respect of proposals to construct 40 new dwellings on land to the rear of 145 Broad Lane, Brinsley.
This Technical Note has been produced to outline proposed access arrangements for the site and
provide an overview of the surrounding highway network, accessibility and impact of the development
on the highway network.

5.1.2

The layout shown within Drawing 064554-00-XX-DR-TP-03001-P01 demonstrates that the required
visibility splays can be achieved in both directions along Broad Lane without obstruction or requiring
the use of third-party land. The illustrative access can also be provided in accordance with The 6Cs
Design Guide and best practice design.

5.1.3

The site is situated within an established residential area and therefore a good standard of pedestrian
infrastructure is currently present within Brinsley and along Broad Lane. Though there is no formal
provision of cycling infrastructure in the local area, it is considered that the local highway network is
suitable for cycling within the carriageway. It has also been demonstrated that the development area is
well served by public transport and the number of potential trips generated by the site is unlikely to have
a detrimental impact on the surrounding highway network.

5.1.4

It is therefore considered that the proposed development would comply with current transport and
highway planning guidance and is unlikely to negatively impact on the local highway network. The site
represents a good location for the provision of housing in highway terms and it is believed the site in
question should be taken forward within the emerging Broxtowe Borough Council Local Plan on this
basis.
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Appendix A – TRICS Output Data
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TRIP RATE CALCULATION SELECTION PARAMETERS:
Land Use
Category

: 03 - RESIDENTIAL
: A - HOUSES PRIVATELY OWNED

VEHICLES
Selected regions and areas:
02
SOUTH EAST
ES
EAST SUSSEX
EX
ESSEX
SC
SURREY
WS
WEST SUSSEX
03
SOUTH WEST
DC
DORSET
SM
SOMERSET
04
EAST ANGLIA
NF
NORFOLK
SF
SUFFOLK
06
WEST MIDLANDS
SH
SHROPSHIRE
WK
WARWICKSHIRE
07
YORKSHIRE & NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE
NE
NORTH EAST LINCOLNSHIRE
NY
NORTH YORKSHIRE
08
NORTH WEST
CH
CHESHIRE
GM
GREATER MANCHESTER
09
NORTH
CB
CUMBRIA
11
SCOTLAND
EA
EAST AYRSHIRE
HI
HIGHLAND

1 days
1 days
1 days
1 days
1 days
1 days
1 days
1 days
3 days
1 days
1 days
3 days
3 days
1 days
2 days
1 days
1 days

This section displays the number of survey days per TRICS® sub-region in the selected set
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Secondary Filtering selection:
This data displays the chosen trip rate parameter and its selected range. Only sites that fall within the parameter range
are included in the trip rate calculation.
Parameter:
Actual Range:
Range Selected by User:

Number of dwellings
9 to 432 (units: )
5 to 80 (units: )

Public Transport Provision:
Selection by:
Date Range:

Include all surveys

01/01/08 to 13/11/15

This data displays the range of survey dates selected. Only surveys that were conducted within this date range are
included in the trip rate calculation.
Selected survey days:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

3 days
5 days
4 days
9 days
3 days

This data displays the number of selected surveys by day of the week.
Selected survey types:
Manual count
Directional ATC Count

24 days
0 days

This data displays the number of manual classified surveys and the number of unclassified ATC surveys, the total adding
up to the overall number of surveys in the selected set. Manual surveys are undertaken using staff, whilst ATC surveys are
undertaking using machines.
Selected Locations:
Edge of Town

24

This data displays the number of surveys per main location category within the selected set. The main location categories
consist of Free Standing, Edge of Town, Suburban Area, Neighbourhood Centre, Edge of Town Centre, Town Centre and
Not Known.
Selected Location Sub Categories:
Residential Zone
No Sub Category

19
5

This data displays the number of surveys per location sub-category within the selected set. The location sub-categories
consist of Commercial Zone, Industrial Zone, Development Zone, Residential Zone, Retail Zone, Built-Up Zone, Village, Out
of Town, High Street and No Sub Category.

Secondary Filtering selection:
Use Class:
C1
C3

1 days
23 days

This data displays the number of surveys per Use Class classification within the selected set. The Use Classes Order 2005
has been used for this purpose, which can be found within the Library module of TRICS®.
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Secondary Filtering selection (Cont.):
Population within 1 mile:
1,001 to 5,000
5,001 to 10,000
10,001 to 15,000
15,001 to 20,000
20,001 to 25,000
25,001 to 50,000

3 days
7 days
8 days
3 days
1 days
2 days

This data displays the number of selected surveys within stated 1-mile radii of population.
Population within 5 miles:
5,001 to 25,000
25,001 to 50,000
50,001 to 75,000
75,001 to 100,000
100,001 to 125,000
125,001 to 250,000
250,001 to 500,000
500,001 or More

2 days
4 days
3 days
9 days
3 days
1 days
1 days
1 days

This data displays the number of selected surveys within stated 5-mile radii of population.
Car ownership within 5 miles:
0.6 to 1.0
1.1 to 1.5

7 days
17 days

This data displays the number of selected surveys within stated ranges of average cars owned per residential dwelling,
within a radius of 5-miles of selected survey sites.

Travel Plan:
Yes
No

2 days
22 days

This data displays the number of surveys within the selected set that were undertaken at sites with Travel Plans in place,
and the number of surveys that were undertaken at sites without Travel Plans.
PTAL Rating:
No PTAL Present

24 days

This data displays the number of selected surveys with PTAL Ratings.
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RANK ORDER for Land Use 03 - RESIDENTIAL/A - HOUSES PRIVATELY OWNED

VEHICLES
Ranking Type:
TOTALS
15th Percentile = No.
20
85th Percentile = No.
5

WS-03-A-04
NY-03-A-10

Median Values
Arrivals:
0.182
Departures:
0.350
Totals:
0.532

Rank
Site-Ref
Description
1
HI-03-A-13
HOUSING
2 WK-03-A-02 BUNGALOWS
3 GM-03-A-10 DETACHED/SEMI
4 CH-03-A-05 DETACHED
5 NY-03-A-10 HOUSES AND FLA
6 SH-03-A-03 DETATCHED
7 EX-03-A-01 SEMI-DET.
8 CB-03-A-03 SEMI DETACHED
9 CH-03-A-09 TERRACED HOUSE
10 EA-03-A-01 DETATCHED
11 NY-03-A-11 PRIVATE HOUSIN
12 CB-03-A-04 SEMI DETACHED
13 SM-03-A-01 DETACHED & SEM
14 SH-03-A-05 SEMI-DETACHED/
15 SC-03-A-04 DETACHED & TER
16
ES-03-A-02
PRIVATE HOUSIN
17 NY-03-A-07 DETACHED & SEM
18 CH-03-A-02 HOUSES/FLATS
19 NE-03-A-02 SEMI DETACHED
20 WS-03-A-04 MIXED HOUSES
21 DC-03-A-08 BUNGALOWS
22
SF-03-A-05
DETACHED HOUSE
23 NF-03-A-03 DETACHED HOUSE
24 SH-03-A-06 BUNGALOWS

Time Range: 08:00-09:00
Tot: 0.417
Tot: 0.704

Mean Values
Arrivals:
Departures:
Totals:

0.174
0.385
0.558

Town/City
INVERNESS
COVENTRY
MANCHESTER
CREWE
RIPON
SHREWSBURY
STANFORD-LE-HOPE
WORKINGTON
MACCLESFIELD
KILMARNOCK
BOROUGHBRIDGE
WORKINGTON
BRIDGWATER
TELFORD
BYFLEET
PEACEHAVEN
BOROUGHBRIDGE
CREWE
SCUNTHORPE
HORSHAM
BOURNEMOUTH
BURY ST EDMUNDS
THETFORD
SHREWSBURY

Area
HIGHLAND
WARWICKSHIRE
GREATER MANCHESTER
CHESHIRE
NORTH YORKSHIRE
SHROPSHIRE
ESSEX
CUMBRIA
CHESHIRE
EAST AYRSHIRE
NORTH YORKSHIRE
CUMBRIA
SOMERSET
SHROPSHIRE
SURREY
EAST SUSSEX
NORTH YORKSHIRE
CHESHIRE
NORTH EAST LINCOLNS
WEST SUSSEX
DORSET
SUFFOLK
NORFOLK
SHROPSHIRE

DWELLS
9
17
29
17
71
10
237
40
24
39
23
82
33
54
71
37
23
174
432
151
28
18
10
16

Day
Thu
Thu
Wed
Tue
Tue
Fri
Tue
Thu
Mon
Thu
Wed
Fri
Thu
Thu
Thu
Fri
Tue
Tue
Mon
Thu
Mon
Wed
Wed
Thu

Date
21/05/09
17/10/13
12/10/11
14/10/08
17/09/13
26/06/09
13/05/08
20/11/08
24/11/14
05/06/08
18/09/13
24/04/09
24/09/15
24/10/13
23/01/14
18/11/11
18/10/11
14/10/08
12/05/14
11/12/14
24/03/14
09/09/15
16/09/15
22/05/14

This section displays actual (not average) trip rates for each of the survey days in the selected set, and ranks them in
order of relative trip rate intensity, for a given time period (or peak period irrespective of time) selected by the user. The
count type and direction are both displayed just above the table, along with the rows within the table representing the
85th and 15th percentile trip rate figures (highlighted in bold within the table itself).
The table itself displays details of each individual survey, alongside arrivals, departures and totals trip rates, sorted by
whichever of the three directional options has been chosen by the user. As with the preceeding trip rate calculation results
table, the trip rates shown are per the calculation factor (e.g. per 100m2 GFA, per employee, per hectare, etc). Note that
if the peak period option has been selected (as opposed to a specific chosen time period), the peak period for each
individual survey day in the table is also displayed.

Trip Rate (Sorted by Totals)
Park Spaces
Arrivals
Departures
Totals
Per Dwelling
0.556
0.444
1.000
3.11
0.588
0.353
0.941
2.06
0.138
0.759
0.897
2.79
0.235
0.588
0.823
3.71
0.183
0.521
0.704
0.83
0.200
0.500
0.700
3.00
0.177
0.523
0.700
2.53
0.225
0.450
0.675
3.10
0.250
0.417
0.667
1.33
0.231
0.359
0.590
3.03
0.000
0.565
0.565
6.26
0.183
0.366
0.549
1.74
0.182
0.333
0.515
3.97
0.130
0.370
0.500
1.17
0.141
0.352
0.493
2.49
0.081
0.405
0.486
1.59
0.087
0.391
0.478
1.96
0.103
0.374
0.477
2.81
0.067
0.354
0.421
1.00
0.139
0.278
0.417
2.28
0.179
0.143
0.322
4.68
0.000
0.222
0.222
4.17
0.100
0.100
0.200
3.70
0.000
0.063
0.062
2.00
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Site Reference:
Created:
Latitude/Longitude:
Land Use Type:
Region/Area
Version/Creation Date:

SH-03-A-03
Multi-Modal Site
Version: 2010(a)v6.5.2 08/10/09
52.7129, -2.7993
03 - RESIDENTIAL/A - HOUSES PRIVATELY OWNED
WEST MIDLANDSSHROPSHIRE
2010(a)v6.5.2 08/10/09

Description:
Street:
District:
Town:
Post Code:
Planning Authority:

DETATCHED
SOMERBY DRIVE
BICTON HEATH
SHREWSBURY
SY3 5PD

Location:
Location Sub Category:
Use Class:

Edge of Town
No Sub Category
C3

Population within 500m:
Population within 1 Mile:
Population within 5 Miles:
Car ownership within 5 Miles:

1477
5,001 to 10,000
75,001 to 100,000
1.1 to 1.5

Public Transport Provision Summary
Day
Period
Total buses/trams
within 400m
Monday-Friday
0700-1900
120
Monday-Friday
0700-1000
30
Monday-Friday
1600-1900
30
Saturday
0700-1900
120
Sunday
0700-1900
80

Is site associated with a travel plan:
If not, are there any plans to implement
a Travel Plan in the future?
Is survey data available before the
implementation of the Travel Plan?
Is the location of the site hilly or flat:
Urban Regeneration:

Flat
No

Site area
Number of dwellings
Housing Density

0.51 hect
10
25.00

No. of developments for this Site:
No. of survey Days for this Site:

1
1

Total Trains
within 1000m

Total
Services
120
30
30
120
80

No
No

Comments
This site is located on the western edge of Shrewsbury just off Welshpool Road. Welshpool Road runs east into
Shrewsbury town centre and west towards Welshpool.
Developments in the local area include a business park, hospital, pub/restaurant, a hospice and other residential
developments.
The site has 1 vehicle access point off Somerby Drive.
Bus (or tram) site accessibility
3. Is there at least 1 bus (or tram) stop within the site frontage or within 400m of the site frontage? : Yes
5. If yes to question 3, are there at least 2 buses (or trams) per hour (per direction between 0700 and 1900) with routes
serving significant areas of population within a 5 kilometre radius? (Mon-Sat): Yes
6. If yes to question 5, what are the service characteristics? (please complete the outline information below)
Destination (town/area)
Shrewsbury

Number per hour
5

Approx. journey time
30
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Design features encouraging non-car modes
12. Pedestrians
None
13. Pedal cycles
None
14. Public transport
None
Design features encouraging non-car modes
Road Network Distance to Local Developments
Year of Analysis
Nearest Primary School
Nearest Secondary School
Nearest Local Shop/Corner Shop
Nearest Main Supermarket
Nearest Doctors Surgery
Nearest Hospital with Minor Injuries/A & E
Nearest Sports/Leisure Centre
Census Data
Year of Census
Census Output Area/Data Zone
Number of people employed within Census Output Area
Number of households within Census Output Area
Number of people living within Census Output Area
Area of Census Output Area (hectares)
Population density within Census Output Area (per hectare)

2009
0.4 kilometres
2.3 kilometres
0.5 kilometres
3.1 kilometres
0.6 kilometres
0.1 kilometres
2.6 kilometres

2001
39UEGD0007
165
125
335
16.00
21.02
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SH-03-A-03
Multi-Modal survey site
FLORENCE CLOSE

Site area (h/a):
Site area excluding public
open spaces (h/a):

0.51
0.40

Open since

2002

Occupied dwellings
Unoccupied dwellings
Total dwellings

10
0
10

Housing Density
Privately owned units
Non-Privately owned units
Name of nearest site
Distance to nearest similar site

25.00
10
0
CAVENDISH HOUSE
1 Km

Average Bedrooms Per Unit
No of units with 1 bedroom
No of units with 2 bedrooms
No of units with 3 bedrooms
No of units with 4+ bedrooms
Total bedrooms
Unit Density

3.3
0
0
7
3
33
19.6

Residential unit types
Detached houses
Semi-detached houses
Terraced houses
Bungalows
Flats (in houses)
Flats (in blocks)
Other (specify below)
Other:

Private
10
0
0
0
0
0
0

Non-Private
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
10
0
0
0
0
0
0

Comments
At the time of the survey, house number 2 was being extended.
The nearest similar site is 0.02km away.
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On-Site parking
Total no. of parking spaces
Parking Spaces Per Hectare
Parking Spaces Per dwelling
Arrivals Per Parking Space

30
58.824
3.000
1.00

Number of spaces
On-Street
Driveway
Garages
Communal parking spaces

0
20
10
0

Off-Site parking details
Is there off-site parking available
Yes
Off-Site parking included in the counts
No
Free On-Street parking available nearby
Yes
If yes, considered easy to find a space
Yes
If prepared to pay, easy to find somewhere to park off-site all day
No
Parking restrictions
Area subject to parking restrictions (controlled parking zone - CPZ)
No
Off-Street parking
Off-Street parking available

NO

Park & Ride
Park & Ride Type Facility providing relevant means of accessing the site
No
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Site reference:
SH-03-A-03
Survey date: 26/06/09
Day of week: Friday
Multi-Modal survey site
Vehicles surveyed: Total vehicles
Survey type:
Manual Count
AM weather:
Mild and Cloudy
PM weather:
Mild and Cloudy
Initial car park occupancy:
12
Final car park occupancy:
11
BRACKETED ACCUMULATION FIGURES ARE NOT ABSOLUTE
Parking Capacity
50%
(30 On-Site Spaces)
Data proportions in %
Motor cars
84
Motor cycles
0
Public service
Light goods
13
OGV (1)
3
OGV (2)
Taxis
Time
00:00-01:00
01:00-02:00
02:00-03:00
03:00-04:00
04:00-05:00
05:00-06:00
06:00-07:00
07:00-08:00
08:00-09:00
09:00-10:00
10:00-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-15:00
15:00-16:00
16:00-17:00
17:00-18:00
18:00-19:00
19:00-20:00
20:00-21:00
21:00-22:00
22:00-23:00
23:00-24:00

Arr 30

Dep 31

5
2
0
1
3
1
2
3
2
3
7
1

2
5
2
1
5
0
1
2
3
2
6
2

Totals

7
7
2
2
8
1
3
5
5
5
13
3

Comments
No PSV's, taxis or public transport users entered or exited the site during the survey.

0
0
0

Parking Accum

15
12
10
10
8
9
10
11
10
11
12
11
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Site reference:
SH-03-A-03
Multi-Modal survey site
Vehicles surveyed: OGV
Data proportions in %

Friday 17/03/17
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Survey date: 26/06/09

OGV (1)

100

OGV (2)

Day of week: Friday

0

1 occupant per OGV is assumed, and included in the vehicle occupants count
Time
00:00-01:00
01:00-02:00
02:00-03:00
03:00-04:00
04:00-05:00
05:00-06:00
06:00-07:00
07:00-08:00
08:00-09:00
09:00-10:00
10:00-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-15:00
15:00-16:00
16:00-17:00
17:00-18:00
18:00-19:00
19:00-20:00
20:00-21:00
21:00-22:00
22:00-23:00
23:00-24:00

Arr 1

Dep 1

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Totals

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Accumulation

0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
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Site reference:
SH-03-A-03
Multi-Modal survey site
Vehicles surveyed: Cycles
Time
00:00-01:00
01:00-02:00
02:00-03:00
03:00-04:00
04:00-05:00
05:00-06:00
06:00-07:00
07:00-08:00
08:00-09:00
09:00-10:00
10:00-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-15:00
15:00-16:00
16:00-17:00
17:00-18:00
18:00-19:00
19:00-20:00
20:00-21:00
21:00-22:00
22:00-23:00
23:00-24:00

Friday 17/03/17
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Survey date: 26/06/09

Arr 1

Dep 0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Day of week: Friday

Totals

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Accumulation

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(0)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
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Site reference:
SH-03-A-03
Survey date: 26/06/09
Multi-Modal survey site
People Surveyed:
Car/LGV/Motorcycle occupants

Day of week: Friday

This count consists of car occupants, light goods vehicle occupants, motorcycle riders and OGV occupants
Taxi drivers and drivers of private vehicles picking up/dropping off passengers at the site are excluded from the count
Time
00:00-01:00
01:00-02:00
02:00-03:00
03:00-04:00
04:00-05:00
05:00-06:00
06:00-07:00
07:00-08:00
08:00-09:00
09:00-10:00
10:00-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-15:00
15:00-16:00
16:00-17:00
17:00-18:00
18:00-19:00
19:00-20:00
20:00-21:00
21:00-22:00
22:00-23:00
23:00-24:00

1

2

2
2
0
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
7
1

3

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Arr 32

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

2
2
0
1
4
1
2
4
2
6
7
1

2

1
3
2
1
4
0
1
2
3
2
6
1

3

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Dep 36

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Totals

1
8
2
1
6
0
1
2
3
2
6
4

3
10
2
2
10
1
3
6
5
8
13
5

Accum

(1)
(-5)
(-7)
(-7)
(-9)
(-8)
(-7)
(-5)
(-6)
(-2)
(-1)
(-4)
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Site reference:
SH-03-A-03
Multi-Modal survey site
People Surveyed:
Pedestrians
Time
00:00-01:00
01:00-02:00
02:00-03:00
03:00-04:00
04:00-05:00
05:00-06:00
06:00-07:00
07:00-08:00
08:00-09:00
09:00-10:00
10:00-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-15:00
15:00-16:00
16:00-17:00
17:00-18:00
18:00-19:00
19:00-20:00
20:00-21:00
21:00-22:00
22:00-23:00
23:00-24:00

Friday 17/03/17
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Survey date: 26/06/09

Arr 1

Dep 1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Day of week: Friday

Totals

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Accumulation

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
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Site reference:
SH-03-A-03
Multi-Modal survey site
People Surveyed:
Total people
Time
00:00-01:00
01:00-02:00
02:00-03:00
03:00-04:00
04:00-05:00
05:00-06:00
06:00-07:00
07:00-08:00
08:00-09:00
09:00-10:00
10:00-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-15:00
15:00-16:00
16:00-17:00
17:00-18:00
18:00-19:00
19:00-20:00
20:00-21:00
21:00-22:00
22:00-23:00
23:00-24:00

Friday 17/03/17
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Survey date: 26/06/09

Arr 34

Dep 37

2
3
0
1
4
1
2
5
2
6
7
1

1
8
2
1
6
0
1
3
3
2
6
4

Day of week: Friday

Totals

3
11
2
2
10
1
3
8
5
8
13
5

Accumulation

(1)
(-4)
(-6)
(-6)
(-8)
(-7)
(-6)
(-4)
(-5)
(-1)
(0)
(-3)
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Calculation Reference: AUDIT-148308-170317-0357
TRIP RATE CALCULATION SELECTION PARAMETERS:
Land Use
Category

: 03 - RESIDENTIAL
: A - HOUSES PRIVATELY OWNED

VEHICLES
Selected regions and areas:
06
WEST MIDLANDS
SH
SHROPSHIRE

1 days

This section displays the number of survey days per TRICS® sub-region in the selected set

Secondary Filtering selection:
This data displays the chosen trip rate parameter and its selected range. Only sites that fall within the parameter range
are included in the trip rate calculation.
Parameter:
Actual Range:
Range Selected by User:

Number of dwellings
10 to 10 (units: )
5 to 50 (units: )

Public Transport Provision:
Selection by:
Date Range:

Include all surveys

01/01/08 to 13/11/15

This data displays the range of survey dates selected. Only surveys that were conducted within this date range are
included in the trip rate calculation.
Selected survey days:
Friday

1 days

This data displays the number of selected surveys by day of the week.
Selected survey types:
Manual count
Directional ATC Count

1 days
0 days

This data displays the number of manual classified surveys and the number of unclassified ATC surveys, the total adding
up to the overall number of surveys in the selected set. Manual surveys are undertaken using staff, whilst ATC surveys are
undertaking using machines.
Selected Locations:
Edge of Town

1

This data displays the number of surveys per main location category within the selected set. The main location categories
consist of Free Standing, Edge of Town, Suburban Area, Neighbourhood Centre, Edge of Town Centre, Town Centre and
Not Known.
Selected Location Sub Categories:
No Sub Category

1

This data displays the number of surveys per location sub-category within the selected set. The location sub-categories
consist of Commercial Zone, Industrial Zone, Development Zone, Residential Zone, Retail Zone, Built-Up Zone, Village, Out
of Town, High Street and No Sub Category.

Secondary Filtering selection:
Use Class:
C3

1 days

This data displays the number of surveys per Use Class classification within the selected set. The Use Classes Order 2005
has been used for this purpose, which can be found within the Library module of TRICS®.

TRICS 7.3.4 120117 B17.46
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Secondary Filtering selection (Cont.):
Population within 1 mile:
5,001 to 10,000

1 days

This data displays the number of selected surveys within stated 1-mile radii of population.
Population within 5 miles:
75,001 to 100,000

1 days

This data displays the number of selected surveys within stated 5-mile radii of population.
Car ownership within 5 miles:
1.1 to 1.5

1 days

This data displays the number of selected surveys within stated ranges of average cars owned per residential dwelling,
within a radius of 5-miles of selected survey sites.

Travel Plan:
No

1 days

This data displays the number of surveys within the selected set that were undertaken at sites with Travel Plans in place,
and the number of surveys that were undertaken at sites without Travel Plans.
PTAL Rating:
No PTAL Present

1 days

This data displays the number of selected surveys with PTAL Ratings.
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TRIP RATE for Land Use 03 - RESIDENTIAL/A - HOUSES PRIVATELY OWNED

VEHICLES
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak (busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRIVALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Trip
Rate

0.500
0.200
0.000
0.100
0.300
0.100
0.200
0.300
0.200
0.300
0.700
0.100

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

3.000

Trip
Rate

0.200
0.500
0.200
0.100
0.500
0.000
0.100
0.200
0.300
0.200
0.600
0.200

3.100

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Trip
Rate

0.700
0.700
0.200
0.200
0.800
0.100
0.300
0.500
0.500
0.500
1.300
0.300

6.100

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). It is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/TRP*FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys automatically removed from selection:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

10 - 10 (units: )
01/01/08 - 13/11/15
1
0
0
0
15

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRICS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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1

Introduction

1. 1

This Landscape Technical Note has been prepared by Influence Environmental Ltd (Influence) for
GPS Planning Ltd in relation to a submission to Broxtowe Borough Council for land off Broad
Lane, Brinsley to be considered for residential allocation within the local plan as part of the
authority's current ongoing review of the green belt land and residential allocation sites within
the Borough.

1 .2

Following discussion with GPS Planning Ltd, Influence was instructed to provide a Landscape
Technical Note (LTN) in order to present an overview of the site and development proposals in
the context of the surrounding landscape and to determine general visibility of the site including
identification of potentially sensitive landscape and visual receptors.

1.3

4

The Illustrative Masterplan (see Dwg No.INF_N0246(03)001 -Appendix A) has been informed
by this desk study and a site visit carried out by Influence on 16 March 2017.

influenc~
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Methodology
Guidance

3.1

The format of this LTN is based on the principles set out in the Guidelines for Landscape and
Visual Impact Assessment Third Edition, the Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for
England and Scotland, An Approach to Landscape Character Assessment.

3.2

Viewpoint photographs have been presented in accordance with the Landscape Institute's Advice
Note 01/11 Photography and Photomontage in Landscape and Visual Assessment.

Zone of Theoretical Visibility
3.3

A computer modelled Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) was initially run to establish the
potential visibility of the proposed development in the surrounding landscape (see Figure
INF_N0418 PL03).

3.4

The Zone of Theoretical Visual [ZTV] illustrates the extent of where a feature or features would be
potentially visible from in the surrounding landscape. The ZTV for the proposed development
was generated using 'Windsoft' software which is a Digital Terrain Modelling [DTM] programme
that uses Ordnance Survey contour data to build the initial terrain model. The programme then
renders the model using a square grid to represent where the proposed development is
theoretically visible from. The model was based on a maximum building height of 8m above
existing ground level and was run initially to examine potential visibility within a 4km radius of
the site boundary.

3.5

It should be noted that the ZTV has been generated assuming a 'bare ground' terrain model,
using topographical data only and does not take any account of vegetation or the built
environment, which often screen views of a development. It is, as such, a 'worst case' ZTV and
over-emphasises the actual visibility of the site. In reality trees, hedges and buildings may make
views of the proposed development impossible from many of the areas included within the ZTV.

Study Area Extent
3.6

An initial study area of up to a 4km radius was chosen. Following a site visit the actual, as
opposed to theoretical, visibility of the site was determined and the study area was
predominantly focussed upon a 2km radius from the site. This was considered appropriate by
virtue of the generally constrained nature and limited visual envelope of the application site (see
Figure INF_N0426_PL03). The study area is considered to encompass the most likely
concentration of potentially significant effects resulting from the proposed development.

Representative Photographs
3.7

Following the completion of the ZTV and further analysis of Ordnance Survey (OS) mapping a
site visit was carried out on 16 March 2017 in order to understand the site within the context of
the surrounding landscape and to identify key sensitive receptors surrounding the site. During the
site visit, photographs were taken to demonstrate key views towards the application area from
the surrounding landscape (see Figures INF_N0426 VP01-VP07).
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Viewpoint 01 - View from Red Lane looking north west towards the site
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Viewpoint 02 - View from footpath Selston FP49 looking south westwards towards the site
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Viewpoint 03 - View from Footpath Selston FP47 looking south eastwards towards the site

Wider Context View
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Viewpoint 04 - View from footpath Selston FP54 looking north east towards the application site

Wider Context View
Viewpoint and Camera Details:
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Viewpoint 05 - View from housing on Clumber Avenue looking south east towards the site

Wider Context View
Viewpoint and Camera Details:
Camera:
Lens:
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Time:
OS Grid Reference:
Distance to Site:
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Viewpoint Location Plan
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Viewpoint 06 - View from the public footpath Greasley FP47 looking north westwards towards the application site

Wider Context View
Viewpoint and Camera Details:
Camera:
Lens:
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Time:
OS Grid Reference:
Distance to Site:
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Viewpoint Location Plan
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Viewpoint 07 - View from Aldercar Lane looing north eastwards towards the site

Wider Context View
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Appendix A
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Illustrative Masterplan
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28 June 2017
Dear Sir/Madam
A meeting of the Jobs and Economy Committee i•1:1\i be held on Thursday, 6 July
2017 in the New Council Chamber, Foster Avenue, Beeston, commencing at
7.00pm.
Should you require advice on declaring an interest in any item on the agenda, please
contact the Monitoring Officer at your earliest convenience.

Yours faithfully

Chief Executive
T~.

Councillors:

~3 C Carr
E Cubley
T A Cullen
M J Crow (Vice Chair)
J WHandley

M Handley
A Harper (Chair)
P Lally
W J Langdon
R S Robinson

AGENDA

·1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

?..

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Members are requested to declare the existence and nature of any
disclosable pecuniary interest and/or other interest :nany item :::: ~~ i1:H agenda.

3.

MINUTES

PAGES .: - 2

The Committee is asked to confirm as a correct record the minutes of the
meeting held on 16 March 2017.

Town Hall, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB

www.broxtowe.gov.uk

4.

PART TWO LOCAL PLAN

PAGES 3-40

To consider the draft part 2 Local Plan, and to seek authority to publish this
plan for a six week period of formal representations. A copy of the Part Two
Local Plan is circulated separately with this agenda.

5.

KIMBERLEY JOBS FAIRS

PAGE4~

To update members of the Committee on the Kimberley Jobs Fair.

6.

TOUR OF BRITAIN- NOTIINGHAMSHIRE LEG:

PAGE42

To seek approval to contribute to the costs associated with bringing the
Nottinghamshire leg of the 2017 Tour of Britain to Broxtowe.

7

TOWN CENTRES UPDATE

PAGE43

To update members on town centres.

8.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

PAGES 44-48

To update members <:'f th~ Committee on the progress made within Economic
Development.

UPDATE ON KEY SITES

PAGES 49 - 54

To update members of the Committee on the progress of housing sites across
the Borough.

~0.

CONSENT STREETS IN BEESTON

PAGES 55-63

To recommend that the Council resolves to introduce consent streets
Beeston and to approve the associated charges and policies.

11.

STAPLEFORD WI-FI UPDATE

PAGE 64

To provide members with an update on the Stapleford Wi-Fi project

12.

WORK PROGRAMME

PAGE 65

To consider items for inclusion in the V\rori~, Programme for future meetings.

l! ;

JOBS AND ECONOMY COMMITIEE
16 MARCH 2017
Present:

Councillor A Harper, Chair

Councillors:

M J Crow
T A Cullen
J Handley
M Handley
R I Jackson
E Kerry (sub)
P Lally
W J Longden

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors B C Carr and H G
Khaled.

41.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
·n!e~..,.~

42.

were no declarations of interest.

MINUTES
The minutes of the meeting held on 23 February 2017 were confirmed and
signed.

43.

WI-FI FOR STAPLEFORD TOWN CENTRE
The Committee was updated on the progress of the installation of public Wi-Fi
in Stapleford Town Centre. The project was on time, though there had been
It was
some issues with BT installing the required infrastructure.
recommended that the Committee monitor the progress •Jf ire project through
a quarterly report.
RESOLVED that the Town Centre Manager prepare a quarterly
report to be brought to the next meeting.

44.

FUNDING UPDATE NOTIINGHAMSHIRE PRE-DEVELOPMENT FUNDECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The Committee noted that the Council had received funding from
Nottinghamshire County Council for pre-development work on sites that could
be suitable for housing, h ~t 1Nt1i;(; difficult ·~o develop.

1

There was concern that the tone of the report predetermined that land at
Chewton Street, Eastwood would be suitable for housing. The Committee
was assured that the funding was to conduct the early stages of a scoping
report, contamination survey and remediation strategy. If it were found that
the site could not be remediated, tho Council would not build housing on it.

45.

JOB FAIRS
The meeting noted that there had been a successful jobs fair in Stapleford on
8 March 2017, with another planned in Kimberley on 24 April 2017.
A report on the Stapleford jobs fair from Councillor Richard Macrae was read
out by the Chair. There was concern over the type of jobs on offer, with
particular reference to a lack of jobs in engineering and industry. It was noted
that another jobs fair was to take place in Stapleford in September 2017. The
Committee was informed that ~n-,;&~~ with high unemployment were to be
targeted with jobs fairs.

46.

PART nNO LOCAL PLAN POLICIES
The Committee considered policies that were to (J>e included in the Part Two
Local Plan.
There was a discussion about what constituted quality employment land. It
was noted that regular inspections of employment land were undertaken to
ensure that the buildings, size, parking, communications and environment
were such that they would be attractive to employers and employees. Poor
sites had previously been protected by a blanket policy on employment land.
The importance of retaining quality employment sites was emphasised and it
was considered that the policy on employment land would allow the Council
to repurpose sites that were no longer useful as employment land and
increase flexibility with the land resource.
There followed a discussion about Mushroom Farm. It was clarified that the
site was considered of a high quality for employment and that the developer
was starting to take orders from the business that were to occupy the site for
bespoke buildings.

RESOLVED that the policies listed in the appendix be
approved for inclusion in the Part Two Local Plan.

<(!

WORK PROGRAMME
A report containing more detail about HS2 development and one on the
outcome of the Gedling Local Plan Examination were added to the ·[ ~ i\1£Jy
2017 Committee.

RESOLVED that the Work Programme b ~ approved.
2
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Report of the Director of Legal and Planning Services

I.._PART TWO LOCAL PLAN

·-------··---···-···- - - - - - - - . J

; . Purpose of report
To consider the draft part 2 Local Plan. and tt- seek authority to publish ~hie plan
for a six week period of formal representations.
2. Background
The Jobs and Economy Committee considered a number of allocations and
policies its meetings on 26 January 2017, 23 February 2017 and 16 March 2017.
The first of these three meetings considered the issue of housing allocations and
resolved that further consultation work be undertaken in relation to the final choice
of site in Brinsley. This has been done and the outcome to this is reported in
appendix 1. The other main issues of substance relate to the allocations at the
HS2 strategic location for growth and at Beeston town centre, and the policies in
relation to Affordable Housing, housing mix, Gypsy and travellers and retail policy
including amendments to town centre boundaries. All of these policies and
allocation are included in the draft plan (to be finalised in the week commencing
18 April) and are summarised in appendix 3. An equalities impact assessment in
relation to the draft plan is being prepared and will be available for the 6 July 2017
Committee. f'-, copy d t.h~ P(;;:"t T~Nn Local Plan ·~ circulated s.r.pm3~?.l•t with thi:;
agenda.
3. Details
The draft plan strikes the appropriate balance between taking the decisive steps
including site allocations needed to achieve a significant upturn in housing
completions, whilst protecting the environment. The recommended allocation at
Brinsley remains the originally proposed option 1 (land off Church Lane) for
reasons more fully explained in appendix 1. The details of the consultation
responses are in appendix 2. In summary option 1 performs better on Green Belt
policy grounds as it does not lead to the coalescence of settlements and option 2
leads to a significant reduction in the gap between Brinsley and Underwood in
Ashfield District. The issue of coalescence between one parish and another is not
relevant.
/~.

Financial implications
The Local Plan examination is likely to cost up
budget for the 2017-18 financial year.

~D

£80,000. This is included in the

Recommendation
The Committee is asked to RESOLVE that:
1. The policies and allocations listed in the appendices be approved for
inclusion In the Broxtowe Part 2 Local Plan.
2. The draft Part 2 Local Plan be approved to be published for a six week
period of formal representations with delegated authority to the Head
of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity in consultation with the Chair of !
the Jobs and Economy to undertake editing changes to the plan and j
the
necessary
L - -to-publish
------ - -- background supporting ev~~!!me..e.
___________ )i
Background papers: Nil

3
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APPENDIX 1

Brinsley Site
Th;.t; site off Church La:;e (option 1) is recommended for inclusion in the Part 2 Plan.

Relevant factors for allocation
The criteria used for site allocations were reported to members on page 36 fJf the 26
January 2017 report to Jobs and Economy committee and these factors remain
relevant now. These comprise the 14 criteria in the Sustainability Appraisal and the
five purposes of including land in the Green Belt. The merits of each of these two
locations was considered at various stages with a summary given below.

2003 Broxtowe Local Plan Inspector's Report
There is nothing to choose between them. Both were rejected in the previous Local
Plan in line with the Inspector's recommendation.

2010 Tribal Report
/:.,te.f~.:,; to the east of Brinsley (option 1 was included as a potential growth direction).
Areas to the north east (option 2 was not due to coalescence ri~1\{ with Underwood).

2013 Issues and Options publication
The published material repeated the findings of the Tribal report above and no strong
preference for either area regarding consultation responses. At the time (November
2013 to January 2014) there was no final position in relation to the Core Strategy
and the majority of objections related \o any Green Belt development around the
village.

2014 Core Strategy
Policy 2 did not stipulate where development was to occur in relation to directions for
growth in Brinsley. A figure of up to 150 homes was accepted for the village and a
process for Green Belt review was established in Policy 3. No directional steer /:~,
relation to Brinsley was given in the ACS or Inspectors report.

2015 Preferred approach to site allocations Green Belt Review
There was a clear preference for Option 1 in the published material, (J1,,;~~ mainly to a
significant difference between the two in terms of merging. Duty to cooperate issues
were relevant as Ashfield District Council were involved in joint assessment which
clearly pointed away from locations leading to the merging of Underwood with
Brinsley. There were significant objections to this approach in the consultation
responses.

!.!·
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2017 Sustainabllity Appraisal

f'-Ie>t[i;ng to choose between t.i'l~ two sites.
Consultation Responses
In terms of the overall numbers these are reported below. There appears to be a
slight preference in numerical terms for option 1 albeit a number of these
respondents live outside of Brinsley.
There are three responses that are of particular significance due to being concerns
expressed by a duty to cooperate partner or by being a neighbourhood plan group.
These are from Ashfield District Council, Brinsley Parish Council and the Jacksdale/
Underwood/ Selston (JUSt) Neighbourhood Plan group.
Ashfield and the JUSt group have a preference for Option 1 f(;r the same reason,
which is concern relating to the reduction of the gap fx:-tv•:·e~H~ Brinsley and
Underwood. Brinsley Parish Council prefer option 2 having undertaken their own
consultation over a number of months and referring to a reduction in the gap
between Parish Boundaries in relation to option 1.
Each of the respective site promoters refers to points in favour of their own site while
questioning the delivery of their competitor site. None of the statutory consultees
have concerns in principle regarding the ability to deliver homes on either site. It is
the case that more work has been done in relation to option 1 which has been under
positive consideration for allocation since the publication of the Green Belt review in
February 2015. This does mean that there is a greater likelihood of earty housing
delivery on option 1 These points are summarised in Table 1 below.
Table 1
Issue

Option 1

2003 Inspector's Report
2010 Tribal Report

•

2013 Issues and Options

*

2014 Core Strategy
2015 Preferred Options

.. ---

Option 2

-- ---~ ---··

--· --·-- ··I
i

i
.

i

12017 SA ------- -·- ---·--r----I

I
I

... -··

I --·---II
!
i

1

L______________L___
5

Comments and preference if
any
None
Option 1 performs better
regarding coalescence issues.
Option 1 but for exactly the
same reasons as the 2010
Tribal report.
None
Option 1. The joint work with
Ashfield (and outcome of it) is
highly relevant as Ashfield are
a Duty to Cooperate partner.
None regarding 'significant
effects' although on both
Heritage and landscape
grounds option 2 is in a
marginally less sensitive area.
The reason the sites score the
same is that as a result of
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:

!

f

j

!

:

: qddit.io~ai VIICrit 0~ O~tion 'I
I these potentially adverse

l
!

j impacts have been addressed ~
by restricting the development 1
parcel to a small parcel of the
previously envisaged larger

i
I

l

!
I
J--,:---~~------L----J- -----~~----:--:---::-----:-~=:----i
Consultation responses
j
Option 1 but marginal. The
1!

''

I'
1

1--=:----:--:---- - -- - -·---·-- --

Delivery

L

-;;---------

1

!

i

i

_l

response of Brinsley is
significant but this is counter
balanced by the views of
----+......,A_s_hfi_le_ld_an_d_ J_U_S_t_.- - - - - - - i
Option 1 but marginal due to
greater certainty that the site
can be developed for the
numbers of homes without
needing additional land.

Conclusion
There is no planning policy which seeks to maintain gaps between the edge of parish
boundaries. On Green Belt policy terms the issue of reducing the size of the gap
between the villages of Brinsley and Underwood for option 2 means that option 1
remains the recommended allocation. On other grounds the differences between the
two sites are marginal and the views of Brinsley Parish Council as the
neighbourhood planning body for the area concerned should be afforded significant
weight. However, even allowing for this, the Green Belt issues as also expressed by
Ashfield and the JUSt Neighbourhood Plan group mean that option 1 remains the
option that has the greatest likelihood of being found sound at Examination.
For this reason it remains the recommended option.
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APPENDIX2
Detailed Brinsley consultation response summary
Summary
Allocate Option 1

·---------..

Number from Brinsley
Aide rear
Alfreton
Allenton
Alvaston
Arnold
Awsworth
Bramcote
Branston
Breadsatl Village
Breaston
Burlsem
Calke
Castle Donington
Chaddesden
Clay Cross
Cod nor
Cossall
Eastwood
Giltbrook
Heage
Hilton
llkeston
Jacksdale
Kimberley
Langley Mill
Littleover
Mapperley
Newthorpe
Nuthall
Papplewick
Rainworth
Ripley
Sandia ere
Selston
Shepshed
Somercotes
Stapleford
Stenson Fields
Sudbury
Sutton-in-Ashfield
Swadlincote
Swan wick
Underwood
Watnall

--

----- -·-

-

.-

..

...

128
2
2
1
2
2

2
1

2
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
19

-·-----

------

8
1
1

10
1
4
3

1
3
7
1

1
1

17
2

3

---

1

------

1
1

1
1
2
2
4

19
4

7

---
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Woodthorpe
Total

7
281**
I

Allocate Option 2
Number from Brinsley
Annersley Woodhouse
Awsworth
Derby
Eastwood
Giltbrook
Mapperley
Total

160
1

1
·--

2

]=~-==-.:=~~-=~=~==--=-J

!1

-- - ·----i-------·
- --·
1
·------ -----------ti68*'
_____________
------L------- --

**6 duplicate responses
*:J duplicate responses
Neither site or No Preference

13

Statutory Consultee and Duty to Co-operate
No preference
Option 1
Option 2

7

3
6

Land Owner Developers
Option 1
Option 1 + additional land
Option 2
Different site to the North of the village

1

1
1
1

Total
Option 1 (without duplicate responses)
Option 2 (without duplicate responses)
Different site
Neither site or No preference

280
172

1
13

8

-·;

•h- i
J
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Brinsley Alternative site consultation
! Summary of Comments

1Commentator
Name
(Commentator

~~!tutory
I Consultees and

-t

~~---- - - .1

j

~est Groups

! Environment

No preference on which site
is developed - no difference
in terms of environmental
constraints.

Agency

th~

Noted. EA have expertise in Flood Risk and
contention that there is no material difference
regarding environmental constraints is a significant
material consideration.

secondary aquifer is present
below the entire settlement
and mitigation measures
may be required •
. Environment Agency
· comfortable that any
potential issues can be
addressed by way of future
discussions.
Natural England
Since Natural England duties Noted. NE is the expert group in relation to wildlife
relate to the protection and and the provision of Green Infrastructure. As with
enhancement of the natural the EA above, their comments should be afforded
significant weight.
England's concerns relate
primarily to safeguarding
protected sites, species and
, landscapes and ensuring
adequate green
infrastructure provision. It
follows that we have no
particular comment to make
except to advise that
development sites should
be located so as to avoid

I

I

nationally and
internationally designated
nature conservation sites.

.
I

Natural England considers
that there are a number of
environmental designations
and issues which may affect
the size, scale, form and
delivery of development
sites and should be taken
into account.

l
lj
J

L

· - -_

_._~-~-t;_;_~_;_:_u~-~-~-:.::t. ._k_eb;,_l_o_w_i_s_ _.__
9
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env ironmenta I
considerations include:
•

Cil

•

International and
national nature
conservation sites,
including Special
Protection Areas
(SPA), Special Areas
of Conservation
(SAC), Ramsa r sites,
SSSis, National
Nature Reserves;

! - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

l
I

i

Locail'{ ant;
regionally
designated sites for
geodiversity and
biodiversity;
UK BAP habitats and
significant
proportions of BAP
or protected

spede!>·.
q

-- --- - - - -

1

landscape

dlcln'. t~:r

I

1 --·--.----~----·-·· ·--:·· ---·-;:- ···-~- -~-~- ---: !\!3\e~
1 Gtv~n ~J'1.~ ~ elr.tl\1z!v ~n1£:.t4

~

scale of development being

: ~; r~)pua,;~~d. ~t1d t~""te riist~nrf.2
! of the site from Ml
1 junctions in the area, that
; the will be no significant
! impacts on the operations
I

-------------·-------------··;

l
:

I

l of the Strategic Road
!
i
i
Network.
~----- --------.......:..:..:..::.:.:..::.:..:.::.:..
~--------- ---·-··-·------------·---------i
iI {-t;:Jt~ct
· Spo1 t El"gfand
., No specific issues.
Either option should
· promote the use of the
recreation ground rather
than provide formal open
space. Playing Pitch strategy
suggests that £80,000
would be required to
improve the facilities.
The boundary between
Option 1 and the recreation
ground would need to be
carefully designed so as to
1 ensure no impact on the use
of the recreation ground or
on the amenity y of future
occupiers. Does not appear
that C! lcket is played on the

______

I

i

i

- -- -------- -·- --- - -·-
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site however if it is then
impact of cricket would
need to be checked

f"-N~tiingha-msh~
! C<.:·<~ ;tt•t Council
l

•

specifically.
·--+-- -- --------··---·- ·- - ---·- ----··- ---·-·- ------ ·
Noted
As raised at previous stages
of consultation, the adopted
(and emerging) Minerals
and Waste Local Plans form
part of the development
plan for the area and as
such need to be considered
as part of the development
of the Part 2 Local Plan. The
County Council will not
reiterate the points already
made at previous st age,
instead would highlight the
following points relating
specifically to the Option 2
site:
- The site lies within a
Minerals Safeguarding and
Consultation Area for Coal
{as per Policy OM13 ofthe
emerging M inerals Local
; Plan). The reference to the
prese nce of coal under
'other' in the consultation
document is welcomed. The
County Council wo uld refer
to the views of The Coal
Authority in terms of
assessment the impact of
Policy DM13.
-There are no existing
waste facilities in the
vicinity of the site which
would raise an issues in
terms of safeguarding in line
with Policy WCS10 of the
adopted Waste Core
Strategy.
Nature conservation Option 2 is not covered by
any nature conservation
designations. However, the
Winter Close Grassland,
l
! New Brinsley LWS (5/2328) 1
1

abuts part of the northwestern boundary of the
proposed allocation anc! ____

j'

I
1

I

- - - -- - - - - - -- - -·-·---· _____________ ... _.I
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-----~ would need to be protected
l1 during development. The
site appears to be
dominated by improved (or
possibfy semi-improved)
grassland, bounded by
hedgerows and has some
J potential to support
protected species; as such, a
1
~ Preliminary Ecological
; Appraisal of the site should
support any planning
application. The site layout
should be designed to retain
existing features such as
trees and hedgerows.
Right of Way- There are no
recorded public rights of
way over Option 2.
The County Council would
take this opportunity to
inform the District Council
that Brinsley Footpath No
31 crosses Option 1. The
route on the ground is
understood to deviate from
: the route shown on the
l
' Definitive Map. Should this
option be taken forward,
this discrepancy should be
noted and any future
developer advised of such.
Landscape and visual
impact (comments provided
by Via East Midlands on
behalf of the County
Council) - As with Option 1,
Option 2 lies within Policy
Zone NC03 (Selston and
Eastwood Urban Fringe
Farmland) within the
· Nottinghamshire Coalfield
Character Area. The overall
landscape strategy is to
enhance. Any development
of this site should following
the recommended
landscape Actions where
possible. Winter Close

.
I

l

BioSINC/LWS lies to the
north ofthe site (neutral

L-----------~~g~ra~s~s~la~n~d~)._E~c~ol_o~g~ic~ai~----L------------------------------·-

~J·
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surveys should be carried
out, including
recommended mitigations
measures. Visual impact on
existing residents along
Cordy lane and Broad lane
should be considered.
Option 2 provides a more
integrated extension to the
village than Option 1, which
was to the east of the A608.
Public Health -Detailed
comments on the links
between planning and
health were provided as
part ofthe County Council's
response to the previous
Additional Sites
Consultation. Further to
these general comments, in
terms of the Option 2 site,
the relevant local health
report can be found
attached. This sets out the
health profile of the local
area and shows that many
of the indicators for the
area local to the site are
'not better than the England
average'.
As with all sites being
considered for allocation, it
is recommended that the
relevant local Estate Forum
and Clinical Commissioning
Group be consulted on the
i proposals in terms of the
i likely additional healthcare
requirements that will be
generated as a result of the
development of the site(s).
Further details on the
impact of proposals at this
site on public health will be
provided when more details
are available at the planning
application stage.
Strategic Highways- The
County Council has no
comments to make on the
alternative site in relation to

-------·· ---------------

I

I

·

l
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-··------------------------------·----·-------,
Ashf!ei0 tJisu·:r.t jt:.DC h8\ie ccncomi
l ADC is a duty to co-operate
par::ner. Any Local Plan
Council (AD C)
! regarding the impact of
i inspector will attach significant weight to the views I
1

~ Option 2 on the Green Belt

between Brinsley and
Underwood.
Policy 3 of the Greater
Nottingham Aligned Core
Strategy (ACS) indicates that
the principle of the
Nottingham Derby Green
Belt will be retained . Section
3 of Policy 3 indicates that
in reviewing Green Belt
boundaries, consideration
will be given to:
a) The statutory
purposes of the
Green Belt, in
particular the need
to maintain the
epeiwe% •t:lc
prevent coalescence
between
NCt'Ltingb;.,:~~. Derby
and other
surrounding
settlements;
b) Establishing a
permanent
boundary which
allows for
development in line
with the settlement
hierarchy and/or to
meet local needs;
c) The appropriateness
of defining
safeguarded land to
allow for longer
term development

! of ADC for this reason. If the Inspector concludes

that the process of duty to cooperate had not been
adequately met, then he/she may find the plan not
legally compliant. Flaws in the legal compliance of
the plan cannot be rectified by main modifications.
This finding is unlikely as Broxtowe has undertaken
the necessary process steps to adequately consider
the views of all duty to cooperate partners including
f;,/X..
What is more likely is that an Inspector may find that
the outcome of duty to cooperate is flawed if BBC go
against the wishes of our immediate local authority
neighbour with inadequate planning grounds for
doing so, and this has implications for soundness.
Flaws in soundness of a Local Plan can be rectified by
modifications to the plan (significant changes)
!
although this still remains a serious matter with time i
and cost implications. Elsewhere in this report there
is information relating to the officer view of a clear
difference on Green Belt policy grounds with Option
1 {as endorsed by ADC) amounting to a significantly
better option to release from the Green Belt that
Option 2.

need:;~ :'ln~.i

' - - - - - --

1

d) Retaining or
creating defensible
boundaries.
ADC ::; cf ti-t~ c·pinlon t~ic?~
the proposed Brinsley
Option 2 consultation site
would have an adverse
effect on the coalescence of
Brinsley and Underwood.
Policy 3 of the ACS
identified the prevention of

- - ' - - - - ---'--'--- - - - - - ' - -- -- -· -···- ···- -·-
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coalescence as an important
considerat ion in reviewing
Green Belt boundaries. The
2015 Green Belt Review
undertaken by Broxtowe
indicates that the area
scores very high in Green
Belt terms with regard to
• the merging of settlements.
Development would directly
adjoin Ashfield's boundary
and would go beyond the
built up area in Brinsley
towards Underwood's
settlement boundary.
ADC was proposing to
allocate land at Winter
Closes in Underwood in the
2013 withdrawn Ashfield
Local Plan. The Council has
now determined that the
site is not suitable because
it scores very high in
relation to merging of
settlements (Underwood
1 and Brinsley) in the 2015
; Ashfield Green Belt Review.
i It should be noted that, in
II the interests of good
I planning practice and the
Duty to Cooperate, a
requirement in the 2011
Localism Act, Ashfield has
worked closely with
Broxtowe to ensure a
consistent approach to
reviewing Green Belt
boundaries. The site
assessments undertaken
should play a crucial role in
determining which sites are
the most appropriate in
Green Belt terms.
As part of their response
(letter dated 14th October
2013) to the public
consultation on the 2013
withdrawn Ashfield Local
Plan, Brinsley Parish Council
objected to the proposals to
allocate Winter Closes. One

1

_j

_ _ _ _....L.:o:. :.f. . :.t:. :.he::.:i.:. . r.:. :re:. :a:.:.s.: :. on:. :.s=-r....:.e....;la....:.t..:.ed.::.....:..to:;__-1.,_ _ _-·-- - ---------------- -- -·- _______ _
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the effect it would have on
the coalescence between
Brinsley and Underwood.
The Parish indicated that:

l

"This initial development,
therefore, could lead to
significant further
development which will give
the risk of coalescence
between the two villages of
1 Underwood and Brinsley
: which would be completely
( unacceptable as we would
then lose the separation
. between the two villages
I
i and Brinsley is one of the
: last true viflages in
i Broxtowe surrounded by
; Green Belt on of/ sides".

I

j Brinsley Parish Council's

! response to Selston
· Neighbourhood Area
Consultation in 2013 in
relation to Winter Closes
proposed allocation stated
that their proposal, to
remove Winter Closes,
would ensure that the
narrow Green Belt gap
between the two villages is
removed from
consideration for
development purposes,
which is to the benefit of
both communities and in
line with National Planning
Practice Guidance
concerning the prevention
of coalescence of
settlements. The allocation
of the Option 2 site would
clearly go against Brinsley
Parish Councils
Commitment to protect the
narrow Green Belt gap
between Brinsley and
Underwood.
In conclusion, ADC has
concerns that the allocation
of Option 2 would
significantly reduce the gap
between Underwood
and
...J__.:.__:...;:..___;_
____
_ __.___ - - - - - - - - -
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· Environment
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JUS-t {Jacksdale,
Underwood,
Selston
tomorrow)
Neighbourhood
Planning Group
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.
necessary to assess the
extent to which the
development would reduce
the size of the gap between
settlements. The site would
reduce this gap by half,
which we do not find
acceptable. Additionally the
perception of the gap would
be decreased to nothing, as
at some points from Cordy
Lane there would be no
physical gap to be seen and
Brinsley and Underwood
would appear to
merge. This would be a new
development built
completely up to the border .
line between Underwood
and Brinsley.

------~

! 3)

To assist in
I safeguarding the
I countryside from
! encroachment
;

1

Whilst the site may be
'urban fringe' along its
length with Cordy lane, as
mentioned above it extends
into the green belt 'corridor'
between Underwood and
Brinsley and thus Srinsley
encroaches on Underwood.

Furthermore, during the
Selston Neighbourhood
Area Designation
! Consultation Period,
! Wednesday 16 October to
I
l Friday 29 November 2013,
Brinsley Parish Council
objected to the inclusion of
the green belt land adjacent
to Winter Closes,
; Underwood and requested
that the Selston
Neighbourhood Plan
Designated Area be redrawn
to exclude this
land. Although the Selston !
Neighbourhood Plan
Designated Area does still
.
1
include this land, it was

I

'-----------'----------''----·-· -~----- -------
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agreed to remove this land

I
!

from the areas to be
considered for development
in consideration of
Brinsley's objection.

Throughout Ashfield District
Council's Local Planning
process and also throughout
the JUSt Neighbourhood
Planning process it was
determined to continue to
leave this narrow green belt
gap between Underwood
and Brinsley undeveloped to
avoid the coalescence of the
two settlements. As a result
of the JUSt consultations in
Underwood the green belt
area encompassed by
Winter Closes, Underwood
was left untouched, even as
far north as the former pit
site in Underwood. Having
worked hard to maintain
the green belt in this area
from Ashfield's side we
would consider this site's
encroachment into the
green belt to be significant
and would not be in support
of it as an alternative site in
its current proposed form.
Seven Trent
Water

·~. ~-------

....

__ _____ _ j I

Provided surface water is
managed sustainably and is
not connected to the foul
, sewerage system then no
: sewer capacity issues are
envisage with either option.
It is assumed that surface
water from both
developments would be
discharged to the nearby
watercourse but
consultation with
Nottinghamshire County
Council in their role as Lead
Local Flood Authority is
recommended to ensure
the development does not
increase surface water flood
..........._
risk.

__
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T.

The existing public foul
sewers cross both of the
: development sites.
•Option 1 has a foul sewer
passing through a small part
of the site to the north-east
and so is unlikely to be
affected by development
proposals.
•Option 2 has a 300mm
diameter foul sewer passing
directly through the central
spine of the site and so to
accommodate new
I
development is likely to
'I
require diverting.
Should any of the public
sewers require a diversion
the developer would be
liable to fund the cost of the
work.
Nottinghamshire Option 2:
Support Parish Council Building
Option 2 is more continuous
Preservation
with existing centre to the
Trust
North of Cordy lane.
Physical links will more
easily be established.
Support Option 2 -would
Friends of
Brinsley
not have negative impact on
Headstocks
wildlife.
Option 1 would have
I
J
unfavourable impact on
ecology of the Headstocks
nature reserve. SINC site
adjacent to option 1 potential impact on Willow
I
tit -on red list for
conservation). Development
would cause drainage
problems for the brook
which regularly floods and
would have negative impact
on pond (which has
received confirmation of
funding to be constructed).
t--·--··-Nottinghamshire Support Option 2 as least
damaging allocation in
Wildlife Trust
terms of biodiversity.

I
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I immediately adjacent to

! Brinsley Headstocks lNR

I

1
and associated local
1
. Wildlife Sites, Brinsley Brook '
Grassland LWS (5/2302) and
1
Brinsley Headst ocks LWS
(5/3405), which are
identified for their botanical
interest. The wildlife value
of Brinsley Headstocks,
which has been well
recorded, may be harmed
by any substantial increases
in recreat ional use, w hich
would be inevitable if
Option lls taken forward .

i The LNR and adjacent land
is considered locally by
members of the Friends
Group and others who carry
1
out regular birdwatching
locally, as being more
valuable for birds. This is
certainly likely because the
LNR itself supports more
structural diversity in its
habitats, with areas of
woodland, plantation,
hedges alongside meadows
and the Brinsley Brook
These features are largely
lacking from land within
Option 2, which is
predominantly arable. The
LNR currently has good,
J. stro ng habit at connect ivity
' along the brook and to
Saints Coppice to the north,
which could be adversely
affected by built
development if Option 1 is
taken forward.
Option 1 contains areas of
permanent grassland
whereas the majority of
land within option 2 is
mainly arable, which
contains no known
botanical interest is less
valuable in wildlife terms,

21
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apart from hedges which we
would !ike to see sensitively
retained within any
1
development.
1 - - - - - - - - t - - - : . . _ _ - - - - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... --·- ---··-~
Greasley Parish
Option 1 constitutes an
The purpose of Green Belt is to prevent
incursion into shared Green
neighbouring settlements from merging; preventing
Belt area between the two
development in a Parish from touching a
Parishes and eastern
neighbouring Parish boundary is not a purpose of the
boundary of site
Green Belt.
immediately abuts common
boundary. If Option 1 is
carried forward then the
eastern edge should be
established as a defensible
boundary to prevent
I
' detrimental impact on
adjacent Green Belt land.
The design of the resulting
development should also
preclude future access
:. being achievable across the
common boundary.
1
Option 2 is preferred by
; Brinsley Parish and Greasley
: offer their support. Other
) matters arising are for the
1 determination of Brinsley on

I

~

:.

c.~~;;!/.

L

t-L,n:

f'Y\"nin~ ;;,:'r·'

·~- - ----· ~- -- ------------:-_.> :· '.:..:·.?~::'_::~::_:-.:~.'::...'.~--~-~.!:: -·-;--- - i i)!Yi:k~ ;1 ~ L:; t!=e ~Ji c-:~·~"'!(l't;O
~ site for the Parish Council
1
It can easily accommodate

1e il.:'r(rpP.t- rmo; 2-HJ.r.:d their
~nt~nLOi~

tc

proc~t'-r.i

;n""irt~.~a~ete:i-y otfte .;;~i;l:.'"tTv:n;

is gained from Broxtowe BC.
Site has access onto Cordy
lane with robust traffic
calming currently under
review by developer.
Walking and cycling routes
would integrate the site into
the community.
Natural play area to blend
with adjacent countryside is
also proposed.
Site is unaffected by any
significant environmental or
wildlife issues and no
i
flooding issues present.
Small area of site used as a
sewer pit was removed

L

~----
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lI

from use and would present
no contamination risk
although it would be subject
to testing.

Cllr John
Handley

I

~tte

I

Promoter

1 (s) (Owner I

Agent/
Developer)

----·-

l

~ ---·- ----- ----·----·

Object to Option 2
Lack of defensible boundary
;
will result in the ··---------·-r.....--.
. . . ___
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Other Developers I Landowners

I

----------·---

~ ---

P Routeledge

I

Option 1 does not narrow the gap between two
Option 1 would narrow the
settlements to any significant degree.
gap between two
settlements and would
ignore the purpose of the
greenbelt by allowing
encroachment into the
countryside. This was
opposed by Historic England
in the Green Belt Review.
Proximity to the headstocks
heritage site which relies on
open aspect within the
Natural England have no objection
protected landscape of the
village.
Borders a heritage nature
reserve and wildlife corridor
and development would
cause catastrophic
disturbance to this location
with no suitable re~location
site for wildlife.
Access requirements to the
site needs clarification.
Site chosen by the people of
Brinsley
M eets t he needs of the
council to provide houses
and the requirements of
Brinsley through provision
of larger family homes and
smaller retirement style
I
properties.
Does not visibly encroach
j
onto the Green Belt and
;
does not form coalescence
with Greasley.
l

1
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i coalesrPnce of Brinsley and
tI lJ !l (,•f:fWOtl d

j

I

I

!' Major road safety concerns

I

I

i regarding access to the

! highway

j Site was found unsuitable
j through the Core Strategy
Rejected in Tribal
Previously rejected by the
Parish Council
Potential site contamination
issues from previous use
Whole of zone 4 (as shown
in Green Belt review) should
be allocated or safeguarded
for future
housing/employment
development
Site 376 abuts existing
residential housing, sewers
are already on site and a
willing developer is in place.
There are existing safe
accesses onto Church Lane.

I

!

---·--~--------------- --,.. ~-- -·

----

Pubhc

Support Option 1

-

---

Core Strategy:
Core Strategy Inspector endorsed
Option 1.
The §reen Belt:
Has a defensible boundary that would
not cause coalescence issues with
Greasley Parish . Although the two
I
Parishes share a boarder there is no
development in Greasley near the s'.•<:.
Site is contained
Roads and Traffic Issues:
r
o
Roa:; s<m~ty
needs to be consrdered to
stop speeding cars and signage for
children crossing should be installed.
• Traffic Lights should be used whichever
option is chosen
•
Traffic Survey required
• All surrourrcllng road:> arc busy
(particularly A608)- concern about any

The Core Strategy Inspector did not endorse any
specific site development in Brinsley.

•
•

•

-

------·

-

•

.:.j

'
I

j The purpose of Green Belt is to prevent
, neighbouring settlements from merging; preventing
I
( development in a Parish from touching a
neighbouring Parish boundary is not a purpose of the
Green Belt.

i

I

I
l

1

I

,
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iro

rflt: ViH<'l[Jl~

Schools and access to facilities:
• issue with !;choa!:.· h ':lrir::b:y and
Eastwood.
• Need more facilities for d!lld.n~n ar.c
·r0enagerr;.
• Doctors needed
• Children will have safe access to the
recreation ground and picnic area
without having to cross the main road.
• Option 1 closer to amenities and
p:r.yl r;~ ~iC::!df.

Wildlife:
• Would not interfere with the views of
open countryside or of the Headstocks
Heritage and Wildlife site.
Impact on the village:
• Option 1 will keep village balanced and
breathe life into the heart of the village
• Preferred site for people in Brinsley and
Broxtowe BC
• Least disruptive option and can be
screened by trees
• Doesn't affect as many properties as
option 2 (including impact on property
values)
• Previously used for coal industry
• Would feel like an integral part of the
village, would be close to local
amenities and would provide
opportunity for children to integrate
with existing children using the
recreation ground and Headstockschildren should be encouraged to use
the green spaces within the village.
o
The village does not have a centre,
however the recreations ground, Parish
Hall and convergence of routes in and
out of the village would suggest that
option 1 is nearest to the centre.
• Pedestrian routes made directly from
Church lane onto the recreation
ground would encourage shared use
community green space- will promote
cohesion and reduce isolation.
• Nearest to the existing bus stop.
• Church Lane site part of existing village
layout and fits within the natural curve

Obj~::h:::n

2:

Impact on property value is not a planning
consideration.

j

I
I

l ___________________j

__________
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The; Qr..~CW. Belt::_
•

o

"

•
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•

•

•
•
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•
•

•

•

Coalescence issues between Brinsley
and Underwood, Winters Close in
Underwood is very close to option 2
site.
Ashfield proposed to build at Winters
Close and Brinsley Parish Council
strongly objected to that as did several
local residents. Cannot understand why
Brinsley Parish Council are now
advocating a suite which will do the
same thing they were objecting to.
Tribal2010 stated that this area should
be avoided due to coalescence risk with
underwood and lack of defensible
boundary.
Will lose the 'green break' between the
two settlements of Brinsley and
Underwood.
last Inspector said there should be no
building on Option 2 due to
coalescence between Brinsley and
Underwood, if this happens both
villages will lose their identity.
Green Belt across the border in Ashfield :
is being maintained- this is inconsistent
with their approach.
Building option 2 would blur the
boundary between Brinsley and
Underwood.
Option 2 will lead to urban spread
Not suitable due to proximity with
Ashfield boundary
No defensible boundary
Encroachment into the countryside
Development would reduce the gap
between Brinsley and Underwood and
proximity of site to boundary line
would create coalescence.
Reduction in the gap would be
significant when travelling towards
Underwood as there would be no gaps
in the main road frontage.
Important part of the Green Belt giving
feel of open countryside to the village
and provides a 'soft edge' to the
existing line of development.
losing the Green Belt here would result
in a continuous urban sprawl between
settlements and would defeat the
object of safeguarding the countryside
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,

I Roads and Traffic Issues:
A608 extremely busy and to add traffic
I
close to a corner is unacceptable.
1

•

i

•

Concern about other business that
have entrances in close proximity to
the new access (including a nursing
home)
:;, Speeding and overtaking on Cordy lane
is a serious existing problem.
·;) Impact of extra traffic on congestion at
Nuthall Island
• Concern about congestion generally in
Brinsley and the additional pollution
this will create
•
Very bad bend in the road for accesswould be dangerous
• Access to the site would be from a
dangerous blind bend -to guard
against the existing high volume of
traffic and the excessive speed of some
vehicles then serious traffic calming
measures would be required to avoid
serious risk. The cost of these measures
is likely to be prohibitive.
Schools and access to facilities:
Q
Would not be close to amenities and
would be out on a limb at the furthest
1
end of the village.
Site would not integrate with r·hr:' rest
of the village.
l andscape:
" Result in loss of green space visible
from Cordy Lane.
Impact on the village:
• Development of Option 2 will take
away rural feel of the village and
h:::l.:.rita':: \·o r -_:,Hdfih:.
• Option 2 is nearly out of the village
•
Will have an impact on a larger number
of existing properties in the village.
Contamination and land stability:
• Serious contamination due to the site
being a pit head with ground instability
including pit shafts (shown on historical
map).
• Site has significant former mine
workings which will cause issues for
large number of properties on the site
and 'sink hole' can be seen in car park
of Yew Tree pub which is one of many
mine_
shafts
in immediate
area.
_ __
_ _.:..;_.:....;_;__;;.
_
_
_ _--L..__ _• • • - - -- - · - -- I

l

l
I

•
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Sited on co ntaminated la~dfrom
earlier sewage and mining activities.
i
• Subsidence in t he car park of the Yew
:
Tree Pub
!
1
Flooding:
• Badly floods (overland)
1
l
1
Stream to the southwest already floods j
I
and badly affects bordering residentsnatural soak away affect will be
removed and is likely to lead to further
significant flooding.
•
3 streams which channel water from
the fields under the main road
•
Parts ofthe site are wet and boggy and
therefore drainage/flood risk should be
considered.
Footpaths:
m
Would have an impact on footpaths
Electricity:
o
There is a 33KV overhead power line
crossing the site -this represents
serious health and safety concerns
unless under-grounded or re-routed
(which would have significant cost
implications).
Broxtowe Borough Council is the local Authority
Parish Council:
undertaking the consultation and the information
• Option 2 has been chosen by the Parish
relating to the two sites on the BBC website was
Council based on inadequate
clear. Access to the response forms was available on
consultation and following
the BBC website a nd paper copies at various
recommendations of the
locations. Allegations about poor consultation on the
Neighbourhood Plan steering group,
part of Brinsley PC or the narrow margin of support ,
some of who have a vested interest in
should not detract from the clearly stated position of i
the choice of the site. The response of
the
P_ar.ish Cou~~il that they are in support of Option ;
the consultation between the two sites
2.
Thrs IS a pos1t1on both as the Parish Council and
was very close however it is being
Neighbourhood Planning group that they are
reported as an overwhelming majority.
entitled to come to.
o
lack of transparency within the Parish
Council and some people were refused
a response form.
o
Developer of site 2 was given
opportunity to present to residents
which was not given to developer of
Option 1.
Plans in t he consultation do not match
those being displayed at Brinsley Parish
Hall which shows significantly larger
area of land.
•

~-

~

I

I

. - · ··· - - - - - - -~ -l
~P"t;bll;_ --. -------- ... :· ·- -- - ----- ·- ..... -·-- -- ···--·-- ·-- ··- L- ··
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•

Closer to Underwood but far enough
away to prevent coalescence.
• Has less effect on the Green Belt
• Too close to Ashfield' s boundary and
not enough room for all of the houses
proposed.
• Considerable distance from Underwood
and should not be a problem with
Ashfield.
o Separate from Ashfield boundary by a
working farm
Roads and Traffic Issues:
• Can be better accessed via a miniroundabout I large traffic island from
Cordy Lane which would also act as a
traffic calming measure.
• Can access onto Cordy Lane w ithout
turning onto blind corner
o
Could access from Winters Close - to
alleviate traffic issues in Brinsley
,
Could second road be used to access
site from Broad Lane? Or upgrade
footpath to be a road
• Traffic in the village already busy.
,., Yew Tree Pub site could be used to
make access to site better
• Right at end of village where people are
likely to exit for the motorway- ideal
location for Junction 27 commuters
• Would welcome speed cameras
• Poor bus service to village
o
More stringent speed restrictions and
weight limit restriction for heavy goods
vehicles should be considered.
Schools and access to facilities:
• A local shop should be included in the
development to prevent more traffic at
existing shop.
o
Site has easy access to bus stops and
shops especially for older generations
and infirm particularly wheelchair
users.
• School upgrade to be considered
Wildlife:
• Option 2 has low wildlife value
• Wildlife buffer zone needed
•
Low value for wildlife- uninteresting
botanically
Footpaths:
• Option 2 would have less impact on
,_
___J____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ___
'the lines' walking route
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•

Physical links can be more easily
established
• Footpaths to school and shops without
crossing the road
I Flooding:
j
• Less issue with flooding
• Careful consideration of flood risk
needed as ground is heavy clay with
underground springs
Heritage:
• This site will not encroach on the

l

Future Development:
• Option 2 could be extended when/if
needed to build more houses in the
same area.
Impact on the village:
• Option 2 consolidates the village.
• Closer to existing residential
development.
•

less impact on views enjoyed by
tourists and villagers- Less visual
impact on the village
• Already part ofthe residential area.
Design/ type of development:
• In part it boarders an industrial area
which should be developed first.
•
Bungalows for the elderly should br:
considered
• All dwellings should be built with solar
panels as standard

Object to Option 1:
t The Green Belt:
•

Option 1 would have a bigger impact
on the Green Belt between Brinsley
and Eastwood.
• Would spoil beautiful views across the
Green Belt.
• Would encroach into the countryside.
o
Will cause coalescence with Greasley
boundary narrowing the distance
between settlements
• Roundabout to access the site would
be dangerous- accidents have already
taken place on the corner.
• Projects into attractive open
countryside would create new
settlement on previously undeveloped
location
t.....__ _......._;__:__;___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -----~-------------·---------- -
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Schools and access to facilities:
•

Land next to playing fields should be
made available for sports and leisure
facilities.
Wildlife:
• Nearer to environmentally sensitive
areas (i.e. Nature Reserve, Brinsley
Brook and 'Long Meadow' and Brinsley I
Headstocks)
'
Redwing and Fieldfare h~d in fields
and hedgerows
• Option 1 would have a negative impact
on wildlife and the brook
•
Children and cats would adversely
affect the w ildlife
• Will impact on people feeding the
wildlife
Flooding:
o
Option 1 more likely to flood
Heritage:
• View of Brinsley Village across to the
Headstocks would be lost if Option 1
were developed.
• Should not be disturbing all the work
that has taken place around the
headstocks.
• links to DH Lawrence important on
Option 1
• View from Church Lane is unique and
attracts tourists from around the world
-impact on tourism
Future Development:
• If building is allowed near the
Headstocks then more will follow.
Impact on the village:
• Option 1 would completely alter t he
character of the village by reducing the
open views admired by villages and
tourists.
Option 1 would spoil the green fields
feel of Brinsley Park and playing fields
which are a well-used focal point of the
village.
o
Option 1 is separate to the existing
village
o
Highly visible
• Peace and tranquilly of the village
would be affected
• Would cause light pollution at night in
an area which enjoyed starlight
previously
'-----~.,.;__--..!...._ _ _ _ ___ - - ·- ·---· - - ' - - - - - - -- -- - - - •
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I~ Number of public toilets in Brinsley

I
I

o

•

•
•
•

•

•

e

should be addressed if more residents
are proposed .
The village will require new services
which don't exist i.e. GP practice, Police
post and bus service
Where will all the children be
schooled?
Additional parking problems around
Brinsley school need to be considered
Brinsley will become a through road
with all the building in Eastwoodplanning should prevent making
Brinsley residents lives difficult
If count one off houses being built then
the 110 figure should come down.
(Suggestion that 20 would be
adequate).
Building either option will mean tf·,dt lt
will cease to be a 'village' - Only
remaining village in Broxtowe
Green Belt should be developed r1s a
last resort- have all brownfield sites
'J',slt.~ :~ l ~ ~ h~ h:-;;·c:~J~ ~· i.::ttf~ i1 ._o t, s~~ ~~ r,...:d"r·

o

0

•

( ;;-:·~ ~<~ r··i i. h~~ ·;: t' \;ns~~ ~ t.~~~·'J t1 ·,~.: iUco<l t: n~~c~

indefinitely and the cost implications
Unethical to build on the Green Beltsingle dwellings refused by 110
acceptable?

l

I

CoLtlrJ cr.. ,1z.trJ~::r tl ~-:v:=~c. :;;•)f!, e; pn::.,h:.rcks:·; :

!
._____
n.•_
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of sites + other potentials rather than

i
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o

Brownfield Site behind the Durham Ox should be used for old folks home

•

Halls Lane - no working farms and access would be safer from the main road ar!d t hr.:.:
possible access options.

•
•

Brow nfield site on Main Street for elderly accomodation
Bottom of Whitehead Drive and Windsmoor Road (Gypsy Fields)
The Old Yew Tree pub
Green Belt from bottom of Broad Lane to Jacksdale
Disused Barracks in Broxtowe that should be built on instead.
Site of A610 behind Warburtons factory- cleared and whilst allocated for employment
development it could provide housing.

t:

o

•
•
•
•
•
•

Empty plot on Cordy Lane two doors up from ~ow\ Pavillion.
Chetwynd Barracks at Chilwell
Birnhams site at Brookhill l ees
Church Lane -near to Headstocks - much easier for accesssites close to school should be
reconsidered

•

Top end of Brinsley Hill- would affect less people and properties could overlook Erewash
Valley
Land Left of Main Street
Top of Broad Lane towards Jacksdale
Should consider not building at all

•
•
•

L_~ -~~te-op~osite the Post Offi: (ad~•:_"~-to :''·"
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APPENDIX3
Policies
Policy XX: Housing size, mix and choice
~------------------------------------------------------------,

l 1. Affordable housing should be provided at the newly-allocated sites at Awsworth,

!

Bramcote, Brinsley, Stapleford and Toton or for any site within the Green Belt
comprising 10 or more dwellings at a proportion of 30% or more.
2.
Affordable
housing should be provided at the newly-allocated site at Kimberley at
1
~
a proportion of 20% or more.
1 3. For other proposals for development of more than 10 units within Use Classes C2
'
or C3, affordable housing should be provided at the following proportions:
• 'Beeston' submarket: 30% or more;
• 'Eastwood' submarket: 10% or more;
• 'Kimberley' submarket: 20% or more;
.
• 'Stapleford' submarket: 10% or more.
\ 4 . Any applications which propose less affordable housing than is indicated in parts
·
1, 2 and 3 of this policy must be accompanied by a viability assessment.
5. Affordable housing provision should be made on site, unless there are exceptional
circumstances. Affordable properties should be integrated with market housing
and should be of a similar size, type and external style as the market housing.
6. Developments of market and affordable housing should provide an appropriate
mix of house size, type, tenure and density to ensure that the needs of the
residents of all parts of the Borough are met.
7. For developments of more than 10 dwellings, at least 10% of dwellings should
comply with optional requirement M4(2) of the Building Regulations regarding
.
'accessible and adaptable dwellings'.
G. For developments of more than 20 dwellings, at least 5% of provision should be in
the form of serviced plots for !':t \7-·h'··buf~~; or custom-build, and/or custom-build
1 homes by other delivery routes.

i

.
I
!

Justification
As recognised m the Council's Corporate Plan and Housing Strategy, there is an
urgent need to maximise the delivery of affordable housing in the Borough. It is
however also essential that expectations of affordable housing provision should not
harm delivery by making developments unviable. Parts 1, 2 and 3 of the policy
therefore strike a balance between the two objectives. The electoral wards included
in each submarket are given below and relate to the urban areas of each ward and
not the Green Belt which is considered under the Green Belt part of the policy (part
1). The point that affordable housing will be expected to be provided on Green Belt
sites should not be taken as support for development in such locations which is
restricted in other polices in this Local Plan, the Core Strategy and the NPPF:
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The Beeston sub-market comprises wards of Attenborough and Chilwell East,
Beeston Central, Beeston North, Beeston Rylands, Beeston West, Bramcote,
Chilwei! West, and Toton and Chilwell Meadows;
The Eastwood sub-market comprises the wards of Eastwood Hall, Eastwood
Hilltop, Eastwood St Marys, Brinsley and Greasley;
The Kimberley submarket comprises the wards of Kimberley, Nuthall East and
Strelley, Watnall and Nuthall West, and Awsworth , Cossall and Trowell;
The Stapleford sub-market comprises the wards of Stapleford North,
Stapleford South East and Stapleford South West.

The viability assessments referred to in part 4 of the policy must include a
declaration, from :1 director ;·;~· person of similar standing of the applicant company,
that:
•

•

The assessment is a true and fair reflection of the viability of the proposed
development and that costs and values in the assessment are consistent with
those within viability assessments that have been undertaken for internal or
financial purposes; and
The company undertaking the assessment has not been incentivised
according to the outcome of the viability process or the level of planning
obligations that the applicant is required to provide.

In the interests of transparency and public confidence in the planning process.
viability assessments will be made publicly available alongside other application
documents, unless there are exceptional circumstances. The Council does not
consider it appropriate for an appraisal to apply a fixed land value as an input which
is based on a price paid for land or an aspirational sum sought by a landowner. Any
permission granted contrary to parts 1, 2 or 3 of the policy on the basis of a viability
assessment will be subject to a clause requiring viability to be reviewed in the future.
With regard to part 6 of the policy, the appropriate mix of size, type, tenure and
density will ~;c. assessed in liaison between the Council's housing ~m(,.: planning
departments, in accordance with the Council's Housing Strategy.
Given the relatively high proportion of elderly people in the borough, it is important
that a sufficient proportion of new housing makes appropriate provision for people
with mobility issues. Part 7 of the policy addresses this matter.
Self-build and custom-build dwellings can help to meet the needs of local people
who have expressed interest in this form of development via the Council's Register.
They can also provide a boost to small-scale local housebuilders and add to the
variety of housing provision. Part 8 of the policy is intended to help in these regards.

What the Aligned Core Strategy says
Policy 8.5 sets a 30% affordable housing target for Broxtowe and policy 8.6 says that
any local variation in affordable housing requirements, and the mix and threshold for
affordable housing, will be set out in part 2 Local Plans.
Policy 8.2 says that part 2 Local Plans will define a proportion of homes that should
be capable of being adapted ·fc suit the lifetime of its occupants.
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What consultation responses say
In response to the 'Issues and Options' consultation there were representations in
support of having a local policy. There were suggestions that Neighbourhood Plans
could deal with the issues, that any policy should be flexible and that custom/selfbuild could form part of affordable provision . At the 'Topics Workshops' various
opinions were expressed on several issues, including: whether or not affordable
housing requirements should vary across the borough; the appropriateness of
various size thresholds; the importance of 'flexibility'; the merits of on-site and off-site
provision; the extent to which associated viability assessments should be made
public; and the potential for a Supplementary Planning Document.

What other relevant information says
The 'Nottingham Core Viability Update Study' (September .7:o·: ~1), which updates the
'Nottingham Core Affordable Housing Viability Assessment' (October 2009},
indicates that the percentage figures used in the policy are likely to be appropriate.
The Aligned Core Strategy 'Housing Background Paper' (June 2012) and its
'Addendum' (May 2013) refer to potential levels of net affordable housing need per
annum (taken from the 'Nottingham Core Strategic Housing Market Assessment
Needs Updates' of 2009 and 2012) of 445 and 535 respectively. They also note that:
"Evidence clearly indicates that achieving this level of provision through the planning
system is unviable".
Broxtowe's 'Corporate Plan 2016-2020' defines one of the Council's five 'priorities'
as being: "A good quality affordable home for all residents of Broxtowe".
Broxtowe's 'Housing Strategy 2015-2020' notes that the borough contains a higher
proportion of older people than the national average. It also notes the importance of
achieving "the highest possible delivery of new affordable homes".

Strategic policy context
Aligned Core Strategy Policy 8: Housing Size, Mix and Choice

i Monitoring
!

i The
l

following indicators will be monitored, in accordance with the monitoring
i arrangements in the Aligned Core Strategy:
J
• Completions by dwelling type, size and ~~:r)ur0:
i • Affordable housing completions by type, size and tenure. -----~--
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Policy XX: Gypsies and Travellers
The Borough Council has a need tu find two pitches for Gypsies and Travellers
and will work with its neighbouring planning authorities to identify a suitable site or
sites within Greater Nottingham to ensure this need is met.
_ _ _ _ _,_j
Justification
The Council will take a pro-active approach to ensure provision to meet identified
need. Notwithstanding this, it may be that sites are promoted by the private sector.
Any such proposals will be assessed against the criteria of policy 9.2 of the Aligned
Core Strategy; suitable locations within tr; ~: urban area are more likely to be
appropriate.
This policy does not deal with Travelling Showpeople, '!VfKJ are not of a defined
ethnicity but rather follow a particular economic occupation. As noted in the Gypsy &
Traveller Accommodation Assessment (referred to below), the most appropriate
planning approach is therefore considered to be to respond to demand as it
emerges, should sites be proposed for Travelling Showpeople use.
What the Aligned Core Strategy says
Policy 9 says that part 2 Local Plans will allocate sites in accordance with ihe
evidence base.
V"\fhat consultation responses say
There were no representations on this issue in response to the ·;~-~\;_~~:.:::: and Options'
consultation. At the 'Topics Workshops' there were comments that: a criteria-based
policy might be more appropriate than site allocations; Council-owned land might be
considered; and previously-developed sites might be allocated on an interim basis
prior to development for other purposes.
What other relevant information says
The 'South Nottinghamshire Gypsy & Traveller Accommodation Assessment 20142029' was published in January 2016. It covers Broxtowe, Gedling, Nottingham City
and Rushcliffe. It identifies a need of 2 pitches for Broxtowe for the period 20142Di~?. It also suggests that the majority of this need relates ~o i.h(~ period 2014-2019.
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Strategic policy context

Aligned Core Strategy Policy 9: Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople
' Monitoring
~

j

In accordance with the monitoring arrangements in the Aligned Core Strategy, thej
number of pitches will be monitored which are allocated, granted permission and
implemented.
Beeston Town Centre will follow the design work progressing and will include an
evening economy emphasis with cinema, public realm, eating and drinking at ground
floor with significant residential above (100 units)
HS2 will follow the approach already endorsed at Cabinet with flexibility to respond
to changing circumstances.
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Summary of additional policies and allocations not previously considered by
Committee
Policies
Town Centres
All four town centres of Beeston, Eastwood, Kimberley and Stapleford are to have
their town centre boundaries reduced to include the retail core of each centre, but to
exclude areas comprising housing or other uses which are not considered necessary
to include within the Town Centre boundary. There are policies requiring a more
proactive effort to secure the re-use of upper floors as part of development
proposals. In combination this approach is intended to secure more compact and
walkable centres with more efficient use of land to improve their vitality and viability,
at the same time as securing a greater likelihood of housing proposals coming
forward in locations on the edge of the centres and on upper floors within them.
The area along Chilwell Road/ High Road bounded by the Chilwell Road Methodist
Church at the east and Bartons site at the west is designated as a Centre of
Neighbourhood Importance. This area is complementary to Beeston Town Centre
with an encouragement in the policy for a mix of residential and commercial
properties of relatively small size with a focus on the evening economy.
For edge of or out of centre retail, an impact threshold of 500 square metres
floorspace is applied to prot~::.Gi the vitality and viability of town centres.
Allocations
The land ::.,Ot.-!tn of Beeston Square (Phase 2) i~ allocated fn: mixed use development
including a cinema, a mix of uses adding to the evening economy and 100 homes.
There is a requirement for a landmark building to provide a gateway into Beeston
from the south.
The HS2 Strategic Location for growth is allocated for mixed use development and
also comprises key development requirements beyond the end of this plan period in
2028. For development up to 2028, 500 homes are required at a minimum density of
40 dwellings to the hectare, plus supporting infrastructure. Beyond the plan period
there are requirements for a mixed use 'innovation village' comprising large scale
employment development blended with green infrastructure in close proximity to the
station, comprehensive links to and through the central residential area of the site
connecting Chetwynd Barracks with the site via the tram, walking and cycling routes,
with a multi-use bridge going over the station to allow the tram to be extended further
and providing links between the HS2 station, Stapleford and Long Eaton. Aspirations
are set out to secure the relocation of the sewage works and electricity substation
with a further ambition to secure a new purpose built School for George Spencer
Academy within the site, potentially as part of a new education/leisure campus on
the eastern side of Toton/ Stapleford Lane.
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Other issues
The Plan includes several policies which have been added since the committee
meetings of 23 February and 16 March 2017 and WhiCh have not therefore been
considered previously by members:
• Policy 15, 'Housing size, mix and choice': Sets percentage requirements for
the provision of affordable housing in various parts of the borough. Requires
viability assessments for applications with smaller percentage provision.
Requires provision to be on-site, unless there are exceptional circumstances,
and requires affordable provision to be integrated with market housing.
Requires a mix of house size, type, tenure and density. Requires a proportion
of dwellings to be accessible and adaptable for disabled people. Requires a
proportion of provision to be in the form of self-build and/or custom-build.
o Policy 16, 'Gypsies and Travellers': Commits the Council to identifying a site
within the existing built-up area to provide two pitches for Gypsies and
Travellers.
o Policy 18, 'Shopfronts, signage and security measures': Sets criteria for the
assessment of applications, including a requirement that two thirds of the area
of shutters should comprise an open grille or large slots.
• Policy 20, 'Air Quality': Sets criteria for the assessment of applications,
including requirements for the provision of electric vehicle charging points.
• Policy 25, 'Culture, Tourism and Sport': Encourages proposals that make
provision for sports pitches, in particular for children, or which enhances the
borough's tourism offer.
• Policy 26, 'Travel Plans': Expects the submission iir a Travel Plan with -~-1t
applications for 10 or more dwellings.
• Policy 29, 'Cemetery extensions': Allocates and protects land for cemetery
extensions at Chilwell and Brinsley.
o
Policy 30, 'Landscape': Requires developments to be consistent with the
guidelines of the Greater Nottingham Landscape Character Assessment.

In addition, changes have been made to the presentation of some of the policies
which have previously been considered by members:
Q
Several previously separate policies have been amalgamated in policy 28,
'Green Infrastructure Policies', policy 31, 'Biodiversity Assets', and policy 25,
'Culture, Tourism and Sport'.
• F. previously separate policy on 'design for biodiversity' has been incorporated
in the policy 17, 'Place-making and design'.
.. A previously separate policy on 'developer contributions for green space' has
been incorporated in policy 32, 'Developer Contributions'.
~ Policy 17, 'Place-making and design' has also been expanded to include
references to sites within, or released from, the Green Belt.
• Policy 9, 'Retention of good quality employment sites' has been expanded (c
include references to local environmental and amenity issues.
• Part of policy 22, 'Minerals', has been transferred to the 'justification' text
• Several previously separate policies have been amalgamated in policy 19,
'Pollution, Hazardous Substances and Ground Conditions'
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Report of the Director of Legal and Planning Services
--------- -- -·----l

[&~BERLEY JO~S FAIR
1.

·---- -I

Purpose of report
To update members cf the Committee on the Kimberley Jobs Fair.

2.

Information
On 24 April 2017 a jt"tbs fair took place in Kimberley at the Town Hall
which was organised by the Senior Economic Development Officer.
The fair featured a range of employers including Caunton Engineering,
New College Nottingham, SOLO consultants and RAF Nottingham.
The main aim of the fair was to provide a forum where employers and
job seekers could meet one another, which may ultimately lead to job
opportunities in the future and have an impact on reducing
unemployment levels within Broxtowe. Promoting job opportunities is
also a main strand of both the Council's Service Plan and the
Economic Regeneration Strategy.
An update on the feedback received from this event will be reported
verbally on the evening.
Moving forward , it is the intention to undertake regular jobs fairs across
the Borough and this will be reflected in the amended delivery plan that
accompanies the revised Economic Regeneration Strategy, which will
be put before this Committee later this year.
--- -- ----- -~---- - -- - -- - -- -- · -

1

Recommendation

1 The Committee is asked to NOTE the report.

Background papers
Nil
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Jobs and Economy Committee- 6 July 2017
Late/ Additional items

1. The new policies referred to in the report are in Appendix 4 and the finalised
version of the Gypsy and Travellers policy is on page 104 of the Draft Local
plan. This policy states'A suitable site will be identified within the existing built up area to
accommodate the requirement for two pitches for Gypsies and Travellers to
ensure the identified need is met. This provision will be made by 2019.'
2. Bramcote.
The Neighbourhood Forum have requested that the Bramcote site remains in
the Green Belt, The site of the School is allocated for Local Green Space or
publicly owned Leisure Centre, the School site is not permitted to be 'white
space' or brownfield, the forum has adopted a housing target for Bramcote of
236 dwellings over the lifetime of the plan of which 180 are already accounted
for as being built, under construction or with planning permission, and the very
special circumstances to allow development in the Green Belt do not include
the financia l difficulties that may apply.
3. Beeston.
It is requested by local residents that the 'Horses Field' off Cornwall Avenue is
not built on.
4. Brinsley.
Additional information submitted by a site promoter to the rear on Broad Lane
(SHLAA site 681 which is not part of either Option 1 or Option 2)
• Rather than relying on one parcel of land to be released a number of smaller
sites should be released to sensitively absorb the housing requirements.
• Smaller sites would mitigate and/or minimise any negative impacts on the
character of the surrounding countryside and the Green Belt.
• 1.5ha site discreetly nestled behind the dwellings along Broad Lane and
Clumber Avenue, wider landscape gives site enclosed nature.
• Situated (in part) at a lower level to the other proposed housing site options.
• Landscape character of the site is 'unremarkable' and is contained both in
extent and visually.
• Development of the site would not impinge on the openness of the wider
Green Belt and any cross-boundary issue of coalescence with Underwood.
• Access would be gained from the demolition of number 145 Broad Lane
(which is unclassified two-way road with footways on either side). Visibility
splays can be achieved in both directions.

•

Site is well served by public transport and number of trips is unlikely to have
detrimental impact on existing highways network.
Issues with other site(s):
Criticism of each of Option 1 and Option 2.

5. Comments from and relating to Brinsley Parish Council
Additional correspondence from the Parish Council raising concerns about the
report and allegations contained within it including about the Parish Council's
consultation process and references to previous inspectors reports.
Additional correspondence of which one letter
concerns summarised within the officer report
process undertaken by the Parish Council. In
expressed for Option 1 and concern expressed
relation to the Neighbourhood Plan steering group

is anonymous re-iterating
regarding the consultation
addition there is support
at the process involved in

6. Additional correspondence from the promoters of Option 1. Following a query
raised about land ownership at the proposed access point to Option 1 the
response is belowFurther to the recent options consultation for Brinsley, I would like to explicitly
confirm for the avoidance of any doubt that my clients Mr and Mrs T. Anthony
hold full ownership of all of the lands contained within option 1 (H198).
Furthermore, their title is unimpeded by any loans or mortgages against their
land holding.

Details
Agent
Please provide your client's name
Your Details
Title

Miss

Name

Claire Appleby

Organisation (If responding on behalf of an
organisation)
Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Would you like to be contacted regarding future
planning policy consultations?

Yes

If you wish to comment on more than one issue you will need to submit a form for each representation.

Policy relates to
Please specify what your comment relates to
Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph number

Policies Map

5: Brinsley Site
Allocation

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Question 2
Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be:
2.1 Legally compliant

Yes

2.2 Compliant with the duty to co-operate

Yes

2.3 Sound

Yes

Additional details
Please give details of why you consider this part of
no issue
the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is unsound or
does not comply with the duty to co-operate.
Alternatively, if you wish to support any of these
aspects please provide details.

Question 4
Question 4: Modifications sought

Sustainability
Appraisal

Other (e.g. omission,
evidence document
etc.)

Please set out what modification(s) you consider
necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant
or sound. You will need to say why this modification
will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound.

road safety / traffic calming needs to be addressed, cars already excel the speeding
limit on cordy / church lane.
primary school development to be cater for the influx of young people.

Question 5
Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification, do
you consider it necessary to participate at the public
examination?
If you wish to participate at the public examination,
please outline why you consider this to be necessary

No

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Claire Wright
19 September 2017 11:12
Policy
Re: BROXTOWE PART 2 LOCAL PLAN - PUBLICATION VERSION CONSULTATION

Dear Steffan Saunders

I write as a resident of Brinsley in regards to your proposals for the village, and our Parish Council's
objections to the site you have chosen.
The Parish Council state that an overwhelming number of people in the village support their plan for an
alternative site on fields off Cordy Lane. I doubt this assertion, as no one I have spoken to thinks the fields
on Cordy Lane (option 2) is a good idea, especially with the mining subsidence in the immediate vicinity,
and the fact that this will have more of a visual impact on the village (ie look totally out of place and
character) compared to option 1, which is your preferred site. Many people in Brinsley aren't overly
bothered, as they don't live along Cordy Lane/Church Lane/Mansfield Road, and it wont affect them.
Its also worth noting, that from what I understand, it is properties along Cordy Lane/Church Lane, owned by
Parish Councilor's that will be affected by Option 1, and I have also been told that one person only joined
the Parish Council to object to the plans. A clear conflict of interest it seems. I have been told, that plans
are already well advanced with the owner of the land that you are planning to use, switching to BPC's option
two will mean starting from scratch, and costing tax payers even more money.
I also read with great interest, that part of your plans involve traffic calming in the village. We have been
asking for this for years, we need something to slow down the traffic, including large HGV's who use the
village as a rat-run from the M1 at J27 to Eastwood/Langley Mill. We have plenty of evidence from
Brinsley Community Speedwatch, which I was Co-ordinator of, and Nottinghamshire Police of the
problems with speeding traffic on the A608 in Brinsley, particularly on Cordy Lane, where the long straight
hill is too tempting for many people who just boot it overtaking traffic, with no thought for people exiting
their driveways, crossing the road or oncoming traffic.
Whilst no-one ever really wants a large development of this scale in a mainly rural and historically sensitive
area, I appreciate that you have an obligation over the next 10 yrs to meet a growing need for housing.
In summary, the utter NIMBY-ism of Brinsley Parish Councilor's and Cllr John Handley (who no doubt
wants to prop up his votes) is ridiculous, and I urge you to stick to your original plans and refute their
objections.
I look forward to hearing from you in due course,

Kind regards
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On 18 September 2017 at 14:32 Policy <policymailbox@broxtowe.gov.uk> wrote:
18th September 2017

Dear Sir / Madam,

BROXTOWE PART 2 LOCAL PLAN - PUBLICATION VERSION
CONSULTATION

The Council is inviting your views on the Publication Version of the Part 2 Local Plan
(which follows the Part 1 Local Plan, the Aligned Core Strategy).

The Part 2 Local Plan allocates specific sites to meet the development requirements set out in
the Aligned Core Strategy and details further policies against which future planning
applications will be assessed.

The Publication Version of the Part 2 Local Plan is the version of the Plan that Broxtowe
Borough Council wants to submit to the Secretary of State for examination. An independent
planning inspector will examine the Plan to make sure that it is legally compliant and sound
and that the Duty to Cooperate has been met. Any responses you make to this consultation
will be considered by the planning inspector.

Details of where to view the consultation documents and how to respond to the consultation,
can be found on the reverse of this letter, or on our website;
www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part2localplan.

The consultation period will run from Monday 18th September 2017 to 5.00pm on Friday
3rd November 2017; all representations must be received within this time.

2

For further information, please contact the Planning Policy Team at Broxtowe Borough
Council by telephoning 0115 917 3452 or e-mailing: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

Yours faithfully

Steffan Saunders
Head of Neighbourhoods and Prosperity
Broxtowe Borough Council
Neighbourhoods & Prosperity
Chief Executive’s Department
Council Offices, Foster Avenue
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1AB
Tel: 0115 917 7777
www.broxtowe.gov.uk

Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004
The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 (Regulations
18, 19 & 20)
Statement of Representation Procedure & Location of Documents for Inspection
Broxtowe Borough Part 2 Local Plan – Publication Version

The Part 2 Local Plan covers the whole administrative area of Broxtowe Borough and forms
the second part of the development plan until 2028. The Part 2 Local Plan includes site
allocations for specific development and policies that will be used to manage development,
3

and land uses, within the Borough. It has been published for a period of public representation
before submission to the Secretary of State

Public Representation Period: 18th September 2017 to 5pm on 3rd November 2017

All representations must be submitted within this period and received by the Council by 5:00
pm on Friday 3rd November 2017.

How to make Representations:
Responses should be made on the appropriate forms; these are available
•
•

Online at www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part2localplan
Paper copies are available at the locations listed below, all paper forms should
be sent back to: Planning Policy, Broxtowe Borough Council Offices, Foster
Avenue, Beeston, NG9 1AB

Representation forms can also be requested from the Planning Policy team at the Borough
Council by telephoning 0115 917 3452 or e-mailing: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Locations of Documents:
Copies of the Broxtowe Borough Part 2 Local Plan and supporting documentation (Policies
Map, Sustainability Appraisal and Statement of Consultation) are available for inspection at
the following locations:
•

Online at www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part2localplan

•

Paper copies are available at;

•
•

Broxtowe Borough Council Offices, Foster Avenue, Beeston, NG9 1AB
(8.30am to 5.00pm Monday – Thursday and 8.30am – 4.30pm on Fridays);
Libraries within the borough;
o Beeston Library, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AE
o Eastwood Library, Wellington Place, Eastwood NG16 3GB
o Inham Nook Library, Barn Croft, Chilwell NG9 4HU
o Kimberley Library, Main Street, Kimberley, NG16 2LY
4

o Stapleford Library, Church Street, Stapleford, NG9 8GA
o Toton Library, Stapleford Lane, Toton NG9 6GA
•

Opening times for the above libraries can be found at
https://www.inspireculture.org.uk/reading-information/find-a-library/

Large print versions of these notices are available on request.
DISCLAIMER:
This email and any attachments are confidential and intended solely for the use of the
individual to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient be advised that you
have received this email in error and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing or
copying of this email is strictly prohibited.
If you have received this email in error please contact the IT Service Desk at Broxtowe
Borough Council on ITServiceDesk@broxtowe.gov.uk or telephone 0115 917 3194.
Senders and recipients of email should be aware that, under current legislation, the contents
may be monitored and will be retained. The contents of the email may have to be disclosed in
response to a request.
This disclaimer confirms that this email message has been swept for the presence of
computer viruses.
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Details
Agent
Please provide your client's name
Your Details
Title

Ms

Name

sharon Lane

Organisation (If responding on behalf of an
organisation)
Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Would you like to be contacted regarding future
planning policy consultations?

Yes

If you wish to comment on more than one issue you will need to submit a form for each representation.

Policy relates to
Please specify what your comment relates to
Policy number

Page number

5: Brinsley Site
Allocation

53

Policy text/
Paragraph number

Policies Map

Sustainability
Appraisal

Other (e.g. omission,
evidence document
etc.)

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Question 2
Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be:
2.1 Legally compliant

Yes

2.2 Compliant with the duty to co-operate

Yes

2.3 Sound

Yes

Additional details
Please give details of why you consider this part of
happy with the site proposed by broxtowe borough council.
the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is unsound or Dissapointed with parish council who have claimed to represent the views of the whole
does not comply with the duty to co-operate.
village and suggested that the residents of Brinsley prefered an alternative site
Alternatively, if you wish to support any of these
aspects please provide details.

Question 4
Question 4: Modifications sought

Please set out what modification(s) you consider
necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant
or sound. You will need to say why this modification
will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound.

none required

Question 5
Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification, do
you consider it necessary to participate at the public
examination?
If you wish to participate at the public examination,
please outline why you consider this to be necessary

No

Details
Agent
Please provide your client's name
Your Details
Title

Mr

Name

David Woodhead

Organisation (If responding on behalf of an
organisation)
Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Would you like to be contacted regarding future
planning policy consultations?

Yes

If you wish to comment on more than one issue you will need to submit a form for each representation.

Policy relates to
Please specify what your comment relates to
Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph number

Policies Map

Sustainability
Appraisal

5: Brinsley Site
Allocation

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Question 2
Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be:
2.1 Legally compliant

No

2.2 Compliant with the duty to co-operate

No

2.3 Sound

No

Question 3
Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if you answered ‘No’ to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It is not justified

No

It is not effective

No

It is not positively prepared

No

It is not consistent with national policy

No

Additional details

Other (e.g. omission,
evidence document
etc.)

Please give details of why you consider this part of
the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is unsound or
does not comply with the duty to co-operate.
Alternatively, if you wish to support any of these
aspects please provide details.

The site allocation is not in line with the wishes of the villagers who expressed a
preference on the site allocations. It is less sustainable than the alternative site on
Cordy Lane as it will be more intrusive on the Headstocks heritage and wildlife areas,
will not fit into the existing shape of the village as well and therefore be more unsightly,
and will also be more readily expanded in the future which will further damage the look
and feel of the village for its residents.

Question 4
Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider
necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant
or sound. You will need to say why this modification
will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound.

Site chosen for the development should be the Cordy Lane site. This is in line with the
villagers majority wishes and also in line with the draft Brinsley Neighbourhood Plan. It
is also more sustainable as it will be less visually damaging to the existing village as
well as having a lesser adverse impact on wildlife and the heritage Headstocks site.

Question 5
Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification, do
you consider it necessary to participate at the public
examination?
If you wish to participate at the public examination,
please outline why you consider this to be necessary

No

Details
Agent
Please provide your client's name
Your Details
Title

Mrs

Name

Gillian Anne Woodhead

Organisation (If responding on behalf of an
organisation)
Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Would you like to be contacted regarding future
planning policy consultations?

Yes

If you wish to comment on more than one issue you will need to submit a form for each representation.

Policy relates to
Please specify what your comment relates to
Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph number

Policies Map

Sustainability
Appraisal

5: Brinsley Site
Allocation

Incorrect site chosen,
not in line with planning
guidance and village
consultation process

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Question 2
Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be:
2.1 Legally compliant

No

2.2 Compliant with the duty to co-operate

No

2.3 Sound

No

Question 3
Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if you answered ‘No’ to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It is not justified

No

It is not effective

No

It is not positively prepared

No

It is not consistent with national policy

No

Additional details

Other (e.g. omission,
evidence document
etc.)

Please give details of why you consider this part of
the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is unsound or
does not comply with the duty to co-operate.
Alternatively, if you wish to support any of these
aspects please provide details.

The Church lane site is not appropriate because:1. it would spoil the rural feel of the village - most of the existing houses being on the
other side of the road.
2. The A608 is a busy road so it would be safer for pedestrians and resident traffic if the
new development was on the same side as all the amenities.
3. The Headstocks Nature Reserve is in close proximity to this proposed development.
It is a very important area for local wildlife diversity which would suffer with the
encroachment of housing with increased disturbance and pollution. The area is also
important historically with its mining history and DH Lawrence connections. The
residents value this area highly, as do many visitors to our Village.
4.The Village Recreation Ground and Park are also adjacent to this site and its rural
feel, forming the green heart to our village, would be destroyed if this development is
allowed to go ahead.

Question 4
Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider
necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant
or sound. You will need to say why this modification
will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound.

The modification required is to change the proposed building development to the Cordy
Lane Site because:1. It is not so important for wildlife.
2. It is on the same side of the road as the majority of the existing village and therefore
would have less visual impact.
3. It would be closer to existing amenities and would avoid crossing of the busy A608
4. The majority of the residents preferred this site, in line with the Localism Act.
5. There would still be sufficient distance between the neighbouring settlement of
Underwood

Question 5
Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification, do
you consider it necessary to participate at the public
examination?
If you wish to participate at the public examination,
please outline why you consider this to be necessary

No

Details
Agent
Please provide your client's name
Your Details
Title

Mrs

Name

Kath Large

Organisation (If responding on behalf of an
organisation)
Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Would you like to be contacted regarding future
planning policy consultations?

No

If you wish to comment on more than one issue you will need to submit a form for each representation.

Policy relates to
Please specify what your comment relates to
Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph number

53

5.1

Policies Map

Sustainability
Appraisal

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Question 2
Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be:
2.1 Legally compliant

No

2.2 Compliant with the duty to co-operate

No

2.3 Sound

No

Question 3
Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if you answered ‘No’ to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It is not justified

No

It is not effective

No

It is not positively prepared

No

It is not consistent with national policy

No

Additional details

Other (e.g. omission,
evidence document
etc.)

Please give details of why you consider this part of
Development would have a significant impact on the nature reserve and amenities,
the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is unsound or which is visited by many people and not just the people from the village I have spoken
does not comply with the duty to co-operate.
to many visitors who love it and come back again.
Alternatively, if you wish to support any of these
aspects please provide details.

Question 4
Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider
necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant
or sound. You will need to say why this modification
will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound.

The impact would be sufficiently less to the village as a whole as it is already a
residential area. There would be a safer access to the school and other local amenities.
The traffic is bad now and will be worse with more housing.

Question 5
Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification, do
you consider it necessary to participate at the public
examination?
If you wish to participate at the public examination,
please outline why you consider this to be necessary

No

Details
Agent
Please provide your client's name
Your Details
Title

Mrs

Name

Maureen Lees

Organisation (If responding on behalf of an
organisation)
Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Would you like to be contacted regarding future
planning policy consultations?

Yes

If you wish to comment on more than one issue you will need to submit a form for each representation.

Policy relates to
Please specify what your comment relates to
Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph number

Policies Map

Sustainability
Appraisal

5: Brinsley Site
Allocation

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Question 2
Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be:
2.1 Legally compliant

Yes

2.2 Compliant with the duty to co-operate

No

2.3 Sound

No

Question 3
Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if you answered ‘No’ to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It is not justified

Yes

It is not effective

No

It is not positively prepared

Yes

It is not consistent with national policy

Yes

Additional details

Other (e.g. omission,
evidence document
etc.)

Please give details of why you consider this part of
the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is unsound or
does not comply with the duty to co-operate.
Alternatively, if you wish to support any of these
aspects please provide details.

The Church Lane site would be a disaster if it was removed form the green belt, it is
next to the Headstocks conservation area, and would allow too much activity, and drive
the wild life out which we have striven to encourage. Building on that land would also
alter the whole aspect of the village, all the amenities are on the other side of Church
Lane, The alternative site for removal from green belt, off Cordy Lane, is much more
within the village, and a safer option for children to attend school. All amenities are on
the opposite side of Church Lane so the Cordy Lane site is more sensible.

Question 4
Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider
necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant
or sound. You will need to say why this modification
will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound.

as previous page.

Question 5
Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification, do
you consider it necessary to participate at the public
examination?
If you wish to participate at the public examination,
please outline why you consider this to be necessary

No

Details
Agent
Please provide your client's name

Andrew and Tracy Palmer

Your Details
Title

Mr

Name

Andrew and Tracy Palmer

Organisation (If responding on behalf of an
organisation)
Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Would you like to be contacted regarding future
planning policy consultations?

Yes

If you wish to comment on more than one issue you will need to submit a form for each representation.

Policy relates to
Please specify what your comment relates to
Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph number

5: Brinsley Site
Allocation

3

3

Policies Map

Sustainability
Appraisal

This development
would damage the last
village in Broxtowe.
The sit os close to the
Headstocks heritage
site and would spoil the
site.

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Question 2
Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be:
2.1 Legally compliant

Yes

2.2 Compliant with the duty to co-operate

Yes

2.3 Sound

No

Question 3
Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if you answered ‘No’ to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It is not justified

Other (e.g. omission,
evidence document
etc.)

Yes

It is not effective

Yes

It is not positively prepared

No

It is not consistent with national policy

Yes

Additional details
Please give details of why you consider this part of
Development at the church lane site would damage the headstocks heritage site. All of
the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is unsound or which is a green barrier to the rest of broxtowe.
does not comply with the duty to co-operate.
Alternatively, if you wish to support any of these
aspects please provide details.

Question 4
Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider
necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant
or sound. You will need to say why this modification
will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound.

Please use the land at Cordy lane, which is adjacent to an existing development on
board lane, and would be easily absored in to the village, rather than using green land
on church lane.

Question 5
Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification, do
you consider it necessary to participate at the public
examination?

Yes

If you wish to participate at the public examination,
This development plan has an immediate impact on our home and family life and we
please outline why you consider this to be necessary should be consultanted.

Details
Agent
Please provide your client's name
Your Details
Title

Mr

Name

michael edmondson

Organisation (If responding on behalf of an
organisation)
Address

Telephone Number
Email Address
Would you like to be contacted regarding future
planning policy consultations?

Yes

If you wish to comment on more than one issue you will need to submit a form for each representation.

Policy relates to
Please specify what your comment relates to
Policy number

Page number

5: Brinsley Site
Allocation

53

Policy text/
Paragraph number

Policies Map

Sustainability
Appraisal

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Question 2
Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be:
2.1 Legally compliant

Yes

2.2 Compliant with the duty to co-operate

Yes

2.3 Sound

No

Question 3
Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if you answered ‘No’ to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It is not justified

Yes

It is not effective

Yes

It is not positively prepared

No

It is not consistent with national policy

No

Additional details

Other (e.g. omission,
evidence document
etc.)

Please give details of why you consider this part of
the alternative site proposed by brinsley parish council, and approved by the majority
the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is unsound or of villagers is a far more sensible site, less obtrusive to the existing village and does not
does not comply with the duty to co-operate.
impinge on the recreation ground or the headstocks at all
Alternatively, if you wish to support any of these
aspects please provide details.

Question 4
Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider
necessary to make the Local Plan legally compliant
or sound. You will need to say why this modification
will make the Local Plan legally compliant or sound.

implement the parish council proposal

Question 5
Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification, do
you consider it necessary to participate at the public
examination?
If you wish to participate at the public examination,
please outline why you consider this to be necessary

No

Broxtowe
LocaiP
Agent

I

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name

Organisation
(If responding on behalf of the
organisation)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

---------------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection -The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk

c
ca

-D.

-cau
0

..1
N

t:

ca

D.

Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

v

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other(e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

,.

.

E~dtr1£r~~~:
2
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to the
guidance note at for an explanation of these terms)

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

v'

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

v

2.3

Sound

v

..

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
I

If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It is not justified

,/

It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 4: Modifications sought

~lease note your representation should cover succinct!
.
Information necessary to support/justify th
.Y all the Information, evidence and supporting
normal~y b~ a subsequent opportunity to ~:::~~~~~~a:lon and th~ suggested modification, as there will not
at publication stage. After this stage further sub . ~presentations based on the original representation
based on the matters and issues h~/she identl"f,!lles's:•ons wil_l be_ only at the request of the Inspector
.or exammatlon.
'

4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representati ~n is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination {

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

t/

~:c~~:~~f to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

5
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

•

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
6
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Geoff Limb
01 November 2017 10:28
Policy
Part 2 Local Plan

Hello
I have been advised by your webteam to send my comments regarding the above via email as
your online form failed after I had spent considerable time composing and entering my
submission.
My name is Ian Geoffrey Limb and I live at 27 Lawrence Drive, Brinsley Nottingham, NG16 5AU.
I would like to record my support for development off Cordy Lane - Option 2.
May I state beforehand that I have no financial interest in either site and my only concern is that
Brinsley should retain its rural ethos. For this reason I consider Option 2 will be more discreetly
located, not materially changing the village whilst achieving the requirement of additional
dwellings.
In my opinion Option 1 will be far more visible from the main through road with the appearance of
a suburban estate as a backdrop to the recreational playing field. This will detrimentally alter the
atmosphere of the village unnecessarily. I feel both aims can be met amicably by adopting Option
1.
I realise that by a minority within the village stubbornly refusing to accept any further development
we have, regrettably had a decision foisted upon us that is against the wishes of the majority who
bothered to vote, but it is not too late to reconsider and comply with the wishes of the village.
I would suggest that as a condition of granting permission to a developer that he be financially
obligated to construct a large traffic island on the A608 not only to provide access to the
development but also as a speed calming measure that will benefit all. To achieve this the island
should be positioned so that access is gained via bends sufficient to slow all vehicles and avoid
anyone negotiating it at speed. This suits Option 2 more than Option 1.
Regards
Ian Limb

1

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development

Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Trtle
Name
Organisation
(If mpondlng on behalf of the

organisation)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
Wyou would like to be

Please tick here

Vi

by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consullatlons.

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:
ll ~ A

bm.e.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection -The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance wl1h the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council wKI consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubUc Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Policy text/
Policy number

Document

Page number

Policy 1: Flood Risk

r:::

-"'
"'0CJ
D.

...J

N

t::

"'

D.

number

.

I

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Paragraph
-

1b

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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I

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Oo you consider this paragr aph or policy of the local Plan to be: (please refer to the
d~11dance note at for an axpfana/ton of these l cr ms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

No

Yes

I

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If y ou think this p aragraph

'?r p olicy of the Pl an

is not sound, is thi s because:

.

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It Is not positively prepared

I

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

give details of why you consider this part of the local Plan i s not legally compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternati vely, if you wish to support any of
tt1ese
aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
I
if hecessary.
~lease

!
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3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per reoresentation.

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

f.r.,
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification , do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
-·

-

-

If you wis,h to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessary
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use- on~> form D~'" reJ)res~ntCJtlrm

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan :
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Polley Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov .uk.
6
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Broxtowe Borough Council \
Planning & Community Development
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Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Mr

Name
Organisation
(II-~ an beh•W ole.

DfV8111u11on)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments sh

pm on Friday 3rd November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection· The ccmment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (lDF) wiU be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Councn wiD consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Otfices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: ~y@broxtowe.gov. uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Documant

Policy number

Page number

Policy text /
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c
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ftS

0
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N

t:
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a..

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Cgnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainabillty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
qo you consider thi s paragraph or policy of the Local Plan t o be : (;,:c-,12C tcf,··: to /11e
~r11d. Jncc t1 111L·
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2.1

Legalty compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

I~

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound , is th is b ecause:

/

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It Is not positively prepared
It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

~~

t.J

">

Wc.-,v\ ,Q

~'\~

v

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please se1 out what modif1Ci1\ion(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan leg.,.lly
compliant or soLJnd . You will need t o say why this modification w ill make the Local Plan l egally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put fo rward your suggested revised word•nn
of ~ny policy or t ext. PlcLlse be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra st1ect if necess;:~ry .
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note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.

• I

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
'

If you r r epres entatibn is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary to participate at the
publ ic examination ?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
-

If you wi s1l to participate at t he public examination, please outl ine why you consider this to be
n eces sary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance wHhin the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requir_ements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 {as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

•Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it Is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Polley Framework (NPP.F} and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polity Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Broxtowe Borough CouneH
Planning & Community 0B'IIII11opment

Bro
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your clienfs name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(If raspauling Cl1 behalf Of the

aganlutiCil)

Address

Postoode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accoldanc:e with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnation will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubfic inspection. All representations c:an be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Page number

Policy number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number
~-
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Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustainablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nonw
designated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions·
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do you consider this paragraph or poli cy of lhe Local Plan to be : (p'e[ISC refer lo the
g~rrdancc note at for an e~planation of these terms)

2.1

Legany compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this becaus~:

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared
/'

/

It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

~lease give details of why you consider thls part of the Local Plan is not legally compl iant, is

ursound or docs not comply With the duty to CO·operate. Alternat ively, if you wish to support any of
tlrese
aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
I

if necessary.
I
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Question 4: Modifications sought
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supporting
~lease ~ote your representation should cover succinctly the information .
.
-c f1· as there will.not
•nfonnatlon necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggest ed modifies~• ..,.,at representation
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the ong; of the Inspector,
'lt publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the req&les
tased on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representat1~n is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

If you wish to participate at the public examination , please outline why you consider this to be
necessary
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan Is 'effective'.

•

~Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

~consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development
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Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name

Organisation
(If ,..pn~119 an behell of lhe

Olgllnkdan)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs. or sites. please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Prottdlon • The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework {LDF) wiD be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LOF In ac:cordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council wfn consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 9173452. 3.4~.t R ~ ~ 'Ul·u : c- --··
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Docume-nt

Polt cy numbe r

Page number

Policy tcxll
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge·of·Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge--of-centre and out--of--centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place--making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, slgnage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and non·
designated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you cons iderthis paragraph or policy of I he L ocal Plan to be : (I.;, ·.-n:· t c~ •. , /:J
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

J

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If yo u think thi s paragraph or pol icy of th e Plan is not sound. is this because :
It Is not justified
It Is not effective
It Is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
PleasL' give details of why you consi der this part of Uw local Plan is not l egally compliant . is
unsound or dot's not comply w i th the duty t o co·operate. Alternati vely, if you V'.'ish to support any of
· these aspects please provide det.ails. Please be as pre cise as possi ble . Continue on an extra sheet
i f necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please SDt out what m odif•cation{s) you consider n ec essary to make th e Local Plan leg<Jily
c ompliant or sound . You will n eed lo say why t his modtftcatlon will make the local Pl~n l egal ly
compliant or souncl . It will be lwlpfu l if you arc <lble t o put forvvard yol•r suggested revised word111g
of any poli cy or text. Please b e as precise as possibl e. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary .
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Please note your representation
cover succinctly
evidence and sup,oorttng
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modifteation, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based nn ~h A m~fto.r.o: Pen,., :.,~., ..... ,._,.;..a. .. :-t- - ;:;_ .c.- ---·-- · --~ · -
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will determine
most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear thoae
indicated that they wish to Pf'rtlc!oete 11t th~ I"U i~l:.- n~ -:-..4 · --
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Guidance Note:
Please oomplete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way In which we have worf<ed with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co~operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co~operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then It is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan Is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not It is 'justified'.

•

'Effective•: This means that the Local Plan will deliver what It sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where His reasonable to do so and consistent With
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Polley•: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
r\r h ,~ ,n.,...,"', :u ~ .. .-.. 12~ ...~ ....... ...,...,._. •• _ - - · ... a.
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Broxtowe I!<Jrough Council
Planning & CClfl'imunity Development
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Br
Local
Ag~nt

I

Your Details

Organisation
(lfNipCIIIIrvCIIIIIMII'IIffle
G . .illla..lli)

Address

Tel. Number

November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data P1ulectlon- The commenl(e) you SUbmit an1he Loc:al Dewlopiuert Framework (LDF) will be UMd In hi plan Pf0C1181 end rn.y be In 1188 for
the llallma Of1he lDF In IICCDicllioa with the Data Pn'Aactlon ltd 1898. The lnfolmalllon wll be analy8ed and 1he Cculcll wl consider . . . .
railed. Please nate that ccmrnerds camot be trealed as Qlllldential.-.cl wl be made adllable far public llaspec:tioiL All f811A1881dalfons can be
'li8wad • the eo..d Ollices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 9173452. 3448. ~ nr .AA1~
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Pol1cy number

Pol icy text/
Paragraph
number

Page number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

Polley 2: Site AllocationS
Policy 3: Main BuUt up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green BeH
Polley 9: Retention of good quaHty existing
employment sites
1',
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centnf'Uses:'u -·,
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 RetaD in Eastv«»od
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of--centre and out-ot-.centre locatiQos.
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 1S: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-maldng, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
· Polley 19: PoUution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
•..
....... .._ .... ,
I : ••
Polley 20:•Aifeu&lity - p,t
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
~otley 32: Developer Contributions
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Appraisal
Other(e.g.
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

bo you consider th is paragraph or policy of th e Local Plan to be
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2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Complant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Ye s

No

v'

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered ·No• to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound. is this becaus e:

/

It is not justified

It is not etfective

.,_. . .

. ...

It is not positively prepared

........

It is not consistent with national policy

.

~

:, 1·-·

Your comments

~lease give details of VJh:y you consider this part of th e Local Plan is not legally compliarlt , rs
uhsound
or does not comply with the duty t o c o-operate . Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
I

these aspects please provide details. Pl ease b e as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet

if

r~ecessary .
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what mod if1cation(s) ~·ou consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
COIT1pliant or sound. You will need to say INhy this mod ifi cation will make the Local Plarl legi:llly
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put fof\11/ard your suggested revised wording
of any policy or t ext. Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra slleet ir necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the infonnatlon, evidence and
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.

..
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to pamc;pate at the PUblic examination_

.. - __ _.. _.. _ ., ..
Planning & Coftlrtlunity Development
-
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Local
Ag~nt

I~

I

pmvlde Y'U ctlents name }

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(lf............ GII behlll'oftlle

wgoaJ Ia

J

Address

Tel. Number

E-mal ackh&s

Comments

5.00pm on Friday 3nt November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each repl'888ntallon.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov~uklpart21ocalplan
u.ta Prolllellon -The commenl(s) you IUbnl on thalocal Dsvelapmant Ftwnework (LDF) wl be ueed ia lhe plan process and may be In use b
lhe lfedme oflhe lDF In IIIDIIdlnce lllilh1he Dlfa Plalattlon ld.1- The lnbmaliol1 wl be 8illyBed and 1tie Council wl GOI'I8idar ls8uaS
1'111Md. Please "notelhilt comments cannot be tr8lled • cunldanllaln w11 be made available for p&jlliclrisCMdoiL All iflllll&S81iiii&IIS can be
Ylewad at fie Ccud Oftlcas.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue. Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452. 3448. ~M nr ~1~ l=.msail· I'V\IU.UBhrnvtnu.......~.. ,,.,

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Policy text/
Document

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site AIIQcations
Polley 8: Development in the Gn:Km Bert
Policy 8: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Squara, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of..cerrtre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwel Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, deSign and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and non~
designated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contnbutions
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
'

Oo you consider this paragraph or pol icy of the Lo cal Plan to l>f' _ ,,
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Yes

, ._,r,r·,·., I

No
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2.1

legaDy compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

./

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think t his paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound. is this because .

~

It is not justified

It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

,

........

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

Rlcase give detail s of why you conside r this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant. is
Llnsound or does not comply v:ith the duty to co-operate Alternativel y . if you wish to support any of
t hese aspects please provide details . Please be as precise as possi ble Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modifrcalton(sl you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need lo say why th is modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any pol•cy or text Please be as precise as pos~iiJie Contrnue on an extra sheet if necessary .
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Please note your representation should cOver succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
nonnally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your repres ent ation is seehing a •rwdifica t•on. do you consider it necessary to participate at tile
publtc examination ?

Yes, I wish to participate at the pub&c examination
No. I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish to participate at th e publ1c examinatton . please outline why you consider th1s t o b e
n ecessar~y

Please note the Inspector will detennlne the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the PUblic examination.

tHOXtllwe Borough Council
Plannrng & Cornmuruty Development
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Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(if raspondlng on betlalf of lhe
organlsaUon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection -The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available tor public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.qov.uk
1

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c
ns

-

D.

-uns
0

..J
N
~

as

a.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocat,ion
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omlssion 1
evidence
document
etc.)

2
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

o you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local PJan to be: (please

~ rdunce note at fot an explanation of lllcse terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

reft~r to

the

Yes

No

'X

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered ·No' to 2.3 above
If y ou think thi s paragraph or policy of the Plan is n ot sound , is t his b ecau se :

It is not justified

V""

It Is not effective

l./

It is not positively prepared

1,...--""

It is not consistent with national policy

""'

Your comments
rease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
1
upsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if ~ecessary .
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modlfication(s) you consider necessary to make the local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . ll will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
or any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to supporUjustify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5

••
Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and Is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective•: This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley•: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
6

Broxtowe Borough Council
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Mr

Title

Name
Organisation
(if ra&pll'ldlng 111 behalf of lhe
Olllllnlsltion)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rc1 November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If y_ou ·would like:to b~ ~I)Ulcted ~Y. the Planning Policy Tearn reg~rding ·fut~re conswtations.
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-cart·be sent to:

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in 1tle plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime at 1he LDF in accordance with 1he Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues

raised . Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
{Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, slgnage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21 : Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health Impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31 : Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
bo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer ro fhe
gpidance note at for an exp!anarion of lhese terms)

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

\,/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
-

1

l'f you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because :
It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

./

It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
~lease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
tl~~se aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if r~ecessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You wi11 need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or tcxl. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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..,,AA!ItA note your representation should cover succinctly all the
, evidence
supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
It yollr representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate al the
public examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
-

If you wish to participate at lhc public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please oomplete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is(
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Cowoperate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the oontext of strategic crosswboundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:

I

•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective•: This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared'; This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where It is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent wHh National Policy•: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Agent

I

J Please provide your client's name
Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If responding .., behalf af the
org..rsaUon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

received by 5.00pm on Friday 3nt November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

D

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

----------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www. broxtowe.gov. uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection -The comment(s) you submit on the Local Dellelopment Framework (LDF) wiR be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnatlon will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: oolicy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1

Questi9n 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
~
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Policy 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing

c::
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employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A 1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, slgnage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other(e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Ple ase .u se one form per representation.

.

Questi.9n 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
'

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 4: Modifications sought
(

•

t

•
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
'

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Broxtowe Borough Council
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Planning & Community Development '

Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(if raspa~cfong en bth•" of VIe

organisation)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rc1 November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection -The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LOF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for

the lifetime of1he LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnfonnation will be analysed and the Council will consider tissues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be

viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

-

Policy text/

Document

Policy number

Page number

Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
'
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainabilfty
Appraisal
Other(e.g.
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evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
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legally compliant
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Sound
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Question 3: Why is the Local Plan uns

you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph
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cy of the Plan is not sound is this becaus e:
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It is not justified
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It Is not effective
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It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Jlease give details of why you consider this part of the l ocal Plan is not legally compliant. is
Jrsound or docs not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
tf1rse aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You wit! need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an elCtra sheet if necessary.

Please note your representation should cover
all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
-

If your representati on is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?
I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
-

-

If you wish to participate at the public examination , please outline why you consider this to bo
necessary
'

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation In the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If respa~clng on bellalf of the

orgenlsation)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by S.OOpm on Friday 3'd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection· The oomment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In &CCOfdance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnfonnation wtU be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: colicy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk

I

i
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-as
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0
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
' employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighboumood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21 : Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Oo you consider lhis paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to tire
~.uidancc note <II fo1 an e.~planatran of these cc:ms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

;/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph ~r qolicy of the Plan is not sound, is this because :

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

3

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please sel out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you arc able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

Please note your representation
cover succinctly all the information,
supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
I

If your representat10n is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examinationr.

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wi~h to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessary
I

I

\

~)

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

•Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

•compliant with the Duty to

Co~operate':

If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co~operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on ·strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

•sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Comments should be received by S.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Document

Polley number

Page number

Polley text/
Paragraph

number
~

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Ar8a Site Allocations
Polley 4: AWS'NOith Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site ADocatlon
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing

~

~1

..

employment sites
'
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre..Uses- \ ,. _., ....., \)t.J \...;) f--:.
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Re1ail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town cen1re uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre ~ns.
.... Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making. design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfron1s, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution. Hazardous Substances and

c

-"
-cau
Q.

0
...I
N

t:

~

ca

Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impads of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: 8iod'JV81Sity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contnbutions
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

I

I;Jo yoll consider this paragraph or pol1cy of the Local Plan to be : f, · .-. ::c , ]'L
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Yes

No

I

2.1

legally compliant

2.2

CompUant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

1/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No'.to 2.3 above
If you think thi s paragraph or pol1cy of the Plan is not sound. is this because·

It is not justified

It is not effective

-' .

·•

i .,

/
../

It is not positively prepared

It Is not consistent with national policy
• ' t"·

Your comments
f
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you cor1s1dE.'r necessary to make the local Plan leg;;lly
cornpliar't or sound . You will need to say why th 1s modification \NJII make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound II will be helpful if you are able to put forw ard your suggested revised vvord ing
of any pol1cy or text Please be as precise as possibll! . Continue on 1111 extra slwct If necessary
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Please note your representation should cever succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
infonnation necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
nonnally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note
detennine the most
procec:Jture to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the PUblic examination.
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Broxtowe Borough Council

Planning & Community Development
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Br·
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Trtle

I

Mr

Name
Organisation
(IINSpcnding on beMif of the

Cll;•rAaiiDn)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number

E-man address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s} you submit on the Local Development Framewortt (LDF) wiD be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection N.t 1998. The lnfonnatlon will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cennot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubDc inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe oov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberiey Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road 1 High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, slgnage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQndltions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 28: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainabillty
Appraisal
Other(e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What Is the Issue with the Local Plan?
I

D o you consider tl1is paragraph or policy of the Local Plan t o be : (rn'c•<t.><? r efL, to /11rJ
f}ll rd3t1CC' nu! e at fot an Ci\fJiana!lnn of tiiL'se tl'rms)

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co~operate

2.3

Sound

./

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think thi s paragraph or policy of the Pl an i s not sound , is this becau se .

It is not justified
It is not effective

/

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details o r why you consider this part of t he Local Plan is not tega11y compliant. is
uns ound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. A lternatively, if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheot
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she ldentlfles for examlnAtio.,

..

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector
the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(Englimd) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', •effective'1 has been 'positively prepared' I and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
atternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy•: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polity Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emaillng policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Please provide your clienfs name

Your Details
Title

Mr

Name
Organisation
(if 11111pcnding on bend or the
or;anlation)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
D•ta Protection · The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices. .

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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D.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2

.;
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

qo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please wfc, to the
g~udance n ol u AI fo1 an e ll.p/an;;llon of these I arms}

No

Yes

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this beca use:
I

~

It is not justified
It is not effective

/

/

It is not positively prepared

/_

/

It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

Rlcase give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively. if you wish to support any of
tliese aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possi ble. Conti nue on an extra sheet

if Mecessary.
I

-

-

f

Question 4: Modifications sought
Pleaso set oul what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why lhis modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the
evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.
4

I

•

•

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

2 CA.~ l_E.~ ~'b'-1 L~~ A'b \T \s A
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\---.\1. ~L.l ~

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
I"

I.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co·operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation In the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'

•

If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

•Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan Is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

•Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Broxtowe .Part.2
Local Plan
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Agent .

I

Please provide your clienfs name

I

·t

Your Details
l1tle

Name
Organisation
(II raspandng an behalf~lhlt
Gigall •• <)

Address

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments
. on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, a)aragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

.

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence

can be sent t o : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - For more information including an online response fonn please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
0... Prablctian- n. canu•18111(s) ,au submit on the Local Developmert Fr81118W11fk (LDF) • be used In the plan process aid may be In use for
the lirallrne of the LDF In 8CC01daa wllh the Data PtcAacllon ld.1998. The lnfonnatlan will be analysed and the Council will consider ll8ue8
18faed. Please nola that cammenla cannot be 1reaCed as corAientlel end wil be made IMilablll far public lnspactian. AI ,....._~. cen be
lliewad at the Council Ollicee.

Please return completed fonns to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Ptanning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more lnfonnatlon: Tel: 0115 917 3452. 3448. 3468 or 3015 E-mail: po!!cv@broxtov:a.aov.u!~
1

Quest,on 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
r

'

Policy 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
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employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
{Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures 1 - - - - - - + - - - - - - 1
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans

Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
PoDcy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map

Sustainability
Appraisal

other(e.g.
omission,
evidence
document

etc.)
2
Pleas. use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

.• '1

Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?

2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

v

It is not justified

It is not effective

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one farm per representation.

Question 4: Modifications sought
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
infonnation necessary to support/justify the representation and 1he suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make bther represerGtions based on the original representation
at publication stage. Aftar this stage, further 8Ubmialons will be only lit the request of the Inspector,
basad on the matters and issues he/she ldentfftea for examination.
4
Please use a .eparate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

Qu".otlon 5: Public Examination Attendance

l

~lf_y9_~r_ reP,.~.e~.!~t!~.?fren. J§"s~eking ,a~~c)C1ific~_ffo.n,_d~'Y.o~ , ~o-risYder1t~~;-~~sa,Y~to-p~iti~patc:a[,t'h.c r~:;
Yes, I wish to participate at the pubrte examination

No, I do not wish to participate at the pubrte examination

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.
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Agent -

I

Please provide your dienfs name

--··- ........... .....

.

:: ...............

I

Your Details
Tdle

Mr

Name

Posicode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by S.OOpm. on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate fonn for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

.

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

·

For more infonnation including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
the,...

OdiPiu~- Tile aammtn(a) you aubml an tbal.oall DevakJpmalt Frarnewortt (lDF) _.be ...Sin
procasa and may be In use for
1he llretlme rl the LDF In 8CDOCdance with the Data ProlacUon Act 1998. The lnbmatlon • be analysed and 1t1e Cauncll will conetder 1ssua8
raised. Plaaae naCa that commenls cannot be tnlet8d • confidenCial and will be made avellable for pubkinspection. AD~ can be
viewed at. . Council Oftlcaa.

Please return completed fonns to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more lnfonnatlon: Tel: 0115 917 3452. 3448. 3468 or 3015 E.mail: pclicv@bro::,1ry~o:e.aov.ut·~
1

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-
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r

PoUcy 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimbel1ey Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
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employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
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D.

Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A 1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
EKige-of-centre and out--of-centre locations

Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road}
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
r----------r---------1
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals

Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy .2A: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal

Other(e.g.
omission.
evidence

document
etc.)

2
Please use a separate 5heet of paper tf required. Please use one form per representation.

.. ,
Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with 1he duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified
It is not effective
ft is

not positively prepared

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

3
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 4: Modifications sought

Please note your representation should cover succinctty au the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to supportfjUStify the representation and the suggested modlflcatton. as 1here wiH not
normally be a subsequent oppoftunity to make bther representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage. further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector.
based on the matters and Issues helshe identlft• for examinallon.
4
Please use a separate sheat of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

r

Quwtion 5: Public Examination Attendance

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
Indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

s
Please use a separate sheet of paper 1f required. Please use one form per representation.

'
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Broxtowe Part 2
Local Plan

·-

Agent

I

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
{If respondlna on behalf of the
C>~Vania811on)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rc1 November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

----------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection- The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Frameworlt (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For mora Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: oolicy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Policy 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
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employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity

Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures ~-----+------1
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions

Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets

Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map
Sustainabillty
Appraisal
Other(e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per r epresentation.
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Question 2: What Is the Issue with the Local Plan?
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound
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Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
._. . ·.
~• •

)
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.
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I

It is not justified
It is not effective

/_

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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.·

3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Quhsdon 4: Modifications sought
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Developm~nt

Bro
Local
Agent
Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Mr

Name
Organisation
(if responding on behalf at the

or;aniaaUon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

rAr•AI\.,till:ll.rl

by S.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection· The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council wtll consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policv@broxtowe.gov.uk
1

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge--of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31 : Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnabllity
Appraisal

-

Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

I

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refe1 co the
gf11dance note a t for an explanalmn of t /1esc terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

No

Yes

,l

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
-

If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because :
I

It is not justified

'.

It is not effective

/

It is not positively prepared

v'

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

~lease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co·operatli. Alternatively, If you wish to suppor1 any of
tt1rse aspects please provide details. Please be :as precise as possi bl e. Conti nue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
I
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Question 4: Modifications sought

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination·?
I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, J do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

If you wi~h to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If yo{;.. response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
6

Broxtowe Pa
Local P a
Agent

I

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name

-z ~'OV i:ot7

Organisation
(if responding on behalf of the

organisation)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mal! address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

Iv I

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

-----------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www. broxtowe.gov. u klpart21ocalplan
Data Protection- The coniment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council wiD consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.qov.uk
1

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

•

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk

c

-aca.
-ca

CJ
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...J

N

1:::
ca

a.

Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposais for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustain ability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

:

..
Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to the
~ridanr.e note at for <m explanation oi these terms)
·

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

v

Question 3: Why is the local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this

becaus~:L

It is not justified

v

It is not effective

v

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification{s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. ll will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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PIA:asA note your representation
ld cover succinctly all the
evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.

4
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representati ~n is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination{

v

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at.the public examination

If you wi ~h to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessary
~

-

..

.

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the wav in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation In the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content ofthe Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared' : This means the local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv®broxtowe.gov.uk.
6
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Broxtowe Borough Council
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Broxtowe Part
LocaiP
Agent

I

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(if responding on behalf or the

organlsaUon)

Address

Postcode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

D

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

-------------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection - The oomment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments caooot be traated as confidential and wm be made available for pubic inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.qov.uk
1

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

v

/

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Question 4: Modifications sought
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Please note your representation should covers
all the information, evidence
supporting
Information necessary to supporVjustify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.

4
Pl ease use a separate sheet of paper if r equired. Please use one form per representation .

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
bo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to t11e
g~idance note at for an eKp(anafion of llu~se lerms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

v

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this

because~

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared

·~

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per r epresentation.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representati~n is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination p

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessar~

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required . Please use one form per representation.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
6
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation .
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Broxtowe Borough Council
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Planning & Community Development

Bro
Local
..

Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(if responding on behelf of 1t1e

0111•nlsation)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation .
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection -The oomment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnatlon will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E·mall: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustalnability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
F.»ollcy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

I
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Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (fllcRse rPfet t o Ore

Yes

g rclanca uote a1 for an cxp!ana !!Otl oi liwse t erms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

No

//

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
-

'

If you think this paragraph or ·policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It Is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

/

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what 1nodification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.

·'

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participata at the
public examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish to participate at the public examination , please outline why you consider this to be

necessar~

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant' . To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing poHcv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development
I •

Br·Local
Agent

I

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation

("cwpnlullon)
....,.....ng

1111 behelf oflha

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail eddress

Comments

received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(&) you submit on the local Development Framework (lDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LOF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information wiU be analysed and the CouncU will c:onsJder issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more lnform~lon~ Tel· 011.c: 0 -47 'lll~:"l ~ u" ,.,,.._

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Pol1cy t ext/
Document

Policy number

Page number

Par;:~graph

number
-

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustainablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site AIIQcations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 28: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What is the Issue with the Local Plan?
r
0p you c:o11sider thi s paragraph or policy of the Local Plar' to b e. (I''•
CJ-~ ·-I.l! It"{ , , rv ill(,,, illl (.'>[1/ J na : v trJ or llwse IL'If l lS)
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Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co--operate

2.3

Sound

x·

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

.X

It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of th e Local Plan is not l egally compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with t he duty to co-operate. Alternatively . if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please: set out wh.:~t mod1f1ca\ion(s) you consider nccess~ry to make the Loc~1 Plan I~ gaily
compliant or sound Vou will need t o say why lllis modificat1on will make the Local Pl.-.n legall)'
compli<lnt or sound 1l will be helpful i! you arc able to put forv11arcl your suggested re:v1 sc d word1119
of any pol 1cy or text. Please b e as precise as possible . Conlinlle on <m extra sheet it ne cessar y

note your representation
cover succinctly the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the reQuest of the lnsoector
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your rcpresentatit>n is seeking a modification. do you consider it n ecessary to participate at
public examination '?

tiH?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination

No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wiSih to participate at the public examination. please outl i ne why you consider th is to be
necessary
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to edopt to hear tho.v whn
indlc.ated t~at thcv \o:i~h t l"' n~J:.-.1~·-
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Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish

to make.

'Legally Compliant•:
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant•. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done Incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate•:
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross~boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co~operation on strategic cross·boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified•, •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made In our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it Is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent wHh National Polley: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
I
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Broxtowe Part 2
Local Plan

I

Agent

I

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Trtle

Name
Organisation
(1f responding on behalf of lhe

organisation)

.

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017

Comments

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

----------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www. broxtowe.gov. u k/part21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note 1hat comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policv@broxtowe.gov.uk
1

QdeStloh 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Policy 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
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employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out~of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures 1 - - - - - - - + - - - - - - 1
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Alr Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
~-------~~----------------------------~-------J--------1

Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

Quest;dn 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified

V

It is not effective

/

It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

/

Your comments
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

' 4: Modifications sought
Qu«-estion
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there Will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

Questi~n 5: Public Examination Attendance

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Agent

I

JPlease provide your client's name
Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(if responding an behalf Df 1IUo
organislll!on)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by S.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Polley Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
canbesemto: __________________________________________________________

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Prot.ctlon- The comment{s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Am 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
vi9W8d at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For mora lnfonnatlon: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: oollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1

Qu~ti~l\

1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Policy 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
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employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
{Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31 : Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

r----------+----------~

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

Que~ti~
I

2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?

2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified

/

It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

./

Your comments
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Modifications sought
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
mformation necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
nonnally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

Qu~•tiorf 5:

Public Examination Attendance

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

,/

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination .
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

I

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If reapondlng on behalf of lhe

organisation)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number

----

E~mall address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3'd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation .
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Prot.ctlon • The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framewortt (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised . .Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Oflic:es.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: golicy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

/

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other(e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the Issue with the Local Plan?
I

~o

you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (pleas;:: feft.·t to the

guidance note at for c:m explanation of t11esc t cm1s.l

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

v

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

v

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
L

give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant. is
ltnsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
tliose aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
fll~ase
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please sot out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of' any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

Please note your representation
cover succinctly all the
, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.

cr u_xtowe

do rough Council

Planning & Community Development

Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(if re&pondlng on behalf of1he
0<g11nlaaUon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Polley Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

D

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

--------------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection -The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised . Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and wiY be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E·mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1 = What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Policy text/
Document

Policy number

Page number

Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk

c
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t:
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions ,·•
•
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustai nability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Oo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to ll1e
g.t1idance nate at for an exp!anatton of these terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

v

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of _the Plan is not sound. is this because:
I

It is not justified

/

It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

,/'

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

3
Please use a seoarate sheet of oaoer if reoulrf'rl . P IE><~~f> ~~~ P {'In, f~ rm ~!?~ r!!nr~e..,tztw

Question 4: Modifications sought

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector
determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

•

5

..

. .

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). lfyou think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared•: This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
6
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Address
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Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection ·The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan prooess and may be in use for
1he lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnfonnatlon will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Cooocil Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town ·centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainabllity
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
6o you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (l'lt::·asc refer to ll1c
gwclancc tlote at for <m cxpl;:tnatton nf the::.;c (elms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

V"

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified

v

It is not effective
/

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

-/

v

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan l egally
compliant or sound . You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.

I

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please nota the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

have

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and Is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development
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Ptease provide your client's name
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Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If rwspcndnO 111'1 belllllf of !he
Gl'giiiUIIon)

Address

Tel. Number

E-maM address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3nt November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data ProtectJon • The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LOF) wiD be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the rlfetJrne of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information wiDbe analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubHc Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Oftices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: ~@broxtowe.oov ::k

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number
-

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 8: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of·Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge.of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place·making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal

Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

Oo you consider this pa rag raph or policy of the Local PI.Jrl to be :
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Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this be causa:

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

/

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modiflcation(s) you considN ncccsstHy to make thu Local Plan Jcgillly
compliant or sound . You will need to say why th is modification will mal\c the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . ll will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wordmg
of ar1y policy or text. Please be LIS precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necess~ry .
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note your representation should cover succlndly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to supportljustlfy the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
.....:Ac:..

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will determine
most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
Indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requir~ments. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the Independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified•: This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our local Plan, or there are realistic
attematives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the local Plan will deliver what ;t sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Comments should be received by S.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection - The c:omment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) wtU be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council wiD consider Issues
raised. Please note that commems camot be treated as confidential and wid be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: oolicy@broxtowe.gov.ufs
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Poli cy text!
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
SustainabiiHy
Appraisal

Other(e.g.
omissiont
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Aws\NOrth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge--of~Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of~ntre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditlons
Polley 20: AJr Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?

2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

/ .

It is not justffied
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please g ive detail s of why you consi der this part of the local Plan is not legally compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. AHcrnalively, if you wish to support any of
these aspects pl ease provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continu e on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought

Please note your representation
cover succinctly the
evidence and supporting
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.

..

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your r eprese ntat ion is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary to particip3te at the
public examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish to participate ~t the public examination , please outline why you consider this to be
necessa ry

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

\

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 {as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it Is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound' .
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan Is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it Is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where ft is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF} and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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I
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
litle
Name

Organisation
(If 1.-pondng an beh8ll olh
Clfllllniulon)

Address

Postex>de
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rc1 November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protec:Uon -The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Ad 1898. The lnfonnatlon wiH be analysed and the CouncU will consider Issues
raised. Please note that ccmments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Ofllces.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For mo"' lnforrn£tlon· T p 1• i!"'"'C: ~1 -r ~ .. ~::'7
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Document

Policy nu ml>cr

Page number

Poli c y text /
Parag raph

number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site AIIQC&tlons
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of·Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of.centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road J High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place.maklng, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, slgnage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: AJr Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What Is the Issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do you consider lhis p<tragraph or policy of the L ocal Plan to IJc . (;' ;.. -, ,e 1: .i-., kllfl,-'
I
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

~-

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

--

It Is not justified

~

It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please giva details of why you consider this part or the Local Plan is not l egally compltant , is
unsound or docs not comp1)• with the duty to co-operate. Alt ernatively. if yoLI V.'ish t o support any of
llwse llSpects please provide details . Please be as precise as possibiC!. C ontmuc on an extra sheet
iF necessnry.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what rnoddlcaiiOn(s.) you consider necessary to mal<\! I he Local PJ ,1n h!gillly
compl •an l or sound You will need lo say why tl 1is modification will make th e Local Plan f(.•y<tlly
compliant or sound. It wiiii.Jl':' helpful if you are able to plJt forward your suggC:stctl revised ~vording
of any policy or text Please lJc as precise JS possiiJh: . Contmuc on ;111 cKtra sheet if •wce:ssar~··

-·

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not

normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
I

If your repr esc ntati pn is seeking a modificatior, , do you consider it necessary t o participate at th t:
public examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wi sh to participale at the puiJitc cxaminalton. please otttlinc why you cons ider \hi s to be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate prooodure to adoot tn hP::l~" f~a:l ...,,v., """'-

."

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

•Legally Compliant•:
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant•. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate•:
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co·operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on1Joing basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross·boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

•sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective•, has been 'positively prepared', and Is
'consistent with national policy•. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan Is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made In our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

•Positively Prepared": This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF} and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
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Name
Organisation
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Otli&Diution)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Proteetlon- The c:omment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data P~on Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council wiD consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Pol icy text/
Document

Pol icy number

Page number

Paragraph
number
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Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
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Appraisal
Other(e.g.
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
bo yoLI consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (pfc·asc rr>fer to l! •e
~.unJancc nofl:' a1 f or an (•>:planation nf t/ 1cse reun~)

No

Yes

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to CO'"()perate

2.3

Sound

'I-

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan i s not sound. is this b ecause:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

)(_

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

Please givo details of why you consider this part of t he l ocal Plan is not legally compliant, is
J-psound or docs not com ply with the duty t o co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any ot
these aspects please p rovide details. Please be as precise as p ossible. Continue on an extra sheet
if t1ecessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
P.rease set out what modif1cation{s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. Vou will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan l egally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.

,

-Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
I

If your representation is seeking a modification , do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

1

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way In which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it Is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy•. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, OF includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

Broxtowe Borough CouncH
Planning & Community Development
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Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(a) you submit on the Local Development Framewort (LOF) wiU be used In the plan process and may be in use fot'
lhe lifetime of thelDF In eccordanoe with the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnfonnatlon wiD be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
vlewad at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: polic~broxtowe . oov. uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text /
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Aws'NOrth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground.CQnditlons
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
I
~o

you cons ider this paragraph or policy of lhc Local Plan to b e: (;!l,•a:>c n'•1L'' f,J th:
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co--operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

Nc

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, i s til is because:

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

.../

Your comments
Please gi ve details of why you conside r this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant , is
unsound or docs not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish t o support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet

if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
PlcJsc set out what rnodif•cation(s) you consider necessary to make the Locill Pllln IC"gally
compli .:lllt or sound. You wtll need to say why th is modification w ill make lhc Local Pl~n legally
compliant or sound . It wiiii.Jc helpful if you are able to put forward yoL•r suggested revi se d wordmg
of any policy or tcx.t. Please be as precise as possible. Continua on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover
aU the
and supporting
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector.
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
'

If y o u r represe ntati on is seeking a modification, d o you consider it necessary t o participate at the
public examinat1on ?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish t o p articipate at th e public examination, please outli n e why you consider t h is t o be
n ecessar¥

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requir~ments. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co~operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross~boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co~operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co~operation on strategic cross~boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan Is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where His reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Poli~y Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(a) you submit on the Local Development Framewort (LOF) wiU be used In the plan process and may be in use fot'
lhe lifetime of thelDF In eccordanoe with the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnfonnatlon wiD be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
vlewad at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: polic~broxtowe . oov. uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text /
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Aws'NOrth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground.CQnditlons
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
I
~o

you cons ider this paragraph or policy of lhc Local Plan to b e: (;!l,•a:>c n'•1L'' f,J th:

g •J.od,-;ncc
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co--operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

Nc

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, i s til is because:

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

.../

Your comments
Please gi ve details of why you conside r this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant , is
unsound or docs not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish t o support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet

if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
PlcJsc set out what rnodif•cation(s) you consider necessary to make the Locill Pllln IC"gally
compli .:lllt or sound. You wtll need to say why th is modification w ill make lhc Local Pl~n legally
compliant or sound . It wiiii.Jc helpful if you are able to put forward yoL•r suggested revi se d wordmg
of any policy or tcx.t. Please be as precise as possible. Continua on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover
aU the
and supporting
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector.
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
'

If y o u r represe ntati on is seeking a modification, d o you consider it necessary t o participate at the
public examinat1on ?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish t o p articipate at th e public examination, please outli n e why you consider t h is t o be
n ecessar¥

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requir~ments. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co~operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross~boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co~operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co~operation on strategic cross~boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan Is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where His reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Poli~y Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Agent
Please provide your clienfs name

'J fJ CQ Lt[ LJ._ /V £

Your Details
Trtle
Name
Organisation
(If raapondlng on behalf of lhe
Ql'llrila!lon}

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments shou

be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rct November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

--------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit

www. broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocal plan
Data Protection- The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data ProtBctlon Act 1998. The infonnation wm be analysed and the Council wiU consider issues
raised. Please note that comments caMOt be tteated as oonfidentlal and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the CouncU Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policv@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Policy 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsfey Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing

c
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employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures ~-------f-------1
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21 : Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one fotm per representation.

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
'"1

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified
It is not effective

/
./

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 4: Modifications sought

.,

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
infonnatlon necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
·~

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

t:1ro;'CtOWe Borough Council
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Broxtowe
Local PI
Agent
Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Mr

C I BB.>

Nam.e

Organisation
(if responding on behaW of lhe
orgenlaallon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

Please help us save money and the enVIronment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
canbesemro: ----------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www. broxtowe.gov. u k/part21ocal plan
Data Pro18ctlon- The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Frameworlt (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All reprasentations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: oolicy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound
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Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
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It is not effective
It Is not positively prepared
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It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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5: Public Examination Attendance

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination

No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
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Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
Indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
and...,

Data PnMc:tlon- The oammenf(a) you aubmil anile l.oc8l ~Framework (LDF)wll be used-. the plan fi"'CBSS
be In Ul8 for
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18111ed. Pllase note that canmada cannot be tr.lild as c:anfidenllllll and wl be made available far pubic inspection. 141 represenlations can be
viewed at the Council Ollces.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For mont Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452. 3448. 34M nr ~n1fi 1=-rnRil· """r_,fthrn¥t,_.. ,.ft., ""
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Poli cy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main BuDt up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Sle Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site AIIQcations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quaHty existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of..centre A 1 RetaU in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of--centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travelers
Polley 17: PlacEHn&king, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous
Substances and
;
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 28: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

qo you consider_ this parag1 apll or f.W !icy or the Local Plan to be : ,,.
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No

Yes

-

2.1

LegaDy compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

/

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2~3 above
If you think this parngraph or policy of the Plan is not sound. is this because :

-·

.

H is not justified

It is not effective
. -· ..
It is not positively prepared

/
/

It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Alease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally cornpl1ant. is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate . Alternatively. if you w is h to support ;:my c.i
t h~se aspects please provide details Please be as precise as poss i blf: . Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
I
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please se! out wh<Jt modific<ltlon(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will need to say why th 1s modificat1on w11l make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are .1ble to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Pl ease be as precise as poss1ble. Contmue on an extra sheet if necessary
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Please note your representation should oover .SUCCinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to supporfl1ustify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subseqaient opporbmity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she ldentfftes for examination •

.. .

4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representa tion is secl\lllg a mod ificat ion. do you consider 1t necessary to participate at the
publ1c examinat1on'?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public axaminatlon

No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you vvish t o participate at the publ ic cxam rnatron, please outline why you consider th is to be
n ecessary

Please note the Inspector wiU detennine 1he most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at 1he DUbflc examination.

Bro_xtowe Borough Council
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(if raspcMing on behlllf allhe
organisation)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

-

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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Pleas~ help us save Jlloriey·and the environment by providing an ~mall address that -spondence
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Prot.ctlon- The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) wiUbe used in 1tle plan process and may be In use for
the lfetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Jnfonnation wiR be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. AU representations can be
viewed at 1t1e CounCil Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@bmxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy texll
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk

c
ca

-

D.

-cau

0
..J
N

t::

ca

D.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimbertey Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge~of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of--centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnability
Appraisal
Other(e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

~
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (please refer to lit e
~~Jiriattce note at for iln e;,planation o f these terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

No

Yes

J

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified
It is not effective

It is not positively prepared

v·
.'

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

Pjease give detaiis of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant. is
uhsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
tl)~se aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if reccssary,
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s} you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You wlll need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able lo put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.

..

~

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
c

If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?
Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

-

..
Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to

Co~operate':

If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan Is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan :
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective•: This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

t~rtJxtowe Borough Council
Plannmg & Community Development

-2 NOV 2017
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Please provide your client's name

I J#J

Your Details

Organisation
(IfNSpondlng on behalf of lhe

OfVII'*don)

Address

Postoode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3'd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(&} you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) wiU be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information wiD be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All rep~Uentations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtow~,gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number
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Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road 1 High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, slgnage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQndltions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Pqllcy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal

Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?

~o you co nsider this paragraph or policy of the l o cal Plan ro lJo : (f)/..:_>,l.;c rr:re,
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
.
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It is not justlfted
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
/

v"

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you cons ider this part of the Local Plan is not legally cornp!i ant , is
unsound or docs not comply with the duty t o co-operate. A lternatively, if you wish to support any of
t hese aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an ext ra sheet
I f necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what rnodtfrcattOn(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legi'llly
compliant or sound You will need to say why this modification will make the Locill Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are 01ble to put forward your suggested r evised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Con1inuc on an extra sheet if necessary

Please note your representation
cover
all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.

"'

.•

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
'

If y our representati on is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary to p articipate at the
public exarninat1on?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
'

If y ou wish to participate at the publ1c examination , please outline why you consider th is to be
n ecess ary
•
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requi~ments. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co..operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.

The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cros~boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co--operate' is not a duty to agree. However, local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it Is 'justifJed'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what It sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley•: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polity Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Sroxtowe Borough Council
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If rupondlng en behalf Df the
oruanlutlon)

Address

Postoode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation .
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www. broxtowe. gov. u klpart21ocal plan
D•ta Protection· The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) wHI be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the llf8time of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnetion will be analysed and the CouncH will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Councit Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policv@broxtowe.gov.uk
1
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Document

-

Policy number

Page number

Pol icy text/
Pa ragrap h
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk

c
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ftS

D.
ftS

0
..J
N

t:
ftS

D.

Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 8: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of·Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Oo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to t11e
g~11dance note at for an e,.p/anat1on of these rerms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

v

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
I

If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this becaus~ :

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

vI

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

~lease give detaifs of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
ursound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate . Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
th~se aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
I
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modificalion(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revis ed wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
i

If your representati.on is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wisf1 to participate at the public examination. please outline why you consider this to be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please oomplete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant' . To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done inoorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the oontext of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and Is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared": This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policV@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
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Name
Organisation
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Address

Postcode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s} you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF} will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnfonnatlon wll be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised . Please nate that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.qov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
--

Document

-

Page number

Policy number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts. signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map

Sustainablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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.·Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
'

Do. you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be:
91Jtdonco note ar for an expfanatton of tiJuse terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

(JIIf'JSG refer to IIJC

Yes

No

v

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

~

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4

'
'Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
I

If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
publtc examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish to participate at the public examination , please outline why you consider this to be
necessar:Y

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
Indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

••

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound' .
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and Is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

•effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rct November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov. uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s) you tubmb on the Local Development Framework (lDF) ws11 be used In !he plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection kt 1998. The Information will be analysed and the CouncU will consider is&ues
raised. Please note that comments camot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452 ~ 'tAm:~ -:Mr- ...
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Pol1cy lcxtl
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Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other(e.g.
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Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main BuiH up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley SHe AIIQcations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chitwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQndltions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What Is the Issue with the Local Plan?
-
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2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

X

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No• to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because :
It is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent wHh national policy

)<)

Your comments
Please give details of why you con s icier this part of tile Local Plah is not legally compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with t he duty to co-operate . A lternatively, if you wish to support any of
th ese aspects please provid e d etails. Pl ease h e as precise as possible. Cont mue on an extra sl1ce1
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Plc:.ase !:;c>t out what modtftciltlon(s) ~·ou consldr:·r ll~{;t::S:.:lry to make t h~ loc<ll Plan l egally
compliant or sound You will need to say why t h is modifiC3lton will fllt'lkc til e Local Plan legally
cornph:H\1 or sound It will be h elpful if you arc able l o put forv.ard your sugg~stcd revised wordm~l
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Please note your representation should cover succindly all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the reauest of the Inspector.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your r epresentatiOn is seeking a modification , do you consider it necessary to pllrtictpat c at t he
public examination;?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
-

If you \Ni s~l to participate at t he publrc examination, pl ease outl ine why you consider th is to IJc

necessar:Y

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hesr thn!'!.P whn ,.."'""
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Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether It or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done Incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way In which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it Is likely
to relate to wheth~r or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan Is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
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Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infomla.tion wil be analysed and the CouncK wil consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text!
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site AJiocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnabllity

Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

'

[l)o you consider this paragraph or policy of the local Plan to be: (ple3so refer to the
uote at lo1 an e}.p/ana!IDn of ihese rermsJ

g~1idance

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

../

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this becaus e:

It is not justified
It is not effective

It is not positively prepared

It is not consistent with national policy

J

Your comments
~lease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant , is
tmsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively. if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
·if ~ecessary.

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please sef out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your su_ggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

sri£

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the
will determine
most appropriate or01ceaur
Indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing In the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Polley Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development
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Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rc1 November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection- The c:omment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with lhe Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at lhe Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tf41' 0115 917 ':\4'\?
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Poltcy numbe-r

Document

Page number

Polrcy text /
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Built ~P Area Site Allocations
Polley AW&worth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site AtiQcations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge·of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of--centre and out-of--centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road}
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
-
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No

Yes

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

i/

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

/

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give d etails of why you consider lhis part of t he local Plan is not regally compliant, rs
unsound or docs not comply with the duty t o c o-operate. A lternatively, if you wish to support any of
tl1e sc aspects please provide detai ls. Please be as precise as possible. Co ntinue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modifrcalton(s) you consider ncccss~ry t o make the Local Plan lcg:Jlly
compl iant or sound You will need to say why tl1i5 modifrc a\lon will make til e Local PI \Ill l egally
compliant or sound It will be h elpful if you arc able t.o put f orward your suggcstcc.l revis ed word 1ng
of any policy or t ext Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an cl<.tra sheet il necessr.try.
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Please note your representation
cover succinctly all
evidence and supporting
information necessary to supporVjustify the representation and the suggested modffiC&tion, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of thA t11sDedor
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your r eprese ntation is seek ing a modif1cation. do you consider it necess;Jry to participate a\ th e
public exomination?

Yes, t wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish to parti cipate at the public examination , please outline \Vhy you consider this to be

necessar¥

Please note the Inspector

determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to

ind~~t~n th~~ tho.:......:.. ~... .... ~'- - • -

• ••

•

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

•Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

•compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

•sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our local Plan is 'justified', •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy•. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our local Plan:
•

'Justified•: This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what It sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Pollcyt: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Polley Framework (NPPF} and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For f urther guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
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I

Please provide your client's name

I

Your Details
Title
Name
OflJanlsation
(If I8SJKinllng on behalf ~the
~lion)

Address

Postoode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection - The ClOmment(s} you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of 1he LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information wiD be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as ClOnfidentlaland will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Policy number

Document

Page number

Policy text!
Pa ra graph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail In Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
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Polley 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map
Sustainabillty
Appraisal
Other(e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

~o you consider tht s paragraph or policy of the
~·lltf,::;nc(• llurr.; crl { CJI il '1 C~pia11C:I rol1 O f /IIeSe farms.)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Local Plan to be :

(t'IL•n:::e , ,_.f::r

to tit('

Yes

No

~·

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
.
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because :

It Is not justified
It Is not effective

~

It is not positively prepared
It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of the local Plan is not legally compliant, is
u nsound or does not comply with the duly to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as p recise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modificat1on(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan l egally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised word1119
of any policy or text. Please lJe as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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note your representation should cover succinctly all the lnfonnation,
supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.
...a:llaa

~

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requi~ements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done Incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to co ..operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it Is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polity Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emalling policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Broxtowe Borough Council
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Planning & Community Development
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Agent
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details

I

Title
Name

Organisation
(lfr.pcndl!lllanbehllfofthe

cwprUIIIan)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Ncmber

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The commen1(s) you submit on the Local Development Framewortc. (LDF) wiD be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the llfeUme of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council wiU consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pub6c Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: oolicv@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Document

Pol1cy number

Page number

Policy tcxtf
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustainabillty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission.
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road}
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQndltions
Polley 20: .Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

f. 63
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the local Plan to i.)c :
~/JI( /,C!/IC'2 110IU ;=1( (~)/ i-JII P.>.p.l:llln:t.111 of tllese t erm~)
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Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

NO

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
... tOft"

'\ t

'

If you thThk 't his paragraph or policyof the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

~

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part or the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
unsotlnd or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet
if necQ-ssary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Loc al Plan legally
compliant or sound . You w ill need to s~y why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are abJe to put for.'Vard your suggested revised wording
of any policy or t ext. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

t"'IA:IIIc:A note your representation should cover succinctly all the
evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your r e prcscntati ~n is seeking a rnodifica\ion , do you consider it necessary to participate at th e
public examination(

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

If you wish to participate at the public examination , please ollttine why you consider th is to be
n ec essary
'

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each relpresentatlon you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
I

If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Ptan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requi~ements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co·operate':
If your response relates to the way In which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Ca.operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic crosg.boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is iikely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what It sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Load Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polity Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Your Details
TtUe

Mr

Name
Organisation
(If AllpQnllng an llllhalfd . .
argerBatlan)

Address

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm. on Friday 3111 November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use .a
separate form for each rep~ntation.
If you -would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

.

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:
·
·

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
o.ta Plollicllun- Tha comment(s) you submit an lhe Loc:al OawalupiiMt Ftanework (lDF} • be U!l8d In the plan procasa and may be In use far
the lirellme d the LDF In 8CCOidance with the Dala Piotadlon Ad 1998. The Information • ba enalysad and 1he Council will consider Issues
raiaed. Pleale ndelhat commenlll cannot ba trellled as confiden8al and will be made ...,.. for public inspection. All representllllon can be
viewed at the Council Ollicas..

Please retum completed fonna to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services. Foster Avenue, Beeston. Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452. 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: ~o!icvra>broxto·N~.qov.uk
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Question
1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
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Polley 1: Rood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
PoUcy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
1--'62.....:~=----+-.-t~ -_;:l__--1
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
PoUcy 12: Edge-of-Centre A 1 Retail in East\NOOd
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
~--------~--------~
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
PoUcy 24: The health impacts of development
Poncy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Poticy 27: local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainabillty

Appraisal

Other(e.g.
omission,
evidence

document

etc.)
2
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

..
Question 2: What is the Issue wfth the Local Plan?

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

.>(

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified

X

It Is not effectNe
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
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Please note your iepresentation should cover succincUy all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modlftcatlon, as there wiU not
normaly be a sUbsequent opportunity to make fwther representations based on the anginal representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submlaslons will be only ld the reque.t of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies far examinallon.
4
Pleae use a~ sheet ol paper 1f recp.hd. Please use one form per representation.
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5: Public Examination Attendance

note the Inspector
the most
procedure to adopt to hear those who have
Indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate $~teet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.
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Please provide your clienfs name
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1

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(IJI'&Ipllldng 1111 belllllf ol . .
~)

Address

Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm. on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here
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Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:
·
·

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
o.ta ProliM:tfon- Tha oommenf(s) ~submit on the Local Dewllopmetlt F~ (LDF) • be used In the plan pmcasa and may be In use for
the nretfme d the lOF In accanlance with the Data PICAIIittiuolld 1998. The Information will tMI anatysed and the Coundl will consider Issues
raised. Aease nol8 that COI'IiiiMdS cannot be tnNd8d aa conlldential and will be made IIVIIIIeble for public Inspection. All,...._.. . . . . can be
viewed at the CauncD Ollice8.

Please return completed fonns to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: rolic'{@b:-'Jxt-J-.·:a.gov.'JI'\
1

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
\
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Policy 1: Flood Risk
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4.

Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimber1ey Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and Disbict Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers

~5=-....:~=---+--~6=--·

---1

...:....i

Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity

Policy 18: Shopfronts, slgnage and security measures t - - - - - + - - - - - - 1
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport

Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
PoUcy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map

Sustalnability
Appraisal

other(e.g.
omission,
evidence

document
etc.)

2
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
··. :.·· ., -:.
~

·, .~~:~!.(J~~'
2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

~~. ~~
\f~t be~ ~~ te

.

ON.

\S

~

3
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

t

l

· Que$lton 4: Modifications sought

Vr4b btte a~
1-c, lie vLtlA~ AN~
I '

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
Information necessaJy to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make bther representations based on the oliginal represe~ltation
at publfcation stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of lhe Inspector,
based on the matlers and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate $heel of paper If requinld. Please U$8 one farm per representation.

'

l

Quwtlon 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5

Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

Broxtowe Borough Council

..

Planning & Community Development

•t

B-r·
Local
Agent

I

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Tltle

Name

Organisation
(If ..spondlng en behtlf or the
~)

Address

Postoode

Tel. Number

E-maQ address

Comments sh

.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

'
For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LOF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnfonnatlon wiD be analysed end the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that commen1s caMot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offtces.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottinaham NG9 tAP
For more lnfm'matvon· T~· I'"' 1l: n<> "'' ... ~ "
10

-

t
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Poli cy numllcr

Document

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
')t.,
Polley 5: Brtnsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allr;~cations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
PoUey 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, slgnage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green lnfrastrudure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

c
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Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
~t~ . )

Page number

•

Polley textl
Paragraph
nlHnber

f) . /

'

;
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

i

f? o )I OU consider this paragraph or t'lolicy of th e Local PIJ n l obe:
fL;' ill I ( ·>-fi.r.:lk=?(l )'' r.t t/oL•c,u 1e:r11:-)

t ;•!(·f-~' , ,.,,

'LJ 1'"-·

0'"'1.-'l: •t·e tw':: ar

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co--operate

2.3

Sound

..·

'

L..---

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan i s not sound , is th is b ecause ;

It Is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared

It is not consistent with national policy

v

Your comments
Please give d etails of why you consider this part of t he local Pla n i s not l egally compliant , is
unsound or does n ot comply with the duty t o co-operate . Alternatively, if you \•:ish to support any of
these aspects please provide d etail s. Pl ease be as precise as possibl e. C ontinue on an extra sheet
ir necessary.

~J....b b~ ~t f~~-t e~ttA. oF~ Uf-51'" vtu.~ 4t IN
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Plea se set out what modtftcation(s) you consider necessi:lry t o m ake the Local Plan l egally
compliant or sound You will n eed t o say why t his modiftcation will make the L ocal Pllln l egally
compliant or sound It w illlJc IH:> Ipful if you are able to put fon'tlard your suggested revi sed w ordtng
of any poltc y or text. Please
as p recise as p ossible. Continue on an CKlr3 sheet if necessar y

uc

:rr i:lo~ Jof et>JJwJJ 1/bUrA¢ !/!sets M e~~<Jilelf ~
6oi,S .

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
Information necessary to supporVjustify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
h.=-~ nn
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your reprcsentatibn is seeking a modification , do you consider it necessary t o participate at
public cxamination f?

til~

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not ~h to participate at the public examination
If you wisl1 to par1rcipate 01t the public examination, plc<tse outline why you consider this to be
I

necessary
I

.

,Please
__.. note
.. the Inspector will determine the most appropriate prot".-edure to sdo.ot to ~er thn.~P vmn h:t:.·o:

.
Guidance Note:
Please oomplete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Complianf. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way In which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the Independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan Is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
aHernatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not It is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what It sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Locaf Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where It Is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

-·

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
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Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development
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Bro
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Trtle
Name
Organisation
(If mpanding an behalf of the

organisation)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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lf.you.,woufd:·Uke;to be ce~ed QY the Planning Pof.icy ream ~a.rdinci;J ·futu.re,(!:onsUiiatiOn.s:
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Plea~ he.lp .us.save ma~eY.'!J.i1d .the ·environment by l>J:oviaing ~n ~-mail ad~ress Jhat;~~~ondence
-can be sent to:
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) wilt be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and wll be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448,3468 or 3015 E·mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk

c
ns

D.

-ns

CJ

0
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D.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 8: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11 : The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and secuiity measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainabllity
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

:5~

5e

,

•

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
9o you consider this paragraph or policy of tho Local Plan to be : (please refer to the
Jldance 110/e ai for an explanat,on of tl1ose terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

/

..

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this

becaus~ :

;,,....-·

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

v-

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please glve details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Conti nue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what rnodification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will maka the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as posstbre. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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note your representation should cover succinctly all the
, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?
I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

If you wis;h to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning}
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

Broxtowe Borough Go~Jn-cil .
Planning & community Jevelopmem :
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
lltle
Name
Organisation
(lf~anbehtllot"h

~)

Address

Postoode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rc1 November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LOF) will be used In 1he plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnformatJon will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that canments caMot be treated as confidential and wUI be made available for public lnspec:tlon. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 '!41:\?
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Document

Pol •cy number

Page number

Policy text /
Paragraph

number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

\..··..

Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Jf_ :.;;·
Polley 5: Brinstey Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Alll;)cations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Bett
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre U~es
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travelers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What Is the Issue with the Local Plan?
D:?

~:ou

c onsider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (•'':·, , ,e ,,-. ~·:• to

f /; ~··
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

v

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No• to 2.3 above
If you think ti)i s parag raph or policy of th e Pl an i s n ot sou nd, is t his b ecause,:

It Is not justffied
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

t/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consicler this part of the l ocal Plan is not legally compl i ant, is
Lmsound or d ocs not comply with the duty to co·operate. A lternatively, if you wisl1 to support any of
t hese .a spects please provid~ details. Please be as precise as possible . C onltnue on an extra sh eet
if necQssary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
PlcJsc set out wlll:ll modiftcatiOn(s) you consider necessary t o maKe th e Local Pl ;tn legally
compliant or sound . You will need t o say why t ills modiftcJtion v-:ill make t11 c Local Plan l egally
compliant or sound It ·wifl uc ll clpfu1 if you arc able t o put f orward your suggested revised wordmg
o f any policy or t ext. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if n ecessary .
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note your representation
cover succinctly the
evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at pUbficatfon Stage. After this Stage, further SUbmJRslons w8fl be On.J\' at thP rnnm~.:t !'If t,...-4> !n~ n.:u-t..,.
PlaAeA
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If y ou r r epresc ntati pn i s seeking a tnodifrca\ion. do you consider it necessar y t o participat e at the
public examin ati on?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If y ou

wi ~h

t o p articipate

3t

t he publ ic examination. please outline why ~' Dll consider th is t o b e

necess ary

Please note the Inspector wtll determine the most appropriate procedure to adoot to hear those who hsue
Indicated tha1thP.v ~h tn ;,.o rtl ...hv~•.-. .-.1 n.... - · ..t."-

..

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England} Regulations 2012 (as amended}. If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local P'anning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation In the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing In the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements. including unme1
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPP.F} and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact thP Ph•..... •- -

~

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development
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Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(If Nlfllllldng on belul" Gf lie
cqrildon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LOF In accordance with the Data Protection lv;t 1998. The Information wiD be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. AJl representations can be

viewed at the Council Oflic:es.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more

lnform~tJon:
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Polr cy number

Document

Page nurnber

Pol icy t ex t/
Pa ragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley Awsworth Site Atlocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allc;x:atlons
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of·Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edga.of·centre and out·of..centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditlons
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: T111vel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evtdence
document
etc.)

~:J,
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

Do you cot1sider lhis paragraph or policy of the Loc;1l Plan t o be . (1l',:·
~u'lf.::,: L? n:1:u .:11 f,-;, ,-,nt·AJ11:1•1J!• _,., of ''"-·.oc t c:m_-)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

!.··-· I L'~''

I"J

11 11

Yes

No

)<(

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this becaus ~:

It is not justified
It Is not effective

)Z

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Pl ease give details of why you considN this part or the Local Pian is not l egally compliant , is
unsound or does not comply with the dllty t o co-operate. Aitcrnalively, if you wist! lo supporl any of
these aspQcts please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.

\~

~.
''

,

~~

.JA-<;.

I~M~

fl2.b(Atz.c,,
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out v:hal mocltl1cation(s) you c:ol\sidcr nc ccs~.;ny to rnal<e tlw Lo c.:~ 1 P f<1n l e g<:~lly
cumpllant or sound Y ou will ncc!d t o sJy why this modiftcatton will m;:.kc th e lot: <ll Plan l r.gall}'
compli ant or sound . It willuc helpful H you are able t o put f orwJrd your sugges!cd revised word111g
of any policy or t ext . Please b ~ as p recise ~s possible. Conlmue on an c:J~:t r a s h eet ilnacessary

)

note your representation should cover succinctly all the information,
and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be onOy at the raou&4!f of tJ,e LtlSD~dO!

..____..J.

••

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your reprc sc nt<1 ti bn is seeking a modiftcatiofl . d o yoll consider it necessary to p articipatG at t he
publi c examinati on ?I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

/

If y ou wi ~h to p articipa te at t he publ tc cxaminatton, please outline wh y you consider this t o b e
n ecess ary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to t)ear fht"'..c;P \.vhr.
lndir~t~rl tt...~t

t,,.......:..--. •- ---· · ·

·

h;:;vc.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an onwgoing basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic crosswboundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' Is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

•Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley•: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords wHh the National
Planning Polley Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
t

•••
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Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(II NSpclllding C11 be"-11 Of tile

OIQIIIIIAIIon)

Address

Postmde
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments

OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) wfll be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LOF in aceotdance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that cammenls cannot be treated as amfidentlal and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452. 3448. ::lA6B or 3015 F~il · j"k~.u.--.~l- ....-

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Pol icy text/
Paragraph

number
Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnabllity

Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the Issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the local Plan to be:

(I • 1 :·;1~·: 1l'1.._., 1o t/ r.~'

g .fl<iauce n o!e a r fnr a•7 e>.;)IJ ,•l:Jl :on o f l ilr.:sc tcllll;->)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

/

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No• to 2.3 above
If you think thi s paragraph or poli cy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
I

It Is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet

If IH~cessary.
~VljU:.H LA~e

w rn-t

M+i'-"J'l..e.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Plc:Jse set out wt1atmodtfication(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
cornpliant or sound . You will need to say why this modification Will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful H you are able to put forward your suggested revised wordmg
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

..

.

.

Please note your representation
oover succinctly all
evidence and su~lpo,rtlntg
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.

r

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector
determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

have

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant•:
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty tci Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requir~ments. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation In the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning PoHcy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polity Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.

-
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Plea5e complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the wav in which the plan has been prepared, then this Is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requir_ements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation In the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it Is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polity Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv®broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development
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Please provide your client's name

I

Your Details
Name
Organisation
(If responding an behalf Df 1t1e
cqer*tt~Dn)

~- - -

Address

Post<lOde
Tel. Number

E-maUeddress

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www. broxtowe.gov. uk/part21ocalplan
Da.. Protection- The c:omment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LOF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the llfatime of the LDF In 8CICDnfance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments camot be traated as confidential and will be made available for pubHc Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information:

Tel~

0115 917 3&!5?
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Do cument

Polley number

Page number

Policy text.'
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinstey Site Allocation
Polley &:Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site AIIQcations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road}
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
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Polley 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map
Sustainabillty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What Is the Issue with the Local Plan?
I

Dp

~lou

consider this paragraph or policy of l he Local PI.Jn to be : ( r'.'L'CJ.;,-. h ''•-'' T.J /I;,,
l' c)l u a: l .·r illl C:A.f'•' :1n-tla_,,, C1f Tlresc IC!IiJS}
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

/

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
-

If y ou t hi nk this paragraph or policy of the Plan i s not sound, is this because :
It Is not justified
It Is not effective
'

It is not positively prepared

\

c

It is not consistent with national policy

~

Your comments
PlcJse give details of why yoll consider this part of t h~ Local Plan is not l egally compliant. is
Lli1SDLJf1d or docs not comply with the duty t o co·opcra te. Altern ative ly , if you wish t o s u pport any of
t hese aspects please provide details. Please be as p recise as possible. Conttnue on an extra s lwct
if n ecessary.

...

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please sel 0111 whJI modlfiC:'tllon(s) you consicic-r ncccs~ary to make the Local Pl~11 l eg~lly
complliltlt or sourHJ. You will need to say why t his motlifJcaiiOil Willma"c the Local Pi;1n le-g ally
compl•an\ or sound . It will be helpful if you arc able to put forward your Sllggc:sted rcvis~d wordrng
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an cKtra sheet il necessary.

Please note your representation
oover
the Information, evidence and supporting
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector.
~=u:o-~_,..t
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your repr c s c nt~ti ¢>11 is seeking a modification. do you consider il necessary to participate at the
public ex a rn in at ion·?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

-

If you wi s11 t o parti cipate at the publrc cxamina\ron , please outline why yoLI consider th is t o be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear tho~ w~ h..e'm
ind!cat9rl th='lt th~.., v;.r~th ~..... .-.~~=..:--•- -· •

...

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done Incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it Is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
~
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~h Council :
Planning & Community Development

Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(if respcnding on behalf of the

organisation)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would !Ike to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

[Z)

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

----~----------------------------------------~---------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection -The comment(s) you submit on the Local Oevelopment Framework (LDF) wil be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments caMOt be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubHc inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Page number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation fPMtr
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
,.
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edga.of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
~
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document
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Please use a separate sheet of oaoer if reauired. PleasP. use one form o~r represPntation
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consider this paragraph or olic
f
~wdanca
note at for an explanattan ofthes~ ~f'lt~;, Local Plan to be: (please refer ro llw

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

.(

.

Question
3: Why
you
answered
•No'istothe
2.3Local
abovePlan unsound?· Please only answer this question if
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Pia n IS
. no t sound .IS th·1s b ecause:
I

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plat, legally
compliant or sound. ll will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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e request of the Inspector,
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4
Please use a separat e sheet of paper if required . PIease use one form per representation.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representati~n is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?
I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

- -

.v

If you wish to participate at the public examination , please outline why you consider this to be
necessary
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have

indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a senar<"te c;heet nf n<"OEr if reQuired. PleaEe !JSt' one f~rm tle~ renr"'vl'nt~t;.,.,

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant' . To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

•Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
6
Please use a separate sheet of paper if reauired. Please use one form oer reoresentation.
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
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Name
Organtsatton

Broxtowe Borough Council

(If raaponclng on behaH of 11le

or;an!Mfton)

Address

-2 NOV 2017
Postcode
Tel. Number
E~mail

address

Comments should be received by S.OOpm on Friday 3rct November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection~ The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Frame'NOrk (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the lDF in ac::cordance with the Data Protection 1v::t 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council wftl consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubUc Inspection. AU representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Ot her (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
et c.)

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

v

Policy textf
Paragraph
number

.

'

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

~o-

you consider. this paragraph or policy of the local Plan to be : (plc<Jso 1ofer to t11e

gj,!!tclance note at lor an e>.plana/IOII of these ferms }

Yes

No

I

v

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

v

2.3

Sound

t/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this

becaus~ :

It is not justified
It is not effective

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
r
fl'Jlease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compl iant , is
psound or docs not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provjde details. Please be as precise as possible. Conti nue on an extra sheet
if recessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modificalion(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legall y
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination;?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
-

-

-

I

If you wish to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

•

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to

Co~operate':

If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co~operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on~going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and Is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley•: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv®broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation .
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection- The comment(s} you submit on the Local Development Framework. (LDF) wiR be used In the plan precess and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and wRI be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What Is the Issue with the Local Plan?
lbo y ou consider tl1i s paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (nlee~sc 1elcr to the
I
g_uiCiance notu ~~ fat an UXfJiallatlon of tlmsc terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

V'

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
., If you tl~ink this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

v--

'f

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will need to say why this modification will make tile Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful H you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all
and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.

Broxtowe Borough Coun.,;il
Planning & Community Development
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name

Organisation
(If .-paldlngG"' be haW of lhe
~lion)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3'd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(&) you submit on the local Development Framework (lOF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the lOF in accordance with !he Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council wiD consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448, 3468 or 3015 Eamail: policv@broxto_we.oov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

I

Document

Policy number

-

Page number

Policy textf
Par ag raph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square. Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts. signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQndltlons
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

f!>o you con sider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan l obe : {.1•/c·LJ::,~' t r:f,..,, 1:._,
g u·d lttcc 170 1L' rt r for <in c> f)/an<ltiOtl of l!w sc t erm_,)

/lit.'

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

{

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan i s not sound , is this because :
I

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

>(

.
'

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modificalion(s) you consider necess ary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will nee-d to say why l111s modification will make the Loc al Plan legally
compliant or sound . lt will be helpful if you are able lo put fon.'Vard your suggested revised word rng
of any poHcy or le:<l. Pleas<: be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

.. '
,

.......a.!lla note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.

"

,.
~

•1

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a rnodifccation . do you consider it necessary to participate at the
pub!1c examinatiOn?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination

No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
.

-

-

~-

-

If you wisJ1 to parti cipate at the public examination . please outline why you consider this to be
'
necessar~

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

'

t

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requir~ments. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning}
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co--operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what It sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where It is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

-

Broxtowe Borough Counr.-~i
Planning & Communi1y Developm~t ,, .
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Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

I

I

Your Details
Trtle
Name

Organisation
(Ifl8lpCirlding on behalf of lhe

OlgiNatlon)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-man address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3nt November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Frameworlt (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection !v;t 1998. The lnfonnatlon wiD be analysed and the CouncH will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and wiD be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448,3468 or 3015 ~ .m::~it· ""' 11-
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Pol icy textl

Document

Policy number

Pag e number

Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Ares Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 8: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11 : The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road}
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditlons
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Cultu~. Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
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Policy 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map
Sustainablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consi der this paragraph or poli cy of the Local Plan to b e: (Pii- --l)e td•-' I'J // 1•-:·
~~m l.1n:;e nor,, a t fo1 <111 e~o..p!ana t1u!l of tlwse if'i 11l:o)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If y ou th i nk thi s p aragraph or p oli cy of th e Plan is n ot sound, is this b ecause :
I

It is not justified
lt Is not effective
It is not positively prepared

It is not consistent with national policy

,/

Your comments
Please gfve details of why you consider this part or t he Local Plan is not l egal ly compliant, is
u nsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. A lternatively, if you wish t o support any of
t hese aspects please provide details. Ph~ ase be as p recise as possibl e. Contin ue on an extra sheet
if necessary.

.. .

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what mod ir•cation( s) you consider necessary to make the Local Pl<1n legally
compliant or sound . You will need to say why this modification w itt make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revi sed wordmg
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible . ContinLJc on an extrJ sheet if necessary.

Couf';...l s

c.NJI o_

,

Please note your representation
cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If yo ur r ep rcs e ntati bn is sccl<tng a modification. do you consider it necessary to participate at the
pu blic examin atio n?I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
-

-

If y o u wi sh t o participate at t he public examination . please outline why you consider this to be
n ecessaty

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

..

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty Cooperate' and legal and procedural
reqL:JI~ements. These are set out by legislation In the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

to

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective•, has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not It is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan Is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF} and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

-

oru_xtowe Borough Council
Plannrng & Community Development

Bro•·
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Trtle
Name

Organisation
(llresponclng on behalf of 1111

organisation)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rc1 November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation .
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protec:tlon- The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Ad. 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubic inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Page number

Policy number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
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-cau
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employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of~Centre A 1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edg~of~centre and out~of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road}
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets

Polley 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map
Sustainabllity
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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s~
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legaf,Jy
compliant or sound. ll will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wordtng
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

Please note your representation should cover succinctly the information,
and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.

Question 2: What is the Issue with the Local Plan?
-

I

Oo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (pfcdSC rc:fN lo the
gwcta11ce note at io1 an cxplanat,on of these terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

[X

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered INo' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this

becaus~ :

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

~t?<

~
~--

~

Your comments
I

~lease give details or why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is

u1,1 sound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of

uiese aspects please provide dctalls. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet

if r~ecessary.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who
Indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please oomplete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Ccroperate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Mr

Name
Organisation
(II-~ an beh•W ole.

DfV8111u11on)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments sho

received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection· The ccmment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (lDF) wiU be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Councn wiD consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Otfices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: ~y@broxtowe.gov. uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Documant

Policy number

Page number

Policy text /
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Cgnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainabillty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
qo you consider thi s paragraph or policy of the Local Plan t o be : (;,:c-,12C tcf,··: to /11e
~r11d. Jncc t1 111L·

AI f:._o: an (:>.p/c.11i1/1,111 of ttw:;c tc•m1 3)

2.1

Legalty compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

I~

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound , is th is b ecause:

/

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It Is not positively prepared
It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

~~

t.J
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v

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please se1 out what modif1Ci1\ion(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan leg.,.lly
compliant or soLJnd . You will need t o say why this modification w ill make the Local Plan l egally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put fo rward your suggested revised word•nn
of ~ny policy or t ext. PlcLlse be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra st1ect if necess;:~ry .
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note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.

• I

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
'

If you r r epres entatibn is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary to participate at the
publ ic examination ?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
-

If you wi s1l to participate at t he public examination, please outl ine why you consider this to be
n eces sary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance wHhin the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requir_ements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 {as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

•Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it Is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Polley Framework (NPP.F} and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polity Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Broxtowe Borough Coun.,;il
Planning & Community Development
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name

Organisation
(If .-paldlngG"' be haW of lhe
~lion)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3'd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(&) you submit on the local Development Framework (lOF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the lOF in accordance with !he Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council wiD consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448, 3468 or 3015 Eamail: policv@broxto_we.oov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

I

Document

Policy number

-

Page number

Policy textf
Par ag raph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square. Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts. signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQndltlons
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

f!>o you con sider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan l obe : {.1•/c·LJ::,~' t r:f,..,, 1:._,
g u·d lttcc 170 1L' rt r for <in c> f)/an<ltiOtl of l!w sc t erm_,)
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Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

{

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan i s not sound , is this because :
I

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

>(

.
'

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modificalion(s) you consider necess ary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will nee-d to say why l111s modification will make the Loc al Plan legally
compliant or sound . lt will be helpful if you are able lo put fon.'Vard your suggested revised word rng
of any poHcy or le:<l. Pleas<: be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

.. '
,

.......a.!lla note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a rnodifccation . do you consider it necessary to participate at the
pub!1c examinatiOn?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination

No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
.

-

-

~-

-

If you wisJ1 to parti cipate at the public examination . please outline why you consider this to be
'
necessar~

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

'

t

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requir~ments. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning}
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co--operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what It sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where It is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

-

Bro.xtowe Borough 67;;;;;·~

Planmng & Community D~veloprne.u

Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If responding on betlalf of the
otganisaUon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations:

Please tick here

0

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e~mall address that correspondence
can be sent to:

--------------------------~---------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the CouncU wil consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and wHI be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Councll Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.qov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Policy text/
Document

Policy number

Page number

Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Polley 21 : Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

£, ~

Policies Map
Sustain ability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if reQuired. Please use one form ner represent at iol'l
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Pl an to be: (please refer to the
1irlauce

nok• at ior an explanalton of these terms)

Yes

No
, ~

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

1/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
~lease give details of why you consider this part of the

Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you w ish to support any of
t~se aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if recessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s} you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will nood to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful If you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an e.xtra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4

Please use a separate sheet of oaoer if reauired. Please use one form oer reoresentation.

..
'Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
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Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant' . To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan Is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
6
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Broxtowe Borough Council.
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(If ..apondll'fll on belwll r11 the
~)

Address

Postalde
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
D•ta Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) wiU be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in aCCOJdance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnation will be analysed and the Council wiD consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. Al1 representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: oollcy@broxtowe,..qov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Poticy number

Page number

Poli cy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brlnsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of·Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of·centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditlons
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
Oo you consider this paragraph or policy of the local Pl an to be:(! ·lt.:'i"J3~
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound
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Yes

No
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Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If y ou th i nk this paragraph or p ol icy of th e Pl an i s n ot s o u nd, i s thi s b ecause :
•

I

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

I

Please g i ve details of why you consi d er this part of the Local Plan is not legall y comp1iant , i s
tmsound or docs not comply w ith the duty to co-operate. Alt ernatively, if you w ish to support any of
t hese asp~cts please provide details. Please be as p reci s e as possible. Continue on an extra sheet

if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Pl~asc set out what modification(s) you tonsider neces sary t o mal\c the Local Pliln legJlly
compliant or sound You will need to say why th is modification w ill m3kc the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound It will be helpful if you arc able to put forward your suggested revised wordmg
of any policy or text. Please b aas precise as pos.s ible. Continue on an ex\ra sheet if necessary
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note your representation should cover succinctly the
and suclDOirtilllg
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

1.

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty
Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

to

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the Independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it Is 'justified'.

•

•effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

•Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Polley'; Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emalling policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

-

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development

Bro:
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(if responding on behalf 111111•

CJ11181n1SIIIon)

Address

Postcode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framewor-K (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance wi1h the Data Proteclfon Ad. 1998. The lnfonnatlon will be analysed and the Council wHI consider issues
raised. Please note that comments caMot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubfic Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy texU
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c

-Dca..
-ca
CJ

0
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N
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ca
D..

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of·Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge·of--centre and out·Of·centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place·making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and non·
designated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
et c.)
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
~o yo~~ons!~er_ this paragraph or p~licy of the Local Plan to be : (pfe:ase
~!dan, _ not~;; rJ I Ior an explanatwn of tnese terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

rcr,_., to rhe

No

Yes

Nd

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound , is this because :

/
/

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

/

Your comments
Ple~se give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant , is
uns:Ound or does not comply with the duty to co·operate. Alternatively. if you wish to support any of
the~c aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or s ound. You will need to say why this mod ification will make the Local Plan legall y
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if n ecessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the infonnation, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
nonnally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
-

If your represe ntation is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary to partic ipate at the

publi c examination:?
I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

Mo

/

-

'

If you wis;h to participate at the public examination. please outline why you consider this to be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

.,
Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development

Bro
LocaiP
Agent

I

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If responding an behalf of the
organisation)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

[Z}

Please help us sa
can be sent to:
-

•

!

-

...

.. • '

ress that correspondence

-

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnation will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and wm be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policv@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Page number

Policy number

Policy textl
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk

c
ca

-c.
-ucu
0

...J
N
~

cu

D.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development In the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
{Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making , design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31 : Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustain ability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2

S'3

~. '

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
o you conside1· th is paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (please refer to the
note at for an expfanat1on of these terms)

1

Yes

~ludance

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

No

NO·

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It is not justified

/

It is not effective

/

It is not positively prepared

j

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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Question 4: Modifications sought
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if reauired. Please use one form oer reore5ent<'~tion
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
I

If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to partici pate at the
public examination'?
I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
i

If you wi~ to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessarr
l
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Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements. including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Please use a separate sheet of oaoer if reouired. Please use one form oer reores~ntation
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Agent

I
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
rrtle
Name
Organisation
(if ..,.panc~og on behatl' of the
organlsalon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

D

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

------------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection- The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framewottt (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection N;t 1998. The lnfonnation will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E~ail: oolicv®broxtowe_gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
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Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
{Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Sustainability
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Other (e.g.
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document
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound
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Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
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It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
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Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
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No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
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Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Please provide your ctienrs name

Your Details
Mr

Title

Name
Organisation
[If responding on behalf or the
organlsallon)

Address

Postcode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here
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Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

------------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www. broxtowe.gov. u klpart21ocal plan
Data Protection- The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. Thelnfonnation will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public lnspecllon. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more lnfonnatlon: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
t--~S..::.'!o_ _ _-+____,_$_._,_._t_.___ _-1
1
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A 1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures 1 - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - i l
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other(e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
·.- __ --,,,·_
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Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 4: Modifications sought

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,

basad on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Agent

I
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Trtle
Name
Organisation
Qf responding an bella~ of the
organisaUon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
Jfyou would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

D

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection- The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime ofthe LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnatlon will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
mised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspecllon. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
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Policy textl
Paragraph
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Alloc_ations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A 1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Cutture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the local Plan to be: (please rt•fer to tfw
&uidance note at for an cxplan alton of these terms)
:

Yes

No

../

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

/ !

2.3

Sound

r/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
'

If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified

v

It is not effective

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

P tease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
1
u~sound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
th~se aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if recessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as procise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will
most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
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Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation In the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Your Details
Trtle

Name

Address

Posicode
Tel. Number

E-mail addrass

Comments should be received by 5.00pm. on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

.

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an tHnail address that correspondence
can be sent to:
·

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
o.ta Prolaetfon- The cammanl(s) you subml on lha Local Development Frmnawadt (l.DF) wll be Ull8d In the plan pracasa and may be In uaa for
the lifetime C'l the l.DF In acoordance with the o.ta Prolactlal•/vl.1998. The lubmidlon will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raiaed. Please nom that CXIIIIIII8ID cannot betnlall!ld as coulid••lial end will be made avaBabla for public inspection. All repreeen1ation8 can be
viawed at lle CCdiCII Olllcaa..

Please retum completed forms to: .
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: golicv@broxtowe.gov.uk
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1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Policy 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
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Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
{Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures 1 - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - t
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?

2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

/
/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please onlx answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representatJon.

Question 4: Modifications sought

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representatiOn and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,

based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Qlie-6tion 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will detennlne the most appropriate
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.
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organ~Nt~on)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number

E·rnall address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Prot.ctlon • The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) win be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection h:t 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and w1» be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text!
Paragraph
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A 1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

I

!;>o you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (p/c!aSe 1efer to /fiG

Yes

ft}.wdiJncc note at lor an e xplanation af these terms)

No

I

2.1

LegaUy compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

/1

Sound

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
-

If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this becaus~:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

_j

It is not consistent with national policy

I

Your comments
I

Rlease give details of why you consi der this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
L!nsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
ttiese aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
I
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Question 4: Modifications sought
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to supporVjustify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your rep resentati on is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary to participate at tho
public examination ?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you w ish to participate at the public examination , please outline why you consider this to be
necessa ry
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

'•

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to

Co~operate':

If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co~perate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co~peration on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcv®broxtowe.gov.uk.
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JPlease provide your client's name
Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If responding en behalf of the
Ofllllnlution)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection ·The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information wiH be analysed and the Council wiU consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Policy text/

Document

Page number

Policy number

Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

1:

-"'
D.

-"'CJ
0
...J
N
~

"'

D.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.}

..

...:"3

-s ... ,

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?

90 you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to tfiL'

No

Yes

g wdant::G note a! for an e xp/ai/a/1()1? of tlrcse :erms)
I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because :

It is not justtfied
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

v/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

Alcase give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
tir sound or does not comply with the duty t o co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
tHese aspects please provide details. Please bo as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sh eet
• I
1f necessary.
I
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Question 4: Modifications sought
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informatinote your representation should
. . cover succinctly all the
, eVI'dence and support1ng
normally ~n nece:ary to support/Ju~tlfy the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
at publicat~~ :gee~~~~ ~~po~umty ~o ~~ke further representations based on the original representation
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

..... ~~a,a.e~~a note the Inspector will
the most appropriate procedure to adopt to
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

have

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England} Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

Broxtowe BorOl.l~~-, Cc,onc.ii
Planning & Community DevE+Jpment
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Local
Agent

I

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Trtle

Name
Organisation
(II*POidno a~ behell of ~~e
«ggllliellion)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by S.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment{s) you aubml on the Local Development Frameworll (LDF) wiU be used in !he plan process and may be In use for
!he lifetime of !he LDF In accordance with lhe Data Protection At:t 1998. The Information w1n be analysed end the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as c:ontldentlaland will be made available for public Inspection. All representations c:an be
viewed at the Counc:ll Oftic:es.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Polt cy text!
Document

Policy nurnuet

Page number

Pa ragraph
numi.H:>r
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D.
C'G
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0
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Policies Map
Sustainabllity
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 1: Ftood Risk
Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brlnsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site AIIQCBtlons
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
PoUcy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road}
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQndltions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

-

I

ltlo you consider this paragraph or poli cy of the Local Plan to i..Je . (1'/t·; t::"'-' / (''.-·~
g;u·d"l"d' no!,__• i'lll~~· <tli C'lJJirlJ •ril· ,,, of /I H.' Sf? t r-un~!

I :;

tne

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan i s not sound, is thi s because :

It Is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give detail s of why you consider this part of the Local Plan i s not l egally compliant , is
lmsound o r does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternati vely , if you wisl1 to support any of
t.tlese aspects pfcaso provide dc:tails. Please be as precise as pos sible. Cont inue on an cxlra sh eet

if necessary.

•

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what 11\0cJifica\ion(s) you consider nece~sary to tnllkc the Local Plan lcg<:~lly
compliant or sound . You will need t o say why t his rnodif1Ca\lon will m(lkc the Local Plan legally
comphanl or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put f orwa rd y ou r suggested revised wording
of any policy or t ext. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if n ecessat y.

~~ Av4t~&t.r?'"'/

or

t.J'l,._j{)
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note your representation should oover succinctly all the information, evidence and
lnfonnation necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector.
'- - - . . ..
..
.
.,••:11c.a

..

..
Guidance Note:
Please oomplete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done Incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way In which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate•.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our local Plan is 'justified', •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:

a

•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made In our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it Is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where It is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley•: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

.

For further guidance or assistance, p1ease contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452

..

•
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your r epre se ntat ion i s seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
publ1 c examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
r

If you wish to parttcipatc at the public examination. pl ease outline why ~·OlJ consider this t o b e

ne ces sary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
lndk'.ated that thPV V'.tlc:h +n norlt--l•...-.t~ .... _. • - • "' ''
•
•

Broxto"ve Borough Council
Planning & Community Development
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name

CH 1'2...\ S T 1Nf\

u:NONJ

Organisation
(If IIIIPIIIIIInll an bth•W of tie
Clf;ll. . . .)

Address

Postcode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protactlon • The c:omment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of 1he LDF In accordance with th8 Data Protection Ad 1998. The Information will be analysed and the CouncU wiD consider issues
raised. Please note that comments camot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubnc Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Ofllces.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel~ 0115 917
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

P01gc rwmb cr

Pol1cy number
~

Poli cy text!
Par>lgtaph
number

-

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site AJiocattons
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Stte Allc;>cations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of--centre and out-of--centre locations
PoUcy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road}
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: AJr Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Ple:~s c: set out \.VI1al modlf1c~l1on(~) you consider ncccss~ry to make th e LO CJ1 Plan l egally
compliant or sound . You will n eed t o say why thi s modification w ill make the Local Pi;;n legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you 3rc able to put forward your suggested revised word rn g
of any policy or text. Please l>t' as precise as possible. Continue on an e)(ha sheet it ne cessary .
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note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the lnsnector
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Question 2: What Is the Issue with the Local Plan?
I

Dtjl

~·OLJ

con s ider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to Lle : (.•,;:~,~ -.:•
nok' a .r f ,-,. [•.'l Cl.f)ra,.la:tu'J of tileso 1o:n1.:.)
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

/

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give detail s of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not l egally compliant , is
unsound or does not comply with the dLJty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provide d etails. Please be as prec ise as possi ble. Cont inue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representJtion is seeking a m odif1cation . do you consider it necessary to participate at the
pub! i c examination'?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish to participate at the publ1c cxarninat1on, please outl1nc vvhy you consider tltis to be
nccessar:Y

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear thn.~-= 1.1;hr
Indicated that thev wb:h t;'"' norl.,...;............ - • ~-

h-,.....

•

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation In the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done Incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way In which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate•.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective•: This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan Is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requJrements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where It is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPP.F) and other policies, or Includes clear end convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
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Please provide your client's name
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Your Details
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Address

Postcode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protec:tlon - The comment(s) you submH on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the lDF in aCCOfdance with the Da1a Protection Aa 1998. The information wtU be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments caMot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubfic Inspection. All represen1ations can be
viewed at the Council Offic:e&.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more lr~formstion: Tpl· 011e: o~.., 'J of. &"" ~~ •" ~ · - -
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Poltcy texll
Document

Pol1cy number

PJgc number

Paragraph
number
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Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley .t: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brlnsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site AIIQcatlons
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-<:entre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, slgnage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
d o you con sider t h1s pl!ragrclph or policy or t he Lot:ll Plan to IJc : (, l ,·L·it _,._- t l ·f:·.. I·:J Ill·-·
9 t~•lic':I 1 C:? /IDrl"? al / .11 it/1 C!<.fJ.'.trJl}/oLJ,'l Of /li~'SP. I C.':IIl.~)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co--operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

I

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If yo u thi nk t his p aragraph o r p olic y of th e Plan i s n ot s ound , is t his b ec ause:
It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

""

It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please gi v~ details of why you consider t his part o f t he l o cal Plan is not legally compliant , is
Lmsound or does not comply with the du ty t o co-operate . Alternatively, H you wish t o supporl any CJf
t hese ~spects please provide details. Please be as precise as poss ible. Cont1nue on an extra sllcc-t

if necessary ,
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Question 4: Modifications sought

... IA!IIIRA note your representation ShOUld cQYef
evidence and SUpporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only et the r.-quest of the Jnsnectcr.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate proced•Jre to edoot to he~r thn~ \A..,.,...... h.,.,_
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Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'Justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan Is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
atternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not defiverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where ft is reasonable to do so and consistent wHh
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley•: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
I
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
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Title

Name
Organisation
(If fiiSilOildlng on behalf of the
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Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E·mall address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection A/:.11998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E~mail: pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 6: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnabillty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the Issue with the Local Plan?
I
I

Do you consider this paragr>'\ph or pol icy of lhe Lo cal Plan t o be : (p:cv .:;e f L""ft.•t ta tln:
gu1daru:e 11ute ,;f fu1 <Ill e>.f>lat~al!Utl of tiles a terms)

Yes

No

I

2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co--operate

2.3

Sound

./

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
H you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified
lt is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

/

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modif1c.at1on(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan l egally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why th is modiFication willmal<e lf1c Local Pl an l egally
compliant or sound. tt will be hclpflll if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Plc<tsc b e as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet if necessary .

•

Please note your representation
cover succinctly all the Information,
and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.

1

,...

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
I

If yo ur repr esent at ion i s seeking a modificat ion, do you consider it necessary t o participate at the
public examination ?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

·)

I

If you wish t o participate at t he public examination, please outline w h y you con si d er t his to l>c
n ecessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

.~

Guidance Note:
Please oomplete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us w~at we have not
done or what we have done inoorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local P·lan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Please proVide your client's name

Your Details

I

liUe

Name
Organisation
(lf~gmbelldflfh

organlutlan)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rc1 November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Prot.ctJon • The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) wiU be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In aCCOJdance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Ollices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxto.we~qov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text!
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c

-Dca..

-uca
0

..J
N
~

ca

0..

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
cument
\tc.)
't.
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

I

Oo you consider this paragraph or policy of lhe Local Pliill to b e:
~u;nance r~o1 .-•

(p!ea3~ te:cr
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

No

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If y ou thi nk t his p ara graph o r p olicy of the Plan is not s ound , is this beca use :

It Is not justified
lt is not effective
It is not positively prepared

~

It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please g i ve detail s of why you consid er this p art of the Local Plan is not legally compliant , is
unsound or docs not comply with t he duty t o co·opcrat e. Alternatively, if yoLJ wish to support any of
t hese aspects please provide d etails . Pll::ase b e as p reci se as possible. Continue on an extr<r'st1cct
if n ecessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modificalion(s) you consider necessary t o make the Local Pl..-m legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why t his modificatcon will make the Loc"l Plan l egally
compliant or sound It will be helpful if you are able to put forvvard your suggested r evised word1ng
oi any policy or t ex.l. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation should caver succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
-

If your r epresentati on is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
publ ic examin ati on;?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wiq-h to participate at the public examination. please outline why you con sider thi s to be

n ecessary
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requir~ments. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan Is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Polley•: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polity Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

-

BroxtQWQ Borough Council
Planning & Community Development

Br
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(If NISPOflclllll an behalf of the
~Uon)

Address

Postoode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection -The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In sccordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will c:onsider Issues
raised. Please note that comments caMot be treated as confidential and will ba made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Bultt up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site AJiocatlon
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposafs for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road}
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travelfers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health Impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31 : Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.}
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

qo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (OIC'a3c I C!I~' to li re

gvictcJIICc nole al lw <m e;.p/i.ll l A/uJr; of ti1ese lt.:•ms)

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co·operate

2.3

Sound

fl o

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It is not justified
It is not effective
It Is not positively prepared

v

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

Please give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant , is
J,,sound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
tlipse aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
I
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
I

If your represe ntation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination ?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wis 1 to participate at the public examination. please outline why you consider this to be
necessary
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to

Co~operate':

If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan Is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy•: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.

t
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Bro·
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
litle

Mr

Name
Organisation
(11 resporullng on behalf of lhe

orgaotsaUon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (lDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

:

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Document

Page number

Policy number

Policy text!
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21 : Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc .)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
6o

you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be . (piP.ase ref•:r ro the

gwciance
uore Cit fo1 an cxp!e:ma:wn of these terms)
I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

No

Yes

v

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because :

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

/

Your comments
P~ease give details of why you consider this part of the local Plan is not legally compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
tl\-ese aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if r~ecessary.

03. The Local Plan is unsound for the following reasons:
Residents have been asked for their views three times and the majority have opted for the
Cordy Lane site to be developed. If the voice of the community is ignored then this and future
consultations will be tainted.
It seems a contradiction that while Broxtowe supports the award winning Brinsley
Headstocks heritage and nature site, it seems willing to threaten this outstanding feature by
permitting nearby development on Church Lane.
Plans have recently been announced to include O.H.Lawrence on a map of England's literary
•giants• as part of an international tourism initiative. There are strong connections between
the Lawrence family with Brinsley's colliery and countryside and it would be reasonable to
expect that Brinsley will share In the anticipated prosperity this initiative will bring - but again
it Is overshadowed by proposed development on Church Lane.

Question 4: Modifications sought

04. The Local Plan should be modified to show Cordy Lane as the preferred site because:

The proposed site on Cordy Lane has the least environmental value of the two sites
suggested. Neither does it contain any of the village's well documented heritage assets.
Church Lane by contrast is a wildlife haven In which literally hundreds of species of birds,
moths, plants, fungi and animals have been recorded.
Cordy Lane has existing residential neighbours whereas Church Lane is a stand-alone,
isolated site.
Cordy Lane is on the same side of the A608 as most village amenities thereby negating the
need to cross over their busy trunk road which leads to the M1.

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evlde~ce a_nd supporting .
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
II

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant' . To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Ccroperate':
If your response relates to the way In which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

Bro
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name

Organisation
(If respanclfng on behalf of the

organisation)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Dam Protection- The cornment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In aocordance wtth the Data Protec:tlon Al::t 1998. The information wtll be analysed and the CouncR wtl consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
Oo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Loc al Plan to be : (j!IL'3Se refer 10 the
JwdcJncc note at for an e;.p/anat,on of tlli.:sc terms)

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this becauso :

It is not justified
It is not effective
It Is not positively prepared

v'

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

~lease give details of ~hy you consider this part of the local Plan is not legally -compliant , is

u~sound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternativel y, if you wish to support any of
tllese aspects please provide details. Please be as p recise as possi ble. Continue on an extra sheet
if r ecessary.

03. The local Plan is unsound for the following reasons:
Residents have been asked for their views three times and the majority have opted for the
Cordy lane site to be developed. If the voice of the community is ignored then this and Mure
consultations will be tainted.
It seems a contradiction that while Broxtowe supports the award winning Brinsley
Headstocks heritage and nature site, it seems willing to threaten this outstanding feature by
permitting nearby development on Church Lane.
Plans have recently been announced to include D.H.lawrence on a map of England's literary
•giants• as part of an international tourism initiative. There are strong connections between
the lawrence family with Brinsley's colliery and countryside and it would be reasonable to
expect that Brinsley will share in the anticipated prosperity this initiative will bring - but again
it is overshadowed by proposed development on Church Lane.

..
2

Question 4: Modifications sought

Q4. The Local Plan should be modified to show Cordy Lane as the preferred site because:

The proposed site on Cordy Lane has the least environmental value of the two sites
suggested. Neither does it contain any ofthe village's well documented heritage assets.
Church Lane by contrast is a wildlife haven in which literally hundreds of species of birds,
moths, plants, fungi and animals have been recorded.
Cordy Lane has existing residential neighbours whereas Church Lane is a stand-alone
Isolated site.
•

I

Cordy Lane is on the same side of the A608 as most village amenities thereby negating the
need to cross over this busy trunk road which leads to the M1.

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your r epresent ation is seeking a modification , do you consider it necessary to participate at the
pu blic exa min a tion ~

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If y ou wis:h to participate at the public examination , please outline why you consider this to be
I
n ecessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning}
(England} Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate' .
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response Is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan Is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it Is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) .and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing oolicy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Brox1owe Borough Cou~<~ i\
Planning & Community Devaloprnem

:

Br·
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
llf raspondng on bella~ of the
~)

Address

Postmde
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s} you submit on the Local Development Frameworlt (LDF} will be used In the plan process and may be in use fa'
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubfic inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policv@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Document

-

Polley number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c:

-a..
ftS
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ftS

0
..J
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a..

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brlnsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A 1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: ~r Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
PoUcy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

-

I

Do you consider lhis paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be :

(n ,.~'aS'-' tL•fe1 , ,..,

~w d,;tlCC n nlc at f o1 ii'l e;.pf.uJalton of 1/JC'Se IC.'!ms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

11 :·-·

No

Yes

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If y ou thinK this paragr aph or poli cy of th e Plan is n ot sound, i s t his beca use:
It is not justified
It is not effective
It Is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
PJQase give d etails of why y ou considor this part of the Local Plan is n ot l egally compliant , is
unsound or does not comply with the duty t o co-operate. Alternatively, if you wist1 to s upport any of
t hese aspects please provide details Please be as precise as possible. C ontinue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set Ollt what modification(s) you consider n ecessary t o make the Local P lan l egally
compliant or sound . You will need to say why t his modification will make t he Local Plan legally
complian t or sound . It will be helpful if you arc able to put forward your suggested revised wordmg
·Of any p olicy o r text. Please b e as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
I

note your representation
cover succinctly all the
evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.
.....,..• cilll

.,.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modifrcation, do you consider it necessary to participate at th e
public examination;?
I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish to par1icipate at the public examination, please outline why you consider thi s to be
I
neccssar y
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

.

~·

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done Incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross~boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross~boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley•: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Mr

Title

Name
Organisation
(If raspcncllng en behaW ollhe
organlhtion)

Address

Postrode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by S.OOpm on Friday 3'd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: oolicy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
1Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A 1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
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Policy 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

bo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (J'Ir"'asc n:fo to till.:
Euidance nore i l l for fm c->.p!<:mar•otJ of these terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

/

v

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please onlv answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you th i nk tlli s paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

v

It is not consistent with national policy

/

Your comments
Pl ease give details of why you consider this part of t he Local Plan i s not legally compliant, is
unsound or docs not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternati vely, If you wish to su pport ~ny or
t hese aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local P.lan legally
compliant or sound. You willnocd to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It w ill be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. PlcHJse be as precise as possible_Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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note your representation should cover succinctly all the
evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.
......,SIIc:a

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your represent ati?n is seeking a modificati on, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?
I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

If you wish to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessary
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done Incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Broxtowe Borough Council
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Planning & Community Development

Agent
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Trtle
Name
Organisation
(lf 1111PII1dlng on behalf of lhl

organlutlan)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection -The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use fur
the lifetime of the LDF In aocordance with the Data Protection Ad 1998. The Information wtll be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments caMot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify ex_
a ctly
-

Policy number

Document

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimber1ey Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
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Policies Map
Sustalnability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11 : The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, slgnage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

I

Qo you consider this paragraph or pol icy of tha Local Plan to be: (17/ease 10fer to Uw
~ udanca rwtt:.• at for an oJ~p.'anatiOfl o f these terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

..

r

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what mod ification{s) you consider necessary to make the local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this mod ificat ion will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful jf you are able to put foJWard your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly the
, evidence and supporting
infonnation necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

'•

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on~going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross~boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

I

S-r·
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

j

Your Details
Title

Mr

Name
Organisation
(If .-panclng Gl'l behtlf of the
~)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (lDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In aCCORiance with the Deta Protection Act 1998. The lnfonnatlon will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
,.lsed. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubHc Inspection. AJI representations c:an be
viewed at the Coundl Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more .information: Tel: 0115 917 ~-==? "~uo ~.ten •
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Documen t

P olley number

Pag e number

Poli cy textl
Paragraph

number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site AJtocations
Polley •: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site AIIQC&tlons
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail In Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
.
~o

you consider this paragraph or policy of the Loc31 Plan to be; ( I .. ,.,-~_,~_.
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Yes

No

1

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

j,

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If y ou think this paragraph or poli cy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It Is not justified
It Is not effective

X

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of th e Local Pl an i s not legally compl iant, is
unsound or docs not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively , if you wish lo support any of
tllese aspects please provide d etails. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet

if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought

.....:..lila note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information,
and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be onlv at the reouest of ~he lnsnP-r.tnr

•--

.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your repre sentation is scckmg a modiftcation, do you consider it necessary to
public examination'?

participat~

at the

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish l o parttcipatc at the: public examination , please outline why you consider this to he
necessar¥

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who h:Jve
Indicated thet the\' w~ru, tn r~rlfri;;~fQ ot ihn ..... J,.,I;... · · - - · • •

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not His 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared In accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done Incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way In which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the Independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where It is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent wHh National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
r.r h\1 ;;.M:Uiin.-
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Broxtowe Borough Council

Planning & Comnnmity De·volopment
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1

Broxtowe Part
LocaiP

Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
litle
Name

Organisation
(if responding on benaW of the
organisation)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy T earn regarding Mure consultations.

Please tick here

[2J

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
canbesentro: -------------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protec:tlon- The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development F1"81Tle'N0rX (LDF) Vllill be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Policy texl/
Document

Polley number

Page number

. Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

~3

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation .
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

I
Oo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to the
~~idance note at !01 an explanation of these rerms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

'10

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound. is this becausJ:
I

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

~lease

give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
UljlSOund or doe5 not comply with the duty t o co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
tiYyse aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if r'lecassary.
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modifica.t ion will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet If necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If y our representati~n is seeking a modificat ion, do you consider it necessary to partici pate at the
public examinatio np

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you

wis~ to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
~

necessar~

o(, 1'~t
fJRC PAt.

f..D

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Polley Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation .

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & community Development

B.•~
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Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

j

Your Details

I

Title

Name
Organisation
(II respanclng an beiWf of the
~)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by S.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use tor
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Ad. 1998. The Jnfonnatlon wiU be analysed and the CouncU wiD consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments caMot be treated as confldenUal and will be made available fot pubUc Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more lnfnrme1Jon: T p l· fl-11'\ o .c 7 ~ ~ J: ., ? l i d ' ... , ....
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Docu rn~nt
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Policy number

Page number

Pol i cy texll
Paragraph

number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brlnsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site AIIQcatlons
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail In Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mjx and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditlons
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

I

Dp yo u consider t his parag raph or p ol• cy of lhe L ocal Pla n to b e:
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

No

Yes

NO

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this becaus @:
It Is not justified
It is not effedive
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

/

..

Question 4: Modifications sought
PJe::1se set out wh<tt modifrcat•on(s) you consider llCCcss:lry to make th e L ocal Plan l egally
compliant or sound You will need t o say why t his moclrfrcation will make th e Local Plan legally
compliant or sound It will bo llelpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revi sed wordrng
or any policy or t ext. Please b e as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if n ecessary.
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note your representation
cover
evidence and suDI)()rtilna
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of tha Inspector.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
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Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation In the Town and Country Planning (local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-opera~e· places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy•. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan Is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it Is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where It is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
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Broxtowe Part 2
Local Plan
Agent

I

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Other:

Title

Name

\4.

PA

Organisation
(If responding .., behalf or the
011JaniSII~an)

Addrass

Postcode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rct November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

D

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
canbesentro: ------------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www. broxtowe.gov. uklpart21ocal plan
Data Protec:tion ·The comment(&) you submit on the local Oevelopment Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LOF In acconlance with the Data Protection At:t. 1998. The infonnation will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at tha Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road}
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27:. Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

1

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

X

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
.
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It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 4: Modifications sought

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,

based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation,

. ...

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Please provide ),our client's name

Your Details
1itle

I

Mr

Name
Organisation
llf ,.andng Gil behalf
~)

Of""

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by S.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Dat. Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framewort (LDF) wiU be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of1he LDF In accordance with the Data Protection A£t 1998. The lnfonnatlon wiD be analysed and the Council will c:onslder Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All repn~sentations can be
viewed at the Council Ofllces.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more lnforma~ton~ Tet: 011fi 9"7 -yc:? 'l"t..a ~.:e:-c -- ,.,..,. -
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
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Policies Map
Sustainablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Policy number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Stte AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Bunt up Area SHe Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth SHe Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Stte Allt;)catlons
Polley 8: Development in the Green BeH
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Pag e number

53

Pol1cy tc-xtl
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

~you

consider !his paragraph or poli cy ot the Local Plan t o b e ·
qrv.d.1n: -~, 1 t,Jk' nr f, ,, l"•ll u.p 'a•1a1 ")n of th: sc tc:u n~,)
•
I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

(l\1,- '~L·

n· 1·,. t-1

fl •t

Yes

No

rJo

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this bc:causo:
It Is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

/

Question 4: Modifications sought
Pkase set out v1h <1 t mod1f1C<1tion(s) you consider necessary to make th e Local P IJn legally
compl iant or sound You w i ll need t o say why t his modtfication w11i make the Local Pl::~n leually
compl iant or sound It will be hclpfLII if y ou arc able to pLit f orward you r suggeste d re vised wordmg
of any policy or t ext. Pl ease l.Je as p recise as p ossibl e. Cont inue on an extra sheet if n ecessar y .
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note your representation should cover
all the information, evidence
supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the reauest of the lnsp*ctor.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
I

If your reprcscntJti.on is seeking a rnodif1cat1on . do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public cxaminat1on;?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No. I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish to p art•cipatc al til e public examination , please outline why you consider tlt is to be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to edoot !o hear thnc:;; wl-<n hQ''"
i!'ltjicaterl th="• tfou:o'U .....kh ~"" .. -...u-=-~ -
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Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.
'Legally Compliant':

If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal.and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.
'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':

If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on--going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation In the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.
'Sound'

If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:

(

•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan Is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan Is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from n~ighbouring authorities where it Is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPP.F) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
I
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Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name

Organisation
(if responding on behalf of the
Olgllllisation)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) wiUbe used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnation wiU be analysed and the Council wiH consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text!
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances·and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31 : Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the local Plan to be:

(plea~:;c

refer to the

~1nrlance nolo;; al fot a11 explanation of these terms_)

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

.AlO

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think thi s parag raph or p olicy of the Plan is not so und, is this because:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

v

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

~lease

i~

give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan not legally compliant. is
Jrsound or does not comply with tho duty toea-operate. Alternatively , if you wish to support any of
tHrse aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
I
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modificalion(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet If necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
I

If your repres entation is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary to participata at the
publ ic examinati on?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

If you w is;h to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessary
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
6
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If rupcnclng a1 behalf d the

Olllaniu11an)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments

5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(a) you submit on the Local Development Frameworil (LDF) wiU be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments caMot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at 1he Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph

number
Polley 1: Flood Risk

c
ca

D.

-cau

0
...J
N

t:
ca

D.

Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourflood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Cgnditlons
Policy 20: A;r Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What Is the Issue with the L~l Plan?
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2.1
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2.2
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__ Sound

Qu.-tion 3: WhY is the Local Plan unsound? Please on~y answer this question if
YOll answer~d 'No' to 2.3 above
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Question 4: Modifications sought
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SU:C Of

your representation
cover succinctly
evidence and
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations basec;i on the original representation
at pubncatlon stage. After this stage. further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
Please

based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4
Please u~ a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per repr-eSentation.
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Plme note the InspectOr will detennlne the most appropriate·procedure tO adopt to hear·thase Who have
Indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
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Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan bas been prepaced. then this is likely to
relate to whether It or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared_in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. Th~se are set out by iegislation in the Town and Country Planning (local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done Incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-opetate':
If your response relates to the way In which we have worked .with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public ~odles to engage constructively, actively, and on an on..golng basis, to maximise the

effectiveness of Local Plan preparation In the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' Is not a duty to agree. However, Local Pla:nning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response Is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then It Is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local -Plan is 'Sound'.

To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent-with national policY'. You may wish to consider the folowlng before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified•: This means that the Local Plan Is baSed upon a robust and credible evidence base. If

you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.
•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing·in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not

our Local Plan Is 'effective'.
•

•Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which

seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements frQm neighbouring authorities where it Is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development
•

iConalstent with NatiOnal Polley: Do you consider that our Local Plan aCcords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other poll~les, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing QOiicy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required; Pleise use one form per representation.
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organisation)

Address

Postcode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection. The oomment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information wil be analysed and the Council wHI consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubUc inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Oflices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites

c:

-ns
ns

D.
CJ

0
..J
N
~

ns

a.

Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations

Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions

Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets

Policy 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

[;lo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (pft:i:lsc rf:'fet to Ow
g{ltd;_mce note ar fo1 an cxplarmtiOII of these terms)

2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

Alo

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

../

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
f?lease give details oi why you consider this part of the local Plan is not legally compliant , is
dnsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support an}' of
tt~~se aspects please provide details. Please bo as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why th is modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Pl&:as:& note your representation should cover succinctly all the
evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,

based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
-

If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination·?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
-

If you wis:h to participate at the public examination , please outline why you consider this to be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

•

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate' .
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified' : This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Broxtowe Part
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Agent

I

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(If noapQnlling
Olllanlaatfon)

on behalf or the

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

Please help us
can be sent to:

an e-mail address that correspondence

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www. broxtowe.gov.u k/part21ocalplan
Data Protection -The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Al;;t 1998. The lnfonnatlon will be analysed and the Council wilt consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1

Question

1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
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Policy 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing

.5"3

employment sites
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Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations

Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)

Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions

Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21 : Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets

Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
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2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

X

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.
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Queatibn 4: Modifications sought
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,

based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one furm per representation.

" ..

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

to hear those who have

5
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(If respa~clng on behalf of the
01g8nl$1tlcn)

Address

Postoode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framewort (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Ad.1998. The information will be analysed and the CouncH will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available ror public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites

c

-D.
ftS

ftS

(,)

0
...J
N

t:
ftS

D.

Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability

Appraisal
Other (e.g.

omission,
evidence

document
etc.)
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Question 4: Modifications sought

Please note your representation
cover succinctly all
information,
supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

.

-

If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish to participate at the public examination , please outline why you consider this to be
necessar.Y

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

••

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.
~compliant with

the Duty to Co-operate':

If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and Is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Polley Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcV@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Dllta Ptofllc:lloa ·The commenl(a} you submit on the Local Development Framewa1c. (LDF) .a be used In the plan P.tacest and may be In uae far
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Please return completed fonns to:
Planning Policy, legal and Planning Services. Foster Avenue. Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452. 3448- :WAA nr ~1~ l=.ms:ail· ~vtn.a- '"""' ,..,

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Polrcy number

Page number

Polley text/
Par:lgraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quaHty existing
employment sites
:;.
t
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centii,Usea>
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(ChllweU Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size. mix and choice
Polley 18: Gypsies and TraveHers
Policy 17: PlaaHnaking, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfroms, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
.. '\ . :
Ground CQnditlons
(
'·
·• · • ·I ·
Polley 20: Air Quiliity ·
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: M"merals
Polley 23: Proposals affectb IQ designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The heaHh impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
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Policy 30: Landscape

Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map
-·

SustainabiiHy
Appraisal

Other(e.g.
omission.
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
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2.1

LegaDy compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

! -, :· ,._.

No

Ye s

I

2.3

j

Sound

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this p ara grJph or policy of the Plan is not so und . is this because :

/

It is not justified
It is not effective

;

l

It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy
,•.

Your comments
lease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Pl;1n is not legal ly compliant, is
I
unsound or does not comply wtth tho d uty to co-operate . Alternati vely. if you wish to support any of
tHese aspects please provide details Please be as precise as pe>ssible Continu e on an extra sheet
if 11ecessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
PIC!ase set out what modificat•on(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You Will need to say why lh1s modif1cat1on will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your sugge-sted revis~:d word ing
of any pol1cy or t ext Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information,
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
nonnally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

'

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to

Co~operate':

If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing In the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection- The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnatlon will be analysed and the Councn wHI consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Oflices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Policy textl
Document

Policy number

Page number

Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
{/~~ G"~
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Bett
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of~Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edg~f-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnability
Appraisal
Other(e.g.
omission,
ev idence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Oo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (tJiease refe1 to ffrc
~Wi<iance nutc: at for an exp!ana ltOtl of tlrcse terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

No

Yes

?Jo

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
I

If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because .

It Is not justified
It is not effedive
It Is not positively prepared

/

It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

Please give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
Jnsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possibl e. Continue on an extra sheet

if l1ecessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation
cover succinctly the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your represe ntati f>n is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary lo participate at the
publi c examinati on !?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
-

If you w i ~ to participate at the public examination, please Olttllne why you consider this to be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
Indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

...-.
Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning}
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co..operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emalling pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Broxtowe Part 2
Local Plan
Agent
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Please provide your client's name
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Your Details
Trtle

Name
Organisation
(lf respond"~n~~ an behelf of the
organisation)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3nt November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

.

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

----------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www. broxtowe.gov. uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection -The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protsction Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB

For more infonnatlon: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: oolicy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
;

\

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Blinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quar.ty existing
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Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
{Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 18: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: PlaaHnaking, design and amenity

Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures t---........,...---t-------1
Policy 19: PoDution. Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and n~
designated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space

Policy 28: Green lnfiastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map

Sustainabllity
Appraisal

Other(e.g.
omission,
evidence

document
etc.)

2
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

I

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

/

It is not justified
It is not effective

j

It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 4: Modifications sought
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Please nota your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
infonnatfon necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 1.-pector,
baSed on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper If tequinld. Please use one form per representation.

Que!$tion 5: Public Examination Attendance

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per r epr esentation.
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(if raspa~llng on behalf of lha
organlsaUon)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection- The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection kt 1998. The lnfonnation will be analysed and the Council wiDconsider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Col.mil Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Page number

Policy number

Policy textl
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21 : Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainabllity
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.}
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do you consider tl1is paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: {flleasu w.'er fo /he
9-J1idance note at for <HI cxplanakJn or lfwsc tom1s.l

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

••

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy' of the Plan is not sound,· is this because :

It is not justified

/

It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

/

Your comments

..

Question 4: Modifications sought

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to supporUjustify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4

'

...
Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

•

•

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this Is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meetthe 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If responding m behalf of 1he

organisation)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www. broxtowe .gov. u k/part21ocal plan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Frameworlt (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Aa_1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chllwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Paragraph
number
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

qo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (;1/easo tefer fo fl1e
~11danca nn/e al for an P.~p!a11ai10fl of these lt"?rrrrs)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound , is this because :

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

~lease

give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
li~sound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as prec;ise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet
if ?ecessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modificalion(s} you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.
4

... .
Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
-

If your representation is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wisfl to participate at the public examination. please outline why you consider this to be
necessary
'

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
Indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

• t

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to rel~te to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Broxtowe Borough Council·-··
Planning & Comm1mity Development

Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
litte
Name
Organisation
(if responding on behalf at the
OfllllnisaUon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

D

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
canbesemro: --------------------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnation will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

'

Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
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Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations

Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions

Policy 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets

Policy 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2

Policy texU
Paragraph
number

Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

t)o you consid~r tl1is paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to lle :
q w d:wn~ n olt! ;-d fot .111 Cll f l/Jtrafi0/1 o f t lrc::sc terms.)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound
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Yes

No
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Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because :

.

It is not justifted
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared

v

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any oJ
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modifccation(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will n eed to say why this modification will make t he Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able t o put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Ploasc be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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note your representation should cover succinctly the
evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modirication, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wisl1 to participate at the public cxaminatcon, please outline why you consider this to be
neces sa ry

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requi~~ments. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning}
(England} Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

to

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' Is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the .'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified'1 'effective'1 has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified•: This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective•: This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley•: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Your Details
Title
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Mr
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Organisation
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Address

Postoode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rcr November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data ProfKtlon • The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF} will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection h:t 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All repA!S8ntations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1A8
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gQv.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Polley number

Page number

Policy text!
Paragraph

number
Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road 1 High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditlons
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
PoJicy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
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Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
:

lilo
you consider thi s paragraph or poli cy of the Local Plan to be :
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

/

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is tl1is because .

It Is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
d(1SOLmd or does not comply with the duty t o co·oparate. A lternatively, if ~·ou wish to support any of
tHe se aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Cont1nue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modif1calion(s) you consider necessary to make the L<>Cal Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will need lo say why th1s modification will maS<c lhc Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. 11 will be helpful if you are able to put foi'VIIard your suggc:sted revised word tng
of any policy or text. Ploasc be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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..,,ID::ac!D note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.

.,
Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your r epresentati on is soeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at th e
publ1c cxaminationf

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

If you wi ~l1 to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
n ecessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

··.

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
req~i~ments. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the Independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what It sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'PosiUvely Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy•: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polity Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv®broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Agent
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Mr

Name

Organisation
(If ""'ponding on behalf of lhe

organlsalion)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

----------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www. broxtowe.gov. u k/part21ocal plan
Data Protection- The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: oolicy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Policy 1: Flood Risk
Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
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employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11 : The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
{Chi/well Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Please use a separate sheet of pape r if required. Please use one form per re presentat ion.

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
.-
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It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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Please use a separate sheet of paper lf required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination

No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
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Name
Organisation
(If responding on betalf rll the
0111anlsatian)

Address

Postoode
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.. y 3rd November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

0

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

------------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection- The comment{s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential arid will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Oftlces.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policv®broxtowe.gov.uk
1
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11 : The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
{Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts. signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: lJnstaDie land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,

based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination

No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.
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Organisation
(If respcndfng an behalf of the
Organl&llian)

A<idress

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection- The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Frame\YOJX (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnatlon will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number
-

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town· centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (pleasc: rf!ft:r to lfle
g.v icJancc no!c at for <>1"1 cxplaltatton of these terms)

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

'X

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
.
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is t
J

r

-(

because:

.

It is not justified

v

It Is not effective

~

It is not positively prepared

v

It is not consistent with national policy

(../

Your comments

~~oase give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is

u~sound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively , if you wish to support any of
t1\ese aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if rrecessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . ll will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet ifnecessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all
and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representati ~n is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
publ ic examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
'

If you wish to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
• '
I
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 {as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan Is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy,: Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Polley Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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t:sroxtowe Borough council
Planning & Community Development
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Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(if responding on be haW of the
Olg&nlsation)

Address

Postoode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here.

0

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection- The comment(s} you submit on the Local Development Framewor!( (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnfonnatron will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubHc inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Page number

Policy number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c
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ftS

0
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ns

D.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, slgnage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

s:,

Policies Map
Sustalnabllity
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
et c.)

2
Please use a separate sheet of paper if requir ed. Please use one form per representation.
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Question 2: What is the issue with the local Plan?
bo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (please refet lo the

gt1tdance no te at for an cxpfanation of these terms)

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

.X

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or. policy of the Plan is not sound, is this becaus~ :

It is not justified

X'

It Is not effective

')(

y:..
)<

It Is not positively prepared
It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

3
Please use a seoarate sheet of oaoer if reouinod. Plp;:ec;f' uc;f' ('lnf' fnrm
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you arc able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all

information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,

based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 5: Publ.lc E~~mln•tion Attendance

most
Indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a seoanrte shf!et of paJ)4!r If required. Please use one ft'rm oer reNesentetlcm.

',

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate fOnn for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compllent'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Loeal Plan has
to be prepared in a~rdance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' a11d legal and .procedural
requirements. Th.,se are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please u&e the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.
'Compliant with the Duty ro Co-operata':
If your response relates to the_way In which we have worked .with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County CounCils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation In the context of strategic cross-boundary mabrs. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. Howevar, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Locai Plan for examination.
'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'So.und'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is ijustifled', •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representatiQn on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified•: This means that the Local Plan Is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 1ustified'.

•

•Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what It sets out to. If you think that what we
ai'e proposing in the Local Plan is not delverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

•Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and Infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements frQm neighbouring authorities Where It Is reasOnable to do so and consistent with

achieving sustainable development.
•

•eonslatent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing pollcvObroxtowe.qov.uk.
6

Please use a separate sheet of paper If required; Please use one form per representation.

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Cornrnunity Development
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Br
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(If qapcndlng an behd olh

orgelliMtlan)

Address

----

Postoocle

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each _rep~..s... entation .
" ~

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(a) you submit on the Local Development FrameworK (lDF) wiD be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the lDF In accordance with lhe Data Protection Act 1898. The lnformetlon wiD be analysed and the CouncD will consider issues

raised. Please note that ccmments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations c:an be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Policy number

Document

Page number

Pof1cy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brlnsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site AfiQCatlons
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of·Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQndltlons
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 26: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

.
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Question 2: What Is the Issue with the Local Plan?
Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Lo cal Plan t o be : { 1 >r,-. a ~.· tt:-r,_ , u
Qi ~,f rn:·,-, II O! C' [tl fn1 ( 1'1 C'J<j)I,]• JCJ ! Ifl :J Of 1/ rC.: L' I C/I rl :O )
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Yes

No
-

2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

v ·

Question 3: Why Is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No• to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It Is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

,_____

Your comments
Plt:ase give details of why you consider this part of the Local Pl an is not legally compli<mt , i s
un sound or docs not comply with tltc duty to co-operate. A lternatrvely, if you wish to support an1· of
these aspects please provide d etails. Please be as precise as possible Continu C! on <Ill extra slwet
if n ecessary.

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modtfrca\ton(s) you consider necessa ry t o rnakc t ile L ocal Plan legally
compliant or sound You will need t o say why t h is modificatton w il l make the Local Plan l egally
compltant or sound It will b e helpful H you are abl e to put f o rward your sugge::.tcd revised word rng
of <:tny pol tcy or t ext. Pl ease be as precise as possible . C ontinue on a n extra sheet il necessary.
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note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your r epresen tation is seeking a modifscation . do y ou consider it necessary to parti cipate a\ the
publi c examin ati on?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination

No. I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If y ou

wi~b to participate at the publsc examination. please outlsne why you consider this to b e

necessa r~

Please note the Inspector will determine the most approoriate orOCI?.diJre to edoot to hear thn~ whn ~~....
inrl.~ e&t~
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Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not His 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to CCH>perate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective•: This means that the Local Plan will deliver what It sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan Is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent wHh National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
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Planning & Community Development

.'

Bro.·
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name

Organisation
(If responcdng a. behalf of the

organlaa11on)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by S.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection- The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (lDF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnatlon will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy texU
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
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Policy 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

l;)o you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (pfease refet to tin.'
(:].t.ndance nn!e ai fot an exr ta:ra lton of these terms)

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

./

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of th e Plan is not so und, i s thi s because :

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared

v

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

Please give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant. is
Lf~l souncl or does not comply with the duty to co-operate . Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
t hese aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be hetpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
oi any policy or text Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification , do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination:?
I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
'

If you wish to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (local Planning}
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended}. If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way In which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF} and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Please provide your client's name

I

Your Details
TiUe

Name
Organisation
(If re.pandln; Cll'l behlllf Of the
ccpnlulton)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

received by S.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Proteetlon • The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Frameworil (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that commenls cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448,3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Pol i cy number

Page number

Policy t ex.tf
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c

-

ftS

D.
ftS
CJ
0

...J
N
~

ftS

D..

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley SHe Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley SHe Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of~Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainabillty
Appraisal

Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

~---------r--------~

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Elo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (!•!vCJ:::•· ,,--f,_.l
9 11rdan-:.P n o/r: at fc't All L'~.p.'anaiton of tnc~G tenn~)

[;l fi le·

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

v

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this becausEt:

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

/

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan l ega lly
compliant or sound . You will need to say why I his modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be h elpful if you are able to put fon".·ard your suggested revised wordmg
of any policy or text Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheet if n ecessary.

.....:=u=.. note your representation should cover succinctly all the Information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.

•

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If y our representation is seeking a modification, d o y ou consider it necessary t o participate at t he?
public examination ?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

tf you wi s h t o participate at t he public examination , p l e3se outl i ne why you consider this t o be
n ecessary
1

I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Plea5e complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(Englimd) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
In the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way In which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co--operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.
'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the Independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it Is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, Including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Poli~y Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(If mponclng on behalf of 1he
orgenlsallon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection- The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) w!U be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LOF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnatlon wiD be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.qov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

Document

-

-

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Pa ragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c

-a.

ftS

-u

ftS

0
..J
N

t:
ftS

a.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making , design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainabillty
Appraisal
Other(e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do
you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (pleasf' refer to tile
I
gutdance note at for an c:xplanafton of tires£' terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

No

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered ·No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

~lease

give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant. is
unsound or docs not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively. if you w ish to support any of
tHese aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
I
•"f pecessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are abte to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

Please note your representation should cover
all the
, evidence and supporting
information necessary to supporVjustify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representati9n is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
p ubi ic examination;'?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

NO

If you wish to participate at the public examination , please outline why you consider this to be
necessary

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation In the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', •effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:

•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan Is 'effective'.

•

•Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www. broxtowe. gov. u k/part21ocal pI an
Data Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection At:t 1998. The infonnation will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448,3468 or 3015 E·mall: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
PolicytcxU
Document

Policy number

Page number

Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk

c

-D.

ca

-ca
(.)

0
..J
N

t::
ca

D.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road}
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets

s~

.~-t

(

'

Policy 32: Developer Contributions
Policies Map
Sustainablllty
Appraisal
Other(e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

.

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

£?o you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (please rcfL'r lo the
g(JJdancc l lote at for an explanatiOn of these terms'

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

flo

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you th ink thi s paragraph or policy of the Plan is n9t s ound, is thi s because:
. lt is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

J

It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
'

P~ease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
u j1sound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
th~seaspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheeL
if recessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s} you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. ll will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.

'

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
I

If your representation is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish to participate at the public examination.' please outline why yeLl consider this to be
necessary
'

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

..

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.

iS'

The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:

•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or ·not it is 'justified'.

•

•effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF} and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

Broxtowe Part
Local Pia
Agent

J Please provide your clienfs name
Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If tellpondlng an behalf of tho

avanlsallon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3'd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here

D

Please help us save money and the environment by providing an e-mail address that correspondence
can be sent to:

------------------------------------------------------------

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Da._ Protection- The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Ad 1998. The lnfonnation will be analysed and the Council wUI consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: ooiiCV@broxtowe.gov.uk
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1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
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Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: EdgfH>f-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions
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Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
:

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound
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Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
.·. ,___ .... ·} _::
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It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

/

Your comments
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3
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.
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4: Modifications sought

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required. Please use one form per representation.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
1

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
Please use a separate sheet of paper If required. Please use one form per representation.

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planntng & Community Development
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Bro .
Local
Agent
Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Tltle
Name
Organisation
(If niSpcnding on beNlf ol1he

01genlsa1lon)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection- The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnfonnatlon will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Co~l Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1 : What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
6o you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer to the
g~ndance note at fo1 clfl cxpfanatr'an o f /Iiese terms)

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Rlease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is
Jpsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
t tiese aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if ~ecessary .
i
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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Please note your representation shou cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

.

,,

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant~:
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 1effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
1

•

•

•

•

Justifled': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.
'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.
1

POsitlvely Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.
'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv®broxtowe.gov.uk.

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development
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Bf.
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

I

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If respaneling a1 beh81f of lhe

Clfg8nlullon)

Address

Postcode

Tel. Number
E-maU address

Comments sho

be received by S.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017

If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
D•ta Protection - The comment(s) you submit on the local Development Framework (LOF) will be used In the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection At;t 1998. The information will be analysed and the CouncU will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policv@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

-

Document

-

Policy number

-

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
i

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (plL·a:;c tele: lrJ /Ire
~urdance twlu .rtf tor an C>.pldnA!IDn v f these terms)

No

Yes

I

2.1

Legany compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

-~

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
.If you thinK this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:
It is not justified

/

It is not effective

/

It is not positively prepared

./
/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of the local Plan is not legally compliant, is
unsound or does not compfy with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
these aspects pleasa provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
Information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make lhc Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you arc able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any poliC)' or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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............... note your representation
cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
bo you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (fllease 1t:fL't
I

gu1dc1nco nole al for an wpfa,al,on ol lfi!J se terms)

2.1

legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Ia rlie

Yes

No
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Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
Please give details of why you consider this part of the local Plan is notl~gatry compliant, is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatrvely. if you wish to support any of
these aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible . Continue on an extra sheot
if necessary.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
publ ic examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

If you wi~h to participate at the public examination , please outline why you consider this to be
necessar;y

note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not rnet the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

•Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

•Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

•consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv®broxtowe.gov.uk.

Broxtowe Sorough Council
Planning & Community Devei•Jpment

Br
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(If re&palctlng on behalf of the

or;enlalllon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number

E-mail address

received by S.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection - The comment(s} you submit on the Local Development Framework (LOF) wtn be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider Issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for pubRc Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452,3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policv@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy tcxV
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQndltlons
Policy 20: AJr Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
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Qo you consider this paragraph or policy of lhe Local Plan to be :
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2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

t-JD

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above

,,

If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

Rlease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, Is
Lirsound or does not com~ly with !he duty to co-opetat~ . Altcrnati~ely, if yo~ wish to support any of
t hese aspocts please provtdc detatls. Please be as prectse as posstble. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
I
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Question 4: Modifications sought
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to supporVjustify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.

•

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
publ1c examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

If you wish to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
I
neces~arr

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on..going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation In the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross~boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan :
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development

.
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Br
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
litle
Name
Organisation
(If ..spa~efrng lXI behelf Of the

011111111slllfon)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number

E-maU address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3ro November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LOF) will be used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council wiD consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Pol1cy number

Page number

Policy text!
Paragrapl1
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
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Policies Map
Sustainability

Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission.
evidence
document
etc.)

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Policy 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

i

~o

you consider this paragraph or policy of the local Plan to be : (J)!':! asc 1cfcr to ff1e

gwr/,=.nce no/P. at for an explanation of /fu::.::::.e t er-ms)

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legalty compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co--operate

2.3

Sound

~c

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
' .
If you think this

pa~graph or policy of the

Plan is not sound, is this be ca use:

It is not justified
It Is not effective
It is not positively prepared

v

It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
'

~lease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant , is
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively. if you wish to support any of ,

tltrse aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
I
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out 1.\lhat modification(s} you consider necessary to make the local Plan legally
compliant or sound . You will naed to say why this modification will make the local Plan legally
compliant or sound . It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as pracise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.
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note your representation should cover succinctly I the
evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.
.... a,!llea

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
I

If your represe nt ation is seeking a modifi cation , do you consider it necessary t o participate at the
publ ic examination·?
I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

rJo

'
wi ~h

If you
to participate at the public examination , please o utline why you consider this to be
n ecessa ry

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policV@broxtowe.gov.uk.

Broxtowe Borough Counctl
Planning & Community Development

Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If responding on behalf of the

orgarlsallan)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.
If you would like to be contacted by the Planning Policy Team regarding future consultations.

Please tick here
Please help us s ;
can be sent to:
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dress that correspondence

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov. uk/part21ocalplan
Data ProtKtion - The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Frameworlt (LDF) wiNbe used in the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The Information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. Aft representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: policy@broxtowe.gov.uk
1
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Question 1 : What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
-

-

Document

Policy number

Page number

PolicytexU
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Policy 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilweil Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, slgnage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondeslg nated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
et c.)
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Please use a seoarat e sheet of oaoer if reauired. PIE>a'>e use one form opr r ep rt•!=E>ntatio n
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

-

i

~o you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be: (please refer lo the

s.lidance note at for an explana/Jon of these terms)

I

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

~

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this because:

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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Question 4: Modifications sought
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to supporVjustify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she Identifies for examination.
4
Please use a separate sheet of paper if required . Please use one form per representation.

'j

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
I

If your representation is seeking a modification, do you consider it necessary to participate at the
public examination"?
I
Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

- -

-

If you wish to participate at the public examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessary
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
5
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Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.
1

Legally Compliant':

If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.
~compliant

with the Duty to Co-operate':

If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan Is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
6
Please use a separate sheet of oaoer if reouired. Please use one form oer representation.

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development

..

-2 NOV 2017

Br·
Local
Agent

I

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(If respcndlno on behaK artae

OIO'nUtlon)

Address

Postoode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

received by S.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
O.ta Protection • The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in lhe plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with lhe Data Protection k11998. The Information wiU be analysed and the CouncU will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and wRI be made available for public Inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more lnform1111tlon~ Te!: Q11fi Q1 7 ~,::;? ') .I!.H l ~~&'<'· --- - -
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

P olley numbe-r

Page number

Poltcy text:
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk
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Polley 2: Site AllocatiOns
Polley 3: Main Bultt up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allooation
Polley 5: Brlnsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site AIIQC&tlons
Polley 8: Development In the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of--centre locations
PoUey 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The health Impacts of development
Polley 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
I

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the local Plan to be: (please refer Ia Ihe
m1idance note at for an explanatiOn of these terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co~operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

X

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy ?f the Plan is not sound, is this becausEJ :
It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

)()

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
I

P leaso give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan Is not legally compliant, is
1
unsound or does not comply with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to supporl any of
1
th ese aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Contin ue on an extra sheet
if ~ecessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. II will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet If necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to supporVjustify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
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Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
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If your representation is seeking a modific ation, do you consider it necessary to part icipate at the
public examination?
I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination

wish

If you
to participate at the
I
necessary

publi~ e-x~mination, please outline why you consider this to be

I
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Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.
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Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justifted'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polley Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing aolicy@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development

-2 ~ov :m1

.

Br·
Local
Agent

IPl~ase

provide your alent's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
{II l'8lljiCinCirlg en behill of the

oroa•aon>
Address

Postmde
Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rct November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection • The comment(a) you submit on the local Development Framework (LDF) will be used in the plan process and may be In use for
the lifetime of the LDF In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnatlon wiU be analysed and the Council wiH consider issues
raised. Please note that c:ommerrts cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public Inspection. All repA!sentatlons can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 Ewmail: policv@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Do cument

Policy number

Page number

Policy text!
Paragraph
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c

-m
Q.

-mu
0

...1
N

t=
m

Q.

Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Polley 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses In
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellerb
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Polley 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Polley 28: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission.
evidence
document
etc.)

~· ~

~·I

•l

Question 2: What Is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

I

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to b e:: (pl(•:r;e tv.1<'' /CJ f /J ._'
d w d all[:£7 nul•? ;=J/ I ul

ill!
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Yes

No

'

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

/

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered •No' to 2.3 above
If you thinK this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this becaus~ :

It is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

f'JffF

~

Question 4: Modifications sought

{~

1

(

note your representation should cover succinctly all the
evidence and SUI>OOnlntg
infonnatlon necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she Identifies for examination.

..

..
Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If y our repre se ntati on is seeking a modiftcation, do you consider it necessary t o participate at the
public examination?
I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wish t o participate at the pul>lic examination, please outline why you consider this to be
necessar¥

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
Indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

.

.

Guidance Note:
PleaSe complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way In which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requlr~ments. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response fonn to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done Incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co~perate' places a legal duty on local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on·going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of local Plan preparation In the context of strategic cross·boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan Is 'Justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 1ustified'.

•

•Effective•: This means that the Local Plan will deliver what It sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Polity Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing poJicy@broxtowe.gov.uk.

-

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development

Br
Local
Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title

Name
Organisation
(If ~UPG~ding on behelf Cf lhe

01;8111sati0n)

Address

Postcode

Tel. Number

E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation.

For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uk/part21ocalplan
Data Protection- The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The information will be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG91AB
For more Information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: pollcy@broxtowe.gov.uk

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragrapl1
number

Polley 1: Flood Risk

c
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Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Bulh up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Polley 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Polley 8: Development in the Green Belt
Polley 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Pollcy ·10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Policy 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Polley 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Polley 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Policy 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Polley 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Polley 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Polley 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground Conditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Polley 31: Biodiversity Assets
Polley 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustalnablllty
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
po you c,o nsider this paragraph or policy of tho Local Plan to be : (l"tf-:>ZJsc

tdH

to t11t:

Yes

9JIIfiance nnte ar for an cxp!anatmn of thcsu terms)

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

v

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, ·is this because:

It Is not justified
It is not effective

It is not positively prepared

/

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments

~lease give details or why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, is

lfilsound or does not comp.l y with the duty to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any or
tliese aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if necessary.
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modif1cation(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet ir necessary.
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Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
If your representatibn is seeking a modification , do you consider it necess ary to participate at the
public examination?
I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

If you wish to participate at the publi c examination , please outline why you consider this to be
I
necessary
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this Is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co~operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on~going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross~boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co~perate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co~operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan Is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

~Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or Includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emalling policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.

Broxtowe Borough Council
Planning & Community Development

B r o-·_;,·. !·~'"
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Agent

I

Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(if respaodlng en behalf of lhe

or;anlaaticn)

Address

Postcode
Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by 5.00pm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation .
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For more information including an online response form please visit

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection -The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development Framework (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The lnfonnation will be analysed and the Councn will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Oflices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Polley, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham·
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 34(?8 or 3015 E~mall: 12Q.!J!Q,\1.~
1

Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

Policy 1: Flood Risk
Polley 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main BuiH up Area Site Allocations
Policy 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Policy 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development In the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Policy 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Polley 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Polley 20: Air Quality
Policy 21 : Unstable land
Policy 22: Minerals
Polley 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Polley 24: The heaHh impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Polley 27: Local Green Space
Policy 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Policy 29: Cemetery Extensions
Polley 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions
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Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

I

Qo you consider this paragraph or pol icy of the Local Plan to be : (fllease !'efL'r to the
~pidancc note a! for an explanation of tftcse terms)

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Yes

No

v

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered INo' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound, is this

becaus~ :

It is not justified

It is not effective
It is not positively prepared

v

It is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
~lease give details of why you consider this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant, i s
Jpsound or does not comply with the duly to co-operate. Alternatively, if you wish to support any of
tllpsc aspects please provide details. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet
if pecessary.

or

•

f
,

-

..

Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out whal modification(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to say why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or tcxL Please be as precise as possible. Continua on an extra sheet If necessary.

note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
necessary to supporVjustify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
"".:o~tinn stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
Dat;ea on the matters and issues he/she identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
-

-

If your represen t ati on is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary to part icipate at the
public exa minati on ?I

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
I

v

If y ou w i ~h to parttcipate at the public examination , please outline why you consider this to be
n ecess ary

I''

'I

note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those
indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

•Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared, then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

•compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

•sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

a•

t

'Consistent with National Policy': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.

Broxtowe Borough Council j
Planning & Community Developmen1
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Please provide your client's name

Your Details
Title
Name
Organisation
(rfreapcndlng on behalf of lit"
organlaatlon)

Address

Postcode

Tel. Number
E-mail address

Comments should be received by S.OOpm on Friday 3rd November 2017
If you wish to comment on several policies, paragraphs, or sites, please use a
separate form for each representation .
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For more information including an online response form please visit:

www.broxtowe.gov.uklpart21ocalplan
Data Protection· The comment(s) you submit on the Local Development FrameworK (LDF) will be used In the plan process and may be in use for
the lifetime of the LDF in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The infonnatlon win be analysed and the Council will consider issues
raised. Please note that comments cannot be treated as confidential and will be made available for public inspection. All representations can be
viewed at the Council Offices.

Please return completed forms to:
Planning Policy, Legal and Planning Services, Foster Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1AB
For more information: Tel: 0115 917 3452, 3448, 3468 or 3015 E-mail: oolicy@broxtowe.gov.uk
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Question 1: What does your comment relate to? Please specify exactly
Document

Policy number

Page number

Policy 1: Flood Risk

c
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Policy 2: Site Allocations
Polley 3: Main Built up Area Site Allocations
Polley 4: Awsworth Site Allocation
Polley 5: Brinsley Site Allocation
Polley 6: Eastwood Site Allocation
Policy 7: Kimberley Site Allocations
Policy 8: Development in the Green Belt
Policy 9: Retention of good quality existing
employment sites
Policy 10: Town Centre and District Centre Uses
Polley 11: The Square, Beeston
Polley 12: Edge-of-Centre A1 Retail in Eastwood
Policy 13: Proposals for main town centre uses in
edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations
Policy 14: Centre of Neighbourhood Importance
(Chilwell Road I High Road)
Polley 15: Housing size, mix and choice
Policy 16: Gypsies and Travellers
Policy 17: Place-making, design and amenity
Policy 18: Shopfronts, signage and security measures
Policy 19: Pollution, Hazardous Substances and
Ground CQnditions
Policy 20: Air Quality
Policy 21: Unstable land
Polley 22: Minerals
Policy 23: Proposals affecting designated and nondesignated heritage assets
Policy 24: The health impacts of development
Policy 25: Culture, Tourism and Sport
Policy 26: Travel Plans
Policy 27: Local Green Space
Polley 28: Green Infrastructure Assets
Polley 29: Cemetery Extensions
Policy 30: Landscape
Policy 31: Biodiversity Assets
Policy 32: Developer Contributions

Policies Map
Sustainability
Appraisal
Other (e.g.
omission,
evidence
document
etc.)

2

Policy text/
Paragraph
number

,..

'

~

Question 2: What is the issue with the Local Plan?
-

Do you consider this paragraph or policy of the Local Plan to be : (plt?ase refer to the
I
QV1dance note at for an f!'Xp!anatwn of these terms)

Yes

No

I

2.1

Legally compliant

2.2

Compliant with the duty to co-operate

2.3

Sound

Question 3: Why is the Local Plan unsound? Please only answer this question if
you answered 'No' to 2.3 above
If you think this paragraph or policy of the Plan is not sound , is this because :

It Is not justified
It is not effective
It is not positively prepared
It Is not consistent with national policy

Your comments
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Question 4: Modifications sought
Please set out what modifrcation(s) you consider necessary to make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. You will need to s3y why this modification will make the Local Plan legally
compliant or sound. It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording
of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible. Continue on an extra sheet if necessary.

Please note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the Inspector,
based on the matters and Issues he/she identifies for examination.
4

Question 5: Public Examination Attendance
I

If your representation is seeking a modification. do you consider it necessary to participate at the
publ1c examination?

Yes, I wish to participate at the public examination
No, I do not wish to participate at the public examination
If you wi~h to participate at the public examination , please outline why you consider this to be
necessary
I

Please note the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
Indicated that they wish to participate at the public examination.

Guidance Note:
Please complete a separate form for each representation you wish to make.

'Legally Compliant':
If your response relates to the way in which the plan has been prepared. then this is likely to
relate to whether it or not it is 'Legally Compliant'. To be 'Legally Compliant', the Local Plan has
to be prepared in accordance within the 'Duty to Cooperate' and legal and procedural
requirements. These are set out by legislation in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). If you think that we have not met the legal requirement
in the preparation of the Local Plan, please use the response form to tell us what we have not
done or what we have done incorrectly.

'Compliant with the Duty to Co-operate':
If your response relates to the way in which we have worked with other authorities then this is
likely to relate to the 'Duty to Co-operate'.
The 'Duty to Co-operate' places a legal duty on Local Planning Authorities, County Councils and
certain public bodies to engage constructively, actively, and on an on-going basis, to maximise the
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross-boundary matters. The
'Duty to Co-operate' is not a duty to agree. However, Local Planning Authorities should make
every effort to secure the necessary co-operation on strategic cross-boundary matters before they
submit their Local Plan for examination.

'Sound'
If your response is about the content of the Local Plan and the strategy it adopts, then it is likely
to relate to whether or not the Local Plan is 'Sound'.
To meet the 'Test of Soundness', the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider
whether or not our Local Plan is 'justified', 'effective', has been 'positively prepared', and Is
'consistent with national policy'. You may wish to consider the following before making a
representation on the 'Soundness' of our Local Plan:
•

'Justified': This means that the Local Plan is based upon a robust and credible evidence base. If
you think that the evidence doesn't support the choice made in our Local Plan, or there are realistic
alternatives, then your comments may relate to whether or not it is 'justified'.

•

'Effective': This means that the Local Plan will deliver what it sets out to. If you think that what we
are proposing in the Local Plan is not deliverable, then your comments may relate to whether or not
our Local Plan is 'effective'.

•

'Positively Prepared': This means the Local Plan should be prepared based on a strategy which
seeks to meet objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.

•

'Consistent with National Polley': Do you consider that our Local Plan accords with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and other policies, or includes clear and convincing reasons for
doing something different?

For further guidance or assistance, please contact the Planning Policy Team on 0115 917 3452
or by emailing policv@broxtowe.gov.uk.
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Completed forms should be delivered to the Parish Hall or they can be collected by telephoning 01773 531251
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Extra forms are also available from the .Parish Hall on request.
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21st October 2:00pm- 4:00pm
24th October 2:00pm- 4:00pm
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I support the Brinsley
YES
Neighbourhood Plan .(Please Tick)

DNO_r:-71_
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Tel:-

Email

Completed forms should be delivered to the Parish Hall or they can be collect:
ed by telephoning 01773 531251
Extra forms are also available from the Parish Hall on request.

CLOSE OF CONSULTATION-30TH NOVEMBER 2017
OPEN AFTERNOONS AND EVENINGS FOR INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE ON
RESPONSE TO BOTH PLANS WILL TAKE PLACE IN THE BOWLS PAVILION.
THURSDAY EVENING
19th October 7:00pm-9:00pm
SATURDAY AFTERNOON 21st October 2:00pm- 4:00pm
TUESDAY AFTERNOON
24th October 2:00pm- 4:00pm
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